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Preface

Throughout this work when quoting frota the sources I have adopted

modern conventions with regard to punctuation and the use of capital

letters. Fuller details of the policy adopted in transcription and

quotation are given in Appendix A. The names of people and of places,

if not rendered in their modern form, have been placed in quotation

marks, with one or two exceptions such as the family name, Steward.

The use of the word, forest, is discussed fully in the introduction.

In dating, allowance has been made for the start of the medieval

year on 25 March. For instance, the medieval date 3 February 1248

would be given as 3 February 1248/9. The form of date 1228 x 1248

means not earlier than 1 January 1228 and not later than 31 December

1248. The dating of entries in the exchequer rolls has been treated

in the following manner. Where an event occurred within a certain

year of an account, for instance between June 1454 and June 1455, the

date of that event has been given as 1454 x 1455. Where a procedure

or process carried on continuously throughout the year of an account

the date has been given in the form 1454-1455 and where reference is

made to the presentation of an account or to the act of recording an

account the terminal date of the account has been given. If, for

example, the account between June 1454 and June 1455 had been the

first account to mention a currour, this fact would be stated in

the form, 'the ourrour is first recorded in l455'»

I should like to express ray gratitude for the help which I have

received from Professor A.A.M. Duncan, Mr. Aitken, Dr. Murieson, and

Professor B. Danielsson, help which I have specifically acknowledged

in the text. The assistance which I have received from the staffs
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of Edinburgh University library and of the National Library of Scotland

has been Invaluable* I am also indebted to the co-operation which I

received in St. Andrews University Library, Cambridge University

Library, The British Museum Heading Booms and in Lambeth Palace Library.

Finally, I must acknowledge that, apart from the nap of Normandy,

the maps and plans are based on Ordnance Survey Maps.

J.M.Q.
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Introduction

Hunting reserves in medieval Scotland have already been examined

by M.L, Anderson, late Professor of Forestry in Edinburgh University,

and by W.G. Dickinson, late Professor of Scottish History also in

Edinburgh. Professor Dickinson's study regrettably fills only two

pages in volume XX of the Stair Society and Professor Anderson's

two volume study, a History of Scottish Forestry, leaves much unsaid.

From the studies of Prankish hunting reserves or forests, as they were

called, and of the English forest system carried out by C. Petit

Dutaillis it was evident that there was scope for a fuller historical

assessment of hunting reserves in medieval Scotland. The purpose

of this thesis is to provide such an assessment.

Basically such an assessment requires a full description of

hunting reserves in Scotland and consideration of several problems

relating to that description t firstly, how effectively did hunting

reserves fulfil^ the purpose for which they were created) and

secondly, what effeot did they have on the lives of the people. The

former problem necessitates an examination of the rights which the

owner of a hunting reserve claimed within that reserve and the means

by which these rights were enforced and the latter necessitates an

examination of economic activity within and around bunting reserves.

The plan of this thesis has been adapted to its purpose. In

order to set the institutional analysis in context the main develop¬

ments of hunting reserves in medieval Scotland have been placed in

an introductory narrative. The evidence and arguments from which

these developments have emerged are not given in the introductory narra¬

tive but in the ensuing institutional analysis. The introductory

narrative also contains material not examined elsewhere such as the
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origins of hunting raserves In Scotland, comparisons of Scottish

English and French practices and an account of what can be termed

the political history of Scottish hunting reserves. The institutional

analysis is conducted by examining the different types of hunting

reserves and their organisation and aims to describe these reserves

and assess their effectiveness and the efficiency of their administra¬

tion# In order to assess the effect of hunting reserves on the

people the position outside reserves is examined in detail in Section

D and the evidence relating to economic activity within and around

reserves is assembled in Section E. Matters and arguments essential

to the thesis but which would disrupt the flow of the thesis have

been placed in appendices the most important of which is the edition

of the forest laws, one of the most valuable sources used in this

study. To set certain aspects of this study in a territorial con¬

text several maps and plans are also included.

The sources consulted are given in detail in the bibliography

and discussed, where necessary, in the text but two comments are

relevant here. Firstly, the sources which produced the most helpful

evidence were undoubtedly the cartularies of various abbeys, especially

Melrose, and the exchequer rolls, especially those which cover the

years from 1to 15>13. Secondly, it is unfortunate that no medieval

Scottish hunting treatise or treatise on forest management is extant.

Throughout the thesis the word, forest, is most frequently

used to mean a hunting reserve ana not an area of woodland. Where

forest is used to signify an area of woodland, it is olear from the

context that it is so used. The use of the Soots "forest* and the

Latin 'foresta' has been and still is a source of confusion and must

be clarified. They are usually both used to mean a hunting reserve.
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'Forest1 was employed in this sense in a proper name1 but was also

used more In the sense of a wild and rugged area than just a hunting

reserve. When Douglas travelled in 'the forest*, Barbour included
2

not only fittrick but an area west to the Igrae Water in this forest.

The earliest examples of 'forest* in the vernacular occur in Barbour's

works and therefore belong to the second half of the fourteenth
3

century. 'Forest* could also mean woodland. The Book of Alexander

belonging either to the late fourteenth century or to the mid-

fifteenth century contains several examples of this use of 'forest

Chi the continent, the vernacular French 'le forest' had meant wood¬

land since the tenth century.^ It can, therefore, be assumed that in

Scotland in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the French speaking

aristocracy used 'le forest' to mean an area of wood as well as a

hunting reserve. So it is likely that the Soots 'forest' had acquired

this meaning much earlier than the first extant examples given above

as the use of forest in Middle Etaglish before 1300 would suggest.^

1. Barbour, Bruce, (Skeat), bk 8, 1 l£kt see below ohapt. 4, p. 199.

2. Ibid., Bruce, bk 9, 1 6?2.

3. See DOST sub 'forest'.

k» The Book of Alexander, ed. Ritchie, ii, 1 2835, l*0i*2.

5. Petit Dutaillis, 'De la Signification du Mot ForSt & l'Bpoque
Franque', Bibllothdqus de 1'Eoole des Chartes, lxxxvi, (1915),
1/*U.

6. See DOST sub 'forest*.
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The Latin 'foresta' might also be used to describe woodlands as

well as a hunting reserve but the latter use is by far the more common.

A charter of Robert II In 1371 refers to 1 forestanxm nostrarum de

1
bosco de le Tor et de Clacmanane'. 'Foresta* here, according to

toe context, clearly refers to a hunting reserve but when the area

of a reserve as at Torwood is described as a 'boscus', a word of

purely vegetational significance it is not surprising to find that

'foresta' could mean woodland. La this sense the earliest use

of 'foresta' occurs perhaps in 1231* when the bounds of Arbroath's

lands of Dunnichen included 'proxiraam arborera for©ate de Ochtir-
2

lony,' although in this instance the forest of Ochtirlony might

be a hunting reserve. Similarly, toe reference c 1250 to the lands
3

•que vocatur foresta de Dalkam' might refer either to woodland or

to a hunting reserve. Yet another dubious example occurs in the passage

in Fordun's Chronicle, where Edward HI was ambushed in 'foresta

prope Melrose'.^ There is no evidence for a forest or hunting

reserve in that area in the fourteenth century apart from the more

distant Ettrick forest which Fordun would presumably have referred

to by name had he wished to convey that the ambush took place there.

This meaning of 'foresta' may also occur in 11*78 x 11*79 when timber

cutting was mentioned 'in forcetis et nemoribus de Alway et Clakaanane'.

1. SRQ, Mar and Kellie Papers. GD l21*/6/l.

2. Arb. Lib.. 232.

3. Glaa. Reg.. 199.

1*. Chron. Fordun. Annals, c 176.

5. ER, viii, 567.
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The context of wood cutting and the use of 'foreetae' in the plural

suggests that 'forestee' is used to mean woods. Another example

occurs in James 17*8 charter to John Haldane of Qleneagles granting

him 'silvos...naaora et forestas in libera forests ubiounque infra

predictas terras'.3' Ihe wording implies that the forests existed

before the free forest grant was made and since there are no

previous hunting reserves recorded in the area 'forestae' must refer

to woods.

One less common use of 'forests' is found in the feu charters

of Sttrick where a stead or holding in the forest is called a

•forests'.2
It can now be understood how it arose that Skene defined 'foresta'

3
as 'ane large wood without dike or closure quhilk hea na water',

whereas Stair wrote that the meaning of forests 'can not be extended

generally to woods but only to such where deer are kept'.4

1. RMS, ii, 3288j SRO, Great Seal Register. C/2A$.

2. RMS, ii, 32438.
3. Skene, J, De Yerborum Significations, (London, l6iil), 67, sub.

'forestarius

U. Stair, Institutes, bk. 2, tit. 3, e 67.
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Summary

Hunting reserves or forests as they were called were first

established In Scotland by David I In the 1130s. Previously Scottish

kings may have favoured certain areas whan hunting but they do not

appear to have reserved these areas.

Th medieval Scotland a forest could be created on any tract of

land whether wooded or not. The prospective owner of a reserve,

however, whether a baron or the king could only have a forest cm

lands which were In his own hands. The king created royal forests

by royal proclamation and baronial forests by a free forest grant.

The owner of a forest controlled everything In, on or above the ground

in his forest, a right summarised from the fourteenth century onwards

as vert and venison. Throughout the medieval period the penalty for

an offence against the vert cr the venison was £10. The venison

referred to the greater garnet red deer, roe deer and boar. The

lesser game was also reserved and included fox, rabbit, wild-cat,

marten and hare, hawking and in some, if not all, cases fishing

were also controlled. The vert, which comprised whatever vegetation

there was in the forest was reserved since it was essential for the

harbouring and nourishment of the game. The owner of the forest

could, at his discretion, permit others to hunt in the forest, or

to graze their animals there or to cut wood in his reserve usually

on payment of a toll. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries pigs

could graze on the payment of pannage but by the fourteenth or

fifteenth centuries all tolls were known simply as herbage or foggage.

Where an individual regularly paid such a toll to graze his animals

in a forest the toll was often regarded as a rent for the use of the

forest and by the fifteenth century the payer of the toll was often

regarded as renting part of the forest.
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A forest law developed In Scotland which embodied man/ of the

rights exercised and regulations imposed in royal and baronial forests.

The law was probably first formed in the late twelfth and in the

thirteenth century. Certain borrowings were made from English forest

law in the fourteenth century which may have resulted from attempts

of Edward I to anglicise the Scots law.

In royal forests in the twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries the law was usually enforced by justiciars. In the

fifteenth century while justiciars could still hear forest cases, the

trial of offences in royal forests was usually the responslb lity of

the commissioners of crown lands. In baronial forests the baron

could try forest offences in his own court but if difficulties arose

he could resort to the royal court.

The daily administration of the forests was usually in the hands

of foresters, In royal forests in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries

the sheriff was often the forester and in the fifteenth century the

balllri ad extra and commissioners of royal lands took over some of

the forester's duties.

During the medieval period there was a constant clash between

the maintenance of hunting reserves and the pursuit of economic

Interests. The first major clashes occurred in William I's reign

most notably in Eskdale and in Gala and Leader. In Ettrick in the

fifteenth century seme attempt was made to accommodate economic

activity within a hunting reserve but by the end of James IV's

reign the attest to control economic activity had been abandoned.

Chi the other hand, in the fifteenth century, James II and James

IV tried to keep the forest of Glenflnglas free of all economic

activity. It was generally true, however, that an area could not
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be maintained as a hunting reserve when subjected to continuous

economic pressure whether agricultural; pastoral or Industrial.

Ba Scotland forests seldom occasioned real hardship because

they were adaptable and did reflect contemporary social and

economic developments.
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Introductory Narrative.
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1

The Appearance of Hunting Reserves in Scotland

Although man from his origins has lived by hunting it was probably

not till the Upper Palaeolithic age that hunting rights became an element

of man's social organisation.1 Since then hunting has been the subject,

at least in Western Europe, of rules or rights. Hot till the seventh

century A.D. Is there clear evidence of the existence of hunting reserves

in Europe and in Scotland not till the twelfth century. The hunting

reserves of the Prankish Empire which were the first to be recorded

provide certain criteria which can be used to detect the presence of

such reserves whan examining early Seottlsh sources.

The first of such criteria mist be the limitation of the principle
2

of Roman law that game as res nulljus belonged to whoever killed it

regardless of where or on whose land it was killed. Should hunting en a

certain area of land be restricted to the owner then the idea of game as

res nulllua would be limited. Secondly, there must be a specific penalty

other than a fine for trespass which the owner of the reserve could impose

an anyone hunting within it illegally. Thirdly, while hunting reserves

could be owned by the king or ruler or by his subjects, there must be

1. Lindner, K», Die Jagd Per Voreeit. 26$. j Clark G., Archaeology
and Society. (London, 1957J, 185, 220, 221.

2. Justinian, Institutes, section II, part 1, chapter 12j see below
oh. 9.
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evidence that the king triad to control the hunting reserves of his

subjects» the subject was entitled to have a hunting reserve only

with the king's permission and it was not possible for him to establish

a hunting reserve purely on the basis of rights of property or owner¬

ship of land. Jtaurthly, in a hunting reserve the habitat of the game

should be preserved along with the game itself, resulting in the

close association of the preservation of trees and the reservation

of game within one area of land.

These criteria Bust not be confused with certain social phenomena

which can be regarded as essential to the ultimate appearance of the

concept of a hunting reserve. There is toe idea, first of all, of

limiting the right to hunt to certain people and secondly of possess¬

ing the right to hunt cat one's own land. The former does not imply

a reserve unless the right to hunt on an area of land is limited solely

to toe owner of that area of land nor does the latter unless the

hunting is controlled by the owner. Thirdly, toe private ownership

of wood, which like toe previous two phenomena occurs only in a moder¬

ately advanced society, does not, by itself prove the existence of

a hunting reserve.

Two aspects of hunting reserves, the importance of the ownership

of land and toe exercising of rights on that land, reflect the feudal

organisation of medieval society. Consequently, although feudalism

is an imprecise concept, countries with a feudal or similar system of

land holding were more likely to provide conditions amenable to the

establishment of hunting reserves.

When searching for evidence of hunting reserves in Scotland

before the twelfth century, one has to rsly, apart from the occasional
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reference, on the possibility of Baglish, Irish, Welsh and Gcoadlnavian

sources representing the Scottish situation. These influences on

Scotland can be conveniently grouped into (i) Celtic i.e.vIrish and

Welsh and (il) Germanic i.e. Scandinavian and English.

The Germanic and in particular the Scandinavian influence on

Scotland can be seen in two pieces of Scottish evidence* In 1158 x

1159 it is recorded in the Qrfcaeyinga Saga that the earls of Orkney

used to hunt regularly in Caithness}'1' and laired, to illustrate

Maloolm Ill's generosity, relates in his Qenealogia Regrna Anglorun

written, in the twelfth century a story which, he says.he heard fro®

David I, telling how Malcolm pardoned a traitor while hunting
2

•secundum legem vanandi quara vulgtts tristam vocatThe tryst, or

trlsta mentioned by Aelred was the spot where the hunters awaited the

drive,^ and it occurs in several twelfth century charters.4 The word

trlsta derived from the Old Norse treysta, to trust, passed to the

Danelaw where it ease to mean a hunting station and was used as such
c

In Old Ehglish. From Hfegland it had passed to north west France by

1180 and probably to Scotland although it is conceivable that Scotland

1. Orkneyinga Saga, part 3, 211;.

2. Aelred, Genealogla, 735.

3. See app. C 1.

U. FRS, i, I8hi HRS, ii, 80, 136} see below, p. 33.

5. Wartburg, Franzoslsche Etymologlsche Worterbueh, (Bonn, 1928),
xvii, 369} Tilander, C^egatlca, 1. 81 ff. I am indebted to
Dr. Murieson of the Senool of Scottish Studies of Sdinburgh
University and to Sror Danielson of Stockholm University for
assistance with the etymology of this word.
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may hav* received the word direct from Scandinavia. While the exla-

ten.ce in Scotland of this hunting custom which Aelred describes as

a 'legem venandi' doss not imply the existence of hunting reserves

it Is clear that Scandinavian influences did reach Scotland thus

rendering Scandinavian hunting practices a guide to Scottish practice.

In Norway the idea of game as res nullius was limitedt land

owners could hunt on their own land but if their hunt passed to

another laan's land the kill went to the owner of the land where the

hunt ended. While game, therefore, was not entirely res millius

since it did not belong to the hunter, there was no system of hunting

reserves involved since the land owner could not prevent others

hunting on his land.1 These hunting rights depended on ownership of

land, not on a royal grant, and any control Norwegians had over

2
timber cutting was not connected in any way with their hunting rights.

On common land hunting was free to all.^ Tn Sweden and In Denmark

similar arrangements seem to have applied.

Continuing with the Germanic group evidence can be found of

Anglo-Saxon customs reaching Scotland. A notltia of grants by

Macbeth and Gruoch of Ktrkness to the church of St. Serf In lOiiD x

includes a later addition which Lawrie suggests comes from

1. Quia Ting Law, co 93, 9$»

2. Gula Ting law, c 91| Frosta Ting law, ce 10, 11, lk.

3. Frosta Ting Law, co 8, 9.

k. Lindner, Die Jagd ia ffrghea MLttelalter, 11*2, 11*7i Scanian Law.
xi, c 5*

5. esc, S.
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David I's reign and which states that the land was to be held 'sine

refection® pantis et sine exercltu et variations •. lawrie takes this

to mean that the king would not hunt on that land, which might suggest

a grant of something approaching a hunting reserve. He puts a similar

interpretation on David I's grant of Pennick to Dunfermline 'in

aqtiis at pratis et pasouis et in piano et asmora absque oiani venatu'.3"
Lawrie's interpretation is unsatisfactory because in the Kir&nesa

grant the grantee is being excused various duties which the grantee

and not the grantor had to perform. Since it was an .Anglo-Saxon

practice to make service in the king's hunt a condition of land
2

tenure, it is more likely that the grantee of Kirkness was being

excused the duty of helping in the king's hunt, presumably by the
3

provision of beaters for a drive. 'Absque omul vanatu' in the

Pennick grant although it occurs in the pertinents, would also fit

this interpretation. Strength is given to this argument by

Prof. Barrow's work on shires and thanes in Scotland^ which examines

the evidence for estates or shires as parts of the royal demesne

inhabited by a class of ministerial freemen, sometimes called thegns,

who gave goods and services to a royal centre. Evidence for this

type of organisation is found, he states, in Scotland, Sngland and
5

Wales. Prof. Barrow suggests that the words shir© and than© ware

1. ESC, 178.
2. Gresswell Rev. W.H.P., The Forests and Deer Parks of the County

of Somerset, (Taunton, 190£), Mil" Barrow, Kingdom of the Scots,
21}" Thorpe^ PipXcaaatarium, 114.

3. See app. C 1.

4. Barrow, ibid-., 21, 27.

5. Barrow, °ib4cLr, 35 64.
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borrowed from England sometime between the sixth and the tenth century

to describe an already existing system in Scotland. Consequently,

the duty to assist in the king's hunt which was commonly found in

English shires must have occurred in Scotland before the twelfth

century although it was in no way connected with the existence of

hunting reserves.

In this context the name 'Swtnewood' which occurs in the shire

of Coldinghara in a charter of King Edgar in 1095^ suggests that the

aiglish practice of collecting pannage from pigs grassing on mast in

woods, a practice which can be traced to the reign of Xne in the
3

early seventh century, was current in Scotland before the twelfth

century. These instances suggest that other Anglo-Saxon customs

relating to woods and hunting might also have been current in Scotland.

Ib Anglo-Saxon England game was in some ways considered as res

nulliue but to a lesser extent than in Dorway. Chut in his Secular

Ordinance, issued between 1020 and 1023, enacted that all men be

entitled to hunt in the woods and fields on their own property but

that no one was to hunt on his reserves under pain of incurring the

full royal forfeiture.4 Chut had, therefore, established royal hunt¬

ing reserves where no one else could hunt, thus limitink the idea of

game as res nulling. There is, however, no evidence that any one

other than the king might possess a hunting reserve. Chut does not

1. Barrow, ibid, 6h.

2. ESC. 15; Duncan A .A.M., 'The Earliest Scottish Charters', SHR,
xxxvii, (1958), 103-5.

3. MP. i, 369, cc k9, k9 part 3.

4. Pobertson, Laws of Kings of *iagland, 178, c 80.
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state whether or not lend owners could prevent other people hunting on

their land or confiscate the kill of hunters who care© on to their

land. That he does not Indicate that nan were entitled to hunt out¬

side their own lands could, however, imply that there were limitations

placed on then If they did so. Free nan also had common rights of

hunting game and taking timber In woodland, rights sometimes mentioned
- 1

with grants of land as in a charter of the king of Hercia In 822.

The close link of land ownership and hunting rights was obviously

amenable to the establishment of hunting reserves but only the king

did create reserves and only the king could enforce a special penalty

for offenders in his reserves.

While Chut*a Ordinance shows that woods oould be held privately
2

and while the laws of Xhe show that woods were protected, there was

no link between hunting rights and the preservation of woods.

Turning to the Celtic group the evidence reveals that Irish

hunting customs were praotiaed in Scotland before the twelfth century.

The Gaelic notitlaeof the Book of Deer dating from the eleventh century
sLe rc. '

record the grant of * erelo •' by rial Coluire son of Hal Brlgto to the
e I

monastery of Derr. The Old Irish 'erelc* meant an ambush4 and was

connected with a drive, either as a wall or glen to assist the drive

1. Whttelockv, The Bag:Dnain#B of £hgilsh Society, 3X>3| Thorpe,
Diplomatorture. 6>5.

2. JOB, 1, 369, oc u3, kk.
3. Jackson, Deer, 31, 3k, $2, 93. Eretc' wus mekctlhe-asecJ t-- 'eierc ,

U. Watson, Celtic Place Names, 1*89.
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or as the spot where the hunters awaited the drive."*" The use in

Scotland before the twelfth century of the drive, an Irish or Gaelic
2

hunting method, is also illustrated in Gaelic literature. In the

ancient laws of Ireland, the idea of game as res nulHus was restricted

if it existed at all. In the Book of Aicill a lengthy discussion in

the commentary on 'What is lawful in deer judgements • mentions law-
3

ful and unlawful pit falls and lawful and unlawful hunters. An

Irish legal poem dating from the eighth to the ninth centuries edited

by D.A. Blnchy mentions unauthorised stalkings.^ In certain areas,

therefore, only certain people could hunt. Blnchy thinks there may

have been a separate tract on stalking, hunting, trapping and netting

and gives what may be a quotation from its 'a net which is placed

[on another man's land] without asking permission'.^ The Inferred

mention of another man's land introduces the possibility that a land

holder could hunt on his own land and prevent others from doing so,

in which ease game would not be considered as res nullius. Another

quotation from this lost tract gives what Binchy considers to be

one of the few examples in Irish law of occupatio. a concept in

effect the same as res nulliusi 'there are three birds for which

the owner of the land is not entitled to a share wherever they be

acquired, a snipe, a hawk and a heron'. Binchy adds that there may

have been other, more ioaportaafc examples of occupatio. This second

1. See app. C 1.

2. See app. G 1.

3. All. Hi, Uk9} Binchy D.A., 'The linguistic and Historical Value
of the Irish law Tracts', FBA, xxix, (1913), 195.

k* Binchy, D.A., 'An Archaic Legal Poem', Celtics^ ix, (1971), 152-168.

5. Binchy, ibid., 167-168.
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quotation introduces the concept of the owner of the land receiving

part of the kill which suggests that land owners raay have allowed

others to hunt on their land but nay have taken part of the kill as

was the custom in Norway thus admitting that game could be considered

as res nulllug to a certain extent and contradicting the previous

conclusion. The concept of res nullius was nevertheless probably

more severely United an private land in Ireland than in Norway

though not always, one suspects, to the extent of establishing a

hunting reserve, lb this context the poem 'The Pursuit of Diarrauid

and Grainne' which dates from the tenth century but which survives

in a twelfth century edition describes how Diarsraid received

permission to hunt in a certain giant's lands whore otherwise

hunting was forbidden by agreement between the giant and the Flan.1"
If a land holder could exclude other hunters from his land, this was

a right dependent on his ownership of land and not on a grant from

the king and he could not enforce a special penalty for illegal

hunting. On the other hand the tuath had common land for grazing,
2

common waste and wood which suggests that there might also have

been allowance for common hunting. Although woods could be owned

privately and 'man trespass' waa committed if certain trees were

3
cut there was no special connection between the protection of timber

and the possible reservation of game.

1. Gross and Slover, Ancient Irish Tales. 355, 397.

2. ALI, iv. cxxiii, 101.

3. ALI, iv, Ikli Binchy, ibid., 157-159.
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By contrast with Irish customs those of Wales, which throw light

on the history of south wost Scotland before the twelfth century,

are considerably clearer on the application of the idea of res

nulllus to game. In the Welsh laws, perhaps as a result of Roman
1

influence, the Idea of game as res nulllus is stronger than in

any of the societies so far examined. land holders could hunt on

their own lands but definitely could not prevent other people hunting
2

on their land. The principle of raa nullius was limited to the

extent that if a hunter killed an animal on another's land, the

owner of the land received a fourth of the kill, not the complete

animal as in Norway. Nor was there any possibility of hunting on

another man's land being forbidden as in Irelandi one Welsh law,

which states that if a person while travelling cm a road in the king's

'fforest' should wound a deer he my chase it as long as he can see

it, is in accord with the treatment of game as res nullius.^ The

use of 'fforest' in the Welsh text cannot, however, be taken as

proof of the existence of forests as hunting reserves in early Welsh

society since the codes in which it occurs, the twelfth century

Diraetian and the fourteenth century Gwantian, were both open to

Anglo-Norman InfluenceJ4 Moreover, the earliest Latin manuscript of

the late twelfth century does not mention this clause nor does it

use the latin 'foresta'. Similarly, the Venedotian Code which

1. Ellis, Welsh Tribal law and Custom, i, 33.

2. Ancient Laws and Institutes of Wales. 799, Leges Walllcae, 2,
XXVI, c ij p. viii.

3* Ibid., 243, Dimetian Code, 2, XIII, c 16; 359, Gwentian Code, 2,
XXV, o $.

li. Lloyd J., A History of Wales. (London, 1911), i, 339.
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survives in the oldest Welsh Manuscript, the Black Book of Chirk of e

1200, does not -use 'f.forest' nor mention this clause."

Ih Welsh society the position of the king was stronger than in

Ireland or in Norway, perhaps as a result of both Norman and Anglo-

Saxon influence. It was clearly stated that the king was free to

hunt anywhere and that his hunting parties took priority over all
2

others. The king also took an Interest in protecting the hunting

rights of his subjectsi anyone who laid a snare on another man's

land without the latter's permission had to pay a fine both to the

land holder and to the king. This does not, however, amount to con¬

trol of hunting rights from the centre and despite the definition

of the royal rights there is no trace of royal hunting reserves being

established on the Anglo-Saxon pattern. All freemen ware entitled
3

to hunt on their tribal lands, and the protection of timber was

unconnected with reservation of gama.^
While one can be certain that part of the totality of Scandinavian,

Anglo-Saxon, Irish and Welsh customs applied to Scotland before the

twelfth century, it is more difficult to be so when examining a

specific set of customs such as those concerning hunting. For that

reason and also because of toe differences in Celtic and Germanic

hunting customs it is not possible to transpose these customs in toto

1. LLoyd, ibid., 1, 339J Lewis T., Black Book of Chirk. ZCP, xx,
(1933-6), 30-96j Lewis T., Glossary of Early Medieval Welsh Law,
(Manchester, 1913), lU9j Ancient Laws and Institutes of Wales,
Leges Wallicae, Vanedotlan Code.

2. Ancient Laws and institutes of Wales, 799, Leges Wallicae., 2, XXV,
c 6j 800, LegesI'alllcae, 2, XXVT, "c lj Ellis, ibid., i, 33.

3. Ellis, ibid., ii, 52 ff.

Ancient Laws and Institutes of Wales, 800, Leges Wallicae, 2,
mm,d.
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to Scotland but there is sufficient similarity to enable an approximate

picture of hunting rights in Scotland prior to the twelfth century to

be constructed. Those who had the right to hunt, which probably

depended on an individual's status or degree of freedom1 would be able

to take part in some form of common hunting rights either on waste

ground or ground belonging to the tribe or kin. Any limitation of

game as res nullius would stem from the right of a land holder to

prevent other people hunting on his land or to take part of a stranger's

kill for himself, rights based simply on the possession of land and

not on a royal grant. It is conceivable that Scottish kings may have

had hunting reserves of the late Anglo-Saxon pattern but it is more

likely that they siiqaly had certain favoured hunting areas into which

category may fall the 'cursus apri' granted by Alexander I to St.
2

Andrews. It Is most likely that there were certain established ways

of hunting such as the drive and coursing, depicted on several ninth

century Pietieh symbol stones,"* which to Aelred had the character of

leges venandl and to which certain tenants of royal lands had to render

assistance. There was no general system of hunting reserves established

and controlled by the king and whatever preservation of timber there

may have been would not have been directly connected with the

reservation of game.

1. Ellis, ibid., ii, 52 ff.

2. Chron. Picta-Soots, 190; Barrow, The Kingdom of the Soots, 172.

3* See app. C 1.
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Consequently, the concept of forests as hunting reserves must

have been Introduced to Scotland in the twelfth century from an external

source. The Prankish kings in many ways were the forsulators of ideas

and institutions throughout medieval Europe. The forest system was

no exception. The present view of the origins of forestae or hunting

reserves is that Roman concepts of game and the private ownership of

lands and wood survived in Prance as silva propria and silva dorainlca1
and probably also in Western Germany. 'They became known to the Caroling-

2
lan mayors of the palace in Austrasia in the seventh century, where a

charter Issued by Sigbert, King of the Pranks, in 61*8 recorded the

first known example of a forest as a hunting reserve, the forest of

the Ardennes."* Both Petit Butaillia and Latouche agree with the

etymology of forest as coming from Old High German forst. Latlnisa-

ticsn as forestis led to contamination with foris, thus introducing

the concept of the forest being outside common uae.^ Petit Dutaillia

firmly established that a forest in early medieval Europe was a

hunting reserve, not necessarily wooded. The Capitulary de Yillls

issued either by Charlemagne between 771 and 800 or by his son Iouis,

King of Aquitaine between 798 and 813 clearly states that royal game

1. Prou M., 'la Fortt en Angleterre at en Prance1, Journal des
Savants, (1915), 21*1 ffj De Coulanges P., Hlstolre des Lastltutlans
Politique de L'Ancienne France, 1*25. ~ -----

2. Latouche, The Birth of the Western Bconoray, l88j for a variant view
see Cambridge"iSconoiri'cl-iistory v.Cambridge, 191*1), i, ed. Koebner
R, 1*2 ff.

3. Petit Dutaillis C., 'De la Signification du mdt for«t £ l'$x>que
Praaque*, Bibliothlque de 1'Boole dea Chartas, Ixxvi, (1915), 97 ff.

1*. Petit Dutaillis, ibid., ll*2j Latouche, ibid., 188j Lindner, Die
Jagd In Prtfhen Kittelalter, 156.

5. Ganshof P. L., La Belgique Caroliagienae, (Brussels, 1958), 162.
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wa3 to bo reserved in royal forests, that no one was to cut down the

woods in the forests, and that grassing pigs in woods within a forest

was subject to a toll#"'" Anyone stealing game from royal forests was

2
subject to the imperial ban. There Is evidence that Charlemagne

tried to control hunting outside his forests"^ although land owners

besides the king were allowed to hunt and create forests. They could

not, however, create a forest without the king's permission.'

The Prankish kings thus limited the idea of game as res nullius

by the establishment of their reserves, had a specific penalty for

offenders in these reserves, linked timber and game reservation within

their forests, and attempted to control all non-royal forests which

could only be created on the basis of a royal grant. Outside these

forests the customary free hunting rights of the medieval Germanic

laws continued to operate"* as did the idea of res nullius,0 an idea

which was to reach Scotland in the form in which Justinian originally-

stated it. Paradoxically, the society which was to perpetuate and

transmit the idea of forests as hunting reserves was also to per¬

petuate and transmit the Roman Law principle of game as res nullius.

The first area to which the institution of forests was trans-

7
mitted was Neustria, where a fully developed forest system, presumably

1. MQH, Capitalaria, i, 86, Capitulary de Vlllis, c 36.

2. MGH, Ibid., ?1, Capitulare Klssorum Generals, (802), c 39.

3. Petit Dutaillis, ibid., 127.

It. MGH, ibid., 288, Capitulare per ae Scribenda, (818 x 819), c 7.

5. Lindner, Die Jagd int Friihan Hittelalter, X6U| Prou, ibid., 21*1-21*3.

6. Lindner, ibid., Ill, 112.

7. Iatouche, ibid., 183.
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controlled by the Garolingian count, existed by the and of the seventh
1 2

century. This system which disintegrated in the tenth century was

revived by the Norman dukes by the early eleventh century, thus

illustrating the Prankish as opposed to the Scandinavian inheritance

of the Norman dukes. Prom 1017 x 1025 evidence shows that Norman

dukes had hunting reserves called silva or forests,^ and that they

exercised a system of forest jurisdiction with special pleas within

these reserves.^ The Caroliogian system was not restored in its

entirety since forests could be used to describe a wood and not a

hunting reserve"' and there is no recorded attempt of the dukes to

control the hunting reserves of their subjects.^ By 1066 hunting

reserves, both royal and baronial, ware well established throughout
7

Normandy, and it was there that many families whose descendants

were to settle in Scotland first became acquainted with forests as

hunting reserves* The Sruces from Srlx and the Morvilsa from Morville
3

held their lands in or near the ducal reserve in the Gotentin,

1. Petit Dutaillis, ibid., 120-1.

2. Petit Dutaillis, ibid., ll*7.

3. Actes dea Dues de Normandte, 30, 35, 221*.

I*. Ibid., 61*, 99.

5. Ibid., 11*0.

6. Ibid., 208, 211*.

7. The following information about Nonaan families comes from
Barrow G.W.S., *Les Families lorraandes d'Kcosse', Atmales de
Norrnandle, (1965), 1*93 ff, and in The Kingdom of the Boots, 315-
3361 Barrow, Q.W.S., 'The Beginnings of Feudalism in Scotland*,
BIHR, (1958), and in The Kingdom of the Scot3, 279-311*5 Ritchie,
Normans in Scotland; See Map A and Key

8. For the location of and evidence for Normandy's hunting reserves
see Map A and Key 1.
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while the Sinclaira of St Clair sur L'ELle were close to the reserve

of Cerisy as were the Soulles family from Soulles to the South of St.

US, The Avenals were probably associated with the Avrauchin where

the Count of Mortain had several hunting reserves.

The Noxman invasion and occupation of i-hgland brought the Caroliogian

forest system to England in the late eleventh century. By the end of

Henry I's reign those features of the Carolingian system, absent in

Normandy before 1066, had been restored and surpassed. The meaning

of forests was once more limited to hunting reserves and the king

controlled hunting outside his forests both by an attempt, ultimately

unsuccessful, to reserve royal game, that is deer and boar, inside

and outside his forests, and by forbidding the formation of hunting

reserves by his subjects unless they had received royal permission.

Henry usually limited such permission to the right to reserve the

lesser animals of the warren or of the chase although on occasion he

did grant part of a royal forest to a subject.1 A more complicated

organisation developed in Ehglaad than In the Prankish Empires

rights of usage in the forest were defined as estovers and easements

and assart or clearing was carefully supervised. In Henry I's reign

it was probably regarders who prepared for forest eyres which were

held to punish offenders end Henry himself may have taken part in

hearing forest pleas. The pleas of the forest were clearly recorded
2

In the leges Henrici Prlmi and a code of forest law was established.

1. Complete information on the English Forest system can be found in
Petit Dutaillis, C., Stubbs, li, 3ii9 ffj Petit Dutaillio C.,
•Franco Norman Origins of the English Forest', Essays offered to
C.H. Bemont, 59 ffj Cronne H.A., 'Forest under Henry I', Essays '
to J.a. Todd. 1 ff.j KFtAH, ii, p xx, nos 629, 631, 696, 709, 799.

2. Petit Butaillis, Stubbs, 173J Crcmne, ibid., 1 ft,; Stubbs, Select
Charters,, 185, The Assize of the Forest, cc 1-6, 10-11, lUj
Richardson H.Q. and Sayles G.O., The governance of Medieval England,
(Edinburgh, 1963), IM ft.
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To the workings of this system David, brother of the king of Scotland

was introduced as earl of Huntingdon. A large part of the lands

of the earldom of Huntingdon lay within royal forests of Henry I."*"
Thus many of the lands which David granted to his Norman associates

2
In his earldom of Huntingdon also lay within English royal forests:

the Bruce# held lands in Huntingdon including Connington, Caldecote

and Kxtonj the Horvilles Vmissendine, Whitwell, Boseat and Gffordj

the Sinclairs Hamerton and the Soulles Doddington. David and his

tenants could not hunt on tnese lands without Henry I's permission

which was no doubt more forthcoming for David than for his tenants

who often held lands in other parts of Ehgland. The general forest

privileges received by the earls of Huntingdon and confirmed to John

le Scot covered only the pasture and timber cutting of the earl and

his vassals and did not extend to hunting thus making it unlikely

that any of these barons received general exemption from the forest

system in respect of hunting."^
Since, as has been shorn, there was no native forest system, it

was the Moraan or Frankish system which was established in Scotland

although the exact date of its introduction cannot now be determined*

It is possible that Scottish kings were acquainted with the idea

of a forest system for some time before It was established in

Scotland. If Malcolm III did not hear of the Shglish forest system,

1. See Map B and Key 3. Informs-ion on iiiglish forests in Huntingdon
is taken from Bazely, M.L., English Royal Forest in the Thirteenth
Century', TRH5, (1921), 31*0-172. For information on the Earldom
of Huntingdon and its tenants see above note 63 and Moore, Lands
of the Scottish Kings in England, 13 ff.j Farrer, Honours and
Knights' Fees, ii, passim.

2. See Map B and Key 3.

3. Moore, ibid., 55.
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his saas, Duncan and Edgar, had the opportunity of experiencing the

Qaglish forest system at first hand. There is no evidence, however,

to suggest that they established forests of their own in Scotland.

Indeed the political climate in Scotland at the turn of the century

was not conducive to the introduction and acceptance of Anglo-Norman

institutions.1' The shadow of forthcoming changes can b® detected in

the reign of Alexander I. David, who held most of southern Scotland

from his brother probably settled a certain 'Willelmus veaator*

in Cumbria in 1122 for he was a witness to the Ihgulsltio of the lands

2
of Glasgow Cathedral." If David was hunting in southern Scotland,

the possibility of his establishing forests there has to be considered.

David's charter to the abbey of Selkirk, probably issued towards the

Kid of the period U14-* 1124"* shows that he had fewterers or grey¬

hound keepers, and controlled the use of timber in his woods

(!boscos raeos') presumably in and around Selkirk. He also granted

Selkirk a tithe of the hides of hinds and stags killed by his fewterers.

The combination of a hunting establishment and the control of timber

in the area which was soon to appear as the first recorded royal

forest in Scotland certainly suggests that a hunting reserve was

established by David before 1124 but had David created a forest

there it is hardly conceivable that such a novel introduction would

have esaaped mention in his charter to Selkirk especially when hunting

and wood cutting were concerned. Cfae has to accept that while David

may have established a forest in this area before 1124, as Ritchie

1. Dickinson, Scotland firota the Sarlieat Times, ££, £6.

2. ESC, £0.

3. BSC, 3£| Barrow, The Kingdom of the Scots, 20£.
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suggests,"1" it is much more likely that he was exercising the right

of a land holder to hunt on his land and protect his woods on a

pattern found elsewhere in Scotland and Europe. David may well, as

a result of his English experience, have formalised such arrangements

to a greater extent than previously known in Scotland. Alexander I

does not appear to have copied David in this since both his grant
2

to Scone, which Professor Barrow takes to be genuine, and his grant

to Dunfermline^ contain no references to hunting or to timber,

David c 1128, still did not refer to forests In his extant charters

when one might expect him to have done so as in his grant of a tithe

of brushwood and of the fat of his beasts killed in Teviotdale to

the church of St. John of Roxburgh^ or when giving Dunfermline a

tithe of his beasts killed in the hunt and the right to timber from

his woods.^ The first extant references to royal forests in Scotland

occur between 1136 and 111*1*. David's charter to Melrose Abbey In 111*3

x 111*1* which probably dates from 1136 grants the monks timber and

pannage in 'forestis meis scilicet de Seleschlrehe at da Traueqhair'.

The forests of Pentland and Moorfoot appear in o 111*2, ^ Stirling and

Clackmannan in llii3,8 and Gala and Leader in 1150 x 1152.9 By 1153

David had introduced into Scotland all the main features of a forest

system.

1. Ritchie, The Normans in Scotland, 168.

2. ESC, 36j HRS, i, p. 36.

3. HRS, i, II85 SBC, 7k*

lw SBC, 83.
5. ESC, 7U.

6. Ibid., 11*1, p. 376.

7. Ibid., 11*6.

8. Ibid., 153.

9. Ibid., 193.
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The absence of any reference to forests in appropriate contexts in

the 1120s and the lapse of time between the creation of royal forests

in Scotland and their appearance in the extant charters points to

the 1130# as the date when David established £>rests as hunting reserves

in Scotland.
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2

Hunting Reserves in Scotland 1121; - 1286

David I, a regular if not devoted hunter throughout his life,"1"
hunted more frequently in central and southern than in northern Scotland,

to judge by the location of his hunting reserves, the earliest of

which, Selkirk, Pentland and Moorfoot, Stirling and Clackmannan and
2

Gala and leader, lay in that part of Scotland into which he had

introduced many Normans. David may also have claimed forest rights

on the Moray coast since a grant made in 117U to Kinloss Abbey,

founded c 1150,^ confirms that Kinloss held certain rights in a forest.

Had David made such claims they must presumably have been of theoretical

rather than of practical value. Although lands alienated by royal

charter were not included in hunting reserves, the forests can not

have been uninhabited since there is no indication that the native

population was removed from, for example, Selkirk or Stirling or

1. Aelred, Genealogia, 7lUj Aslred, De Bello Standardo, 195J SSC,

2. See Table 1. The evidence for the existence of all royal forests
is given in Table 1.

3. .Kinloss Reos.. 105.

k» Sasson, Religious Houses. 65.
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ClacfcLiannar. Within his reserves David established all the main elements

of a forest system. Hunting was controlled,"^ probably by the imposition
2

of a £10 fine on unauthorised hunters, wood was reserved and pasture

was limited) the first reference to pannage In a forest probably dates

to 1136. The problems of Introducing and maintaining this system

which were the responsibility of sheriffs and foresters4 may be

reflected in the fact that Clackmannan, only once described as a forest

in David's reign," is usually referred tc as a nemos and is not again

entitled a forest till 1291.^ The description and explanation which

this system must have required upon its introduction could have been

provided by the Norman settlers and also by royal assise. Such

an assise may be recorded in two clauses of the surviving forest lav

which concern the basic topics of hunting, timber and pasture control
7

and which nay well date to David's reign.

David established his control of all hunting reserves on the

enroling!an pattern by instituting the forest grant which gave a

|
subject the right to create a forest. The frequency of forest grants

in twelfth-century Scotland compared with their extreme rarity in

1. See chapter k, part 2. /oy

2. JSC, 7k, 116.
3. Ibid., 1U.

k. Ibid., 116, 163.

5. Ibid., 116.

6. Ibid., 156, 163, 188, 2h9f CDS, li, 519.
7. See chapter 11$ see app. A, Laws 1, 13*

3. See chapter 5, part 1.
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Eogland argues that David's Norman barons put pressure en him to ensure

that their lands were never again subjected to a royal forest system

as they had been in Huntingdon. Such pressure night explain why David

limited his forests to royal lands or to his waste'*' and granted barons

forests of their own. Whobher or not Davids forest grants merely

recognised rights which the barons had taken for themselves they would

not only have been appreciated by his barons but would also have main¬

tained his theoretical control of baronial hunting reserves. While

only two such charters, one of which was mads to Robert de Brus in
g protxi>biy

Annandale, have survived from David's reign a forest was alee held
3

at this time by Hugh de Iforville in Lauderdale. Hie reason why Eskdale

where Robert Avenel had full control over hunting^ is not described

as a forest In any extant record may be that he had created a reserve

on his own initiative and not cm the basis of a royal grant* Similarly

Ranulf de 3001108' grant to Jedburgh in 11U7 x 1151'' of a tithe of

his hunting in Iiddesdale which was the subject of a royal forest

grant in 1315 x 1321^ is suggestive of though not conclusive proof of
7 8

a hunting reserve since such grants were usually but not always made

fron forests.

1. See chapter U, part 1, 96, 97.

2. See Table 13.

3* Hay, Genealogical Collections, 2U5, (1185 x 1196).

Melr. Lib.. 39, (1165 x 1169).

RRS, i, Mort. Reg., i, p. lxxiii.

6. RMS, i, 53.

7. See chapter U, part h and chapter 5, part U«, ° % j £3 <3
8. See chapter 9. 3j 7 7 ' h 7 9^ arte/ be ioa 3Z -33and qbode /?,



David's generosity to the church extended to his forests in the

form of grants of permission to use the forest or of tithes of the

produce of his forests^ but not, so far as the extant evidence tells,

to the granting of forest charters.
2

Malcolm IV, on aoeouni no doubt of his age and his health, does

not appear to have had the same interest in hunting as his grandfather

although he did continue the letter's practice of granting tithes of

his kills to the church.^ While there is no evidence to suggest that

Malcolm developed the administration of ro^&l forests lie may trail

have created additional forests. Clunie, visited by David,a first
c Mat/ lets] ie-

appears as a forest in 1161, while the forest of -Haldiale/, though
6

not recorded till 1211*, might have been eatablished at the time of
7

Malcolm's settlement of Clydesdale. Malcolm's grant to Walter

the Steward in 1161 x 1162 suggests that he probably continued David's

policy of accepting but trying to control baronial reserves although
8

in fact no forest great has survived from this reign. The most

interesting development of this reign is the appearance between 1153

and 116? of a varren the form of which was based on its BfrgT j »h

1. See chapter 1*, part 1*? 2'OZ- z e ^,

2. RRS, ii, p. 19.

3. Ibid., 1, 118, nh, 21*3.

1*. ESC, 136.
5. KRS, i, p. 1*2, no. 226.

6. Dryb. lib., 218j CDS, ii, 1626.

7. Barrow, The Kingdom, of the Scots, 290-1.

8. See below.

9. See chapter 6j % ^ & .
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counterpart. The king, therefore, had a choice of two types of reserres

which he could grant to hie subjects, a forest to reserve all gam© or

a warren to reserve most likely lesser game.

William I, when in Scotland, probably hunted regularly favouring

Selkirk, Jedburgh, Traquair and St. Mary's Loch to the south of the

Forth and Clunie, Alyth, Kincardine and Clackmannan to the north of

the Forth.1 Of the witnesses to charters given at these places the

most interesting is Countess Ada, William's mother, at St. Mary's Loch
.. 9

in 1160 x 1171, evidence perhaps that hunting was a female as well

as a male pastime. A consequence of the northward extension of royal

power by William was the establishment of royal forests farther north

than those of his predecessors. The forest of Banchory, for instance,
3

which appears in 1171 x 1174 was no doubt associated with other

reserves in the Dee valley and the forest around Elgin, Forres and

Inverness, first recorded in 1189 x 1195,4 might have been established

after William's northern expedition in 1179 and during his pacification

of Moray In the following years.' The only losses from the royal
*

forest were Outh to an illegitimate son in 1195 x 1210° and Birse

1. BBS, 11, p. 3l. The nos. of charters issued at each place res¬
pectively were, 27* 17* 14, 3, 5* 8* 5, 10.

2. Bid., ii, 75.

3. Ibid,, 11, 128.

4. Ibid., 11, 362.

5. Ibid., ii, pp. 11-13.

6. Ibid., ii, 463.
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to the bishop of Aberdeen.'1' To assist the administration and maintenance

of his reserves there Is evidence that William enacted several forest

laws or assises dealing with the limitation of pasture in his forests
2

and perhaps with rights of way. The administrative difficulty of

protecting a forest ray have led to the construction of royal parka,

the first of which was recorded at Stirling in U6£ x 11?U.^
In William's reign forest and warren grants, probably because

of the emergence of a full-time chancery,, ^ adopted distinctively

Scottish, as opposed to their previously Hhglish based, forms. The

final form of the forest grant which may be attributed to the chancel¬

lorship of Hugh de Roxburgh from 1189 to 1199"* appears to have copied

the style of the warren grant which had by 1173 x U?8^ significantly

altered from Malcolm's original.

While the church continued to receive concessions in hunting

reserves, especially from the barons in the earlier part of the
J

reign from the 1180a onwards disputes arose between the church end

the laity, over the use of royal and baronial forests. The church

argued the case for economic exploitation while the king and his barons
g

tried to hold such exploitation in check. The arguments of Melrose

Abbey with the de Morvilles and with the men of Wedale over Gala and

1. SRS, ii, 26.

2. See chapter 11/: and app. A.

3. See chapter %* £ 5" <7,

iu hrs, i, pp. 31 ff.

£. See chapter 5> part 1, 2>/0.
6. See chapter 6, %4-7-
7. Pais. Reg., p. Si Melr. lib., 66, 39, 9U.

■32.2.
8. See chapter 12/and Table 19a.
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Leader and iSttrick forests were settled in 1180 and lloli respectively.

Walter the third Steward also seems to have had trouble with Paisley

Abbey In his forest of Renfrew and with Melrose Abbey in his forest

of Ayr. The settlement of these and similar disputes reflects the

conflicting claims of lay and ecclesiastical justice"1 since major

cases might be decided either in the king's court or in a church

court, perhaps through papal judges delegate. For minor matters

local arrangements were made whereby monks' servants were usually

tried in the monks' court and the baron's servants In his court.

William's reign was a turning point between the twelfth-century

position where the barons appear to have maintained their reserves

unchallenged and that of the thirteenth century where they were

faoed with continual economic pressure on their forests. This

transformation also presented the foresters, both royal and baronial,

with an increasingly difficult administrative task.

Alexander II was a regular huntsman to judge by the number of

charters issued at dunie and Kincardine north of the Forth and

2
Traqi'rir end Odrov to the south. The cmly new forests to be

recorded in his reign were all subdivisions of already existing reserves,

namely Invercullen, M&rycultar, Pluscardan and Auchtertyre, with the

exceptions of Alyth which lay beside Clunie and which was probably
3

co-oval with Clunie and of Banff where Alexander may have created a

Jf'j ~ !%7j
1. See chapter h, part 3^ chapter 5, part 3 ; and Table 19b.

2. RRS. Hi, (Handlist), passim. The nos. of charters issued at each
place respectively were 3, li, 7, 8.

3* See Table 1.
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forest at the sane tine as he established a sheriff.1 Si respect of

royal forests, however, Alexander was a far 'sairer aanct' to the

crown than David Ii ELuscardea, Gala and Leader, GOLadhouse and Moor-
2

foot, south west 3ttriok and Dollar were all granted to the church

and the forest of Dundaff and Strathcarron was granted first to
3

Patrick Sari of Dunbar and then to David ds Graban.

On the other hand Alexander nay have extended the reservation

of his game to a purlieu,4 that is to an area around but not inside

the forest. Frata the late twelfth century offenders la a royal forest

could be tried in a court of forestry where probably a royal justice
5

would hear the case assisted by the forester or the sheriff.

This court nay well have been held as part of the royal court in the

arva and not at a separate nesting. There were as yet no justiciars

of the forest but during the thirteenth century foresters, like sheriffs,

may have acquired the authority to hear cases cm their own.

The forest grant was altered to become the free forest grant

and to include the royal plural, probably cm the advice of the

chancellor, William de Bondington^ and with the help perhaps of Bcbert

of Dunfermline, chancellor, the warren grant assumed the same form as

the forest grant.

1. A.B, Anticta. ii, p. 109; Dickinson, Sheriff Court Bk., 351.

2. See Table 13.

3. Ibid.

h' See chapter U, part H2-"3,

5. See chapter k» part 3.

6. See chapter 5, part 1, ^ to.
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The opposition of the owners of hunting reserves to the economic

activities of the monks continued with the dispute of Roger Avenel

and Melrose Abbey eventually settled in 1236.^ Gerard da Iiadesay

and Walter the third Steward, however, surrendered to the pressure

of the church and alienated part of their reserves as did

Alexander In Gala and Leader and in the Laithen valley. Combined

with the king's nuiaeroua free forest grants to the ohurch which would

enable monks to eliminate hunters from their pastoral farms it i£

evident that ths economic pursuits of the abbeys in forests could not

be held in check by the owners of these reserves. The firm opposition

of William's reign was replaced by the acceptance of Alexander's.

Alexander Hi's reign opened with a minority in which the Scottish

forest system was to play an interesting part. In 1251 Alexander III
2

married Henry Ill's daughter, Margaret. Robert de Roe, an Anglo-

Soots baron sent north by Hairy as one of Margaret's guardians had

probably been justiciar of the forest north of the Trent in

.Cngland In 121*7 and 121*8. Geoffrey de Langley who was also sent
j,

north as an adviser on 2? October 1252 had been justiciar of the
c

forest on both sides of the Trent since 1250. The efficient per¬

formance of his duties in Ifagland inevitably rendered him unpopular
6

with Matthew Paris. Ros and especially Langley must have been

322,
1. See chapter 12aand Table 19a.

2. Watt D.E.R., 'The Minority of Alexander III', TRHS, (1971), 1-21*.

3. CDS, i, 1503, 1518, 1565, 171*3.

1*. Paris, Chronica Hajora, v, 31*0; Paris, Hiatoria Anglorum.iii,
3221 Patent Boll.7 Mii7-12S8). 162.

5. Patent Rolls. (22 '*7-1258), 61.

6. Paris, op.cit.
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Interestad in the Scots forest system and free forest grants, non¬

existent In &igland, must have seemed to Langley wanton dissipation

of the royal prerogatives. It la conceivable that attempts by Langley

to remedy this situation and to organise the Scots forest system on

English lines may have been some of the actions of his which, acoord-
X

ing to Matthew Paris, the Scots magnates refused to tolerate any longer.

Laturley left Scotland ana had resumed his duties in Qagland by July

12^3. Ib 1255 when the Comyns • party replaced the Harvard faotian

they claimed the right to remove and appoirt not only councillors
3

but also sheriffs, foresters and other lesser officials. While this

agreement illustrates the relative importance of sheriffs and foresters

to the government it may also reflect the abovty- suggested events

of 1252 - 1253. While the attempt of Langley to introduce Sngliah

practices to the Soottish forest system can be no more than surmise

It is clear that during Alexander's minority Asgllah ideas on hunting

reserves were mere prevalent amongst the king's advisers than In the

preceding reign.

During Alexander's majority the place dates of his chartears do

not point to any favoured hunting areas other than Kintore, Durris and

Traquair.^ Ho significant additions were made to the royal forest

whereas Tillicoultry, probably part of Clackmannan forest was granted
5 6

to William Earl of Mar, and part of Psntland forest to tfanry Sinclair.

1. Paris, ibid.
2' Patent Rolls. (121*7-1258), 204, 234, 236, 237.
3. Rhymer, Poedera, i, 566.
4. RRS. iv, (Handlist), passim. The nos. of charters issued at

each place respectively were 4, 3> 10.
5. See Table 33.

6. RMS, i, 6?.
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Jh keeping with the Increasing economic exploitation of the royal

forests several forest laws, which concern outsiders' permission to

hunt in forests, tolls to be collected for pasture and offenders in

baronial forests and which appear to have been issued as a single

group probably date to Alexander Hi's reign although they could be

attributed to the reign of his father.* Alexander may have preferred

hunting in parks for he built a new park at Stirling around 1263
2

and extended Kincardine park in 1266.

Apart from his forest grant of Tillicoultry to the earl of

Mar, Alexander made another important forest grant of part of Lennox
3

to the earl of Lennox in 1272. lie also combined the free forest and

free warren grants in & charter given to Coldinghaa Priory in 1276,^
thus illustrating the complementary nature of these grants. Baronial

forests and warrens were fully formalised institutions for not only

does the phrase 'right of free forest' appear in this reign but also

the form of the warren grant which, as stated, was identical to tee

forest grant, was incorporated in a late thirteenth-century copy of

the register of writs.'J The grant of forest rights by the king to

the monks of Melrose on the Steward's lands of Mauohline in 126h/£°
marked the end of a clash of economic and hunting interests which had

1. See app. A.

2. See chapter 7/and app. B.
2!1,

3. See chapter 5, part 1/and Table 13.

U. See ciapter cy.and Table 13.
S-ttf,

5, See chapter 5, part 1/and chapter 6f

6. See Table 19a.
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started early in the century and shows that the monks were still

agitating far and receiving concessions In forests, with decreasing

apposition from the king and his magnates. That this is the only extant

record of such a concession in tills reign argues that the monks, with

many of their demands satisfied had eased their pressure on the reserves*

Although it was the Normans who introduced the forest system to

Scotland the native population both accepted and influenced it.

Since the idea of some control of hunting on one's land was already

known In Scotland before the twelfth century forests, hunting reserves,

would not have presented a totally unfamiliar concept to the Scots.

Although the possible loss of evidence, in this context of forest

grants, renders accurate conclusions impossible it is arguable that

the native population adopted varying attitudes to the forest

system, or rather, to forest grants. Da seme cases native hunting

rights nay have become recognised as a forest without the receipt of

a forest grant. la ll£3 x 116£ TJohtred of Galloway's grant to Holy-
1

rood of a tithe of his hunting and the charter of Holm Cultram which
2

shows that he collected pannage in his demeans woods suggest

hunting rights of the iype which could have existed in Scotland in

the eleventh century. Yet in 121k x 12k9 Alan, grandson of Uchtred

was referring to his 'neraoribus et forestia although there is no

extant evidence of a forest grant. Gn the other hand, Morgrund, Sari

of Mar, never refers to a forests on his lands even although he could

1. Holy. lib., 23.

2. Holm Cultram Chrs., 120.

3. Holy, lib., 73.
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as in 1163 x 1172 grant a tithe of his hunting to St Andrews and control

the use of timber in his nemora,1 again reminiscent of native rights.

In these cases it is only because Iforgrund and Uohtred are native

and not Norman that the rights mentioned in their charters can be

considered as a possible reflection of native customs. Ranulf de

Souiles in Idddesdaie and Earl David, brother of William I, could
2

also grant tithes of hunting from their lands but they did so

presumably on the basis of the receipt of a royal charter as any

other Norman baron Blight have done who iiad received lands by royal

charter. What distinction there may have been between Norman rights

and residual native rights was blurred by formal charter language since

Morgrund and Uciitred were expressing what may have been their native

rights in a Norman form.

2h some oases a Norman may have taken over lands and rights from

native landholders. Professor Barrow has suggested that twelfth-cen¬

tury infeftraen.ts such as Renfrew, Cunningham, Stratiigryfe and Annandals
3

are to be coaqpared with Welsh cantreds and commotes. In Renfrew,

Malcolm's confirmation of David's grants to Walter the Steward4 included

in the pertinents '...in foresto in tristris...While such pertin¬

ents might simply represent the confirmation of an earlier forest

grant ma in William I*# confirmation in 1185 x 1173 of Bruce's lands

'in forestis tristriis', the conjunction of forests and trists whether

1. St A. Lib.. 2U6.

2. hind. lib., 1, 2| seeehapter 5| part-J*-.

3. Barrow, The Kingdom of the Soots, 36, 37• RRS_, /', •

h. RRS, i, l8h.

5. Ibid., ii, 80.
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or not there had been a previous forest grant, shows a clear link

between native and Noman amting practices and suggests that the

Bruces and the Stewards adopted native hunting arrangements on their

lands. In 1172 x 1173 the only other mention of such pertinents

occurs in William t's confirmation of Halise'a tenure of certain

lands from Gilbert, Sari of Strathearn.1 Whether or not the earl

had received a royal forest grant he could control hawking and
2

timber cutting on his lands, in this case illustrating perhaps the

adoption of Norman customs by a native* Maliae, Earl of Strathearn

in o 12Uk x 12J8 also included hunting pertinents in one of his grants,^
as did the earls of Lennox in 1217^ before AlexanderHi's charter of

c
1233 to Kaldovan, son of the earl of Lennox, end before the forest

grant of 1272.^ Although the earls of Strathearn and Lennox may have

included these pertinents in their grants in consequence of the

receipt of a royal charter for their lands, such pertinents could

also be an expression of native hunting customs In Neman charter teams*

A picture emerges of native landholders learning of and then

copying the Norman's idea of a forest as a hunting reserve and of

Normans adopting acme native customs* Some Scots such as Horgnaad

may havs established their own reserve and felt no need of a forest

grant nor even called their reserve a forest. Some, such as Ochtred

1. HHS, ii, 136.

2. Dachaff, Chra., 9, 17.

3. Ibid., 12j see chapter 9.

k» Fraaer, Lennox, 11, 1*01.

5. Lenn. Cart., p. 1.

6. lenn. Cart., pp. 25, 91, 35, 19j Eraser, Colquhoun, ii, 272,
Jfi£S» U* U03.
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of Galloway, nay have applied the title foreeta to their reserves whether

or not they had received a forest grant and sons, such as Malcolm (1),

Earl of Lennox and possibly the earls of Strathearn received a royal

forest grant which would ensure the continuance and recognition of

their reserves in a Iforman context.

Traces of native practices are, therefore, found in twelfth

and thirteenth-century sources. Malcolm, Earl of Lennox, made his

toschederach'the fores bar of his woods of Lennox.^ The combination

of these two offices suggests that the'toschederach before 1200 may

have performed the duties of a forester. Moreover, Professor

Dickinson considered that the'toschederach'may have been responsible
jUr-i,sc/iok icn

for strangers in his bailiwick thus occasioning his association with
2

woods and reserves. The common himting of Biarkerroch mentioned in

1224 x 1240^ which probably lay within the forest of Strachan^may
also be a survival of the native customs of the area.

Earlier customs not only survived in, but also influenced the

hunting arrangements of twelfth and thirteenth-century Scotland.

As has been suggested the treatment of game as res nullius in Soot-

land before 1100 did exist although on private land it was probably

limited. Outside private land it was not, indeed could not be, limited.

To this one may attribute firstly the fact that in Scotland the

principle of res nulllua la stated far more clearly than in England^

■23',
1. See chapter 5# part 3/. and Table 23.

2. Dickinson, W.C., 'The Toschederach', Juridicial Review, (1941)*
85-111.

3« See chapter 9y 27c,.

4. See Table 13•
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and secondly that a Soots law, probably of Alexander Ill's reign,

allowed outsiders to hunt fro® their own lands into another's

forest1 in a manner reminiscent of Welsh custom after the Intro-

2
duction of forests to Wales. Finally the methods of hunting in

3
medieval Scotland also show the influence of the native population

since the most popular method of hunting was the drive which had beau

currant in Scotland before 1100, and not par force, the classic

method of hunting in England and Europe.

Throughout the twelfth and thirteenth centuries Scottish

magnates and the kings were constantly in touch with the English

forest system as a result both of visits to England and their tenure

of lands there. Although one charter of David's son Henry in 1139 x

111*2 refers to his forests and huntings (fugatis) in Northumberland^
the acts of David, Malcolm and William contain no references to

Ehgllsh forests. They do mention grants on their Itoglish lands of

pannage and dead wood, a phrase not used in any extant charter relating

to Scotland till 1208 x 12U*."* Part of the royal forest of Northumbs**

land** was included in Henry H's grant of the honour of Tynedele to

William I in 1157^ the renewal of which grant in 1237® permitted Alexander

1. See chapter 9/and app A, Laws Ik, 15.

2. See chapter 1. to,

3. See app, C 1.

k. BBS., i, 11.

5. Ibid., i, 7, 206? i, k9, 56; see chapter 5# part 2^US
6. Raasly, M.L., 'English Royal Forest in the Thirteenth Century',

THUS, (1921), 11*0-172.

7. Moore, Lands of toe Scottish Kings in England, 3.

8. Moore, ibid., 7i CDS, i, 1358.
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to try certain cases but not, it would appear, forest cases although

his bailies could supervise the activities of the Ehgllsh foresters.

Since the time of William I this forest had been run by the Bellinghams

who were hereditary foresters. Direct experience of English forests

was probably received by Alexander III and certain Scots barons including

Alan Durward, Alexander the Steward and John Camyn who between 1251 and

1261 received permission to hunt in English royal forests.1
In view of the origins of the Scots forest system, of the continuing

links of Scots kings and their barons with England, of their knowledge

of trie English forest system and of the postulated events concerning

Geoffrey de Langeley in 1252 - 1253, the differences between the

Scots and doglisli systems are remarkable. The Scots system was less

harsh both in the comparative abundance of forest grants, already

discussed, and in the administration of the royal forests. The severity

of the English forest system which lay mainly in the numerous

extortions and abuses of the law perpetrated by English forest official!
2

in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries can best be seen by comparing

Scots and English forest laws, even although the difficulty in dating
3

the Scots laws renders a year by year comparison impossible. In the

reign of David I pasture, except in time of pannage and time of fence,

was probably free in royal forests whereas in England at this time

tenants had such freedom only within their own woods within tiie forest.

1. CDS, i, 1895, 181*5, 2221, 2266, 2291.

2. Petit Dutaillis, Stubbs, 200, 203.

3. See app. Aj Petit Dutaillia, ibid., 11*9 ff.
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By the and of Willi— X*s reign the Soota I— wee probably baaowlng laaa

lenient but still not so severe as the Baglish on the eve of Magna

Cartat the fine for poaching in Scotland was £10 whereas in England

the corresponding penalty of compensation and imprisonment for one

1 2
year was altered by Richard I to blinding and castration and offanoao

against the vert were perhaps more severely punished in Scotland where

a £10 fine probably applied while in England amercement of the offender'a
3

money and stock was the maximum penalty. In Scotland pasture was

probably forbidden without the forester's permission or the payment

of pannage for pigs. The maximum fines, 8 cows, the death of a goat

or the confiscation of all pigs and horses were not exacted till the

fourth offence. In England in the late twelfth century tenants could

pasture animals in the woods which they held within royal forests but

elsewhere such pasture was forbidden. ^ An offender had to provide

sure pledges an the first and second offence while the maximum penalty,

forfeiture of the offender's person, imprisonment, was applied mi the

third offence. By the end of the thirteenth century the right of holder*

of forests and of free landholders living beside a forest to hunt in

a neighbouring forest, which was a special privilege in ffagland, was
h

the subject of two Scots forest laws. The lawing of dogs, removing

1. Stubbs, Select Charters, 186* Assize of Woodstock, c 16.

2. Hbveden, Chronica, iv, 63, c 1.

3. Ibid., c 1U.
Gp • Cr i 1? < )

U. Stubbs, ibid., 186, Assize of Woodstock, co 3»U»7> oc 3 and ii
date from Henry I's reign and c 7 from Henry II's.

5. See chapter 9, ^
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a claw, canon in Ehglend, wa never enforced In Sootlcnd nor m the

complete ban an bows, arrows and dogs.1 A3.though "ifttglish hunting p«n«l-
2

ties had bean relaxed by the Quarter of the Forest in 1217 imprison¬

ment for a year and a day or banishment was still harsher tnan a £10

fine. No change, however, had been made in English pasture restrictions

while the foggage levy in Scotland^/permitted the pasture of all

animals. Restrictions on travel through forests appear %&■ first to have

been more lenient in lixgland but there, the levy of 2d per half yeare¬

applied to tenants travelling to their own woods within the forest**
whereas in Scotland the fine of 30d applied to anyone in the forest

without permission or off the correct route.

Throughout the twelfth and thirteenth centuries not only was

Scots forest law more humane than the Ehglish but it also had a more

pastoral flavour than the Shglish law which provided a more complex

specification of offences against the vert and a greater amount of

administrative detail. These differences may be attributed to the

pastoral nature of the Scots economy, the existence of agisters in

England to regulate forest grazing thus removing pasture regulations

from the sphere of royal assises and the frequent possession of

private woods within Higlish royal forests which necessitated careful

control of wood cutting.

1. Stubbs, op.cit., 186, Assize of Woodstock, c 2 which dates from
denry I's reign.

2. Stubbs, ibid., 3k6, Charter of the Forest, c 10.

3. Stubbs, ibid., 3h&, Charter of the Forest, c lU.



Will* comparison with Baglsnd illustrates the moderate niton of

the Soots forest law it is the advanced position of royal rights in

tweliti: - century Scotland which emerges from comparison with France#

Since royal power in France had not, by the twelfth century, recovered

from the collapse of the Frankish aspire the rights of Louis 71 (1106 •

1137) in respect of hunting reserves could not in practice be dieting

guished from those of the barons"1" nor did the king have any control

over the creation of baronial hunting reserves which were entitled
2

warrens. The improvement in the royal position which began with
3

the appointment of a maftre des eaux et fortts and with the creation

of royal parks^ by Philip Augustus (1180 - 1223) was continued by

Louis IX (1235 - 1270) who was the first king not only to claim that
<

the king's rights were superior to those of the baron3 but also to
6

attempt to control the hunting reserves of the barons. Although

in seme parts of thirteenth-century France the idea of game as res

7
nullius was accepted offenders in both royal and baronial reserves

g
were punished even more severely than in Dagland. The Capetians'

1. Petit Dutaillis, Stubbs, 117.
2. Jullien, La Ghaase, 98.
3. Reed, Forests of France, 39.
it. .Jullien, op.cit., 96.
5. Petit Dutaillis, op.cit., 177-
6. Jullien, op.cit., 103.
7. Ibid., 103.
8. Richebourg, Nouveau Goutumier General, ii, part 2, 1202, c 18, art.



reserves, however, v«r« of small extent by oonparlacn vlth thoss of

England and Scotland.

In Scotland, opposition to hunting reserves as witnessed in the

disputes between the abbeys and the owners of reserves does not appear

to have attained the intensity or bitterness which it reached in

England and France,1 for complaints against the malpractice of the

foresters who enforced royal and baronial rights, frequent in &igland
2

and France, were absent in Scotland, although this absence could be
3

attributed to lax administration. One reason for the comparative

leniency of the Scots forest systen must lie in the influence, already

examined, of native custom on the imported system. Not only was the

idea of game as res null1us clearly stated in Scotland, but a neat

compromise was worked out between the existence of both hunting reserves

and the concept of game as res nullius.4 It is also possible that

medieval Scots kings, as a result of the traditions of their predecessors,

felt more concern for the people than either English or French kings,

resulting partly in a moderation of the Norman forest system.

1. See chapter 12

2. Petit Dutaillls, op.cit. 195, 200, 203, 208.

3. See chapter li, part 3j '

U. See chapter 9j
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;iunting Reserves In Scotland 1286 - 1513

1. 1236 - lk2k

Despite the varying fortunes of the forest system between 1286

and l.'iZ'i it survived with its main features intact to be developed and

e .uded in the fifteenth century. In the troubled years from 1286 to

1306 not only ivere there periods when there was no Scots monarch to

ur.e the royal forests but the administration of the forests was sub¬

jected to military and political interests. The guardians of cotland

probably ran the forests with no outside interference till the first

interregnum when signs of English control of the royal forests

appeared. In August -291 Edward ordered grants of deer from the foi ts

of Spey, i.e., Enzie, and Sttrick and timber from Clackmannan to be made
to three of the guardians, James Stewart/, Robert Wishart,Bishop of

Glasgow,and William FraserjBishop of St. Andrews, and to various nobles

including Reginald le Chen, father and son, Patrick3Earl of Dunbar,

William and John Soulles, Patrick Graham, Alexander Balllol and Simon

Eraser.L In June and July 1292 a further series of grants of deer

1. Rot. Scot., 1, Ua, 5a.



from Scots royal forests was made by Edward. Dear from Durris, Covie,

Buchan in the north east, Spey and Selkirk were to be glvma to the

bishop of St. Andrews and JoJm Comyn who were guardians, to Alexander

Comyn, Thomas Randolph and Master Adam de Botindon, vice-chancellor of

Scotland."1" Edward, therefore, by 1292 exercised or claimed to exercise

control over the Scots forests, a control which depended primarily on

the appointment of suitable head foresters in each forest, that is, men

who favoured Balliol or himself as In Ettrick in 1292 where William

2 3
Oorayn was appointed for life to replace the late Simon Eraser.

The standing of the officers appointed suggests that the kaepership

of a Scottish forest was a valued post.^ That Edward felt competent

to use Scots royal forests as his own at this time argues that he was

U'r><j or ycjarc/ict/)
acting as overlord whether or not he was accepted as such. Moreover

the timing of Edward's grants to the barons to coincide with the

sessions of the 'Great Cause' held at Berwick in August 1291 and at
5

Norham in June 1292 suggests that Edward may have used such grants

to win acceptance for his claims to overlordship.

little can be said about Balliol'a dealings with the forest

system since the only surviving evidence is two free warren grants
Z

the thirteenth-century form which he made in 129k and 1295. That

1. Rot. Scot, i, 8a - 9a.

2. See Table 5.

3. Rot, Scot, op.clt., 7 a.

U. CDS, ii, 1880.

5. Nicholson, The Later Middle Ages, 38, 1*1, k6»

6. See Tables 13 and 15 which list all extant free forest and free
warren grants respectively.
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no free forest grant survives from this reign may reflect English

influence since there was no such grant in liigland but there are not

sufficient acts of John extant to be sure of this.

In September 1296 following Balliol's resignation Edward is

once more granting deer from the royal forests, an this occasion to

Janes Stewart and John of Stirling.1 These and other grants allowed

the grantee to hunt for a certain number of deer in the forest specified

or in the nearest forest and instructed the keeper to let the grantee

have the stated number of deer. The success of such grants in main¬

taining support may be witnessed in their continued use by Edward

till 1306 although after 1300 they concerned timber more frequently

than deer.^
During the second interregnum, whan Edward had more control over

Scots forests than had the representatives of the Scots government,

the forests of Ettrick and Jedburgh were administered by pro-English

officials. From 1299 when Edward I replaced Simon Eraser who was

3
the son of a previous keeper and who had switched to the Soots side

till 1306 whan the last pro-Fhglish forester, Ayrnar de Valence, held

both the forest and sheriffdom of Selkirk^ the English were in control

of Ettrick forest. They also appear to have appointed subordinate

foresters or currours as they were called in the fifteenth century

for along with John Moffat and Roger Aylisar a certain Walter le Qorour

is mentioned in connection with the three wards of Ettrick in 1302* x

Rot. Scot., i, 31b.

2. qpS, ii, 1U28, 12*96, 170U, 1982.

3. Barrow, Bruce, 17! n., 2!5j CDS, ii, 1165.

2*. CDS, ii, 1839.
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1305.1 Both the officials and the inhabitants of Bttrick were described

as foresters although there is no evidence that the inhabitants per-

2
formed any forest duties as they did in the fifteenth century.

In accordance with previous custom the offices of sheriff and

forester of Selkirk isight be held by one man as by Aynar da Valence
3

or they might be separated. The sheriff of Roxburgh sometimes had

an interest in part of Sttrick forest as in 1302.^ Edward I, therefore,

infiltrated the forest administration with his own nominees and did

not attempt any radical re-organisation of that administration.

The English did not, however, have complete control of Bttrick

since it was used as a centre of resistance and they had to conduct

expeditions there in 1298.^ 2b 1299 at a meeting in the forest, the

guardians appointed Robert Keith as a rival keeper of the forest with

instructions to raid along the English border.^ As a result, the

keeper of Bttrick forest always had a small force of soldiers with

7
which to guard the forest and fulfil^, other military duties. Although

ft
some of the tenants or foresters did fight for the English in 1301

not till 130ii x 1305 is there evidence that Edward was able to exploit

'37-
1. See chapter ii, part fa CBS, ii, 16)46.
2. CDS, ii, 1229, 1978| see chapter h, part

3. CIS, ii, 853, (1296).
ii. Ibid., 1317.

5. Stevenson, Documents, 268, 296.

6. CDS, ii, 1978.

7. Ibid., 1230, 1287, 1317, 1321.

3. Ibid., 1226, 1229, 1782.
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the forest financially or that the keeper was able to consider anything

other than defence and offence. An extent of 1302* x 1305 in which the

forest was valued at £2*9^" must have anticipated revenue collection

and in 1306 Aymer de Valence who had to pay £130 per annual to Edward

for his knight's fee of the caetl® of Selkirk, the manors and demesne
„ 2

lands of Selkirk and Traqualr and the burgh and mills of Peebles

was entitled to disafforest or impark the forest as ha pleased and

could lease it to tenants.

3
Other forests such as Durris, Cowie and Aberdeen in 1292

and Bochan in 130ii/4 also had pro-Ishglish keepers while some, such as

5
Daroaway and Longmorgan also had subordinate foresters. Perhaps the

most interesting appointment was that of Robert Bruce to Daroaway and

Langraorgan by 1302* x 1305^ and to Kintore by 1305^ before he

definitely committed himself to the assumption of the Scottish crown*

Q
In Jedburgh from 1296 to 1306 the Siiglish had keepers including

o

perhaps the abbot of Jedburgh and Sir Ive de Aldeburgh. like 3ttrick,

Jedburgh was occupied by 'forestersbut there is no record of any

1. CDS, ii, 161*6.
2. Ibid., ii, 1839.

3* Rot. Scot., 1, 10a.

2*. CDS, ii, 1708.

5. Ibid., 1736.

6. Ibid., 1736,

7. Ibid., 1708.

8. Rot. Scot, op.cit., 36a? CDS, ii, 1868.
9. Stevenson, Documents, 265*

10. CDS, ii, 1229, (1301).
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revenue being collected from the forest. The administration of these

forests as of other lands was In the overall control of the chancellor

or chamberlain of Scotland as well as Edward himself.* The most

inqportant royal forests not mentioned in the English records are

Stirling, Clunie and Pantland.

The number of grants of deer and timber certainly suggests

that the English control of the forests was fairly firm but in some

cases there was obvious difficulty in delivering the goods: in

130U x 1305 "toe foresters of Darnaway and langmorgan would not,

without the order of Robert Bruce, the keeper, give Rauf de Chen the

timber which Edward had granted to him and accordingly a writ was

2
sent to Bruce; there were also signs of trouble in 1298 when the

constable of Jedburgh may have challenged the abbot of Jedburgh and

Sir Ive de Aldeburgh for the keepership of Jedburgh forest.^
The extent to which English methods were introduced into the

Scottish system must have depended largely an whether or not the

keeper of the forest held most of his lands in, or had been mainly

brought up in Btogland or Scotland. It is unlikely that Robert Bruce

or John Coiayn would have introduced any peculiarly English practices

into the forests which they controlled. On the other hand, Thomas

de Burnham, Ayiaer de Valence and Sir Iiigh de Audeley may well have

dona so. 3h effect the administration of Sttrick was little

1. Rot. Scot., i, 19a, (1292); CDS, ii, 1736.
2. CDS, ii, 1736.
3. Stevenson, Documenbs, 263.
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changed and what was true of Sfctrick was probably true of the whole

of Scotland. It was the personnel and not the offices nor the method

of administration which changed. The main Stoglish innovation nay well

have been Edward's grants of specific numbers of deer and timber to

certain Individuals. Previously, Scottish kings had made suoh grants

to religious houses in a much more general way sis freedom to take

wood. Specific grants had been peculiar to England^" and were the

subject of one of the six laws copied into the Scots forest law from
2

the Shglish law which allowed any earl, bishop or baron freedom to

take one or two beasts when passing through a forest whilst obeying

a royal command. It}therefore,seems likely that this law was intro¬

duced to Scotland during Edward's reign along with the five laws from

the 'Customs and Assize of the Forest' as part of Edward's settlement

of Scotland.

To a lesser extent baronial reserves also cane under Edward's

rule. In 1305 Edward granted warren rights to Sweetheart and Dun-

drennan Abbeys and confirmed Alexander Ill's free forest and warren

3
grant to Coldingham in response to their petitions. The administration

of some baronial forests must have suffered in this period but in

129k Jamsa Stewart was untroubled in his administration of Renfrew

forest in which he had created a special reserve.^

1. bea chapter U, part k? Z02>- 2& ~3.
2. See App. A.-, law 22.

3. CDS, ii, 1123, 1702, 3703, 1650, 1651.

k* Pais, Reg., p. 92.
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During this period forests and parks were of considerable strategic

importance since forests such as 3ttrick with its game, wood and hilly

country were ideal areas in which to organise military resistance*

3h parks not only was there game for food and wood for weapons and

wagons but hue park pale forr ;d an excellent rampart to protect a

1 2
camp. Duns park and Stanhope park in Ueardale were useu to shelter

Scottish armies but the best known example of a park and its pale

being used in this manner is the New Park of Stirling before and daring
3

the battle of Bannockburn. Throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries a wild and unruly image continued to adhere to several

forests such as Birse which in the late fourteenth century was a resort

for thieves and caterans^ while the records of the justice ayres in

the late fifteenth century show that Sttrick forest had more than its
d

fair share of outlaws, rebels and thieves.

Forests were once again administered primarily as hunting reser¬

ves during the reign of Robert I who, especially in the latter years

of his reign, took an interest in hunting and hawking. Robert had
6 7

parks at Cardross and Tarbert", housed his lawks at Cardross,
8

kept his own falconers, and his charters suggest that on and 6 August

1. Barbour, Bruce, (Skeat), bk. 17, line 6JU*

2. Barrow, Bruco, 300 ff.j Barbour, Bruce, (Skeat), bk. 11, lines
28!*, 3S7.

3. Barbour, Bruce, (Skeat), bk. 19, line U90.

li. Abdn. Reg., i, pp 136-138, (1370 x 1390).

5. SRO, Justice Ayre Journal Books, RH 2A/5.

6. See Table 17 and chapter

/. • -So app. C, 2.

8. See Table 21*.
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i
1326 ha was hunting in Strathardle, Clunia and Alyth. In 1329 he

2
may have hunted at Gairloch . No doubt he now hunted for pleasure

whereas in the past he had so often been forced to hunt from necessity.

'tost of those forests which had been in royal hands before 1286

returned to the crown although the forests in the south of Scotland

were not recovered till well after 131U. la addition to i; i well

3
known Act of Disinheritance Robert appears to have made a revocation,

the exact terras of which are unknown, at Carabuskenneth sometime after

Bsnnockbum. If it concerned grants of lands by the king before Bannook-

bum,4 it could not have bean rigorously enforced for the earldom of
c

Moray which Randolph had first received c 1312 was confirmed to hlra

in 1321| and included the forests of Lenoch, Langiaorgan, Darnaway,

Driramie and whatever el se was left of the royal forest around hi gin,

Forres and Inverness. Robert granted out the lands of, but not the

control of hunting in, other forests, the most important being
One/ l/mb ore

Ettrick to Douglas, Clunle to John Stewart, an illegitimate son. of
6

-Robert and the New Forest of Buchan to Robert Keith. In addition

he pursued a policy of reducing several of his forests in size by

granting out most of the forest, usually in free forest, and retaining

only an enclosed park or reserved area as in Drum, Cowie, Boyne and
7

Srizie, Kintore and Stocket.

1. Duncan, A.A.M., 'Acta of Robert I', SHR, xxxii, (1953).
2. 2R, i, 250.
3. Nicholson, The Later Middle Ages, 92.
U. APS, i, 682j Barrow, Bruce, 381.
5. Barrow, Bruce, 390.
6. See Table 12 which lists all royal grants of forest lands.
7. lae chapter ii, part 3^ A5\?-/Jp,
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Under Robert the free forest grant was not only used generously

but was subject to certain developments with which the chancellor,

Bernard de Linton, may reasonably be associated. The grant beeaxe sore

flexible since it might vary from charter to charter by the inclusion

or ordision of forest pertinents and of the sanction clause.^"
2

contrast, all Robert's free warren grants included the sanction clause.

The free forest grant and the free warren grant could be combined with

the free barony grant which first appeared in Robert's reign while at

a later date the free forest grant was combined with the regality

grant although the regality grant on its own must have given the grantee
3

forest rights if not the royal protection for his monopoly. Robert

was generous to his barons with royal forests and by the end of his

reign the main royal forests must have been Clackmannan, Stirling,

Plater and Alyth. The reduction in size of the royal forest during

this reign can be attributed to the necessity of rewarding supporters
h

and to economic pressure on the royal forests especially for pasture.

Probably the most significant development of this reign was

the possible separation of all the lands of a forest from the forest

rights. Robert an several occasions granted out the lands of the

forest but retained the forest rights, a practice which led to the

situation where the holder of the lands of the forest came to regard

the forest as his own even though he did not hold forest rights.^

1.

2.

3.

U.

5.

See chapter 5, part

See chapter z$-9.

See chapter 5> part 1,
t

See chapter 12, part 5^ 3Z>£,
See chapter U, part f}Grt'}
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Previously when the king or a baron made a grant to the church of

lands without hunting rights in a forest only part of the forest *•

lands had been alienated and never the whole forest. Robert slso

employed the inefficient practice of granting the keeper of the

forest the lands or the use of the lands of the forest o? which he

was the keeper, as in Sttrick, Kilgarie and Stocket." Beside this

must be set the probable establishment of justiciars of the forest,

a development of thirteenth-century practice whereby ordinary justiciars

may have handled forest matters. Forest justiciars who appear to have

travelled on ayre round the country in accordance with Fiiglish
2

practice before 131U may have been introduced by Robert.

Both by reducing the size of his forests and by using forest

justiciars, Robert was probably able to administer fairly efficiently

those forests which he still held.

The history of the royal forests in David II's reign was daslxt*

ated till 1357 by the king's absences from Scotland, the penetration

of the English and the government of guardians and thereafter by a

policy towards royal lands, often neglected, which strove to enable

the king to live of his own.

During David's absence in France till 13U1 the forests were

presumably administered by a succession of guardians or governors

1. See Chapter h, part$ 3y«nd h. t90.
2. ee chapter ii, part 3, '73-/7^,
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although from 1332 the forests In southern Scotland were in Etoglish

hands. English keepers were appointed in 133U to Jedburgh and Selkirk

forests whioh Edward Balllol had ceded to Edward III1 who placed then
2

under the chamberlain and chancellor appointed for Scotland.

During this occupation, the Efaglish attempted to collect more revenue

from the forests which they held and from their inhabit-' '■■■* than had

Edward I. herbage was collected from Pontland in 1335' although by

1337 nothing could be collected from the area because of the ravages

of war."5 In 1335 William de Montague held the forest and sheriffdom

of Selkirk for a ferae of £30'X and in 1356 Henry Percy held the town
£

and forest of Jedburgh valued at 50 v. arks. Whatever revenues were

collected from these forests were accounted for in 1314-9 x 1350 by the
£

chamberlain of Berwick. Ettrick forest which was still associated with

7
the sheriffdoms of Roxburgh and Selkirk could have been maintained

as a ga e reserve during the occupation since Montague was granted the

right to try all offences there except the four pleas of trie Scottish

crown.

The English control of t*he forests during this period was

neither continuous nor secure ©specially in the 13li0s when David

returned to Scotland. For example, since 13214, the Douglases could

Rot.Scot., i, 276a.

2. Ibid., 275a, 276a, (13314).

3. CDS, iii, pp. 329, 378.
h> Rot.Scot., i, 380a.

5. Ibid., i, 793bj CDS, iii, 1377 (13hl/2).
6. Ibid., i, 380s.

7. Ibid., 278b, 380a, (133h).
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claim to be the keepers of Ettrick and the owners of Jedburgh forest

and in the early 13k0s David II granted timber from the forests of

Selkirk and Jedburgh to Kelso Abbey and deer from Selkirk to
2

Coldingham. The Percies and the Douglases, however, continued to

dispute the possession of Selkirk and Jedburgh forests throughout

the fourteenth century till 137k when commissioners were appointed
3

by Edward III to deal with their dispute over Jedburgh forest.

Nevertheless, in 1U02, Henry I? granted Henry Percy lands in Scotland

including the lordship and forest of Selkirk.4 Although the English

did maintain a foothold in the south of Scotland at Roxburgh Castle

till lh60, the evidence shows that despite the Percies' claims it was

£
the Douglases who controlled these forests.

From the Bhglish occupation only one warren grant has survived

namely Edward's grant to Sir John de Molynes in Ayrshire which in

accordance with English practice granted him permission to enclose a

park.k David, during his brief return to Scotland between 13kl and

13k6, confirmed the alienation of the lands of certain forests which

had first been granted out by Robert I and appointed keepers of several
7

fcrests including Alyth and Glanken. The forest system was probably

1. RMS, i, app. 1, 36, 38} RMS, i, app. 2, 232, 729.

2. Ibid., i, app. 2, 81+5, 856} Raine, ND., app. p. 18, no. 81+.

3. Rot.Scot., i, 965a.

ii. Ibid., ii, 163b.

5. RMS, i, 227} app. 1, 123, 15U} ER, i, 519, 522.
6. CDS, iii, 1178, (1335).
7. See Table 3 which lists all known appointments of foresters.
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unaffected by his presence since at this tine he did not try to recover

the forests lost by Robert I, and only one free warren grant and no

free forest grants survive from this period.

From 1346 to 1357# while David was in England the government of

Scotland largely rested in the hands of Robert the Steward who was a

keen hunter.1 like David, he does not appear to have tried to recover

any of the crown's lands. It was during this governorship that

Scotland was hit by the Black Death upon the effects of which the

exploitation of forests in the later fourteenth century offers an
2

interesting comment.

Not till David's return from England in 1357 can the history of

the royal forests in Scotland be held to reflect the actions and

intentions of this king. David had probably learnt more about hunting

in France and England than in Scotland and there is evidence of his

hawking in Ehgland.^ He also hawked in Scotland after 1357, three

of ills falconers from this time being recorded.^ His charters show

that he visited places in Scotland, such as Kildruramy and Drumiaelaier,

where he could have hunted.

David in 1357 was faced with the council's strong advocacy of

the policy that the king should live of his own. Tet despite the

council's enactment of a revocation at Scone,^ despite the renewal of

1. See below, <5T -&<?.

2. See chapter 12, part 3-32.G,

3. Balfour- elville, E.W.M., 'Papers relating to the captivity sad
release of David II', SMS, Mlsc IX, 1958, 21.

4. See Table 24.

5. HRS, vi, (Handlist), 39, 281, 401, 453.

6. APS, i, 491# c 7# Nicholson, The Later Middle Ages, 164.
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the coronation oath whereby David would not alienate his demesne possessions

without sound advice"*" and despite the enquiry into royal rents, David

as far as hunting reserves were concerned revoked only Clackmannan
2 3

Park and the forest of Drum, exempting that forest in the following

year.1* Moreover the sheriffs' accounts of 1359 which list numerous

royal reserves for which there should have been a return uat which

were in fact in someone else's hands"' show that no action was taken on

the revocation.^ Kincardine Park, Boyne and I3azie, Galchill Park,

Torwood, Covrie said Clackmannan were thus exempted. Similarly Glasgo-

forest in the thanedom of Kintore which should have been resumed was

not.

Nor, where hunting reserves were concerned, did David pay too

muci attention to his renewed coronation oath. In 1363, he granted

various lands to Sir Robert 2rskine including the park of Glacicmannan,

the herbage of the forest, and the new park at Stirling in exchange

for the old park at Stirling and Strathgartney which included
7

Glenfinglas. In 1362 the park of 'Dursclune' and the west park of
8 9

Kincardine, and in 1366 the New Forest of Glankan were alienated.

1. APS, i, 1491, c 7.

2. SR, i, 572. The following details of the history of the crown
land; are -akon from GR, vi, p. lxiv ff, and the Scots Peerage
tinder the family who received or lost the lands. "Gee Tables, 1,
12, 13.

3. ER, i, 586.
1*. A.B. Antins, iii, 293j Burnett of Leys, 151*.
5. SR, i, 586, 51*9.
6. Ibid, 586.

SRO, Mar and Kellie Muniments, GD 12V1/513.
8. RMS, i, 175.
9. SMS, i, 258.



The history of to# royal forests illustrates the ineffective¬

ness of the 1357 revocation as well as the slightly more effective

1367 revocation, which helped to restore to the crown all lands which

had belonged to Alexander III and Robert I.1 The hunting reserve#

concerned in 1367 included toe park and forest of Clack-: -man, the

park of Drum, the west park of Kincardine, toe park of 'Dursclune',

toe main park of Kincardine and possibly the forests of Cowie, Ourris
2

and Glasgoforest. Unfortunately no record of toe council in February
31367/8 which was to take the decisions on these revocations, has

survived. In July 1368, however, David restored the park of Clack¬

mannan and the herbage of the forest to iirskine'* and Drum park was

restored to the Moignes before 1388.' Although the list of lands to

be revoked was large, there were omissions including the forests of

Boyne and Enzie, Glenken, Toiwocd and Kintore.

In the last years of his reign Da/id continued to alienate royal
6

lands and forests although he must have benefitted from the return

of toe earldom of Moray to to© crown in 1369.

Although the administration of the royal forests may well

have been harapered by the fact that keepers held rights in the

1. APS, i, 501-2j Hicholsm, The Later Middle Ages, 177.

2. APS, i, 529.

3. Ibid., >28.

li. Ibid., 531.

5* A.B. Antiqs., iii, 29h*
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forest atone effort was made to reserve the venison for there was a

fourteenth-century writ, perhaps later than the reign of Robert I,

which ordered the local royal officer to hold an inquest Into offences

against the venison in the forest.1 Whan possible David my have

tried to prevent his officers beoosaing local magnates. £0r asa®plc,

instead of appointing to the keepers! iip of Darnaway, tha Grants who
2

had held the office under the earls of Moray he chose lich&rd
3

Osmyn, thus breaking the Grants' hold on the office.

Although Boyae and iiiizle, Torwood and Clackmannan were still

in name royal forests the lands of these forests were in the hands

of others. Thus hy the end of this reign the main royal forest® must

have been Rarmavay, Plater, CIwile, once again in royal hands, and

perhaps Glonfinglfts. The alienations of Robert's reign were now

unchallengeable. If David failed to resume royal forests in accord

with the revocations it is conceivable that he may not have felt the

need to do so simply because he had been able to increase the

financial resources of the crown, sore than adequately, by other

k
mesas.

Robert II, on his accession to the throne, although $k» was

a keen hunter, ae the chronicler of Plnscarden recorded. The place

dates of his charters show that he regularly visited areas where he was

1. See chapter I*, part 3. /7J '74-;part r, S9.
2* Moray Reg.. i, p. k73, no. 22.

3. KMS, i, 285.

km Nicholson, The Later Middle Ages. 177.

5. Ghrcn. Plueeardan, bk. 10, c 1.
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1
probably involved in hunting, including Loch Freuchy, Gleaxfinglaw,

Methven, where he kept his greyhounds in I38I4., Old Wark in Ettriok,

Kincardine, Iogierait, and his favourite hunting area, Kindrochit

to which, between 1379 and 133?, he made annual visits. Robert's

summer hunting trips were interrupted neither by invasions of the

English nor by the governing of the country and in 1377 and 133k he
2

found time to visit both Glenfinglas and Kindrochit. John de
3

Berklay, one of Robert's falconers, is also recorded. Robert's

constant trips to remote parts of the country in pursuit of this

pastime must have rendered the government more dependent than usual

on messengers for his chancery, as his charters show, travelled, with

him to his various hunting seats.

It is notable that Robert hinted in areas where there is no

record, at this date, of royal forests. Glenfinglas was first

called a forest in the mid-fifteenth century. loch Freuchie was

part of Strathbraan which was a forest in the earldom of Fife and

there is no reference to a forest in Mar at Kindrochit at any time.

These areas may have been turned into hunting reserves or Robert

may simply have been exercising his right to hunt anywhere in the

absence ofa royal reserve.

As far as known forests are concerned, Robert regranted the

earldom of Moray to John Dunbar in 1372 but retained Loehaber,

Badenoch md Urnuhart the last of which in the fifteenth century

1. RMS, i, uoo, Ull, SlS, ?96-602, 6?3, 67?, 697, 718, 7?7j SR,
iii, 10?, Abdn. Reg., i, l??-6.

2. SR, iii, 2?, 1£, Si, 69, 90, 113, 117, lU7j MB, i, 653, 653.

3. SR, iii, 109.
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Included the forest of Cluanie.1 Ik 133?* toe Countess of Fife resigned

to the crown her earldom which contained not only Fife end Stretohraan

but also Disher end Toyer which at a later date included the forests

of Kaulorne and Ben More, hobert granted the earldom to his t JLrd

sen and so* while not in royal hands, it wee obviously available for

royal hunting.
2

Robert's extant free forest grants are unremarkable. What is

of interest is that neither he nor any subsequent monarch appears

to have granted free warren rights separately fToa free forest rights,

fa© last surviving separate free warren grant is that of .David II

in 1367. The significance of this is twofold. Firstly the rabbit

warrens or crunningars which were becoming increasingly common probably

gave people sufficient control ever lesser gasae. Secondly, the king's

right to warren over the whole country to which he was entitled by his

monopoly of the free warren grant contrasted sharply with the position
3

that lesser game could be hunted freely outside reserves. In practice

the king had never enforced this theoretical right to reserve all

lesser game to himself and the dealsa of the warren grant would have

removed toe above conflict.

Robert continued to use forest justiciars but instead of giving

then a large ayre over toe whole country he appears to have appointed

1. See Table 1.

2. See chapter part lf Z

3. See chapter 6y 25'/.



them to just one or two forests, such as Clunie and Alyth or Torwood

and Clackmannan, presumably because there were fewer royal forests

to cover. This probably placed less strain on the justiciars but

must ave encouraged the development of local ties to tie detriment of

justice as would his re-instate/ient of tie Grants as foresters of

Darnaway before that forest left royal hands.Robert did, however,

prevent any deterioration of the forest of Plater as a result of

economic activity and, like his predecessors, appointed foresters in

Plater and Clackmannan allowing them to hold the lands or the right to

use the lands of the forest. In 1386/7 his grant of Clackmannan in

free forest to Thomas Srskine while William Menteith was still the

royal forester shows that there was some confusion over the 3tabus of
3

Clackmannan Forest.

At the end of Robert's reign Plater and Torwood were still

royal forests in name. Clunie and Alyth were in royal hands but had

seldom been used by Robert. Methven park had been granted to a son

and his most frequented hunting areas, Mar, Strathgartney and Strath-

braan were probably not royal forests.

Robert III, who was In his early fifties when he succeeded to

the throne, was probably not so keen a hunter as ais father though he

1. Moray Reg., i, Jj.73 no 22.

2' 618.

3. SRC, Mar and Kellie Muniments, GD 12l±A/52i+.
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may well have hunted while at Dimdonald In 1391, Logierait in 1390 and
] 2

lUO? and Strathyre in 1398 . His father's passion for the runt had

no doubt enabled him to learn about hunting and hunting methods.

There were no significant changes in royal lands and forests

during Robert's reign and little can be said of his administration

of the forest. In 1398, William More, the forester of Torwood^granted
j 3

his office to David Fleming and Robert approved the grant. -—sr.

-t'-.e i-'ng could only oonflrm t o appointment of what vrrc; - hv - all,

'* *.c ox a: officers,—ie can ' ---va 'rid little control of t. •&——' bration.

Robert made two free forest and warren grants one of w ic to ilexander

Coclcburn in 1392 contained a unique version of the sanction clause

which was becoming increasingly rare and of which this is the last

surviving example.4 His other grant in 139? was made to William

Ihglis for killing an englishman in a duel.

It is an example of the fortuitousness of the survival of evi¬

dence that the first extant act of Parliament relating to hunting

matters dates from this reign. In 1U01, parliament at Scone enacted
£

that no one should hunt hares when there was snow on the ground.

During the minority of James I the royal forests and the

government of the country were in the hands of the governors,

1. RMS, i, 803, 836, 302, 7?7.

2. Pais, Reg., 96.

3. SRO, Transcripts of Royal Charters, RH 1/1/2/lk August 1398.

It. APS, i, ?30.

?. Peebles Rec3, 206 no 3.

6. APS, i, ?76.
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Robert and then Murdoch, Dukes of Albany. The evidence as one would

expect suggests that they did not pay much attention to the royal lands,

although Robert did confirm that the Menteiths were still the keepers

not only that Robert was the only governor as far as one can tell

from the surviving evidence to stake a free forest grant but also that

one of only two extant baronial free forest grants which was m?;de by

should date to this time. Apart from the other such grant of

only the king granted lands in free forest thus implying that he had

forest rights over the whole country. By allowing a baron to ake

such a grant, this theory, never enforced over the whole country but

on which the formation and existence of royal forests depended, was

threatened. One wonders, therefore, if, in the absence of the king,

any attempt whatsoever was made to preserve game in royal forests.

There was a staggering reduction in the size of the royal

forest in the fourteenth century despite the efforts of David II's

reign to reverse the trend. By the early fifteenth century, even the

existence of royal forest rights was threatened. More pro isingly,

during the fourteenth century the early forest laws dating fro

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries were copied into legal treatises

Henry Sinclair, earl of Orkney, and confirmed by Robert in liplO',2

12793

1. Stirlings of Keir, 201.

2. xu-ij, i, 931.

3. See chapter f>, parts 1 and Zl^anafZ^Z -
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along with certain Hhglish forest laws and additional non-forest

material. The forest law if not well enforced was not forgotten.

The earliest extant copy of the forest laws dates frc ti e . Id four¬

teenth century and the second from the late fourteenth century,

Uhile the fifteenth century, as a result of a growing interest in

formulating a definite body of Scots laws, has many . iore copies of

the forest laws, to judge by the number of copies which have

survived.

In Ihgland also the royal forest system suffered in tie fourteenth

entury. The severity of English forest law was modified bot. by
2

Edward I and by Oiward III. In Prance, on the other hand w are the

crown was still establishing its hunting rights^ and its right to

control the creation of hunting reserves it was established In the

first half of the fourteenth century that the existence of a warren

which applied to all animals in Prance, was only justifiable by long

possession.^1 Ih one respect the constant efforts to prevent , o idling
<

on royal reserves in the forests in Prance and Iftigland were better

administered than those in Scotland.

ctmosjy
The most interesting co tparisan botwoon these t tree ecu.Ivies

lies in the attempts to define those who had the rignt to hunt. In

1. See app. A.

2. Petit Dutaillis, Stubbs, 21*3.

3. Ibid., 2U9.

U. Jullien, La Chasse, 10U-113.

Decq. S., 'L'Administration des Eaux et ForStaBibliot eque
de l'Ecole des Ghartes, lxxxiii, (1922), 6? ff.
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France, Charles IV (1322 - 1328) enacted that everyone, indue'jag non-

nobles, could aunt everywhere outside warrens for hares and. rabbits.**"
This principle lasted throughout the fourteenth century but in 1396

Charles VI enaated that no non-noble could hunt or try to capture

greater or lesser game unless he had been granted permission to do

so with the exception of clerics with the right to unt by inheritance
2

and burghers living off their possessions and rents. './hen an attempt

to return to Charles TV's principle in Tlilii was defeated by t.„ nobles,

hunting had become a nobles' pastime. In Ehgland similar develop¬

ments occurred. Tliroughout the earlier Middle Ages hunting in Lngland

had probably been free outside forests and warrens though this is
3

disputed. In 1390, however, Richard II issued a statute w ..Lca

ordered that no one who did not possess landed property worth bOs

per year nor any clerk with an annual income of les3 than £10 could

keep hunting dogs or use ferrets or snares to catca deer, .tares or

rabbits since that was gentlemen's game.4 In both iigland and "'ranee,

therefore, by the end of the fourteenth century, anting wa- restricted

to the nobility or those with a certain income.

In Scotland the principle of free hunting or the right of every-
reia-cl-ec/

one to hunt for lesser game was not repealed till 1621. The barons

were probably gradually acquiring the right to keep other hunters

1. * i"1 ben, La Chasae, 10b-113.

2. Ibid., llb-121

3. Petit Dutaillis, Stubbs, 15b, see chapter 9»

b. Ibid., 277J Statutes of the Realm, ii, 65, c 13»

5. See chapter 9j2?C>
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off their lands, but as a matter of praotloe and not of law. That

the right to hunt was not restricted only to landowners,1 can be

attributed to various factors. Firstly, as In France, but not in

England the theoretical position probably was that only lesnfar game

could be hunted freely. Such a right was likely to withstand

baronial pressure more success 'ally than a free right to imt greater

game, Secondly, the baron3 probably lad what hunting rights tiey

wished as a result of the free forest grant, which existed in neither

France nor in Shgland, and as a result of the alienation of t re royal

forests. Thirdly there was no central authority capable of enforcing

such a restriction in Scotland, and the barons in tie late fourteenth

century were probably able to take what rights they wished. . Inally,

in Scotland the right of free hunting for lesser game in a feudal

context had been established more certainly than n hgland •. ■ earlier

than in France with the result that it was ..iore deeply rooted and

more durable In medieval Scottish society. As with t e tre ent of game

as res nullius in medieval Scotland it is possible to ascribe the

early and certain declaration of the right of everyone to uni lesser
2

game to the influence of native hunting customs.

1.

2.

ee caapter 9, Z 8ct ~ <2 cf°

See chapters' I and 9. !& onJ % 78 -Z79.
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2. UU2U « 1513

James I, like David II, must nave learnt much about hunting

while a prisoner in England hawking and hunting with the English Icing

and nobility. In England, 'par force' hunting described at t.iia time

by Edward,Duke of York,in his hunting treatise, 'The Master of Same1

was tire method favoured by the court" and James may have continued

to use this method cm his return to Scotland, although the drive was the

more common method of hunting in Scotland. James' itinerary does

not obviously reveal any favoured hunting areas and it is difficult

to say whether or not hunting was the main purpose for his visiting
2

any of the places on his known itinerary such as Daraaway and

Auchterhouse near the Sidlaw Hills.

James started to build up the crown lands and consequently the

royal forest as a result of forfeitures and escheats of lands such

as the earldoms of Fife, Menteith, Strathearn, Lennox, March and

Mar. These earldoms included areas which, if not already hunting

reserves, became such later in the fifteenth century: that part of

the earldom of Menteith retained by the crown lay next to Stra thgartney

and Glenfinglas and included Doune Park; in Fife, there was Falkland
3

forest and in Rtrat.ieam Glen Artney, Glen Ghee, Glan ilmond, Oorrtp-
muckloi^ and Glensharvy all of which were forests later in the fifteenth

century;^ there had been a free forest in Lennox but it was not revived

by trie crown; the forest of Dye and Handaxwood lay in the lands of

March; Kildrummy with its forest was part of the earldom of liar.

1. York, Master of Game, (Grohman), pp xlvi - xlviii.
2. Balfour-Melvil1e James I, King of Scots, (Edinburgh, 1936),

285.
3. See Table 13b,

k» See Table 1.
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James by contrast with Ills predecessors <aade no grants or tae rends

of forests and although few sots neve survived frm his reign it

searns clear that he was very sparing with free forest grants. The one

act of revocation passed in his reign applied in the forest context

to only one grant made by the governor.

games reorganised the administration of the crown lands by

exonerating the sheriffs of tiany of their duties and dividing ills

lands into groups each of which was placed under a ballivus ad extra.

Although Janes my have appointed cojamiesioners for crown lands who

had authority to hold courts, discipline officials and let royal
2 p

lands he still appointed foresters. When in ii±30, he appointed John
de firth forester of Aiyth end constable of Huni© Castle^ the lands

which accompanied, these offices were in Carrick not in Glunl®. Jamas

did not grant rights in forests aor tne lands of forests in an effort

no doubt to avoid the alienation of the forest which night result

as well as to maintain the extant of royal lands.

James also was concerned witn his rights outside forests and in

lU2£jan act was passed, although it was most likely never obeyed,

which my still have been aimed at enforcing his right to control

all greater game outside as well as inside his reserves."

Jamas tried to profit mot only from royal but also from baronial

forests. For instance, he persuaded Arciilbald. S&rl of Douglas to

1. APS, ii, 20, o kt Nicholson, the inter Middle Ages, 28U, 285.

2. See chapter h, part 3f /<&<^

3. HMS, ii, 172.

km APS, ii, 7, c 13| eee cutter k» part 1, '°5
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allow him to koop aheap 2a Sttrisk format which the Douglases hold

in free warren and free regality and had probably divided nto'stedes1
and wards with currours and a aster currour in each ward.L Possibly

no free forest grant of Ettrick was ever raade to the Douglases and so*

2
in theory, the king could still claim forest rights there. While

James may have had neither the time nor the inclination to create new

forests he had greatly enlarged the number of potential hunting

reserves in crown hands and had also reversed the trend of alienation

of royal lands by grants. These actions and the act of 11x2^ensured
that the royal forest rights did not fall into disuse.

James II was able to realise the potential for hunting reserves

created by his father. If Pitscottie's story that chancellor Crichton

in lii39 seized the king while on his way to hunt in Stirling park is

true, and it seems to be, then James, at the age of 9, was already
3

being taught or had learnt to hunt. James grew up to be a keen hunts*

man and after his assumption of power was frequently at Falkland^ and

Menteith^ at botl of which places he kept dogs^ and in Manteith he

7 3also kept a stalker. He also hunted in Ettrick after 1U55 and in
o

11x60 had planned to hunt in Kildruiamy and the north. He had a

1. RMS, il, see chapter I*, part 3, /37t
/s tea /</£

2. See chapter 12, part' 2 and Table 15.
3. Pitscottie, Historic, i, 31* e 5J Nicholson, The Later Hiddls

Ages, 329-330.

Ix. RMf, ii, 383-392* 1x93, 1x96 etc.

5. ER* v, >9* (11x51 x 11x53).
6. Ibid., 686, (11*53 * lh$h), vi, 639 (11x59 x 11x60).
7. See App. C 1.
8. M, vi, 227, 371.
9. Ibid., 656.
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hunting lodge at 'Down' in Glen Artney1 and the lodges at Glenf'nglas,
2

Loch Freuohie and Newark were built or rather rebuilt by him. It

was probably not till after 1455 taat he nad time to pay much attention

to the royal forests although certain forests were acquired before that

date.

During the period of Crichton's and Livingston's dominance the

forfeiture of the earldom of Atholl and the lordship of Brec lin in
3

1437 brought the forest of Corsearie to the crown while the forest

of Dal ton including Cocklawpark, l^yhill and V.'oodcockair was esc seated

in 1440 as part of Annandale.^ It seeng probable that The earldom of
and

Mar, which included several forests returned to royal hands k roe the

accounts of Mar start to appear in the exchequer rolls in Vyi? x

1450. Although James' dower grant to Queen Mary in 1449 included

many royal forests with the pertinents, hawkings, huntings and

fishings the administration of most of these lands remained with the

king. Those forests alienated by James had mostly, in accordance
7

with the act of 1445, been acquired since James I's death: in

1451 he confirmed that the forest of Glengarry in Atnoll was neld
Q

by Robert Duncansonj in 1452 he granted out lands in the forest
9

of Dalton; and in 1451 x 1453 the fermee of the forest of Lye were

1. J3R, wi, 325.
2. See . C 1.

3. ER, viii, 441.

4. See Table 1.

5. Ibid.

6. APG, ii, 6la.

7. Ibid., 33.

8. mis, ii, 491.
9. Ibid., 546.
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held by Patrick Cockbuin." The major additions to royal forests were

made after the Douglas forfeiture of 11)55. As a result, ittr ok

forest, forests in the earldom of Moray, Orraond forest and possibly

Kintore forest all came into royal hands. Of these, Ettrick and

Orasond were annexed to the crown by act of parliament. Such lands

could only be alienated with the consent of parliament and any other

alienations were to be summarily resumed by the king without process

of law. The earldoms of Fife and Strathearn which also included

2
forests and hunting areas were also annexed. James' subsequent grants

3
of forests in royal aands which included the feraes of dunie in

1459, the earldoms of Mar and Atholl, show that where forests were

concerned he abided by the act of annexation. Thus, in a remarkable

thirty years between 11)25 and 1455, the damage of the fourteenth

century to royal lands and forests had been repaired.

In the lli50s, especially after 1455, .James had time to turn his

attention to the forests in his hands, to create new reserves .and to

expand existing ones, by declaring lands waste for forest; he extended

the forest of Glenfinglas in li)53 x 145U4; in the same year he
<a*c/

created either a forest or a park at Cockburnspath; ^ in 1455 and

1456 James probably created rather than extended the forest o?

1. v, 581.

2. APS, 'i, 42; see Table 1.

3. ER, v±, 561.

4. Ibid., v, 677; see Tables 1 and 2 which llst$ lands created waste
for forest.

5. See Tables 1 and 2.
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Strathdee.^ As a Rem huntsman James was obviously Interested in

the condition of his forests making every effort to keep than waste

and in soma cases probably removing people who had encroached on a

forest. Ettriok, Clunie and Dalton, however, he did not attempt to

keep or make waste since fermes were collected from them. James,

therefore, accepted that he could reserve some forests more adequately

than others and adjusted his actions accordingly.

In the Ui$0s jgjaae II made four free forest grants one of

which was combined with a regality grant and none of which included

a sanction clause. This clause had not been used since 13?2 probably

because the king seldom received his £10 forfeiture for an offence

in a free forest and because barons tried their own forest cases in

2
their own courts.

James' forests were administered by his ballivi and commissioners

of crown lands but in Ettrick orest which was placed under a bailie whose

sole responsibility was the forest the administrative system of the

Douglases which was based on that of the lato twoil'ti and early

j&airteenth century was continued. James appointed sub-foresters or

men of lesser importance to keep some of h±3 forests, thus removing

the risk of his officials coming to regard themselves as the owners

of their bailiwicks. For exa pie, Mamlome was kept by Patr:" f: Mo»

Gilcallum4 and the foresters of Strathdee and Corriemucklow received

only 13s Ud per year as their fee.

1. KR, vi, 269, vii, 86.
2. See chapter part 3? 2
3. See chapter U, part 3, 737, 'iff?-
lw ER, vi, Ull.
5. Ibid., 70, 282.



James'parliament in Jl|.58 passed acts repeating Robert Ill's
X

act on hares and James I's close season for certain wild fowl,
2

encouraging the killing of fowls of 'reif' and of wolves and trying
3

to protect rabbit warrens from thieves.

Unlike James I, James II had the time and the inclination to

turn his attention to the royal forest and to hunting matters. His

reign is as important as that of James I since, if he had not been

able to overthrow the Livingstons and the Douglases, the pattern of

the fourteentli century might have been repeated.

Since there is more information available for James Ill's

reign than for his predecessors' James might appear to have been

as keen a hunter as Robert III or James II but allowing for t is

extra .information, it is most likely that he enjoyed hunting but

was not an addict of the sport. James' mother who hunted, no doubt

imparted both to James and his brother who was to receive Mar and

Garioch in free forest, considerable interest in the sport. unting

trips would appear to have been more than usually exciting for

young kings: James III like his father was abducted while with a

hunting party in 11*66. ' Balquhidder and Glenflnglas were favourite

hunting areas of James between the ages of 13 and 16. In 12+67 he

1*
Are, ii, 51, c 31j 15, c 12.

2. Ibid., Si, cc 32, 35.

3. Ibid., ii, 52, c 36.

U. ER, vii, 68.
5. See App. G 3 and Table 13.

6. Nicholson, The Later Middle Ages, l+Ll.
7. ER., vii, 14.38.
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made the Port of Menteith a burgh of barony to improve the supply

situation during the hunting seasons. He hunted in Mamlorne Ln
1 2

llib?, " in Strathearn .in H166 x U169 and ln Dutchray in kanteith where
3

he had hunting lodges in II167 x II168. After H469 there are fewer

references to James' hunting but he continued to keep dogs and

falcons 1 and his repairs to Newark in 11*72 x lii73 and in lii88 suggest
5

that he may have hunted there.

During James * minority there was an attempt by the exchequer

to relet the lands whose rents aad been lost when James II had declared

them waste for forest. The exchequer which was always sensitive

about lands which on account of their being waste paid no rent since
excused

anyone might plead waste in order to be executed from paying s

rent^ was probably opposed to James II's positive creation of aste

for his forests. In II16O x lliol the ballivi appear to have been
7 8 9ordered by the exchequer to relet Mamloine, Glenfinglas Ducn nloch

and probably then or subsequently Strathdee. After this attempt

1. ER, vii, 533.
2. Ibid., 1*72.

3. Ibid., 6U1.

U. See App. C 1.

5. ER, vili, 11*35 x, 98, 166.
6. Hurra,,, ., 'The Procedure of the Scottish Exchequer in t a Early

Sixteenth Century' SHE., xl, (1961), 103-10l*j 'Tie Crown Lends in
Galloway 11*55-15X3', DGT, xxxvii, (1958-9), 9-25, at 16.

7. ER, vil, 252, 326* see Table 2 b.

8. Ibid., 62.

9. Ibid., 1*.

10. Ibid., 353.
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to relet part of these royal forests there was a considerable degree

of confusion as some areas were relet and others were declared

waste. This confusion can be most clearly seen in GELenfinglas,

Maalorne and Darnaway where one finds the king, quean-raother or the

lords of council trying to maintain the reserves against the inroads

of the exchequer and certain officials of royal lands. Since lords

of council were often auditors of the exchequer there may well have

been a difference of opinion among the lords on this matter in the

Ui60s.^ Da GELenfinglas, although the queen-mother had declared the

lands of the forest waste some of these lands were let in 11*61 x

11*62, 11*63 x 11*61* and ll*61* x 11*65.2 In 11*6? x 11*68 the king and

lords of council declared that some but not all of the lands let

3
were once again waste for forest. The king also declared waste lands

in Mamlorne forest which had been let by the bailie in 11*66 x 11*67.^
The lords of council had acted earlier In Darnaway in 11*61* x 11*65

by closing off the forest although in 11*76 the lands of the forest
5

were recorded as unlet. By 11*70 the situation had settled down
£

for the lands waste in Glanfinglaa no longer varied, and in 11*70 x

1. Nicholson, The later Middle Ages, 1*01*, 1*12-1*11*.

2. ER, vii, 252, 326} see Table 2b.

3. Ibid., 571*.

1*. See Table 2.

5. ER, vii, 358.
6. Ibid., viii, 70; see Table 2b.
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U*71 Ben More, if it had not been made waste for a forest by Janes II

was embodied in a royal forest.1 The mention of unlet lands in Cor-

scarie in 11*77 nay be a late example of this process, to relet royal
2

forests, which had failed. This conflict over the fate of royal

reserves illustrates the view that the king should make greater

financial exploitation of his reserves by leasing them rather than

leaving then waste and as such was a new form of the struggle of hunting

reserves to withstand economic pressure.

m this reign there were several changes in the composition of the

royal forest despite several acts passed in James* reign to ensure

3
that the royal patrimony was not seriously diminished. James? free

forest grant of Plater to Alexander Iyndeaay in U*7l* was unaffected

by the revocation of 11*76^ and Ormond and Corscarie which had been

annexed, Rannoch which had come into royal hands with the forfeiture

of Ross in lk70>* and Garvock all went to James* second son in 11*81.

Of those forests alienated by James III, Plater and dunie^ were the

most liqportant since the alienation of Alyth which had left royal

hands by 11*63 can not be definitely attributed to James III.

The lands and forests included in James* dower grants to his

queen in 11*73 and 11*78 resembled those which James II had Included

1. JH, viil, 60.
2. Ibid., 1*1*1.

3. Nicholson, The Later Middle Ages. 1*07, k$k, 1*55.

1*. Are, ii, 113] HHS, ii, 1191.

£• ER, xii, p. xxxii.

6. Ibid., 1*2.

7. RMS, li, 769.
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1b his dower grants although only the 11*73 grant mentioned huntings,

hawkings and fishings in the pertinents and as in the previous reign

most of the dower lands were administered by the king,' James' free

forest grants which inducted forest pertinents for the first time

since David II'a reign make it quite clear that barcns had their own

2
courts to hear forest offences.

The administration of royal forests and lands set up by James 1

and James II was continued but it becomes apparent that the commissioners

of crown lands were largely composed of lords of council and lords of

the artldes thus enabling parliament and the council to keep an eye

3
on that administration. Another interesting administrative develop¬

ment which occurred at the start of the reign was that the accounts

of Ettrick were returned by individual wards and not jointly as they

haul been in the previous reign, '1 The commissioners of crown lands

along with justices on ayre could also try forest offenders. James,

nonetheless, continued to grant remission for offences against the

vert and venison in Ettrick, despite the acts made against remission

of fines in the ll*80s.^ This generosity may have paid off because

in 11*88 most of tile tenants of that forest probably supported him.

He continued to allow foresters to have rights in, or to hold the lands

1. APS, ii, 117, 138.
2. See chapter 5>, part 3. ,

3. See chapter 1*, part 3? f&Ot

1*. Ibid.,

5. Ibid. / - / 7 7.

6. APS, ii, 118j 165| c 2, 170, c 1*1 176, c 1.

7• See App., 3.
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of, a forests the Foresters of Garden who were keepers of Torwood

also held the lands of Torwood.1 Jamea also appointed foresters to
3V u m L /) g, g

Strathearo and Balquh5.dder«

In li*7U parliament passed acts to protect hawks and hounds from

theft and more importantly to stop the hunting of deer in a storm or

when there was snow on the ground. Parliament repeated the protection

for rabbit warrens but also extended it to parks^ and made the

justice ayres responsible for applying these laws.

This evidence encourages the view that James in was not really

Interested in his hunting reserves unless their attention was forced

on him as In his early years. Otherwise, he carried on with the

administration of his predecessors, made free forest grants as before

and did not try to develop his forests in any particular way or to

improve the efficiency of his forest administration.

James IV's hunting activities emerge more fully than those of

preceding kings as a result of the survival of the treasurer's accounts.

From the summer of 11*88 to the end of his reign James made at least
c

twelve hunting trips to the Menteith-Strathearn-Balquliidder area.

He also made hawking expeditions and took his falcons an his frequent

pilgrimages to Whithorn and to Tain.^ James was quite obviously

1. AM, 71b.

2. See Table 3.

3. AK, ii, 107.

k. Ibid., c 16.

i>. See Table 2$,

6. TA, li, p. xevii.
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a keen hunter and Pedro de Ayala records that when he was not at war

he was hunting in the Highlands.'1' During such trips to the Highlands

tie business of government did not cease and messengers were constantly
2

riding to and from the king. James' hawking establishment was well

known outside Scotland"* and in an age when a court might be judged

by its facilities for hawking and hunting this was to his advantage.

One hunting expedition to Balquhidder reveals both the nature of

and the organisation required for these trips.^ The tents for the

expedition were prepared by the pavilion man or tent keeper and

hounds were sent to Menteith. James left Stirling caa 25 August

1506 and on the 26th was hunting in Strathearn probably in (Hen

Artnay. Dogs were brought to hi® by James Murray and while he

waited for the drive a local woman brought him butter and cheese.

On toe 27th he moved Into Balquhidder where h® stayed with the vicar

and while hunting in Glenfinglas perhaps he received a further gift

of butter. By 29 August the royal party had moved into Strathflllan

where James received news from toe Lewis"' probably concerning toe

siege of Torquil Macleod which started in Stornoway at this time.

He stayed there till toe 31st and then proceeded to Auohlnnis Chalain^
where his evening's entertainment included cards and a elaraaoh player.

1. Brown, P. Hume, Early Travellers in Scotland. (Edinburgh, 1891), la.

2. TA, 1, 92, 200.

3. See App. C 2.

k. TA, lii, 33U-355.

5. Nicholson, The later Middle Ages. 51*6.

6. Auchinnls Ghalain is the modern form of 'Inehcailloch» iffi 325, 355.
Gillies, W.A., In Famed Breadalbane, (Perth, 1938), 6>61*.
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While he was there Argyll, the king's lieutenant In the west, sent

the Macleans of Iochbuie and Duart to join the king. Maclean's clarsaoh

player was at Auchinnis Chalain on 3 September and a dog collar

and arrow heads were brought to replenish the king's equipment.

James then stayed with the earl of Argyll, hawked, hunted with Argyll's
ft \

stalker who was sent to Falkland with two quarters of deer for the

quean and listened to his clarsach player. On 6 September, James

received hounds from Neil Stewart and the laird of Wemyss. Further

replenishments of supplies including dog collars were required and

they were obtained from Robert Momcreiff. By the 8th of the month

the party was moving north again and the head dogger or kannelman,

Jacob Edrnonstone was sent ahead with the dogs to Daroaway. On the

9th a halt was called at Ruthven In Badenoch and more hounds were

received from John Grant and the earl of Sutherland. James then

visited St. Duthaos in Tain and by the llith was back in Inverness

where 'aqua vite* was obtained for him. He then moved on to Darna-

way on the 17th where he no doubt met Janet Kennedy and Moonstone with

his dogs. They may well have hunted in Barnaway forest. James

moved on after five days or so and on his way south received further

gifts of hounds, bought leashes and collars and cm 28 September

at Coupar Angus met the earl of Argyll's stalker once more. On the

29th James was again at Stirling. This trip, longer than usual,

may have been extended on account of events in the west. During

this trip, anyone who performed even the smallest service for the

king received a small gift from him, and it is from the record of

such gifts in the treasurer's accounts that this journey can be

reconstructed.
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James was 15 when he was crowned and appears to have taken part

in the government immediately. In October 11*88 parliament's revoc-

tlon of all grants made by James III since 2 February of that year,*
2

would have included both free forest charters of Kilgarie. In

consequence, perhaps, of parliament's wish that James should not

squander tie royal lands* James' grants concerning fox-eats were only

of lands which had previously passed out of royal hands, such as

Clackmannan, iihaie and Bothwall. he also sought parliament's consent

to grant Bothwell in free barony with the woods in free forest to

Patrick, Lord Hales,*' although before he was 21^ Janes did grant

lands in the forest of Itye in free barony to the earl of Angus

Throughout his reign, James nade numerous free forest grants

and granted out lands of forests. In view of the number of grants

which have survived Janes appears to have been fairly conservative

when it came to the alienation of royal forests. In 12*53 he let the
7

forest of Abornethy on a nine year lease and in 1500 Janet Kennedy
8

received for the same tens the forest of Buchan in Galloway

APSj ii, 211j Nicholson, lie Later Middle Ages. 533 •

2. RMS, ii, 2525, 2530.
3. APS, ii, 215.

k» See Table 12.

5. RKS, ii, 1782*.

6. Ibid., 2106, 12*52.

7. BBS, i, 268.

S. Eg, vl, 153*
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which had been let before and was not, therefore, a new alienation.

Lociiaber forest which may have been in royal hands since the fourteenth

century was granted to Alexander, lord Gordon* lb 1J>01 Janes' grant

of Darnaway in free forest and warren to his illegitimate son ay

Janet Kennedy, James Stewart,1" was not to hinder Janet «, Jy's liferent
2

of Darnaway Castle and forest which was to cease only if she married,

to 1505 x 1506, however, the forest was being administered by the

king and by the and of his reign was back in royal hands presumably

because Janet was dead and her son was still a minor.^ The forest of

Bimam or Brenan in Strathbraan was let to the bishop of Dunkeld in

1h99 for li-Os and following the act of parliament of 1JSJQ3A which

allowed James to feu both annexed and unannexed lands provided it

led to no loss of revenue4 it was granted to him in feu ferrae in 1507
<

for the same reddendo. James also started feuing Bttriok forest and

in 1510 he feued the forests of Glen Shervie and Corriemucklow. ^
When James let lands of forests he retained his superiority

over as well as a return from these forests and did not greatly reduce

the size of the royal forest. The most important grants as far as

forests were concerned were those of Bimara and Darnaway. The

Strathearn-Menteith-Balquhidder hu Mg area was intact and the

1. RMS, ii, 2586.
2. Ibid., 2585.

3. 2R, xii, 39k, 671} xiii, 11.

ii. Ai^, ii, 2liii, c 26.

5. RMS, ii, 2502, 3102.

6. Ibid., 2ii6ii.
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forest of Glanfinglas had been expanded since in 1502 x 1503 lands

described in 1U991 as let beside the forest were laid waste for

2
forest. Janes also used the Torwood for hunting and revived

Stirling old parte. When he tried to exercise his right over forests

of which the lands only had been granted out he failed ocket
A J

in but probably succeeded in Torwood, which in lh99 he claimed

belonged to him by common law.

James* dower grant to his wife Margaret included several forests

but although the pertinents of the grant mentioned hawkings, huntings,

fishings, forests, warrens, vert and venison the administration of
<

the forests stayed in the king's hands. The most important developments

of the free forest grant to appear in this reign were the application

of free forest rights only to woods and the mention of the forest laws

in such grants.^ The former development illustrates the growing
7

shortage of timber, as does the protection of wood outside forests.

Since the beginning of the fifteenth century the justice ayres had

been made responsible for punishing thefts or destruction of wood

anywhere in the country with a fine which James had raised to
6

£5. The free forest grant must, therefore, have bean as important

1. ER, xi, U17.
2. Ibid., xii, Uik, 211*, etc.

3. See chapter 1*, part 1, I0o.

1*. Ibid., /oc- /o/.

5. APS, ii, 271.

6. See chapter 5, part 1, >2,

7. See chapter 12, part %*33&-337,

8. Ibid.}
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for the control over timber It conveyed as for the control of hunting.

James continued to administer his forests through ballivi,

commissioners and foresters. In 1h99 a list of the points of inquest

for the commissioners' courts which probably applied to the whole

country was written into the royal rental book and it shows quite

clearly that the commissioners, who were still chosen from the council

and 'the Articles', were responsible for keeping the forests

'forest like' and in some places waste."*' Changes in the administration

of Sttrick included .Lord Home's ^ appointment in U*88 as the bailie

of the forest, currour and master currour of Yarrow and in lk99 the

statutes of Sttrick issued in a commissioners' court in Edinburgh

abolished the currours and substituted financial and judicial officials
2

appointed by the comptroller. Thereafter the accounts were returned
3

complete for the forest hy Lord Home and not for each ward. These

statutes which triad to ensure that the tenants of the forest performed

their duties as foresters to protect the deer and the timber also forbade

ploughing and sowing. The bailie of Sttrick had to hold four courts

per year to ensure good neighbourhood and to check on the military

service due from each stedo, which had to provide two bows, a spear

and a horse with gear. On® of the miscellaneous forest laws dating

from the early fifteenth century or earlier14 which defined the

1. ER, xl, 3931 see chapter It, part 3.

2. ES, ad, 39k; see chapter it, part 3. /d'6,

3. See chapter It, part 3.

APS, i, 7^2, c 2ltj see App. A,
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weapons to be provided by various ranks of people explains the absence

of arrows from the Ettrick provisions: the poorest category had to

provide a bow and arrows or a bov *>nd a spear if they lived in a forest.

The requirements in Ettrick were altered when a'stede'was granted in

"eu feme: for every tan librates the tenant had to provide two

vorsenen, one with a lance and one with a pack horse,* a condition

w ich applied to many of Janes* feu charters.

When James appointed a forester he usually conveyed the lands of

or rights in the forest to the keeper but when he appointed John Grant

of Preuchy as forester of duanie in Inverness with the ahiels of
2

the forest, James specifically reserved his proprietas of the forest.

That Janes exhorted his foresters to perform their duties more

efficiently is evidenced by a privy seal letter to Simons tone, the

forester of Glenfinglas, ordering him to fulfil his duties, to stop

people entering the forest for any reason and to publicise a pro-
%

elanation establishing a purlieu.

In l£03/4 parliament placed paries and rabjit warrens on the saM

footing as forests with a £10 penalty for offences committed in then

and encouraged lords and lairds to create paries and warrens.1 Janes,

therefore, took an interest in his forests and tr ed to improve them

either by altering the administration, as in Sttrick, or by sending

1. RMS, ii, 3473, (l£L0).
2. Ibid., 3390| see Table 3.

3. See chapter 4, part ^° ■

4. See chapters 7 and 8^ 2,2*5a nc/ Z 64-.
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orders to his officials. It is in accordance with tills attitude that he

may have tried to reserve all deer to himself.1
la the fifteenth century the development of hunting in Scotland

and the rest of Europe was similar in that there were signs that hunting
2 .

was becoming a spectacle as well as a sport. In Germany by 1500 where

hunting had become a nobles' sport and the peasants could only hunt

vermin^ the nobles organised large drives where the sucoesa of the

hunt was judged by the number of animals killed and not by the effort

or skill involved. In France also this attitude to hunting appeared

In the sixteenth, century.4 In Scotland the position where the king

no longer waited on his own on horseback for the drive but in a tent

and with refreshments*' developed into the well-known sixteenth century
6

drives held by James 7 and. Mary.

The fifteenth century in Scotland also saw an improvement in the

royal forest system with James I's expansion of the royal lands and

James II's and James I7's development of the forests and their administra¬

tion. In Ettrick and similar forests there was no real social incon¬

venience resulting from the forest administration but in or near any

of the forests which were well run and kept waste such as the Menteith-

1. See chapter kt part 2, toi-i/i.
2. o©® App. C 1.

3. Balby, 'lexicon of the Medieval German Hunt', Introduction, p. v.

U. Tork, Master of Game, (Grohman), 199 ff.

5. See App. C 1.

6. Ibid.



Strathaarn-Balquhidder area in the early sixteenth century1 the effect
2

of the reserve could be quite severe especially since the acts of
3

James 17 and the statutes of Ettriok increased the penalties.

This contrasts sharply with developments in Bagland where, as a result
i

first of the policy of the Lancastrian kings and then of the Wars of

the Hoses, the forest system became weaker than it had bean in the
h

fourteenth century. In France, where the king was strengthening his

hunting reserves and hunting rights, Louis XI tried to restrict the

right to hunt game solely to himself. His successor, Charles Till

again allowed the nobles to hunt but the common people were still

deprived of the right to hunt." In the reign of Francis I, there

were numerous complaints against the harshness of the hunting laws

such as the ordinance of 1515 which forbade hunting in royal reserves

without permission, banned hunting weapons in and around forests and
7

defined the penalties which included death on the fourth offence.

The French laws in the early sixteenth century were as severe as the

Shgllsh in the twelfth century and more severe than the Scot3 before

1. See chapter h, part 3, W-/94Jport^ ^rU/o3-zob,
2. See ahapter 12n oar13, 342,; chaffer f>ar(r rJ 9/ -9 3,
3. See chapter U, part 2^ /Z9> t3'-?32.
U. Petit Dutaillis, Stubbs. 2kk»

5. Julliem, La Chasse, 125.

6. Ibid., 130.

7. Ibid., 130 ff.



1513 though one must remember that in Scotland In 1535 the death

penalty was Introduced for a third wood cutting offence"' and in
2

1551 for shooting deer, roe and other wild animals and wild fowl.

In Janes 17?s reign while there were signs of growing severity the

laws were not so harsh as in France and commoners still had the

right to hunt although it was probably increasingly difficult for

them to do so since people could most likely hunt only on their own

lands.

1.

2.

3.

APS, ii, 3h3»

Ibid., U83j c 3.

See chapter 9, -3 ?3, * 90>
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k

Royal Forests

1. The Creation of Forests

There is evidence to support the view that royal forests were

created by a royal order or proclamation although no example of a

proclamation creating an entirely new forest has survived and

although the verb 'to create a forest' occurs only once, namely in

Ui57, as 'foristabatur' The fourteonth-century writ 'Contra trans-

gredientes forestam' orders the local royal officer to enquire into

offenders in the forest as follows*

'Rex omnibus etc QuaHtenus A de 6 militibus ac omnibus
aliis infra balliaa vestram quos per inquiaiclonem quam
per probos homines et fideles patrie diligenter et fideliter
fieri facietis culpabiles inveneritis qui probacionem
[recti\is, prohibitionea] nostram [transgress! sunt]
cum oanibus superfluis at sagittariia ingrediendo et
venaolones nostras asportando forisfacturara nostram dicte
[rectiua, decern] librarum ad opus nostrum singillatim 2
visis litteris capiatis St hoc in fide et fidelitate'.

1. SR, vi, 355.

2. Edinburgh University Library MS Dept., Regiam Majastatem. MS
207, f 11*6 v, no. 76.
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I am Indebted to Professor Duncan for pointing out that 'militibus',

•probos homines et fideles patrie' and 'sagittariis' would be out of

place in the fifteenth century and therefore that this is a four¬

teenth century writ. It Is perhaps later than the reign of Robert I

since it is found in a formulary which contains material additional

to the formulary of the Ayr Ma. of Robert I's reign.1 In what must

be a rather Inaccurate copy of this writ 'probacionem' could well be

a mistranscription of an abbreviated form of 'prohibitionem' in

which case this writ would assume a prior royal statement prohibiting

bows and arrows, dogs and hunting in the forest. More direct evidence

for a royal proclamation is to be found in James IV's letter to

William Edmanstone, keeper of (XLenfinglas forest, in 1507/8 in which

he says

'forsamelcle as we ar informit that divers oure liegis
duelling neir about our saidis forestis daly pasturis and
etis the gers thairof with thair oatall and destroys and
frays oure dier with stalking raohis and utherwaiis,
lnocntrar oure command and ordinance maid thairapouni
Oure will is herefor...ye pas in oure name and autorite
command and charge, be oppyn proclamation at all the
paroche kirkis on the four halffis about our saidis
forestis, all and sindry our liegis, that nane of thaim
tak apon hand to stalk with bowls or raohis in any place
within the boundis of our saidis forestie...under the
hiest pane of esohetlng of the catall and gudis that bsis
apprehandit within oure saidis forestis and punysing
of thair personys that stalkis haldis rachis or makls
gaitis..., according to our lawis and statutis maid thairapon
.,.i And that ye diligently aerobe and seik quhar cny
personys doys in the oantrarj and gif ony catall, hors,
nolt, soheip, gait...beis apprehendit within cur saidis
forestis, or any personys usis balking, hunting, stalking,
rynnand raohis or cammone gaitis in the saramyn after our
said proclamation, that ye eschet the saidis catall and
gudis, bowls, hundis and rachis...to our use, and send
to us the namys of the personis that usis the sammyn,
that we may raak thaim be callit and punlst thairfor
according to our lawis and as ye will answer to us
thalrapoim» And for your lawbourls and deligenee to be

1. Cooper, Register of Brieves, it-
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done in the keping of the saidia forestis and deyr thairof,
we giff to yow all our esohet of all cstall and gudls that
beyis apprehendit thairin attour this oure inhibitioun1.1

James IV, therefore, issued an ordinance on the subject of poachers

who lived around the forest. Beside these examples must be set the

numerous cases in the exchequer rolls in the 1450s and the 1460s where

lands were declaredwaste for forest 'de manclato domlnl regis' or

2
'ex ordinacione domini regis' or 'da special! raandato ejusdem [regis]'.

One such entry specifically records that James III, while hunting in

Mamlorne 'proclamavit eas [terras] vastas'. If an area which was

farmed out by the crown was declared waste for forest than the rent

was lost and this had to be recorded in the exchequer rolls. These

entries, nearly all of which occur yearly with only minor changes

bear out that a mandate or order or precept declaring that a certain

area was to be incorporated in a forest was made, presumably publicly,

and that the area thereafter was waste for the forest. While there

is no mention of the seal used on the proclamation the king appears

to have been able to ordain an area waste for forest on his own

authority without the approval of parliament or council. It was,

therefore, an action based on the royal prerogative. In practice

the king may have sought council's advice but the only occasions when

council was mentioned in this connection^ occurred in James Ill's

$
minority.

1. RSS, i, 1637.
2. See Table 2 which lists all the occasions when lands were ordained

waste for forest.

3. See Table 2.

4. See Table 2 stub Damaway, Glenfinglas.
5. See above chapter 3, part 2, p. 74.
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On a cautionary note it must be remembered that whan an area

was declared waste for hunting rather than for forest the lands

concerned, as at Cockburnspath, could have boon made into a park rather

than a forest but Knock, although only declared waste for hunting

was almost certainly part of the forest of lochindorb. The inter¬

pretation of these references to waste must also allow for the

possibility that they were sillily entries of administrative conven¬

ience. In some instances it does seem that when an area was ravaged

and could not be let it was simply declared waste for wild animals

for the short time until it was let. In Cockburoapath, for instance,

the first entry recording waste for hunting was mentioned in li*£l* and

yet in IhSl the lands were all letx although they may still have been
2 3

devastated or burnt as a result of the ravages of the Bnglish.

Lands declared, waste for forest must nonetheless be considered in a

different category from Cookburnspath since there Is no evidence that

they were ravaged prior to the declaration of waste and they were

not automatically relet at the earliest possible opportunity as the

events of James Ill's minority illustrate.4 Nor could the declaration

of lands waste for forest be used by a tenant as an excuse for non¬

payment of rant in the manner which a plea of waste pure and simple

might have been.

1. ER, vi, 338.
2. Ibid., 1*32.

3. Ibid., 261.

1*. See above chapter 3, part 2, p. 71*.
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Firstly, there was in most oases, a royal order available for

consultation by the exchequer. Secondly the tenant was not merely

being excused rent but he was also losing his land. Thirdly ,the

exchequer rolls state not only "that no rents were collected from

such an area but an one occasion that no rents could be collected.

Therefore, when an area was declared waste for forest to harbour
2

wild animals any tenants would be moved off the land, crops would be

lost and stock would also have to be taken away. In some cases the

rents lost may in fact have been paid by outsiders for pasture rights
3

rather than by tenants of the land. In either circumstance a

previously productive area was rendered unproductive if not actually

devastated. 3h Menteith in l£02 x 1503 whan sown grain was lost in

an area thus declared waste condensation was paid by remission of

rent.4 It was perhaps rather optimistic to regard such a remission

as condensation.

There is no reason to suspect that in principle this process of

extending reserves by royal order or proclamation could not have bean

applied to the creation of reserves not only in the fifteenth century

but also at an earlier date. The one possible reference to the exten¬

sion of a royal forest prior to the fifteenth century does not contradict

this conclusion. When William I granted Gaily to Coupar Angus Abbey

1. SR, vii, 252, fnec aliqua inda poterat percipere,.

2. See Table 2.

3. JR, xii, 1M.
lu Ibid., 1UU.
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in 1195 s: 1206 he excluded that part of Gaily to the south of the
1

river Ardle, towards Clunie 'qua® ad opus raeuxa reservavi'. Since

Clunie, by this date, was a royal forest it is conceivable that the

tX3(3 for which William reserved this piece of land was hunting.

From the twelfth century there was a close connection between

waste and the lands included in royal forests. In feudal theory all

land including waste belonged to the king and the king could claim

property rights on land not alienated by charter, that is demesne,
&bhe/y

and superiority over alienated lands. The waste was, therefore, part

of the royal damesne but the area of waste practically controlled by

the king depended no doubt on the extent of the king's authority.
2 1*97*

Edgar's grant of 'Ednahaa daseriam' in^llO? x 1117 may be an early
example of the king controlling waste land. Several forests were

created on the royal waste. In 1193 William I called the forest

of Selkirk 'wasti mei da Selechirchewhile Alexander II in 1236

described paid; of that forest as 'toturn vastum nostrum'J1 Alexander

also referred to 'vasto nostro de Pantland'** in 1236, 'toto vasto de

Dandaf et de Strathcarun guod fuit forestum nostrum'^ in 1237 and
j

'vasto forest! no3trl da Banf' in 121x2. While waste and forest

1. RHS, ii, 397.

2. ESQ, 0 7 y J//7)
3. RKS, ii, 367.

It. Hair. lib., 261t.

5. Holy. Lib.. 57.

6. Anderson, Diploaata, no. 30.

7. A.B. Antqs., ii, 109.
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have different meanings they could obviously exist in the same area of

land pointing to the conclusion that the king could designate as forest

any part of his waste over which he could in practice exercise

authority. The association of forest with waste illumines William I*s

statement that in 118? x 1195 he had a forest, 'circa ELgyn Foris et

Dnvernis'.1 The iiapracticality of reserving game on such a vast

tract of land argues that David, or more probably William, after

his expedition to Moray simply stated that his waste in the area was to

become a forest perhaps with a view to increasing his hold on the

area. The contention that all waste land was forest does not bear

scrutiny since forest and waste would thus have been coterminous

and, therefore, in the twelfth century synonomous thus obviating

the need for two words and rendering pointless the above descriptions

of waste as forest.

Si this context the royal waste would not necessarily be uninhabited

but a forest described as waste was obviously not one of the more

accessible and fertile parts of the kingdom. In the fifteenth century-

forests still lay in the remoter parts of the kingdom, although areas

remote in the twelfth century were not always remote in the fifteenth.

In the fifteenth century waste still occurred in connection with forests,

as the examples of extension to forests mentioned above illustrated,

but it was not used in the Institutional sense of the royal waste for

it meant that lands had been made waste and tenants and crops removed.

Nonetheless scsne parts of the reserves in Menteith, Kamlorne and

Ben More may have comprised areas of what was the royal waste. Menteith,

first described as a forest In and visited by a hunting expedition

1. RRS, ii, 362.

2. See Table 2 sub Glenflnglas.



of Robert U in 1382,1 may have been a baronial forest before it oame

into royal hands or it may have been erected into a forest from the

royal waste sometime in the second half of the fourteenth century or

the early fifteenth century. While tenants' holdings and fields in

Menteith were at times included in the forest the settlement pattern

in the Menteith area suggests that only the more remote farms were

2
included in the forest. It is very noticeable that settlements there

lay below the 1000' contour which suggests that when, as with Auchin-

hard and 'Westerbrigand', only part of a holding was forested^ it

was the upland part of the holding which was included in the forests.

Hot all forests were created from royal waste or from lands

laid waste as the forests of Stirling, Clackmannan, and Gala and

Leader show. Such forests might include settlements of varying

sizes and all types of vegetation. In the later Middle Ages, however,

the timber aspect of forests assumed increasing importance leading

to the use of foresta as a wooded area.4

The only category into which the lands of all new royal forests

fell was that of "the royal demesnes all royal forests were created on

lands in the king's hands. No lands granted to a subject in fee and

1. See above chapter 3, part 1, p. 5>'9.

2. See Map D and Key £.

3. See Table 2b.

1*. See above Introduction ft v.? }
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heredity were ever incorporated in a forest without some form of

forfeiture or resignation first returning the lands to the crown,

unlike the practice of the Anglo-Norman kings of l&gland.^ One

possible exception may have been the creation of William I'a

forest round SLgin, Forres and Inverness in which toe bishop of Moray
2 3

held woods and in which Dunfermline's lands of Pannick possibly lay.

When discussing demesne a distinction must be made between 'dominion

regis', lands held and worked by the king, e.g., a particular royal

estate or farm, and all the lands which the king held but had not

granted in fee and heredity, known as toe royal demesne. R.S. Hoyt

has named toe former toe specific demesne and the latter the general

demesne,^ terminology which could be applied to royal lands in Scot¬

land. In Scotland the general demesne is described as 'terras dataini

nostri regis' and 'osmium et singularum terrarua domini regis ubilibet

infra regnum Scocie'^ while the 1357 revocation referred to all lands,

rents and possessions 'que ab antique perticere solebant ad doainicum

(sic) at coronam lieglaa.'

Ssaaqsles of specific demesne are to be found in David I'a reign
8 9

at Roxburgh and Dunfermline and in William I's reign at IdLbertom.

1. See above Chapter 1, p. 17.
2. RRS, ii, 362.
3* See above Chapter 1, p. 5*
k• Hoyt, R.S., The Royal Demesne in ingllsh Constitutional History

1066-1272. (New York, 1950),™
5. EH, v, k7k.
6. Ibid., U59, (li<Sl).
7. APS, i, 1*92.
8. ESC, 83, 72.
9. RRS, ii, 39.
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The distinction of specific and general demesne is not so clear cut

in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries as in the fifteenth century

but Malcolm I? in 1161 x 1162 may refer to the general demesne of

David I when he granted Walter Steward Birkanside and Legerwcod

'it©,plenaria et integre slcut rex David avus rneus predictas
terras in dominico tenult'l

and William I probably is referring to his general demesne in a charter

of 1173 x 1177 which forbade anyone to detain the fugitive neyfs of

Dunfermline 'si extra dominia raea invent! fuerint. While forests

were part of the general demesne they could on occasion contain areas

of specific demesne such as the 'dominiea terra' in Mauldslie forest

in 1288 - 1290.3
This general demesne in -toe second half of the fifteenth century

was scattered all over Scotland in groups of various sizes which were

either known simply by a local name or were called 'dominium*, in

this case to be translated as 'lordship',^ or 'comitatus' or 'baronia'.

Ih any one of these lordships there would be areas of specific demesne*

within the 'dominium de Strathurd' there were in lii^l 'terre
<

dominice de Strathurd*. The forest of Glunie was also part of the

'dominium' of Strathurd but was not part of the 'terre dominice' of

1. RRS, i, 22U.

2. Ibid., ii, 163.

3. M, 1, 39, (1288 x 1290).
li. APS, ii, U2, el.

£. ER, v, ii80.
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Strathurd. Ettrick forest, when in royal hands after lii55» was a

'dominium' or lordship* but it contained no specific demesne lands,
2

the closest approximation to which were lands let in stelebow.

While forests, therefore, might include areas of specific demesne,

they were usually regarded as part of the general demesne, that Is,

like all other royal lands.

It was nevertheless possible for a forest or part of a forest

after its creation to leave the general demesne since the lands of a

forest and the forest rights were separable.

The distinction made between the lands of a forest and forest

rights from the twelfth century onwards can be paralleled from other

royal lands where the king might alienate the land yet retain, for
i

instance, judical rights. In the case of forests this distinction Is
remarkable because the very nature of a hunting reserve could be

expected to render the lands and the forest rights claimed on these

lands inseparable. Although in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries
3

forest rights might be reserved over alienated forest lands such

alienated lands were only small parts of the forest and it was more

usual for forest rights to lapse on alienated forest lands.4 Prom

the fourteenth century onwards all the lands of a forest could be

1. APS, ii, i|2.

2. See App. B.

3. See Table 12 sub Gala and Leader.

It. See Table 12 sub Birse, Ettrick, Banff.
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alienated while the king reserved his forest rights: in c 1320 Janes,

Lord Douglas, received the forests of Selkirk, Ettrick and Traquair
1 2

in free barony while in 1327 gttrick was still a royal forestj

and in li*90 Janes IV granted George, Sari of Huntly 'terras doiaini

foreste de Anzewhile in 1U98 Huntly was referred to as the forester

of Boyne and Ehzie.^ This distinction which is most explicitly stated

In lf>09 when Janes IV Made John Grant of Freuchy forester of (Guanie

in Laverness-shire, granting him i|6 librates of land in the forest
<

but reserving his proprietas of the forest could, and did, lead to

confusion as in the case of Stocket where the king reserved his vert

and venison but granted the forest to Aberdeen in free burgage. " La

11*93 Aberdeen regarded James TV's grant of 'Blairtoun', Caatlehill and
7

Stocket wood to Andrew Wood as an infringement of their rights and

the ensuing case came before the lords of council in 1h9h» The king

claimed that the forest belonged to him but the baillias of the

burgh produced Robert's charter and were allowed to continue in their
6

enjoyment of the lands. In a similar case which came before the
O

lords of council in January 11*98/9 relating perhaps to Torwood forest

the claimant to the forest, presumably also the pursuer, sought the

1. BHS, i, app. 2, 232.
2. Raine, N.D., app. 17, no. LXIII.
3. RMS, ii, 1976.
1*. Ibid., 2389.
5. HMS, 11, 3390.
6. RMS, i, app. 1, 5.
7. Ibid., 11, 2185.
8. ADC, i, 331 b.
9. Ibid., 11, 293.
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forestry and foggsge of the forest."5' This claimant could have been Lord
2

Fleming since, later in January, he was claiming the forestry of Torwood.

Whereas one might hare expected the king to have claimed that the forest

was his by right since it had been created by royal prerogative

he claimed it In fact by common law and won the case because the

claimant could produce no grant of the forest from the king. That

James claimed the forest by common law does not signify that forests

were not created by royal prerogative but that he was basing his

title to the forest on the fact that it had been his for some time past.

As the editors point out in the introduction to the second volume of

the Acta Sominorum Concilil the common law meant simply the laws and

customs of Scotland.^ The royal right of ownership of forests was

expressed in the lii99 points of inquest of the royal commissioners

for crown lands who were to enquire into any encroachment of cultivation

in *ony wooddis forestis pertening to the king in properte.''*
As already mentioned the king might allow his forest rights to

lapse. He could also take action to deforest a reserve as Alexander

II did in 1236 in Gala and Leader and in Gladhouse.^ Generally an.area

would cease to be a royal forest or part of a royal forest either when
6 7

it was granted to a baron in free forest or when it was let. Ih the

1. See below part 2, ' ^

2. ADC, ii, 315.

3. Ibid, ii, lix.

1*. EH, xi, 393, e Hi.

5. See Table 12.

6. RMS, i, App. 1, 36, 73j ii, 2958.

7. ER, vii, l*17j viii, 211*.
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former case if the king reserved the vert and venison the forest nay

not have been completely free of royal control. Rather, the grantee
1

was given an exclusive right to hunt In and use the forest. In

the latter instance In the fifteenth century when rents ceased to be

recorded as waste for forest but were still charged by the exchequer
2

one can assume that the lands had been let, although it is often

difficult to decide whether or not lands ceased to be part of a forest

when they were let. Sttrick, for instance, was still maintained as a

forest even though all its lands were let. The situation is also

confused by the fact that the exchequer clerks had the habit of repeating

entries long after they were out of dates CLunie forest was granted

in free forest to "the earl of Atholl in Ut8l^ but the femes of Clunie

were included In the charge and discharge of the bailie's accounts

till l£l3.**
It should now be clear that the view'* that the king in the twelfth

and thirteenth centuriesy de jure possessed the right to all forests is

mistaken. This is an error which originated with the view that

Scots forests were a geographical feature which could belong to the

king as of right. A royal forest did not exist unless the king created

it.

1. RMS, i, App..l, 6f>.

2. m, xi, 1*17.
3. Ibid., xli, 1*2.

It. Ibid., xili, £63.

£. Expressed in Anderson, Scottish Forestry, 1, 90.
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2. alights enforced in royal forests

Royal rights in the forest were summarised in the phrase 'viride

et venatio' or vert and venison* Both words were in use in Scotland

by the thirteenth century1 but they are not found together until
2

1313 and thereafter. Since this phrase had been currant in Etogland

in the thirteenth century^ it is possible that it was introduced to

Scotland during the first or second interregnum by Edward I. Despite

the difficulty of dating these forest laws they must be considered in

any examination of royal rights but to maintain the flow of this
k

examination the detailed discussion of dating has been given later.

Hie king who could hunt anywhere created forests as reserves where

he alone could hunt. Therefore,the most important right enforced by

the king in his forests was the reservation of hunting, vaaatio, to

himself. It was the custom to divide game into different categories*

in England there were beasts of the forest, beasts of the warren

and even beasts of the chase.^ Such categories were never so clear

out in .Scotland but it is possible to make a distinction of greater and

lesser game though it is often difficult to tell which category of

game is being described. Hie definition of greater game presents

1. Pais.Reg.. 17| Fraser, Lennox, ii, p. kOl.

2* Abdn* Chrs.. 10, no. 6j RMS, i, App. 2, 307, n 7j App., 1, 73}
ii, 2529.

3. Stubbs, Select Charters. 3k6, Charter of the Fbrest, cc 8, 16.

k. See App. A.

5. Turaer, Select Pleas of the Forest, cxiv, cxxviii, x.
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little difficulty since Alexander H specified 'carvum et cervam,

caprosum et caprosan, aprum et apram' as the animals which he reserved
1 H?t X IZj/O-

in Fluscardan in 1230 and William Bruce in 1119 x lllh defined

his venatio in his baronial forest of Annandale as 'carvo et bissa,
2

porco at capreola'. Fallow deer may have bean added to the greater

game because in U*2£,'an act of parliament defined deer as hart, hind

doe and roe.^ In the fifteenth centur^e* boar since they were seldom
mentioned in connection with forests may have became fairly scarce

though they were still given as a blench ferme.^ The wolf, usually

regarded as a pest to be hunted by everyone, was according to Bishop

Lesley In the late sixteenth century, a greater beaat^ though he may

not have used "What phrase In a technical sense. The greater game

x<hich were not always specified in full, could be described as 'ferae'

for Alexander II referred to his game in Pluscarden, listed above, as

7
'feras nostras', a practice he adopted more than once. Similarly,

whan the king in the fifteenth century declared land3 waste for forest
8

it was waste 'proforis* and the exchequer rolls always refer to the

animals in the forests as 'cervi' or 'ferae'. Lesser game, the most

important of which must have been fox, rabbit, hare, marten and wild

1. Macphail, Fluacarden, 69, 199.

2. Fraser, Johnstenes, i, 1 no. 2,

3. APS, i, 7, 13.

U» ER xii* passim, see index.

5. See Chapter 9, 28'7 - ZSS.

6. Lesley, History, i, 19,

7» Scone, lib., 67,

8, See Table 2,
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cat, could also be reserved In royal forests. No extant evidence,

however, defines the lesser game nor is it clear when they are being

referred to but the most likely occasion is in Quoniaa Attaohiameota which

refers to hunting 'ad lepores et ad alia animalia silvestria'.1
St LveslfcQ

It is also possible that 'aaiaalia^ and 'bestla silveatrie' could
2

refer to the lesser game reserved in warrens. While the lesser

game could be reserved in forests they were not always so reserved

as the above charters of William Bruce and Alexander II bear witness*

%
In 1507/8 James 17's prohibition of any sort of hunting in Glsnfinglas

would have included lesser game but it is clear from his stress on

'our deir' in that prohibition that the reservation of the greater

beasts was of more importance than that of the lesser animals.

Birds ware also Included in the game reserved in forests for

the compiler of a late thirteenth century forgery of a charter of

William I wrote that the king reserved to himself in his forest

'aeis feris et avibus et venacione'. 4 This forgery was made to fit

the facts of a dispute between Melrose and Wedale In 1184 and there is

no reason to suppose that the compiler falsified the king's forest

right8. Moreover in the 1507/8 Glenfinglas prohibition James IV

included hawking as well as hunting.

1. APS, i, 652, o 31.
2. See Chapter 6t Zoo-Z'Si.
3. RSS, 1, 1637.
4. Ibid., ii, 253.
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An offence against the venison was punishable by the full

royal forfeiture of £10 throughout the Middle Ages. One forest law

probably written in the thirteenth century but which could well date

to the early twelfth century lays down a penalty of £10.1 It is
2

known from forest grants that £10 was the full royal forfeiture

and a charter of Alexander II granting Gladhouss to Newb&ttle

abbey, preparatory to a forest grant, shows that the king exacted the
3

full royal forfeiture on hunting offenders. This penalty, repeated

in the fourteenth century writ, 'Contra transgredientes forestaja

was not invariably applied since a charter of Robert I in 1319 recorded

that an offender against the vert or the venison

'penam huiusmodi criiainis supportet in propria
persona'.5

This suggestion of corporal punishment runs counter to thirteenth

and fourteenth- century Scottish developments and one wonders if the

purpose behind such a penalty was to raise money by way of remissions.

In the fourteenth century one of the three laws from the Stoglish

"Customs and Assise of the Fbrost" which were adapted to Scottish use°

implied that the royal forfeiture might vary depending on whether the

culprit was a freeman or a bondman. In the fifteenth century, while

1. See App. A, c 13.

2. See Table 13.

3. See Table 12 sub Pantland and Mborfoot.

it. See above p. 89.

£. RMS, i, App. 1, i*.
6. See App. A, laws 21, 23, 21t.
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the £10 forfeiture was imposed for the death of a hart*" further

variations in the fines occurred. The fine for killing a hind was

2
raised from £5 to £10 in the li;70s while the fine for hind kids was

3
half that amount. The illegal hunter may have had to face more than

a fine as the Glenfinglas prohibition of 1507/3 ordered the escheat

of an offender's dogs and weapons followed by trial and the penalty

of the law, which was still presumably a £10 fine.

The king in practice usually did not attempt to reserve his game

over the whole country for, as has been shown, reserves were established

only in certain parts of the royal demesne but in theory he may have

had the right to do so even if he did not go to the length of establish¬

ing a nation-wide reserve to protect it. It was, for instance, possible

for the king to reserve other species of game over the whole country

for in June 1U93 parliament enacted that herons were reserved as

sport for the king, ' and in November of that year Peter Hall appeared

before the justice ayre at Jedburgh for killing a heron in Jedforest,
5

which at that time belonged to the Douglases." The idea of reserving

one form of game throughout the country was not, therefore, alien to

Scotland.

Furthermore, Petit Dutaillis, when discussing this problem in

medieval England where English barons received free warren grants from

1. ERjl viii, U$.
2. Ibid., viii, US, 581i.

3. Ibid, xLi, 115.

li. APS, ii, 235, c 19.

5. SRO, Justice Ayre Journal Books, RH 2A/5, 60.
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the king, writes, 'From the beginning of the Norman period...,private

warrens had existed only by the royal grant. It may safely be inferred

from tiiis that the king could claim right of warren over the whole

realm.^ Consequently in Scotland where not only free forests but also

free warrens existed only as a result of a royal grant the king could

claim forest and warren rights over the whole country. It is important

to stress that this argument shows that the king could claim these

rights and not that he did.

In medieval Scotland, as will be shown, the king did not claim

the right of warren, i.e., the right to reserve lesser game, over the

whole country but the position with regard to the right of forest was

2 /less certain. In 11*21^ Jamas I enacted that the justice clerk should
enquire into stalkers and the masters of stalkers who slew deer with

the power to impose a fine of 4O s. on such a stalker and £10 on his

master."* While this act is aimed primarily at stalkers and their

masters, it is not simply an attack on the method of hunting known

as stalking? It may be understood that stalkers were hunting the deer

illegally and since no geographical limitation is set on the application

of this act the import is that it was illegal to hunt deer anywhere

in the country. James, on his return to Scotland, faced with trie

virtual extinction of royal forest rights and perhaps out of touch

with the Scottish forest system, may have tried to impose his theoretical

1. Petit Dutaillis, Stubbs, 153.

2. See Chapter Z^ -2&7t

3. APS, ii, 7, o 13.

ii. See App. C 1.

$, See above Chapter 3, part 2, p. 63*
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title to reserve game over the whole country by forbidding anyone to

kill deer without his perilssion. This act could also have been used

by holders of free forests against people who stalked deer within

their forests. No other act of this type survives for in li*7U and

1503/1* when Parliament banned deer hunting the act applied only to

parks"" as did the point of dittay listed in 1508 in the justice ayre

2
journal books. It is interesting to note that in the draft of the

1503/1* act 'deir' was scored out and 'parkit deir' was substituted.

There is therefore a remote possibility that the act of ll|2^was
meant to apply only to parks but it is more likely that James I's

act was modified subsequently to apply only to paries.

James IV may also have thought of enforcing this general right

over the whole country. Apart from the first draft of the 1503/1*

act point 16 of the 11*99 points of inquest which concerned the slayers
3

of the king's deer supports this view. These points of inquest

were written at the start of the volume of crown rentals covering the

years 11*99 to 1507^ and were immediately followed by the statutes and

rental of Ettrick. The 20 points were written in three different

hands in the following groups, clauses 1- 15, clauses 16 -18, and

clauses 19 - 20 and they all presumably date from within the period

in which the volume was written. The first two hands wrote other

material dated to 11*99, namely the rental of Ettrick for the first

1. Are, ii, 107, c 16j 251, c 11*.
2. SR0, Justice Ayre Journal Books. HH 2/1/6, U*l*.

3. ER, xl, 393.

1*. SR0, Grown Rental. 11*99-1507.
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hand and the statutes of Ettrick for the second hand. The third

hand which should be earlier than 1507 Is probably the hand of the

scribe who wrote the 1501| rental of Boss and Onaond. Since they occur

at the start of the volume and were added to by different clerks these

points were probably of general application and not restricted only

to Sttriok. Their content also suggests that they applied to all

royal lands for points 2, h, and 7 concern encroachment on the 'klngis

landls' in general and point 9 mentions an enquiry into unlawful beasts

such as goat and swine which could apply to all forests. Point 20 cde¬

cerns keeping the forests 'forestlike' and the prevention of their

occupation by any persons, While the use of forestlike is appropriate

to Sttrick the prevention of occupation is net since Ettrick visa

fully let. These points,therefor©t applied to all royal lands while

some points dealt with specifically forest matters. Since ccmm1ssloners

of crown lands at th© start of James IV's reign were appointed to deal

with all royal lands and not only with individual groups of lands they

would apply the sane points of inquest to all royal lands.^
Returning to clause 16, which concerned an inquest on slayers of

the king's deer, construction of yards and sheillngs, subletting and

various tradesmen who used wood, the construction, of yards and
2

sheilings suggests a forest context but an act of Jb$& had ordered

that only living wood be used in yards and hedges whether within a forest

or not. The prevention of subletting need not be restricted to forests

and the limitation on ui rs of wood could apply both inside and out¬

side forests. It is possible, therefore, that the reservation of the

king's deer applied to all royal lands, in which case this reservation

1. See below part 3a t /6>0~

*• Are, ii, sl, o 30.
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could have affected the whole country. Hie records of the justice

ayres from James IV's reign, however, record no cases of the illegal

killing of deer.1

In the late seventeenth century, according to St ^iy the hunting
2

or killing of deer was inter regalia in Scotland because the king's

forests were unenclosed and the animals might easily wander outside

and be killed. It was not a matter beyond dispute since he wrote

that it seemed to be the case. Anyone could hunt or chase deer off

his ground but he could not kill them. He added that deer were not

inter regalia if they were enclosed in a park. In Stair's opinion,

therefore, deer were reserved to the king if they were not in another

man's reserve.

The position in i&gland is even laore uncertain than in Scotland

because of the absence of the forest grant. Returning to Petit

Dutaillis he states, 'in short, the king apparently claimed the right

of the chase in every part of the realm,' but this only entitled the

king to hunt lesser gane. Ehglish sixteenth and seventeenth century

lawyers had differing views on royal rights to game but Blackstone

taking a view reminiscent of Stair's asserted that all game, greater

and lesser, belonged to the king. Petit Dutaillis concluded that

•contemporaries had rather vague notions as to the rights of the
3

king over game which had strayed from forests and parks •' It will

probably never be absolutely certain whether or not all deer ware

reserved as royal game in Scotland. While ,he king never claimed a

1. SRO, Justice Ayre Journal Books, RH 2/1/5 end 6.

2. Stair, Institutes, i, 279, bk. 2, tit. 3, o 68.

3. Petit Dutaillis, Stubbs. i&, a l.
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general right of warren by reserving lesser game throughout the kingdom,

he could, if he wished, claim a right of forest over the country as a

whole by reserving the greater game, especially the deer, to himself

although such a claim was seldom made.

It was probably as part of this right that the king established

round some of his forests a purlieu which was an area immediately

outside a forest where the king's game was protected, i.e., an area

on which the king exercised some forest rights although he did not

hold the land. Indirect evidence for the existence of purlieus

can be found in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. When William

I in 1189 x 1199 restricted William de Montfort's hunting in Kinneff

to the use of four greyhounds and forbade hunting in Fiddes he may

have bean allowing for a purlieu around the forests of Cowie and the
2

iounth. A much surer reference occurs in Alexander II's reign when

in 1230 he gave Flusearden Priory the forests of Fluscarden and Auch-

tertyre which had been part of the reserve round Elgin, Forres and
3

Inverness. He gave the priory free use of his forest apart from the

hunting of his game which they, and not his foresters, had to reserve.

While this area did not lie on the edge of a forest as a purlieu would

usually have done^it was clearly not a case of the king alienating
the lands of the forest while retaining the forest rights since he

retained only his right to game and not his control of the vert,

pasture, ploughing and building. The lands granted to Pluscarden

were in essence a purlieu. A similar grant by Alexander in 1235 to

1. Petit Dutaillis, Stubbs, 233.

2. RES, ii, 335.

3. Macphail, Plusoardan, 69, 199.
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Scone Priory of the lands of Blair' is less clear cut but the essentials

are there, the withdrawal of the royal forester, the reservation only

of 'feras nostras* and the proximity of a royal forest, in this case

dunie and Alyth. The fact that the king reserved his game on these

lands meant that Scone in 1235 x 121|9 could only receive free warren and
2

not free forest rights there.

The importance of the hunting rights of a forest's neighbours is

reflected in two forest laws probably of thirteenth-century date,

which define these rights' and state that someone may hunt from his

own land beside the forest into the forest. Law lli by stating that

certain people have free power to hunt on their land beside a forest

implies that others had not, which would agree with the existence of

purlieus..

The later Middle Ages provide further evidence of the purlieu.

In 1319, Robert I granted Arbroath Abbey specific permission to build

a deer Leap * in the park of iXmbarrov ••md Conan and to impart

'feris at animalibus * which entered willingly. The king, therefore,

controlled 'ferae et animalia' in this area which was four to five

miles from the royal forest of Plater. La February 1507/8 there is

a more explicit reference to the reservation of game outside a forest

when James IV feued certain lands mostly within a mile of Glenfinglas

forest to Henry Shaw,

1. Scone lib., 67.

2. Ibid., 6h.

3. See App. A, laws 14, 15.

U. Arb. lib.. 286.
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•proviso quod dictus Hanricus et hnredes ejus nullum
faoiant dampnum preiudioium nec d«struotianem forestis
nostifcs ob venationes nostrob per nos prius ordinalis et
deput&tis, et quod custodian! easdem tan quara forestan
pro posse suoj ac etiam quod neque canes odo^erx neque
ferarura cum arcubus insidiatores videlicet le stalkaris,
super prefatas terras circa forestas nostras antedictas ,

toneatur sub pena forisfacture hujus noetre feodifinse'.

Not only was Shaw Instructed not to harm the forests or the klng,s

hunting but he had to actively protect them. Since he was allowed

to keep neither scenting hounds nor stalkers on his lands it is clear

that he was to be allowed to hunt no animals from the forest which

strayed on to his land and probably he was unable to hunt any other

animals. The omission of greyhounds from this charter can be attributed

either to the fact that he may have been free to eourse hares and other

game or to the charter's concentration on methods ideal for illegal

hunting. There is reason to suppose that this ban applied to all

subjects living round this forest since in the Glenfinglaa letter of

March 1507/8 the king took certain action after hearing that his

subjects living round about the forest of Glenfinglas grazed cattle

in the forest daily and poached his deer against his command and
2

ordinance. Not only had James issued an ordinance establishing

his rights in this forest by limiting pasture and hunting but the

charter to Shaw suggests that this limitation on hunting may have

applied to his lieges* lands as we" 1 as to the forest. Janes, there¬

fore had some sort of purlieu round Cflenfinglas forest.

1. RMS, ii, 3193 and SRO, Great Seal Register, G/2/lkf see Map D
Key 5.

2. RSS, i, 1637.
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To control the use of the vert or the vegetation growing In his

forests for the protection and nourishment of his game the king regu¬

lated timber cutting, grazing, agriculture, building and any other

form of economic activity within the forest. Tn the twelfth century

it is obvious from the fact that the king specifically granted out

material from his forests to abbeys and sent writ3 to his foresters

permitting the monks to take wood that wood cutting was controlled.*"
Throughout the Middle Ages groups and individuals continued to receive

specific grants of timber from royal, forests, ijaplying that they
2

could not take it without permission. The wood which was protected
3

might be defined as 'grosses arbores* , underwood, either 'subboscua*

or 'silvioidum*, and bark, 'cortex', all of which were green wood,

or living wood as opposed to dead wood, 'mortuus boscus', whose use

to judge by the practice in the Steward's forest of Renfrew in 1208

12lU,^ might be also controlled in forests though perhaps "less

rigidly than green wood. TV the fifteenth century not all green¬

wood was equally strictly controlled for the statutes of Ettrick in

lh99 permitted tenants to take willow or thorn to make fences.

Tie penalty for taking wood illegally from a forest was 8 cows

Q
o flO. Tr,e first part of forest law 13 which may belong to the

1. JgC, 1U1, 1*3, 208.
2. fee below part h.

3. RMS, i, app. 1, h.

.U. Ibid., 1, app. 1, 30j ER, vii, liZt6.

5, rag, i, 226.
6. Pels, Reg., 23.

?. m, xi, 39h, c 7.

8, Sm App. A.
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twelfth century states simply that the offence for vert, was 8 cows.

Since the Laws of Malcolm MaoKannetia equate the penalty of 8 cows north

of the Forth with £10 to the south," it is interesting that the second
i

and probably later part of Law 13 states that 8 oows were to oe payed

on the first three offences and £10 on the fourth. In accordance

with practice in baronial forests £10 was probably the usual penalty.

In the thirteenth century a bondsman was subject to the lesser
2

penalty of 1 cow, 5 s. or hO days imprisonment,' In the 1319

Stosket grant offences against the vert like those against the venison

were regarded as a crime subject to corporal punishment or imprison-
3

In the later fifteenth century while the accounts for Ittrick

show the penalty for cutting an oak was still £1Q'4 they also show

farther variations in the fines for offences against the verts

Date roc Fine

lh79 ash 6 s. 8 d.

1U8? birch ('lentiscus ') 6 s. 8 d, '

lli96 birch 6 s. 6 d.

Hi the fifteenth century tho reservation of the vert in forests,

no doubt in response to the growing scarcity of timber in certain

pa. a of the country, was affected by acts of parliament which applied
8 i+2f/5r

to the whole country. The act of made the cutting of green

1 APS, i, 711, c 8.
2. See App. A, law 16.

3. See above p. 106.

It, See Table 9.

5. JR, viii, 585.
6. Ibid., ix, U71.

7. Ibid., x, 600.

8. See Chapter 12, part 2, Chapter
9. APS, ii, 7, o 10.
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wood a point of dittay subject to a penalty of hp a. while the act

of 1503/U1 siade the penalty £5. Unlike the killing of deer the fact that

wood cutting was a point of dittay does not mean that the king reserved wood

to himself over the whole country, the reason being that wood, unlike

gone, was not raa nulling. As a result of tiiase acts the Justice eyres

heard wood cutting offences both tram inside and outside forests which

would explain the absence of any restrictions on wood cutting in Janes

IV'a denflaglaa letter of 1507/8*

la accordance with the act of HtZlf the Justice ayres in the l2*90s
2

imposed a fine at hP b. on wood cutting offences, and in 1508 a flan

of S3 was introduced for those who pleaded innocent but were convicted,

perhaps in response to the 1503/U aet.^ The J#0 s. fine which was only

used on those who pleaded guilty, *in volmtate*, was increased to 50 a.

In 1510.^ In Ui77 x 1U78 an ayre at Peebles had also enforced a 50 s.

penalty for an offence against 'viridi ligno* In Sttrick. The Justiciars,

therefore, had a fair degree of independence in toe size of the penalties

which they loosed.

The reservation of the vert required not only the control of timber

cutting within the forest but also of pasture. The control of pasture

is witnessed throughout the medieval period by charters which grant

pasture rights and payments to be free of pasture restrictions and excep¬

tions from tolls.^ It is toe forest laws, however, which provide toe

details of pasture control. The first forest law which nay be an assise

of David X dates to a time whan pasture In forests was fairly free.** Utile

1. ATO, ii, 2h2, c 15| 251, o 16.
2. SB0, Justice Ajrre Journal Books. RH 2/1/5, 7.
3. Ibid., RH 2/1/6, 27.
It. Ibid., RH 2/1/6, 239, 282.
5. See below pert h, 203j RRS, ii, 362j BSC, Ui6; RMS, i, app. 1, 65;

a«g*y Hsg., 37.

6. See App. A., c 1.
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no animals probably referring to cattle, were allowed to enter a forest

in time of pannage or without the forester's permission in time of fence,

grazing was free during the rest of the year provided the animals were

not scattered, did not sleep in the forest at night, and the herdsman

did not have a fire, a horn or a 'warset' dog. The time of pannage,

when pigs were grazed on the mast, was in the autumn, being defined in

118^ x 1186 as from 29 September to 30 November.'1' Fence was in the

time when the hinds were fawning and according to this law lasted from 9
2

June to 9 July, dates confirmed in a charter of Alexander II in 1236,

which forbade the bishop of Moray to pasture oxen or cattle in the forest

at this time. An offence against the time of fence led to a fine of 8

cows. During the rest of the year the prohibition of fire would prevent

the burning of timber. The absence of a dog and a horn, a restriction
3

from which Robert Muschamp excused Melrose Abbey in 1182 x 1232, would

prevent the herdsman hunting and the cattle, if kept together, could not

disturb the game nor disrupt a hunt. The meaning of warset is obscure

but the word, if derived from Old Anglian weardseta probably means a

watchdog, or one who sits on guard.1 The law seems to assume

1. Holm Quitram Chrs. 121.

2. Moray Reg., 37.

3. Heir, lib., 307.

U. I am indebted to Dr. Altken of DOST for assistance with this
word. Prof. Barrow has recently interpreted '5mrset' as a mis¬
transcription of the Ehglish equivalent 'wardefet' which had the
same meaning as 'cum warda facts-'. (See App. A, 65 and Chapt.
k, 226.) In this law, however, 'warset' applies only to the dog
and it is not a separate offence merely to have a keeper with
the animals.
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that a keeper would always be present, an assumption which is not made

in laws 2 and 4 and an assumption which Walter Steward did not make

in his forest of Renfrew in 1208 x 1214.1 It was probably feared that

if animals were allowed to stay in a forest overnight the byres built

to shelter them might damage the vert, in .1161 x 1162 Malcolm 17

stressed that Coupar Abbey must not leave their herds in Clunie and
2

Drimmie forests overnight. It was, however, customary at this date

for animals to be sheltered at night no doubt to protect them from attack
3

by wolves. If any of these regulations were broken, then a fine of

8 cows ensured. In contrast to the first law the next eight relate

to a situation where pasture was not free during the year and where

all animals must have required permission to enter the forests. It

is likely that these laws date to the reign of William I when the first

recorded major disputes between hunting and economic pursuits in the forest

occurred.^ If the animals, presumably cattle, of neighbours of the

forest and of burgesses were found in the forest their owners were

liable to a maximum penalty of 8 cows whereas one of the king's

nativi might be imprisoned for 40 days if his cattle were found in the

forest. As can be seen from the following table, the maximum penalty

for the intrusion of most animals was not reached till the fourth offence.

1. Pai3 Reg., 17.

2. RSS, i, 226.

3. Kelr. lib., 101j Holm Cultram Chrs, 133J Symon, Scottish Farming,
SSI

4. See App. A., laws 2-9.
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Sheep, goats, horses and pigs could not, therefore, be grazed without

permission. Pasture in forests never again assumed the freedom of

Forest Law 1 though the principles of that law were current in the

thirteenth century. One of a group of laws which probably dates to

the thirteenth century"'" altered the penalties imposed on a bondman

whose animals were found sleeping in the forest at night or pasturing

by day with a herdsman who had a fire and a horn to one cow or 5 s.

2
or kO days in prison. Another of this group of laws provided

that if a single animal was found wandering in the forest it would

be escheated to the king unless its ownership could be proved.

A relaxation of the firm prohibition of pasture just examined

cm be detected in the appearance in the thirteenth century of foggage

and possibly of herbage as tolls payable for permission to graze

animals in the forest. By far the most common toll was pannage which

had been collected throughout the twelfth century. Pannage could

mean either the r'g't to graze pigs In the forest in time of pannage—

3
David I granted Melrose Abbey pannage in Selkirk forest —or the toll

which was collected when pigs were admitted—David stated that Holy-

rood Abbey was quit of pannage in Stirling and Clackmannan.4 Both

uses of pannage occur in William I's charter to the bishop of

Moray in 1189 x 119k' ^ratioing the bishop free pannage in his wood

within the forest of Elgin, Forres and Inverness and at the same

1. See App. A, law 16.

2. See App. A, law 17.

3. See Table 22} ESC, Ujl.

2*. ISC, 153.

5. RRS, ii, 362.
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time allowing the bishop to collect pannage in that wood from his men.

In the twelfth century the king limited the number of people who ware

allowed to graze pigs in time of pannage through his control of grants

of pannage in forests but in the thirteenth century pannage, except in

confirmations of twelfth-century grants, was seldom used to mean the

right tc graze pigs and was increasingly used to mean the toll collected."'
This would suggest that the emphasis had switched from keeping people

out in time of pannage to bringing in as many as possible to maximise

t'S pannage collected. Forest laws 7 and 8 reflect just such a change
2

and may well belong to the late twelfth or early thirteenth century.

Far from keeping people out, whenever there was plenty mast, the

foresters had to summon burgesses and countrymen to bring in their

pigs that the king might collect pannage from them as in the following

table.

3

A irbced Herds

Rate Forester King

For every 1© one hog best pig

For under 10 one hog and
1 d. for each
old pig

3 logs only

For every 10 one hog

^or tinder 10 \ d. for each
hog

When herds of several hundred swine were involved it is apparent

that the king through the sheriff and the forester4 might collect a

considerable levy, although he did not always do so. In 1238 the

1. ER, i, 30.
2. See App. A, lavs 7, 8.
3. See App. A, lav 8.
it. m, i, 29.
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sheriff of Selkirk Alexander de ?ynton4accounted for 13 pigs collected

as pannage from Sttrlek,1 presumably* the king's share of the prnma.g&.
2

In v^ew of the fact that a live pig in 1283 was worth 1 s. it is

evident that pannage could be a fairly costly business for the "oraer.

After 1288 x 1290* references to pannage survive only '<n the

confirmation of charters or rights first granted in the twelfth or

thirteenth eentur" e8,^ indicating that pannage as a toll was no

longer collected, a view supported by th© mistakes made in sone

fifteenth-century versions of the forest law which ascribe the tine
5

of pannage to the tine of fence in June and July. It is not clear

vhy pannage fell into disuse but thereafter pigs were presumably

treated like all other animals. In the Steward's forest of henfrev

w en the pasture arrangements of 1203 x 1212* which specifically .am-

t'oned pigs were revised in 129h only 'animalia' were mentioned.6
r" the r ers of pigs no longer paid pannage they probably paid her¬

bage or foggage although porSibly they were still only admitted in

the Autumn. Hits transition can be seen in southern Annandnle when

7
in e 1218 Robert Bruce granted the holder of lands near Cur -lertrees

soman pasture in halton and stipulated that his tenants had to pay

1. SR, i, 35.
2. Ibid.

3. Ibid., 35, 39.

h. RM3, ii, 337, 338.
"ee App. A, jr.ci; P;,2.—

5. Pais, Reg., 17, 92.

7. O.K., Sheet 75# NT 12*1* 661; Rrnser, Johnstoraes, i, p. v.
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pannage probably also in Dalton though the holder did not." This

particular instance of pannage appears to nave continued and been

transformed into the herbage or foggage which the king collected
?

from Cocklicks, Woodcockair and Phyllis Park in li*52 all within the

forest of Dalton."

Although herbage and foggage were ultimately indistinguishable,

when first recorded in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries they

probably had different meanings. According to a forest law which

probably dates to the thirteenth century* the king might set

herbage in time of foggage from 1 November to 17 March and collect

foggage at the rate of 1 d. for an animal and 2 d. for a mare.

Foggage clearly was a toll collected from pasture on the winter grass

while herbage is used rather loosely, and perhaps inaccurately, as

pasture. The earliest references to foggage and herbage in 1261*

and 1265 respectively do not clarify Blatters since both describe a

toll but in the fourteenth century a distinction of time becomes more

apparent. In 136? in Moray the summer grass was described as

'herbas' and the winter grass as 'foragium' suggesting that forage

was used in the same sense as foggage. In the fourteenth century bath

1. Eraser, Johnstones, i, 5, no. 7.

2. O.S., Sheet 75, NY 119 689, NY 170 723, NY 137 7l3j Ea, v, 669.

3. HMS, ii, 51*6.

1*. See App. A, law 12.

5. m, i, 29, 31.

6* horay Reg., 151.
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inside and outside forests herbage and forage or foggage probably
1

applied to summer and winter grazing respectively although there

were exceptions, for example, herbage was to be collected in Pentland
2

in 1335 in the Martinmas tern .(The terra followed the date after

which it was named.") In the fifteenth century foggage and herbage

wore interchangeable as far as time was concernedi 1*0 s. was charged

for the foggage and herbage of Woodcockair, whereas in previous

accounts it had always been referred to simply as foggage'oday

foggage still means winter grass.

Herbage and foggage from the fourteenth century onwards were

used to mean the toll levied from pasture or the right of pasture

or the area on which that pasture right was exercised. The
5

herbage for two cows which was collected in Mauldslie in 1290

and amounted to 20 d. was a considerably heavier toll than the levy

of Id. or 2 d. mentioned in the forest laws. In 1369 when David

II exchanged certain lands and the herbage of Clackmannan for other

lands^ herbage probably signified the right to pasture as well as a

pasture levy and in 1371 in Damaway herbage clearly meant the right

to pasture when Robert appointed Thomas Grant forester with ' ierbagio
7

sive pasture* pro 1* vaccis at 6 iumentis'.

1. RMS, i, 6l8; Arb.hib., ii, 19.

2. CDS, iii, 329.

3. ADC, i, 199 b (11*91).

1*. JR, vi, 273 (11*55 x 12*56)* SB, xi, 31*1*

5. Ibid., i, 1*0.

6. APS, i, 531, (1368),- SRQ, Mar and Kellie Papers. GD 12VV518.

7. Moray, Peg., 1*73, no. 22.
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It is apparent that the two aspects of a forest, the land and the

forest rights, were equated with herbage or grazing rights and the

hunting or office of forester respectively, when on two occasions

Robert II granted the herbage of a forest along with the forester-

ship of that forest.^' By the mid-fifteenth century this had developed

to the stage where the fertues of the herbage of a forest were the
2

fermes of the lands of the forest. For instance, at Bye in lk$l x ll»53

and thereafter the fermes of the herbage, £15, appear in the charge

side of the bailie's accounts while for the same period the fermes

of the lands of the forest of Eye, worth £15, were discharged because
3

they were held by Patrick Cockburn. In this and similar cases

the fermes of herbage were almost certainly a payment made to the

crown for the light of herbage or pasture. As such the holder of

this right was regarded as the tenant of the forest and so the sura

of money which he paid for the right of herbage became known as the

ferme of the lands of the forest, in ot ier words, the rent of the

forest. In 1208 x 1290 the herbage of Fhlliphaugh may conceivably

represent a very early example of lands having their rent equated

with their herbage.^
Outside forests herbage could be used to mean the process of

pasturing or the meadow on which the pasture was taken as in li|75 x

See Table 3.

2. ER, vi, 579.

3. Ibid., v, 581.

a. Ibid., i, 35; RMS, i, 23.
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1176 when the herbage of Linlithgow palace was eaten by the horses

of the king and queen" or in 1501 x 1505 when the lands of Raploch

near Stirling were'deputed waste'for the herbage of the horses of
2

the king and the household.

Foggage in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries underwent

similar developments in meaning. It could be used to mean a pasture
0% I

toll" or a meadow and like herbage, foggage could accompany the

keepership of a forest, as in Drum in 1323" and in Torwood in 1398

and possible in 1359.'' The process by which foggage became linked

to the tenancy of the forest is more clearly seen than with herbage.

In 1162, £5 per year was charged for the foggage of the 'nemus * of
7

Bute while in 1177* £5 was charged for 'firmis fogagii nemoris de
8

Bute.' In 1198 the forest of Bute, which must be the 'nemus' of

Bute, was let to Ninian Bannatyne for £5. Although the accounts

of the bailie still continue to charge £5 for the feriaes of the

foggage of the 'neraus • of Bute , it is not till 1506 x 1507
1 Q

tiiat this is changed to £5 for 'terrarum foreste de Bute'."' In

1. SR, viii, 331.
2. Ibid., xii, 331.

3. ADO, ii, 113, 196; jk, i, 573.
1. ABA, 15 a.

■ ■inmot't of Leys, 15'i.

ji, i, 576j SRO, Transcripts of toyal Charters, RI 1/1/2, .% Aug. 1398.
7. JR, vii, 272.

7. Ibid., viii, 527.

9. Ibid., xi, 392.

10. Ibid., xii, 511.
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other words the ferities of the foggage became the lease for the lands

but not of course for the hunting rights of the forest which in this

case were under the keepership of William and John Reid. ^
From this examination of herbage and foggage one can see that

when a tenant held either of these rights in a forest as well as

the office of forester he was well on the way to regarding the

forest as his own. In lklkt the Iyndesays, who had held the office,

herbage and forage of Plater since 137/ eventually received the
3

forest of Plater in free forest. In 1371 Sir Robert Erskine who nad

received the herbage of the forest of Clackmannan in 1361*^ was
tZ

appointed justiciar of the forest and in 1386/7 Sir Thomas Srskine,

his son, received Clackmannan in free forest.^ A claim on the
7

forestry, i.e., the office of forester, and on the foggage of a

forest was a claim to the possession of that forest* as already

mentioned James IV had to defend the possession of one of Ms forests
Q

against just such a claim.

1. ER,xii, 66.
2. RMS, i, 618.

3. Ibid., ii, 1191.

U. APS, i, 531; SRC, .fx and Kellle Papers. GD 122i/l/5l8.

5. SRO, Mar and Kellle Papers, GD 12k/6/l,

Ibid., GD 12ij/l/5>2ii.

7. See below part 3 a. p. lip., 11*3.

'e.- above part 1. p. 100, 101»
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This fascinating development of herbage and foggage throws light

on many aspects of the forest system but it serves mainly to stress

the fundamental importance of pasture rights and restrictions in

medieval hunting reserves. The equation of foggage and herbage with

the lands of the forest, though not fully developed till the fifteenth

century had its roots in Robert I's reign since it was then that

foggage first accompanied a grant of the office of forester. The

reason behind this equation must have been that in a pastoral society

pasture would be the most highly valued of all forest rights.

Although pasture was permitted on payment of a toll grazing was by

no means possible everywhere for in 12*99 the points of inquest for

the commissioners of crown lands regarded swine, goats and other

un-naraed animals as illegal in forests."1" In Ettrick, where animals

did graze, the time of fence was still enforced in 12*99 though the

penalty, forfeiture of the tenant's holding and goods, was no longer
2

the same as in the twelfth century. Similarly, the penalty for illegally
3

grazing sheep had been altered to a heavy fine but in Qlenfinglas

the penalties for illegal grazing, escheat of the animals followed

by trial and the enforcement of the law, still resembled twelfth cen¬

tury arrangements.11

1. ER, xi, 393, o 9.

2. Ibid., 392*, c 11.

3. Ibid., viii, 585.

2*. RSS, i, 1637.
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The prohibition of assart or clearing which was as important

as the control of pasture for preserving the vert is first recorded in

1189 x 1190 when William I confirmed that Melrose abbey held Blainske^
in Gala and Leader forest 'sine sarto faciendo'.The control of

assart can also be seen in the freedoms granted by Alexander II in

1236 to the Knights Templar of Maryculter on their lands between the

Dee to the north and the royal forests of Banchony and Durris to the

south.

'Per omnes quoque terras suas essarta sucf et homin^um
suorum iam facta et que in posterum fient eis in peipetuum
quieta clamamus de visu forestariorum et de omnibus
aliis consuetudinibus. Concedimus insuper eisdem fratribus
et hominibus suis quod de omnibus boscis quos habent in
presenti infra metas foreste possint essartare et colere
sine licenc|a nostra vel hominium nostrorum vel ballivorum
nostrorum'.

From this extract it emerges not only that the king controlled assarts

but also that the forester supervised any assarts which were permitted

and probably collected a rent, 'consuetudo', from assarts which were

permitted. Some idea of the charge or rent placed on an assart can

be seen in Cowie forest where a 'nova terra' beside the forest paid

3i;0 s. per year. Whether the grant of permission to assart was a

frequent enough occurrence for the royal administration to have

developed a system of licences is doubtful since comparatively few

references to assart are extant. One reason for this may lie in the

1. RSS, ii, 301.

2. Abdn. Reg., 269.

3. ER, i, 21.
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offence of purpresture which was any action detrimental to a royal

holding or high road, a specific example being when someone illegally
X

occupied part of the royal demesne. In ISagland forest prupresturer
2

or encroachments on the royal forest were regularly being punished

and so in Scotland purpresture may have replaced assart to a certain
W

extent. In the absence of any charter reference to prupresture and
3

of the roll of purpresture kept by the royal clerks this possibility

can not be verified.

The reason why the term assart went out of use in fourteenth

century Europe—-its last extant Scottish occurrence was in 1312^—
is generally taken to be that no new lands were broken in"* but this

explanation is unsuitable in fourteenth century Scotland where
6

agricultural activities in forests continued to expand. It is

possible that assarts made in the fourteenth century simply were

unrecorded and also that specific restrictions dn ploughing,

building and ditching replaced the general restriction on assart.

Whatever the explanation^the points of inquest of lli99 refer to
7

purpresture as a general sad not a forest offence and order an

enquiry not into assarts but into whether or not forests were occupied
8

by any persons.

1. Regiam Hajeatateia, hk 2, c 68*
2. Petit Dutaillis, Stubbs. 157.
3. Are, i, 113.
1|. Socune Lib.. 131.

5. Cambridge Economic History, i, ed. R. Koebner, (Cambridge 19U1), 666.
6. See Chapter 12, part 1, 3X4--5zS,
7. m, xi, 393, c 1*.
8. Ibid., xi, 393, o 20.
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Assart, though not specifically mentioned was in substance still

controlled in forests. In Bttricfc illegal ploughing and sowing slight

lead to the forfeiture of a tenant's holding or the escheat of his

corn and goods"*' or to an equivalent composition. Building, which had
2

been controlled in royal reserves since the twelfth century continued

to be limited in the fourteenth century^ and in the fifteenth century

when two buildings in Sttrick paid a fine of £6,** enclosures 6 s.

8d.^ and 'schelis and underseddilis • or shielings and sub-leases

£8.6 These suras may have been collected as levies to permit building

rather than as fines. Various other forms of economic activity,

loosely classifiable as industrial were also controlled in forests

because they would destroy the vert or hamper the game's freedom of
7 8

movement. Into this category fall raining, ditching, digging mill
9 10

lades, cutting peat and turves, arrow making, turning, tanning,
11

charcoal burning, bark peeling and carpentry.

1. ER, xi, 397, 400.
2. RRS, 11. 301.

3. RMS, i, App. 1, 4.

4. ER, viii, 44.
5. Ibid.

6. Ibid., vii, 476j ix, 30.

7. Macphail, Pluscarden, 201-35 C A (Sirs, 25

0. ER, xi, 401.

9. APS, i, 115; C A Chrs, 108.

10. RMS. 1, App. 1, 4.

11. BR, xi, 394, o 4.
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By establishing certain rights of way through a forest the king

facilitated the detection of offenders against the vert and the venison
1 2

as in Alyth in 1234 and Drum in 1247. A forester, according to

one forest law which can tentatively b® dated to William I'a reign,

had to lead a bona fide lost traveller to the correct route but

an intentional trespasser would loose his apparel, some of his
3

goods and might be imprisoned. A wagon found illegally in the forest

could be fined 30 d. but the law recognised that once outside the

forest, carts were immune trm. the forester.^ The considerate

attitude of these laws is in harmony with the collection of a toll,

'passagium' levied cm travel in CLaokmannan in 1359* but not with

the complete ban an access to Glenfinglas in 3503 where a trespasser's
6

goods were to be escheated before his trial and punishment.

In theory, therefore, the king controlled everything in, on and

above the ground in his forest. The theoretical control was complete.

The practical control was not. The greatest attention, to judge by

the content of the forest laws, was given to pasture control, a

reflection of the pastoral nature of the Scots economy. From this

1. C A Rant. 327, no. 19.

2. A B Antlqs. i, 298.

3. See App. A, lav 11.

4* See App. A, lew 10.

5. Hi, i, 571.

6. ESS, i, 1637.
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examination of the royal rights it is easily seen how if these rights

were strictly enforced hunting reserves were opposed to economic

development and how on the other hand the king by granting exemptions

from these rights could hope to profit financially.

3. The Baforcement of Royal Bights

a. The Administration

The enforcement of these rights and the maintenance of trie royal

forests depended on the forest administration which had to solve the

central problems of preventing offences against the forest rights,

capturing offenders, and delivering them for trial, and at the same

time accommodating those people with a right to exploit the forest.

Throughout the medieval period there was a continuing link between the

administration of royal lands in general and the administration of

forests in particular.

In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the offices of sheriff

and forester were often combined suggesting that in the period when a

forest administration was still being developed the sheriff as the

local administrative officer for the royal demesne had been given

responsibility for the royal forests."5" The earliest signs of such

a connection can be found in lli+7 x 1153 when the sheriff was in
2 "i

charge of Clackmannan^ 'ne®iu3' , and not foresters as in '

1. Dickinson, Sheriff Ct 13c. xlix.

2. JSC, 188.
3. Ibid. 153.
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but the first clear example dates to 1165 x 1178 when John de Hastings

was sheriff and forester of the Ifearns, responsible not for a specific

forest as a forester would have been but for all the forests in the

Ilearns, the bailiwick of the sheriff The office of forester of

part of Selkirk forest was possibly combined with the office of

sheriff of Roxburgh in 126It and possibly with the office of sheriff

of Selkirk between 12653 and 1238 x 1290.- This link of the sheriff

and forester, while it did not die out in the fourteenth century, was
r cj

far rarer, occu^Lng in Ettrick in 1334, Clackmannan in 13C2 and
6 7

!!• 11, Garrick in 3lt5l and Darnaway in 1501. On the following Miatf-"*
occasions sheriffdoms and forests in the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries appeared in roughly the same areas at the same time:

Area

Stirling
Clackmannan

Perth

Elgin, Forres <k
Inverness

Banff

Date of Sheriff's
Appearance^

1128 x 11U7
Uh7 x 1153

lllt7 x 1153

Possibly David I but
definitely by 1173 x
119010

126U

Date of Forest's
Appearance^

c lllO
c lilt3

1161 (Clunie)
Possibly David I but
definitely 1189 x
1195

121;3

1. Spalding ?3C., v, 209•
2. EE, i, 29.
3. Ibid., 30.
It. Ibid., 35.
5. Rot. Scot., 271 b.

6. APS, i, 56k} Stirlings of Keir, 201.
7. ER, ix, 661; HIE, ii, 2586.

From Dickinson, Sheriff Ct. Dk., 3U9-367.
9. See Table 1.

10. RRS, i, 1*3, Wtj RRS, ii, 213.
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Since forests ware created from the royal demesne it would be natural

for forests to appear at approximately the sane time as the demesne

came under the control of a sheriff.

For administrative purposes a forest might be divided into several

parts or conversely several forests might be grouped together. The

wards of Sttrick forestior as it was known in the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries Selkirk forest,which are the best known example of internal
divisions within a forest,are also the earliest. The forest of

X
Traquair is mentioned in 1143 ^probably 1136) and the forest of

2
Tima is recorded in 1165 x 1169 and on the occasion of its alienation

3
to Melrose Abbey in 1235/6 when it was described as part of -Sttrick.

The description of Ffugh of Abemethy, sheriff of Itoxburgh, as forester

of Selkirk north of the Tweed in 1264 implies that there was a forester

south of the Tweed who may be equated with Andrew of Synton, sheriff
4

of Selkirk. The portion of iittrick forest north of the Tweed which

stretched to the Gala Water could sensibly have been attached to the

sheriffdom of Roxburgh which also stretched to the Gala Water. Assuming

that there was an association of the forest south of the Tweed

with the sheriff of Selkirk this division may have originated in

the twelfth century for an Andrew of Synton had received the sheriff-'

dom of Selkirk heritably from William I.' It is also tempting to argue

1. JSC, 141.
2. Heir. Lib.. 39.

3. Ibid., 264.

4. aa, i, 29, 30, 35.

5o KRS. ii, 582, p. 40$ Dickinson, Sheriff Gt. Bk., 357-9
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that Simon Fraser, the sheriff of Traqu&ir in William's reign, was

also the forester of Traquair, thus contending that in the twelfth

century Ettrick forest was divided into four divisions, north of

the Tweed, south of the Tweed, Traquair and Tina, subsequently reduced

to three with the alienation of Tiiaa.

During the English occupation this system of wards continued for

in 1302 there were at least two and perhaps three wardens of Selkirk

forest.1 In an extent of Edward's lands In Sootland In 1301; x 1305

three wards were mentioned in the forests a ward on the east side

of the Tweed, that is north of the Tweed; the ward of Selkirk, that is
2

presumably south of the Tweed; and Traquair ward. By c 1320 the ward

of Selkirk may have referred to the area north of the Tweed since

Douglas received the forests of Selkirk, Sttrick and Traquair in

free barony.1 The transposition of Selkirk; to the smaller part of the

forest would account for the change of name of the whole forest

from Selkirk In the thirteenth century to Sttrick In the fourteenth.

By 133h Traquair had been detached from the forest^ and by 1351; when

the forest was in the hands of the Douglases the ward south of the

Tweed had been split into three, Ettrick, Yarrow and Tweed." By ll;55

the wards had finally been established as Tweed which included lands

to the north and south of that river, Ettrick and Yarrow.^ Apart

1. CDS, ii, 1317, 1321.

2. Ibid., I6I46.

3. RMS, i, app. 2, 232.

li. CBS, iii, 1123.

5. RMS, i, app. 1, 123.

6. Eg, vi, 223-225; RCAM, Selkirk. 6.
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from itaor changes the only alterations to this tripartita division

were the short lived smaller wards of 'Sohotynle' in Yarrow in 11+26"*"
9

and Meigle in Tweed in 11+67-11+68* Elsewhere internal divisions in

forests ware less complex than Sttrick's wards i in the fifteenth century

Alyth was divided into five wards^ which may have originated when

the forest was in royal hands; and in the second half of that century

Msmlorne wae administered in two areas.^
n

Into the category of integral administrative divisions also falls
the creation by Robert I of specially reserved areas within royal

forests* In 1319 when Robert I gave Aberdeen freedom to use the

forest of Stooket outside the 'boscum del Stokete* he was reserving

that wood and the burgh then had to protect the vert and venison in

the forest both Inside and outside the wood. Often Robert's reser¬

vation concentrated on an enclosed area in 1316 x 1321:he gave Robert

Keith the forest of Kintore excluding the parkj^ in Drum, Robert kept

much tighter control over the park than the rest of the lands of the

forest over which he appears to have reserved some rights at least
7

till 1321 when he granted the unenclosed area in free forest, on

1+ April 1327 he granted Gilbert Hay of • Louchervarde * (Borthwick)

all the lands of the forests of Boyne and Snssie outside the enclosure

1. RMS, ii, 59.

2. m, vii, 521.
3. RSS, i, 33U-

lu Wj viii, 336.
5. i, app. 1, 1+.

6. Ibid., 1+6.

7. AB Antiqs, iii, 292, (1322/3); Burnett of leys. 151+ (1323).



in free forest though he did reserve his vert and vend.son1 and two

days later he granted Alexander Phaser all the lands of the forest of

Cowla in free forest outside an enclosure or park which Alexander was

2
to have built and of whioh Alexander was to be the keeper. These

grants illustrate a policy of reserving a small part of a forest

while yielding the larger area to exploitation though Robert often

granted it in free forest, thus ensuring that the game which might

have escaped from his inner reserve would not be hunted indiscriminately

Within the forest of Elgin, Forres and Inverness the appearance

of the forests of Oarnaway, Plusoardext and Auchtertyre^ in the thir¬

teenth century could represent internal divisions but it is more

likely that they illustrate the break up of a larger reserve.

Similarly the forests of Drumine, Sanquhar, Tulloeh and Slewpool

which were closely connected to Daraaway*4, probably represent the

break up of a larger reserve rather than several forests grouped

together for administrative purposes. In Manteith in 149$ x 1499 when

Archibald Edmonstone was keeper of all the forests in that lordships
the forests of Glenfinglas, Strathgartney and Glonmain may have been

subdivisions of one larger reserve or alternatively they may have been

separate reserves grouped together under one forester. There is no

doubt, however, that just as royal lands might be grouped together

1. RMS, i, app. 1, 6£| SP, vii, 424, 32.

2. Ibid., 1, app. 1, 73»

3* &>ray Reg.. 29| Haephail, Pluacarden. 69, 199.

4. RMS, i, 119 (1362)j ER, x £90, (1507).
5. See Table 4.
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under one bailie so forests night be placed tinder one official, for

instancet Boyne and Susie;* Gorriaenicklaw, Glsnshorvie and Glen
2 3 ie ii

Artneyj Clackmannan and Torwood; and duny and Alyth, although

the last two pairs were only combined under justiciars.

The groupings or subdivisions of forests provided the framework

in which the forest administrators operated. After the Initial links

with sheriffs and sheriffdoms a special system of forest administration

existed independently till the fifteenth century when royal forests

were once again affected by the general administration of royal lands.

Where the general royal administration did not intervene the

administrative personnel in any particular forest was usually

divided into a head forester and a varying number of subordinate

foresters or deputies or bailies. Foresters were usually chosen by

the king though in 1255 they could have been appointed, by a council

of regency. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the more

important forests must have had their own chief forester who may usually

have been a sheriff• On the occasions when foresters were mentioned

separately from sheriffs in the twelfth century they were obviously
£

not men of standing and may well have been subordinate foresters.

Before 1286 there is only one possible reference to an independent

head forester. Nigel de Herlz, forester, who took part in the parambul*
£

ations of Leithanhope in 1219 held a large tract of land to the north

1. RMS, i, app. 2, 389 (1327).

2. M, vl, 282, (lLi$h-lh$6).

3. SRQ, liar and Kellie Papers. GD 12V6A, (1371).

4. RMS, i, $9$, (1377).

5. RRS, ii, 265) 301) 5SC, 153.
6. Newb. Reg., 121.
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west of Sttriek forest and my hare been a forester of pert ©f ^fetrlek

or possibly la the Lelthfln valley.1 Richard (tola may also have been

a forester la Bttrlek bat the evidence for each an appointment, the
2

possession of a boating station* is rather vagoe. That head foresters

were appointed before 1286 nay be assumed from Edward X*s appointments

of head foresters slnoe he appears to have copied Scottish praetioe
3

la this context. The acre ample evidence of the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries shows that head foresters chosen by the king

ware mostly appointed by Great Seal charter,^ and that the Privy

Seal was not so need till e 11*79. ** Such greats In the fourteenth

end fifteenth centuries usually conveyed *offleiu® foresterle*, *©fflelu»

forest©*, or 'erustodla forests*. *Fbrastar!e*, sometimes given

as 'foresterll*, Is best translated eImply as forester rather than

forestry which could denote the rights of the forest. lh l^Gii a

Privy Seal grant employed the less eotman vending, 'office of fores-
6

tarsohip* of the wood of Woodeoekalr. The first explicit references

to heed foresters occur in 132? in Boyne and Bnsle^ and in 1.3Ui3 when there

1. Mewb., Reg.. 120.

2. BBS, 11, 215.

3. See Table 5.

!*• See Table 3.

5. AM, 71 b.

6. RSS, i, 1029.

7. Mg, i, app. 1, 65.
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was a chief forester, 'capital!a forestariua' in Sttrick,"* The

Justiciar of certain forests nay have been the equivalent of a head

forester but their duties were cofaplasaentary since Clackmannan and
2

Torwood were under the Justiciarship of Sir Babert Brakine in 1371
%

when William More was probably the forester of Torwood.

The dose connection of sheriffs and foresters suggests that the

office of forester nay have been held heritably as early as the

twelfth century as in the case of Andrew of Syntan whose descendant,

another Andrew was sheriff and probably forester of Selkirk in
"

Similarly the sheriffdom of Traquair was held heritably by

the Erasers and they, as has been shown, may have been foresters of

Traquair. Not all foresters were, however, hereditary because Hugh

of Abernethy, sheriff of Itoxburgir rendered his account to the exchequer

'de toto tempore quo fuit forestarius'.^
While in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries it is fairly clear

that foresters held lands*- Nigel de Heris held land north west of

Ettrlckj the Syntons held Whitslald in AehkirfcfU and John de Hastings,

the sheriff and forester of the Mearns^held Dun-there is no evidence
Lhe-^e

that they held lands within the forest or that their lands were tied

1. Haine, ND, app., 17, nos 7?# 81*.
2. SEC, Mar and Kellie Papers, GD 12U/6/1.

3. See below, p. 1U3.

4. Dickinson, Sheriff Ct. Bk.. 357.

5. E, i, 23.

6. HRS, ii, 245.
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to the office of forester. The Great Seal charters of the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries usually included grants of lands of which some

as herbage and foggage which, as explained, cane to be interpreted as

a general right to use the forest. The forester sight also enjoy

tenure on which the office was held was blanche ferae. There were also

cases in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries where the forester

was given a direct grant of the lands of the forest as well as the

lands of a forest with the keeping of that forest leads one to suspect

that in some cases when a grantee received the lands of a forest he

was in fact being given the equivalent of the office of forester

although no mention was mada of the foreetership. In Torwood William

More, who In 13$9 held the foggage of the forest which suggests he

may also have held the lands of or the right to use the forest, definitely

held the lands of that forest in 3J81*4 and by 1393 he or his sen was

the forester, thus suggesting that in 1359 More may have been the

forester.

This type of possession-foresterahip was not, however, universal

for William Bdmonstone in the late fifteenth century was in no way

1. RMS, i, 618, 762.
2. RSS, i, 1637.
3. See Table 3*

4. RMS, i, 697.

5. 4 cf7<" Transcripts of Royal Charters. RE 1/1/2, 4 Aug.

office of forester over the same lands.^ The association of the
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the poosa6bor or user of the forest of Qlcnfinglaa which was carefully

maintained as a royal hunting reserve* Some foresters who had the

right to use the forest which they kept held the office for only a

limited period of time and most of the Privy Seal grants were leases

and did not convey the office heritably."*'
Foresters by way of renumeration received certain privileges or

allowances. In the twelfth and thirteenth oenturies the forest

laws record that foresters-and this could relate to head or subordinate

foresters-were entitled to a share of the various exactions on cattle,
2

sheep, pigs, horses and trespassers* In the later Middle Ages

foresters could be paid for their services by remission of femes

though this applied mostly to the less important foresters* In
3

Daraaway forest the formes of the forest amounted to 53 s* 4 d.

and the fee of the forester also to 53 s. 4 d.'4 Since the former

appears in the charge of the exchequer account and the latter in the

discharge, the inference is that the femes of the forest, whether

for rights or lands, were remitted to the forester as payment for

his services, a common way of paying officials* Allowances of various

sorts were also made to foresters* Archibald mdaonstone, forester

of Glenfinglas in 12*99 received an allowance of 9 chalders 8 bolls of

barley and 131 sheep which had formed the 'rests* of a previous

exchequer account, thus conveniently reducing the arrears.^ A mors

1* See Table 3*

2. See App. A, laws 2, 3, 1*, 6, 8, 9, 11*

3. BI, viii, 219 (12*73-1V&).
2*. Ibid., 578, (11*76-1479).

5. Ibid., xi, 159.
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tangible payment to ISdaonstone was the 20 a* worth of lands which ha
1

held In Balquhidder and for which he nay have paid no fenae. It

should ba pointed out that when a relatively small sun appears in

tha discharge side of an exchequer account as an allowance to a

forester and whan tha charge side of tha account is not given in

detail it is difficult to toll whether or not the allowance was

actually a payment or only tha remission of a farms.

Whether a forester was allowed to hunt for himself in the forest

of which he was keeper, is doubtful but there is little doubt that

the forester could hunt on the king's behalf in his forest, for example,
2

the Edmonstones had to supply and did supply game to tha king.

In Boyne and Ihzie where the officer received the lands of the forest

in free forest and the king still reserved his vert and venison the

forester undoubtedly could hunt in the forest,^ but in this case,

only the king's reservation of the vert and venison prevented it

becoming a baronial forest. At the and of the seventeenth century

Stair said that if a forest was held in free barony with privilege

and office of forestry, the baron had the right to hunt deer but he

was to be considered as keeper or forester* wliioh seems to suggest

that the forester could hunt deer in his own right. Although the

1. m, xii, 635, (1502).
2. Ibid., 359} TA, ill, 1*12.
3. rce, i, aPP. 1, 389.
4. Stair, Institutes, bk, 2., tit, 3, c 6?.
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use of •forestry* is confusing since It could Uttt both forest rights

and the office of forester, in this case the grantee had obviously

received not only the keepership but also a separate grant of forest

rights, the right to hunt In the forest. Therefore,the right to hunt

game in the forest like other rights such as timber cutting In the

twelfth century*" must have been forbidden to the forester unless

specifically granted to him. Nevertheless the value of the office was

sufficient to lead to disputes over the offices of Darnaway, Stratheara
2

and Torwood.

The status of head foresters in the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries must be linked to the status of sheriffs. While they often

held moderately extensive lands they were not the first magnates of

of the realm. That sheriffs and foresters were lesser officials

was stated in 12^5 when the letter of Alexander HI and the Comyn's

party ousted from the government supporters of the Durward's party

and claimed*

•Si vero vieeccjnites, forestarli, at meter! minores ballivi
dellnquerlnt per nostrum, alias loco eorum substitui
faciamus '3

Fbresters and sheriffs, although lesser officials were still of some

importance to the government. Since most head foresters would

appear to have been sheriffs and since few names of foresters who

we not sheriffs have survived it is difficult to define the status

of Independent foresters and to distinguish between head and sub¬

ordinate foresters who were not sheriffs.

1. HRS, 11, 301, 362.

2» Mora^ Rcg., ^73, no 22, (1371)J ADA, 1*0 b, (Ui9l)| ABC, 11, 315,

3. Rhymer, fbedera. 1, 566,
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From the English appointments of the 1290s onwards, however,

the increasing separation of foresters and sheriffs shows that many

foresters were chosen from the most important magnates such as

Robert Bruce and John Corayn.1 Although the tie of sheriff and

foresters declined in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,

foresters could still hold other royal offices: Lord Ho a. who was
O

the forester of Stratheam from 1U91 - liiio ' was also bailie of

Sttriek and of March and great chamberlain; in 1U98 the chancellor,

George, Earl of Huntly,was forester of Boyne and Enzie;^4 and the

foresters of Stratheam and Garioch were stewards and coroners as

5
iv 11. Most of these officials who were barons and members of

important families may not have considered themselves primarily as

royal foresters but on the other hand the Reids, who held the keeper-

ship of Bute forest, do not appear to have been members of an

.important family, and may only have been small lairds. The office

of forester was obviously important to men such as the Edmonstones in
7

Glenfinglas who did hold other offices at various times but the

importance of Glenfinglas as a hunting reserve was such and the resulting

1. Gee Table 5.

2. ADC, i, 385 150 b.

3. HR, xiii, clx.

h. "LB, ii, 2389.

5. Ibid., 1160 (Ili73A); 2755, (1503).

6. xii, 66, (1501-1502).

7. Edmonstone, A., Edmonstones of Duntreith, (Edinburgh 1875), 33* 35»
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duties were of sufficient number that am allowing for tho two of deputies

much of their time must have been allotted to forest matters.

Subordinate or sub-foresters assisted the chief forester and it

would be to these foresters that the day to day running of a forest

was entrusted. They must have been included in David's order to his

foresters of Stirling and Claclanannan^ and in the foresters of Alex-
2 3

ander II in Selkirk, and possibly in Blair and KLuscarden. A

reference to several foresters within one forest suggests that there

were subordinate foresters in that reserve though internal adminis¬

trative divisions must be taken into account.4

These officials, though working for the king, were probably appointed

by the head forester for a writ proclaiming Coupar Angus Abbey's right

to build a mill lade through part of dunie forest was addressed*

'Hugoni de Srth, ailiti ac ceteris foreataris,^
suis de CIany qui pro tempore fuerint salutem'^

and in 1327 the foresters of Boyne and lihaie were 'sub' Gilbert Hay.^
Host officials of royal lands in the fifteenth century had the right

to appoint deputies and servants, for example, the forester of

Stratheam in 11*83 and Simon Garruthers of Mouswald, the keeper
3

of the wood and forest of Woodoockair, In 1503. The number of sub-

foresters in each forest varied* there were 18 in Boyne, and Id

1. SSG, 153.
2. Mel-.. 266.

3. Macphail, Pluscarden, 69, 199i Scone Lib.. 6?.

1*. RMS. 1, app. 1, 1*1} CA (Sirs, i, 108.

5. CA airs, 108, (1326).

6. RMS. 1, app. 1, 65.

7. Ibid., 11, 151*0, SRO, Great Seal Register, 0/2AO.

8. SSS, 1, 912,
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in &isie in 132?,~ 2 in Drum in 1338," and 4 in Menteith in 1503*"

By 11*03 as das been aaatioaasd a sub-forester in JSttrick was called a

eurrour, a word which, in 1319, described a central royal official.

Robert I, for instance, ordered that no corrours other than justiciars

be placed over the keeper ox Kilgarie forest, ; but in 1476 in baraaway

a ourrour was ones again a forest official. 'Cursor* usually meant
6

a courier of some sort and while that meaning could be allied to the

general use of eurrour it is obviously not appropriate for the

specifically forest official. In Ittrick, currours had financial
7

duties, presenting their accounts to the (Exchequer, and acted as

an executive of the forest court. The factor common to both types

of eurrour may have been their financial responsibilities but this

is not certain since the evidence from the exchequer rolls is biased

towards a financial interpretation. What one can say is that in the

fifteenth century the general currour was a courier of the king

sometimes stationed in a particular part of the country who may have
8

had financial duties but acted mainly as a messenger. When directly
9

connected to a forest the currour had financial duties and, in some

1. RMS, i, app. 1, 63.

2. AB Antiq., ill, 294.

3. a, xli, 144.

4. FTaser, Southesk, ii, 482, no 31.

3. BR. vlli. 408.

6. Ibid., x 364, (1492).

7. See below, /

8. g, v, 208, 607.
9. CDS, ii, 1646.



cases, a judicial function. This dual function may be responsible

for the confusion In Ormond of the •currourcroft' and the 'erawnar-

croft*.1 The Dictionary of the Older Soottiah Tongue recognises both
2

types of currour but does not explain why •currour1 has two meanings.

Idlce head foresters, these lesser officials night receive

lands from the king: David I granted his foresters of Gala and Leader

port of the lands of Blainsl^j^ and consequently they could as in the
paid

fifteenth century be payed by remission of ferae. Sub-foresters

might also receive a gift from the king if he was hunting in the

area, and often had special rights in the forest in which they

worked. The foresters of Boyne and Eozie in 1327 and before were

allowed to pasture 20 cows and 3 broken horses anywhere in the

forest.^
In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the land which the

forester held either inside or outside a forest was known as the

7
foresteroroft or foresterseat even after the forester ceased to stay

g
there. Currours and currourcrofts are similarly related. A sub-

forester was not the only official who might hold lands within a

forest since from the fourteenth century onwards, if not before, there

were forester tenants. The distinction between the sub-forester who

1. ER, vi, 217, k$9.
2. DOST sub •currour*

3. RR3. ii, 301.

k. vij U6l, 2:72, and possibly ibid., viii, 603j ix, 8, 11.

5. TA, iii, 338.

6. RMS, i, app.l, 65.

7. 2R, vi, 2l?j AB Antics., iii, 29k.

8. RMS, 11, 3022:.
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held a foresterseat In a forest* and the forester-tenant who held lands

2
in a forest was that the latter exercised the forester^ duties only

on his own holding whereas the sub-forester^ authority applied outside

his holding as well. Although the inhabitants of Jedburgh and Sttrick

forests were called foresters in the early fourteenth century it is

impossible to tell whether at that date they performed any duties or

whether forester merely signified someone who lived in a forest.

Nevertheless, there are some signs of the existence of forester-

tenants in the fourteenth century for jlsf the Boyne and Bnzie charter

of 1327 stated that Gilbert Hay may have eighteen foresters in each-

forest. That the charter thus limits the number of foresters, that

the number of eighteen is large when one considers that there were

only four sub-foresters in Menteith in the late fifteenth century and

that the foresters1 pasture rights within the forest were closely

regulated argues that the foresters held land within the forest and

were, from their numbers, forester-tenants rather than sub-foresters.

That these foresters performed duties within as well as inhabiting the

forest is suggested by the fact that they were placed *sub* Gilbert

Hay. Since the names of none of these lesser foresters have survived

other than in Maralorne^ona can only assume that they varied in status

from lairds to humble tenants. The foresters of Marlorne, Barnaway

and Glanfinglas must have been fairly important men while the thirty -

six foresters of Boyne and Eoaie were probably less important. Indeed

1. ER, xiii, 53.

2. See below. t5"8-/S°f,

3. See Table k*
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the foresters of itaalorne between 145? and 1462, Patrick

IksGilcallura and subsequently Patrick Malcolmson" were probably
2

in charge of the forest and after l4?8 this responsibility was most

likely shared by two foresters who received an allowance of 13 s.

4 d. each. There is no mention of one head forester though the

bailie of royal lands in that area may have fulfilled that function.

A similar arrangement may also have operated in Daxnaway in the middle

of the fifteenth century. ^ 'Whether or not the local bailie of royal

lands fulfilled the duties of head forester the official oil the spot

was not a magnate likely to take over the forest as his own but a

lesser man whom the king could more easily control. It is hard to

tell what subordinate foresters thought of their offices but it is

relevant that Forester, by 1300 was used as a surname and Currour

by 1294.'4,
Before examining more fully how the general administration of

royal lands applied to royal forests in the fifteenth century it is

necessary to consider the singular administration of Sttrick forest
<

in more detail for Ettrick, often known simply as ♦the Jbrest'," was

subject both to the forest administration in the thirteenth and early

fourteenth centuries before it was granted to the Douglases in free

regality and to the general administration of the crown lands after

1455.

1. m, vi, 411, vu, ill.

2. Ibid., viii, 608.

3. Ibid., vi, 46lf viii, 219.

4. CDS, ii, 209I Rot.Scot.. 11, 123 b.

5. Barbour, Bruce. (Skeat), bk, 9$ line 673) TA, i, 195.
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It has already bean argued that Ettriek by the early fourteenth

century contained three internal divisions each of which was controlled

by a forester and possibly by a currour."*" Si the early fourteenth
2

century the Douglases were head foresters of Ettriek whose divisions

were presuxaably in charge of currours and master ourrours for in H23/1

and 1125 two grants made by ArchibMd, Earl of Angus, confirmed by

James I illustrate that the divisions or wards were run by a xaasfcer

currour and a currour who each had a specific •stede' or locus» a

holding within the forest, allocated to him and that the forest was

largely* if not completely, let to foresters who held a 1stede• or

3
some other holding such as the 'lesu' of Gleng&ber.

The administration of Ettrick after 1155 when the forest returned

to the crown and came under the general administration of royal lands,

must be examined here in detail since previous examinations are

1
incomplete. Since the forest was a complete unit of crown lands it

was administered, not by a forester, but by a bailie, appointed

presumably by the king, an office held by the Granstons of Cranston

from 1155 to 1188,^ when Home, the chamberlain, took over. In 1188 Hone

held the stead of Kirkhope^ remission from the ferrnee of which was

allocated to all the bailies as their fee and in 1189/90 he and Ms son

1. See above
, /J<b - /3%j Chctpbe-rt ^ ^

2. Rain®, NB, app. nos. 79, 81$ RMS, i, app. 1, 38.

3. RMSt ii, 53, 59; DOST, sub *lesu», 'lesu* - pasture.

1. RCAM, Selkirk, 1-11$ Anderson, Soottish Forestry, i, 161-18l.

5. See Table 7. The greater part of the information in this examination is
taken from the accounts of Ettrick forest in the Exchequer Rolls between
1155 and 1513. Where the information given is of special importance or
where it can be deduced from one account a specific reference is given.
Otherwi.se when, for instance, the information is deduced from a series
of accounts the source of all such information will be found in the
accounts of the appropriate date or dates.

6. at, x, 651.
7. Ibid., viii, 13.
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were appointed joint bailies of the forest for nineteen years. In

11*90 parliament approved Lord Home's appointment and arranged that he

should hold the office for nineteen years and if he died within that
2

time the office was to pass to his son. When his son did take over as

3
bailie in lfJ02 he was appointed by Privy Seal but only for nine years.

After li*55 each ward of the forest was administered toy a currour

and a master currour who ware presumably appointed by the bailie since

they no doubt were the deputies and servants whoa the bailie was allowed

to appoint." There was a fair degree of continuity in the administration

of Sttrick before and after li*551 in U«25 Archibald Earl of Douglas

had granted the office of master eurrour to Sir William and George

Middlemant for life and the Mlddlsnasts held this office till they

were replaced by Lord Home in 11*88' and the ^Tingles who were currours

and master currours of Tweed ward were closely associated with the

Douglases and may have been first appointed by then." In Ettrick ward

the master currours were all members a' the family of Scott of Branxhola

and in Tweed this office was usually held either by a Fringle or a

Grichton. Three of the ourrours of farrow were Liddels while in

Sttrick ward all the currours ware Sootts. Whether or not the offices

were granted heritably they were kept predominantly in the one family

1. ffi, x, 173-1*.
2. APS, ii, 219.

3. HSS, i, 838.

1*. APS, ii, 219j m, x, 161.
5. See Table 7.

6. Pringle, A., Records of the Pringles,(Edinburgh 1933)> 89.
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and in Ettrick, the richest ward, the Scotts had something of a strangle¬

hold. The social standing of currours, master currours and bailies

before 11*88 was approximately uniform since most could not be des¬

cribed as powerful barons but they were all fairly well endowed lairds.

Several of these officials did hold other officest Robert Liddel,

currour of Yarrow, was keeper of Dunbar Castlej^ John Murray of

Touchadam, currour of Tarrow between 11*83 and 11*88, was a lord of counoil
2

in 11*85 and a commissioner of crown lands in 11*86.

Prom 11*55 to li*6l the bailie of Ettrick presented a single annual

account for the forest to the exchequer making no division between

the wards, but the currours, who made payments to the comptroller from

11*55 onwards and incurred other expenses, ^ probably gave returns to

the bailie who then completed his account. Furthermore, when the

currour*s account for Tweed appeared in 11*62 the arrears of Tweed ward

were mentioned. Therefore the arrears of Tweed ward for 11*59-11*60 were

known although they had not been listed in the account of the whole

forest for l!*60 to li*6l.^ Prom li*62 the currours presented their own
<

accounts separately to the exchequer, the only exception being the

account presented by Patrick Grichton for the steads which he held in

1. EE, vii, 1*00.
2. Ibid., ix, 620} ADC, i, 116* b.

3. SR, vii, 21*.

1*. Ibid., vii, 135.

5. Ibid., vi, 225.
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stelebow in 1491.9 Whan lord Home was appointed currour and master
2

currour of Yarrow and bailie of the forest the accounts of Yarrow

although nominally presented by the currour were in fact being presen¬

ted by the bailie and on 1 October 1498 Home became receiver of the
3

whole forest and was called either the bailie, chamberlain or receiver

of the forest. The master of Home could have acted as his deputy till

he received his separate appointment in 1502.4 In 1499 several import¬

ant changes occurred in Sttrick's administration, lord Home from 1499

onwards returned one account for the whole forest although the charge

and discharge of this account did distinguish between the three
5

wards and he sometimes returned an interim account. The offices

of currour and master currour were abolished by the Lammas term in

1499, since they received no remission of ferme for that or any sub¬

sequent term' and were replaced by two groups of officials appointed,
7

by the comptroller, one to collect the fermes and the courts' fines,

and the other to supervise the reservation of the wood and the deer in
8

the forest. The curroura mentioned in 1$Q> may have been central

officials or the name may simply iiave been transferred to the comptroller's

officials.9

1. m, x, 293.
2. Ibid., 97, 651.

3. Ibid., xi, 199.

4. RSS, i, 839j EMS, ii, 1921.

5. EE, xLi, 35.

6. Ibid., xi, 199 ff.

7. Ibid., 39k, c 1.

8. Ibid.

9. ESS, i, 1858.
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There could have been several reasons behind this reorganisation of

httrick in the first half of James IV8s reign. The first stage, when

three offices were combined in one man, was a political move to reward

Home since he had supported James IV against his father. The second

stage, the lh99 reorganisation, was obviously carried out for adminis¬

trative reasons since the new administration had distinct advantages

aver the old. firstly, the financial and forest functions of the

officials, both previously the ourrours' responsibility, were separated.
%

Secondly, the comptroller had direct control over the money reselling

him whereas previously he had always received money from individual

currours on several occasions per year, recorded in the discharge side

of their accounts, from femes, grassums, entries and escheats. After

1k99 these payments, whioh were still recorded by Home, were in the

hands of officials appointed by the comptroller who consequently could

have more control over the revenue reaching the central government.

In Home*s accounts the new officials were never named but the money

discharged to the comptroller was regularly paid by the same people

who may, therefore, have been the comptroller's financial officials:
2

William Chisholm, Patrick Grichton, John Murray of Falahill, Janes
3

Stewart of Traqusir and perhaps Adam and Walter Scott. If this

1. Ht, vi, Uh3i vlii, ii8j is, 271, 319.

2. Ibid, xii, 35, 36.

3. Ibid., xiii, 526, 528.
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system worked properly it may well hare broken the hold of certain

families an each ward.

Before 1h99 the officials were all paid by the remission of the

formes of a stead which accompanied the office. The steads of Tytmea

and Hhltehope were allocated to the currour and master currour of

larrow respectively, Redhede and Torwoodlee to the currour and master

carrour of Tweed, Calcrufbank and Annelshope or Aldin3hope to the

currour and master currour of Ebtrick and Kirkhope to the bailie of

the forest." The ferae of each stead was £6 with a varying number of

marts, lambs and bowcows. After lk99 all these steads except Kirk¬

hope returned to the king's hands and the officials appointed by the

comptroller ware paid by him while the bailie received £$0 per annum

2
allowed to him from his account.

These officials were assisted by forester-tenants. Each ward of
3

the forest in 1455 was divided into a certain number of holdings each

of which was let to a tenant on condition that the tenant kept it

•forestlike a condition which probably existed under the Douglases

and may have been initiated in the fourteenth century when the thir-
5

toeath-century wards were altered to their fifteenth-century pattern,

although it is not till I48O that there is any mention of the tenant

being responsible for the vert and venison.The duties of a forester-

1. JE, viii, 101, lhO, lUl.
2. Ibid., xii, 115.

3. See App, B.

4. JE> ix, 606.
5. See above. 7-37,

6. SR, ix, 30.
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tenant, clarified by toe statutes of 1499 which all tenants had to

obey,1 were summarised most concisely by ordering the tenant to keep
2

the forest In *vod, der and teling'.

% way of payment toe tenant after 11*99 was allowed to take

timber for his own needs from his own stead." The tenants varied from

Important magnates such as lord Hamilton' or William Douglas to laird#
5

such as the Kens and to men who may have held no other land at all
6

such as Thomas Dickson and James Achilmere, Many of toe tenants

would not be resident and they would therefore appoint deputies or,

if they had permission, sublet to a reliable tenant, but if they did

so the statutes of 11*99 ordered that a tenant must either stay on iris
7

stead or appoint a sufficient keeper.

In addition to these resident or supposedly resident forest

officials, Ettrick was subject to the commissioners of crown lands,
g

first mentioned in Ettrick in 11*55,'' who let toe lands of toe forest

and held courts. Although the commissioners could, as in 11*34, be
9

appointed for Ettrick and Ettrick alone," since Ettrick was one com¬

plete unit of crown lands, in 1488 and 11*99 toe commissioners in

1. m, x±, 397.

2. Ibid., 460.

3« Ibid., 394, c 4-

4. Ibid., vi, 226.

5- Ibid., vii, 621.

6. Ibid., Till, 583.

7. Ibid., xi, 394, e 8.

8. See Table 8 which lists all asaadaolonea in Ettrick.

9. Ex. xx, 605.



Sttriek were appointed not just for Sbtrick but for all royal lands.*"
Frequently members of the ISttrick commission were commissioners for

crown lands elsewhere but usually under a separate Privy Seal letter
2

of commission. By comparing the sederunt3 in the APS and ADC one can

see that many commissioners were drawn from lords of council, and

lords of the articles and members of parliament. The comptroller

always and the treasurer and chancellor sometimes were members of the
3

commission both in Bttrick and elsewhere. There were usually between

five and seven commissioners with a quorum of three of whom one had to

be the comptroller and from lk99 the treasurer also had to be one of

the three.

Because Ettrick forest formed a unit of royal lands cm its own,

the general administration of royal lands in Ettrick was virtually a

forest administration, an identification impossible in those forests

which only formed part of a unit of royal lands. It is, therefore,

important to consider the role of ths general administration of crown

lands in forests other than Bttrick.

In the fourteenth century sheriffs, who were responsible for the

administration of royal lands were charged with revenues from certain
I -

royal forests. The writ "Contra trar&redientes forestam' could have

been sent to a sheriff in the fourteenth century since the mode of

address does not mention either a forest or a forester and the 'b&llla*

5
of the recipient seems to cover a larger area than the finest.

1. BR, ix, 629? xi, 39S.
2. Ibid., ix, 620, 3d, 6lh.

3. See Table 7 which lists the personnel at the Ettrick aasadacionsa.

it. m, i, 39 (1238-1290), 5it2? APS, i, 528.
5. See above Fart 1, p. 89,
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It was not till the reign of James I that sheriffs started to bo

replaced by ballivi ad extra who woore responsible for returning the

revenue of their group of royal lands and presenting an account to the

exchequer, 33a the fifteenth century every royal forest care under one

or other of these ballivi and on me occasion the local balllvus was

1
appointed forester of a forest within his bailiwick. Sheriffs did

2
not account for lands taken over by ballivi and during the reigns of

Janes I and II ballivi made allowances for the revenue which was still

3
the sheriffs * responsibility. Mot surprisingly, disputes did arise

between the various members of the royal administration as at Torwood

in 1U98/9, where a dispute over the right to escheat goods and cattle

trespassing in the forest occurred,^ The bailie depute, acting on

royal orders, liad escheated )jiO cattle which the forester then seised

from him. The lords of council decided that the forester was right

with regard to the escheat but was wrong to act on his own authority

against a royal command. Generally, foresters,bailies and. sheriffs

managed to work in cooperation rather than in opposition to one

another.

Commissioners of crown lands were concerned with the leasing of

forests other than Ebtrick as in ll*8ij. when they conducted as? assedacio,

the occasion on which royal lands wore let, of various lands including

Strathgartney and recorded the lands which had been laid waste for the

1. ADC, ii, 31S, 320.

2. M, vi, 1$8.

3. Ibid., v, 6I43.

lu ADC, ii, 320.
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1
forest and were not let, or as In 1507 when they recorded that the

2
forest of Drumine was waste and that part of Darnaway called SlewpofldL

3
was let. Although coraaissioners are not recorded in the exchequer

rolls till the reign of James II their introduction could reascaiabl

be associated with the administrative and financial measures of James

I.

Throughout the middle agos there had been a constant interaction

between the administration of royal lands and a forest administration.

In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries sheriffs had played an import¬

ant role in the administration of royal forests till in the late

thirteenth century and in the fourteenth century a separate forest

administration had become predominant, A result perhaps of the ten¬

dency of foresters to take over for their own use the forests in tuair

charge was that the role of the general administration of royal lands,

in the guise of baHiVl ad extra had in the fifteenth century once iMJre

been strengthened. Apart from Sttrick where the two aspects of royal

administration merged, royal forests, in general, were administered

as hunting reserves by foresters and as part of the royal lands by

balllvi ad extra and commissioners, a distinction seen in the functions

performed by the various officials connected with royal forests.

The duties of the forester, whether head or subordinate, which

remained almost unchanged throughout the medieval period are best

summarised in the Glenfinglas letter of 1507/8 in which the forester

had to prevent anyone poaching game, making common tracks and pasturing

1. m, is, $9$.
2. Ibid., xiii, £?2.

3. Ibid., 9)0.
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animals and had to escheat all cattle and goods found in the forest

and to punish offenders. This letter, however, does not mention, one

very important duty fulfilled by the forester in the twelfth, thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries, the protection of wood. Foresters might

receive a writ from the king which ordered him to permit a certain

abbey to take timber,'" frequently under 'view' or supervision by the
2

forester , who would ensure that as little damage as possible was done

to the forest in accordance no doubt with a writ recorded in the .Ayr
3

Hs. of the late thirteenth century. This writ which concerns the

grant of a specific number of oaks, is more suited to the period of

Jdward I's influence after 1286 than before. The foresters' 'view'

also included the supervision of clearing and, one can assume, the

supervision of building and gracing and the detection of poaching.

.evidence for the foresters* protection of game can be found in
5

Alexander II*s grant to Pluscardan. Their supervision of grazing in

general terns amounted to the discovery of illegal grazing, the imposi-

tion of a fine on offenders or the forfeiture of a fixed number of aba

6
offenders animals. The forest laws also illustrate that the foresters'

7
duties comprised the apprehension, of trespassers found in the forest.'

1. BSCS, 153; HkS, il, 128} Arb. lib.. 15.
2. hair.Lib., 266.

3. Cooper, ileglster of Brieves, 52. e 8l.

h. Abdn. Seg.. 269.

5# Hacphail, Floeearden. 69, 199.

6. See App. A, lews 1-9.

7* See App. A, laws 10, 11.
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Since, in the fourteenth century, the foresters continued to

supervise cultivation and the cutting of timber, when the king granted

timber rights to anyone he sent a writ to the foresters notifying than
2

of this grant and instructing them not to interfere with the grantee.

hot till the fifteenth century wheal parliamentary enactments extended

the reservation of timber to the whole country did the foresters lose
3

their responsibility for timber protection. Nor is it till the fifteenth

century that a clear picture emerges of the forester's duties as they

related to the royal use of these reserves * the forester supplied deer

to the king, prepared for the king's hunting expeditions^ collected

revenue from the forest in his charge which he then presumably sub-

mitted to the bailie or sent direct to the comptroller," and kept any
6

royal stock in the forest although a keeper of sheep or horses flight
7

also be appointed.

While the forester was concerned largely with the forest as a

hunting reserve the bailies of crown lands in the fifteenth century

never dealt with such matters although they might finance the cutting
8

of wood in a forest and make the necessary allowances in their accounts

for payments or remissions of fermes to foresters and sub-foresters

1. RMS, i, 618.

2. Ibid., i, app. 1, 30; Scone Lib., l£2j Raima, KD, app., 84.
3. See Chapter 12, part 2, Chapt&r /ot 2 7^.

4. Eft, X, 1875 Jd., 159.
5. Ibid., xii, 62f>.

6. Ibid., vii, 246.

7. Ibid., xi, 313.

8. Ibid., xii, 334 (1504 x 1505).
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both for fulfillment of ordinary and extraordinary duties, usually/ on

X
receipt of an order either from the king or the exchequer. When t.iere

was no assedacio held by commissioners of crown lands the bailie was

2
responsible on receipt of an order for leasing lands in the forest.

The bailie accounted for any formes due from a forest, although these

may have been collected by the forester and he also recorded the loss

of farmes on lands declared waste for forest.

The commissioners of crown lands on the other hand, by the later

fifteenth century had a more comprehensive range of duties* in li*86

the commissioners of Msnteith, Strathearn and Stirling had to hold a

court to let those lands, summon the tenants, fine absentees, collect

amercements and unlaws, make statutes for the good of the lands and the

tenants, punish all officers negligent in their duties and any other

trespassers and to attend to all other matters connected with leasing

the lands.^ The twenty points of inquest for commissioners^ covered

crimes and offences of various sorts, encroachments on royal lands,

matters concerning the leasing and tenants of the lands, extortions

by officers, destruction of wood by any means, widows married without

the king's licence, breakers of common, slayers of the king's deer, un¬

lawful beast3 in forests and the keeping of the forests 'forestlike'.

In Mantelth it Is clear that their duties duplicated those of the

forester for although the forester's responsibility for the vert had

1. ER, vii, 20k, (11*62 x 11*63).

2. Ibid., vii, 3 (11*60 x 11*61).

3. Ibid., ix, 620.

1*. See above Part 1, p. 109.
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probably terminated, the forester still supervised the detection of

poaching, control of pasture, cultivation and the keeping of forests

'forestlfke'. The reason for this apparently needless duplication

may lie in the ultimate responsibility of the commissioners for the

royal lands and their delegation of work to foresters or in the arrange¬

ment whereby the commissioners tried offenders after the forester had

caught them, as seen in the Gleafinglas letter of 1507/8 and in

littrick.

In Sttrick before 11*99 the currours, the backbone of the admini¬

stration, collected femes, grassums, entries, made allowances for other

officials, received orders from various quarters concerning the dis¬

position of their revenue and presented the accounts of their ward

to the exchequer, usually in June or July for the terms of All Saints

(1 November) and Lammas (l August). They were also responsible for

collecting and accounting for fines levied by the forest courts on

1
persons who lived both inside and outside the forest. Although

virtually nothing is said about the duties of the master currour, he

may have had a judicial function, for in lii86 he is called 'magistrates
**s

warde', and he may also have had duties in connection with the collection

of formes.^ The duties of the £>raster-tsixant, who was responsible for
hi s

maintaining the vert and venison on their steady ware clarified by
the statutes of 11*99.^ Whan a calf, fawn, roekid or any other deer waa

1. Ell, viii, (11*70 x 11*71).
2. Ibid., ix, 616, sub 'Aldishope*.
3. Ibid., ix, u73.
1*. Ibid., xi, 391*, og 2, 3, 1*, 5, 6. There is a mistake In the Is

version and the printed version of c 5* The scribe, copying a
Ms of the statutes should probably have written 'within the boodle
of the forrest, the forrester of the said steid...*, and not
'within the bondis of t*e«feiw>>»e4 of the said steid' scoring out
'the forrest *.
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killed on his stead he had to find the slayer or else pay the penalty

for the offence himself and under pain of escheat of his goods he ad

to keep various users of wood as well as swine and goats out of hi3

stead, nor was he allowed to sell wood or cut it other than for his

own needs. His duties in respect of poachers resemble the second part

of Forest Law 23 which may have been practised in Scotland in the four¬

teenth and fifteenth centuries" whereby anyone who saw an offence

being committed In the forest had to raise the hue and cry in the

nearest settlement and inform the forester subject to a heavy amerce¬

ment. The forester-tenant who also had to ensure that there was no

illegal cultivation of hay or grain crops on his stead and had to

present offences before the forest court^ fulfilled duties essential

to the maintenance of the forest.

After the abolition of the currours and master currours in 1k99

the collection of revenue was taken over by officials of the comptroller

who also had to appoint officials to present cases to the courts and

to ensure that the forest was kept 'forestlike'. The fact that

officials had to be appointed to perform these duties suggests that

these may have been the master currour's responsibility before 1U?9»

The duties of the forester-tenants and of the comptroller's officials

appear to have overlapped though the latter, if they functioned: properly*

may have presented their cases to the bailie and bound courts rather

than to the commission court or they may simply have kept a check that

the forester-tenants performed their duty. Alternatively the comp¬

troller's officials may never have functioned at all leaving the foreetar-

1. See App. A* law 23.

2. m, xii, 658-65?.
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tenants to present the cases to all the courts. There is unfortunately

no way of knowing if or how their functions wore separated.

The bailie of Sttrick could take part in an asaedacio with the

controller,"" hold special forest courts, different presumably from

those of the commissioners, puni3h offenders, collect amercements and
2

apply distraint if necessary. The bailie's courts dealt with matter*
3

of neighbourhood, military equipment and forest offences.'

The commissioners in Ettrick probably had to deal with more

forest offences than in any other group of royal lands. The letter

of commission for Ettrick was slightly different from other such

letters in that it specified that the commissioners were to hold

forest courts and named foresters and eurrours instead of tenants

k
and officials. They held the bound courts and as part of their duty

of leasing they probably were concerned with raising the rents as in

1500 x 1501.-'' The duplication of function in Ettrick which appears

to have been carefully considered should have produced a more efficient

supervision of the forest rather than inefficient confusion.

b. The Judicial System

The ralaon d'etre of the forest administration was the enforcement

of the king's rights the efficiency of which depended not only on the

1. ER, vii, 527.
2. BIB, ii, 1921j 3RD, Great Seal Register. 0/2/12.
3. ER, xi, 29k, c 9.

ii. Ibid., 605.

5. Ibid., xi, 320, k$7, 39k, c 10.
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adroinistration of the royal forests but also on the judicial system

which tried forest offenders.

While there is no dubiety about the existence of courts to try

forest offenders the nature of these courts, in the absence of

references to forest courts in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,

is far from clear. The close link of sheriffs and foresters already

examined favours the view that forest and sheriff courts may also

have been closely connected, a view supported by two forest laws which

probably belong to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. If the forester

apprehended animals grazing illegally in the forest for a third time

or if he apprehended a trespasser ho had to take them to the king's

castle where, it can be inferred, some form of trial occurred, " perasps

under the auspices of the sheriff in charge of the castle. The associ*

ation of a court of forestry with a court of sheriffdom can be seen in

the judgement of a synod at Perth in 1206 referring to a case between
2

the bishop of St. Andrews and Duncan,- of Arbuthnott c U6f> x 1173.

In the evidence John de Hastings, sheriff and forester of the learns,

stated,

'quod si homines illuis terre [Kirkton of Arbuthnott]
in allquo quod spectaret ad vicecomitatum vel fbrestariam
vexarentur ballivi domini episcopi veniebant ad eum cum
brevl doisini regis et fidejubebant pro eis sicut pro hominl-
bus episcopi et ad curiam episcopi.'

Ulille Easting's evidence shows that a court of forestry did exist

and that In this case forestry, though different Aran, is discussed

in the same terms as sheriffdoa, it does not reveal who held the court

1. See App. A, laws 2, 11.

2. Spalding Misc.. v, 209.
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of forestry. While it is possible that the sheriff and, by analogy, the

forester nay have held their own courts in the late twelfth century

Professor Barrow maintains that although sheriffdom courts existed

there is no proof that the sheriff dispensed royal justice at this

time.^ That function was left to the king and his justices whether
2

a judex or a justiciar. While in the twelfth century the role of the

forester in the forestry court may have been limited, that role could

have developed in the thirteenth century along the same lines as that

of the sheriff to the point where the forester could dispense

justice. In the thirteenth century forest cases may have come before

royal justiciars as they did in Robert I's reign and as the adoption,

probably in the early fourteenth century, of certain Srglish forest

laws which mention justiciars also suggests.^ That a justice ayre

held in Tynedale for Alexander III in 1279 heard a case concerning the

hay or park of William de Bellingham, the royal forester,4 although

not a forest case, tends to support this argument but perhaps more

convincing is the continued absence in toe thirteenth century of any

reference to forest courts iisplying that other courts whether of forestall

sheriffs or of justiciars tried forest eases.

1. HRS, ii, p. 1*2.
2. Barrow, Kingdom of toe Scots. 70.

3. See App. A, lavs 19-21*.

1*. CDS, ii, 166.
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Ih certain forest cases relating to illegal grazing and trespass,

however, the forester was able to exact a line or impose a forfeiture

without the formality of a trial or such is the impression conveyed

by forest laws passed perhaps in the late twelfth century."*" On other
2

occasions the calling of witnesses and hence a trial were necessary

and the provision that s. forester should mark the spot where he found

certain animals would serve as evidence at a future, though unstipulated

trial."* No farther details of procedure can be gleaned ibara twelfth

and thirteenth century sources and one is tantalised by the laconic

•et sic perduntur vii vacce' of the second forest law.

The evidence of the fourteenth century is more informative than

that of previous centuries about the role played by both foresters

and justiciars when trying forest cases.

firstly, there is no doubt that a forester could hold a court

in the forest of which he was the keeper but it would be a forest

court only if forest cases were beard. While James, Lord Douglas,

held the forests of Selkirk, Bttrick and Traquair in free barony,4
and while barony powers were sufficient to control a free forest it

seems improbable that he heard cases against the king's vert and veni¬

son in his baron court since he, as the forester, did not possess the

forest rights. This does not, however, preclude the possibility of a

separate forest court held by Douglas as forester and when Douglas

received Sttrick in regality from David H he would of course have
5

been able to try forest cases.

1. See App. A, Laws 2, 3, 5, 6, 9t ID.

2. See App. A, laws 1, 2, 11, I4.

3. See App, A, Laws 2, 5.

k. RMS, i, app. 2, 1817.

5. See Table 15.
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Secondly, there are two further relevant cases in the first of

which the forester could hear forest cases and in the second of which

he could not. In 1313 Robert I granted Aberdeen the custody of Stouket

forest, reserving his vert and venison and promising that no justiciar

or any other royal official should intromit or have cognisance of

forest cases except himself or his chamber"! ain. ~~ In 131?, when this

grant was repeated, the forest was granted to the burgh in free burgage

and the king reserved large trees, any game which happened to be found,
2

his vert and his venison. The phraseology wakes it clear that intro¬

mission by the chamberlain was the exception rather than the rule sin—

the grants do not say that the Chamberlain had to intromit but only

that no one was to intervene except the chamberlain. The burgh,
Qs the evidence shouts

therefore, had to preserve the king's vert and venisan^in 13??. The
burgh records show that the burgh court, the bcdy which acted as forest—,

3
did hear forest cases. The bailies, however, may no longer have con¬

sidered themselves as acting on behalf of the king for when a dispute

arose over Stocket in lii?li it was decided that the forest belonged not

to the king but to Aberdeen. In the second grant in 1327, the king

gave Gilbert Hay free forest rights in Boyne and Enzie with escheats

and amercements but reserved 'quatuor articulis spectantibus ad coroaaa

homicidio ac viridi et vaoatione*. The forester, therefore, oy virtue

1. Abdn. Sirs. 10, no. 6.

i, app. 1, 4*

3. Abdn. Recs. .113.

k. ABC, i, 331 b.

5. RMS, i, 389.
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of his free forest grant could hunt in the forest but could not try

Offone as against the Tort mid venison. Consequently, it appears that

Robert I might grant or might withhold trie right to try forest cases.

There are suggestions in Edward's grant of 1335 to Willi am i-iontagu©,

the forester and sheriff of Selkirk, of the right to try all pleas,

Offences, disputes and felonies which arose in the forest, town or

sheriffdom of Selkirk except the four pleas of the crow?' and also in

t e fourteenth century writ, 'Centra transgradienbes fareefcaa*,

w doll could conceivably have been scat to a forester of the forester's

right to try forest cases. On trie other hand a forest law introduced
2

from &jgland and adapted to hcottisi use forbade the forester to

deliver an offender without the king's or the justiciar's permission
3

and in Torwood in the 1370s there wore foresters and a justiciar.

The us© of justiciars to hear forest cases would appear to have

passed the formative stage by the second decade of the fourteenth
L

century for not only could the ordinary justiciar try forest offences*
but the more specialised forest justiciar had appeared in Stockat by

5
the second decade of the fourteenth century. It is, therefore, table

tiiat tli® forest justiciar may have appropriated functions practised

by the ordinary justiciars in the thirteenth century. There is no

indication during Robert I's reign of the areas covered by the forest

justiciars or of the frequency of their eyres but flobert did develop

hot. Scot., i, 380 a.

g See App. A, lew 23.
3. SRO, Sar and Kellie Papers. © 12y/6A»

it. leaser, Southask, ii, 1*82, (131?).

5. Abdn. Ohr. « IDj gjg, i, appl 1. it.
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their use over the whole country for in 1327 they had to shack that the

mio-foresters in Boyne and i&uie did not abuse their pasture rights. **
£n Kobsrt II's reign the practise of appointing justiciars to individual

forests—tobert . Justine to Torwooci -uid Olaotawnnan in 1377" and Joan
Hoss to canny and Alyth in 1376/7'—seeas more likely to aav© developed

as a result of the loss of royal forests and the ensuing contraction

of ayres rather than to have been tee norm of the fourteenth century*

Those resident justiciars had to arrest* accuse and praien all offender*

against the vert and vsniscn or any other laws of the forest in

accordance with the laws and customs of the kingdom. In Spina's
ease arrangements were made to ensure that his jurisdiction, did not

clash with that of the sheriff and ills bailies. The justiciar had

complete control of the foresters and night receive the profits and

aneareaMttts of his court. This typo of resident justiciar was closer

to a head forester than a Justiciar or ayre. Those forest laws borrowed

from hgland probably in the early fourteenth century and adapted, for

Scottish use clearly show that the justiciar was the main judicial

officer in the forests, * for in law 24 the Qiglish verderer lias been

replaced by the justiciar on ayre and laws 21 and 23 show bliat the

forester was subordinate to the justiciar perhaps preparing for

justice ayre in much the same way as a coroner.

Forests in the fourteenth century nay have been affected by toe

judicial side of the administration of crow lands as well as by too

national judicial system for the fourteenth oentury writ ♦Contra

1* rn>, i, app. 1, 65.

2. SRO, ilar and Kellie Papers, 0D, 124/Vl.

3. Kg, i, 535.
4. See App. A, laws 21, 23* 24.
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transgrediontes fbrestas' could have boon •ant not only to • resident

.justiciar but also to a sheriff, i&reovar, whan Robert Srsklnc

was appointed justiciar in 1371 the shei-iffs of Stirling and Cladkaaiman

were ordered t

•quod dleto Roberto sufficiaateia curiam habere faoiant
quooions ipsua eontigerit cognoscare da premissis
[forest oases]'

which certainly suggests that sheriffs were competent to try forest

cases. There is, however, no extant example of a sheriff trying a

case connected with an offence against the verb or the venison in a

forest.

The impression gained from fourteenth-century sources is that

while the justiciars were raainly responsible for trying forest offences

the whole judicial system in forests was continually changing. This

variability is seen in two unique pieces of fourteenth-century evidence.

Firstly, in the above mentioned Stocket grants of 1313 and 1319 the

chamberlain, as a result no doubt of his supervision of burghs, could

try forest cases. Secondly, although the business of the lords,

John Crawford, and Alexander Raath and a clerk, Robert Dumbarton,
1 2

sent to Sttrick in 131+3 probably concerned the English, it could

have been associated with the administration of Ettrlck forest ia

which case it would be an early example of a royal commission on .

crown lands, a common occurrence in the later fifteenth century.

In the fifteenth century the r&Les of foresters, justiciar s and

the administrators of crown lands when hearing forest cases emerge more

clearly than in the fourteenth. Like Robert I, James IV could either

grant to or withhold from the forester the right to try forest cases,

in li+92 George Gordon, earl of Huntly, forester of Boyne and hiiaie

1. Eg, i, 519, 522.
2. Nicholson, The Later Middle Ages. UtU.
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appears to have had ths right to try forest eases1 while EHmonstone in

Glenfinglas in 1507/8 had to send the names of forest offenders to

the king so that the king could try and punish them.

Forest justiciars, absent from fifteenth-century record, ere

probably replaced by the commissioners of crown lands and when forest

offences were hoard b/ a justiciar, as at Peebles, it was by an

2
ordinary and not a forest justiciar. As a result of parliamentary

enactments justices on ayre were responsible for preventing the des¬

truction of wood,^ preventing rabbits or deer from being hunted in

winter^ and preventing the theft of deer from parks, of rabbits from
d

cunningars, of hounds anc of hawks. James I, as already discussed,

may even have tried to enforce a general reservation of deer through

the justice ayres. Consquently, when justice ayres heard offences

against wood or game it was usually as a result of these points of

dittay rather than because they held a specific forest jurisdiction

such as the justice ayre of Peebles possessed.
' ost forest offences In the fifteenth century must have been

tried before the commissioners of royal lands who had a fairly

comprehensive judicial competence over the royal lands including royal

forests. Their letter of commission^ authorised them to hold courts,

1. mis, ii, 2389.
2. Eg, vii, 1*80, 585J RMS, ii, lk$0.
3. APG, ii, 7, c 10; A^, 2J42, c 1$.
k. Ibid., i, 576; ii, 107, c 16; 2k2, c 15; SRO, Justice Ayre Journal

Books, HH 2/1/5, 7.

5. APS, ii, 107» oc 16, 15; 2ii2, c 121 SRO,Justice Ayr© Journal Books,
EH 2/1/6, 1M.

6. ER^ ix, 611;; xi, 395.
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punish trespassers, raise unlaws, aaercexnents and escheats and to

resort to distraint if necessary. The pointi of inquest girrn in the

crown rental book for 11*99 to 1507, which presumably applied to commis¬

sioners and which hare already been discussed,instructed the commis¬

sioners to enquire into unlawful heists such as goat and swine, ploughing

and sowing In any of the king's woods or forests, slayers of the king's

deer, users of wood,enclosures, sheilings and whether the forests were

kept forestlike or were occupied by anyone, all of which were clearly

forest matters. Procedure in their courts was no doubt by inquisition

and assise and of course a quorum of the commissioners would hare to

be present. It was no doubt a commission court which in 1$07/' was to

try offenders apprehended by Sdmonstone and which enforced the reser-

2
ration of greenwood in Strathdee forest. Although the ballivus ad

extra did not genarally try forest cases, in the fifteenth centuxy,

he could have been ordered to do so by the writ 'Contra transgradiantas

forestam': a ballivus may have tried forest cases but only when ha hald

both the office of ballivus ad extra and the office of foresterf e.g.

in Stratheam, in IJ4.7U John Drummond of Cargill was steward, coranar and

forester,^ and may well have heard forest cases in his steward's

court4 if there was no commission court. In lij.83, however,

1. m, xi, 393.

2. Ibid., vi, 269, (U*55 x 12*56); RSS, i, 1026, (1505).
3. RMS, ii, 1160.

h. SRO, Abercairney Muniments, GD 2U/5A.
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when William Hurray of Tullibardine became the steward, coroner and
1

forester he received the power
i ,, foresl'Qi infra

'dicta officla escercendi causas tenendijdlctag bandas
oustodiendi», v

which implies that hearing causes and keeping forests were separate

activities in accordance with the usual role of the balllvus. In the

fifteenth century, therefore, the main responsibility for hearing

forest cases devolved on the commissioners though the justiciars did

not lose their competence in this field. In Bttrick which possessed

its own unique judicial arrangements, well documented in the exchequer

rolls, the commissioners also had an important part to play. The basis

of Sttrick's judicial peculiarities, as of its administrative character,

is the fact that the forest formed a complete unit of royal lands. As

a result, when the bailie held a court it was not simply a bailie court

for royal "Lands but a forest court and whan commissioners were appointed

for Sttrick it was a forest court which they held.

The most important courts were held at Beltane (1 May) and All

Saints (1 November) by the commissioners who usually conducted their

assedaciones at the same time. There were also bound courts and

after lk99, if not before, bailie courts.

The All Saints and Beltane courts first obtained their names

from the day on which they commenced although by the late fifteenth

century the-"*® was a certain amount of flexibility in their dates.
2

In 1U9h the Beltane court wae held on 3 May and was not again called
«5

Beltane court till 1U99S The dates could vary further since in

lit90 the courts w re held on 7 Jxaxe* and in lh9$/6 cm 18 February^ when

1. RMS, li, l^JjOf SRO, Groat Seal Register, C/2A0.
2. Wj x, 1i30j See Table 8 which lists all courts recorded in Sttrick.
3. Bt, xi, 207.
4. Ibid., x, 163.
5. Ibid., x, 601| vi, 372, 3*i$.
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both courts may have been held on the same occasion. Before 1461 there

was probably one All Saints court and one Beltane court, both held at

Newark, for the whole forest.^ After 1461 there were separate Beltane

and All Sainte courts for each ward although all the courts were still
2

held in the one place, usually Newark or Peebles, and at the one time.

After 14?? there are no references to Beltane and All Saints courts

in the exchequer rolls although these courts were still supposed to be

held.

Before 1461 these courts were always held by commissioners or

3
their equivalent such as lords of council. After li±6l commissioners

continued to hold these courts and the first extant example of a

Privy Seal letter of commission, dated 1484, makes it clear that they

were appointed to hold these forest courts.4 The commissioners as

non-resident officials must have seemed like justiciars in many ways

and it is not surprising to find that these courts were sometimes
5

called ayres. They did not, however, hold every Beltane and All

Saints court, since, even allowing for loss of evidence, there are not

nearly enough references to commissioners in Ettrick. The implication

is that the bailie held these courts when no commission was appointed.

Although there is no reference in the exchequer rolls before lis.99 to toe

bailie holding a forest court other than his presence at an assedacio

1. m, X, 601j vi, 372, 345.
2. Ibid., ix, 415, 418, 421.

3. See Table 9.

4. Eft, ix, 605.

5. Ibid., viii, 432, 435, 437.
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In 11*6? in the Beltane court,^ the letter appointing the Hones, father

and son, bailies of the forest In 11*90 gave them full power to hold

•speciales curias diote nostre foreste'.2
The procedure in the courts was by inquest and assise. The

foresters and inhabitants were suramar^L and when absent were fined

for non-coapearance.^ When information was required an inquest was

held^ and when culprits were brought before the court and pleaded

innocent they were tried by assise. In ll*77 x 11*78 four men

were excused an amercement of £30 for killing four hinds because
5•non erant convicti per assisara sed per secretam inquisicionera*.

Presumably the members of the assise had to be chosen fairly and the

assise held before the assembled court, suitors and quorum of judges.

The court had the right of continuation, at least when held by the
6 7

commissioners, and in the ll*50s three days was its usual length.

A full range of fines could be imposed and whenever the

exchequer rolls record the returns of the courts separately it is

interesting to note that the proceeds of the All Saints court were in
8

kind and those of the Beltane court in money which corresponds to a

1. ER, vii, 527.

2. Ibid., x, 173.

3. Ibid., viii, 210.

1*. Ibid., 1*5.

5. Ibid., 1*81.

6. Ibid., ix, 605? Rait, Parliaments, 327 ff.

7. I®, vi, 5U5.

8. Ibid., viii, 1*37, 1*82, 586, 588.
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similar division in the returns from the fsrmsa.1 The All Saints

court was perhaps concerned mainly with collecting fermes which had

not been paid and seising goods to that end whereas the Beltane court

may have dealt both with the collection of fermes and all other judicial

business. Generally, the currours lad to raise the fines but when

fines or amercements were imposed by these courts and the offender

did not pay and had no distrainable goods in the forest the justice

ayra or the sheriff was asked to raise the fine from the offender's
2

goods in their bailiwicks.

The aasedacio was part, of the function of these courts. It was

3
usually held in conjunction with the Beltane court, but could also be

conducted in the All Saints court since the 116b assedacio was held

on 17 September. ' In 1185, 1166 and 1190 the assedacio was held

in June which suggests that on these occasions it was held out of

court but since the commissioners were authorised to hold the forest

courts it is more likely that the Beltane court was postponed till

their arrival.^ Although leases were usually three to five years in

length the assedaciones were held more frequently.
6

Tiie proceedings of these courts were recorded in court rolls and

an extract of these proceedings detailing the fines and returns of the

1. See App. B.

2. M, viii, 15, 581.

3. Ibid., vi, 515, 178.

1. Ibid., ix, 605.

5. Ibid., 605, 6ll| x, 675.

6. Ibid, ix, 171.
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court was sent to the currour so that he could be charged to collect

these fines.^ From to lk$9 there was a clerk of courts and

2
offices.

In 1U99 the statutes of Ettrick give a clear picture of the new

3
judicial system In the forest. The courts of All Saints and Beltane

ceased to be held every year and whan they were held they were to be

held by commissioners. The bailie of the forest was to hold at least

four courts to deal with all forest cases, good neighbourhood °nd the

military levy of the forest on which natter he had to refer recall

citrants to the commissioners. There had been no mention of bailie

courts on this pattern previously which suggests they were first created

in 1)499. One can see here that the bailie courts, regardless of whan

they were held, replaced the Beltane and All Saints courts as the

everyday court of the forest.4 On the special occasion of the feuing

of the forest in 1506 the commission court was held In Edinburgh and

is referred to simply as the forest court. There was no need to qualify

it as the Beltane or All Saints court since the court held by the

commissioners was the main forest court. Only in 1506 is there any

evidence that the commissioners held more than one court per year and

then the feuing of the forest necessitated the above court in 'dinburgh

1. m, vii, 525, 527, 530.
2. Ibid., vi, 226, 51&.

3. Ibid., xi, 39)t, c 9.

I4. Ibid., U03.

5. Ibid., xli, 658.
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In April as well as an asssdaeio in February.^ The court in April 1506

was described as 'plena curia forests». In February 1505/6 the

tenants of the forest had been ordered to make entry of all offences

against the greenwood at this court and to present their letters of

tack there and so one can see that 'full court' was used in the sense

2
of an open court to Wiiieh the forester-tenants could bring Dheir cases.

3
The statutes of the forest also mention bound courts. All the

courts so far discussed had competence only over tire inhabitants of

the forest and could not try offenders in the forest who came fron

outside its bounds. Bound courts had been established to try outsiders,

or people who lived round the bounds of the forest, who committed

offences in the forest. Prof. Dickinson unfortunately confused the

bound courts with the courts of Beltane and All Saints.4 The Douglases

had held bound courts in Ettrick and in 12*1*6 exempted Melrose Abbey
<;

from 'curiis nostris de le boundis foreste nostra de Ettrike'.'

Whether the Douglases had established these courts or whether they had

been introduced in the fourteenth century when Ettriofc was still a royal

forest cannot now be determined but what is clear is that in 1-1*55 the

crown continued to use them. The first extant reference to royal bound

courts is in 11*72. Courts of Beltane and All Saints were also held

1. ER, xiii, 658, 659.

2. Rait, Parliaments, 21*0-1.

3. JR» xi, 391*, c 10.

i*. Dickinson, 'Forest Courts', Stair Society, xx, p. 1*02-1*03.

5. Melr. Lib.» 561*.

6. m, viii, 11*1, 211.
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that year which proves that they were not the same as bound courts.

There were separate bound courts for each ward and it is possible

that they were all held together although in Id?8 the bound court of

Tweed waa held in Peebles.1" The evidence does not reveal when uound

courts were held but it is clear that there was only one bound court

per year in each ward. The statutes of 1499 state that tae bound

courts were to be held by the comptroller and commissioners which

probably confirmed existing practice.

Although the Beltane and All Saints courts had to resort to the

justice ayres whan collecting fines outside the forest, the bound

eourts of Tweed tried to raise an amercement of £62 on the burgh of
2

Peebles. This was never paid since in 1480 Peebles was exempted from
3

the bound courts and placed under the justice ayre for forest offences.

To a certain extent the jurisdiction of the bound courts ana the justice

ayre of Peebles overlapped and in 1477 x 1473 three unfortunates were

amerced twice for the one offence against the vert.4 The extracts of

the bound courts detailing the returns which were submitted to the

currours show that the courts Wei's finding plenty of work to do and

in 1499 it was the bound court and not the justice ayres which was
<

exhorted to discipline offenders living round about the forest.

In both the bound courts and the internal courts cases could be

raised by the forester-tenants, probably the master currour before

1. 2R, viii, 473.

2. Ibid., 587.

3. RMS, ii, 1450.

4. 2R, viii, 480.

5. Ibid., xi, c 10.
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11*99 and the comptroller '■ judicial officers after 11*99. Id addition

inquests conducted by the commissioners could start oases and the

bailie of the forest after 11*99 in his own court no doubt initiated

cases as well as hearing the cases of the tenants and the comptroller's

officials* With so many people all with the responsibility of bringing

offenders to court it should have been a very thorough system. Tot

one feels that this was the thoroughness of desperation rather than of

confidence and that behind It all offenders slipped by unmolested.

In 11*99 the statutes of iSttrick complained of the offences committed

by outsiders 'for the quhilkis tirnir has ben na reraeid this laugtyme

to gret prejudice and hurt of the king andibrrest and landis...'•

The enforcement of the kings'rights concerned not only the punish¬

ment of offenders within the forest but also the resistance of external

claims to rights within or ownership of a royal forest or forestership.

Such disputes did not go before the courts already examined which

tried forest offenders but went to the king's court, although in the

late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries Melrose Abbey did try to
2

have such cases tried in a church court.' in 1180 the king at Hadding¬

ton settled a dispute between Melrose Abbey and Richard de Morville

over pasture and hunting rights in Ihreepwood on the northern boun¬

dary of Gala and Leader forest. At tills time diehard de Morville

appears to have had temporary custody of this forest since he had
3

foresters there and was in receipt of the forfeitures of the forest.

1. Ed, xi, c 10.

2. Gee Table 19 b.

3. has, ii, 236.
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By 1189 x 1190, however, William had resumed control of the forest1
2

perhaps on the occasion of Richard's death. While this dispute was

settled before the king, allowance was made for ecclesiastical privilege

In that if Richard accused any monk or any of their servants of a forest

offence the monks were entitled to try the culprit 'ad portam de Melros'.

If, however, the serv nt was caught in the act of poaching or if he

failed in his defence the monks had to pay Richard a half of the

servant's annual salary and dismiss him unless Richard wished otherwise.

If one of Richard's or one of the monk's foresters found anyone damaging

the monks' wood, pasture or flocks in the forest, a similar compromise

was arranged for the monks were to receive the 'trigild', a compen¬

satory payment, and Richard the forfeiture imposed for the offence.

In 1184 it was a perambulation in the king's presence which settled

the dispute of Melrose Abbey and bto.v over the extent of that

abbey's pasture probably within the ibrest of Ettrick and not, as Lord

Cooper suggested, within the forest of Gala and Leader." The dispute

of telrose and Patrick, Earl of Dunbar, over pasture rights wit. tin the

forest of Gala and Leader around Dorrowlesafield to tne south west of

Jarlston was not so easily settled. ' In 1206 Melrose appealed to the

pope and judges delegate were appointed but Patrick refused to cosg>ear.

hen he finally came before a diet after his lands had been placed under

interdict his defence was that the court was not competenti he was a

1. RRS. ii, 301.

2. Ibid., 113.

3. Cooper, T, 'Melrose v the Earl of Dunbar', Juridicial itevic-w, (1943),
lv, 1-9.

lu Oooper, Select Cases, 9 if.
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layman; the dispute concerned a lay holding and the accuser ought to

follow the accused's court# Patrick lost this plea for, as the pope

agreed, the land was held in free alms and it was the custom for

churchmen to convene a layman in an ecclesiastical court. After

Patrick's objection to the bishop cf St Andrews' presidency of

the judges delegate Innocent III issued a fresh mandate to judges

delegate who remitted the case to ^ome. Following Patrick's ui der-

standable absence from Rome a third mandate was issued and each party

had fifteen days to name one of the judges. Neither party did so and

agreement was finally reached in the king's full court at Selkirk in

12GC and not in an ecclesiastical court. During the remainder of the

medieval period there is no further example of the church challenging

the jurisdiction of a royal court on a dispute in a royal forest#

In the fourteenth century the king and council dealt with dis¬

putes over the possession of rights in royal forests"5 and towards

the end of the fifteenth century the lords of council heard disputes
2

over the possession of royal forests and for the first time the

lords auditors of parliament were involved. Since the dispute over

the forestry, stewartry and coronership of Stratheam involved both

the lords auditors and the lords of council, it is worth considering

more closely# In lh73 /k the three offices were granted heritably to

John hrummond of Cargill," but in 1U82/3 James III proceeded to grant

the offices to William Murray of Tuliibardine not heritably out for

iif i. ' by 11x90 > the hurrays and the Drummonds were at each otuers

1. it-iS, i, app. 1, hi; Noray heg., hV3.

2. ADC, ii, 315, 320.

3. HMS, ii, 1160.

h. loid.f lSuO.
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throats since they had disputed the possession of various lands before

the lords of council1 and had argued over the teixids of Monaievaird

resulting in the Brummonds setting fire to the Hurrays in Honaievaird

church. That this wide-ranging antipathy of Murray and Druanond

extended to the offices of Strathe; rn is not surprising. In Hi91

the case came before the lords auditors who desired both parties to

present proof of their title. In the meantime a just man, 'unsuspect'

to both parties, chosen by the king and lords, was to oe given the

offices. The man was probably Lord Home since in August 11*95

Lord Bruramond brought a case before the lords of council complaining

that the king had given the offices to Lord Home. Murray was also

present on this occasion and after examining the evidence the

lords decided that Drummond should retain the offices till a final

decision was made.Finally, in October 1k95> the lords of council

decided in favour of John, Lord Oruramond. Jilliam Murray of Iajtllibardinc
h

did not compear.

Except at the start of the thirteenth century, therefore, whan a

dispute occurred over rights in a forest or over possession of a forest

there was little doubt, that, if the case went to court at all, it

would go to the king's court. Thus the king'b courts could control

those who enjoyed the royal forests.

c) Efficiency of the Enforcement of Kayai Lights

The enforcement of the royal rights in forests was an enormous

task entailing complete control or supervision of all activity within

1. SP, i, U76, SP, vii, 35, UQ.

2. ABA, 150 b.

3. Ibid., i, 385 a*

ii. ADC, i, 309,
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a certain area, a task which the varying judicial and administrative

systems handled with varying degrees of efficiency. The efficiency

of the administration depended on the chief administrates 's control

of his subordinates and on the subordinates' fulfilment of their

duties*

As early as 11C9 x 1190 there are indications that the king was

experiencing difficulty in controlling foresters who were exploiting

their position,"'" a difficulty which would not have been helped by

the appearance of hereditary forester-sheriffs. To strengthen his

control and to encourage the foresters to perform their duties

the Tcing may have taken an oath from his foresters as Alexander II

did from the monks' foresters in the purlieu of Fluscarden wheres

'forestarii predictorum monachorum quas ipsi [monks ]
ad custodiendum dicta foresta posuerint nobis [king 1
vel ballivis nosuris presentabuntur fidelitatem nobis de
predictis feris faeture. ^

The inability of the foresters to enforce the king's rights efficiently

and to withstand the inroads of the abbeys may well have encouraged

Alexander II to alienate and deforest part of several royal reserves

including Ettrick and Gala and Leader. Indeed, the forest laws

recognised that a cart might enter a forest illegally without being

apprehended and probably in the fourteenth century that game could
3

be killed illegally without the arrest of the offender.

In the fourteenth century the officials fitted into a super¬

visory hierarchyj the justiciar and perhaps a general 'cursor'u

1. RRS, ii, 301.

2. Maephail, Fluscarden, 69, 199.

3. See App. A., Laws 10, 2h»
iu RMS, i, 389j Fraser, Southesk, ii, h82, no. 31.
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supervised the head foresterj and the head forester would be expected

to control the sub-foresters. The efficiency of the administration,

however, can not have been furthered by the forester's or a tenant's

acquisition of rights in the forest equivalent to possession as a

result of hereditary tenure of the office and the right to use the

lands of the forest Some of these reserves eventually granted

in free forest, such as Clackmannan,Plater, and Boyne and finale

were probably inefficiently run in the fourteenth century. The

inadequacy of the administration in coping with the task facing it

can be seen in Robert I's policy of reducing the size of several

of his reserves in the hope, one assumes, of better protecting the

game within the smaller reserve* The efficiency of the administration

probably varied from forest to forest and reign to reign depending on

the forester, what rights he held and whether the king frequented

the forest in order to hunt. It is noticeable that the trial of

forest cases was, at the start of the fourteenth century, the respon¬

sibility not of local magnates but of judges sent out by the central

government, which would have occasioned an efficient judicial system

until the latter part of the century when the justiciars themselves

appear to have become resident officials. Generally, the proclems

presented to the forest administration were not grasped firmly but

were bypassed; weak administrative solutions such as reducing the

size of a forest or permitting the forester to abuse the forest

were current. In the fifteenth century, however, there are signs

that positive administrative solutions were applied to the problems

1. See Tables 3» 12.
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of running the royal lands and that the medieval administration's

capacity for action increased. The advent of bailies and commissioners

during the fifteenth century must have helped the administration for

the commissioners had to check all royal officials including bailies,

foresters and sub-foresters, punish negligence and, if necessary,

replace unsatisfactory officials. Combined with this there is the

possibility in the reigns of James II and James III that men of non-

magnate status became head foresters under the bailie, thus removing

the risk seen in the fourteenth century, of the forester taking over

the forest. Such foresters could be more easily controlled and in

the li;60s the exchequer could order that no more than a certain

sura be paid to the foresters of Mamlorne by the bailie till a new

order was issued" authorising further payment. In 1470 - 14/9 the

forester of barnaway received his usual allowance of 53 s, 4 d. 'itA
2

quod bene conservet forestara'.

All did not run smoothly, however, even in those areas where

the king hunted frequently. For example, the foresters of Darnaway
3had to oe ordered to cut neither timber nor undergrowth and James

IVs letter of 1507/8 had to remind bdmonstone the forester of

G-lenfinglas, of his most basic duties. Although the exchequer s

accounts for the latter area present a picture of lands lying waste and

of forester's being <ble to supply deer to the king and provide for

1. bR, vii, 3, 204.

2. Ibid., viii, 576.

3. Ibid., vii, 446.
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hunting expeditions the preamble to this letter, admittedly some¬

what rhetorical, suggests that the forest administration was extremely

lax: animals were pastured dally in the forest, deer were bunted

and killed illegally and other rules were broken. James, however,

was trying to remedy the situation. The trial of forest offenders

must also have suffered from the irregularity of justice ayres in

the earlier part of the fifteenth century, while in the latter

part of the century the commissioners of crown lands held their

courts fairly frequently and were an experienced judicial body:

the comptroller was always a member while the chancellor and the

treasurer were often members. The presence in their number of lords

of council and lords of the articles argues that the king and

parliament were informed of their actions and able to influence then.

There is not evidence to evaluate their efficacy but in li;92 and lii93

disputes over holdings in Ettrick which the commissioners should

have determined came before the lords of council.1 i^y the end of

the fifteenth century and in the early sixteenth century when justice

ayres were held fairly regularly and when their concern with certain

types of offences was based on parliamentary enactments and not on a

specific forest jurisdiction the ayres paid considerable attention

to wood cutting offences and in 1510 heard 138 cases of theft and
2

destruction of wood in Ettrick. Most offenders actually paid their

fines but some arranged compositions with the treasurer. In the

early sixteenth century also James tried to improve the performance

of his Glenfinglas administration in bringing offenders before the

court. The impression gained is that by the early sixteenth

century an administrative structure had been developed which had the

1. ADC, i, 208 b, 293 b.

2. SRO, Justice tot Journal Books, BH 2/1/6,280 ff.
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capacity to run hunting reserves efficiently but that the personnel of

this administration wore not sufficiently numerous to apprehend all

offenders and did not fulfil^ their duties to the letter. The efforts
made to make the administration work can bo examined In detail In

Sttrlck after 11*55.

Ih the supervisory hierarchy of Bttrick the forester-tenants were

checked by the eurrour and the master currour. The currours were

controlled by the bailie and all officials came under the commissioners.

Hie lynch pins of this administration were the currours who(to

.judge by the frequency of their accounts to the exchequer functioned

adequately. Only exceptionally, however, did they collect all the

revenue which they were supposed to eollect. The full potential revenue

which included the proceeds of courts and rents was given in the

charge of their account with the arrears of the previous account. The

discharge of the account listed not only money collected and disposed

of but also made allowances for items charged which could not be or

were not collected. The total of these discharges was than subtracted

from the total of the charges. The resultant sum, the rests, was

the amount of the charged revenue which was neither collected nor

allowed for. If the ourrours were collecting all the revenue the rests

should never have exceeded the arrears from the previous account. This

argument is based on the assumption that the discharge side of the

account mentioned all charged items which, for one reason or another

could not be collected, "n the ensuing discussion allowance has

been made for rents in kind from li*68 - 11*73 and from 11*83 - 1500

which were not converted to their money values. When the accounts were

still presented as a whole there was between 11*56 and 11*57 a drop in

the arrears from £318 3 s. 6 d. to £71* but from 11*57 to ll*6l they rose
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from £71* to £$93 3 s. k d.1 Between ll*6l and 11*66 the arrears of Tweed

rose from £89 0 s. U d. to £508 11* s. By 11*69 they were down to £130

1$ s. 8 d. but from then till 11*77 they rose slowly to £293 0 3. 6 d.

Thereafter they fluctuated with a significant increase in 11*89. 35a

larrow the arrears raried insignificantly but increased from £62 $ s.

to £l*20 1 s. between 11*83 and 11*81*. The arrears of Sttrick ward rose

steadily from £78 11 s. 6k d. in l!*72 to £2111* 11 s. 6 d. in 11*87.

As a general guide these figures show that the currours' efficiency

varied from year to year and from ward to ward but overall the situation

worsened towards the end of James Ill's reign especially between 31*83

and 11*87. None of the accounts balanced before 11*88 mainly because of
2

the non-collection of femes and fines imposed by the courts. Obviously,

if the currours could not collect all the fines imposed by the court

then the maintenance of the forest must have suffered. The fact that

explanations of the arrears were entered in some accounts suggests

that the currours were fully ax-fare of their shortcomings. In 11*85

John Hurray of Touchadam laid his arrears squarely at the feet of the

forester-tenants of Yarrow and when he threatened distraint the tenants

seem to have pleaded waste as an excuse and so an inquisition was

ordered for the following year. Since in 11*87 the tenants were again

blamed for not paying their fernes,^ it would appear that if they

refused to pay their femes little could be done and the arrears

increased. In 11*85 and 11*86, when the forester-tenants were proving

troublesome, the arrears of the previous currour of Yarrow, James

1. See Table 10 which lists the 'rests' of Ettrick. Allowance has
been made for rents in kind from li*68 to li*73 and from 1483-1500
when they were not converted to their money values.

2. m, viii, 587? x, 603.
3. Ibid., ix, 322.

1*. Ibid., 1*73.
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Liddel, were allowed.^" In Liddel,a last account in li*83 the arrears

amounted to £62 5s. In 11*85 x l!*86 the king seized Liddel's^pods

and punished him 'usque ad mortem* for an unknown reason.

The succeeding accountant was not responsible for his predecessor's
2

arrears unless specifically charged with them. Consequently it was
possible not only for tenants to escape paying femes but also for

offenders to escape paying fines. Nevertheless fermes were collected

and fines were raised: In li*77 the total revenue sent from Ettrick

3
to the comptroller was £1328 3 s, 2 d,

The returns of the counts in Ettrick, which could vary enormously,

also suggest that a fair number of offenders were apprehended and

fined. While many offenders may have escaped many were brought before

the courts by the forester-tenants, currours and master currours and

fines imposed.4 3h 11*78 £158 13 s. 8 d. was charged from the bound-

court of Ettrick^ and in 11*80 £191 from the Beltane court of Tweed^
although in 11*80 the returns of the Beltane and All Saints courts

of Yarrow amounted only to £9 2 s. 2 d. and 11-1/1* marts. Towards the

end of .Tames Ill's reign, however, the collection by the currours of

fines imposed by the courts fell behind because the returns of the courts
8

were not submitted on time. In order to avoid paying fines not all

1. ER, ix, 1*20.

2. Murray, A., 'The Procedure of the Scottish Exchequer in the early
Sixteenth Century', SHE, xl, (1961), 89-U7.

3. ER, viii, 1*76 ff.

1*. See Table 9.

5. ER, viii, 1*82.
6. Ibid., 536.

7. Ibid., ix, 33.

8. See Tabic 8.
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could try, as Peebles did, to be excused from the bound-court"1* but many

made compositions often by paying & smaller sua taan the origiiial fine.

Compositions of fines imposed for game offences which first appeared
. 2

in 1471 continued regularly thereafter. The king also granted remis¬

sions for various reasons including favour but the most interesting

is that of David Pringle who was amerced £10 for killing one stag in

lli73 'ad nupcious suas* but he did not iiave to pay the fine •gx eadeia
3

consideracione et curialitate dictarum nupclarum.• The lords of

council or the commissioners might also arrange remissions^ and despite

parliaments legislation to the contrary in 11+7S*1 remissions continued

to be granted.

In the li+90s while courts were held extremely erratically^ the
7

amount of the arrears decreased overall, most notably in ittrick ward,

perhaps because of Home's activities as bailie. As currour of Yarrow

he had. made the accounts balance tor the first time. At this point,

with the administration seemingly improving, James IV and the commis¬

sioners completely re-organised the administration of Ettrick. The

administration no longer held courts at the recognised times or inter¬

vals and had proved unable to cope with the severe problems imposed

in a forest which contained around a iundred tenants. Ih li+99 James,

1. JR, vii, 537.
2. Ibid., 101.

3. Ibid., viii, 1+79.

4. Ibid., 1+!+.

5'. APS, ii, 118, c 2.

o. See Table 8.

7. See Table 10,
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attarapting to learn from past deficiencies re-organised it by abolishing

the previous pattern of courts, substituting four new bailie courts,

splitting the financial and forest duties of the currours,, thus recog¬

nising the need for specialisation, and by placing more stress on the

financial returns of the forest by giving the comptroller responsibility

for appointing subordinate personnel. Also, his regulations for forester-

tenants placed direct responsibility on the lower echelons of the admin¬

istration. Given this new start with all arrears wiped out lord Home

and his son made the accounts for the whole forest balance in If?00,

1503, 1507 and 1509. The amount of money reaching the comptroller
1 2

rose from £427 4 s. in 1498" to double that amount in 1499. After

rent increases which occurred on all royal lands the crown's revenue
•1

from Ettrick rose to £2,271 in 1509. The reorganisation of 11*99 was,

therefore, successful in a financial sense but this stress on finance

and the advent of feuing rendered the maintenance of Bttrick as a

hunting reserve impossible. Ettrick, on which time and effort were

spent in the fifteenth century must have been a source of frustration

to the king and his officials for while the administration functioned

adequately under James II and throughout most of James Ill's reign and

improved under James 17 after 1499 it never regulated the life of the

forest in complete accord with the king's forest rights. The extent

of the control which it did exercise was nevertheless remarkable.

1. m, xi, 99-102.
2. Ibid., 243, 245.

3. Ibid., xii, 252.
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a. Ihcenptions frog o. al Rights

The problems facing the administration were aggravated by the

rights which the king granted to certain people to live in a forest or

to receive game or timber from a forest or to pursue otherwise

restricted activities within a fore ;t. While such exemptions softened

the effect of hunting reserves a lot vns expected of the forester

who had to distinguish those with a right to enter the forest and

those without such a right.

That the king might alienate part or all of the lands of a forest

has already been mentioned when discussing the separability of the

l. .ds and rights of the forest. Theoretically, when the king granted

a forest or its lands he retained control over the vert and venison

and the grantee, unless he received the lands in free forest could only-

hunt if given permission to do so. Such alienations of lands, however,

often led to the alienation of the forest rights. Alexander II's grants

of forest lands to Newbattle probably including the Leithen grant,

and to Melrose"*" which gave these abbeys control of hunting in a royal

forest were only preparatory to free forest grants. In the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries huntings were frequently included in the
2

pertinents of grants of royal forest lands and gave the grantee the

right to hunt in but not control of hunting within the forest unless

of course he was also forester. The loss of a royal forest which

could result fro. the association of the lands or the herbage or the

fog;- age of a forest with the forestership has already been discussed.

1, bee Table 12 which lists grants of forest lands,

b. See Table 12| APS, ii, 6la; ii, luioj ib-S, i, 2$o; foray neg,, 26U,
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By the later fifteenth century when a grant was laade of the lands of a

forest or of lands accompanied by a forest or of lands with a forest in

the pertinents It is hard to know whether the forest was a hunting

reserve or a wood or simply the name of an area which had at one time

been a hunting reserve. In 1500 the grant of Iochaber to Alexander,

Lord Gordon 'unaeum forestis et sllvls dlotls terris speotantibus'

could refer either to hunting reserves and woods or to woods alone1
and in 1496 the 'forestam de Boithvil*• was simply the name applied

2
to the lands of 'Ooldoun* and 'Blmthous*.

The leasing of forest lands which also created difficulties for

the forests' administration was conducted in two waysi on the one

hand the forest could be let to numerous tenants and on the other to

one or two persons only. The earliest evidence that there were tenants

in royal forests comes from Ettrick and Jedburgh in 1299 and 1301

respectively although presumably there had been inhabitants in these

forests at an earlier date.^ Whether they held their land for a rent

or by some form of customary tenure is not certain. In addition, the

whole of Jedburgh forest was let to the abbot of Jedburgh and Sir Ive de

Aldeburgh in c 1298, and Aymer de Valence held Sttriok from Edward

I as a knight's fee for £130.^ In the fourteenth century the sheriffs

collected returns from forests which in the cases of Killanel,

RMS, ii, 2559) SRO Great Seal Register, C/2/13.

2. RMS, ii, 2311, 1784.
3. CDS, ii, 1978, 1229.

4. Stevenson, Documents. 265.

5. BR, i, 542, 546.
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1 2
Darnaway and Boyne and Skizie were the femes of a varying number of

tenants* Leasing continued in the fifteenth century and femes of lands

within forests were often mentioned in the accounts of the ballivi ad

extra.

Forest

dunie

Buchan (in
Galloway)
Barnaway

Rannoch

Maalorne

Date'

Hi5l

11*56
U*58
11*79

ante
11*57

Femes of Lands within Forests

3 Annual feme

£13 6 s*8 d*

£10

53 s. 1* d.

1* bolls of barley
1* bolls of oats
2 marts

16 s* 8 d*

Source

jR, vi, 1*80

rn, vi, 193
m, vi, i*6i
SR, vii, 595 and
Ibid., ix, 529

m. vi, 366

Forests were still let to single tenants, e.g., Abemathy in 11*98**
and Buchan in the ll*80s."* In the fourteenth and early fifteenth

centuries forest rents formed a small but important part of the royal

revenue, a part which dramatically increased when Ettrick was annexed

to the crown in 11*55.

Ettrick was let to more tenants than any other royal forest^
and many of then by 1500 had after the removal of previous restrictions

1. HI, ii, 352.
2. Ibid., i, 51*9.

3. The date given is the date of the end of the year of account,

1*. RSS, i, 268.
5. ER, ix, 586j x, 659.
6. See App. B which discusses fully all matters relating to tenancy

in Ettrick.
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special freedoms to cultivate, graze and build which will be discussed

below. Following rent increases in 1501 the king between 1506 and

1510 started to set 2ttrick In feu ferae. The relevance of feulug

to this discussion lies in the rights which the fue-ferme tenants

received, to build and maintain a farmhouse with outbuildings,

orchards and gardens, to plant oak trees, to make fish ponds and to

build bridges.^* Whether or not tenants in Sttrick did develop their

holdings in this way fsuing brought a great relaxation of forest

restrictions since previously such freedom had only been sparingly
2

granted. This does not signify the end of the forest for the vert

was still reserved and there is no evidence that in most steads the

venison was not still reserved, the main exception being that when

Lord Home feued Tyxmas he was freed from the justice ayres and forest

courts as far as offences against the vert were concerned."* When,

however, hereditory feu-ferae is taken in conjunction with the generous

leases of 1509 and 1510 which granted freedom from forest courts and

freedom to plough, to sow and to sublet^ it is clear that restrictions

on farming were considerably reduced on some steads as a result of

these special leases and moderately reduced on others as a result of

feu ferae charters.

1. RMS, ii, 3i*73.

2. RCAM, Peebles, 1, 6.

5. RMS, ii, 3775.

k. RSS, i, 1856, 1872, 1859, 1867.
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Other forests such as Cluanie,'* and Cilaimhervio

ware also let Id feu ferae and although such leads ceased to be waste

for forest the king still kept his forest rights since only the lands

of the forest were failed and only hunting pertinents included. While

feu ferae tenure encouraged the development of forest lands and so

reduced the value of the area ms a hunting reserve the king still

maintained the forest rights and in theory no one could hunt on these

lands without permission.

The tenure of forest lands was not, however, a prerequisite of

exemption from forest rights which could also take the form of a

direct grant of the produce of a forest or of a grant of freedom

to perform certain activities within the forest. In the twelfth century

the direct grant took the form of carefully distributed grants of

tithes of hunting. Only ti res such grants wore made in the medieval

period and they were obviously so arranged that they would not over¬

lap and take too heavy a toll from the royal reserves: Jedburgh
3

Abbey received a tithe of the hunting from Teviotdatej Dunfermline

from the lands between the Forth and the Tayj^ and Scone from lands
c

to the north of the Tay. Similarly grants of tithes of hides, fat

and grease were closely regulated.^ This type of direct grant of produce

1. RMS, ii, 3390.

2. Ibid., 3h6h} 3RD, Great Seal Register, C/2A5.

3. ESC, 189.
ii. Ibid., 209.

5. HRS, 1, 215.
6. Ibid., 36.
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was replaced in the fourteenth century by a grant of a fixed number of
1 2

deer an the pattern adopted by Edward I In Scotland, and perhaps

by grants of a certain nuabar of trees as suggested by a late thirteenth -

3
century writ. No such grants survive from the fifteenth century.

Freedom to pursue either one or more activities in a forest

was granted throughout the medieval period. The earliest of these

to appear was freedom from pasture restrictions, a freedom which included

both the right to grass pigs and the right to be quit of pannage**
in a forest. The freedom to graze animals in a forest would not neces¬

sarily ba unlimited. A toll might have to be paid and in the fourteenth

century the number of animals and the time and place of grazing might
5

be controlled. Such control is found in Ettriok in the fifteenth

century, where tenants could graze animals but where fines were still

imposed for grazing sheep illegally,** although in some steads the
7

tenants did receive couplets freedom to pasture sheep. Common pasture
3

was also, an occasion, permitted in royal forests.

1. Rains, NjD, app., 17, lxxlxj app. Id, lxxxiv.

2. See above Chapt 3 port 1 pp. 42-44, 48.

3. See above, part 3 a, p. /63.

4. &3C, ibi, 153.
5. RMS, i, 257, app. i, 65.
6. m, viii, 585.
7. See Table 21.

8. RSS, i, 2^6} RMS, i, app. 1, 41.
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Wood cutting was another essential activity which was permitted

within forests from the reign of David I.1 It appears that a tenant
2

could hold a wood within a forest but this was a practice which never

became common in Scotland* Such grants were continued in the fourteenth

but as a result no doubt of a growing shortage of timber, the

freedom to out wood was not granted in the fifteenth century except

in the confirmation of charters.

Ploughing within a forest, permitted in the thirteenth century

as freedom to assart,'4 was also the subject of grants throughout the

fourteenth century although in Efctrick it was only permitted In those
<

places where there had been ploughing previously. This limitation

continued in £ttrick into the early sixteenth century^ although general

freedom to plough and sow might, as already mentioned, be granted

to tenants in that forest.

Building which seldom meant permanent human habitation but more

often shielings for herdsmen or shelters for animals was also permitted
7

by special grant in the fourteenth century and earlier. In the fif-
3

teenth century shielings were allowed in Ettriok and duanie forests.

These liberties when they were not granted individually could

be summarised as 'aisiaraenta* visually followed by a list of the

1.

2.

3.

k.

5.

6.

7.

8.

ESC, liilj HR3, i, 226} Klnloss Baca. 1.

BRS. ii, 363} Abdn, Reg.. 269.

RMS, 1, app. i, 10} 1, app. 2, 856} Scone Lib.. 152.

Abdn. Reg.. 269.

RMS, i, 22, 118 and 5R0, Great Seal Register. C/2/14.

RSS. i, 1872.

RMS. 1, 22} app., 1}4} EfiS, i, 215.
See Table 21} B3E5, il, 1390.
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1 2
freedoms or as the 'totum usagium nemoris* granted to lalroso Abbey

in a large part of Gala and Leader forest. 'fore general freedom of

action must also have gone to the grantee of the lands of a forest

and to the holders of herbage and foggaga. In the oarly sixteenth

century In Ettrick several steads including Blackhouse and Gartlaw-
3

cleuch were freed from the control of the forest court. This virtually

amounted to the removal of these steads from the forest.

Such exemptions from the forest rights of the king not only

complicated the forestersf administrative tasks but also represent

the means by which toe royal monopoly of the royal forests could be

relaxed to admit various economic activities.

The study of the enforcement of royal rights, of toe efficiency

of that enforcement and of the exemptions from toe royal rights yields

three main conclusions. Firstly, certain royal forests which must at

one time have been valuable as royal hunting reserves had ceased to be

se as a result of grants from toe crown and inefficient aefcninlstration,

for example, Gala and Leader by 1236, and Boyne and Enzie, Brum, Plater,

Gowie and Stocket by toe beginning of the fifteenth century. La the

fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries Biraam, Corriemucklaw and

duanie can be added to this list. Secondly, every effort was made to

retain some forests, waste and intact. The most prominent example of this

type of forest was Menteith in toe fifteenth and early sixteenth

centuries although Ettrick In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries and

1. ERS, i, 226} RRS, ii, 175.
2. Ibid., i, 235.

3. RSS, i, 1858, 1872.
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Ban More, Balquhidder and Mamlorne in the fifteenth century can also

be considered to be in this category. In some ways the forests which

did not appear in this second category till the fifteenth century

replaced those forests Host in the fourteenth century. Thirdly, there

were those forests where an attempt was made to adapt the maintenance

of a hunting reserve to the existence of tenants and grants of

freedoms within that reserve. Boyne and Bosie in the mid-fourteenth

century, Darnaway in the later fifteenth century and most notably

Ettrick after 1can be allocated to this group. It is striking

that these three types of forest could exist concurrently.

Wliile freedoms and leases were being granted the forest rights

still remaining to the crown were reserved. While the fcuing of

Ettriok was under consideration every effort was made to reserve

Glanfinglas. This dichotomy shows that, in general, the Stewart kings

before lf>13, perhaps as a result of their own inability to enforce a

harsh and rigid forest system but perhaps also as a result of their

own wishes, possessed a flexibility and maturity of attitude towards

their reserves absent in many other European monarchs.
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5

Non-Royal forests

!• The Development of the Forest Grant

Royal control of non-royal forests was not only an integral part

of a forest system but was essential for a king who was the fount of

justice and the guardian of his subjects since the existence of baronial

reserves entailed the exercise of judicial rights by their owners and

the limitation of the hunting rights of subjects other than their owners.

In Scotland royal control was exercised by the establishment in David

I*s reign of the principle that baronial forests cculd be created only

by a forest grant from the king.

The earliest extant Scottish forest grant is that of David I in

111*7 z 1153 granting Aimandals to Robert de Brucei

•in foresto...slcut aladtd foresturn suum tenetur...
Quare defendo ne ullus varietur in predieto foresto
nisi per ipsua super forisfaetum decern librarian:
et ne ullus eat per praedietura foresturn nisi recta
via nomlnata'.l

Thls grant contains two features common in forest grants till the end

of the fourteenth century, the grant of the lands in forest and the

sanetion clause which stated 'hat there was a £10 penalty for anyone

1. See Table 13 which lists all Scots forest grants.
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hunting in the forest without the grantee 's permission. It seems

likely that this form of grant was borrowed from England. David in

1103 had witnessed Henry I's grant of lands in Yorkshire to Robert

de Bruce which, although it did not concede that the lands were held

in forest, stated

•Bfc volo ut habeat istam terras its ne aliquis in ea
fuget nisi licendia sue*.

It is conceivable that these lands were the 'ali&d fores turn* mentioned

in the Annandale grant and that David remembered the form of Henry's

grant when drawing up his grant to Bruce in 1147 x 1153. The form

of David's grant, however, more closely resembled the form of the &iglish

warren grant

'Concede...quod habeat warenpas? in terra sua...et prohibeo
ne aliquis in ea fuget nisi per ipsum super decern librarua
forisfacturam '2

which had been current in Henry I's reign and it is more likely that ha

adopted that form as the basis of his forest grant. Although only one

other forest grant, made to Nicholas toe clerk, which follows the

variant form,

'in firmam forestarn et idea prohibeo super forisfactum
XL solidorus ut nullus amino venetur in eo [Pettinain]
aut aliquid luoleatiae ei vel successoribus eius faciat
nisi per licencias et benenrolentlaa eorun*,

is extant from David's reign other grants were probably made by David.^
While there are no definite examples of forest grants from

Malcolm IV's reign a charter of Alexander II records that Dunlapple

was held 'in libero foresto. Sicut carta Regis Malcolm!•. It is

doubtful if Malcolm would have used the form 'in free forest' since it

1. RRAN, ii, 648.

2. Ibid., iii, 27, (1136 x 1139).

3. See above chapter 2, p. 23) RR5, i, 184.
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was probably introduced in Alexander Ill's reign. The most interesting

grant of iialcolm's is his confirmation of David's grants to Walter the

first Steward including 'in foresto in tristrls' in the pertinents.

Although these pertinents which differ from the usual hunting pertinents

•aueupationibus, vanationlbus', could represent either an initial

forest grant or the recognition of reserves created by the Stewards

without a royal grant they do, as has been explained, most probably

represent a confirmation of a previous forest grant or grants.

The first of William's axtanfc grants is also the earliest surviving

forest grant, to an abbey: in 1171 x 1178 Willaiia granted his waste and
2

his chase, the alternative English name for a forest, to Coupar Abbey

'in liberies forestun, Ita ut nullus infra eandera terrain
sine predictorum aonachorum licencia secet aut venetur
super nostraia plenariam forisfaeturam decern librarian».

This grant, written in a hand of the early thirteenth century ie, in

Prof. Barrow's opinion, authentic"* but the form 'liberura forestum'

would be more appropriate to the reigns of Alexander II and III,

The scribe, copying a genuine grant, may have used the thirteenth-

centuiy form to which he was accustomed. The same may alsc be true

of 'nostram' which explains that it was the royal forfeiture which

was collected for an offence in a subject's forest.

The remaining grants of William were all made to lay grantees and

five followed a common form. The forest grant was given in the tenandas

section,

1. See above Chapt. 2, p. 33.

2. Petit Dutaillia, Stubbs, 151.

3. RRS, ii, 22U.
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'Concessi etiara Ric&rdo et herodlbus suic ut habeant
prefataia terram de Kargiile in foresto, et prohibeo
firmiter ne quia in ea venetur vel secet sine licencia
eorum super mean forisfacturaa decern llbrarum. *1

Despite Minor variations the royal clerks appear to have followed a

set formula for this type of grant as was to be expected with the
2

development of a full tine chancery. Since four of William's grants

are witnessed by the ciiancellor, Hugh de Roxburgh, and consequently

dated to 1189 x 1199 the adoption of this form, which had been used in

the warren grant by 1173 x 1178, for the forest grant may be attributed

to Hugh de Roxburgh.

Of the first five grants of Alexander II between 1214 and 3226

four followed the form of William's grants, the exception being the

grant of Dunlappie in free forest, not simply in forest. The Dunlappie

grant which survives only in a fifteenth-century copy may be the first

example of a free forest grant, a style adopted from 1233 onwards in

Alexander II 's grants of which only two out of twenty-one were not free

forest grants. The style of the free forest grant became more formalised

than formerly as a result of the use of the royal plural,

'Conoessimus etiam eisdem monaohis ut predictam
terra® de Nigg habeant in liberara forestam. Quare
finalter prohibemus ne quis sine eorum lioencla in eadera
terra de Nigg secet ant venetur super nostra® plenariam
forisfacturam decern librarum'.

The adoption of these alterations can probably be attributed to

William de Bondington who became chancellor in 1231 and witnessed the

first four definite extant free forest grants in 1233 and 1234. Since

1. mSj ii, 334.
2. Ibid., pp. 31-33

3. See below Chapt.
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Hi of Alexander•s 19 free forest grants after 1233 were made to

ecclesiastical grantees it might at first sight appear thai the free

forest grant had peculiarly ecclesiastical connotations, perhaps

linked with tenure in free alms, but this would not account for the

five grants made to lay grantees. It is more likely that the •free'

was added as part of the increasing formality of the grant and its

meaning, if it had one, may be reflected in Forest Law Hi"1 which

probably belongs to the thirteenth century and which discusses the

rights in the forest of the man 'qui liberam habet potestatem venandi'

in his land beside the forest. The increasing formality of this grant

is also seen in the generalisation given in Alexander's grants to

Patrick, Sari of Dunbar, and to David de Graham of Dundaff and Strath-

carron,

•in libero foresto adeo libere et quiete sicutg
aliquis aliquam terrain de nobis tenet liberius
in libero foresto in toto regno nostro*.

Alexander Hi's few extant grants followed the form of his pre¬

decessor's but he did combine free forest and free warren in a grant

to Coldingham, a combination perhaps made by Alexander II in 1239.

Alexander Ill's grant to the earl of Lennox is valuable not only for

the light it throws on the attitude of the native aristocracy towards
3

hunting reserves, already discussed, but also because it required

that nothing be done 'in contradictions juris dicte libere foreste•.

The eocistance of such a right suggests that free forests were governed

by a set of rules or laws.

1. See App. A.

2. 'liberius' only in 1237 grant to de Graham.

3. See above Cha.pt. 2, 3k» 35.
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Despite the developments, variations In practice did occur the

most significant of which is John de Vesei's grant of lands in Ifolle

to William de Sprouatom in 127?,

'in forestam. Quare finuiter prohibao ne quia in ©adorn
terra sine eorura licencia secet aut venetur super mean
plenariam forisfacturam decern iiorarum'.

This original grant, in the form current from 118?-1233, is one

of only two forest grants made by barons to survive from the Sedieval

period"1" and contradicts the principle of royal control of non-royal

forests.

By the end of this reign formularies or registers of writs no

doubt contained copies of the free forest grant although it is the

free warren grant, identical to the free forest grant apart from the

use of warren which is given in the register of writs contained in
2

the late thirteenth, early fourteenth-century Ayr Ms. Not till the
middle or

Bute Ms of theAlate fourteenth century is the form of the free

forest grant given.' Both versions include a prohibition of fishing

in the sanction clause which seldom occurs in extant forest grants.4
Since the forest grant was more eoanoa in Scotland than the warren

grant the Bute Ms is, in this context, more representative of Scottish

practice. Qiglish practice which preferred the warren grant may be

responsible for the absence of any forest grants between 12 8£ and

1315 x 1321 although few charters of any type have survived from

this period.

1. See Table 13 sub Mollei see above, Chapt. 3, 63.

2. Cooper, Register of Brieyes. 36, c 7.

3. Cooper, ibid., 61, 0 87.

2*. See below, % / .
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In Robert I's reign the form of the forest grant underwent several

important and unheralded developments. Of twelve grants, extant, only

four contained the sanction clause common to nearly all previous

forest grants, and when that clause was included it varied from the

thirteenth-century pattern. In 1236 fishings had been included in

the sanction clause of one free forest grant1 but in 1322 one of

Robert's grants amplified that simple prohibition of fishing by for¬

bidding fishing in lakes, rivers and pools. Another in 1322/3 forbade

fishing in any form whatsoever without the permission of the grantees.

The control of fishing as part of the game in a forest, at first

sight incongruous, can be traced back to the origins of the forest
2

system in the Garolingian Empire. In most grants the forest grant

was included in the tenendas section with an introductory phrase

such as 'volumus eciam ©t concedimus*. If the charter also granted

the lands in free barony, a practice first recorded in Robert's grants,

the forest grant followed the barony grant either immediately—'in

libera baronia at libera forest®'—or later in the charter. Sbrest

pertinents appear more regularly than in the thirteenth century:

in 1319 Staplegordon was granted in free forest 'cum curlis at escaetis

ad liberam forestam pertinentibus» as was Jedburgh in 1320. When

Robert I, in 1321, confirmed the rights which Melrose held from

Nicholas de Graham in Westerker, his charter included huntings, hawk-

ings, fishings and courts with escheats concerning trees, birds, birds'

nests and game and their custody. Although similar pertinents were

1. See Table 13 sub Gala and Leader 1236.

2. MGM, Gapitularla, i, 170, Gapitulare Aqulsgranensa, (802/3), c 18.
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current in grants concerning this area in the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries Sskdale was never subject to a forest grant nor was it ever

called a forest.1 One can, therefore, infer that the Avenels and

then the Grahams possessed game rights similar to the pertinents in

the Melrose charter but never forest rights. In 1327 when Alexander

Eraser and his son John received Cowle in free forest they held the

forest with all just pertinents 'owing and accustomed to pertain'

to the forest. There were, therefore, four trends in the reign of

Robert I. Firstly, the sanction clause was only occasionally included

and secondly, when it was included, it did not always follow a set

wording, nor did it include a given set of rights. Thirdly, more

pertinents relating specifically to the free forest appeared and

fourthly, the forest grant could be combined with a barony grant.

The formality of the thirteenth century which had tended towards

rigidity was replaced after the upheavals of war by a more formative

situation as in the twelfth century where no one form of the forest

grant predominated.

From David II's reign only six free forest grants are extant, pre¬

sumably because of the lack of Great Seal records. They show that

all four developments of Robert I's reign, including the more detailed
2

prohibition of fishings in the sanction clause were continued.

Of the four extant forest grants of Robert II's reign only one

included the sanction clause and none contained any specific forest

pertinents. The Clackmar in grant of 1387 was distinctive in that

it was the vert and venison of Clackmannan and not the forest or the

lands which were granted In free forest.

1. See above Chapt. 1, 23 and Table 19 a.

2. See Table 13 sub leithen.
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Both the grants which survive iron .Robert Ill's reign, were

combined free forest and warren grants. The unique version of the

•auction clause in the 1392 grant of Bolton, harridan and hangton

is the last extant example of the sanction clause which had become

increasingly rare during this century,

In James I'a reign only two grants survive and both are from the

period of Albany's governorship, That the daks of Albany might make a

grant at all was remarkable since this broke the royal monopoly of

the forest grant, although it could be argued that as governor he

was entitled to do so. What is more remarkable is his confirmation

in liilO of a forest grant made by Henry Sinclair, earl of Orkney,

since it recognised the right of barons to create reserve3 without a

royal grant.

From James II's reign four forest grants are extant and of these

three were made in free forest and warren. The first extant examples

of the combination of a forest grant with a regality grant were made

in lu521 the bishop of Moray held his barony of Spynie in free

regality 'cum libera foresta at varenna'; and when the Queen received

the Garioch in free regality 'libera foresta et warenna' were included

in the pertinents. In conjunction with a regality grant free forest

rights were sometimes reduced to the status of a pertinent and did not

for® a separate part of the grant. For instance, in lii58 Callendar

was granted to James Lord Livingston 'cum libera foresta et warenna'

and not 'in libera foresta et warennaAlthough several barons had

held forest and regality rights over the one piece of land, these

rights had not previously been combined in any one extant grant.

The rarity of forest grants which hampers the analysis of the

forest grant, began in David II's reign, end continued until James
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1X1*8 reign from which only 5 grants remain but these suggest that the

period of neglect through which the forest grant had passed, was ending.

Chants in il*7l* and 11*83 combined free regality and free forest on

equal terms; in 1U83 Alexander, Duke of Albany received Qarioch and

Mar *in liberara regalitatara at forestam*. For the first time since

David H*s reign specifically forest pertinents were included in an

extant grant; in 11*88 Thomas GUlface received half of Kilgarrie forest

in free forest with vert and venison *ac mum omnibus privelegiis

ac libertatibus libera foresta•*" and when John; Sari of Atnoll,

received Clunie forest in Perthshire in free forest in 11*81 he held it

with

•omnibus araarciaraentis ad liberam forestam ex usu et
nonsuetudine regni nostri pertinentibus, cura veridibus
arboribus et ven&tionibus, videlicet vert et venison,
cum eseaetis suis, ac cum omnibus bondis, coramoditatibua,
libertatibus et justis pertinentiis quibuscunque tarn
inhabitatis quam non inhabitatis ad forestara predlctam
spectantibus *•

These pertinents which are a more complex version of those inoluded

in Robert I's reign suggest that developments had been taking place

in non-royal forests which have not emerged in the surviving free

forest grants and that the rights conveyed by a forest grant were

once more, if they had not always been, of importance.

With James TV's reign there is for the first time since Robert

I»s reign a moderate number of extant forest grants, twenty -three

in all. The forest grants are often combined on equal terms either

with a barony or with a regality grant although in 31*89 free forest and

warren were given as pertinents when Birse was granted in free regality

1. RMS, ii, 2529 and SR0, great Seal Register, 0/2A3.
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to the bishop of Aberdeen, William KLphinstone. While several grants

contained forest pertinents on the lines of those of Jamas Hi's

grants the pertinents of three of James IV's grants show distinctive

features. Firstly, in Hi9k Master Andrew Iyell, prebendary and pen¬

sionary of Brechin held Radgorton in free forest 'adeo libera aicut

alique terre infra rognum Scotie in liberis forestis conceduntur aut

eriguntur*. The last example of such a generalising phrase had been in

1237.1 Secondly, from 1509 onwards the pertinents say slightly more

about forest courts: John Haldane held the barony of Haldane in free
2

forest 'cum forestariis et forestariorum curiis et eschaetis earundea*.

Thirdly, the most interesting feature of the pertinents in James IV's

reign is the mention of forest laws in two grants made in 1511. John,

Sari of Crawford, and Adam, Earl of Bothwell, received Glenesk and

Bothwell respectively in free forest 'cum eschaatis...amerciazaentis

...legibus forests concordantibus •. Crawford's pertinents also

included the only occurrence of the general phrase 'libera forestaria'.^
Undoubtedly the most important development in the forest grant

in Janes IV's reign was its application only to woods on the lands

in question. The first surviving example of this type of grant was

made in 11$8 when James granted Patrick^ lord Hales^ the lands and lord¬

ship of Bothwell in free barony with the woods in free forest. James

made 10 grants of this type mainly after Ui96 but it was not always

simply woods which were granted in free forest: in 1507 James granted

1. See Table 13 sub Dundaff ad Strathcarron 1237.

2. EMS, ii, 3283 and SHO, Great Seal Register, c/2/15.

3. RMS, ii, 3627, 3635 and SRO, Great Seal Register, c/2/17
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the »forestas, silvas, et lucos videlicet le schaws et glermys' of

Ihvernochty in free forest to Andrew Klphinstone. In this grant the

forests were those of Corgarf and Badenyon and 'forests.' was probably-

used in a vegetational sense. In 1511 the •silve et arbores cerscmtes*

of Glenesk were the subject of such a grant.

James IV'a reign also throws some light on the process by which a

free forest was formed. On 21; January 1505 James IV granted to

John and his brother germane, William Forbes, the woods, bogs and

shaws of Glancarvie and Glenconrie in free forest. On 3 February a

Privy Seal letter 'ex deliberacione dominorum concillii' which publi¬

cised the creation of this free forest was seat to sheriffs in the

north east who were ordered to command all lieges in the area not to

destroy or waste the forests or any part of them by hunting, hewing

or cutting under pain of the fines contained in the free forest laws

and statutes. A public proclamation, therefore, was associated with

the creation of a free forest as with the creation of a royal forest.

The council were consulted on this matter and probably had to give

their approval. Unfortunately the records of the lords of council

which were completed for 2 and U February contain only a blank page

for 3 February.1
The grantees of forest grants were usually the more important

tenants of the crown. From the twelfth and thirteenth centuries

there were almost as many grants made to ecclesiastical as to lay

grantees but from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries only four

grants to ecclesiastical grant ;es have survived. Da most eases

Cosmo lanes is correct in say ng that a forest grant was an erection
2

of an existing holding bat lands could be granted for the first time

1. SRO, Aots of the lords of Council, 3 February 1505.

2. Times, SLl^ ltl<
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by the charter which contained the forest grant.* When a forest grant

was not combined with an original grant of lands the complete holding

was usually in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the subject of a

forest grant but In the later Middle Ages it became more common to grant

only part of a holding in free forest. Scattered groups of lands

might also be the subject of a free forest grant.

Forests were held by the usual tenurest ecclesiastical reserves

were held in free alms and lay reserves by knight service, more common

in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, or by blanch* feme or by

sorae unstated accustomed service. The last two tenures were more

common in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Forests were held

heritably but if the owner of a non-royal forest granted the lands of
2

the forest to another the forest rights did not accompany the grant.

The number of forest grants extant and their form argues that

the forest grant was more highly valued in the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries than thereafter. In the early Middle Ages the forest grant

was valuable not only because it conveyed a hunting monopoly but also

because, In the absence of the barony grant, it was the only grant to

convey a special set of rights. like a barony a free forest was a

legal conception imposed on a geographical area but was not itself

a recognisable geographical feature. Certain judicial rights accom¬

panied both the forest grant and the barony grant but while 'baronia'

was applied to certain holdings as early as the thirteenth century,

there are no extant copies of a formalised grant 'In baronia' or 5in

libera baronia' till the fourteenth century.^ 3h the twelfth and

1. Table 13 sub Pettinsin o 1150.

2- Arb. lib.. 232, 306; Newb. Rag.. 135.

3. Dickinson, Barony Ct flk.. xviii, xlx.
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thirteenth centuries the forest grant alone could be granted as a mark

of favour whereas in the fourteenth century barony and regality grants

also adopted that role. Consequently, by the later Middle Ages the

forest grant was less important than it had been.

When combined with a barony or a regality grant the forest grant

was always placed second. When no sanction clause was included the

phrase, 'in libera foresta*, was tacked on almost as an afterthought.

In the later fifteenth century when forest pertinents were more detailed

they were nevertheless relatively insignificant beside the fuller

forms of the barony and regality grants. Specifically forest grants did

survive throughout this period which shows that although they may have

taken second place to barony and regality grants they were still

important.

It might seem reasonable to suppoee that the barony grant took

precedence over the forest grant because it also comprised forest

rights but this was not the case. In 1315 x 1321 when Hartschaw was

granted to Robert Boyd, Robert I conceded that the lands be held in

free barony and moreover ('Praeterea concesslnms') in free forest.

That a barony could be granted, in free forest and free warren also

implies that a barony grant did not by itself convey forest or warren

rights.1 Although in the seventeenth century Stair considered that

the recipient of a barony grant was entitled to hunt deer this does

not mean that the grantee could control the hunting of deer in his

barony. The only forest grant to suggest that a barony did include

forest rights was that of Gal endar in 1458 when the lands were granted

in barony 'cum libera forest; et warenna'.

1. See Table 13 sub Bolton.
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The regality grant, however, most likely did convey forest rights.

Firstly, a regality, although only a barony with increased powers, was

a piece of land whose holder possessed certain royal rights. Secondly,

when the holder of a regality was given the right to hold justice

ayres and the four pleas of the crown there was no way in which the

king could prevent the grantee taking forest rights. Thirdly, on

three occasions'*" the phrase 'libera foresta et warrena' was included

in the pertinents of a regality grant. After a regality grant a forest

grant was never preceded by the phrase 'insuper conce3simus' and there

is no extant example of a regality being granted in free forest.

Obviously the regality grant would diminish the value of the forest

grant.

Although the forest grant can not be equated with the regality

grant in the manner in which it can be with the barony grant when a

free forest was created it is possible to regard the king as creating

a piece of royal forest specially for a subject. It has already been

explained that the king who could claim forest rights over the whole

country did so not by the reservation of game but by the creation of

his own forests on his own land and by the control of his subjects'

forests. Against this background it is not unnatural to regard sub¬

jects' forests as areas of royal forest.

When William in 1195 x 1210 granted Robert London, his illegi¬

timate son, 'forestum meum de Outh* Robert was to hold it 'in
a L

forestum,..sicut lllud habjkt in forestum' and in 1320 James Douglas

received Jedburgh forest in i oe forest,

1. See above, p. 216.
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'adeo libera et quiete sicut nos [Robert I] aut pro-
decessores nostri regss Scottorura dictam forestam liberiaa
aut quietiais tenuimus aut tanuerunt'.

A royal forest was, therefore, conveyed to a baron by a free forest

grant and, although it became that baron's forest, the king regarded

the baron as holding it in the same way as he himself had held it.

Consequently, to the king, it still resembled a piece of royal forest

an attitude which enabled David II in 1342 x 1343 to grant Kelso the

right to cut timber in Jedburgh forest.^"
When a free forest grant did not involve a royal forest the

evidence still supports the view that the king regarded the free forest

as a piece of semi-royal forest. In 1$Q$ the sheriffs on toe advice

of the lords of council were ordered to proclaim the creation of a free

forest and there appears to have been only the one body of law for

royal and non-royal forest# although part of toe traditional body
2

of forest law may have had special relevance for free forests,

finally, the wording of the sanction clause whereby the king forbade

anyone to hunt or cut in the forest without the grantee's permission

under pain of the full royal forfeiture of £10 could be considered as

instructions given to the forester of a royal forest. Such an impli¬

cation may have been one reason for the discontinuation of that clause

by the and of the fourteenth century. The similarity of the holder

of a free forest with the forester of a royal forest is specified in

Robert's charter to Gilbert Hay of 'louoherwarde' granting him the

lands of the royal forests of Boyne and Snzie in free forest 'ad

faciendum omnia et singula qua ad dictum officwura Juste debeant pertinere •

1. RMS, i, app. 2, 856.

2. See App. A., laws 11-18.

3. RMS. lt app. 1, 65*
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Although free foi'eats can, therefore, be regarded as areas of

royal forest specially created for the king's subjects they were not

in fact royal forests for in royal forests the hunting was reserved

for the king while in free forests it was reserved for certain of the

king's subjects.

2. Rights in Non-Royal Forests

The forest grant gave the grantee the same powers in his forest

as the king had in a royal forest.1 The right to control hunting, the

ralaon d'fitre of the grant, which was stated in the sanction clause

was, after the demise of that clause, presumably conveyed by the

pertinent, venison. While in practice a baron hunted deer before he

received a forest grant, it is possible that this grant not only

eispowared a baron to control hunting but also in theory conveyed to

him for the first time the right to hunt greater game since theoreti¬

cally the king could claim the right to reserve deer over the whole

country. This possibility suggests that the use of 'free' in the

phrase 'in free forest' may have implied that the grantee had free

power to hunt because he was free of the royal forest right to reserve

game for the king. The penalty for illegal hunting, stated in the

sanation clause, was £10, which was also the penalty for cutting wood

illegally in a free forest.

The reservation of the vert, especially timber, became more

important in the fifteenth csnuurys not only did 'viridibus arboribus»

appear in the pertinents but in some instances only the woods on cer¬

tain lands were granted in free forest. In the second half of the

1. See Table 26.
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fifteenth century it was control of timber and not of game which Coupar
r

Angus and Ajbroath Abbeys exercised in their forests of Brimmie, Campsie
and Kingdoldrum.^ The penalty for wood cutting probably entailed

2
the amercement of goods found on the offender as Well as the £10

3
fine, the 'pana libere foreste'.

The tolls associated with the control of pasture in a free forest,

pannage, herbage and foggage followed a similar line of development

to their counterparts in royal forests: pannage died out in the four-
h $

teenth centuryj herbage and foggage could refer to a toll or to

grazing}^ and foggage could be let to the keeper of a forest, for
•7

instance, in Birse in 1$11. A toll called parcage was also levied
8

on occasion and may originally have been associated with parks or

enclosed areas. In Renfrew in the thirteenth century, the pasture

fines were carefully organised. 5br example, in 1208 x 1211* Walter the

third Steward imposed the following fines on animals found in his
9

forest.

1. GA Rent.. i, 1J0, 197, 198, 220, 222, 2!*6j Arb. lib., ii, 229.

2. APS, i, 62$, c 32j Arb.lib,, ii, 229j see App. A, law 18,

3. CA Rent., i, 130, no. 72,

k» See Table 22.

$. Moray Reg., 1$1.

Arb. lib., ii, 19.

7. Abdn. Recs., 83j Abdjh., Reg., i, 377.

8. See Table 26.

9. ' 317.
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Fines Herdsman Season

Id. for 10 animals open

5 cows amerced present close

Id. for 5 animals absent close

Generally, the levy or fine was heavier when a herdsman was present

and in the close season although no distinction was made in the open

season between tended and untended animals. While these exactions

were regarded as fines for illegal grazing they could obviously become

levies for grazing in the forest. By 1294 this transition had taken

place and the fines or levies were called parcage.1
3

Fines Herdsman Season

Id. for 5 animals absent open

6d. for 3> animals present open

1 animal amerced present close
2

12d. for animals or animal? absent close

paid.
These tolls were to be payod by the monks or the monks' husbandman

when their animals were found in parts of the forest which were unlet.

If their animals were found on lands in the forest let to the Stewards'

husbandmen they only had to pay §d. As in 1208 x 1214. the close

season fines were heavier since pasture was more valuable during the

1. Pais. Reg., 92.

2. 'Et si animalia...pertransierunt, duodecim dabuntur denarii pro
omnibus aniraalibus sive animali'. Although this phraseology suggests
12d. was a flat rate regardless of the number of animals it could
have been the fine per individual animal.

3. Instead of the open and close seasons Prof. Barrow has recently inter-
preted 'formeisim' and 'formeson' of the sixteenth-century Paisley car¬
tulary as the time of fence. 'Formeisim' and 'formeson' could be a
form of either 'fermesGn', the close season, or 'fol&eson', the time
of fence. However, when Walter the first Steward referred definitely
to the close season the cartulary gives 'forraeisun' (Pais. Reg., 5)
which, therefore, suggests that 'formeson* should be interpreted as
the close season and not as time of fence. Prof. Barrow's reading
may be associated with his interpretation of 'pannacio' in the first
forest law as 'fannacio', thus associating regulations involving the
presence of a herdsman with time of fence. (See App. A, 73-5).
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winter. Grazing in the summer by cattle and sheep could in fact improve

the pasture for deer. ^ In 129k the fine on tended animals was lighter

than in 1208 x 221k but on untended aniiaala heavier than in 1204 x

1213. These changes probably reflect the division by the Stewards of
2

their forest into a reserved and an unreserved area. For in 1208 x

12llj. the fines applied to the whole forest but in 129k only to the unlet

lands which would have included the reserved forest* This explains

the increased fines in the open season and on untended animals in the

close season. The reduction of the fine on tended animals by 1294

could conceivably represent generosity but it is more likely that

the Stewarts had found difficulty in trying to raise an amercement of

$ cows and preferred to make sure of a lesser fine. This, however, is

only surmise.

There is a similarity between the 1294 and 1208 x 1214 levies in

Renfrew and clauses 1, 4 and 16 of trie forest laws in the importance

of the herdsman but the fines in the forest laws, especially in clause

1 were heavier. While the Renfrew cliarters were only concerned with

the presence or absence of the herdsman Forest laws 1 and 16 were also

concerned with his possession of a fire and a horn. Moreover, the

forest laws do not distinguish between open and close seasons. For

these reasons the fines in the Stewards» charters and in the forest

laws cannot be accurately compared other than to say that the fine of

1 animal is common to cc 4 and 6 of the forest laws and to animals

in Renfrew in the close season. While the principle behind the charters

and the laws takes into aceoun the role of the heiWriman, the variation

in the fines shows that there is no direct link between the extant version

1. Shirley, Deer Parks, 240.

2. See Plan 1.

3* See App. A.
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of clauses 1, 4 and 16 of the forest laws end the Stewarts' charters.

In this instance, therefore, the royal forest law did not apply to a

baronial forest.

3. The 3aforceiaant of Rights in Non-Royal Forests

a. Administration

The administration of non-royal forests varied greatly throughout

Scotland during the Middle Ages. Unlike the royal forest administra¬

tion there was no central control and in the early medieval period

the administration of the Braces in Annandale or of the Stewards in

Renfrew or of Arbroath Abbey in her reserves may well have differed

in constitution and efficiency from that of William Gifford in Straehan

or Idndores Abbey in Fintray. Not only might the aims of magnates

and abbots be dissimilar but while some lords might possess only one
I

forest others might possess several. In the latter case there would

be some form of central direction.

By 1214 Walter Steward held three reserves, Renfew, Ayr and

Sanquhar,"3" with foresters In Renfrew, and servants in Sanquhar and

presumably in Ayr. In Renfrew the Stewards faced the same problem

as the king faced in royal forests, namely, the difficulty of main¬

taining a forest as a hunting reserve while at the same time

permitting economic activity, whether grazing, wood cutting or leasing

within the forest. James Steward by 1294 had tackled this problem

in much the same way as Robert I did after him. He created a 'forests

prohibits' within Ms reserve /hare no economic activity was permitted
2

but liberated all such exploitation in the rest of his reserve.

1. See Table 13 b.

2. See Plan Ij Pais, Reg,, 92.
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Behind this there must have lain the hope that his foresters, with less

ground to cover and no exceptions to make, could operate more consistently

and efficiently than they had done in the past. A similar policy

of reserving only part of a forest was followed in the fifteenth century

by Qoupar Angus Abbey in Campsie^ and by the bishop of Aberdeen in
2

Birse. In the latter case the reserved forest probably corresponded

with William I'a forest of Birse and the leased lands to the additional

royal lands of Birse which were included in the forest grant of 121*2.

In many instances free forests may have been administered by the

lord's barony or regality officials and not by a special forest admini¬

stration, as would appear to have been the case in Ayr forest. It

is possible that the difficulty in distinguishing head and subordinate

foresters in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries may stem from the

fact that bailies or stewards were the equivalent of head foresters

and that barons only gradually developed a special forest administra¬

tion from their barony officials in much the same way as the royal

forest administration appears to have developed from the general

administration of the sheriffs.

Confusion also arises from the fact that it was possible for

foresters to be employed in woods as well as forests s Kelso Abbey

had a forester in its wood in Innerwick by permission of Alan Steward
3

in 1190 x 1203} and in 1282 Coupar Abbey had a forester in the wood

of Kilbrothay.^ In such oases the owner of the wood usually possessed

a forest elsewhere as in both of the above examples.

1. CA Rent, i, 121, no. 20j 220, no. 293.

2. Abdn, Rag., i, 371-381.

3. Kelso Lib.. 248.

4. Braaor Papers, 217-9.
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While the duplication of barony and forest administration probably

meant that in many forests a steward or bailie would be the head ibrester

he might in turn appoint subordinate foresters, for example, in Birnan

in 1346, Carapsle in 11*72 and Strathdeam in 15>09\ The head forester

of Birnam was entitled the chief forester and that of Campaie the

forester-general. Although John Grant, the head forester of the earl
2

of Moray in Darnaway in 1346, held his office heritably not all baronial

foresters did so. Most of these foresters would probably have the

right to certain escheats from the forest as did their royal counterparts.

In 1452 the forester of Coldingham received a most extraordinary list

of dues including horse fodder, 12 d. in the pound from »wrac et waif1,

several mercantile levies, a levy on timber carriage, wood-cocks and

a robe."' Si some cases lands and rights in the forest went with the

office* Dowally went with the office in Bamaway in 1346} Alexander

Steward, a&rl of Buchan, who was probably the bishop of Moray's

forester in Hothiemurchus in 1333^4 held the lands of the forest and

could probably hunt there} and Andrew Hughson in 1479 was a tenant

of the unreserved forest of Campsie.

The status of head foresters varied enozroously. If those foresters

who witnessed charters in the twelfth century were head^foresters they

were fairly humble men and in the late Middle Ages John Forester in

1. Eraser, Grantully, i, 3} see Tables 3 and 4.

2. See Table 3.

3. See App. A, law 18.

4. Moray Beg., 162.

5. See Table 4.
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Coldingham and Andrew Hughson in Carapsie were probably humble tenants

and not such influential persons as Hugh Rose of Kilravock in Strathdearn.

One of the most interesting appointments of a head forester to

survive is that of Patrick de Lindsay as forester of Lennox ante 1270 x

1303.1 Patrick received the office heritably along with all the rights

which went with the office. Ante 1270 x 1333 Patrick also received

lands in Bonhill. He was therefore a fairly important tenant of the
2

earl of Lennox. The interest of this grant lies in the light which

it throws not only on the adoption of Norman customs by a native but

also on the emergence of a baronial forest administration in a native

earldom. For Patrick also received in the same grant the office of

'toschederach' an officer who may have had responsibility for strangers
3

in his bailiwick. Consequently, the earl of Lennox when introducing

the office of forester, perhaps after receipt of the forest grant in

1272, may have awarded it to the official who had previously performed

all or some of the forester's functions, the 'toschederach*. La the

forest of Lennox, therefore, as in other non-royal forests a special

forest administration may have developed from the previous administration

of the lord's lands.

Subordinate foresters in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries

pass un-named but are referred to in the disputes of Melrose Abbey
k 5

with Richard de Morville, in Crawford forest in c 12ii2 x o 12i*9,

1. See Table 3.

2. Lennox Cart., $0.

3. See above Chapt. 2, p. 35.

h. RRS, ii, 236.

5* Newb. Reg., ll^u
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and in Renfrew in 1208 x 121k, The forester in Molle whose house was

a boundary mark in c 1190 was perhaps a sub-forester."^
In the fourteentil and fifteenth centuries subordinate foresters

were tenants of the land of the forest holding lands either inside

or outside the forest. The forest of Stocket was kept by two foresters,
2

who might also be Serjeants of the burgh of Aberdeen, to whoir the
3

forest was let by the burgh. The length of their appoin ments varied

and could be terminated by the baillies of the burgh. In the fifteenth

century Arbroath Abbey made similar arrangements with its tenants in

Trostach c 11*30 and Pearsie in Kingoldrum in 12*83.^ Coupar also used

its tenants in the fifteenth century to keep the forest of Campsie and
5

the woods of Forter in Glenisla. The most interesting of these

four examples is Campsie which in c 11*2*3 was let to three tenants for

five years for teind sheaves. They had to pay 19 bolls of which 2*
£

were allotted to a forester and 9 to three fishers. By 12*72,

Campsie was let to four tenants for five years for returns in money

and kind. The wood of Campsie was divided into four equal parts and

each of the tenants received with his part of the land a quarter of

the wood which he had to keep and certain lands with grain went to the

forester general. Each tenant was to be 'clientulus generalis'

1, Kelso Lib.. 12*7.

2. Abdn. Recs, 192, (12*00).

3- Abdn., Ct. Ek.. 3, (1399)5 Abdn. Recs.. 167, (1399).

1*. Arb. lib., ii, 62*, 299.

5>. OA Rent., i, l£7, no. 177.

6. Ibid., 121.
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for his own quarter of the wood as well as for the others. This could

mean that each tenant was held responsible for following up an offence

no matter where it was committed or that one tenant could act for the

others or that the tenants were responsible for each other's defaults.

It was perhaps the responsibility of each tenant to discover offences

in his own quarter and then to publicise them so that any or all of

the keepers could take action. All five men had rights in common

pasture. Similar arrangement continued till 15>08^ but by 1494 and

perhaps by 11*74 one of the tenants had the right to graze cows in the

forest and in 1479 the tenants were allowed to cultivate part of the

forest.

The duties of head and subordinate foresters covered the essential

2
functions of protecting game, supervising wood cutting, protecting

wood"' and apprehending trespassers.^ 3h 1345/6 the head forester of

Birnam was charged with the maintenance of the bounds of the barony
5

of Murthly which contained the forest of Birnam. There is no record,

however, of non-royal foresters supervising grazing and collecting

pasture tolls, functions which they must have performed.

1. CA Rent.. i, 222 no. 299} 227 no. 319, 237 no. 361, 242 nos. 332
and 385, 274 nos 548 and 549.

2. HRS, 11, 236} RMS, i, app. 1, 14.

3. Mewb.Reg., l44i Rals.Reg., l8j Rose of Kilravock. 117, l80j
Arb. Lib., 229, (1483).

4. Pais. Reg., 92j Rose of Kilravcck>78> l80j Fraser, Grandtnl. i, 3.

5. Fraser, Grandtully, i, 3.

K
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How effectively the lord's rights were enforced in non-royal

forests is not revealed by the evidence but there are signs that efforts

were made to prevent inefficiency. The baillies of Aberdeen kept a

watchful?! eye on their foresterss in 1398 they tried their foresters

for not performing their duties adequately''' but their efforts can not

have met with much success since in 11*00 one of the foresters

2
was amerced for failing to perform his duty and similar proceedings

are recorded in 11*10 and 11*1*8. Nevertheless, offenders against the

vert were brought to trial.4 Arbroath and Coupar tried to ensure that

their foresters performed their duties by stipulating that negligence

would lead to the loss of their lease and the forester of frostach,

if he was remiss in his duty, had to submit to the correction of the
5

abbot. There must always have been 3orae difficulty in making efficient

foresters out of tenants who lived beside or in the forest since they

had the right to use the forest for building wood and could easily

take more than their allowance without anyone checking on them. Like¬

wise when other tenants took wood illegally the forester, if he knew

the offender, may well have connived at the abuses. In these forests

run by corporate bodies, burghs and abbeys, there must have been a

constant struggle between the local interests of the tenant and the

wishes of the owners similar to the influences operating on the

forester-tenants of Ettrick in the later fifteenth century.

Abdti.Ct.3k.. 3.

Abdn, Recs., 129.

Abdn. Ct. 3k.. k, 18.

Ibid., 1*} Abdn. Recs.,113.

Arb. Lib.. 61*, (c 11*30).
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Ih forests in the hands of individual lords the efficiency of baronial

foresters most likely varied according to the power of the lord of the

forest and the efficiency of his baronial administration. ¥hen the

forest covered, a scattered group of lands its administration must

have been more difficult than when the forest formed one compact area.

In Renfrew before 129U the foresters of James Steward appear to have

abused their rights and exacted unjust amercements perhapt both from

a desire to sfeeze on any marketable commodity and from inability to

detect genuine offenders and prevent misuse of the forest.x There is

no evidence, therefore, that lords of free forests were any closer

to a permanent solution of the problems of running their reserves

than was the crown.

b. The Judicial System

A forest grant conveyed not only a monopoly of hunting and wood

cutting but also the judicial rights necessary to enforce that mono¬

poly. This forest Jurisdiction in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries

was always combined with a previous or concurrent grant of ordinary

jurisdiction, e.g., sac and soc. There was, therefore, in the four¬

teenth and fifteenth centuries a close link between forest courts

and baron courts.

1. Pals, Reg.. 92.
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Forest cases in the twelfth sod thirteenth centuries were frequently

tried in the lord's ordinary court -~nd not in a special forest court.^
Allowance was usually made for benefit of clergy, for instance in

Irollhopo in 1182 x 1232} in Eskdale after 1235 and in Ayr in 1266.

In the later Middle Ages in Stocket, where the burgh of Aberdeen was

acting for the king in name only, cases from the forest were heard
2

in the baillies' court. In the fifteenth century cases ..'ram the

forests of Coupar were heard in the abbey's barony or regality courts.

In li*6l the court of Sir Thomas Livingston, bishop of Dunkeld and

comraendator of Coupar. held by Patrick Qgilvy, the bailie-depute, tried
3

offenders against the wood of Campsie. In the more outlying areas

both Arbroath and Coupar probably had local courts held by a forester

or keeper of the wood so that cases may not always have been tried at

the centre.4

The holder of a free forest was entitled to hold a special forest

court since the pertinents of forest grant from 1320 onwards might

include 'cum curiis et escaetis ad liberam forestam pertinsatibus • or

a similar phrase.'' Not till the early sixteenth century, however, do

definite examples survive of courts held by baronial foresters.

Two grants in January and May 1$09 ware made, 'cum forestarlis forest-

ariorumque curiis*.^ In August of that year Hugh Hose of Kilravock

1. See Table 19 b.

2. Abdn. Recs., Ill*, (1399).

3. CA Rent, i, 130 no. 72.

2*. Arb. lib.. 229, (12*83)} 62*, (c 12*30).

5. Eraser, Douglas.Hi. 10 no. 12; Mort. Reg. ii, 25.

6. RMS, ii, 3288, 332*7} SRO, Great Seal Register. C/2/15.



was appointed forester of Strathdearn by Alexander, Earl of Huntly,

with the right to punish trespasser?, and to collect unlaws and

escheats in accordance with the laws of Scotland.

In such cases the court of free forest would be a court not

so much of a certain group of free forest rights as of a certain

area of land called a free forest and might hear both forest and non-

forest cases. The pertinents of forest grants often connected

the normal returns of a barony with free forest courts. The

heriots and bludwites of Clunie free forest were mentioned in 11*31
2

and of Redgorton in 1S>00. Consequently^ it is not surprising to find
that forest courts, while still separate from barony courts, were

not always held by foresters. In Sttrick in the first half of the

fifteenth century the bound courts of the Douglases were held by
3

their 'officiales et ministros'.

It is not always possible, however, to determine who held forest

courts. In 1321, the pertinents of Melrose's free forest charter

of Westerker repeated the former unique arrangements for Eskdale and

granted Melrose not forest courts but courts for trees, birds and

game, a clear guide to the work of a forest court but not to the

man who held those courts.

Beside this picture of free forest offences being tried by the

lord's court must be set the contradictory statements of the sanction
« 1*

clause and of Forest law 18. In the twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries according to the sanction clause of the free forest charter

1. Rose .of Kllravock. 180.

2. Brechin Reg.. 1, 110.

3. Melr. lib., 561*.

It. See App. A.
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offenders were to be placed under the full royal forfeiture of 210,

thus implying that the king received a £10 forfeiture and that the

case could be tried in a royal court. Forest law 18 which probably

can be attributed to the thirteenth century accepts that free forest

cases could be heard in a royal court. If the baron, this law states,

did not raise the case of a forest offence in the king's court or

ignored the offence the king could seek the forfeiture himself by raising

the suit. If the lord accepted a bribe, tried to conceal tire offence

and did not prosecute the king could fine the lord 210.

These arrangements, which contradict the picture already given

should b© seen against the background of the view that free forests

were portions of royal, forest specially created for a bax-on. The

king by encouraging the prosecution of offences and by asking for the

£10 forfeiture would be ensuring the maintenance of what could be

regarded as his forest. Moreover, the £10 penalty would be a wel¬

come addition to the royal revenue. Barons did not, apparently,

approve of this royal interest for, as already explained, it gave

their reserves the character of royal reserves. To avoid royal

interference they had, to Judge by Forest Law 18, by the thirteenth

century stopped raising forest offences in the king's court and taken

steps to ensure that the king did not hear of such offences.

In the fourteenth century, although the crown maintained its claim

to try free forest offences—no forest grant included both the sanction

clause and pertinents whi i specified the courts of free forests—

the sanction clause which embodied that claim did become lass common.

By the end of the century it was no longer included in forest grants

in recognition, no doubt, of the king's inability to hear forest

cases or to try them. In the free forest grant of Bolton, Carriden
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and Iangton to Alexander Cockbum in 1391/2 the king still encouraged

the prosecution of offenders not by the sanction clause but by stating

that offenders be punished *sub pejjra decern librarum sine misericordia

domini'. The £10 penalty was no longer called the full royal forfeiture

but in 1368 was entitled 'pena libera forest!

Nonetheless there had probably in the twelfth century and in the

early thirteenth century been some substance in the sanction clause

and the provisions of Law 18. By comparison with practice in English

warrens which,as mentioned, were created by a similarly worded grant,

one can surmise that the king might have collected the £10 forfeiture

but only when theirespass against the forest was unduly serious or
2

the sheriff or his servant was at the court.

Despite the discontinuance of the sanction clause Forest Law

18 continued to be copied into legal treatises of the fifteenth

century. Vestiges of this law and of the sanction clause can be seen

c 3
in one case before the justice ayre at Kircudbright in 1508. Donald

Red Makcomlin was amerced £10 for hunting the animals of IXuidrennan

with dogs in li|82 outside his own lands. That the amercement was

£10 and that the animals belonged to Dundrennan argues that Dundrennan

possessed either free forest or free warren rights. .Hi fact Dundre¬

nnan had received warren rights from Edward I in 130^ a grant which

may have been confirmed by a Scots king or even extended to forest

rights, perhaps with a regality grant. Even if it were not so extended

1. Rig, i, 275.
2. Turner, Select Fleas of the Forest, p. cxxvi.

3. SRO, Justice Ayre Journal Books, RM 2A/7, 87.
N

It. CDS, ii, 1702.
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this example is still relevant for the purposes of this argument because

of the institutional similarity of forests and warrens. Dundronnan

had probably been attempting to bring Donald to trial since 11*82

and having met with no success taken the case before the justice

ayre in l£08. If this reconstruction is accurate this case was

tried, in the terms of Forest law 18, at the suit of the grantee in

the king's court.

In disputes involving forests the role of the royal courts in

relation to forests was more certain. Generally disputes over forest

rights or ownership were decided in the king's court. In the early

thirteenth century while the dispute of the Avenels and Melrose Abbey

over rights in the reserve of Sskdale was decided before a • colloquium•

at Listun In 12351 some case3 might go before ecclesiastical courts.

When a dispute arose between Melrose abbey and Alan the second Steward

over Alan's right to hunt on certain lands of Mauchline which had

at one time lain in the forest of Ayr Melrose ante 1201* appealed to

Innocent III who appointed judges delegate. The case was remitted

to Rome where a diet was arranged to hear the case but after the

hardly surprising absence of the defender a second mandate was issued

to judges delegate in 1203/1* who in accord with Innocent's opinion
2

decided in favour of Melrose. Disputes over the bounds of forests

were in the thirteenth century decided by a perambulation ordered
3

by the king and often carried out by the justiciar.

1. See Table 19 b.

2. Cooper, Select Cases. 1* ffj Gal. Papal Letters, i, 16.

3. Dunf. lib., 192j Barrow, The Kingdom of the Scots, 8l| Arb.Lib.,
230, 291*, 336. ~" * " "" ~
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In the fourteenth century the king could still hear major disputes

between his tenants-in-chief, for example, the dispute between the

bishop and the earl of Moray over the bishop's timber rights in the
earl's forests,* but lesser disputes could be determined locally.
In the fifteenth century disputes came before the lords auditors^
and the lords of council.11 3h 1500 when James IV, ignoring the free

forest grant of U*8l, tried to claim 20 merks due to him from Clunie
forest by John, Earl of Atholl, the case came before the lords of
councilJames may have lost the case for in 1505 he granted Clunie
forest to Atholl.6 In these instances, therefore, the procedure

followed was that normal in disputes between two subjects of the

crown.

4. Exemptions from the Rights of non-Royal Forests

Throughout the medieval period exemptions from forest rights

frequently accompanied the alienation of the lands of part of a

7free forest. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the lord

might retain his hunting monopoly on the alienated lands, thus

strating the separability of the lands and the rights of the forest.

The Stewards in their grants from the forest of Ayr to Melrose®

1. Moray Reg.. 11*0, 11*1.

2. Rose of Kilravock. 117.

3. ADA, 13 a.

1*. ADC, ii, 375.

5. Ibid., 1*1*7.

6. RMS, ii, 2853) SRQ, great Seal Register. C/2/12*.

7. See Table U* which lists all such alienations.

6. Heir. Lib.. 66.
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and from the forest of Renfrew to Paisley1 retained their game rights

In 'feris et avibus* over part of the lands alienated. William Bruce

placed a similar limitation on his grant of Kinmount in Annandale to
2

Adam of Carlisle. 3h part of their grants to Melrose and Paisley,

however, the Stewards dropped their forest rights. Maich and Calder,
3

held by Paisley, was said to be ♦deforestatam* and Mauchline held

by Melrose was similarly liberated.^ William de Morville also lifted

his forest rights from toe lands of Carfrae in Iauderdale and Loudon

in Cunningham.

Whether or not the lord's hunting monopoly was raised toe tenants

received considerable rights in the forest. North of the river Ayr

Walter the third Steward allowed Melrose to plough and sow in the

forest and to graze whatever size of herds they wished wherever they

wished.0 Only when the forest rights were abandoned, however, might

the tenant hunt.

While a baron was entitled to include hunting pertinents, hawkinga,

huntings and fishings, in a grant to a tenant he was not in theory

entitled to make a forest grant. If he wished to do so he could cease

the enforcement of his own forest rights on the lands in question

then seek a forest grant from the king for his tenant. This procedure

was followed by Alexander Steward in Ayr and Gerard de Iyndesay in
7

Crawford. Alternatively, Alan Durward made a grant of Trostach

1. Pals,Reg.. 17.

2. Eraser, Johnstones, i, 1, no. 2.

3. HRS, ii, 518.

k* Melr. Lib., 66j Cooper, Select Caees, i* ffj Malr. Lib., 73.

5. See Table Hi sub Cunningham, Gala and Leader.

6. Melr. Lib.. 73.

7. Newb, Reg.. lMi.
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forestum • without the sanction clause^" which was confirmed by a royal

forest grant in 1233. Similarly, the forest grant which included the

sanction clause made by John de ?esci in Molle may, in fact, have

been confirmed by Alexander HI. This practice was also followed by
2

the earl of Huntly in Boyne in 11*92 although the royal confirmation

was not made until lii95. Finally in 1382 the bishop of Moray con¬

veyed Rothiemurchus to the earl of Buchan as freely as he himself had

held it in free forest.^
In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries it is more common to

find leases rather than alienations of forest lands. By c_1376
liddesdale forest was let to several tenants^ and in the fifteenth

century Archibald, Eirl of Angus, continued to lease Jedburgh forest

and let the lands of Glen Prosen forest to Robert Graham of Fintray.^
It has already been mentioned that Goupar and the bishop of Aberdeen

7 0
let part of their reserves as did Kelso and Arbroath. Such leases

were accompanied by the right to use the lands in question In the

forest.

Following royal practice barons also released their forest
9

rights by making direct grants of produce from their forests or

by granting freedom to pursue certain activities in their forests."^

1. Arb, Lib., 128.

2. SRO, Gordon Castle rfaniments , GD ItU, 106.

3. RMS, li, 2289.

1*. Moray Reg., 162.

Morton Reg., i, lxviil.

6. Fraser, Douglas, iii, 106 no. 107} ADA, 13 b.

7- Kelso lib., 533, (11*95), 53U (11*97).

8« Arb. Lib.. II, 219.

Pais. Reg.. $t Holy.lib.. 23.

10. Arb. Lib.. 89 a, 89 b.f (1189 x 1199)j Pais.Hog.. 5j Fraser, Johnstones.
7, no. 11. " ~
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Both types of grant belong to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries

rather than to later centuries despite one or two rare examples from

the early sixteenth century of gifts of deer to the king.'''
The evidence examined in this study of non-royal forests has

revealed that both the king and his subjects gave more attention to

non-royal forests In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries than there¬

after. While the decline in value of the forest grant car, in

part, be attributed to the advent of the barony and regality grants

and probably to the ability of barons to acquire hunting rights by
2

other means, it also raises the question of why the king's subjects

wished to receive a free forest grant. There can be little coubt

that at first the prime motive in seeking a forest grant was to acquire

a monopoly of hunting^ but the motives of eccesiastical magnates in

acquiring forest grants are less clear. The prior allocation of the

produce of hunting was taken into account when allocating forest

grants to abbeys for only those abbeys which had not received a tithe

of hunting received forest grants. Without doubt the leather, tallow

and venison obtained from game were valued by ecclesiastical bodies.

It is striking that while most of our knowledge is derived from ecclesia¬

stical sources it relates predominantly to lay forests. Ecclesiastical

cartularies provide no insight into the hunting arrangements or rights
L

in ecclesiastical forests even when grants from these forests are
I

recorded4 such as would be expected if the produce of hunting were

the prime motive for acquiring a free forest grant.

1. TA, iii, 189, 191 sub Earl of Huntly, Lord Druramond.

2. See below Chapt. 9, - Z>s- sr.

3. See above, Chapt. 2, pp. 22-3jlfsgc beLow p 3 3V j rf-p-p. C. 4 3,44
Arb. Lib.. 311, 306.
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When Melrose abbey received in free forest those lands which it

held in the royal forest of Gala and Leader the entry in the Melrose
fctbbaciar» ote tlcLroi cum <jfUc/£utryranyns circumjaceniibus a

chronicle that Alexander H '[grongias] a foresta sua llberao osae
fun<,uu Llberanr^csse oo/Kfritnet' '

constitute1 argues that the importance of the grant was the

freedom which the monks received from the royal forest rights. Since

Melrose already had considerable freedom to ^oxsue aa,i ^cultural and

pastoral activities on these lands the value of this grant may not

have lain in the additional economic freedom which the raising of the

royal forest rights would convey but in the freedom from hunting by the

king or those who hunted on his authority. Regular hunting parties

would obviously have disrupted the agricultural and pastoral pursuits

of the abbey. In baronial forests also the same factors would have

operated. When Melrose received its lands in Ayr forest in free

forest and Paisley its lands in Renfrew forest they would be able

to pursue their economic activities free of any hunting disruptions
2

such as appear to have occurred in Sskdale before 1235 where Roger

Avenel may have taken action against the granges of Melrose Abbey

because they were hindering his hunting. In the twelfth and toirteenth

centuries ..therefore, the control of hunting conveyed by the forest

grant was desirable both to lay and ecclesiastical grantees.

1. Chron. Melrose, 85

2. Melr, Lib., 198.
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Non-Royal Warrens

The king could convey a hunting monopoly to his subjects not only

by a forest grant but also by a warren grant. The recipient of a

warren grant received the right, as will be shown, to control the

hunting of lesser game. Unlike the forest grant the warren grant

did not give the grantee the right to create a replica of a royal

Institution for the king did not possess large areas of land in which

lesser game were reserved in the same manner as game was in his forests.

The king only possessed rabbit warrens which were recognisable

features on the ground and the purpose of which was simply to raise

and protect rabbits, a concept quite different from that of the abstract

institution created by a warren grant.

The earliest recorded warren grant is that of Malcolm IV to

Coldlngham in U53 x 1161-21 in which he confirmed to the prior

'ut habeatis bosca vestra et garenniam vestram per terrain
veatram et ut de boscia vestris aut de garennia vestra
nullar introraittere vel In illls quicquam capere presumat
nisi per vos et slquis forte hano vestram libertatem
infringers presumpseritj super meam plenariam forlsfacturam
hoe faciet.'

1. See Table 35 which lista all warren grants and their grantees.
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Although this grant does not copy the Stagliah for® of this grant, as

the forest grant nay hare done, it includes the full royal forefelture

and treats the 'garaxmia' as a geographical feature rather than a legal

entity, thus corresponding to the English practice of granting a warren

in certain lands rather than granting certain lands in warren. When
/

Willian I repeated this grant in 1165 x 1171 he oonceded that

'crania neoora et r astina sua sint sub dafsnslcne prioris
at oustodia necnon et nonachorum da Oolllnghaa ne aliquis
super x librae forisfacture quicquam in predictis meaoribu#
▼el guastinis capiat nisi per ipsun prioress*•

Having thus confirmed Malcolm'a grant Willian added

*2hsuper addp et lllis concede quod predietus prior et
monaehl habeant gwaraanam In predictis nemoribua et pear
totan terras ®ua»...ita quod nullus ibi allquid capiat neo
ligna nec allquan bestiam sllvestrea nisi per ipsos. Quod si
allquis.• .eapiatur venando Tel ligna secando...habeant prior
et ncnaehl quod super ilium et cum lllo invsnerit et ego
forisfaeturan pranominataa. *

Still following the Saglish for®, this grant extended the warren right®

to cover the whole of Qoldingh&a's lands and Willian nada It quite

clear that the £10 forfeiture mentioned in the sanction clause accrued

to the king while the goods found an any offendears belonged to the

priory. $y 1173 x 1178 the warren grant had finally adapted the sane

phraseology as the forest grant in that it became a grant of lands

'In warren' and no longer followed the daglish custom.

The wording of this warren grant was, as has bean mentioned,

adopted by the free forest grant end, whether the chancery clerics

adopted the same style for both grants simultaneously or not, the

development of the warren grant, parallels that of the forest grant.

The grant 'in free warren' using the royalplural, appeared in Alexander

II *s reign though admittedly not till 1248/9. If these alterations

were not made concurrently with the identical alterations in the forest

grant, then they nay be associated with Robert, Abbot of DunfcuraOine,
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who witnessed the last two warren grants of Alexander II. Robert was

chancellor In the opening years of Alexander Ill's reign and may well

hare filled that office since 121*6/7. ^ The institutional similarity

of forests and warrens as well as their interrelation as reserves for

greater and lesser game is also seen in Alexander Ill's grant of free

forest and warren right?to Ooldingham.

The free warren grant was, therefore, a grant with a set formula

and as such was Included in the Ayr Ms styles of the late thirteenth
2

or early fourteenth century. That this ms. included this grant in

its form 'in liberan warennam' and not 'In liberam forestan» may well

represent English influence since the forest grant was extremely rare

in England. The omjrtission of the full royal forfeiture in the version
3

of the warren grant given in the Bute Ms of the later fourteenth century

led Cosmo Innes to suggest that the omission of the royal forfeiture

distinguished the warren grant from the forest grant. ^ No extant

twelfth or thirteenth-century grant, and only one in the fourteenth

century omit the sanction clause.

Tn the later Middle Ages two of Balliol's warren grants survive,

five of Robert I's and four of David II's. Two grants of Edward I

and one of Edward III were made in the standard Saglish form and as such

1. FfflC, 171*.

2. Cooper, Register of Brieves, 1*, 36 c 7.

3. Cooper, ibid., 61 c 86.

!*. Innes, Scotch Legal Antiquities, 2*1.
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are only of marginal relevance to this study.

Ba the fourteenth century a warren grant and a barony grant could

be combined but contrary to some statements a grant in free barony

did not convey warren rights. When Robert I in 1315 x 1321 granted

the lands of Loudoun and Stevenston in free barony to Duncan Campbell

his grant Included the following clauset 'Caacessimus eciam...uti ipse

...habeant >11etas terras suas in liberam waramain', showing that the

warren grant was additional to the barony grant. The sanction clause

in Robert I's and David H's reign often contained a prohibition against

fishing as well as against hawking, hunting and cutting. The prohibition

against fishing was included proportionately more frequently in warren

than in forest grants. The regular inclusion of the sanction clause in

fourteenth-century warren grants represents the first major divergence

in the development of the forest and warren grants. The reasons,

however, for the regular Inclusion of the sanction clause in the warren

grant, while it was omitted in the forest grant, are obscure. The

royal interest which the sanction clause implied may have been accepted

by holders of free warrens, although in status and influence they were

no different from the lords of free forests. Alternatively, the

king in the fourteenth century may have made no attempt to realise

his interest in practical terms. It is also possible that the magnates

regarded the warren grant as of little value and did not consider it

necessary to try to remove what royal interference there may have

been.

The reign of David II saw the last of the extant free warren

grants to be made separately from & free forest grant, free forest and

warren grants had been combined before the grant of 1366/7 but there¬

after the free warren grant occurred only in conjunction with a free

forest grant. In such a partnership free warren rights definitely

took second place and in 1507 warren rights were included in the
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pertinents of the forest grant of Oollerlie. The warren grant had

become part of the forest grant.

The reasons why the separate warren grant was discontinued may never

be fully understood but several suggestions can be made. the four¬

teenth century the warren grant appears to have suffered from a general

lack of Interest. Whereas the stylo of the forest grant Incorporated

new developments in response, one can assume, to the changing wishes

of the grantees, the warren grant did not. Tbr example, the sanction

clause was retained and the pertinents of the grant were not amplified.

Moreover, there is no evidence for the existence of a separate code

of warren law occasioned most likely by the absence of royal warrens.

The primary reason for the neglect of the warren grant may be in its

concern with lesser rather than greater game.

In Ihgland the animals reserved in a warren were hares, rabbits,

foxes, wild eats, partridges, pheasants and other small game."*" It

is, therefore, probable that similar animals would have been reserved

in Scottish free warrens. The bestia sllvestris which Coldinghaa

were entitled to reserve in their warren by William's grant of 1165

x 1171 resembles the phrase 'animalia silveatria' which occurs in the

fourteenth-century treatise Quomiam Attachlamenta. In the latter

context, 'ad lepores et ad alia animalia silveatria vel campestria',

anlmalis sllvestris appears to be associated with lesser game.

Had this specification applied to greater game, the inclusion of

'lepores' at the outset would, to say the least, be illogical. The

most reasonable interpretation is that the other animals of field and

wood were on a par with hares, the most important animal of the lesser

game. Furthermore, as the phrases, beasts of the warren and beasts

1. Petit Dutaillis, Stubbs, 155J Turner, Select Pleas of the Forest.
CQKVlll.

2. APS, 1, 652, c 31.
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of the forest, do not occur in Scottish sources the author of this

clause of Quondam Attaehlameata has chosen a fairly obvious alter¬

native for the phrase, the lesser game, by specifying hares, which

would be knotm to his readers to be the most important of the lesser

game, and other animals of wood and field. Taken in conjunction

with aaglish practice it seems fairly certain that a warren grant

conveyed a monopoly only of lesser gam. The forest grant, m the

other hand, conveyed a monopoly of all game but primarily of greater

game. A forest grant, consequently, would be & more valuable grant

to receive than a warren grant, thus perhaps explaining the loss

of interest in the warren grant.

The warren grant, in its legal position, may also have suffered

fro® a contradiction not experienced by the forest grant. Chapter 31

of Quondam Attachlanente clearly stated that

•non prohibebatur [tempore regis Alexaadri] aliquls vanarl
ubique ad lepores et ad alia aniaalia silvestria vel campestria
extra fcreates et wsretmas*.

Taking this statement to apply only to lesser game it can be inferred

that the king did not, indeed could not, reserve lesser game throughout

his kingdom to himself and yet the fact that a free warren grant

existed and included the full royal forfeiture in the sanction clause

implied that the king could, if he wished, reserve lesser game through¬

out the country to himself. A realisation of this contradiction may

have operated in the fourteenth century against the continuance of

the separate free warren grant.

While the lack of interest in the warren grant and the contra¬

diction implied in its existence may explain why the separate free

ftmwst grant became obsolete but they do not explain why its discon¬

tinuation occurred towards the end of the fourteenth century.
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If barons, by the end of the fourteenth century, were able to

control lesser game without a warren grant because of weak central

control, they would have had no need for a warren grant and eo that

grant could have fallen Into disuse. It is also possible that the

disappearance of the separate warren grant may be connected with a

probable growth in the number of rabbit warrens in the fourteenth

century. While rabbit warrens could be constructed and protected

within a free warren the'fcreation was not dependant on free warren

rights. Of the lesser game barons may have became most interested

in rabbits as game to be coursed"1 and as saleable commodities. Con¬

sequently, they may have been content with the creation of a rabbit

warren without receiving free warren rights.

1. See Chapter 7 and Table 16
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Babbit Warrens

Rabbit warrens were areas set aside for the production of rabbits*

They were usually situated on sandy or light gravelly soils covered

with a dry heath association*" and sometimes surrounded by a shallow
2

ditch. Since no royal grants conveying the right to construct

a rabbit warren are extant rabbit warrens were probably constructed

an the basis of property rights* A land holder, if he wished to

construct a rabbit warren, could do so on his own granft without

seeking permission from the king. The king also might ccmstruct

rabbit warrens.

The earliest rabbit warrens to be recorded were those at Grail

in 1261(-6. They may have been situated on the moor of Grail since

in 1358 Grail warrens were located there.^ If these warrens were

1. GA Rent, i, 202 no 2U0.

2. Wood, E.S, Field Guide to Archaeology, (London 1963), 236.

3. m, u 562.
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were placed an the moor of Crail It is possible that they were In

existence In 1139 x 1195 whan heath and whins could be found on the
1

king's laoor of Grail. ha the late thirteenth century the crown

2
probably' held warrens In or near Graaama and at Perth and in the

fifteenth and early sixteenth canturiea there ware several royal

warrens in East Lothian,

Rabbit warrens in the hands of lay or ecclesiastical land¬

holders are first encountered in the fourteenth century. Although

far fro® numerous they may have been more common in the fourteenth

than in the thirteenth century. By the late fifteenth and the early

sixteenth centuries non-royal rabbit warrants most likely existed

in Sfcst Lothian and Fife, and in 1503A parliament encouraged lords

and lairds to construct rabbit warrens along with parks, dovecots,

fish-ponds and orchards.^
The use of 'craticularius' to denote a rabbit warren, first

it 5
encountered in 1325, is also found in 1398. The Scots form, cuningar,

6 7
occurs in li*73 as 'fcunynsare' and in 11*91. In the early sixteenth

century rabbit warrens might simply b© called 'links' the word which

1. MSj ii, 370.
2. m, i, 2, 17.

3. APS, ii, 251, o 19.

It. See Table 16 sub 'Spedalfield'.

5. See Table 16 sub Leith.

6. See Table 16 sub Soithick.

7. DOST sub cuningar? ADA, 161* b.
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described, the area In which they were situated.1
In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries a rabbit warren would

be specially protected If it lay within a free warren. After the

disappearance of the free-warren grant, however, there was no means of

providing special protection for a rabbit warren other than by a

combined forest and warren grant. Consequently, in lM2h/$ an act

of parliament replaced the protection previously provided by the

separate warren grant by requiring destroyers of cuningars and also

of dovecots to appear before the justice ayre, give satisfaction to
2

the Injured party and pay a 1*0 s. fine. The justice ayre which

previously might have heard offences against rabbit warrens on the

basis of the sanction clause in a warren grant could now do so on the

basis of a parliamentary enactment. An act of 12*57/3 confirmed the

role of the justice ayre In this context and in 12*72* another act

required the justice ayre to punish anyone who stole rabbits from a

warren.^ Th 1503A parliament drafted an act requiring justice

ayres to impose an unlaw of £10 on those who stole rabbits from cun¬

ingars but this part of the act relating to cuningars was deleted

in the final version.^ Rabbit warrens, therefore, were once again

subject to special protection based on parliamentary enactment, not

on the warren grant.

1. DOST, sub link!s: open fairly level sandy ground used for...rabbit
warrsnsj SRQ, Justice Ayre Journal Books. EH 2/1/7, 369.

2. APS, ii, 7, c 10.

3. Ibid., $2, o 36.

li. Ibid., 107, o 16.

5. Ibid., 22*2, o 12) 251, o 13.
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That the justice ayres did, la fact, try offenders against

rabbit warrens can bo seen In their journal books of the early six¬

teenth century. The tljHkoudbrigrti ayre of 1511 hoard cases from Kirfc-

andbrews warren1 and in 1510/11 the justiciary court In Sdtnburgh heard

several oases concerning royal warrens which had been let, e.g.,

2
Btrleton, and non-royal warrens, e.g., Oldhmsstooks. If the offender

pleaded guilty to the theft of rabbits, he was fined S$ and, if he

pleaded inaooent but was round guilty, he waa banished, penalties

which did not correspond to the act of 15G3/4.

The protection of rabbit warrens was entrusted to warrenners.

The royal warreoner of Grail in 1350 was allowed itO a, by the sheriff

and wee supervised by the ctuohwrlain.^ 2b the early sixteenth

century the eonaissioners for crown lands had assumed responsibility

for warrenss in 1505 they enacted, presumably during an aaaedaolo.

that no one should enter the links of Mrleton, West Fenton, St.

Patrick's Chapel and Qullaae apart from their keepers, tacksmen

and inhabitants under a fine of 40 a.4 The local people were to be

charged 2 a. for every rabbit slain to ensure that they took action on

this point.

Baronial warrens were administered along similar lines. The

abbey of Coupar held a eunaingar at Keithick in 1473 which was kept

by a warremcr who held two acres of land in Kcrfchlck, presumably as

5
his fee. His duties entailed the protection of the warren, working

1. i»K0, Justioc Ayre Journal Books. KH 2A/7, 251, 268.

2. Ibid,, m 2/1/6, 369 ff.

3. J&, i, 562.
4. Ibid., i, xil, 693.

5. OA Heat, i, 187 m 231, 194 no 2J8.
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it for the abbey's profit and the protection of broom parka beside

the warren which would both shelter the warren and provide pasture

for stook#^
The Importance of a rabbit warren to its owner lay in the value

of rabbit meat and skin. Warrens may have supplied some rabbits or

2
hares for coursing but their aain purpose was economic and not re¬

creational. The customs accounts show that in the early fifteenth

century if not before there was a moderate trade in rabbit skins
3

which were usually handled in batches of a hundred. In Robert I's

reign the 'Assise de Tolloneis' set the duty on 120 hare skins at

1 d.' and in llj2li parliament set the duty on 'cunyng skynnis' at

12 d."' The output of a rabbit warren could be considerable as the

lease of the Dirleton warrens to William Wawane in 1505 shows.^
His rent was to be 160 rabbits by Lent in the first year and 720

between 1 August and Lent each year thereafter.

!• OA Rant, i, 202, no 21$.

2. See App. C 1.

3. See Table 20.

li. APS, i, 663, c 5*

5. Ibid., ii, 6, o 23.

6. JSR, xii, 693.
7. Ibid., xiii, 76, 1$1, 51$.
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Park.

A park was an enclosed game reserves surrounded by a ditch and

bank on the top of which was a palisade. The latin words 'pares',

'indago' and 'clausura*, were all used in this sense.^ 'Park'

sdght also signify an enclosed area where stock other than game was

2
kept. Finally, when a game park was no longer reserved it might

still be called a parks James III granted Alexander Gordon the lands
3

of Lagan and 'Balaalrl el inn.. .vocatas le Park1. Similarly, when a

park was broken up the woods and hills previously within the park might

still retain such names as Barkahaws and Parfchill.4

1. BMS, ii, 1784, 1327.

2. Ibid., 1178| GA Rent, i, 185 no 226.

3. Ibid., 1722.
c/oes appear

4. Ibid., 1734. This charter -4s- not printed In several copies of
RMS, il but it is given in the copy of RMS, ii In the MLS reading
roc®.
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The king created parks from lands in his own hands and often

frora forest lands* While Stirling old park, formed in 1165 z U74"'"

nay not have enclosed forest lands, the park of Jedburgh and the now

park of Stirling created by the late thirteenth century probably did*

When Robert 1 established parks in several of his forests, the baron

who enclosed the park for bin eight also be appointed the keeper of
2

the park or have to sake a contribution towards its maintenance.

Although Falkland park probably replaced the fourteenth-century

forest of Falkland, there was not always a connection of parks and

forests. Kincardine perk, however, created perhaps by William I,

who issued several charters there, and extended by Alexander III in

12663 was not created fro* forest lands nor was Tarbert park, coa-

pleated in 1330* In the fifteenth century the exchequer rolls recorded

the creation of parks by entering the resultant loss of formes,

as with creation of forests t between li|8l and 1513 the fermes of Loch-

side in Linlithgow were lost because they were 'deputetarum ad pares*

palacii'\and fermes were lost when the old park of Stirling which

had fallen into disrepair was revived in the early sixteenth century

and entitled the now park. ' The extension of Falkland park in 1505

1* See Table 17 which lists royal parks*

2* See Table 17 sub Cowie, Drum, Boyne.

3. See above Chapt. 2, p. 25| ER, i, 21.

k. ER, ix, 1G5j xiii, 538.

5. Ibid., xii, 73.
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to include the ward of Falkland was also recorded in the exchequer

rolls1 and the repetition in the exchequer rolls froa 1508 to 1513

of an entry detailing compensation to the tenants of Gash for crops

destroyed by fallow deer and mare3 may represent either another

extension of that park or the carelessness of the exchequer clerks.

The former seems more likely since in Glenfinglas in 1503 the destruc¬

tion of crops by game was recorded shortly before the lands in question

were declared waste.2
The king's subjects also created parks and needed no permission

or grant from the ling to enable them to do so. One law copied into
3

the late fourteenth-century Cromertie Ms stipulated that a deer as

i'era nature was free to move as it pleased but as long as it stayed

cm or returned to one man's woods it was that man's property. If it
<»

left his lands it again became res nulliiis. By feeding deer or by

constructing a park with deer leaps by which deer could enter the

park but could not leave a baron could obtain possession of deer.

If they broke out of the park and left his lands he could not reclaim

that.

Nanetlijless, some control was exercised over the creation of

parks by the king's subjects in or near forests. Before 121*5 Hobert

Bruce in Annandale quit claimed all his common rights in his wood of

Stapleton and allowed Robert de Crosby 'ad habendum liberum parcum do

1. Jg, xii, 277.
2. Ibid., ll*i*, 211*.

3. APS, i, 71*8, c 8, 'de corris domasticis'.
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predicto basco'.1 The Braces, therefore, controlled the construction

of parks in their forest as did Thorns Randolph, earl of Moray whose
2

receipt of a regality grant would hare given him forest rights.
yrasikec/

Robert ijin 1319/Arbroath Abbey granted permission to enclose parks
and to construct deer leaps In Bunbarrow and Oonan which lay close

3
to the forest of Plater. In general, however, landholders were free

to create partes where and when they wished.

Since partes were created on the basis of property rights one

would expect to find that they were protected In the same way as

other property held by their owners and by no special code of law.

Da Sigland, where most royal parka were created within forests royal
1

parks were subject to the forest law but baronial parks were not.4
In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries several factors suggest

that royal partes in Scotland may have been subject to forest law.

Firstly, when a park was created in a forest it seems unlikely that

the forest law would have been lifted from that particular area.

Secondly, in lk$2 James II granted Thomas Rome and his heirs the

'forestaria et custodies* of Dons park. Thirdly, when the old park

of Stirling was renewed it was declared waste for forest.0 None

of these three points, however, can be taken as proof that the forest

1. See Table 17•

2. See Table 17 aub Newlands, Kinmountj RMS, i, app. 1, 3km

3. See Table 17.

km etit Dutaillis, Stubbs, l£l, 1

5. RMS, ii, 5U1.

6. ER, xii, 73.
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lav applied to parks. In the first instance, when parks were created

within a forest the rest of the forest was usually granted to a

baron. Although the king in the fifteenth century still regarded Boys*

and Shale as his own forest, usually when a park was created within a

forest, the forest was alienated by the crown. Nevertheless, a

park created in a forest nay still have been subject to the forest

law but this type of park should probably be regarded as an enclosure

of part of the forest rather than as a separate park and it is probably

for that reason that the park in Boyne and Shale forest was called

& 'cl&usura' and not a park. In the seoond oase, since the king

granted the 'forestaria' and 'custodia' of a royal park to a baron one

might conclude that the king had held forest rights over the park and

that the park was therefore, subject to the forest law. This need

not have been so since the ling could grant forest rights over an area

where he had not previously created a forest or enforced the forest

law. The grant of forestry to Hone may only have conveyed the right

to hunt in the park. In addition, although Hone received the

forestry and keepership of the park and the animals in it, he had

still to maintain the park for the king which suggests that he did not

have free forest rights over the park. It is still possible, however,

that the king enforced the forest law in this park. The third example

gives the least dubious statement of the application of forest law

to a park. In 1501 x 1502 some of the lands of the old park of Stir-

ling were deputed waste for forest and for feeding wild animals, and

a pa .3 was built round this reserve, which was known subsequently

as the new park.1 The reserve, therefore, was subject or intended

to be subject to the forest law. 1502, however, was the only year

1. TA, ii, 105, 1U6.
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in which the exchequer rolls recorded that these lands wore waste

for forest. From lf>03 to 1508 the lands were stated to be waste for

•nova parca et feris pascendis' and not for forest.1 That 'nova parca1

was substituted for 'foresta' suggests that there was a distinction

between a park and a forest and that a park was not subject to the

forest law. In other words, the intention in 1501 may have been to

create a forest and not a park but when that intention was dropped

the wording in the exchequer rolls had to be altered.

Most, probably all,royal parks were not subject to the forest

law simply because they lay outwith royal forests. The forest laws

support this argument since nowhere do they mention parks and when

they discuss enclosures in the first clause they are all called
2

' coopertoriura ailvarum' and not parks. Jven in fifteenth-century

copies which included alterations resulting from different practices

there is still nc reference to parks. Some royal paries, nonethe¬

less, may have been subject to the forest law.

Since non-royal parks were not subject to the forest law

other measures were adopted to give them more protection than that

afforded by property rights. In the early fourteenth century a park

might be the subject of a free-warren grant: Arbroath held its park

of Dunbarrow and Oonan which had once been a free forest in free

warrenj and John Carlisle received Kinmount in free warren from

Thomas Randolph, earl of Moray.' The sanction clause of the warren

grant enabled the owners of these parks to impose a £10 penalty and

to s eal to higher authority for assistance when enforcing his hunt¬

ing and cutting monopoly. The free-warren grant was not a satisfactory

1.

2.

3.

JR, xii, liilj xiii, 23.

See App. A.

See Table 17.
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fom of protection since It only applied to lesser game and not to

greater game which also could be reserved in a park.

David XI was likewise concerned to afford extra protection for his

subjects* parks and, when he granted )iis park of Galchill to Aberdeen

chapter and college of canons in 1361, he stipulated that, if anyone

should hunt, cut wood, gratse animals or leave the rights of way

without the chapter*a permission, they would be fined 6 cows, 'sine

diminucione quacunque David thus tried to ensure that offenders

would be punished in this park. In 1367/8 he granted Newbattle

Abbey the valley of Leithen in free forest *cum aodo parcandl et

pena pargagii'. Consequently, these parks, which lay in a free

forest^ would be protected by the forest law and the £10 penalty.
In the fourteenth century, however, such cases of special protection

were exceptional.

Da the fifteenth century special protection for parks as for

rabbit warrens came not from the sanction clause of a royal grant

but from parliament. In lh7h parliament legislated that anyone who

hunted, shot or slew deer or roe deer in another man's enclosure or

2
park should be tried by the justice ayre for theft. In 1503A

parliament want one stage further by enacting that justice ayres

Impose a penalty of £10 on offenders in parks.^ A park now had the

same degree of protection for the greater game as a forest. Only

the justice ayre, however, could impose the £10 penalty on a park offender

whereas the owner of a forest could in practice impose the penalty

1. urtS, i, 115.
2. APS, ii, 107, c 16.
3. Ibid., 251, c 13.
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himself. The baron who created his own park did not create the

equivalent of a forest since he was dependent on royal justice for

the enforcement of the £10 penalty. The fundamental difference

between a park and a forest was of course that a forest was created

by a royal grant while a baron could create a park for himself.

At a theoretical level baronial parks raised contradictions

which were accepted but not removed. Firstly, the existence of

parks contradicted the theory that game was res mil.Iius since

game in a park was the property of the park's owner. Game In a park

was still, however, fera nature and had to be free to come and go as

the fourteenth-century law mentioned above implied. 3h fact, game

wa3 not free to leave since deer leaps only allowed incoming animals

to pass. Secondly, parks also infringed the king's theoretical right

to reserve deer to himself. Robert I accepted this infringement when

conceding In 1319 that no blame was to be attached to Arbroath Abbey

•pro feris et animalibus dictos parcos [sic, Dunbarrow and Conan]

ingredi volentibus*. By ensuring that the animals acted of their own

accord allowance was being made for the nature of the game and for the

king's theoretical right to that game. Barons were presumably not

supposed to stock their parks by driving deer into them from the

surrounding countryside. In practice, therefore, a realistic compromise

was worked out rejecting neither theory completely and yet allowing

barons to create their parks.

Within a park the king reserved his vert and venison"'" but might
2

also grant exemptions from these restrictions. Only in David U'a

1. RMS, i, 317| Arb. Lib., i, 28k
2. Ibid., app.l, 65
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grant of Galchill to Aberdeen chapter is there any reference to the

penalty imposed in a park. Hie amercement of six cows which David

wished the chapter to impose an offenders was described as the

'araerislaments sire escaeta ejusdem parci ab antique consueta*.

In this instance the previous royal penalty was to be collected

by the new non-royal possessors. Throughout the medieval period the

justice ayres were associated with the trial of park offenders. 3b

1279 in the honour of Tynedale negligence in the maintenance of non-

royal parks came before a justice ayre of Alexander III at Wark.~

In the fifteenth century also the justice ayres had jurisdiction

over offenders in non-royal parks.

Royal parks were administered by keepers appointed by the king

either heritably or for life. Hereditary appointments such as that of

the Erasers in Gowie in 1327^ or of Thomas Home in Duns Park in 111#3
were usually made in Great Seal charters but in 11*98 the Privy Seal

was also used when the abbot of Lindores was appointed keeper of

Linlithgow palace, park and loch for five years.'4 Not all park keepers

were prominent people: Gilfolan and GilchSarst were keepers of Cardross

in 1329} William Bowman was keeper of Falkland in 11*50 and George

Parklee in Falkland In 11*88.

One of the main duties of park-keepers was to maintain the palisade

round the park so that no dear escaped. The palisade with its associated

1. CDS, ii, pp. 51, S3.

2. TOg, i, app. 1, 73.

3. Ibid., ii, 51*1.

1*. RSS, i, 296.
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bank and ditch was often described as the 'pale'1 or the 'fovea* of

the pari.^ A considerable amount of work wait into the construction

of a park pale because of the size of parks such as Stirling and Kin*
3

cardine. lb the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the construction of

park pales was a duty which the king could exact from tenants in the

same way as bridge building.^ The maintenance of these pales also

cost substantial sums of money.

Date
123*3266

126U-1266

1329-1330

1331

lit?l-lii98

1501-1503

Park Work
Kincardine 700 pertioates

Cost Source
14 d. per M, 1. 21
perticate

Stirling
Paries

Tarbert

Cardross

Linlithgow

construction & £83 16s. 3d. SR. i, 2k
repairs

600 roods

repairs

Stirling Old
Park renewal

£7 ER, i, 239, 287
£3 M, i, 360
£195 0s. 8d. TA, i, 195, 380

TA, ii, 105, 1U6,
£51 5s. 3E5, 355, 362,

372

By the late fifteenth century the park dyke of Linlithgow was probably

made of stone and not of wood. When Stirling park was renewed masons

1. ER, v, 539, 'lex pales' •

2 • Ibid., x 121.

3. See app. 0.

k. Abdn. Reg., ii, 269, (1235/6).
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and pale men were employed to ancloso it. Gates would of course be

placed in the boundary fence or wall and would be lockable. " When

park keepers did not repair the pales their allowances were witheld
p

as with Bannantyne, keeper of Falkland in l46£»l469. Despite all efforts

deer did escape although in 1504 the king was favoured by good fortune

since a »wif1 chased one of his deer back home to Stirling J"*
The game enclosed in parks Included red deer and fallow deer

which first appear in 1288 x 1290.'' Both fallow and red deer were
<

kept in Stirling and in Falkland in the early sixteenth century."

This combination is interesting since it was believed in some places

in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that red and fallow deer

should not be mixed. ^ Boa deer also were probably reserved in parks

but since 'buck' and 'doe* were used to describe both fallow and roe

deer one can not be certain where roe deer were kept. Other animals
7

also were protected^ boars and swans in Falkland; and white deer in

Stirling.^
The greater game enclosed in parks had to be carefully tended.

It has/ to be protected from natural predators such as wolves and

foxes s wolf hunters were appointed in Stirling in 1288 x 1290;

1. TA, iv, 52ki Arb. Lib., 284.
2. ER, vii, 653.

3. TA, ii, 433.

4. ER, i, 33.
5. A, ii, 342, 424| iii, 348, 356, 362J iv, 128.

6. Shirley, Deer Parks. 240.

7. ER, xii, l89j and possibly SB, i, 7,

8. TA, iv, 76.

9. i, 33.
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and in 1505 a trap was made to kill foxes in Falkland park.'*' Game

also had to be fed» in 1288 x 1290 hay was given to fallow does in
2

Stirling park during the winter? and from 1504 to 1507 oats were

3
given to the game in Falkland park. The park keepers were,

no doubt, also responsible for stocking the parks by protecting young

calves and by importing deer. In 1479 x 1480 two cows were bought

to rear kids in Falkland park presumably because the doe had rejected

them or died.*4 Whether this was a common expedient or even a success*

ful one is not stated.

The financial administration of royal parks was handled in the

same way as royal lands, by sheriffs in the fourteenth century and

by ballivi ad extra in the fifteenth century. The treasurer in the

early sixteenth century administered a large part of the expenses

involved in building paric dykes and transporting deer but he never

took over the regular payment of park keepers.

The extant evidence for Falkland park allows a fairly full

picture of the running of a park in the late fifteenth century and

early sixteenth century to be drawn. Along with Stirling and Ian*

lithgow it was one of the most important royal parks at that time

since it adjoined a favourite royal residence. Perhaps the most

frequently used method of stocking this park was that employed in

1505^. John Balfour went into the 'cuntre', in this case presumably

the Lomond hills, with bloodhounds or raches to drive deer towards

1. TA, iii, 171.

2. M, i, 38.

3. Ibid., xii, 277, 441, 521.

4. Ibid., Ix, 54.

5. TA, iii, 172.
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the park where a 'hay yard* had bean prepared for their capture. Some¬

one had to 'wynd' the hay yard which suggests that It comprised a

series of passages which presumably were wide at their outer end but

narrowed as the deer approached the park where they could be captured.

This hay yard was repaired in 1508 by Andrew Mathsson. Hi this

context 'hay* may be used In the sense of a fence as it had been, at

one time, a synonym for park. This meaning of *hala* and 'la haie'
2

may not, however, have penetrated into the vernacular use of 'hay*.

The park bounds of Kincardine and Lintrathen, which may have belonged

to the Durwards, appear to have been specially constructed to accommo¬

date tills method of stocking a park even though barons may not have
3

been entitled to employ this method. Falkland park was also stocked

by importing deer from elsewhere: deer were sent from Torwood to

Falkland in Similarly, Stirling was stocked with deer from

Falkland and from Little Cuiabrae in 1?Q2. ** There was a regular

supply of venison and of live deer from Falkland to other parts of

lowland Scotland. In lf>02 and 1505? Master Levisay, an Englishman was

responsible for catching deer alive without harming them.^ He used
7

nets to 'draw' the deer presumably by encircling them before driving

1. Ib lv>

2. Fauroux, Actea des Dues de Norraandie. 8I4, 90} Ritchie, Normans in
Scotland. 37li HOST, sub 'hay*.

3* See App. 0.

lu TA, ii, Itfl*.
Ibid., 31*8, 3k9.

6. Ibid., ii, ii08, h09t iii, 171.
7. Ibid., ii, i|07, l»75.
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them into a fold or enclosure, a temporary structure rebuilt frora

year to year, Suoh a structure which had its own special keeper

was built in l50it by one Andrew Matheson, who had completed several
2

construction jobs in the park. In 1503 when a stalker and two servants

worked for twelve days in the park to take deer and wild animals for
3

the king's wedding similar methods were no doubt employed.

The first reference to the transportation of live deer which

was a regular occurrence may well be in 11*61 when two 'ferae forests'
h

were taken from iittrick to Stirling. 3h the early sixteenth century

Matheson and Sir harry Wood"* who took charge of the re-building of

Stirling park organised the transportation, of deer by carrying them
6 7

in litters drawn by horses, with four men in attendance. It was

a tricky business transporting live deer j the journey from Falkland
8

to Stirling when there was no delay took three days. It was also a

costly ones in 1502* transportation probably frees Falkland to Stlr-
o

ling cost ll* a. per litter. One of the main recipients of deer

thus transported was the re-newed park of Stirling which required

regular stocking in the early sixteenth century. There was, in the

late fifteenth and the early sixteenth century, a network set up

throughout the country for the supply of game. There were primary

1. Uj ii, i*2i*.
2. Ibid., 1*25.

3. ER, xli, 205.
ii. Ibid., vii, 25.

5. TA, ii,l5l

6. Ibid., 1*25.

7. Ibid., ill, 171.

6. Ibid., 180.

9. Ibid., ii, 1*19.
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sources of deer, at Little Cumbrae in the wast, the Lomond hills,

lorwood and perhaps Ettrlck, from which deer ware sowed to the sain

centres of Falkland or Stirling. At the sane tine dear ware sent

from Falkland to Stirling and from both to Edinburgh.1
lira deer were also transported for sport. In 1508 a tans hart

2
taken from Stirling to Edinburgh was slain 'in the barres' perhaps

in soma sort of animal contest and in 1503 a dear was conveyed to

outside Edinburgh to be coursed on Princess Margaret•s arrival

there.^ La 1505 deer were taken to Inverness and in 1509 to Glen-

finglas presumably for coursing or perhaps to improve the supply of

deer in that forest. Parks might be used, for various purposes but

the primary use, for which there is little direct evidence, must have

been hunting. The only recorded occasion when a king did hunt in a

royal parfc was in Falkland in 1508 when a certain John MethVen went

with James IF 'to stalk one deir with the culveryn*.^ Parks also

provided, a convenient supply of fresh meat both from the game and

from other animals grazed there.'' They also had less serious uses:

in 1505 there was an equestrian display in Stirling park by a

6
Spanish horseman j and there were white cattle in the same park in

j1509. The fourteenth century saw a narked decline in the number of
g

royal parks just as it saw a reduction of royal, lands.

1. TA, i, i±, iii, iv, passim, see indices.

2. Ibid., iv, 128.

3. Leland, Collecteana, iv, 286.

TA, iv, 115.

5. ER, xii, 540, 503.

6. TA, ill, 157.

7. JR, xiii, 60.
8. See Table 17.
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Sjr contrast, there would appear to hare boon a growing interest

in baronial paries presumably because they were more easily maintained

than forests and a more certain source of game. Firstly, while only

six baronial paries are known from the thirteenth century, ?isteen

appear for the first time in the fourteenth century and despite the

greatly increased volume of evidence for the fifteenth century only

twentyfcwo new parks have been encountered in fifteenth-century sources.

">econdly, the most informative evidence for the organisation and

creation of baronial parks belongs to to© fourteenth century. The

neglect of the forest grant in the later fourteenth and early fifteenth

century, therefore, may in part be attributed to this increasing

interest in parks.

The examination of parks and rabbit warrens tons suggests that

the fourteenth century witnessed a change of emphasis in the nature

of hunting reserves. Specific reserves created by the owner, parks

and rabbit warrens, may have replaced to© mors general and less

manageable forests and warrears created by royal grant as the most

desirable type of reserves.



Section D

Vert and Venison Outwith Reserves
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9

Venison

The existence of forests and warrens would have been pointless

had not the freedom to hunt prevailed outwith these reserves* In

medieval Scotland the king and his subjects could hunt relatively

freely outside forests, warrens and parks.

The king who seldom, if ever, tried to enforce his right to

reserve greater game over the whole country could hunt wherever he

wished. When Robert II hunted at Kindrochit, when James II hunted

at Strathbraan and when James IV hunted in Strathfillan1 they were

hunting in areas in which there is no record of a royal forest. James

IV also exercised the king's right to hunt where he wished during his
2 2

pilgrimages to Whithorn and to Tain, during the 'raid' of LLddesdale

in lgQj^ and on the oeeasian of Princess Margaret's arrival in Edinburgh.4
/S04-

1. See above chapt. 3 pp. $9, 70, 79•

2. TA, ii, 118, 170, 400, 401, 454.

3. Ibid., 454.

4. Leland, Oollecteana. iv. 286.
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When examining the hunting rights of the king's subjects both

the possession of the right to hunt and the area over which those who

possessed that right could hunt must be considered. The latter

problem which concerns the principle that game, as res nulllus, did

not belong to anyone is succinctly considered in clause 31 of Quoniaa

Attachiamanta. This clause which first appears in the aid-fourteenth

century Bute Ms^ was omitted by Cooper in his edition of Quoniam

Attaehlamanta on the grounds that it was unimportant and consequently,
2

he may have assumed, not part of that treatise. If this clause was

not part of that late thirteenth century work^—and the use of the

past tense suggests that this clause was written in the reign of

Alexander III or later—it must have been written in the early fourteenth

century and may well relate to thirteenth-century practice. The con¬

tent of this clause and of Quoniam Attachlaneata may never have been

the subject of a royal assise or of enacted law but it was the opinion

and record of legal practitionera.

•Tempore regis Alaxandri null© aque fuerant prohibits
Je&d piscacione salnonum nisi aqua currontes ad mare.

Item non prohibentur aliquia venarl ubique ad lepores et
ad alia animalia sliveatria vel eampestria extra forestas
et warennaa.'U

This clause clearly states that anyone could hunt anywhere outside

forests and warrens, a statanient which describes free hunting and not

caramon rights in hunting of the same type as common rights in wood

and pasture which were in effect controlled by the lord. He granted

1. APS, i, 21*2.

2. Cooper, Quoniam Attaohiamenta. 48.

3. Ibid.

^ £££/ U &52, o 31.
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the right of common pasture to certain people who could exercise

that right on a certain area of land and thqrgrased on that land a

fixed number and type of animal The type of hunting described in

Quoniaa Attaohiaaenta does not correspond to this form of common

right nor does it correspond to the only recorded mention of common

2
hunting. Waldeus of Strichsn in 1224 x 1240 granted 'Blarkerroch'

to St. Andrews Priory with common pasture for 60 pigs, 60 cows, timber

in his wood of Qoatich^ for the new hall and

'cammunera venaeionem in tota terra mea tarn in piano
qua® in boepo per homines sues cum canlbus vel quocunque
alio modo'.&

This grant raises several problems, firstly, if game was regarded as

res nullius there would have been no need for Waldeus to grant St.

Andrews the right to hunt on his lands. If these lands had lain

within the (Hfford's forest of Strachan^ that would explain why

Waldeus granted St. Andrews common hunting. It is, however, equally

possible that those lands lay outsrith that forest or that the Gifforda

no longer held Strachan and consequently that the forest rights liad

lapsed. Secondly, this grant of common hunting applied to the whole

of Waldeus' land and not only to a certain area within his lands set

aside for common rights such as grazing. The practice of common hunt¬

ing over a complete holding recalls the importance of the right to

1. See below Ghapt. 10.

2. 'Blarkerroch* is unlooated.

3. OS Sheet 40, NO 666 952.

4. St A Lib.. 276.

5. KRS, ii, 340.
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hunt cm one's own lend in ore-Norman Scotland and it is possible

that in some areas influenced by Irish practices the landholder could

prevent other people hunting on his own land. It is conceivable

that w&ldeus practised such a custom and made a grant of common

hunting to allow the men of St. .Andrews to hunt on his lands.

The clause from Quoniaa Attaohiaaanta. therefore, recognised

the right of free hunting outside reserves, the right of one man to

hunt across another man's land and consequently that game was res

aulllus outside reserves. It is in the light of such rights that the

hunting pertinents of feudal charters must be considered. Within a

forest in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the significance of

the pertinents, 'feris et avibus* is fairly clear. If they were with¬

held the grantor maintained his forest rights over the alienated land

but if they were included the grantor's forest rights lapsed and the

grantee was able to hunt on the lands received.1" Outwith reserves

the inclusion of hunting pertinents cannot have conveyed control over

hunting to the same extent as the pertinents, wood, pasture and
2

mills, conveyed control over wood, pasture, and mills since gam was

considered to be res nullius. 3h a forest hunting pertinents conveyed

the right to hunt, not the right to control game which only belonged

to the grantee of a forest grant. Outside forests, therefore, hunting

in the pertinents probably confirmed the grantee's general right to

hunt and did not convey any control of game. Since, as clause 31 of

Quoniam Attachiamenta argues, the right to hunt freely was generally

1. See above Ch&pt. $, part k9 p.

2. See below Ctapt. 10, j>. Z9Z-Z 9 3.
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recognised, hunting pertinents were not included in every grant of

land but presumably only in those where they were of some significance,

where the grantor possessed forest rights or where the grantee wanted

his hunting rights confirmed. Ta Lennox and Str&thearn the earls

frequently included hunting pertinents in their grants1 but in seme

2
cases hunting pertinents may have been included for no special reason.

In Scotland before 112ii it has been argued that game was not
3

universally regarded as res nulllus. Although hunting was probably

free on waste ground or ground belonging to the tribe or kin the concept

of game as res nullius could have been limited by a landholder's

right to prevent other people hunting on his land or by his right to

take part of a stranger*s kill for himself. The extent to which such

rights were enforced must have varied throughout Scotland from complete

enforcement to virtually none depending on the influences which had

operated on the hunting custom of the area. The idea of gam© as

res nullius was, therefore, current in Scotland before the Normans

arrived and must have been more strongly established in some areas

than others depending on whether Irish, Welsh, Anglo-Saxon or Scandin¬

avian custom predominated. It would appear that the idea of game as

res nullius developed in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries to the

stage recorded by Quondam Attachlamant* where hunting was free outside

forests and warrens. The Normans, who were acquainted with the

concept of game as res nullius before their arrival in Scotland, may

1. lenn. Cart., 19, 2f>, 29, 31, 39, 50, 91} Eraser, Lennox, ii, i|03
no 20]?, liOl no. 202j Lachaff. Cfars., 12, l6j Moray iteg., k69, no.
16, 1*65, no. 13.

2. Moray Reg., ?6j Abdn. Reg., ii, 268$ Eraser, Lennox, 11, 2, no. 2.

Eraser, Grant, lii, 5 no. 7, 7, no. 11.3* See above Chapt. 1, p. 12;
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have regarded this concept as an Ideal excuse for hunting across the

lands of native landholders* They would, however, not only have

gained from this concept but also suffered from it since others would

be free to hunt on their lands. It seems more likely, that interraction

of Norman and native customs produced a clear statement that hunting

outside reserves was free although evidence of this process is lacking.

3h England, where the Anglo-Saxon concept of res nulllus was most

likely weaker than in Scotland,^ no dear statement was made of the

common people's right to hunt freely outside reserves although it is
2

assumed that they could do so. The existence in Scotland of a clear

statement of the people's hunting rights outside reserves may,

therefore, be attributed to the strength of the concept of gam© as

res nulllus in Scotland before the arrival of the Normans. By the end

of the thirteenth century the position that native and Norman landholders

could not prevent other people hunting can their lands unless they

received a forest or warren grant, must have raised practical problems.

The implementation of res nullius implied that a landowner would

have to permit any number of people to hunt on his land as often as

they wished. In practice this theoretical position was qualified.

The late fourteenth-century Gromertie Ms contains a miscellaneous
3

collection of laws and decisions one of which, »De feris bestiis'

1. See above Chapt. 1, pp. 6 and 7.

2. Petit Dutaillis, Stubbs, 154.

3. AK5, i, 7l|S, c 5| 262.
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is borrowed from Justinian, and which fifteenth-century manuscripts
2

included as one of the miscellaneous forest laws. While this clause,

like that in Quoniam Atbachlamenta was not enacted law it was no

doubt included in legal collections by the end of the fourteenth

century, if not before, because it was relevant and helpful. This

argument is borne out by the fact that it is an explanatory version

of Justinian's law not simply a copy.

'Item fere bestie ut volucres et pieces et omnia animalia
que in celo marl et terra nascuntur si ab aliquo capta fuerint
jure gentium statim illius esse incipiunt quia quod ante
nullius est illud natural! racione canceditur occupanti
nec interest feras bestias nec refert et volucres utrum
in sue fundo aliquis eas capiat aut alieno. Sed qui alienum
fundum ingreditur venandi et aucupandi gratia potest a
domino suo si providerit prohiberi ne ingrediatur (ad
capiendum aliquam earum quamdiu fuerit in sua custodia.
Qui autam aliquam earum capiat quamdiu fuerit in tua cust¬
odia contra legem facit quum tua esse intelligitur quam¬
diu fuerit in tua custodia sed cum tuam custodian dimiserit
et alibi transierit seu volaverlt)3 naturalom libertatem
recepit et definit esse tua et rursum occupanti oonceditur.
Naturalenkibertatem reoipere intelllgitur cum oculorum tuorum
visum effugerit et difficilis sit elua execucio. (Illud
est quesitum insuper si fera bestia te sit ita vulnerata
ut capi possit statia tua esse intelligitur et dicendum
ipsam esse tuam quam diu earn prosequeris quod si desieris t
earn prosequi definit esse tua et rursum fieri occupantis.)

The original statement of the right to hunt game on another man's land

contains the provision that a landowner can, if he wishes, keep outside

hunters off his land. This provision, unqualified in Justinian's

code, can only operate according to this clause when the outsider is

chasing game which is in another landowner's custody which meant in

1. Justinian, Institutes. Section II, part 1, ohapt. 12.

2. See App. A, Table of Rubrics.

3. This section in brackets expands and alters Justinian's Institute.

ii. This second section in brackets summarises Justinian, Institutes.
Section II, part i, cha.pt. 13.
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effect la another man's park. It is also added that once game was

seriously wounded It belonged to the hunter as long as he continued

to chase it. A landowner would also, presumably, be able to prevent

outsiders hunting on his land if they damaged his property in the

process. Apart from these exceptions a landowner who did not hare

forest or warren rights was not entitled to prevent outsiders hunting

on his land.

Bran the possession of forest and warren rights did not completely

remove the operation of ares nullius. Rarest law Hi, which can be

attributed to the thirteenth century, provided that a free nan with

free power to hunt on his land beside a forest perhaps because he

held a free forest charter could follow game from his own land into

the forest provided he kept his dogs under control.1 This right

obviously based on the sane principle as the possession of game

by wounding it, was current in i&gland not as enacted law but as a
2

right which might be specially granted. If a landholder beside a

forest did not have forest rights himself he might still follow game

from his own land into the forest provided he left the capture of the

animal entirely to the dog, provided he did not- use his bow and pro*

3
vided the dog continued to chase the same animal.

Not only did the conception of game as res nullius penetrate

forests but common rights also did: tie priory of May in c llljJ received

from David I 'communitatem naaoris de dacmanec'j^ in Annandale the

Bruces permitted and regulated common pasture and wood in the manner

customary outwith forestsj'' in 131? It was recognised that the Inhabitants

1. See App. A, law 12*.

2. Charter Bolls, i, li*0, (1231).

3. See App. A, law 15.

k. BSC, 156.

5. Fraser, Johnstones, i, 1 no 2} 5 nos 7 and 8.
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of Stirling, on the payment of a toll, had the right to common pasture

and wood In the forests of Stirling and Torwood; and in ll$8 Alexander
2

lord Gordon received caramon pasture in the forest of Daraaway.

In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the creation of hunting

reserves on the Norman-Carolingian pattern while opposed to the

principle that game was res aulliua did not obliterate that principle.

Hot only did the principle of raa nulllus as applied to game receive

a firm restatement but it was permitted to encroach on the recently

established reserves. A compromise of extreme simplicity allowed the

creation of reserves and the continuation of res nulllus outside these

reserves. Although the principle of res nulllus had probably operated

with varying degrees of freedom before the arrival of the Hermans, the

allowances made for its continuation in Scotland in the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries illustrate the interaction of native and Herman

custom.

In the later Middle Ages, however, the principle of res nullius

became increasingly limited in its application to game. The theory

that the king might reserve all greater game to himself since it had

never been seriously enforced did not limit the operation of res

nulllus. It was the actions of the king's subjects which did so. It

was always the case that any hunting reserve, whether forest or park

or warren, limited the area on which people could hunt. While any

baron could reserve game by creating a park such reservation applied

only to his park. It is conceivable that those who did not have forest

or warren rights may have wished to control hunting not only in parks

1. , 1, app. 1, I4I.

2. RSS, i, 2ii6.
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but over their lands as a whole. They would, thus, be able to prevent

outsiders hunting across their lands. It Is, therefore, assumed firstly,

that in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the king's subjects did

hunt across other people's lands and secondly, that landowners eventually

came to oppose this practice if they did not do so at first. There

were several courses of action open to the landowner who wished to con¬

trol hunting without a forest grant. Be was entitled by Justinian's

law to prevent anyone, who® he saw, entering his land to hunt deer In

his park, a right which could easily be stretched or abused especially

since the original clause had omitted any reference to parks. He

might also prevent access to his lands except by certain routes*
and so turn back any hunters not on these routes. The landholder,

therefore, did not set about establishing that he had an absolute

right of property over the gene on his land but simply that he had

the right to prevent others hunting on his land.

This process Is reflected in the inclusion of hunting pertinents

In charters. That the pertinents, hawfcings, huntings and fishings,

were stated far more frequently In the fourteenth than in the thir¬

teenth century may reflect not only the expanded form of many four¬

teenth-century grants but also the growing Interest of landholders

in having their hunting rights stated. Although these pertinents

only confirmed the general right of the grantee to hunt and although

the pertinents included in grants had become formalised by the four¬

teenth century it would be sensible for a landholder who hoped to

control hunting on his land to ensure that these pertinents were

specifically stated. Th«yprovided a basis from which he could work.

1. See Chapt. 10; Stair, institutes. Book 2, Titula 3, c 76.
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On two occasions, in fact, pertinents clearly implied that the

grantee could control hunting even although forest rights were not

involved. Si 1278 x 1306 when Hobart I confirmed Westerker to Melrose

Abbey the pertinents included

'in venacicmibus, piscacionibus, aueupacianibus...
axohaetis ownitxtls oantingentibus arboribus avibus -j
et nidia avium qua® salvagina ac custodiis earundem. *

Melrose Abbey could obviously control the game and hunting. Eskdale,

however, was in many ways an exceptional case since it was almost a

forest.^ No special circumstances surrounded William, Earl of Douglas'

grant of Hingwood to Melrose in 1357 x 1371 which included similar

pertinents,

•venationibus, aueupationibus, piscatianibus...cum
omnimodis ferls et avibus ac nidis avium salvagina et
custodiis aarundea*.3

Pertinents might thus convey not only a confirmation of a general

right to hunt but also custody of game. Such custody may have applied

only to game in paries but the Westerker grant suggests that the custody

conveyed was more general. That pertinents ware used as a basis on

which to control game is borne out in the late seventeenth century

in Stair's Institutes where Stair explains that hunting pertinents do

not convey property in gameJ4, That Stair felt it necessary to explain

that pertinents did not convey property in game argues that at some

previous date this claim had been made. Moreover, Stair recognised

that exclusion of outsiders was one way of acquiring control of game

not conveyed by the pertinents.

1. Malr. lib., 376, 377.

2. See above Chapt. 1, p. 23, and Ghapt. 5, part 1, p.

3. Melr. Lib., il, 461.

4. Stair, loatltutea. Book 2, Tutula 3, o 76.
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That barons ware establishing some sort of limitation of hunting

on their own lands may explain the terms of Robert Scott of Rankilbum's

grant to Melrose in 12*15.^ When he granted Melrose Abbey Glankerry

in exchange for Bellendean both Robert Scottand Melrose had the right

to hunt on the lands which they then held but Scott retained 'licencia

piscandi at venandi* in Glenkerry and Melrose retained the freedom

'piscandi at venandi• in Ballendean. If gam© had still been considered

as res nulllus or if landholder# had not tried to prevent outsiders

hunting on their lands there would have been no need for Scott or

Melrose Abbey to reserve the right to hunt on the lands which they

had relinquished.

The application of res nulllus to forests also showed signs of

weakening, when in 1291; in Renfrew forest the monks of Paisley who

held forest rights in the adjoining lands of Maich and Gaidar were

2
forbidden to harm birds and beasts in the whole of the Stewards' forest.

These arrangements suggest that they could not hunt from their own

land into the Steward's forest in accordance with Forest Laws U; and

15. That the Douglases in the early fifteenth century, if not before,

held bound-courts in Ettrick forest also argues that outsiders were

prevented fpom hunting in the forest^ and in the early sixteenth

century the neighbours of Glenfinglas forest could not hunt in that

1. Heir, lib., ii, 548.

2. See Table 13? Pais. Reg., 92.

3. See App. A.

See above Ghapt. kf part 3 b, p. / ? 3,
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1
forest. It is not surprising to find that in the fifteenth century

the principle of res nulllus did not allow men to hunt across the border
2

into England.

The principle of res nulllus. therefore, from the fourteenth

century and perhaps from the late thirteenth century was becoming

limited in its application to game both inside and outside reserves.

The hunting rights of the common people were affected not only

by the history of res nulllus but also customs concerning which

animals could be hunted and who had the right to hunt them. In the

Middle Ages all types of game were considered to be res nulling accord¬

ing to -Tustinian's Institute but clause 31 of Quqnian Attachiangnta

does not support that interpretation. The animals which everyone

could hunt everywhere were according to that clause Mepores et

alia animalia silvestria vel canpestriaf which, as has been explained

probably referred to lesser game.^ Conseqiiently, the first clear

Scottish statement embodying the principle of res nnllius applied only

to lesser end not to greater game. If this interpretation is correct

the author of this clause may have been taking Into account the

theoretical right of the king to reserve all greater game to himself.

3h practice, however, it would be hard to accept that greater game

were not hunted as res nullius, especially since barons could create

parks for greater game without the royal consent. By the sixteenth

century barons could also keep roe deer in their own woods presumably

on the same basis as they kept deer in a park. 4 The gifts of deer

1. Bee above Chapt. ky part 1, p. 9#-9/,

2. Rhymer, fleeter*; x, 688} xl, 213, 297, ii31.

3. See above Chapt. by part 1, p./^vfj Chapt. 6, p-Z$'i.
k. APS, ii, 2$1, c 13} 21*2, e 12.
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which James IV received frosts hie subjects imply that his subjects

could hunt deer. Many of the gifts eame front magnates who possessed

forest rights* but Sir John Wesnyss who in 1507 sent Janes one roe

2
buck, three white deer, one hart and four roe deer did not have forest

rights. Since l't68 the lairds of Wmyes had held their lands only

with bankings, huntings and fishings^ and none of the extant Wemyss'

charters mentions a park on Hemyss* lands although there had bean a

park at Eicho in the early fourteenth century.^ It is, therefore,

possible that the deer gifted by Werayss were hunted by him as part

of his general right to hunt. Bi the west of Scotland Maegregor's

gift of venison to James IV in 1503* and the later medieval sculptured

stones which portray deer being hunted with two or three hounds^
point to greater game being hunted as part of a subject's ordinary

hunting rights.

When the game was a pest its pursuit by everyone everywhere was

encouraged, the most notable example being wolf-hunting. Hunting

the wolf was permitted when other forms of hunting were not, for
7 A

example, in Sskdale in 1165 x 1169 and in Pluscarden in 1230.° In

1. TA, ii, 366, UOj iii, 163, 189.
2. Ibid., iv, 76, 85, 362.

3. Wcmyss of Waagss, ii, 91 no. 61.

h* Blind Harry, Wallace, Book 10, line 119.

5. TA, ii, 396.

6. Brummond, Sculptured frfanuments, plates 25, $6, 78, 80, 8h, 51.

7. Melr. lib., 39.

8. Macphail, Pluscarden, 69, 199.
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the fifteenth century wolves still posed a considerable problem and

parliament had to pass several acts encouraging wolf-hunting. In 11(27/8

every baron in his barony was to be responsible for summoning his

tenants to at least four wolf hunts in the Spring of every year and

for rewarding the man who killed a wolf with 2 s.^" In 1457/8

responsibility for raising the wolf-hunts was transferred to the

sheriff or bailie and the number of hunts was reduced to three between

2^ April and 1 August when the wolf cubs could be caught. Anyone who

killed a wolf was to receive 1 d. from every householder in the

parish where he killed It and anyone who killed a fox was to be paid

6 d.^ In 1458 x 1459 when the bailie of the larldom of 'larch payed

Gilbert Home 5s. for killing 10 wolves in Cockburnspath 'secundum

actum parliament! desuper confecti' 6 d. had probably been paid for

each animal to save collecting 1 d. from every householder, although

it was less profitable for Gilbert Home] In l4?8, the lords of

council at Inverness enacted that if anyone brought a wolf's head to

the sheriff, the sheriff or bailie was to see that he received 1 d.

from every 5 houses in the parish. They also enacted that when a

wolf was located the hue and cry was to be raised and the penalties,

to be collected by the lord or bailie, for not joining the chase were

heavier on the second and third offences than for all such offences in

the above acts of. parliament. If the lord or bailie failed in this he

could be fined £20 by the justice ayre. That wolves were treated in

the same way as thieves and outlaws illustrates the danger which wolves

still posed An fifteenth-century Scotland.^

1. APS, ii, 15, c 5.
2. Ibid., 51, c 35.

3. m, vi, 540.
4. ADC, 1, 101.
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Similarly, 'foulis of reif*, namely i*ooks, crows, eagles, bussards,

kites and mittens, a type of hawk, could be killed by everyone because

they ate corn and killed birds valued for sport such as partridges,

plovers, blackcocks, greyhens and moorcocks.1" Whether or not all men

had the r: jht to hunt all of the latter group of birds is obscure.

When a case of theft of eggs of partridges or wild duck came before a

Justice ayre it is not clear whether the ayre ad to prote t the eggs

2
for toe king or the landholder. By 1174 a landholder did have the

right at least to all hawks and their nests found on his land and
3

their theft could lead to a £10 fine before the Justice ayre.

This right of free hunting outwith reserves, not seriously ham¬

pered. in practice by limitations on the game which could be hunted,

was not a right possessed by all the inhabitants of early medieval

Scotland. Forest Laws ll and 15 clearly imply that only free man can

benefit from the principle of res nullius by hunting into a forest

and clause 13 of the forest laws states the fine for a free man found

comitting an offence against the venison. The forest laws which

elsewhere mention nativi in ccamaction with grazing do not mention

nativi in connection with hunting. It would seem that nativi were not

entitled to hunt. Whether in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries other

ranks who, although enjoying more freedom than the nativi. were not

completely free were entitled to hunt is not clear. The fifteanth-

1. APS, ii, $1, c 32j 15, c 12.
2. Ibid., 107, c 15 (1171).

3. Ibid.
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century Soots version of Forest law 21 which was borrowed from English

law probably during the early fourteenth century did state in a Scots

insertion that different penalties were to be imposed on a freeman

and a bondman whose dogs were found in the forest.^ A bondman may

conceivably have been entitled to hunt. When Quoniam Attachlamenta

stated that •aliquis' could hunt freely, •aliquis' probably referred

to any free man and not literally to anyone. In the thirteenth and
2

fourteenth centuries as serfdom became increasingly rare a growing

proportion of the population may have acquired the right to hunt.

The impact of such an increase would have depended on the numbers

involved but it is significant that it is to the fourteenth century

that the increased interest in parks and rabbit warrens and of land¬

holders in controlling hunting on their lands can be attributed.

As the treatment of game as res nullius became leS3 common so

the right to hunt would become limited because there would be fewer

places in which to hunt. In some areas this may have reached the

position where only landholders were able to hunt. Ultimately, in

1621 parliament enacted that

'no pian hunt nor haulk at anye tyme heirefter quha hes
not a ploughs of land in heretage under the payrae off ana
hundrethe pundis'.3

Not only were landowners the only ones who could hunt. They were, after

1621, the only on s with the right to hunt. This act, therefore, gave

legal form to what has been suggested was the practical if not the

1. See App. A., law 21.

2. Nicholson, The later Middle Ages, £, 6, 109.

3. APS, iv, 629, c 31.



theoretical position which resulted from toe gradual limitation in

the later Middle Ages of toe concept of game as res nullius. By the

seventeenth century the landowner, as Stair recognised, had established

a right to prevent others hunting on his land. That Stair recorded

that landowners seldom took such action1 does not signify that res

nulliua was still unlimited but that no one at that time hunted out¬

side his own land. While the act of 1621 had not in theory abolished

the application of res nulliua to game andwhile the landowner still

had no absolute property in the game on his own land the application of
2

res nullius to game was in practice dubious.

The principle of res nulliua and the right of all free men to
3

hunt had survived longer in Scotland than in England or in France.

In a European context, therefore, toe limitation of these rights in

Scotland was unique only with regard to the date when it occurred.

1. Stair, Institutes. Book 2, Titula 3, ehapt. ?6.

2. Sicylopaedia of the Laws of Scotland, eds. Black, A.C. and Work,
J.I. vii, para 101*6, notes 2,3j Stair, Institutes. Book 2, Titula 3,
chapt. 76, note.

3. See above Chapt. 2, p. l^Oj Chapt. 3» p. 65.
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10

Vert

To coapare grazing rights and control of wood within and out-

with forests in the early Kiddie ages concerns the rights conveyed

by the pertinents, 'boscis' and 'pascias'. The pertinents of a

charter specified the grantees' rights in accordance with the Norman-

feudal theory that everything on the land belonged to its holder.
1 2

There is no doubt that a baron controlled the woods and the pasture

on his lands. He could also have a forester or a Serjeant to super¬

vise wood-cutting^ and could stipulate the number of animals which

could graze on his pasture.^ A baron, however, only exercised such

1. RRS, ii, 487, (1209 or 1210)j Qlas. Reg.. 85, (e 1208)j Eraser,
Garlavorock, ii, 406.

2. Dryb., lib., 132, (1300)j Holm Oultram Jhrs., 149, (c 1230 x

3. See above Ghapt. 5, part 3, p.2,33 • Pais, Reg., 157, ( 1250)j
Dryb.lib., 132 (1300). y

4. See above note 2.
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rights over unalienated land and could not, as the lord of a forest might

do, alienate the lands yet retain control of the wood and pasture. Common

rights in wood and pasture also came under the lord's controls in 12U8

Freskin of Moray granted the bishop of Moray aommon rights in Ms-- /he compel

pasture and wood of Findrassie."1" As already stated, a lord could

specify not only who used common pasture but also he could limit the
2

number of animals grased on it. Usually, there was a certain area

set aside for common pasture, frequently a moor, and the animals

utilising this light could not grass over the whole of a lord's
3

holding. Ih the early Middle Ages, therefore, the lord had control

over pasture and wood on the lands which he held in demesne and could

presumably punish those who abused their rights in wood and graslng.

Ke could not, however, aspect to raise a forfeiture of £10ibr

such offences nor could he controlpasture and woods on lands alien¬

ated to tenants by charter, both of which the grantee of a forest

might do.

In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries barons continued to

control wood-cutting on their lands although they usually allowed their

tenants timber for building.^ Copper Abbey in the fifteenth century
q 6

reserved wood as carefully in Drimsaie and Atholl where it had no

7
forest rights as In Campsie and Glenisla where it had. In lij.88

1. Moray Reg.. 99.

2- Balm.Lib.. 50j Cauab.Reg.. 36, (c 1178)j RES, ii, 386, (1195 or 1196).
3- Heir. Lib.. 76, (1165 x 1182).

U. SHO, Munro of Foulis Papers. GD 93, box 1, no. 5, (1350 x 1371).

5. CA Rant, i, 21*6 no. 372, 197 no. 2ijD, 198 no. 2U1.

6. Ibid., i, 2i*2, noe. 383 and 387, 225 no. 308, 169 no. 210.

7. See above Chapt. 5., part 3, p. Z
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the bailie of William, Earl Marisohal in the barony court of Keith

forfeited the lease of a tenant who had destroyed woods In the barony

and ploughed and sowed a large part of the lands of the woods.'1' This

corresponded with one of a group of laws given In the early fifteenth-

century Harlelan Ms of Scots laws which stated that a lord may for¬

feit a tenant's lease for destroying wood by burning or selling it
2

and for building on the lord's lands. In the fifteenth century the

control or rather the preservation of wood was encouraged by parlia¬

mentary legislation which made it possible for a baron to seek justice

before the justice ayre. In lk2h/5 parliament imposed a 1*0/- fine on

those who stole wood at night or peeled the bark off trees and gave

the lord whose wood had been iolen the right to try the thief In his

court.^ In lf>03A parliament raised to £5 the unlaw on felling or

burning wood, regardless of whether it belonged to the king or to his
il

subjects.

Enclosure of woods first appeared in the fifteenth century. The

king had reserved certain special woods, for example, at Oollessie,

Falkland and Eamslde, all in Fife,'' but in 11*58 x lii$9 James II enclosed

the wood of Falkland.^ Coupar Abbey also ordered that several of its
7

woods be 'hanyt' which may mean either enclosed or protected.

In the later Middle Ages both the king and other landholders

continued to limit the number of animals which graced on common pasture

1. Prot. Bk. Young. 29 no. 135.

2. BM, (Old Scots Laws). Ms Harleian 1*700, f 282 r.

3. A^, ii, 7, cc 10, 11.

1*. Ibid., 251, c 16.

5. RMS, ii, 385j ER, vi, 1*19} HMS, ii, li»5.
6. m, vi, 566.
7. GA Rant, i, 169 no. 210j 22$ no. 308} D03E sub 'Hain, halning, hainlt'.
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i

and cm other lands oabwith hunting reserves. Although heritage and
2

foggage could be collected outside reserves a baron could not for¬

bid pasture In June and July, the time of fence, nor could he Impose

fines such as those imposed In Renfrew forest by the Stewards on lands

which did not lie in forests. While It was possible for him to con¬

trol rights of way on his lands whether or not he held forest rights,"*
he could not forbid economic activity such as ploughing and building

per se unless wood was destroyed in the process.

Although In the early Middle Ages a baron had considerable con¬

trol of vert outside forests, it was not so «htensire as the control

inherent in forest rights. A forest grant was, therefore, signifi¬

cant in that respect and in the control of hunting which it also con¬

veyed. As a result of the limitation of res nulllus in the later

Middle Ages and of the increasing protection afforded to timber by

the early sixteenth century by acts of parliament, the owners of forest

rights ware no longer in so unique a position as they had been in

the thirteenth century with regard to the control of Granting and wood¬

cutting.

!. 1A Rent, i, 202 no. 248; 222 no. ?.??$ RMS. 1, 3£2j JK, xli, 189.
2- laing giro, , no. 21| ADC, ii, 496; JB, v, 669J Tii, 272; viii,

332, 334; xii, 73.

3. Lind. Cart.. 13$, (12*9 x 1264); CA Chert, i, 181 no. 83; APCP. no. 61.
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11

The lav

The forest lavs regulated the life of a large part of medieval

Scottish society for the purpose of reserving and preserving game,

a purpose revealed In their content which has already been examined.

Some picture of the extent and efficiency of that regulation has

already emerged from the study of the enforcement of forest rights

but more can be learned of the character of that regulation from the

form and nature of the forest lavs.

Of the manuscript volumes into which these forest lows were copied

the earliest belongs to the fourteenth century and the majority to the

fifteenth oentury."*" These legal collections contained not only enactsd

1. See App. A. When no reference is given in this chapter the sources
of the information concerning the laws, their editing and their
dating are given with full discussion in App. A.
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Soots law but also laws, references and practices which their compilers,

legal practitioners, found useful in their work.'1' m the late four¬

teenth century the Cronertie Ms probably belonged to the Priory of
2

Chartreux at Perth. A mid-fifteenth century manuscript from Edinburgh

University Library belonged to a certain R. Alexander, a law clerk,

who made notes in the margins and on blank pages.^ Another aid-

fifteenth century manuscript belonged to the family of Arbuthnott

and was autographed by Alexander Arbuthnott, a member of the College

of Advocates.^ The manuscript written by James Monynat in 11*88 had

various owners including Master David Dun of Edinburgh, W. Sinclair

of Hoslin, T. Nicholson, Icing's advocate in Charles EC's reign, and
5

Balfour Denmilne.

In these manuscripts the forest laws which vary in number from

10 to 90 or more can be divided into four groups. The first group,

clauses 1 to 11, is the earliest probably dating from the twelfth

century. The second group, clauses 12 to 18, may well belong to the

thirteenth century. Together these two groups form a single series

of laws best described as the original Scots forest law. The third

group, clauses19 to 2k comprises laws borrowed from England which

were probably introduced to Scotland during Edward I's attempted

settlement In the early fourteenth century and the final group is a

collection of miscellaneous laws. The earliest version of the first

1. Bobertson* J.J., 'Be Composiciome Cart&rum'. Stair Society Misc.,
xxvi, (1972), 8u.

2. APS, i, 183.
3. Borland. C.. Catalogue of Western Medieval Manuscripts in Edin-

burgh University library. (Edinburgh. l9l6). 398.
l NLS, Arbuthnott Ms of Scots Laws, Acc 2006, see printed note included

with this Msj 'in CoLle^to fldvoc aboram) f^r-
$. APS, i, 196.
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group of laws survives in the Bute Ms of the mid-fourteenth century,

of the second group in the late fourteenth-century Cramertie Ms and

of the third and fourth groups in the Harleian Ms of the late four¬

teenth or early fifteenth century. These manuscripts of course need

not be the earliest written versions of the forest laws.

Ha the twelfth century the enactment of rules or laws to be

applied to forests must have been essential since forests had not

previously existed in Scotland. It is reasonable to assume that

such rules or laws were enacted by royal assises given by the king

and council. Since it eould not possibly be claimed that forest

regulations were the recognition or judgement of previous custom and

since an assise could oreate legal innovations^ an assise would have

bean the most appropriate way of creating rules for forests. David,
2

Malcolm and William all Issued assises and it would be natural for

them to issue forest regulations by assise. Such assises were pre¬

sumably recorded by the royal clerks and so were copied Into now lost

collections and eventually into the extant manuscripts. Their

promulgation would presumably be the responsibility of the barons

and of royal officers, especially the sheriffs, who eould proclaim

the assises in the courts andpossibly also at parish kirks since through¬

out the medieval period parish kirks seem to have been a focal point
3

for announcements concerning forest regulations.

1. Jolliffe J.®.A., The Constitutional History of Medieval Bagland,
(London, 1967), 239.

2. RRSp lj p. 35>} ii,pp. 1|2, itf>, 69.

3. See App. A., law 6j RSS. i, 1637.
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The inclusion of English laws in the Soots forest laws during the

fourteenth century reflects the borrowings made by Soots law at this

time. There is, however, some dispute about the extent and sources

of the borrowings made by Soots lawyers in the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries but none deny that borrowings were made.1 It has recently-

been argued that Saglish material introduced to Scotland in the thir¬

teenth and fourteenth centuries was examined and included In a

fifteenth-century restatement of the law the impetus for which led

to the formation of legal treatises and to the legislation of James
2

I and HI encouraging the collection of Soots laws. It was as part

of this process of collection and examination of earlier material that

the four groups of forest laws were combined into one body of law

by the late fourteenth or early fifteenth century.

In this form the forest laws as they were known in the fifteenth

century did not represent a single body of enacted law. Some laws

compiled probably in the twelfth century to regulate pannage were long

since out of date. Although the purpose and principles of the

forest laws remained the same their provisions and details did vary.

Nevertheless, in the early sixteenth century clear references were

made to the forest laws. In 1507/3 James IV ordered that offenders

in Qlenfinglas be punished according to the king's laws and statutes"*
and mentioned 'leges forestarum nostrarum* in a charter of 1508.^

1. Duncan A.M., 'Regiam Majestatera, a Reconsideration', Juridielal
Review. (1961), 199.

2. Robertson, J.J., ibid. op. cd\
3. RSS, i, 1637.

U. RMS, ii, 3218 and SRO, Great Seal Register, C/2/1U.
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Since the traditional forest law belonged to the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries one might hare expected parliament to hare carried out the

necessary revision. All parliamentary acts which concerned relevant

topics applied either to the whole country or to parks and rabbit

warrens but never to forests* It is unlikely that any acts relating

to forests have been lost since in the sixteenth century those manu¬

scripts of the forest laws which appended a section of parliamentary

enactments did not mention any acts not now extant.1 The laws referred

to by James 17 were, therefore, the traditional forest laws. In fact

these laws were subject to various Interpretations and alterations which

kept them up to date.

Even in the late twelfth century there is evidence that there were

local as well as national laws applied to the forests. For example,

any servant of Melrose Abbey who committed an offence in Gala and

Leader or Trolhope forests had to pay half a yearfs wages to the lord
2

of the forest according to the assise of the Abbey.

When Robert II instructed Robert Srskine, justiciar of Clackmannan

and Torwood tc try offenders 'sicut leges et eocimetudinea requirunt*

the customs may have comprised practices and innovations made
3

since the laws were first promulgated. The fifteenth-century

copies of the forest law included alterations which, since they can

not be attributed to copyists' errors, were made to keep the laws up

to date. In a fifteenth-century manuscript in the National library

(N)^ all reference to pannage, which died out in the fourteenth

1. See App. Aj Such edited Mss are NLS, Adv. Ms 2U.2.U b (Bal),
128 c I8j NIS, Ms, R.C. 19 (EZ) fos. U b, 5 b.

2. Heir. lib.. 307j RRS, ii, 111.
3. SRO, Mar and Kellie Papers. GD 12i|/6A.
k» All Mss are referred to by abbreviations listed in the table of

MSS in App. A.
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century, was omitted in clause 1, as were all the miscellaneous laws

which do not directly concern forest matters, i'hat variant editions of

these laws did appear in the fifteenth century"1" suggests that they were

still in use. There was rothing unusual in the fact that these laws were

subject to various interpretations since variations between the enacted

law and practice have already been pointed out with regard to timber
2

cutting and rewards for wolf hunting, and the points of ditt&y listed in

the justice ayre journal book in 1503 did not include the hunting of
3

deer in winter which parliament iiad made a point of dittay in lijij..

It is in this context that the statutes of Ettrick forest must be

considered.

In liiuij James III instructed his cormaissioners for Ettrick forest

to enforce the !actis and statutis of our said forest maid of iefor

for the reuyle of the samyn', obviously referring to a aeries of

local laws for Ettrick forest. The 'statute foreste' mentioned

in lh.l which forbade the erection of gardens or enclosures in Ettrick may

5
also have been of local provenance. These statutes of Ettrick were

probably enacted by the commissioners for crown lands since their

letter of commission autiiorised them to make such new statutes as

were deemed necessary, Tha commissioners for Manteith which included

1. See lop. A, Ms Go.

2. See Ghapt. kt part 2, p.//6Chapt. $, p./SFS",
3. SRO, Justice .4yre Journal Books, RH 2/1/6, lititj 4fS. ii, 107, c 16.

a. £R, ix, 605.

5. Ibid, viii, hk.
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1
the forest of Glenfinglas had the same power. Indeed a baron cotirt

could enact laws on certain matters such as good neighbourhood which

had to be obeyed by the local Inhabitants. In 1U99 a body of twelve

laws were published by the commissioners in the forest court of

Sttrick in the Tolbooth of Edinburgh in the presence of the forest-

tenants. Such action clearly illustrates that the existing forest

law was found to be inadequate. These statutes of Ettrick were

clearly geared to the existenoe of forest steads which were not

common in other forests. In effect these statutes were an up-

to-date version of the traditional laws adapted to the conditions of

Sttrick forest. Despite these new statutes it was still possible

for the royal rental of Ettrick to record that 'thir thre statutis to

be kepit in forest in wod, der and teling, that is to say the wod
2

and der punlst be auld statutis and the corn eschete'. Old and

new operated side by side for there was no contradiction in purpose.

By leaving various courts to Interpret toe traditional forest

law and bring the penalties and procedure up to date a rather con¬

fused situation may have arisen. The traditional forest laws were

still the basis of the law in forests but they could be clarified

and expanded by local statutes enacted by the coaraissioners for crown

lands and when Jame3 IV referred to the enforcement in Glenfingias of

1. ER, ix, 620.

2. Itii., x, 2*60.
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his 'Iraia and staiutis maid thalrapaun' he was possibly referring to

statutes supplementing the traditional forest law sod not simply to Iras

and statutes relating to forest matters.

The laws which applied to royal forests probably also applied to

non-royal forests* Hot only would such an arrangement make practical

sense but non-royal forests, as explained, could be regarded as areas of

royal forest specially created for a subject. In the traditional body of

forest Ira two clauses, 15 and 18, specifically allow for non-royal

forests while clause 1h may indirectly refer to the holder of a free

forest beside another forest. Since the second group of laws, 12-18,

probably belong to the thirteenth century and since they alone refer

to nor,-royal forests it is possible that, if they were not actually

enacted as a group of baronial forest laws, non-royal forests were gives

careful consideration when they were foamed. The rules enforced in

non-royal forests did not always correspond exactly to the regulations

contained in the forest lows as the fines Imposed in Renfrew forest

illustrated.1 In baronial as in royal forests the law was subject to

local variations. In 1508 non-royal forests were still subject to the

royal forest Irat witness the baronial forest of Cabraach which had to
2

be kept according to the laws of the king 'a forests. That the

additional statutes for royal forests were also applicable to free forest*

is suggt ' 'by the proclamation made by the lords of council la 15Gb/5 that

1, See above Ghapt. U, part 3, p,226-22^,

2. RMS, ii, 32131 SRO, (frost Seal Register. 0/2/11, <:
forestarua '■
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the baronial forest of Glencarvie and Gleneomrie be kept 'undir all

pane and charge contenlt in the lswis of fre forest and statutis maid

thairupoun'

Forests, although subject to a special code of lav, were not

removed from the jurisdiction of other laws. Non-forest offences

in forests, although seldom recorded, were subject to the same law

as elsewhere. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries it can be

assumed that the sheriffs and justices responsible for the trial of

forest offences were also competent to try non-forest offences. In

non-royal forests the lord of the forest and the royal courts must

have divided non-forest jurisdiction in accordance with the customs

common throughout the country, certain cases going to the baron,

certain to the sheriff court and certain by the later thirteenth

century to the justiciar on ayre.

In the fourteenth century the justiciars of the forest war©

presumably competent to hear non-forest offences and the fact that the

sheriff in 1371 had to ensure that the justiciar of Clackmannan and

Torwood had a sufficient court argues that the sheriff within the forest
2had judicial competence which in this case was assumed by the justiciar*

When the lands of the forest were alienated in free barony as those
3of Ettrick were to Jaraes Douglas the grantee would of course possess

barony jurisdiction over the forest lands.

1. rss, i, 1505.

2. SRO, liar end Keilie Papers, GD 12ij/6/l.

3. RMS, i, app. 2, 232.
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That non-forest cases were not neglected in the fourteenth century

is supported by the inclusion in the forest laws of a large group of

miscellaneous laws. Although one of these laws was usually the clause

de feris animalibus' borrowed from Justinian and another fde venientibus

ad guerram" stated the armour to be kept by persons of poor means in

forests,1 most related to non-forest matters. They touched on heredity,

marriage, oath-taking, exceptions to writs and other matters relevant

to courts held in forests whose competence extended beyond forest matters.

In the later fifteenth century the commissioners for crown lands could
2

try non-forest cases as their points of inquest demonstrate and justices

on ayre dealt with crimes committed in any royal forest; in 11*95 and

1510 the ayre at Selkirk heard cases of theft of stock and of murder
3

from Ettrick. There appears to have been one coroner for each ward

in Ettrick since in 11*95 David Rringle, the currour of Tweed ward,

was the coroner of Tweed.^ In Ettrick, therefore, forest and ordinary

justice were closely linked. Lesser civil offences from forests^which

may have gone before the bailies or the sheriffs, were in Ettrick after

11*99 definitely the responsibility of the bailie who had to determine

natters of good neighbourhood. Considering the arrangements for the trial

of non-forest offences within forests gives an impression of the burden which

the forest laws could have imposed. In a certain area of land the forest

laws established a series of rules and regulations, and offences and trespasses

which the inhabitants had to obey and avoid over and above those of ordinary

civil and criminal law.

1. See App. A., Table of Rubrics^ see above Chapt. 9 0 j Chapt. 3,
p. 81*, 85.

2. 3R, X3., 393.
3. SRO, Justice Ayre Journal Books, EH 2/1/5. 109. 116: EH 2/1/6. 281.

286. ~~
1*. Ibid., EH, 2/1/5, 121*.
5. BB, ad, 39k, c 9*
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The nature and form of the forest law has, therefore, revealed

conclusions about the character of the forest system, which are in

accord with the picture obtained from other sources. The forest law

was not static. After its initial statement in the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries it was adapted and developed by the addition of English laws

and by the enactment of additional statutes to emphasise and clarify

points of local significance. let it was local courts and not parliament

which had to modify and renovate the law which applied to royal and non-

royal forests. Between IhZh and 1^13 no act of parliament even mentioned

forests as hunting reserves. From one point of view the history of

the forest law reflects a flexible and adaptable Institution but from

another it reflects the neglect which forests appear to have suffered

in the fourteenth and earlier fifteenth centuries.
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12

The Economic and Social Impact of Hunting Reserves

1. Economic Aspects

Since forests or hunting reserves contained resources of value

not only to their owners but also to other Inhabitants of the land

they did not, indeed could not, exist in an economic and social

vacuum. They included both wooded and open land. The woods sheltered

animals such as deer and boar which provided meat, fat, oil, sinews

and leather and provided timber for fuel, building, tanning, charcoal-

burning and the manufacture of implements. Both the woods and the open

ground provided pasture for grazing domestic animals. In the Middle

Ages cattle, sheep and goats fed on green leaves in summer and in

winter on leaves gathered dry* In oak and beech woods acorns and

beech mast were the diet of pigs. Finally, beesc neats often found

in woods provided honey which was the only form of sweetening.

While woods were large enough there was little need to regulate the

exploitation of these resources but as the population grew and as

the clearing of woods for agriculture increased these resources came
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under pressure. If flocks were grazed in a wood they ate leaves,

broke branches, cleared the undergrowth, altered the drainage and so

could destroy a wooded area which would no longer be able to harbour
X

wild animals. Over-cropping of timber produced similar results.

Because of these basic ecological facts some form of control of

grazing, felling and hunting was required. That hunting was a sport

as well as a source of food complicated the situation because the

creation of reserves whose primary purpose was to provide sport

occasioned control of woods and open land for only one of the many

activities for which that land was valued. Consequently, hunting

reserves were opposed to the use of a certain area of land for cer¬

tain essential economic uses. In fact the various exemptions which

the lord of a forest might grant permitted the pursuit of these

economic activities to an extent consistent with the maintenance of

the hunting reserve. Both the owner of the forest and outsiders

were thus enabled to use the reserve.

It is Important to decide to what extent the owner' s wishes

controlled the exploitation of the reserve and the concession of

exemptions and to what extent exemptions were made and the reserve

exploited in response to demands from outsiders, in other words

to determine whether the wis ies of the owner overruled those of out¬

side users or vice versa. The only means which the owner of the

forest possessed with which to inpose his wishes was his forest administration

1. Cambridge Economic History, 1, ed. R. Kjebner, (Cambridge, 19^1),
172 ffj Kaed, Forests of France. 32, 35'j MaoVean D.N. and Loekie,
J.D. Ecology and Land Use of Upland Scotland, (Edinburgh, 1969),
3-5, U0, 55.
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which, It has been explained, seldom .functioned efficiently In

medieval Scotland. It was, therefore, possible for the wishes of

outside users to Influence the exploitation of a forest or hunting

reserve. In most Instances, in fact, the lord of the forest

would have been able to profit from the exploitation of the resources

of his forest by charging tolls for their exploitation.

Consequently, the alienations and exemptions granted within a

forest reflected the economic life of the country. When many such

grants were made the reserve in question was under considerable

economic pressure arising most likely from economic expansion in

its vicinity. When assessing economic expansion or contraction in

this manner certain qualifications must be borne in mind. Firstly,

it is only the first alienation of a piece of forest land which is

relevant to a study of economic pressure since only the first such

grant represents the change from a hunting reserve to a fully

exploited area. Secondly, although the existence of such a grant

with the right to cultivate an area of a forest does not prove that

that area of forest was cultivated it can generally be assumed that

there was an intention to cultivate even if that intention was not &

in every case realised. Thirdly, the concession of alienations and

exemptions need not always have been governed by the economic

environment of a reserve. Political considerations could have an

effect and forests were administered not as reserve supplies of

natural resources to be released when the demand for them rose but

as areas for hunting. If the lord of the forest was sufficiently

powerful and determined then probably no amount of demand could make

him grant economic concessions within his forest, for example, the

case of James 17 and Glonfinglas.
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Generally, the initial exploitation of a reserve would be

effected by the owner. Apart from the sport and the produce of game

the value of a hunting reserve to its owner lay In the revenue which

he could raise from it and the economic activities which he could

pursue in it. Tolls levied on animals grazing within the reserve

provided revenue the amount of which can seldom be determined. In

the later thirteenth century, however, the returns from pannage

in Sttrick and In Tynedale have survived.

Forest Date Pannage Source

Ettrick 1265 13 swine EH, i, 30

Ettrick 1286 x 1290 20 pigs ER, i, 35.
Wark 12614.-1266 Sk ba lid for IB, i, 23.

2 years.

In the fourteenth century the value of hunting reserves was sufficient

for several forests and parks to be included in the revocations of

David II's reign."1" Several royal forests were let in the fourteenth
2

century either directly or by the collection of femes of foggage
3

or herbage and by the fifteenth century rent collected from forest

tenants provided more revenue than tolls for pasture, penalties for

offences and compositions of fines. Many of the royal forests let

in the fifteenth century had probably been let by their previous

owners before the forest entered or returned to royal hands.4

1. See above Chapter 3, 55-57.

2. See above Chapter U, 200.

3. See above Chapter 4, 126, 127.

l4» Ibid., 151} see App. B.
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Date Forest Rents charged Source

ll£l Clunie £ 13 6s 8d m, vi, 1*80

53s lid ER, vi, ii6l
£519 13s lid fflj vi, 371

1U56 Darnaway

lli6l Ettrick

The returns from Sttrick forest in the later fifteenth century were

one of the largest sources of royal revenue and they could exceed

£1,000. The king's subjects also let their reserves and received

rent from them in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries."^
The owner of a hunting reserve could, of course, graze his own

animals within the reserve. The Avenels grazed animals in Eskdale
2 3

in the early thirteenth century as did the Stewards in Renfrew.

The number of animals grazed in forests, as in common pastures, was

carefully regulated. In Bqyne and Ehzie in 1327 Gilbert Hay, the

forester, was permitted to graze In each forest 2ii cows, one bull,

300 ewes, 300 two-year old sheep or 'hoggis' and 6 mares in loyne.

The sub-foresters were allowed to graze 20 cows and 3 broken-in

horses."r The king also grazed animals within his forestss in 1330

the royal stud was removed from 'partibus ultramontanisf, perhaps

in Mar, to Ettrickin ll*87 this stud was still maintained in Cat-

carmach where it probably remained till l501j James III and James

Iv both kept unbroken horses in the forests of Glen Artney, Glen Almond
7

and Glen Sheaj and in the later fifteenth century royal cattle and

1. See above Chapt. 5, 2I4.3.
2. Heir. Lib., 195.

Pais. Reg., 5, 17.
li. Rig, i, app. 1, 65. Allowance has not been made for the long hundred in

these figures since they are not from the Exchequer Rolls.
5. ER, i, 3U0.
6. ibid., ix, 1*75.
7. Ibid., ix, 329, 1195 x, 566.
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12 3
horses were kept in Torwood, Lochindorb and Glenfinglas.

In Ettrick forest where the largest number of royal animals were

grazed flocks of sheep were first established by James I when Bttriek

was still in the hands of the Douglases^ and they survived till 12*55
K

when the forest lands returned to the crown. At first only five

steads were held by the crown, East and West ^ontbenger, Catslak,

Blakgrane and Catcarmach^ but gradually the king put his flocks onto

steads held in stelebow. In 1501, when there were 21 stelebow
7

steads in the forest, if James I? had kept a full quota of sheep

on these steads he would have had 8,820 sheep in Ettrick. On
Q

certain of the stelebow steads 2*20 sheep formed a full quota

9
but the number varied between 22*0 and iifiO. In fact in IfjOl only

15 stelebow steads had their full complement of sheep1^ and so there

would have been approximately 6,300 sheep there. With the advent

of feuing these steads were no longer let in stelebow and the king's

sheep were supposed to be returned to him.""

1. ER, vii, 22*6$ xiii, 121; TA, ii, 392*.
2. Ibid., vi, 518.

3. Ibid., xii, 186.

2*. Ibid., iv, 576.

5. Ibid., vi, 225.

6. See App. B.

7. Ibid.

8. ER, xii, 32*.
9. Ibid., ix, 2*70; RSS, i, 2*35.

10. ER, xii, 32*.
11. See App. B; SR0, ADC, xxi, f 192*.
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The value of a hunting reserve to its owner also stemmed from the

timber and on occasion from the arable land within the reserve.1

Hunting reserves, in theory opposed to economic e^loitation, were

nonetheless exploited by their owners who would as a matter of policy

try to determine the nature and the extent of the exploitation of their

reserves.

Hunting reserves were not only exploited by their owners. In the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries the recipients of grants of

exemptions from forest rights were frequently abbeys, especially

Cistercian abbeys. Melrose, Kewbattle, Arbroath, Coupar Angus and
2

Holm Oultram all received some rights of usage in Scottish forests.

With their capital, organising ability and expertise the Cistercians

could graze large flocks of sheep and embark on extensive projects

to break in new land. On their estates where sheep were grazed there

were granges run by lay brothers who were assisted by other tenants on

the grange in tending the flocks. The provision of fuel, the grazing

of the flocks, the construction of folds and shelters for the animals

and of temporary shielings for the herdsmen must have made consider¬

able inroads into a forest's vegetation and put pressure on the
3

maintenance of a hunting reserve. Such pressure was exerted in the

reserves of Gala and Leader, Ettrick, Ayr, and Eskdala by Melrose

Abbey, in Pentlsnd, Crawford and possibly Leithen by Newbattle Abbey,

1. RMS, ii, 3218} SRQ, Great Seal Register, C/2/lh.
2. See Tables, Hi, 19.

3. Symon, Scottish Farming. £l, £6} Melr. lib.. 76} Kelso Lib., ii55.
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in Trostaeh, Ochtirlony and Ilnkell by Arbroath Abbey, in Renfrew

by Paisley Abbey, in Cargill by Cottar Angus Abbey and in Dalbeattie,'

Dua.fri.es by Hols Col tram Abbey. A closer examination in certain

reserves of the activities of the abbeys of Melrose and Paisley,

so far only examined in a judicial or procedural context, reveals

the process by which the maintenance of a hunting reserve could

be placed under stress.

Hie royal forest of Gala and Leader, first recorded in 1150 x

1152,1 mast have been created shortly after 1136 when Melrose Abbey
2

received pasture, pannage and the right to cut wood there. From

its creation this forest was subjected to the caramon activity of

both laymen and ecclesiastics. The earliest lay activity dates

to the reign of David I when William Soroules held the lands of

Sorrowlessfied,^ when Alwin asserted part of the forest near Kedslie^

and when the foresters held lands at Blalnslie which William I later

c
gave to William son of Gain. More powerful layman also had an interest

in this forest; the de Moxvilles held their own reserve to the north of
6 T

the royal forest; William de lyndesay held lands near Kedslie;
8

the Stewards had the right to pasture animals near HLalnslle;

1. ESC, 153.

2. Ibid., 141; see plan 2.

3. BBS, ii, 441.
4. Dryb. Lib., 110.

5. BBS, ii, 265.

6. Hay, Genealogical Collections. 245.

7. Dryb. Lib.. 110.

6. Ibid., 112.



and the earls of Dunbar by and probably before the early thirteenth

century held lands at Sorrowlessfield, Sarlston and Lauder.1 The

activity of these barons and their men would have placed certain

areas of the reserve under pressure but their rights are less

important in this respect than the rights granted to Dryburgh

Abbey and especially to Melrose Abbey.

In 1162 x 1165 Malcolm IV confirmed that Melrose held pasture

rights over the whole of the land between the Gala and Leader

Rivers and south of the lands of Richard de Morville and the men of

Wed&le and that they held the lands of Gattonside between the rivers

HRwyn and Leader and south of the Fauhope Bum. He also allowed them
2

to build a cowshed for 100 cows and a sheep-fank at Colmslle.'"

The monks of Dryburgh, who held a grange at Kedslie with the right

to pasture in the forest"^ can have been none too happy with the

pasture rights of Melrose and c 1160 Melrose and Dryburgh defined

the boimdary between their granges of Kedslie and Colmslie and

agreed that the animals of Melrose could only be pastured on Dry-

burgh's lands with Dryburgh's permissionJ4, By Malcolm IV's reign,

therefore, the resources of the forest were no longer sufficient to

meet the demands being made of them without furtner regulation.

-*-• Mslr. Lib., 101; Dryb. Lib., llh»

2. HRS, i, 235.

3. 25C, 193.

Dryb. Lib., 113.
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After settling their relations with Bryburgh the monks of Melrose

next had to turn their attention north to Richard de Morville.

Richard, while in charge of this forest in the years before his death

in 1189,1 granted Melrose certain carefully regulated rights within
2

the forest in charters which can only be dated to 117ii x 1189.

It is probable though not definite that they were issued in clarifi¬

cation of the settlement made in 1180 of the dispute between himself
3

and Melrose. The terras of the settlement suggest that the dispute

arose because Richard tried to share in Melrose's pasture rights

in the royal forest especially in Threepwood and because the monks

objected to Richard's hunting throughout the forest especially in

Threepwood and tried to increase their buildings in the forest.

By the terms of the 1180 settlement Richard's activity in the

royal forest was limited to hunting although Threepwood was to be

held by him. The monks of Melrose were entitled to graze their

flocks anywhere in the forest, including Threepwood and to use

the wood of the forest although they could not grant or sell timber

from the forest nor increase the number of buildings which they

held in the forest without Richard's permission. The charters of

117li x 1189 clearly defined the buildings and rights of the monks

at their granges of Blainslie, Buckholm and Whitelee. The monks

were free to plough and to sow in Blainslie but were to make no assart.^4.
In Buckholm they were entitled to have 9 buildings and no more'' and

1. See above chapter it, 185-6.

2. Melr. Lib.. 9k, 106, 107.

3. RRS, ii, ?36j see above chapt. U, 186.

ii. Melr. Mb.. 9h.

5. Ibid., 107.
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la Whitclee they could build a cowshed for 100 cows, a sheep fank,

and hay bare and a dwelling house with a hearth. The only other

buildings which the monks could erect were wattle bivouacs for their

shepherds.^" Finally, the 1180 settlement provided that the monks

have a forester with responsibility for their pasture and that the de

Morvillea have a forester to protect the game.

This settlement, therefore, attempted to organ:' se conflicting

activities within the forest in such a way that they could co-exist.

Without careful regulation the pastoral interests of the monks had

conflicted with the hunting interests of the de Morvilles. The

settlement was not wholly satisfactory since the de Morvilles could

still hunt in the monks1 pasture lands and the monks, with certain

limitations on building, still maintained their granges aid flocks

within their forests. Both sides now knew their rights but the

problem had not been solved.

Melrose Abbey continued to further its interests in the forest

by the receipt of additional arable lands at Blainslie, in llQO x

1193, with freedom to build.2 In 1189 x 1190 William's confirmation

of Melrose's rights in the forest recorded two additional settlements
C-ha pel.

at J&lsieside and Chieldhelles,i and stipulated that royal foresters

could not sell wood from the monks' lands and that the monks needed

William I's permission before erecting any new buildings.^ In 1189 x

1196 Melrose received from William de Morville additional lands at

Milsieside. The continuing expansion of the monks' pastoral farming,

1. Melr. Lib., 106.

2. RRS., 265.

3. Ibid., li, 301j Melr. Iio., 96, 108j RCAM, Roxburgh, li, 291.
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may have occasioned Alan Steward's cession to Melrose Abbey of all

his pasture rights on the west side of the Leader in 1189 x 11931
and Melrose Abbey's complaints before 1202 that Patrick, Sari of

2
Dunbar, had tried to seize their pasture at Sorrowlessfield. These

complaints once again reflected the over-exploitation of the forest

and the need for careful regulation. The dispute of Melrose Abbey
3

and Patrick, Earl of Dunbar, was resolved In 1208 when it was

settled that Melrose held the arable lands of Sorrowlessfield from

him with the right to graze their animals on the land between

Kedalie in the north, Gattonside in the south, Malcolm's road in

the vest and the river Leader in the east. Oh this land the monks

could graze ?00 oxen and UtO working oxsn or cows and Patrick also

had the right to graze animals there although neither party could

leave their herds there overnight. The monks were to erect no build¬

ings on the pasture lands and the trees were to be in Patrick's

hands.

The exploitation of this reserve by so many people and especially

by Melrose Abbey not only led to disputes between the exploiters of

the forest but must also have hindered, the maintenance of the forest

as a hunting reserve. An attempt to limit pastoral activity within

the reserve in order to facilitate the maintenance of the forest

proved unsuccessful in 1180 and grazing continued to thrive. Finally,

in 1236 Alexander II gave up the struggle to maintain the lands

between Gala and Leader as a hunting reserve, deforested the lands

which Melrose held there and granted them to Melrose in free forest.^

1. Melr. lib.. 97} KRS, ii, 36i+.

2« Heir. lib.. 101j RRS, ii, U83.

3. See above Chapt. it, 186-7.

It. Melr. Lib.. 257, 258.
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The Stewards in their forests of Renfrew and Ayr had to ccpe with

the activities of the monks of Paisley and Melrose respectively.

In 1165 x 1172 Walter Steward granted Paisley Abbey easements in his

forest of Paisley with pasture there for the beast3 and pigs of the

monks and their men in the same way as Walter and his men could

pasture their herds in the forest. Walter stipulated that if he

introduced his own flocks into the forest he would set aside one

1
part of his forest specially for the monies* pasture. Alan Steward

2
confirmed these provisions in 1177 x 1199 and in 1208 x 121i|. Walter

the third Steward granted Paisley lands between the Old Patrick

and Espadie rivers and between the rivers Maich and Calder, as a

result perhaps of the introduction of Ms own flocks into the

forest.^ The lands between Maich and Galder ware deforested for

the monks but Alan reserved his game on the lands between the Old

Patrick and Sspadie. In the latter area he did, however, permit

the monks to assart, plough and build as they wished and to collect

wood and graze 100 pigs in the surrounding forest. Any other grazing

was subject to certain fines.'4 The detailed nature of these provisions

suggests that Alan was aware of the damage wMch unregulated grazing

would cause in Ms reserve and may well have arisen from trouble

resulting from the absence of such regulations in the grant of Walter

the first Steward. Alan also ceded the lands and pasture of 'Crumley1

•Swynesholes *, and 'Petlhaucingavin' to Paisley with the right to

1. Pais. Reg., 5.

2. Ibid., 11.

3. Ibid., 17.

ii. See above Ghapt. 5, 226.
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assart and build although ha still reserved his game on these lands.1
Having deforested the lands of Maich and Calder it is not surprising

to find that they were granted to Paisley in 1219 x 1230 in free
2

forest along with Monaibrock in Strathgryffe which Paisley had
3

received in 1202. The Stewards, therefore, divided their forest

into those areas where the monks could operate and those where they

could not. This policy seems to have operated tolerably well but

trouble must have arisen by the end of the thirteenth century for

in 129k, in order to preserve his game, James Steward had to create

a specially reserved part of his forest where no economic activity

could be pursued either by the monks or by his own tenants.'4 The

creation of this 'foresta prohlbita' was accompanied by a heightening

of the fines for illegal grazing which by this tine were called

parcage.^ As a result of the activities of the monks of Paisley and

no doubt of their own husbandmen who leased lands in the forest the

Stewards had been forced to concentrate their efforts on maintaining

only a small part of their original reserve. In the forest of Ayr

economic pressure on the reserve commenced with Walter Steward's

grant in 1165 x 1177 to the monks of Melrose of Mauchline, and of

meadows north of the River Ayr where they could plough. Moreover

he granted Melrose all the pasture of his forest as far as Douglas,

Lesmahagow and Qlangavel with easements in the wood and one carrucate

of land for cultivation, 'Salva taiaan foresta mea tanturn in bestiis

1. Pais. Reg.. 23.

2. Ibid., 253.

3. Ibid., 13.

2i. Ibid., 92j see above Chapt. 5# 226-9.

5* See above Chapt. 5, 226.
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1 2
et avibus'. Although Alan Steward confirmed this grant, as did

3
William I, Alan appears to have had second thoughts about his

father's generosity as a result no doubt of the economic activity

of the monks. In the years before 120ii Alan claimed that the reser¬

vation of his forest rights applied not only to the pasture lands

in the forest but also to the lands of Mauchline and the meadows

north of the Ayr. Melrose appealed to the Pope and in 1203/U Alan

lost his case with the result that he could not reserve his game

on the latter group of lands.^ The monks of Melrose and their men

were, therefore, able to pursue their economic activities without

the interruption of the Stewards' hunting parties and the administrators

of the hunting reserve of Ayr had a serious obstacle to contend with.

Walter the third Steward confirmed this decision when in 1201; x

121h in confirmation of Melrose' lands he permitted the monks

'totara forestam meam ad utendum secundum eis utilius visum

fuerit' for ploughing.'' He also let them graze in his forest flocks

as large as the monks thought the pasture could support but on this

pasture neither the monks nor the conversi were to hunt because hunt¬

ing 'illorum ordlni non convan!t nec ill is credinus expedire.'

Walter was here perhaps making a quiet thrust at monks who would not

let him hunt. He also granted the monks the lands of Cairntable to

the south of the river Ayr but remembering his earlier experience he

specifically reserved his game on that landJ° Walter had thus

1. heir. Lib., 66.

2. Ibid., 67.

3. RRS, ii, 78.

U. See above Chapt. £, 2U0.

Melr. Lib.. 73.

6. Ibid., 7ii.
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surrendered a large part of his reserve to the monks' pastoral and

agricultural activities with the result that in 1261* alter Alexander

Steward had deforested his pasture of Mauchline and Cairntable on

both sides of the Ayr'*' Alexander III granted them to Melrose in free
2

forest.

In these and similar Instances certain common features can be

3
detected. the owners of the reserves after their gararous initial

grants to the abbeys must have undergone certain misgivings whan they

realised the threat which the economic and pastoral activities of the

monks posed to the maintenance of their hunting reserve. lb several

cases during the reign of William I barons tried to amend the generous

grants of their predecessors either by reasserting their hunting

rights on the monks' lands as in Gala and Leader and Ayr or by

hindering the monks* activities as in Eskdale^ where Hoger Avanel
i

before 1236 started to grass his beasts on the monks' lands said

destroyed buildings and enclosures which they had constructed. Boger

failed to limit the monks activities and when thereafter he hunted

in his forest he had to avoid disturbing the monks' flocks or destroying

their buildings and enclosures. Elsewhere attempts to limit the monks'

economic pursuits were equally ineffective. After these disputes

further concessions followed frequently resulting in free forest

grants or the alienation of part of a forest. Alexander II's reign

saw free forest grants to abbeys in Crawford, Renfrew, Gala, and Leader,

Pentland and Moorfoot, Pluscarden and Trostach. Also in this reign

1. Heir. Lib., 323.

2. Ibid., 321*.

3. See fable 19.

1*. See above Chapt. 5, 21*0*
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the pastoral pursuits of abbeys were firmly established in the forests

of Eskdale, and Sttrick. Consequently, after a period In William's

reign when attempts were made to curtail economic activity in several

hunting reserves the owners of these reserves yielded to the pressure

being put on them.

The extent to which these events can be interpreted as the effect

of an expanding economy depends on the extent to which the monks

could force their wishes on the owners of reserves. 3h the cases of

Sskdale, Gala and Leader and Ayr there is little doubt that the abbeys

exerted such pressure by means of judicial proceedings. Once confirmed

in their rights they presumably proceeded to exploit the forest

as they wished taking advantage of any failings of the forest adminis¬

tration to stretch their rights to the limit and beyond till the

owner of the forest saw little point in continuing to try, by means

of his Inadequate administration, to maintain that part of his

reserve. Although forests were administered by their owners as

hunting reserves, it is possible to regard forests as reserves of

resources which could be released as toe demand for them rose. 3h

this context, toe tolls charged for pasture within a forest represent

toe price charged for toe use of these resources. The increase of

the fines or levies in Renfrew by toe Stewards between 1208 x 1214

and 1294 can, therefore, be interpreted as an increase in the price

charged for toe use of these resources. Such an interpretation can

be supported by the introduction of the tolls of herbage and foggage

probably in the thirteenth century which effectively relaxed toe

restrictions placed on pasture within forests probably in William I's
. 2

rexgn.

1. Heir. lib.. 264.

2. See above Chapt. 4, 119-121.
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In conclusion, in the earlier part of the twelfth century the

resources of forests were not over-exploited, pasture was permitted

relatively freely, grants were made to abbeys permitting their

exploitation and game would appear to have been successfully preserved.

Towards the end of the century when hunting and economic interests

came into conflict the economic advance was held in check if not

reduced. "En the thirteenth century, however, this economic pressure

could no longer be held in check and the owners of reserves yielded

to it.

In the fourteenth century it is the alienations of all or part

of royal reserves which serve as a guide to the economic life of the

community. When Robert I created internal reserves in several of his

northern forests1 he was probably responding not only to administrative

inefficiency and poaching but also to the demand for land for pasture

and agriculture as the detailed pasture arrangements in Boyne and Itazie
2

suggest. In David II's reign seven new alienationswere made from
3

royal forests four of which occurred before 1350 and three thereafter.

One farther grant of the lands of a forest, Cabrauch, was made in

1373A. That lands in four forests were alienated after 1350

partially contradicts the picture given by Franklin and accepted in

the Cambridge Economic History^ that little new land was broken in

after the Black Death. These grants show that areas previously reser¬

ved for game with limited pasture and agriculture were transformed

to areas where grazing and ploughing could be pursued with complete

1. See above Chapter 138.

2. See above ^7
/

3. See Table 12 which lists all royal grants of forest lands.

h» Franklin. History of Scots Farming. 17. 26; Cambridge Economic
History. (Cambridge. 19hl). i. iad Koetaar. R., 666.
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freedom. While In these eases the agriculture and pasture restrictions

may have been abused before these grants were made and while there is

no evidence that agricultural and pastoral activities were pursued

after these grants were made they would have encouraged fresh economic

activity. More definite evidence of the expansion of agriculture

within a reserve can be found in iiizie where in 1362 John Hay of

'Tolyboylle' received the right to 'redigere in culturam' certain

lands in the forest"'" and in Plater in 1375 where Alexander lyndesay

received the forestership with the herbage and forage and was for¬

bidden to break in any new land, thus implying that he might other¬

wise have done so.^
This evidence which relates mainly to Scotland north of the

Forth gives the impression that the economy of the country did not

stagnate after the Black Death, a view which can be supported from

the healthy state of the customs and of the royal finances at the
3

end of David'IIfs reign. The degree of economic expansion In tenas

of agricultural activity, however, must not be exaggerated. The

cultivation of new land in several forests after 1350 does not prove

that land was being broken in elsewhere beaause several of these forests

such as Cabrauch, Glasgoforest, Enzie, Kintore and GlerJcen lay in the

more remote parts of the kingdom where economic activity may only-

just have begun to reach the intensity attained in the south east

1. RMS, i, 118.
2. Ibid., 613.

3. Nicholson, The Later Middle Ages. 165, 176-8.
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in the thirteenth century. Furthermore, forests by their nature

would be some of the last areas to be given over to agriculture.

This picture of varying degrees of economic activity can be

supplemented from the alienations and creations of parks in the

fourteenth century. On the one hand several royal parks through¬

out the country were alienated during the fourteenth century1
thus suggesting increased economic activity on these lands. Cai the

other hand sixteen baronial parks appeared for the first time in
2

the fourteenth century which argues that there was land available

to enclose and that the economic pressure on land was not uniform

throughout the country. It is not, however, certain that these

parks were all created in the fourteenth century.

The history of hunting reserves in the fourteenth century thus

offers a picture of limited economic expansion in some areas after

1350.

In the fifteenth century the alienations of forest lands are a

less certain guide to the state of the country's economy because

a conscious effort was made to preserve and increase the royal lands

which meant that economic pressure on forest lands would be less

likely to result in alienations of forest lands especially in the

reigns of James I and James II as the following table of alienations

illustrates.

1. See Table 17.

2. See ibid.
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Allocations of forest lands

Reigns Acts in RMS, ii New Alienations

James I 200 0

James II 555 3

James III 97U 1

James IV 21# 12

These figures perhaps underestimate the amount of economic pressure

being placed on reserves but they do suggest that the pressure was

less than in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

While it was possible for James H to maintain several reserves

in the southern Central Highlands waste and to forgo rents when

extending these reserves apposition to such extensions was raised

by the exchequer during James Ill's minority.^ The economic pressure

thus came not from the farmer's on the lands beside the forest but

from the exchequer presumably because it did not wish the king to

alienate his rents. The economic pressure on reserves had thus

adopted another form, that of the king's need for revenue as opposed

to his need for hunting areas. It is important that on this occasion

the interests of hunting predominated since the needs both of the

king's finances and of the people for agricultural and pastoral

land could have been met by leasing the forest lands. Although in

the Highlands the king's wish to maintain unexploited reserves

appears to have prevailed over economic pressure, elsewhere the
2

leasing of forest lands which had begun in the fourteenth century

was continued and probably expanded in certain forests in the fifteenth
3

century. Leasing the lands of royal forests would, of course,

1. See above chapt. 3, 7U-5.

2. See above chapt. It, 199-200.

3. See above ohapt. k, 200) chapt 12, -7 //
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lessen the demand for the alienation of forest lands by great seal

charter.

The continuing demands being made on reserves can be seen in the

leasing and exploitation of Campsie forest. By 11*1*3 part of Campsle
/-Ibbccj ^

was let by Coupar/and an internal reserve created there. Not even

that reserve could be protected since in ll*7l* tenants' cattle were

allowed into it and in U*79 ploughing was permitted within part of
2

the forest. In the lands of Dunbarrow belonging to Arbroath Abbey

similar encroachments may have taken place. Arbroath had held Dun¬

barrow in free forest but received it in 1319 as a park in free

warren. The need for the perambulation of Dunbarrow conducted in

ll*3U may well have been the result of neighbouring landlords'

encroachment on the park for in 11*83 it was let to one of those land-

lands, Alexander Garden.^ While similar examples can be detected

they are not numerous and so the history of hunting reserves in the

earlier fifteenth century does not give the impression of an expan¬

ding economy. The encroachments already made in forests were most

likely sufficient to meet the demands of agriculture and passing being

made at that time.

By James I7's reign, however, economic pressure was once more

making serious inroads into hunting reserves. Not only do more

alienations of forest lands survive from James 17's reign than from

1. CA Rent, i, 121.

2. Ibid., 222, 227.

3. Arb. Lib.. 73.

1*. Ibid., 219.
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these of his three Immediate predecessors but also in 11x95 the forester

of Boyne, the earl of Jluntly, sold lands within the forest to Walter

Ogilvie with the right to plough previously uncultivated land.1
Moreover, at Redgorton between 11*91* and 1500 purprestores were committed

2
on the free forest of Andrew Iyall, prelendary of Brechin. Various

neighbours, the lairds of Sssendy, Meikleour and Lethandy had encroached

and cultivated part of his forest with the result that in 1500 Iyall
3

let the forest to Coupar with the right to cultivate the whole forest.

That a free forest might be cultivated and not be kept waste was

recognised in 1508 when Cabraoch was granted to Alexander, Earl of

Huntly, in free forest with the right either to cultivate the lands

or to reserve them as a forest. The wish to cultivate land within

free forests could have helped to occasion the free forest grant which

applied only to woods, ^ thus permitting the protection of timber and

game without restricting economic and pastoral activity on open

land.

In Ettrick where every attempt was made to accommodate economic

activity the effects of increased economic expansion are clearly

visible towards the end of the fifteenth century. When Ettrick forest

returned to the crown in 11*55 it was already let to numerous tenants^
and consequently agriculture and pasture were fairly generally pursued

as the return of rents in kind, first recorded in 11*68, shows.° Grazing

1. RMS, ii, 2289.

2. Ibid., 2203.

3. Brechin Reg., i, 110.

1*. See above Ghapt. 5, 218.

5. See above Ghapt. 1*, 153, 199.

6. ER, vii, 521*.
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was probably limited to certain recognised areas or by the number of

animals allowed to graze since sheep could still be fined for illegal

grazing1 and special permission to own sheep was still required.

Sheep farming soon enjoyed a much greater degree of freedom for in

11*70 x lii73 sheep were entitled to graze on nine steady five in Tweed

two at the east end of Sttrick and two in Yarrow. Between 11*76

and 12*79 two more steads in Yarrow and one in Ettrick received this

right as well as permission to erect 'casae' or shielings. With

such freedoms the tenants could no doubt graze sheep anywhere on his

holding, regardless of forest restrictions. Certain tenants also

obtained the right to sub-let their lands as in Galashiels in 31*66 x

11*6? and in Faxnllee in 11*79 x 12*80.^ Other steads obtained this

right from 11*98 onwards.^ The total ban on agriculture imposed by

the 31*99 statutes was something of a forlorn hope"* for although fines

for ploughing, sowing and ditching were imposed in 11*99^ by 1509

freedom to plough in customary places had been granted to several
7

tenants. That certain places for ploughing were considered to be

customary shows that ploughing had been common in the forest for some

time. In Ettrick, therefore, it was sheep farming which first broke

free from the restrictions imposed by the forest and before the end

of this period agriculture also was free on some steads. The fact

1. See above Chapt. 1*, 129.

2. See Table 21.

3. Ibid.

1*. RSS, i, 219, 1*35, 515.

5. ER, xi, 391*, c 6.

6. See Table 9.

7. See Chapt. 1*» 201, 201*.
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that the crown did increase the length of leases to nine years and

did set Ettrick in feu feme argues that the economic development

of the forest was being encouraged under increasingly lenient restric-
ar

tions. The corolleay is that there was a demand for facilities for

economic activity.

These indications of growing economic activity in the later

fifteenth century and in James IV's reign are in accord with what is

already known of the economy of Scotland at that time.1 Consequently,

reserves which lay in the lowlands or more developed parts of Scotland

had to yield to and accommodate pastoral, and agricultural activities

whereas in the southern Central Highlands and in the north it was

still possible for James II, James III and James IV to try to maintain

reserves free of all economic exploitation. The policy of Scots kings

in the fifteenth and early sixteenth century towards their hunting

reserves was, therefore, influenced by the economic life of the areas

in which their reserves were situated.

2. Timber and Woods

Woodland and its associated vegetation were essential for the

protection and nourishment of game and were an essential part of a

hunting reserve. Hie preservation of woodland within hunting

reserves became a matter of increasing importance as the supply of

wood became increasingly scarce in certain areas during the medieval

period. In this respect the economic needs of the community con¬

nected with the maintenance of hunting reserves. Consequently, a

study of hunting reserves in medieval Scotland must be concerned

with the extent of woodland and with its reduction in the medieval

period.

1. Nicholson, The Later Middle Ages. 389» UhO, kSk, 565-7
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The natural vegetation of Scotland in Prehistoric times has

been described by V. Gordon Childe and by M.L. Anderson.1 The

valleys and sheltered slopes were forested and the uplands were

usually covered with dense scrub although between Clydesdale and

Ayrshire and between Lothian and Clydesdale forest and swamp

formed the moorland vegetation. The poorly drained lowland plains

were heavily forested and dense oak woods grew on heavier lowland

soils as in the Herse, the Solway, central Ayrshire, Stratheam and

Strathmore. In Galloway, the Southern Uplands and the midland valleys

oak woods gave way at higher altitudes to pine, ash and birch woods.

In the Highlands the same pattern prevailed with birch being

quite common and native evergreens being slightly more widespread

than oak. It should be remembered that on high ground dense forest

did not occur and woodland was patchy and scattered.

This general pattern of vegetation must have survived more or

less intact till the early Middle Ages even although wood was cleared

to make way for agriculture, to provide building material, fuel and

implements and was destroyed by grazing. Nonetheless, in areas where

any or all of these activities were concentrated a shortage of timber

could have developed. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the

inclusion of woods in the pertinents of a charter already provided

the land-holder with the means to control toe use of wood and to

2
counteract any threatened shortage. That wood was becoming scarce

in some areas In toe thirteenth century^ is witnessed by toe control

which some landholders exercised over their tenants use of wood on

their lands.

1. Childe, V.G, Prehistory of Scotland. (London, 1935)* 3-Uf
Anderson, Scottish Forestry, 20-23.

2. See above Chapt. 10, 292.

3. Ibid., 292-3.
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Farther evidence of a shortage of wood can be found in Itegiara
/>/£

Majestatera which stated that if someone forfeited -their land or holding
/r>e was hitn h/s

they were- allowed to take with them- the timber of their buildings.

The creation of a timber shortage can be seen in Jfcw which was a

2
highly developed area of land in the Cheviots. There the pastoral

pursuits of Melrose and Kelso Abbeys led Richard de Iinooln in 1250

to permit the monks of Kelso to take timber for building repairs from

his wood in Mow only on oondition that they gave that wood twenty to
3

thirty years to recover. Moreover, when Kelso took wood to make

sheep shelters Richard required that the wood be cut under view of

his servants without causing unnecessary waste. The Southern Uplands

also must have lo3t large areas, though by no means all, of their

timber cover through the pastoral pursuits of Melrose, Dryburgh and

Newbattle Abbeys.

Reduction of woodland also resulted from high timber demands

occasioned by industrial uses such as charcoal-burning and iron-

smelting—there were mines In Crawford forest and in Pluscardan4,—
but the most common industrial use for wood in the twelfth century

was in salt pans as at Preston, Callendar, Turnberry and Iochkem-

delloch? Where the demand for timber exceeded the local supply, as

with the creation of burghs, a timber trade developed. In several

cases timber for building could be obtained near at hand as was the

case in Ayr, Elgin, Forres, Inverness and Crawford^ but in other

1. Cooper, Regian Majestatem, bk U, c k7.

2. MS, ii, p. 283.

3. Kelso lib♦, lli9»

iu Newb. Reg., litOj Macphail, Pluacardan, 202-3.

5. Adams, I.H, 'The Salt Industry of the Forth Basin', Scottish
Geographical Magazine. 8l, (1965), 153-162.

6. RRS, ii, 362, l*62j Newb. Reg.. li*U.
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places it had to be transported to the burgh as at Perth and Kelso.1
The demands for timber, however, were not sufficient in the thirteenth

century, so far as the Scottish evidence tells, to require the impor¬

tation of timber from abroad.

By the end of the thirteenth century it would appear that there

was a shortage of wood only in certain well developed areas or where

there was an exceptionally high demand for timber. Timber, when

required in large quantities, was transported and even then it was

probably not taken far. There must still have been a general abundance

of wood in lowland and highland areas. Consequently, timber in hunt*

Ing reserves, although it was exploited, can have been under no serious

pressure, a situation reflected in the fact that those forest laws

which belong to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries only mention

wood-cutting briefly and then in only two laws probably of thirteenth-

century date.2
Local shortages of wood continued in the fourteenth century and

restrictions on tinber-cutting within reserves were brokeni the burgh

of Aberdeen did not respect Robert I'a reservation of the vert in

I tocket forest in 1313 with the result that in 1319 Robert only reserved

his vert in the wood of Stocket and not in the whole forest.^ Never¬

theless in 1399 wood was still being cut illegally in Stocket.4 Within

Scotland shortages were alleviated by transporting timber from one

252, ii, 64, 467.

2. See App. A, laws 13, 16.

3. Abdn. Chrs.. 10 no. 6j RMS, i, app. 1. 4.

4. AhdUjjJReos., 114.



place to another. One of the main highways for the domestic timber

trade waa the Forth which flowed past Stirling, Torwood forest,

Alloa wood, Clackmannan forest, Blackness for Linlithgow and Leitlx."

In addition to the everyday uses of timber the exchequer rolls

throughout this period show a regular use of timber for royal resi-
2

dances and forrepairing burgh trans in the 1370s. That the

shortage of timber was growing is suggested by the importation of

timber from Norway or the Baltic and Prussia in 1329 and 1382.

An increasing shortage of timber may also be reflected in the

English forest laws introduced to Scotland in the early fourteenth

century since two of thera related specifically to wood cutting.

Although these laws were not carefully adapted to Scottish use,

their inclusion in Soots legal treatises may reflect increasing

pressure on the woods within hunting reserves.^ The pressure

on timber within reserves, however, was not yet severe since the

twelfth and thirteenth-century practice of granting abbeys a general

right to cut timber in royal forests was continued at least till

136U.6

1. KR, i, 57U.

2. Ibid., 1, 11, ill, see indices sub timber, boards, trans.

3. Ibid., 1, 2l5i iii, 659.

It. See App. A, laws 19, 20.

5. See above Chapt. kt 20^.
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Ctoly in the fifteenth century is there evidence for a serious

shortage of timber in large areas of Scotland. That the avail¬

ability of timber was causing some concern is witnessed by parlia¬

mentary interest in the subject beginning with an act of 1U2U/5

instituting a liOs. fine on stealers of green wood and bark peelers

to be imposed by the justice ayre.L 3h 12j5?/8 parliament advocated

that all landlords should only grant leases on condition that the
2

tenants planted trees, made hedges of live wood and saved broom.

In 1503/li parliament not only encouraged lords and lairds to

plant an acre of wood where there were not extensive woodlands
3

but also increased the penalty for destroying greenwood to £f>.

Similar concern can also be seen in the efforts which

lords made to protect their own woods by taking court action when

necessary.4 The abbeys of Arbroath and Coupar both concentrated

on the protection of timber in areas which had once been free
<

forests and where their tenants might take wood for essential

building but were not allowed to sell it or give it away. The

seriousness of the situation is reflected in the appearance in

the mid-fifteenth century of the practice of enclosing woods. In

1. APS, ii, 7, c 10.

2. Ibid., 51, cc 27, 30.

3. Ibid., 251, cc 16, 19.

ii. Prot. Bk.. Young, 29, no. 135; ADC, ii, 375.

5. See above Chapt. 5, 232-3.
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li*£l James II appointed a keeper for the royal wood of Tarnside and

In li*£8 x li*£9 he enclosed his wood of Falkland.1 in li*83 Coupar

Abbey ordered a wall to be built around half of the forest of
2

Campsie. No longer did the king grant the right to cut timber

freely in his forests as had been done in preceding centuries.

Even the free forest grant in several instances from 11*88 onwards

was limited only to wooded areas which obviously reflects the
3

concern caused by the wood supply.

The reduction of woodland in Ettrick forest illustrated how

the shortage of wood exerted pressure on those woodlands still pro¬

tected within hunting reserves. Although in the twelfth century

■ielrose Abbey had received the right to take timber freely from the

forest subsequently confirmed by Robert the abbot of Melrose

along with the abbot of Newbattle was fined for cutting wood in the

forest in the second half of the fifteenth century. Although

their fines were remitted, that they were fined at all suggests

that the forest officials were trying to curtail their rights.

While the exchequer rolls only record those fines which were

remitted it is apparent that most wood-cutting offences occurred

in Tweed ward. Since the eastern part of the forest was the most

1. RMS, ii, !*!*£,• SR, vi, £66.

2. CA Rent, i, 237 no. 361.

3. See above Ghapt. £, 218-9.

1*. SSC, li*lj Melr, Lib., ii, 1*78.

£. See Table 9.
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accessible area of the reserve more offences against the venison"'"
occurred in Tweed ward than in the other wards and more steads in the

2
east of the forest had the right to keep sheep. Over and above

parliamentary legislation the statutes of Ettrick in ll*99 tried to

control wood-cutting but with limited success since in lf>10 a justice

ayra at Selkirk recorded 11*8 woodcutting offences nearly all committed

by inhabitants of the forest."^ The journal book does not say where

the offences were committed within the forest and one cannot assume

that the offences were committed in the steads from which the offenders

came as Professor Anderson did.^ Indeed the steads from which the

offenders came were probably those steads where timber was most

scarce. It must not be forgotten, however, that if 11*8 wood¬

cutting offences could be committed within the forest there must

still have been reasonable areas of woodland there.

In consequence of the growing shortage of wood the timber

trade became increasingly important. The timber trade with Prussia

1. See Table 9.

2. See Table 21.

3. SRO, Justice Ayre Journal Book. RH, 2/1/6, 280 ff.

1*. Anderson,Scottish Forestry, i, 176 and plate f> after p. 386.
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and the Baltic continued and expanded during the fifteenth century1 and

James 17 wrote to the Baltic countries and to France to obtain wood

2
especially for ship masts. The area where there was the greatest

demand for timber was probably east central Scotland and timber

was obtained from there and from the rest of Scotland. Leith, Inver-

keithing, Kirkcaldy, Dundee, Montrose and other east coast ports

all handled timber. As early as 1435 timber had to be transported

to Leith from 'partes boreales and by the beginning of the six¬

teenth century there was a fairly steady flow of timber from the

north of Scotland, Darnaway and Loch Ness.'' The Forth continued

to be an important highway for timber 3ince timber from Clackmannan

was moved by ship to Leith^ while the Tay was also used to transport
7

wood from Earnside. The timber for royal ships and for military

1. J®, iv, £80; TA, i, passim - see index sub 'eastland
boards',

2. James IV, Letters, 141-4.

3. SR. iv, 482, 619; TA, ii, 33 and see index.

4. ER, iv, 626.

5. TA, iv, 45, 296; ER, xiii, II, 209.

6. TA, ii, 435.

7. Ibid., 425.
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requirements was obtained In the late fifteenth and early sixteenth

centuries from woods in the Loch Lomond area, Clydesdale, the lothians,

the Borders and Galloway.1
The existence of a domestic timber trade suggests that there

°t
was still plenty/wood available In the early sixteenth century, a

view supported by the justice ayre journal books which record wood¬

cutting offences in woods In Ayrshire, Galloway, the Borders and the
2

Lothians In lf>10 and lf>ll. Although this evidence seems to contra¬

dict the evidence which points to concern over the supply of wood,

both sets of evidence are compatible.

Firstly, wood oouid become scarcer not because there was an

overall shortage but simply because timber could no longer be obtained

within a few miles of its point of use: it had to be sent to Edin¬

burgh from Inverness or Gallaway. Secondly, the woods which still

grew in the Lothians and central Scotland such as Borthwick, Saltoun,

Clackmannan and Torwood may not have contained timber of sufficiently

good quality to provide for all the parts of a ship or for artillery

works. Such timber would have to be obtained from sources such as

Damaway or the Baltic countries. As a result, measures were taken

to preserve timber not because the country was devoid of wood but

because good timber had to be obtained from farther and farther

afield from its point of use. Even although there were still woods

throughout Scotland, they must have been gradually reduced in size

and action was taken because it was hoped, no doubt, that the rate

1. TA, i, 27h, 319; li, 279, 281, 1*26; iv., see index; m, iv, 579;
viii, 268, 35U.

2. See Table 23.
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of this reduction could bo decelerated. It Is now apparent that those

travellers who described Scotland as destitute of wood were mistaken.1
In their defence it may be said that if the Scots parliament could

2
state in 1503/U that the wood of Scotland was 'uterlie distroyit'

it is hardly surprising that foreign travellers believed Scotland

to be totally denuded of wood!

3. The affect of Hunting Reserves on Society

Hunting reserves by the nature of the rights which their owners

enforced within then were bound to effect the lives of the people as

the study of the economic effects of reserves has already revealed.

What must be more closely examined is the extent to which these

reserves caused economic hardship for the people. The effect of a

reserve on the people would depend on the efficiency of the reserve's

administration and the nature and number of the exemptions granted

within the reserve, in short, on the owner's policy towards his

reserve: whether he wished to maintain a strict reserve with little

or no economic activity or whether he was willing to accommodate

various kinds of exploitation.

In several reserves where, in the twelfth and thirteenth century,

the owner had attempted to control economic exploitation faihly strictly

the abbeys had ultimately obtained economic freedom within certain areas.

1. Hume. Brown. P.. Early Travellers in Scotland, (Edinburgh, 1891),
26.

2. APS, ii, 251, c 16.
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Consequently, what hardships the abbeys may have had to accept In the

twelfth century were overcome. There can be no doubt that etriot

enforcement of the owner' s rights could Involve considerable hard¬

ship to tenants within the reserve if they did not have the

social standing to better their position. The Inhabitants of Annan-

dale, fittrick and Stirling must have been adversely affected by the

creation of these reserves. The tenants of Elrse who had originally

lived outside the royal forest of Birse in the twelfth century'"
can not have approved of the inclusion of their lands in Aberdeen 'a

2
free forest of Birse in 121*2. Similarly, in the fifteenth century

when James II expanded or declared waste his reserves as in the

Mentelth area, Ben More, Corriemucklaw and Glenshervie in Stratheam,

Maalome, Duchinloch, Caabuskist in Strathdee, Lochindorb and Darn-

away, the tenants of these lands must have suffered considerable
3

hardship.

Ultimately the hardship occasioned by any hunting reserve de¬

pended on its administration, that is, on the foresters. There

seems little doubt that, despite the inefficiency of medieval forest

administration, foresters, paid from the proceeds of their exactions,

could act harshly. While the harshness of foresters is never

explicitly mentioned in the sources it appears indirectly throughout

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. After the dispute of

felrose Abbey with Richard de Korville the functions of their foresters

were carefully defined^presumably to prevent any abuses arising.4

1. RRS, ii, 251.

2. Abdn. Reg., 15.

3. See above Chapt. 1*, 91-3.

iu RRS, ii, Ull
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In 1208 x 121ii Walter the third Steward clearly stipulated that Paisley

Abbey was free to assart 'absque raolestia et impedimento,."1' In

1236 in the settlement of the dispute of Roger Avenel and Melrose

Abbey it had to be stated that the monks of Melrose and their men

would not be adjudged trespassers when they went to graze their

flocks. In 129k once again in Renfrew James Steward provided that

within the monks' lands in the forest of Renfrew none of his servants

would seize any essential goods which were being taken to Paisley
3

Abbey. These provisions are most suitably interpreted as clauses

inserted in charters or agreements to terminate abuses previously

committed by foresters. The fourteenth-century forgery of a charter

which granted the bishop of Aberdeen the right to choose one of the

four foresters in the forest of Aberdeen may be interpreted in a

similar manner.** The bishop may have felt that without his own

forester his pasture rights within the forests would be abused or

curtailed by the foresters of the king or of the burgh of Aberdeen.

This problem must have continued into the fifteenth century for in

1k99 the commissioners of crown lands had to enquire into oppressors

of the king's tenants and extortions made by officers apon the king's

tenants and their letters of commission gave them the right to

1. Pais. Reg.. 23.

2. Heir. Lib.. 198.

3. Pals. Reg., 92.

h. RRS, i, 238.

5. J®, xi, 393, pts. 3, 8.
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replace and appoint officials.1 The harshness of officials would

appear, however, to have been a more serious problem in the earlier

medieval period.

The harshness of the forest system did penetrate the literature

which was currant in or related to medieval Scotland. Reginald of

Durham tells the story of a miraculous stag hunted and killed by a

g
certain Robert fits Philip in 1165 in Lothian. The < jad stag had been

left by the hunters and so when a comb-maker passed by he broke off

the horns. When blood flowed onto him the craftsman was terrified

because the blood would be taken as a sign that he had killed the

stag and he would be punished. Although this story may be of English

origin it does suggest that the killing of a stag was not

lightly tindertaken without permission. 3h Johnnie Cock, a

fifteenth-century Scottish ballad, the unpopularity of foresters is

seen when they are portrayed as vindictively thirsting to capture
3

the poacher.

♦There are seven forsters at Pickeram side
At Pickeraa where they dwell,
And for a drop of thy heart's bluid
They wad ride the fords of hell....'

It is thus apparent that while the leniency of the Scots as

apposed to the Stagllsh law^ and the inefficiency of the forest

administration might moderate the hardships occasioned by a strictly

run hunting reserve, they did not remove these hardships.

1. JK, ix, 605.
2. Reginald of Durham, ed. J. Rain#, (Surtees Society, london 1635)*

i, 186.

3. Qiild, Shgllsh and Scottish Ballads, iii, 108, no. llii, a.

it. See above, Chapt. 2, 37-39.
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In those reserves where economic exploitation was accepted the

restrictions imposed and, therefore, the inconvenience resulting were

not so severe. Thus the tenants of the external part of Renfrew forest

after 1294 and the tenants in and around the forest of Plater can

not have been seriously troubled by the existence of a forest.

They would have to pursue pastoral and agriculture activities within

certain limits but at least these activities were permitted. As

the Middle Ages progressed the difference in the control of game and

wood within and outwith forests decreased with the result that by

the early sixteenth century it made little difference so far as these

activities were concerned whether a tenant lived inside or outside

2
a reserve. That life within a forest where an attempt was made to

accommodate economic activity was not unduly harsh explains why there

was no shortage of tenants in Ettrick and why the same families

continued to live within the forest. In Ettrick in 1501 most tenants

were willing to pay a substantial increase in their rent in order

to have greater security of tenure. Admittedly inflation may have

reduced the effect of the increases but it is significant that the

remaining forest restrictions in Ettrick especially on wood and

grazing did not act as a disincentive to paying an increased rent.

In Ettrick while forest restrictions were enforced with varying

degrees of efficiency pasture and ploughing were permitted and adequate

exemptions for expansion were granted so that there was no great

inconvenience when leasing lands in the forest. This must also have

1. RMS, i, 2^7, 618| RMS, i, app. 1, 30, app. 2, 958.
2. See Chapt. 10, 295.

3. See App. 8.
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been true of such forests as Clunie,Alyth, Killanel and Boyne and

Knzie in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The increasing

use of a free forest grant only in wooded areas would also have con¬

siderably reduced the inconvenience caused by the creation of a

baronial reserve. In those reserves where economic activity was

accommodated the inefficiency of the administration would encourage

people to continue living there and would enable them to abuse if

not to ignore the regulations.

Furthermore, the king and his government showed concern for the

well-being of the people in various ways. The king only afforested

lands which were in his own hands and fines for forest offences were

not only remitted as a favour but also on account of the offender's

poverty.3" If the king damaged someone's com or field while out
2

hawking or hunting he would pay compensation to the farmer and where

crops were lost to a forest extension he might occasionally grant

compensation.^
In short, while hunting reserves could create genuine suffering

in Scotland in general they caused inconvenience rather than hard¬

ship. Although the attitude of the people towards hunting reserves

is obscure, it may be most accurately reflected in the fourteenth

or early fifteenth-century poem entitled 'Rauf Coilzear'. Built on

the familiar theme of a poor man giving shelter to the king

incognito who had lost his way while out hunting, this poem includes

a unique passage in which Rauf describes how he lived in dread of the

foresters.^

1. ER, xi, ItOl.

2. Ibid., vi, £78* vii, 68* TA, ii, 119* iii, l£3.

3. Ibid., xii, UUli* rLii, 3* see above Chapt. U, 93* Chapt. 8, 260.

U. Laing, D, Early Popular Poetry of Scotland. (London 189£), i,
222, 1 179 ff.



•Schir the forestaris forsuith of this forest
Thay have me all at irrvy for dreid of the deir
Thay thriep that I thring doun the fattest
Thay say I sail to Paris thair to corapeir
Befoir our cumlie king in dule to be drest
Sic manasslng thay me mak forsuith ilk zeir
And sit aneuoh sail I have for me and ane goat.

Of caponnis and cuxmingis thay had plentie
With wyne at thair will and eik vennysoun1.
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Conclusions

Looking at the medieval period as a whole the twelfth century

has emerged as the era of royal and baronial hunting reserves par

excellence. By the thirteenth century economic activity had begun

to make considerable inroads into many reserves. In the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries barons showed a distinct preference for specific

reserves, rabbit warrens and parks, because they were more easily

administered than free forests and warrens and because they would

counteract any possible shortage of game. The free forest grant

also was devalued by the growing restrictions on timber cutting

outside reserves and by the developing ability of barons who held no

forest rights to prevent other people hunting on their lands.

The Scottish forest gystem can also be said to display certain

characteristic features. Firstly, there are signs of a practical

common sense. The forest system was marked by several theoretical

contradictions. The right to the greater game to which the king

was entitled through his control of the free forest grant contradicted

the existence of parks where barons could enclose deer at will. The

king's entitlement to lesser game which was derived fi*om his control

of the free warren grant contradicted the principle that the lesser

game was res nullius. In both instances a practical compromise or

solution was found and the theoretical position was placed second to

practical considerations. In the first instance the king seldom if

ever claimed his right to the greater game and deer were supposed to

be free to leave and enter parks. In the second case, the separate

free warren grant was discontinued in the fourteenth century by which

time rabbit warrens were probably becoming more popular.
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Secondly, the Scots forest system is marked by a considerate

attitude towards the people of the country. This characteristic Is

of Importance for hunting reserves, created at a time when hunting was

no longer a necessity alone, but also a sport, were the privilege of

the *worthy men* and of the king. Not only was the Scots forest

law more considerate than the Jhglish but the Scots system was lass

rigid; common pasture was permitted within reserves; the divisions

of types of game were less precise than in Efaglandj and the king did

on occasion compensate hardship.

Thirdly, the forest system in Scotland was flexible. Petit

Dutaillis considered that the total area of the royal forests reflect
1

ted the power of the central authority. In this view he was con¬

sidering primarily the ability of the central authority to withstand

political pressure but in Scotland it has been shown that economic

pressure was equally important. Because hunting reserves withdrew

certain economic resources from general use the owner of a reserve

had to possess a certain degree of authority or power if he was to

preserve these resources against the economic pressure for extending

their use. Consequently, economic pressure and the holder's power

could be reflected not only in the size of a reserve but also in the

nature of a reserve. It has been shown how some forests at one time

maintained as hunting reserves ceased to be so because of economic

activity and how different types of reserves were established In different

1. Fetit Dutaillis, C, *De La Signification du Hot forSt §L l'i$x>que
Franque', Blbllothlque de l'.'Scole des Chartea, Ixxvi, (1915), 11*3.
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areas. The owner's policy towards his reserve was influenced by the

economic environment of his reserve. Consequently, the people were

able to influence the development of this landholders' privilege. Bi

this sense the Scottish forest system was flexible. The owner of a

reserve could permit economic exploitation by granting numerous

exemptions or he could severely limit or refuse such exemptions in an

attempt to maintain his forest solely as a hunting reserve. It thus

follows that overall the effect of these reserves on the people was

not harsh.

Behind this flexibility lies the failure of the medieval forest

administrations to enforce the rights of the owner in his reserve.

In many instances they failed to preserve an environment ideal for

the nourishment of game because they did not have sufficient power and

so were unable to regulate economic activity while at the same time

maintaining a hunting reserve.

As an institution, therefore, Scottish hunting reserves possessed

that ability which may be considered the greatest strength of any

institution which tries to control human relations and activities, the

ability to adapt to varying circumstances.
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A. The Forest Laws

Previous Bdltlons and Examinations

The forest laws have already bean edited by C. Bines and
1 2

T. Thomson and by Professor M. L. Anderson. Bi APS Innes and Thomson

provided a description cf the manuscript volumes consulted and a

3
comparative table of the clauses in the manuscripts consulted.

Anderson used only those manuscripts mentioned in APS and carried

out some very loose collation of them. Since the manuscript volumes

which contain the forest laws also contain Reglam Majestatem they

have been examined as part of the study of Regiam Hajestatam by J.
^ Si

Buchanan, H.G. Richardson,'' Professor A.M. Duncan,5 and Lord Cooper.

Some of these manuscripts have been studied by J.J. Robertson in
8

his edition of 'Da Composicione Cartarum'.

The Manuscripts

Ba the preparation for this edition of the forest laws the

following 2k manuscripts were consultedi

1. APS, i, 687.
2. Anderson, History of Scottish Forestry, lii.9-l5U> 265-267.

3. Are, i, 177-210, 2I4.8—2ii9.

U. Buchanan, J., 'The Manuscripts of Reglam Ma.1 estatera'. Jurldicial
/ Review, (1937), 217-231. *"

5. llichardson, H.G., 'Reman Law in the Rsgiam Majestatea', Juridicial
Review, (1955), 155-187.

6. Duncan, A.A.M., 'Reglam Majestatem, a Reconsideration', (1961),
199-217.

7. Reglam Majestatara, ed. Cooper, T.M. (Stair Society, 19k7)»
• / / . / 1 "■ 1 • ■ v

8. Robertson, J.J., 'De Composicione Cartarum', Stair Society, Misc. I,
(Edinburgh, 1971).
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Name Date/Century Ref. Letters1 APS2 Location

Bute raid lUth (A) B X EUL Microfilm
no. 131.

Cromertie late 11;th
early 15th

(B) C X NLS MS 25.5.10

Edinburgh University late llith
early 15th

(L) £ X EUL Ms 206

Harleian early 15th LH) (0 H X BM Ms Harlaian U700

Edinburgh University raid 15th (M) Ed EUL lis 207

St. Andrews raid 15th (T) S St. Andrews Univer¬

sity Library ks K.P,
5l-Rli.

Arbuthnott raid 15th A NLS Ms Aco 2006

National Library late 15th N X NLS Ms 2l;.i4.l5

Drumraand late 15th (K) D X SRO Search Room,
Cupboard C Top Shell

f-ionynet U488 (D) M X NLS Ms 25.5.6

Colville late 15th
ante ll|.96

(N) Co X EUL Ms 208

Cambridge University Ui88-l51|0 (R) Ca X Cambridge Universitj
Library Ms Ee.l4.2i

ilailes I5th-I6th Ha X NIfi Ms 25.14.11

John Bannatyne 1520 (F) J X NLS 25.5.9

ambeth Palace 1 early 16th (P) X Lambeth Palace Ms
167 f 212 r

Lambeth Palace 2 early 16th (P) ** X Lambeth Palace Ms
167 f 217 r

1* The reference letters in column (1) are those used by Buchanan.
The reference letters of the present edition are given in the
second column.

2. Those mas marked with an X were consulted by the editors of the
1st. volume of the APS.

\

\
; V
I \
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Mama
(continued!

Date/Century Ref. Letters APS Location

Yelvertan 1 raid 16th Y1 BM Add Ms 1*8000

Yelverton 2 c 1070 f'yy T2 BM Add Ms 1*8032

Thomas Bannatyne late 16th (H) T X NLS lis 20.1*.12

Malcolm late 16th Ma X NLS Ms 7.1.9

Edzell 1555-1601 8s NLS MB 20.9.7

Balfour 1 1593 Bal^ NLS Ms 21*.2.1* b

Balfour 2 late 16th Bal^ NLS Ms 21*.2.1*

First Skene 1601-2 Es X NLS Ms 7.1.10

Of these 21* manuscripts 16 are described in APS. Those

three in Edinburgh University Library are described in C.R. Borland's,

Catalogue of Western ManuscriptsThe St. Andrews Manuscript has been
2 3

discussed by Buchanan and the Arbuthnott manuscript by Richardson,

Robertson^ and Duncan.The Balfour Manuscripts are mentioned in the

Summary Catalogue of the Advocates Manuscripts, while both are con-

7
sidered in the Stair Society's edition of 3alfour's Practicks.

The Edzell manuscript was previously known only from marginal

notes in the First Skene manuscript of 1601-2 beside clauses 1 and

16 where a manuscript belonging to 'Domini Lindesay de Edzel milltis

Senatoris in supremo senatu' was recorded by Skene. This manuscript

was discovered when following up information from Dr. J. Bannerman that

there was a manuscript of the forest laws in the Riddel Papers in NLS.

1. Borland, C.R., Catalogue of Western Manuscripts (Edinburgh, 1916),
KSS 206, 207, 205:

2. Buchanan, op.cit.

3. Richardson, op.cit.
1*. Robertson, op.pit.
0. Duncan, A.A.M., 'Councils General', SHR, xxxv, (1906), 132-Ii|3.
6. Summary Catalogue of the Advocates' Manuscripts (HMSO, Edinburgh,

1971), 77 no. 917.
7. Balfour Praoticks, ed. P. McNeill, (Stair Society, 1963), xxiv, Iviii.
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Originally catalogued as RC 19 this manuscript is now catalogued as

MS 25.9.7. The forest laws are written on 6 folios now bound with

other original papers. These 6 folios have at one time been folded

with fl as the covering page. On f1 r in the top right hand corner

is written *Leges Forestarum? in a seventeentn-century hand. Below

it is written in pencil 'Sdzell Charter Chest*. The laws commence

on f 2 r and are written in a hand of the later sixteenth century.

This manuscript must have been compiled before 1601-2 when it was

consulted by Skene and after 1555 since a law of that date is given

in c 21. It was probably written between 1555 and 1578 since c 22,

the last clause, written in a hand different from that which wrote

the other clauses, contains a law of 1578.

In future these manuscripts will be known by their reference

letters listed above. In view of the composite nature of the forest

laws as they now survive1 only those laws which related to forest

matters were transcribed in full. The miscellaneous laws also included

in the collection entitled the Forest Law were noted only by their

rubric.

Method of Collation

To determine which ms. or mss represented the best tradition and

so to provide an edition as close as possible to the original it was

necessary to collate or compare the manuscripts. Collation of the

manuscripts was facilitated by the content of the laws since the

correct version of a law could on many occasions be decided by the

sense and by comparison with what is known of forests from other sources.

Before starting the collation certain principles were accepted.

1. See Above Chapt. 11, 297, 305
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a) A ma. without rubrics, numbers or spaces between tee clauses

represents an older tradition than a ma. which includes any one or

any combination of these features. This argument, first put forward

by R.W. Southern," is based on tee view teat a scribe would not

purposely be less precise when copying a text because this would hinder

future reference or cross reference. A scribe confronted by a set

of laws separated in some farm would not choose to ran them all

together, unless compelled to do so by shortage of space. It follows,

therefore, that a as. with rubrics and spaces between the laws is of

a later tradition than a las. without these features.

b) Error in transcription in one as. indicates teat it is a copy

of another. Error in transcription is usually detected by an alter¬

ation to, or error in the sense of a law such as would sot be expected

in an original as. Such mistranscription might arise for three

reasonss i) carelessness, e.g. 'abductis testfbus' for 'adciuctis

testibus' in clause li ii) the scribe's inability to decipher an

abbreviation, e.g. 'vice' for 'veteri' in S in clause 8} and

ill) the scribe's ignorance of teat the correct version should be,

e.g. allocating the time of pannage to June and July in clause 1

by omission of a break between 'panaoaeionis♦ and 'nisi'.

c) emissions and/or additions, again recognisable by alterations

in the sense, have to be considered. It Is only tee sense white can

tell whether the absence in one as. of a line or two, which are

given in other mss represents the correct version or an omission

1. Southern, R.W., 'Note on text of Olanville', ERR, lxv, (19f»0),
81} Glanville. ed. Hall# *1 - xli.
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by that scribe. For instance in clause 21 Co omits from 'erit de illo

facto quietus* to 'ipse cuius fuerit mastivus* with the result that

this law reads as though a man was guilty of an offence if he had his

dog chained or on a lead. This is obviously an omission since every

otier ass. reads that a man was innocent when the dog was chained and

guilty when it was not chained. Bi clause 8 E and Shave 'meliorea*

whereas all the other ass. have 'meliorea porcum*. Since 'porcua'

clarifies the meaning it must be considered as an addition in later

rass. rather than an omission in B and E.

d) It is possible for several changes to appear in a text in the

course of one copying. Consequently, if there are two mss., A and

a derivative B, and if B has three variations from A this does

not mean that there were two intervening mss since all three variants

might be the work of B's scribe.

e) Although a ms. of late date may represent the earliest tradition

it is assumed that if two mss were alike, one early and the other

late, the later ms. was copied from the earlier either directly or

indirectly unless there are strong reasons to the contrary.

f) When it is stated that M was copied from H it means that H or

a ms. very like M was copied from H or a ma. very like H.

Before tackling the textual collation, the clauses included

in the various manuscripts were collated and the results tabulated.
1

In the following table the rass. consulted are listed along the top including

the edition in APS and the numbers of the clauses in the present edition

are listed down the left-hand side. The other columns contain the

number given to these clauses in the various mss. the following

1. See following page, 7.
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table (see above pages 7-8), 'In U* as in Column M, means that part

of clause h in the present edition is contained in Ed clause i*. The

Clauses in E and N were not originally numbered.

From this tabulation I* groups of clauses emerged, clauses 1-11,

clauses 12-18, clauses 19-23/21*, and the 80 or more miscellaneous

non-forest clauses, not tabulated, which occurred after clause 11

and after clause 21*. Every ma. included clauses 1-11 whereas only

6 sjss included all or some of clauses 12-18. Most mss included

clauses 19-23 but only 6 included clause 21*. Each group of clauses

was collated In turn since it seemed possible that the be3t tradition

of each group might be found in different mss. I The rubrics of the

miscellaneous clauses were collated last.~ From the table of clauses

it became evident that certain mss, Co, Ha, Sz, Bal^, Balg, Y^, T?,
and fs, had rearranged the clauses and that they were most "ikeiy

edited mss. These mss were collated separately and only the best,

Ez, was used in the preparation of the present edition. The collation
2

of these mss and of 1^ which also proved to be edited Is given below
after the examination of the miscellaneous clauses.

Although the collation Is conducted by groups of clauses

the relations of rass discovered when collating one group of clauses

can be applied to the same mss in a following group of clauses.

To facilitate comprehension of the collation a select transcription

of the most important clauses referred to in the collation is given

at the end of this appendix. While nearly all the examples used

1. See below, 29.

2. See below, 30-3U.
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In support of arguments given In the collation are presented In this

select transcription, It Is to be understood that other examples to

support these arguments can be found in other clauses and that only

the most important examples are given in the collation and the select

transcription.

To assist the detection of the best tradition of each group of

clauses sternata were constructed to show graphically the relation

of the various mss. When a limited number of ass are under con¬

sideration the rass of the earliest tradition, that Is those at the

head of the stemmata, could be expected to be those of the best

tradition, although it can not always be assumed that the earliest

mss are the most accurate.

There are, however, certain difficulties in producing a

sterama. Firstly,edited mss which draw on several sources can not

be placed on a sterama and even non-edited mas can be open to more

than one tradition with the result that one can only hope to repre¬

sent the main line of infinance. Secondly, numerous mss have been

lost—two mss referred to in Sz are no longer extant—which prevents

the construction of direct links between mss. Thirdly, each ma.is the

prnduct of two influences, the as.or ass on which it was based and

the scribe's alterations and/or mistakes and if a scribe makes

several alterations or mistakes it is difficult to decide which

type of ms.he was copying. Finally, a stemma has to be represented

in two dimensions and certain links, therefore, aire impossible or

clumsy to draw.
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Nevertheless, as the collation proceeded it became evident

that certain groups of ass could be neatly drawn in stemmata but

that a complete sterna representing all the mss would be at best some¬

what loose and arbitrary. A complete stenraa has not, therefore,

been given.

In view of the complex nature of the surviving mss of the

forest laws it was impossible to determine editorial policy before

completing the collation but two possibilities were under consider¬

ation! firstly, to give an edition based an the single best as. for

each group of clausesj and secondly to present a composite edition

based on the best mss for each group of laws. It was decided to

adopt whichever practice would render the edition as close as

possible to the original.

The CoLlation

Clauses 1-11

The format of the mss suggests that B,E, C, N, and represent

an earlier tradition than all the other mss. None of these mss have

rubrics while B and E have neither rubrics for, nor spaces between

the clauses whereas all other mss have both rubrics for and spaces

between the clauses. B, E, C, and N are probably earlier than

since in clause 8 they have simply 'pannagii' although in B

'panagii* has been added later whereas and all other mss add

either 'oportet• or •videlicet•. This addition is unlikely to have

arisen from the 'ponagii' of B since, however else it might have

been transcribed, it does not resemble •oportet* or •videlicet'

which must, therefore, be later additions. That B, E, and C re¬

present an earlier tradition than the other mss is borne out by the

\J
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most complicated section in clause 8 and indeed in the first 11

clauses. Clause 8 proved most valuable when collating these

siss because the custom of pannage, which it describes, died out

towards the end of the thirteenth century and consequently much

more variation occurs in clause 8 than in the other causes. B, E

and C have 'rex nichil habebit set forestarius habebit unura hog'

while N omits this sentence and all the other mss, apart from A,

3d, D and Ez, contain 'rex nan habebit nisi unum hoggastrum'. A,

3d, D and Ez can at present be discounted as of a later tradition

than B, 3 and C for reasons of format already given. Da the first

version of this sentence in clause & the hog goes to the forester

and in the second to the king. The first version represents the

earlier tradition since the simple and accidental omission of

'set forestarius habebit' would lead to the second version and it

is hard to imagine any reason why a conscious attempt would have been

made to change the law by adding that phrase in the fourteenth or

fifteenth century when the custom of collecting pannage had already

died out. N's omission of this passage renders it unsuitable for

the basis of an edition of the first 11 clauses and since it is in

Scots, it must be of a later tradition.

Of the three remaining mss C may be 3et aside as the base far

an edition since it includes many readings peculiar to itself and

is in many ways an explanatory version of B and E: in clause 8 C

alone omits 'si aliqui ibi fuerint'j in clause 1 it alone adds

•ad fortsfactum' and 'va± berset' and in clause 2 it alone adds

'vel cornisare menetum' all of which provide clarification of B

and E.
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B and E represent the earliest tradition. Neither has rubrics

for nor spaces between the clauses although in B the clauses are

numbered in the left margin. Moreover, in clause 1 only B and E

have •meliorem' whereas all toe other rass have •meliorem porcum*

by way of explanation. It is impossible to separate B and E.

B could be considered secondary on account of its inclusion of clause

numbers but it includes the break, omitted in E, after 'pannacionla'

in clause 1 required by the sense. It has been suggested that the

first part of this clause concerns the time of fence reading

'faimacionis' for 'pannaoionis» but all mss give the latter reading.

As will be explained"'" clause 1 is probably a condensed version of

three laws and it is essential to have a break between the first section

an pannage and the second section on toe time of fence, m clause 1

also E concludes with 'producuntur* and B with 'perduntur' while in

clause 2 these readings are reversed.

B is perhaps the slightly better as. but it is impossible to

print one ms without including some mistakes as with 'producuntur'

in clauses 1 or 2. A more accurate edition of clauses 1-11 can,

therefore, be obtained by using B and E and where they vary and

neither is obviously correct N can be used to decide which version

to follow since it is more accurate than C or if the Scots of N

renders this impossible C can be used. Important variants from

all k mas are given in toe footnotes.

1. Seebelow 73-76.



At tills point B, C and £ can be fitted Into a sterama by using

the content of their versions of the forest lavs and the fact that

none of them represents the original version of the lav. It

should be noted that although E includes clauses 19-23 and the

miscellaneous clauses In its tabula it does not give the text of

these clauses. The relationship of B, E and C can be summarised

as follows:

Clauses 12-18 Clauses 1-11 Clauses 19-24 and Misc.

C B E

Previous editions of the forest laws have included certain

inaccuracies in their versions of clauses 1-11. 2b the first volume

of APS, the editors have correctly based their edition an B and E:

in clause 1 'warseth* is from 3} in clause 4* *ld capiat tanturn de

grege* is from Bj and in clause 8 'et hie enim' is from £. They

have also used readings from Ct in clause $ 'inveniebanturf j and

from Ht in clause 2 'menetuia' as in the present edition. The

APS edition does, however, combine clauses 6, 7 and 8 even although

they are numbered separately in B and arranged separately in H.

3h clause 9 the preference of 'pullum• from C rather than 'pullanum1

fron B and E is pusrling and in clause 11 *non agnovarit' has been

printed instead of 'non noverIt' or'agnoverit' and the final phrase

in that clause is taken from C, 'suam de eo fecerit voluntatem' when

the reading of the earlier tradition of B and E is quite satisfactory.

The editors of APS have also printed the Scots of N.

Professor M.L. Andersen by printing the Scots of N has preferred

a later tradition since the earliest tradition must have been in
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Latin. Otherwise N contains a fairly reliable version except an three

important occasions: in clause 1 N so condenses the original as

to omit any reference to pannage; and in clause 3 N omits from 'rex

nichil habebit* to 'unua hog' and gives 'the best swyn' both of

which readings are of a later tradition.

Glauses 12-18

Of the three mas collated Sz is an. edited ass and certain features

in C and N suggest that their scribes, if not actually editing the

fore81 laws were doing more than simply copying their exemplars.

It has already been explained that C contains additional explanatory

phrases and H's treatment of clause 1 to exclude pannage and its

exclusion of the miscellaneous laws argues that the author of N

altered his exemplars as he thoughtfit.

Coon not form the basis of an edition since it contains serious

omissions. In clause 11: it omits 'leash' and 'lets' both essential

to the sense and included in N and Es. It would appear that C is

a poor copy of its Latin exemplar since the scribe could not decipher

some words and so left them blank and also in clause li* probably-

copied 'liber' instead of 'libera'. It does, however, contain the

correct version of clause 3 as does Ez which, as an edited ms.,

can not be taken as the basis of an edition. N is, therefore, the

best ms. although it includes a serious omission in clause 8 and

in clause llj. gives 'with chalance of any man' instead of 'without'

as in Ez and C.

The edition should, therefore, use C and N giving preference
1 \

■

to N and where C and N disagree and neither version seems appropriate

Ez can be used to decide which reading is the more accurate.
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Although N and Ez are both in Scots the present edition has bean

given in Latin since the exemplars of C, which is in Latin, and

N were in Latin. An example of the Scots of N shows that it is a

literal translation of a Latin mas in clause 17 'apper and prof

that befor lauchftilly to perten till him1. The Scots of Ez has

been rearranged to 'compeiris and offeria him to preif lauohfullie

that the sane pertenis to him'. Since Ez copied these clauses

from the lost ns. Car, Car probably had a similarly re-arranged

wording. Clause 18, of which the major part survives only in

Soots, is translated into Latin from the Latin-style Scots of M

with comment on the translation in the footnotes. Full discussion

of this translation is given in the section an principles of trans¬

lation. The translated passage is bracketed in the present

edition and the text of K is given in the footnotes.

In view of the necessity of providing a Latin text the editorial

policy for these clauses was revised. While an edition baaed on

C alone would be inaccurate for the reasons already given, it was

felt that a Latin version based only on the Scots of N would be

wrong whan a Latin ms, C, is extant. The edition is, therefore,

based on C corrected by N. Such corrections are annotated and

important variants of all three ass are given in the footnotes.

It is possible to construct a stemma for these three msa.

Since C is in Latin it must be of an earlier, though not necessarily

more accurate, tradition than N and Ez. N and Ez, though similar,

have enough differences to make it clear that neither was copied

from the other. The most striking example of the similarity of

N and Ez is that they both finish clause 18 which C terminates

after the first few lines. Since Ez Includes the correct version
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of clause 8 It can not be copied from N and N since it ie a trans¬

lation of a Latin sis. and since it gives 'with* instead of 'without*

in clause li*, as mentioned above, can not be copied from Sz. They

may both nonetheless, have had a common exemplar. N and Es can not

be derived from C since they both include a selection of clauses

19-2k emitted in C and since they include readings not found in C

as in clause 18 and in clause lUt N 'that man sal frely tak'j Ez

'that man incontinent sal tak'j and C 'idem liber reportabit'. It

is possible, however, that the exemplar of C could also be the

exemplar or an antecedent of the exemplar of N and Ez. This Inform¬

ation can be summarised graphically as follows.
Clauses 12-18 Clauses 1-11

Clauses 19-21*

N

Ez

[Car]
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The edition of these clauses in APS gives both the Latin of

C and the Scots of N but does not correct C with N, with the

result that in clause ll* 'reportavit' is given rather than 'libera

reportabit'. In clause 18, of which C includes only the first few

lines, the editors of APS continued with a translation of a Scots

sis. but unfortunately translated S3 and not M. After preferring H

for their Scots edition the reasons for translating Es are some¬

what obscure but perhaps they wished to reserve N solely for their

Scots version. The result is that the APS edition of clause 18

contains readings of a later tradition: APS 'iste malefactor

ccnvictus de tali transgress!cms ad instantiam baronis in curia regis']

and the present edition based on N 'aliquis liber delinquans ad

sectarn baronis in curia regis de sic transgressions legittirae oon-

victus'. In addition, when translating from Soots into Latin,

the editors did not give sufficient attention to the Latin style

of other clauses in the forest laws: clause Hi 'permittot* is

probably better than 'p&titur' which occurs nowhere else in the

forest laws.

Once again Professor M.L. Anderson prints the Soots of N even

although these laws were originally written in Latin. N also

contains a few inferior readings: in clause 12 it gives '8d' as

a result of confusion with »8 Ky' instead of 'unura d'j at the

end of clause 17 Ez may well contain a better reading than N and

C| and in clause 18 H gives simply 'forests' instead of 'libera

foresta'*
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Clauses 19-2k

Although all of these clauses were borrowed from English sources

clause 2k must be considered separately since it occurs only in N

and Ez. The edition of the other Etoglish clauses can not be based on

those mss which have already been show to represent earlier traditions

since E only gives the rubric of these clauses and N to avoid dupli¬

cation with clauses 12-16 omits some clauses and alters others to

fit Scottish circumstances. The edition of clauses 19-23 must, there¬

fore, be based on ass of later traditions.

Of these mss Ed, A and D represent the best tradition. Sx

clause 21 they conclude 'quails fuerit eanis' whereas H,S, M, Ca,

J, I*>, T and Ma conclude 'quails fuerit casus'. 'Oanis* which makes

more sense than 'casus' is also the reading given in N which, as

already shown, is of an early tradition. 3d, A and D are also the

only mss in this group to contain the correct reading of clause 6.

Of these three mss A emerges as marginally the best copy.

Ed in clause I4. emits the second part which begins 'de ovlbus*..'

and in clause 21 it omits 'Et ipse cuius mastivus fuerit'. A also

contains a better version of clauses 19-23 than D: in clause 19

A 'aemoria', D 'memoriaa'j A 'inveniet', D 'iuvenit'j and A 'attaehiare*,

D 'attachiari'. In clause 18 also, by comparison with Baglish mss

A's inclusion of »et retineri' is more accurate than D's omission

of that phrase.

Before determining the editorial policy for these clauses the

other mss must be examined more carefully with a view to providing

the more important of the variant readings. H, S, M, Ca, J, I*,,

T and Ma can be separated by collating their versions of clauses 1-11.
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H, M, and J form ana group since they alone add 'ilia animalia' in

clause 1 and give 'poreis' instead of 'porcorum' in clause 8. These

three mss are virtually identical with only minor variations* in

clause 1 H 'warsatte', M 'warsaite' and J 'warsett'j and in clause

8 H, M 'iste est modus', J 'Item est modus'# "Hie earliest ma.

H, can, therefore, be taken as the best representative of this

group.

S and also form a separate group since they contain several

unique readingsj in clause 8 both give 'vice' in mistranscription

of 'veteri'j in clause 1 S presents 'varset' and 1^ 'versate'j and
in clause 11 both mss contain 'per forestall'. S is the best ms. of

this tradition since Lg osuits part of clause 8 and confuses clauses
It and f>.

The remaining mss Ga, T and Ma also form a group which can be

detected by their omissions in clause 21 j Ca and T omit from 'quietus

erit* to 'mastivus fuerit'j and Ma omits from 'et ipse cuius mastivus'

to 'raastivus fuerit'. Of these three mas T is the most accurate* in

clause 1 T 'post idem festum', Ca 'post dictum festum' and Ms 'post

festum dieraj and in clause 11 T 'quod forestario pertinet', Ma 'ad

forestrium pertinet* and Ca 'id forestario pertinet'. 2h view of

their omissions in clause 21, however, this group of mss must be

of a later tradition than the previous two groups and so, as far

as the edition of the English clauses is concerned, it is only

necessary to give variant readings from S and H.

The edition of the English clauses is based on A but since

A was only marginally preferable to Ed and D A, when inaccurate,

has been corrected by Ed and D. The readings peculiar to N have

been translated into Latin and placed alongside the text based
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on A since they nay represent adaptations of the English clauses

to fit the Scottish forest system. The Scots text of such readings

from N and significant variants from S and H are given in the

footnotes of the present edition.

Since clause 2k has survived only in N, Sz and other edited

mes no real collation could be carried out. Since N is translated

from a Latin ms. and is not edited to the same extent as Ez and

since the original Qaglish clauses were in Latin a translation of

K into Latin is given. The Scots text of N is given in the foot¬

notes. There are no significant variants of this clause in Ez.

While it Is not possible to provide a single stemma for all

these mss a stemma can be constructed for each group of ass.

In the first and best group, A, Id and D, A and D are closer to each

other than to Bd: in clause 1 A,D 'abductls', Ed 'adductis'j A,

D 'perduntur*, Sd 'perdantur'j A,D 'forestarlisf, Ed ,forestariie*j

and in clause 21 A, 0 »natot», Ed 'mittet*. As already mentioned A

and D give a better version of clause b than Ed. These three mss may

at one stage have had a common exemplar but the similarities of A

and 0 suggest that they also had a common exemplar. There are

sufficient variations between A and 0 to ensure that the one was

not copied from the other: in clause 1, A 'daiapnanturD 'damnantur'j

A 'warsett', D 'warseta'j in clause 2, A 'eoroae jumentum', D 'cornuare

menetum'j and in clause 8, A 'Hex', D 'Lex'. The relations of these

three mss can be summarised as follows:
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Clauses 1-11 and 19-23 and Misc.

fid

The group H, M, J were so similar that only the date of each

ias. can be used to place them in order. Although M and J do differ

ibaa H in the number of miscellaneous laws which they include all three
ver-y SLmtiar_

are

S and I*, which formed & distinct pair must at one stage have had
a common exanplar but I*, in view of its careless mistakes can only

be indirectly linked to S.

fiitll swing

Clauses 1-11, 19-23, Misc.

The last group Ma, T and Ca which must at one tine have had a

common exemplar can also be drawn on a stecma. Ca and T are closer

to each other than to Ma and nay have had their own exemplar in

clause 21, as already mentioned} in clause 4, T, Ca 'Id tantua',

Ma 'Idenarium'j in clause 8, Ca, T 'nisi obolun', Ma 'unura obolum';
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and in clause 11, Ca, T 'foreatam', Ma 'in forests*'• they do,

however, all vary from each other, as has bean mentioned, in clause

1 and also in clause 8j T 'etest decern1, Ga *Et in decern* and Ma

'id est decern*. The similarity of C» and T shows that they could

not have been copied from Ma and vice versa and the above variations

suggest that Ca and T are not copies of each other. This argument

can be more neatly presented in graphic form.

Clauses 1-11, 19-23, Misc.

Ma T Ca

English Originals of Clauses X9-2U

It is possible to determine the English sources of clauses 19-

2ii. Clause 22 is taken from cjLl of the Charter of the Forest as

re-issued either by Hairy III in 1225 or b^f Edward I in 1297•"*"
2

Both re-issues differ from the 1217 original by the addition of

'et sic redeundo domum...' which is given in the Scottish version.

The other clauses were all borrowed from the Ehglish Oonsuetudines

et Assissae Forests, (referred to in S's tabula), and issued in the

earlier part of Edward I'a reign/ although the first-11 clauses may-
v-

date to the early part of Henry Ill'e reign or even to John's reign»

1. Statutes of the Realm, i, 26, 27, 120.

2. jtubbs, Cytltutlo^ 3W.
3. Statutes of toe Realm, i, 2h3j furner, Select Pleas of the Forest,

37ff and n h* '~1~ne rs b if ct-lus.es /™ay °^cite fa Henry srvfer ere/i
£o ~3*>hn's reijn.
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Comparative Table of Clause Nos.
Hiis Edition Customs and Assise

19 1

20 2

21 7

23 . 8

2li 6

These laws could have been borrowed by Scots lawyers from

the mid-thirteenth century onwards. It is possible to determine when

these laws were borrowed by examining the English rass of the Customs

and Assise of the Forest. The following English rass were consulted

briefly (see page 25).

Even after a brief survey of these mss it became evident

that they were of two types. The first type, represented hence¬

forth by EL, gave only the first 11 clauses. The second type presented

18 clauses and included several inferior readings* in clause 19"^
EC ana Kk present 'fraxinus' instead of 'extra dominicun'j at the

end of clause 20 from 'si alias inveniatur' to 'eius corpus' is

omitted. Because of these readings it is evident that the best

Scots version of these English laws as represented by A and S was

borrowed from the first type of English mss: in clause 20 A and S

give the section at the end Included in EL but omitted in fLEftand

BCj in clause 23, A, H and S 'non liceat forestario deliberare', SL

1. The numbers refer to clauses in the present edition and not
in the English mss.

i V\
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Manuscript Reference Century f. no.^" Ref. Letters

Lambeth Palace Ms U29 late 13th
early lUth

1 EL

Cambridge Ms Dd vii 6(AA) late 33th
early lUth

1 h

Iambsth Palace Ms 166 early llith 1 5U

BM Harleian Mi 1120 early ll+th 1 82

Hi Harleian Ms 1690 early Uith 1 lil (pencil)

Cambridge Ms LL iv 17(E) early Uith 1 7k

Cambridge -is Hh iv 1(E) Hith 2 135 EC

BM Harleian Ms 180? llith 1 221

Cambridge Ms Se l.li* lUth 1 89

BM Harleian Ms 1011 late llitn
early 15th

1 39

2
BM Landsdowne Ms i|6U raid 15th 2 195 EA

Cambridge Ms li vi 53(0) later 16th 2

BM Cottonian MS Vespasian I6th-17th 2 177

FN

1. This column gives the folio number on which Customs and
Assise of Forest begin

2. Printed in Statutes of Realm where it is called Landsdcwne Ms
U30.
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'nan liceat forestario ipsun deliberare * and AE 'nan deliberetux';

A and S 'arrestandum est', EL 'resistendum est' and EA 'arrestetur' j

and in clause 19 A and S give 'extra dominicum' as does EL while EC

and SA both give 'fraxtnus'.

Clause 2k also comes from English mss of the first type: N

•tha flesh forsuth aw to be sent', EL 'caro autem debet mitti' and

EA 'caro saittatur'j and N 'thar be ony sic ner by in the cuntre',

EL 'prope fuerit in partibus illis' and EA 'prppe fuerit'.

Clauses 18-23 and clause 2k were, therefore, first copied

from the same type of English mss as EL although other English

traditions nay have been copied later. In view of the fact that

clause 2k occurs in only a few ass it is unlikely that it was borrowed

at exactly the same time as clauses 19-23 although it may have been

borrowed at the same period. Since the Scots lawyers borrowed from

the first type of English mss their borrowings may have been made before

the mid-fourteenth century since that is the time when the second

type of English ms. appears. Such dating is only approximate but it

is possible that these English laws were first introduced to

Scotland by Edward I in the early fourteenth century since he had

issued the Consuetudlnes of Assisae Foreste and re-issued the Forest

Charter.

Since Professor M. L. Anderson presented no edition of these

laws,the only previous edition of clauses 19-21* is that given in

APS. Innes and Thomson have based their edition on Co and Hi in

clause 23 'debet taneri et forestario seu viridario presenter!' occurs
A

only in Coj 'casus' most probably is taken from Hj and in clause 19

'sunt regis' is taken from H. Consequently, and especially Where

Co has been followed, Inferior readings are included. This is not
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surprising since the editors did not consult A and S. Their examin¬

ation of Ed and D, however should have led them to suspect the relia¬

bility of Co and H.

The more important differences between the edition in APS and

the present edition are as follows:

1. In clause 19 APS reads 'coram viridario id est capital!

custode foresteand this edition 'coram viridario capitali

custode forests'. The reading in APS occurs only in Co

and is extremely dubious since in England the verderer

and the keeper of the forest were separate officials

and there is no evidence that verderers or their equi¬

valents ever existed in Scotland.

2. The addition of 'nan' in the same clause in line 132 is

unnecessary, and if anything should have been added it is

'nunc'| i.o.j land .formerly in the forest now arable.

3. In clause 21 'aastinus' is given for 'mastivus' and

although it is a perfectly common spelling of the word

the use of 'n' instead of »v' first appears in and Es

of which only the latter was consulted by the editors

of APS.

it. Clause 23 is split into two parts in APS and given in

clauses lU and 23 but while this clause does fall neatly

into two parts there is no need to separate them.

f>. The Latin translations of Scots mss are inconsistent.

While the editors have correctly recognised the signifi¬

cance of the alternative readings of N—they represent

adaptation of English law to Scots practice—and have

placed a Latin translation of N in brackets in the

ifT
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second part of clause 23 and in clause 2k this practice was

not followed in clause 18 where Es was translated nor in

clause 21 where a Latin translation of N's variant readings

would be equally appropriate. Once again the Latin

translation is inadequate because in clause 2k the trans¬

lation of N takes no cognisance of the original EJaglish

version and so presents 'in parte sive provincia' instead

of 'in partibus illis'.

6. Perhaps the major criticism of the edition of these clauses

and indeed of all the forest laws in APS is that it follows

re-arrangement of the clauses carried out in Es by Skene

waose reasons for re-arranging the clauses are obscure.

The result is that in APS the English clauses are

scattered throughout the forest laws in clauses 10, 11,

12, 13, lU, 22 and 23, thus giving the whole body of laws

an English character which it did not originally possess.

This, more than anything else, has led to the Scots forest

laws being regarded a3 English borrowings.

It is now possible to consider the results obtained by Buchanan

in his collation of short passages from Regiam Ifejestatem. ie suggested

that H and M belonged together but he did not add J to that group

and he also considered that Ed, D and formed a group. While it has

been shown that in the above collation contained some readings in

common with Ed and D, L^ did not belong to the group A, D, Ed.
Buchanan also considered that Ga and T belonged together and that C

and Go were single rasa. While the above-mentioned variations may occur

because Buchanan collated only a few short passages and because different

treatises in the mss volumes may behave in different ways,there is a
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broad similarity between Buchanan's and the present collation.

Miscellaneous Clauses

Although these clauses were not transcribed in full it was possible

to detect two basic traditions from the lists of rubrics. While E

provides only a list of rubrics for these clauses in its tabula on f 7»

comments on this list have been made in a sixteenth-century hand. In

those miscellaneous clauses given before the Ihglish clauses a bracket

or, as the commentator has called it, a 'tik' has been placed around

all of them excluding 'Gylda continans xxij statuta'. What clearly

emerges is that there is an earlier tradition of these miscellaneous

clauses containing this 'Gilda Scocie', as it is later entitled, and

a later tradition excluding it. A, D and Ed include the 'Gilda Scocie'

while all ths other rass exclude it. Since the latter group of kiss

do not all contain the same miscellaneous clauses, it is possible

to describe H, H and J as a group. M and J, however, appear to have

been influenced by the earlier tradition since they include 'De

raptu monialium' excluded by H. S is exactly like A except that it

excludes the 'Gilda Scocie'.

The number of miscellaneous clauses added after the English

forest clauses varies although all mss agree on those rubrics which

they do provide. A adds 1U more clauses than E and H adds one more

than A. The list of rubrics before the English forest clauses, is,

therefore, based an E and after the English forest clauses on E, A

and H. Significant variants from A, H and S are given in the footnotes.

Since the text of these clauses has not been edited here the edition

1
used when discussing their content is that of APS.

111

1. APS, i, 'Fragments Oollecta', 719-lSk*
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Mlted Has.

3ii this collation an edited /as. is understood to be a as. whose

author did not set out simply to copy a previous ms. or ass but was

prepared to considerably re-arrange material as he saw fit and to

gather together all available material on certain topics. It is

evident that in normal circumstances an edited ms. cannot be used

in the formulation of an edition of the forest laws but since certain

clauses occured in only a few mss most of which were edited mss it

was felt that the best of the edited mss could be used in the pre¬

paration of an edition of the forest laws.

Several edited versions of the forest laws were encountered

of which the best known is that given in Balfour's Praoticks.

hi the Stair Society edition of Balfour's Practicks it is stated

that the sources of Balfour's work could not be accurately defined

although there were similar mss current in the sixteenth century.^"
From the table of clauses it appeared that edited mss of this type

were Ma, Ez, Bal^, Bal^, Yg and Es the last of which may not have
been used by Balfour. Co and which differ from the other joss

in that they were not definitely known to be edited until the collation

was completed will be discussed last.

One feature of the edited mss apart from Yg was that they
usually gave the source of their version of the laws either as

'Log Forestae' or 'Lib Carbraith'. These references can be

tabulated. (See table on following page 31). \

From the numbers given to the clauses in source LF it is
\ J

obvious that clauses 1-11 and 19-23 were borrowed from a ms. similar

to A or H, and most probably a ms. similar to A since all the edited

mss, apart from Yg, give the correct version of clause 8 part of which
!1 ;i;-\ '
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Clause nos. In
this edition Ha h.

LF 1

Bal^
IF 1

Balo Ez

1 uh IF 1 IF 1

2 LF 2 IF 2 LF 2 LF 2 IF 2

3 LF 3 LF 3 IF 3 LF 3 IF 3

k LF h EF U LF U LF U LF U

5 IF 5 IF 5 LF 5 IF 5 EF 5
6 LF 6 IF 6 IF 6 LF 6 IF 6

7 LF 7 LF 7 LF 7 LF 7 LF 7

8 LF 8 LF 8 IF 8 IF 8 LF 8

9 LF 9 LF 9 IF 9 LF 9 LF 9

10 LF 10 LF 10 LF 10 IF 10 LF 10

11 EF 11 LF 11 IF 11 EF 11 LF 11

12 EF 2
iij LC

LFc7 LF in LC

13 LFiiLC LFC LF in LC

Hi
15 LFLC LFC LF in EC

16

17 LF ex LC LFC LF ex LC

18 LF ex LC LFC IF ex LC

19 LF 89 LF 89
20 LF 90 LF 90

21 LF 90 LF 90 LF 90 IF 90 IF 90

22 LF 91 EF 91 LF 9[1] LF 9[1] LF 9[1]
23 IF 92 LF 92 IF 92 IF 92 LF 92

21* LF ex LC EF LF ox LC

1. LF - Leg. Porestae.

2. LC - Lib. Carbraith



is omitted in H. The source 'lib Carbraith' has not, however, been

identified. In the Stair Society edition of Balfour's Rracticks

several of the laws are said to come from 'Leg. forest...ex libro

Calbraith' and it has been suggested that this was a ms. in the
1

hands of Robert Galbraith who made a note on ms. Ca. Unfortunately,

the forest laws stated to be 'ex libro Galbraith' are not given in

da and so another ms. must have been concerned. It seems likely,

however, that both the book of Carbraith and the book of Galbraith

are one and the same on account of the similarity of the name. The

location of this ras. would be of great value since it includes a

copy of clauses 12-18 and of clause 21;. It may itself be an edited

ms. since Bal^ states that it borrowed clause 13 from the 2nd law in
the Carbraith ms. and clause 12 from the 3rd clause. Since both N

and C did not arrange these clauses in that order the author of

the Carbraith ms. may have rearranged and perhaps edited them. It

may yet be possible to locate the Carbraith ms. by tracing the papers

of an advocate or member of the court of session or other member of

the legal profession with the name Carbraith or Galbraith or with a

sinilar name.

Balfour'3 Practicks nay be discounted as the best of these

edited versions since its sources are available. Although It is

difficult to be certain which mss ware used in Balfour's edition of

the forest laws the arrangement of the clauses and the use of the

Carbraith/Galbraith ms. point to Ez and Bal^ as the most likely
sources while Y^, Yg and Bal^ are less likely.

1. Balfour, Practicks, ibid.
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Ig, and Ha can be discounted as reliable edited mss because
they include no version of clauses 12-18 nor of clause 21; and Es may¬

be discounted because Skene's source for these clauses, Ez, is

available.

Of the three remaining rass, Bal^, Bal^ and Ez, Bal^ and Bal^
are closely related. Not only is their numbering of clauses 6 and

7 unique but both contain readings unique to themselves. In clause

8, for instance, they both misplace 'auld' in line h$ and so present

•and gif thai be auld hoglingis'. Bal? is secondary to Bal^ since
in clause 12, numbered 7 fin Bal^, Bal^ gives the source as 'Leg.
forest. ii,1 lib Carbraith' whereas Bal^ gives the source as 'Leg.
forest c 7'. Bal^ is, therefore, a copy of Bal^ and may be discounted.

Bal.j and Ez nay at one time have shared a common exemplar since
they are in many respects identical. They both refer to the Car-

braith ms. They give acts of parliament at the and of the forest

laws and in their 18th clause both give an act of 1557 which has

been subsequently altered to ll|57. The numbering of their clauses is

identical and both contain the unique reading in clause 6 lines 3k

and 35 'forbidden be fund'. There are, nonetheless, sufficient differ¬

ences between them to prove that the me was not copied from the

other and it is these differences which show that Ez is a slightly

more accurate ras. than Bal^: as already mentioned, Bal1 in clause
8 misplaced 'auld' and so contains an inferior version of that

clause; and in clause 1, Bal-, omits 'feist' in line 5 included by Ez.

Ez is,therefore, taken to be the best of the edited mss.

Co and Lj which include neither clauses 12-18 nor clause 2k
were found to contain readings from a variety of different mss.

In clause 3 Co and L, include 'personaliter' as do B, C and E alone.
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la clause 8 they contain 'si pauciores sint hoggostri', a form which

occurs only in B and E, yet both contain 'Rex nan habeblt nisi unum

hoggastrum' as in S and H. la clause 21 Co omits from 'quietus erit*

to 'mastivus fuerit' as in Ca. Co and 1^, therefore, contain borrowings
from the B, H and T groups of mss at least.

Editorial Policy

The edition of the forest laws presented in tliis Appendix is a

composite edition. It does not print a copy of the laws as contained

in any one mss since to do so would have necessitated the printing

of inaccurate readings and later traditions. It is composite in the

sense that the edition of each group of clauses is based on one or

two almost identical mss which have been corrected if necessary by the

other best available hiss. No correction has been made without ns.

However-,
authority. /Consistent with the policy of trying to present an edition

as close as possible to the original, latin translations of a Scots

original, have been inserted in the text even although no Latin version

of these clauses has survived. Such insertions are clearly marked and

the need for them has been explained in the collation. Full details

of the principles of translation from Scots into latin are given in the

Principles of Translation following the edition.

In this edition the following conventions have been adopted.

a) Modern capitalisation has been adopted in the use of capitals

at the beginning of a sentence.

b) Modern punctuation has been inserted where essential for the

sense. All the original punctuation has not been given since this

would be impossible in a composite edition. Where essential,

for instance, in clause 1, the punctuation has been annotated.
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The most frequent alteration in punctuation has been the insertion

of a full stop at the and of a sentence.

c) Modem orthography lias been used? i and j have been dis tinguishedj

i has not been substituted for yj where necessary p and y have been

rendered as thj u as v and v as uj and z lias not been changed

to y.

d) The method employed for the insertion of footnotes is:

i) The number of the footnote is inserted in the text immediately

after the word or words annotated. Where a longer passage is

concerned two numbers are used, one at the beginning and one

at the end of the passage.

ii) An alternative reading which does not challenge the reading

of the edition either because it is unique or is of a later

tradition or because of sense or grammar is given as 2.

X 'et caetera' where 2 is the number of the footnote and X

the reference of the ms. The implication is that the edition

bears the reading of the other ms. or iass on which it is

based.

iii) If there is a disputed reading and one reading has been

preferred, the supporting mss and the alternative readings

are given as '2. From X, T and Zj W 'et caetera', where

2 is the number of the footnote and W the reference of the

ms. which contains the alternative reading.

iv) The abbreviation 'om' has been used for 'omitted'.

e) No rubrics have been given since a table of rubrics is given

afterwards.
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f) Clause numbers are placed on the left-hand side and line

numbers on the right-hand side.

g) Abbreviations and contractions are written in full and are

not marked in any way since that is impossible in a composite

edition*
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1. ^Inhibits est alira tam cohabitantibus earn quam aliis no In all-

quod cocpertorium silvarum intrent cum aniiaalibus suis tempore
2

pannaeionisj nisi libertateia habeant vel lieanciati fuerint a

foreatariis per xv dies ante festum beat! Johannir baptists et

per alios xv dies post idem res turn qui amittant viij vaccas. Post 5
3

lapsum vero tentporis vel mens Is ipsius non perdentur viij vasce

nisi anlmalia inveniantur per forestarium disperse cum custode
ii $

eorum ignem cornu vel canera habente qui warset appellatur vel

inreniantur in foresta nocte cubancia et tunc adductis tastibus

6 7
legalibus perduntur viij vacce. 10

2. Item si aliquis iuxta forestam manens ex coxisuetudine aniiaalia

sua per forestam intrare tor perraiserit pro qualibet vice dabit

forestario iij d. St si quarts vice inveniantur ibidem . uaravis
1 2

nullo custode presents tunc adductis testibus legalibus perduntur

vlij vacce. Si autara solus fuerit forestarius debet facere crucem 15
%

in terra vel arbore ubi aniiaalia invaniuntur et tar cornuare meaetua

et pos tea adduoare animalia ad castrum doiaini regis et sic

perduntur viij vacce.

1 2
3* Item de animalibus burganslum tor invantia in foresta qualibet

vice iiij d"' et quarta vice adductis legalibus testibus perduntur 20

viij vacce. Item do animalibus nativorum domini regis inventis

in foresta ter4 qualibet vice detur forestario j d. et quarta vice

debont 1111 nativi personaliter inearcerari in carcere doiaini regis

per xl dies.

Is 1. Clause nos from B. 2. *j» from B, am. in E. 3* B *octo*. iu B
•sen'. $. B St N. E 'warseth*. 6. E 'fidelibus7. 3 'producuntur*.

2s 1. E 'fidelibus'. 2. B 'producuntur». 3. From Hj B. 'rainati^',
E 'minutim', 'menetum ♦ is the most accurate form; Revised Medieval
Latin Word Hat, ed. Latham R.E., (London, 196$), suiT 'maneturn'.

3s 1. B 'St si*. 2. From E, C & Co; B 'burgensis'. 3. B 'iiij or d'.
h» From B & Nj E 'inverttig ter in foresta'.



1*. Item1 de ovlbus in foresta inventis addactis testibus fldelibus 25

sive pastor fuerit presens sive non forestariua potest capere ad
2

opus auum unam ovem de grege. De ovibus vero bondorum domini
3

regis .j d. tantum capiat de grege.
i

5. Item de capris inventis in foresta 11citurn est foreatario per

tres vices qualibet vice unam ex eis per corona pendere in arborl- 30
2

bus et quarts vice unum ex eis debet occiders et ibidem eiua
3

viscera relinquere ad signum quod ibi invenlebantur.

6. Item de porcis ccmsuetudo est quod publico in ecclesiis paroch¬

ialibus defendantur ne forestarn intrant et si post dictara defensionam

inveniantur licitua est forestario per tres vices qualibet vice 35

unum ex eis capere1 ad opus suum et si quarta vice forestam

inbraver int omnes capiantur ad opus domini regis.

7. Item si de copia glandium in forests domini regis contigerit1
forestarius debet citare tam burgenses quam rureraanentes quod

ibl poreos suos adducant ut dorainus rex ab eis pazmagium habeat. UO

8. Et hie est modus pannagii de qualibet sundra videlicet de decern

porcis rex habebit meliorem et forestarius J hog^ et si pauclores

sint quam decern rex nichil^ habebit set forestarius habebit j hog

tantum et pro quolibet veteri porco j d. si aliqul ibi fuerint.

Et si omnes fuerint hoggls non habebit forestarius nisi unum hog k$
<

de decern. Et si fuerint pauclores quam x forestarius accipiet

pro quolibet hog j obolum.

kt 1. B 'at'. 2. B (interlinear and in a later hand) & A 'husbandorura'.
3. From E & Nj B 'capiat tenturn*.

5» 1* B adds 'facers'. 2. E 'ac'. 3* Fsrom G, Co & Nj B & E 'inven-
iuntur'•

6» 1. From E, C ft Aj B 'accipere'.
7i 1. From B, N & Cos E 'in foresta contigerit doraini regis'.
8: 1. From G & Nj B & E 'enim*. 2. From B, C, A & Sj 'synidra', N

•sundir', H 'oindra'. 3. E ftdds 'habebit*, A & S 'hoggastrum'
throughout. h» 3 'nasi habebit nisi unum hoggastrura. Et pro...',
H om. 'et si* to 'tantum'. 5» B 'capiat*.
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9. Item de oquicio' si poet defansianem. inveniantur in forests licitum

est forestarlo capers prims vice puilanum uniua anni, secunda

▼ice pullanum duorum annorum, tarcia vice equum^ trium annorum et 50
3

si quarts vice inveniantur in forests caplatur totum equicium

ad opus doraini regis. Item de quolibet equo domito et equitato

in forests invento capiat forestariusiiij d.
1 2

10. Item de carris et bigis sine licencia in forests invantis de
3

qualibet carra et bigs xxx d. Set si aliaia viaa extra forests® 55

intraverint antequam a forestarlo deprehendantur quieti erunt.
1

11. Item si aliquis extraneus infra forestam in aliqua via inusitata
2

inveniatur si iurare voluerit super crucera quod illam visa
3

nesclvit esse defensam vel quod rectam viam agnoverit forestarius
i rf

deducet4 eura ad coamunem viam et ibi permittet eum transire 60

sine allquo gravamine. Si autem homo notus fuerit debet capl

et adduol ad castrum domini regis et lbl extra portam adductis

testibus forestarius oapiet pannum elus superlorem et si
7

quid in bursa sua fuerit quod ad opus elus sit et tradat corpus

Q
suum" ianitori castri ut servetur quousque dominus rex de eo 65

facere voluerit aruam voluntatem.

12. ^ Item si dominus rex voluerit herbaglum locare per tempus fogagil
2

quid est a festo omnium sanctorum usque ad festum sancti patrioii

in quadragesiraa quodlibet animal solvet unura^ denarium pro fogagio

et iument®m duos denarios. 70

9* 1. E adds 'quod*. 2. H, G & A 'pullum'. 3. From E N, C & Coj
B 'inveniantur quarts vice1.

IOi 1. B includes this clause in clause 9. 2. From E, C and Nj B
'et'. 3. E 'altam'.

11* 1. H 'inhabit*', S 'lnchibita1, N 'forbodyn'. 2, N "wapin', C & H
•arma'. 3* B (interlinear and in a later hand) adds 'non'. k» The
future tense seems more appropriate than the present 'deducat' of B
it Ej A St H 'condueat', N 'sal led©'. 5. E 'permittat'. 6. From
E & N| B, C & Co 'capiat'. 7. S 'ad forestallum pertinet*, A 'ad
forestam pertinet'. 8. S & A add 'ad constabulario'.

i

12* 1. Clause nos from C. 2. Fro® 1st November to 17th March. 3* N 'viil
d' in confusion for 8 cows.
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13. Item si liber homo capiatur pro viridi1 in foresta debit octo
2

vacoas ad foriafactum si pro venacione aolvet decern librae.

Si vero liber homo consuetus fuerit amputare vol 3cinder© in foreata
^ I

per tres vices dabit qualibet vice octo vacoas et quarts vice

decern libras. 75

lit. Item si aliquis libera tenens per eartam qui liberam habet potest*

atem venandi in terra sua marchie iuxta forestam permitted
2 3 h

leporarium suum in propria terra currere et ille leporarius

aequatur bestiam in forests ille liber potest sequi leporarium suum

in forests regis adeo longe sicut potest proicere cornu suum vel 80

ligaturam suam. St si foraan leporarius suus ceperit bestiam quam

6
insecutus fuerit infra predictua spaoium ille libera reportabit

7 tf
illam bestiam et leporarium suum sine calumpnia alicuius et si

9
ille liber infra forestam prodictum spacium egrediatur solvet

octo vaecas et amittet10 leporarium suum et bestiam. 85
1 2 315. Item si eanis currens in propria terra aliouius liber3 et forsan

currat cum bestia in foresta regis a propria terra eius^ ill© liber
5 6

vel ille venator potest sequi canem suum currentaia removendo

13* 1. C •▼• only, N 'grene wod'. 2. ow. In C, N •he sal pay'. 3» Proa
Nj C 'per tres vices in foresta debit*•

Hi* 1. N 'lattis' translated as *permittet', ora. in C, APS, 1,69/,,
•patltur*. 2. N •rych*. 3. From N 'in his awin land1, C •propere*.
It. Frees H 'that fre man'j C 'ipse*. $. If 'leech' translated as
•ligaturam1 as in Pais. Reg., 92, (129it)j om. in C. 6. From N
'that man sal frely tak'j C 'idem liber reportabit'. 7. From N
'that'. 8. N 'and that'. 9. From N 'he sal pay'} C 'dabit'.
10. N 'sal tyn'.

15* 1. N 'hund'. 2. N 'of ony fre manis propir land' combined with
C 'alicius liberi chaciantis in propers'. 3. From N 'and happyn
to ryn'i om. in C. i*. From B »fra his propir land'} om. in C.
5. From N 'that'} om. in C. 6. N 'reaofand'.
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7
arcum sunn et sagittas suas vel potest ligare sagittas et arcrum

8 9
oust corda et si dictus canis ceperit bestlaa venator cum cane 90

et bestla qulete et libere10 redibit11 sine allquo calumpnio regis
12

▼el doainl illlus foreste.

1 2
16, Item si aniaalia bond! allcuius inveniantur in forests de

nocte oubancla vel de die pascencia cum pastore ignen et cornu

3
habante ille bondus dabit unam vaccaa vel qulnque solidos vel 95

quadranginta dies incarcerabitur.4 St si bondus ille inveniatur

scindens rel amputans in foresta slmuli modo dabit unam vaccam
<

vel quinque solidos vel incarcerabitur per quadraginta dies
6

ut predictum est.

17. Item si animal vagrans reperiatur in foresta1 debet custodiri per 100

tree curias et in quarta curia domino regi adiudicabitur pro

2 3
eschaeta nisi dominus illius apparuerit et illam ad se prius

4 5
pertimers legittime probaverit. Inventor vero animalis illius

debet illud publleare ad capitale manerium et in locis circum
6

vicinis ut coaastare poterit cuicunque violent! prosequi aniraalao 105
7

slo inventum.

7. From N 'he may bind'} om. in C, 8, C adds 'suam'* 9, C adds
'suo', 10. From H 'quyt and fre'} om. in C. 11-12. From H 'but
ony chalangis of the king or of the lord of that forest'} C 'dummodo
idem canls bestiam quaia primo insecutus fuerat non mutaverit. Et
si mutaverit venatore sequente perdet oanem nichilominus et octo
vaccas'.

16: 1. N 'the best'. 2. From M 'of ony beside'} am. in G. 3. C adds
'ad lorisfactum'. 4. C adds 'pro forisfacto'. 4-5. Ota. in C.
5-6. N includes this final phrase showing that its tradition at
one time included 4*5.

17: 1. C adds 'vel habitu derelicto'. 2. N 'but if*. 3-4. From H
'and pruff that befor lauohfully to perten till him'. The Latin
translation of this reading had been rearranged to what appears
to be a more sensible form. C 'et illud ad se partinere legit-
time probaverit'. 5. From N 'forsuth'} G 'autem'. N 'on ilka
syde about'. 6-7 From N 'to quhamsoever will folow that sic
a best is fundyn'j C 'vendicare violenti ad prosequendum si
voluerit', BaL. 'that will challenge and follow the beist that is
sa found', Se Hhat will challenge and will follow the beist
that is sa fundyn*. The Latin 'animalam ale inventum' could easily
have given rise to N's translation.
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1 2
18. Item si liber homo forsan delinquat In foresta libera allcuiua

baronis oui domlnus rex per cartam^ forestarn liberam concesserit

inhibens ne quia sub forisfactura decern librarum delictum faciat

in eadem^ [aliquia liber delinquaaa ad sectarn baronis in curia HO

regis de sic transgressions legittime convictus decern. libras sol*

ret regi ad forisfactum, et equum et omnia inventa am eo delin¬

quents in foresta dominus forests vel forestarius suus sibi

pro ilia transgressione semper retinebit. St si doainus forests

talem sectam non voluerit facer© vel pro gratia dissimulaverit 115

s© talem transgressions^ agnosoere rex habebit sectam suam petandi

decern libras ad forisfactus contra suam inhibitlonem faetaa. Si

vsro dorainus ills acceperit pecuniaa vel aliquod aliud ab illo

delinquents et forisfactum concelaverit et non voluerit prosequi

igitur rex habebit sectsaa eius pre decern libris contra eundem 120
,5

dorainum sic desistentem qui satisdare regi decern libras tanetur.]

lot 1. From N 'happyn to*; om. in C. 2. 0m. in N. 3. N adds •fre*
to charter and not to forest. k» C ends here. The following
text is a translation of N 'that ilk fre man trespassand at the
soyt of the baroun in the kingis court apon sic transgressioun
lauchfully convickyt x lib. sal pay to the king for the forfait
and the hors and all that is fundin witu him trespassand in the
forest the lord of the forest or his forster till him for that
transgressioun for everaar sal halde. And gif the lord of the
forest sic soyt wil nocht mak or for thank disimilis him sic
transgressioun to misknaw the king sal haf his soyt til
ask x lib. for the forfait again his inhibicioun maid. Qif forsuth
that lord rasavis mone or any other thing fra that trespassour
and helis the forfait or will nocht folow therfor the king sal
haf his soyt for x lib. anant the samyn lord sa desistand the
quhilk is haldyn till assith to the king x lib.' 5. For
detailed comment see Notes to Translation pf4.
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19. Si quia forestarius inventat^" aliquem attaohiabilea pro viridi In

foresta prirao debet eum attaohiare per duos plegios ai inventi

fuerint in loco. Sinautem debet eum dueere ad primara villas

et ibi ponere ipsura per plegios. St si ides alias inventus fuerit 125

cum viridi debet ipsum attachiare per quatuor plegios. St si tercio
2 3

in virdide coram veiedario ' capitali custode foresto debet pre*

sentari et poni per octo plegios et post tartium attachiaraantum

tunc debet corpus attachiari et retineri.^ Ut in memoria habeatur
H Z

quod viridum sitj sciendum est quod omnes arborss fructua 130

non portantes et eciam hee que fructum portant per totum annum
7

extra dominicum si aatiquitus fuerit in foresta at arabiles

quia dominus rex est saisitus.
1

20. Si quia forestarius invsnerit aliquam extra dominicumboscua

infra rewardam pros ternentorn quercum sine visu vel deliberacione 135
2

forestarii vel veredarli debet per quatuor plegios ipsum attach!-

are per visum forestarii debet quercus ille appreciari et in

rotulo forestarii vel veredarii inbreveari et debet poni per

sex salvos plegios et si alias inveniatur debet duplicari eius

plegius et si tercio detineatur eius corpus. 11*0

19» 1. S & H 'invenarlt*. 2. S & H »viridarlo». 3. M & M »Bt»f
H & S add 'in*. !;« M is the only Ms to provide the break required
by the sense. 5. H & S 'vlride•. 6. A break is provided here
in all Mss as in the English ilss. From Sj A •arabilis1, H
•arabiles sunt dominus Bex est salaitur de lllis*.

20i 1. H adds •vel*. 2. S & H •viridarii'.



21. "*"31 autem leporarius inventus fuerit currens ad nocumentum foreste
2 3

debet retineri at presenter! forestario seu vei ©dario qui raittet

euia domino regi sou capital! justiciario foreste. Si aliquis

maativus inventus fuerit in aliqua forests et ipse mastivue

vinculatus fuerit et ipse cuius mastivus fuerit quietus erit de

illo facto. Sed si non fuerit vinculatus ipse cuius m&stivua
ii 5

fuerit erit culpabilis taiaquam de manupa3to et debet poni per

sex plegios quorum nomina debent imbreviari vel quails fuerit

canis^ [et plene in forisfacto regi solvet secundum liberum vel

bondum.]

22. Quicunque comes eipscqpus vel bare veniens ad mandatun domini

regis trans ierit per forestam doaini regis liceat ei capere unasa

vel du&s bestias per visum forestarii si presens fuerit. Sinau-
1 2

tem faciat comare ne videatur hee furtive faoere. Et sic

redeundo domurn liceat ei facere sicut predictum est.

23. Si quis ceperit 3liquam feram sine warranto In foresta corpus

suum arrestandum est1 ubicunque inveniatur intra raetas forest©.

Et quando captus fuerit non liceat forestario deliberare ipsum

sine special! mandate domini regis vel iusticiariorun suorua.

Si quis viderit aliquos malefaetores infra metes forest© capere

2
aliquam feram vel asportare debet illos capere secundum posse

21i 1, In A this clause is Included in the previous clause. 2. W
the forster aw till hald him*. 3. Fro: Ed & Sj A 'natet*.
4. j?'rom Ed, D, H & Sj om. in A. 5-6. krom Aj N's conclusion
♦and fully in the forfait to the king sal pay after as he is
free man or bande' is translated in brackets. 6. H 'eclam quails
fuerit casus*.

22: 1. H *coramode', S *quo more', 2. S 'hoc*.

23: 1. S & H ♦arrestetur1. 2. N 'der'



straw et si non posslt debet levare hv et cry.^ Et si non fecerlt

remaneblt In miserieordia doraini regis^ [ad proximas villas

circuw forests et transire et hoc manifestare foreatarlo regis

sinautsm remanebit In grave misericordia doaini regis}*

24. "*"[lte» si aliqua fera inveniatur rnortua vel vulnerata delinquents

non lnvento ad prima plaeita debet fieri inquisicio et inventor

Interes debet attaohlari per salvos plegios donee transgressio

cognoseatur. Garo autea debet raittl ad domura laprosun si qua

prope fuerit in partibus illis. Sinautem ulla talis doiaus prope

fuerit caro debet dari pauperibus et infirmia et caput et pellis

et sagitta si qua inveniatur presentabuntur justiciario quando

in itinera venerit. ]

3—it- From Aj N's conclusion 'to the nerreet tounys beside the
forest and to pas and manifest to the kingis forstar and gif he
dois nooht he sal remayn in the kingis hewy merey' is translated
in brackets.

2kt This clause is translated from N 'Item gif ony wylde best be
fundyn dede or wondyt and the trespassour be nooht fundyn at
the next mut thar aw to be inquisiciotm made and the findar in
the raene tyra aw to be attachit with siker borowis quhill it
be knawyn of the transgressioun the flesch forsuth aw to be
send to the hous of the lepir men gif thar be ony sic ner by
In the cuntre gif forsuth nane sic house be ner by the flesch aw
to be gevin to pur folk and to sak and the hed and the skyn and
the arow gif coy be fundyn salbe presentit to the iustloe quhen
he oumls In his iustice ayr*.
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Table of Rubrics

De Animalibus

Juxta forestam manemtes^
De animalibus burgensiua et nativorura

De ovibus husbandorum

De capris

De porcis

De copia glandis

De pannagio porcorum

De equis

De carris vel bigis

De homine qui intrat in forestam

De nauta et navi

De quietis a toloneo et custuma

De canquerente super aliquo

De divisione etatis ad iudicatum

De occultatione thesauri inventi

De pisce tnvento qui dicitur cetus
2 3

De namis redigiandis

De warantia terre per cartam

Qualiter felo restituetur ad sua

Esceptiones ad breve

Sxceptianes ad actionem

1. In E an introductory note states that 17 rubrics are omitted:
in fact clause 1, 'De Animalibusand 16 clauses at the end.

2. .^piendis' in other mss.

3* S and A add 'Distinctio inter firmarium et feodifirmariua'.



Exceptions* contra brevea do reeto de dote

Forma citacionis in burgo

De modo vendendi terrain, et de saisina terra vendite

Dlstinctio inter heredea diversarum uxorum

De firmario dando vol accipiendo

De manaleta

De bastardo

De falsa carta

Leges de dampno animalium

De feris animalibus

ludex non debet iudicare antequam recognoscartur per testes

Gylda continens xxij statuta1

De aracione terre

De constitutione de indietamentorua

De iniuria et non racione

De non habente plegium ad prosequendum
2

De vita at meiabro

De convieto per duelluia

Distinctio mobiliura domesticorura inter heredem et alios liberos

De terris nan alienandis in lecto egritudinis

Quod infra etatera existens iurare nan debet

1. This clause is not enclosed in brackets. It is called 'Gilda
Scocie' in Ed and cm, in H and S. The bracket Includes all
■m-ovious and subsequent clauses. A 16th century marginal note
suites that the clauses within 'this tik' are in the statutes
of Alexander in this book.

2. Om. in H. Ih S and A this clause is given as part of the previous
clause.



De Intestato damnato

Da porcis In burgo

De purgacione burgensis contra regem

De satisfactions dampni facti per animalia

De aucis gallinis et capris

De privelegio terra et capris

De rebus eraendis sagaciter in burgo

De plegiagio burgensis pro burgense

De pena uxoris burgensis delinquantis

De probacione et aequietaeione simul et serael

De attachiaiaento vol summonicione

Casus pro quibus uxor subibit iudicium"

Quot testes sufficiunt ad prob&aduni debituxa

De eschaeta maris que dicitur l»Jrekis

De debitis regis levandis
2

De libero homine intestato discendenta

De debitoribus intestatis

De modo faciendi homagium et fidelitatem

De puero infra etatem vocato ad waran turn

Quod puer non vocabitur ad warantura sine carta

De maritagio

De maritati in disparagio

De hlis qui nolunt maritari per dominis suis

De venientibus ad guerram

Quod "-"'"'us distringat nisi pro secta contents in carta

De secta inter plures

1. H adds 'De serviente vulnerato per iaagistrum suum'.

2. 'Decedente' in later nee*
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De hiis qui subtrahunt a dorainus suls sectas suas

Qualiter heres recuperabit hereditateiu

De d8bxtoribus et eorum plegiis

De proprietate releriorum

De dissaisina cua roboria

Ad quem de duobus doiainis pertineat aaritagium duplicis heredls
at

De raptu irullerum raaritarum

De raptu monlalium^"
De raptu puerorura

De noil pertinentibus se distringi

De hiis qui deforciant officiarios

De replegiacione terre

Casus de duabus sororibus

De dono facto domui religiose

Expressua auxilium dominis per homines suos

De defenso aquarum et de punicione transgressorum

De debitis mercatorum

Breve forraatum super eiusdera

Consuetudo et assisa de foresta

De quercu

De licencia capiendi feram

De fera capta sine waranto

Tractatus de bastardia

Tractatus corone

De darrtnnis viduarm, super dotibus et quarantonis suis recuperandis

Quod vidue possunt legare blada de dotibus suis

1. Om. in H.
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De usuris non currentibus centra rainorem

Quot modis dicitur exceptio

Exceptiones generales contra breria1
(Exceptiones contra accionera)

Sxcaptiones contra iudicera

Exceptiones contra assessores

Exeeptiones contra locum

Exceptio contra citatianem

Exceptio contra actorera

Exceptio contra testes

Exceptio contra advocatum

Sxceptio contra sententiaa diffinitivam

De elemosina nan alienanda

Quibus iaodis sit dissaisina

Casus de diversis sororibus

Quibus casibus potest permitti duellum

In casu sanguinis

Indicium de pillory

Quoddara statuturn notabile ed ituia per burgenses de Perth
2

Forme breviura diversorum

1. Hie following 16 clauses om. in E are taken from A, S and H.

2. Cm. in A, S & Ej from H.
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Principles of Translation

Latin to Jaglish;

The English translation of these laws is not literal since it

is essential in the interests of clarity to rearrange the word order

and to alter the idiora. The readings of sis. N which is itself a

literal Tcots translation of a Latin as. have proved useful when

translating this edition. Where a considerable change has been zaade

to the Latin order, the literal translation is given in the footnotes,

and where an insertion has been made for the sense it is placed in

square brackets. As a point of style ret' and 'Item1 at the start

of a clause or sentence have not been translated and long sentences

have on occasion been subdivided for clarity and are so annotated.

The following matters of vocabulary and construction must be dis¬

cussed in more detail.

1. Cons truetions:

a) Conditional sentences are treated in these laws in a

variety of different ways arid in a sentence including two

conditional clauses both clauses may have verbs of different

tense and mood. An attempt has been made to reflect these

different usages by allowing for the hypothetical sense implied

by the use of subjunctive and for the more factual sense con¬

veyed by the indicative. The following table gives examples

of the translation of conditional sentences.



Conditional Clause

1) Future Perfect Indicative

permiserit
if he ail lows

2) Future Perfect Indicative
fuerit

if he is

3) Present Subjunctive

a) sint
if they be, should they be
b) egrediatur
if he follow

U) Present Subjunctive
inventantur

if/should they be found

5) Present Subjunctive

sequatur
if he follow

6) Present Subjunctive
inveniantur

if/should they be found

7) Future Indicative
inveniet

if he finds

Principle Clause Sample

Future Indicative c 2

dabit

he will give

Present Indicative e 11

debet

he ought to

Future Indicative c 8

habebit

he will have

solvet c lli
he will pay

Present Subjunctive

eapiatur c 9
let it be taken

Present Indicative

potest c lit
he can

Present Indicative

perduntur c 1

will be lost

Present Indicative

debet c 19

he ought to

52

frequency
in Laws

Common

Occurs only
with debet

Coramon

Fairly common

Hare

Hare

Rare

In these cases the form 'invent! fuerint" or 'concelaverit' is

talcen to be the future perfect indicative unless difficulties arise

as In clause 13 where N appears to translate 'consuatus fuerit' as

a perfect subjunctive 'be wont'.

b) The present participle used in an adjectival sense

is usually translated by an adjectival clause, e.g. c 22.

c) The one gerundive, encountered in c 19, has been

translated by 'it is to be known'. Two gerunds, found

in clauses 15 and 22, have been proceeded by the prepositions

'after' and 'when' according to the mom.
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d) In two cases, in clauses lit and 18, a future perfect indi¬

cative verb in an adjectival clause is translated by a simple

past tense.

e) The subjunctive after 'antaquam' in c 10 where no sense

of purpose is conveyed is translated in the indicative.

f) The subjunctive after 'ubicunque' in c 23 is translated

In the indicative.

g) Miscellaneous(i)'Ad signum quod' is translated by 'as a sign

that' ill c 5.

agnoverit' is found in c 11.

2) Vocabulary

a) depression of penalties? 'Perdu, azaitto, dabo' and

'solvo' are all used when stating penalties. 'Perduntur vii vacce'

is translated not as 3 cows are lost but as 8 cows are forfeit.

While escheat could be implied by 'perduntur' forfeiture is more

general and in a forest context more appropriate. 'Afflittent, dabit*

and 'solvet' are all literally translated.

b) Since these laws are stating orders or rules the third

person future tense is always given as 'he shall' not 'he will'.

c) 'Hie' usually translated as 'that' is sometimes translated

as 'the', e.g., c 11.

d) The phrase 'liceat forestario' which can be translated

as 'the forestar may' is sometimes translated as 'it is lawful for

the forester* in accordance with the style of tas. N as in c\9»

(ii) The construction 'iurare quod nescivit
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e) 'Debet* is translated by 'he ought' and not by 'he should'

or 'he must'.

f) 'Situs' and 'suns' are not separated in the Latin mas.

'Suns' usually only refers to the subject of the principal clause

but in c 11 whan toe forester is the subject of the principal clause

'bursa sua' obviously refers to the offender's purse. Consequently,

in the clause 'si quid in bursa sua fuerlt quod ad opus eius sit'

'eius' could refer to the forester or to toe offender. Since 'sua*

was used In toe same clause to denote the offender it seems likely

that 'eius' denotes the other participant, toe forester.

Explanation of terms is not given in the footnotes of the English

translation but in the Commentary which follows.

Scots-Latin

Only two clauses, 18 and 2k, were translated into latin from

toe Scots of N.

1) Clause 18. Constructions

a) By comparing K's Scots with the Latin edition in other

clauses, it is possible to determine toe Latin original of the con¬

ditional clauses in c 18. N only uses 'will' as in 'wil nocht

mak' in a conditional clause when 'volo' is used in toe Latin, e.g.

cc 12, 16. H always translates the future perfect indicative in

a conditional clause by the present indicative. Therefore 'wil nocht

mak' and 'disiailis' can be translated into Latin as 'non voluerit facere'

and 'dissimulaverit*. Hie other conditional clauses in c 18 are

similarly translated.

b) Hie genStive gerund after 'sectam' is used to convey

purpose. 'Ad petendum' would be equally suitable.
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Vocabulary*

a) 'Disimilis' Is most likely N's literal translation of

'dissimulo'.

b) 'Misknaw' is translated by one word 'agnoscer«' rather

than two 'nan noscere'.

c) 'Ask' in the sense of seek or pursue is best translated

by 'petere*.

d) 'Helis' in the sense of hides can be translated by 'concelo'.

d) 'Anent' taken in the sense of against is translated by

'contra'.

f) 'Desistand' sounds as though it comes straight from the

Latin 'desistere'.

g) 'Haldyn til assyth' in the sense of condensation is trans¬

lated by 'satisdare', which occurs in medieval Scots documents including

the Justice Ayre Journal Books.

2) Clause 2i|. Constructions

a) N always translates the present subjunctive in & conditional

clause in the form 'gif it be fundyn' and 'debet' in the principal

clause by 'aw to be' therefore 'inveniatur' can be given in line

166 and 'debet' in line 168. By this practice 'gif thar be any sic'

sounds as though it should be translated by 'si...sit...' but

♦fuerit* is given as in the aiglish rass for N could have read

'fuerit' as a perfect subjunctive.

b) Temporal clauses using 'donee' and 'quando' are followed

by classical constructions which could give rise to N's version.
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Vocabulary

a) 'Wylde beat' la adequately translated by 'fera'. 'Beatla'

does not convey wildness.

b) 'Trespassour' is translated by 'delinquans' b^oa^e in c

18 N translated 'delinquat* as 'trespass'.

c) 'Next mut' could be translated by 'proociaa curia' but

'prima placita' of the English mss is adequate.

d) 'Til it be kncfwyn' in the sense of taking cognizance is

translated by 'cognoscatur'.

e) 'Flesch' is given as 'caro' in the English ross.

f) 'In the cuntre' must be given as 'partibus tills' as in

the English rass and not as 'regno' or 'patria' which are precluded

by the sense.



Translation of the Forest Lawsi

1. "Sjoth inhabitants of the wood and others are forbidden to^
enter any enclosure of the woods with their animals in time of

pannagej unless they have freedom from or are per™^t+-^ by the

foresters [to enter] they^ shall lose 8 cows [if they enter] 1$

days after the feast of St John the Baptist and for another 15
k 5

days after the said feast. After this time [of pannage] and

month [of fence] 8 cows shall be forfeit^ only if the beasts be

found by the forester scattered with a keeper who has a fire

or a horn or a dog which is called 'warset' or if they are found

sleeping at night and then, when lawful witnesses have been

brought, 8 cows shall be forfeit.

2. If anyone customarily living beside a forest allows his animals

to enter the forest thrice each time he shall give the forester

lid. And if they be found there on a fourth occasion without a

keeper being present then when lawful witnesses have been

brought 8 cows shall be forfeit. If the forester is alone he

ought to make a cross in the ground or on a tree where the

animals are found and thrice blow the menSe and afterwards lead

the animals to the king's castle and so 8 cows shall be forfeit

3. Concerning the animals of burgesses which were found in the

forest an three occasions on each occasion lid. is forfeit and

1: 1-2 Lit(eral) Trans(Laticai) is 'The wood forbidden both to
inhabitants and others lest they... .

3. lit. Trans, 'who will lose...'

li. 'Vero' trans(lated) by 'this'.

5. 'Tel' trans, by 'and' according to Medieval Latin Word-
List ed. Latham.
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cm the fourth occasion when lawful witnesses have been brought

8 cows are forfeit. Concerning the animals of the king's nativl

which were found in the forest on each of three occasions let

[the nativus] give the forester Id. and on the fourth occasion

the nativi ought to be imprisoned for forty days in the king's

prison.

ii. Concerning sheep found in the forest the forester can take one

sheep from the flock for his own use when trusty witnesses have been

brought as to whether or not a herdsman was present. Concerning

the sheep of the king's bondmen he may only take Id. from the

flock.

5. Concerning goats found in the forest it is lawful for the

forester on each of three occasions to hang one of than by the

horns in the trees and on the fourth occasion he ought to kill

one of then and leave its entrails there as a sign that they

were found there.

6. Concerning pigs the custom is that in parish churches they

should be publicly prohibited from entering the forest and

should they be found [there] after this prohibition it is

lawful for the forester on each of three occasions to take one

of thera for his own use and if they enter the forest a fourth

tine let them all be taken for the king's use.

7. If there is an abundance of acorns in the king's forest the

forester ought to summon both town and country dwellers to bring

their pigs there so that the king may have pannage from them.

8. This is the method of pannage. From each sounder, namely 10

pigs, the king shall have the best and the forester one hog and

If there be fewer than 10 the king shall have nothing but the

/
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forester shall have only one hog and Id. for each old pig If

there are any. If they are all hogs the forester shall have

only one hog for [every] ten. If there are fewer than ten the

forester shall receive §d. for each hog.

9. Concerning a stud [of horses] if they should be found in the

forest after prohibition it is lawful for the forester to take

a one-year old foal the first time, a two-year old the second time

and a three-year old horse the third time and if they be found

in the forest a fourth time let the whole stud be taken for

the king's use. The forester may take lid. for each tame or

broken horse found in the forest.

10. Concerning carts and wagons found without permission in the

forest [the forester may take] 30d. But if they reach another

road outside the forest before they are apprehended by the

forester they shall be quit.

11. If any stranger be found in the forest on any forbidden route

[and] if he swears cn a cross that he did not know that the

road was forbidden nor that he knew the right road the forester

shall lead liim to [continue to] traverse [the forest] without

harm. But if the man is not ignorant1 he ought to be taken and

led to the ling's castle and there, outside the gate, when wit¬

nesses have been brought, the forester shall take his outermost
2

garment and whatever is in his purse which he needed and let

him hand over his person to the porter of the castle to be
3

kept during the king's pleasure.

11: 1. Lit. Trans, 'is known*, i.e. is notorious or 'is knowledgeable*.

2. Probably referring to the forester but 'eius' could apply to
the offender.

3* Lit. Trans, 'as long as the king wishes to hove his will of him*.
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12. If the king wishes to set herbage in tine of foggage which is

from the feast of All Saints to the feast of St Patrick in Lent

[the owner of] each beast shall pay Id. for foggaga and a

marc 2d.

13. Should a free man be taken for [an offence against the] vert

in the forest he shall forfeit 8 cows [and] if for venison he

shall pay £10. If a free nan is accustomed to cut off and fell

[wood] in the forest for each of three tines he will give 8

cows and the fourth £10.

lit. If anyone who freely holds Dand] by charter and who has free

power to hunt on his land which adjoins the forest allows his

greyhound to run on his own land and that greyhound follow a

beast in the forest that free man can follow his greyhound in tie

king's forest as far as he can cast his horn or his leash. If,

perchance, the greyhound takes the beast which it followed"'"
2

within the foresaid distance that free man shall freely take

away that beast and his greyhound without any blame and if
2

that free man exceed the foresaid distance in the forest he

will pay 8 cows and will lose his greyhound and the beast.

1.5. Should a dog running on any freeman's land run from his own

land after a beast into1 the king's forest that free man or

2
that hunter can follow his running dog after removing his

bow and arrows or he can bind the bow and arrows with the bow-st

\
lh* 1 Best translation of future perfect tense.

2 lit. Trans, 'space'.

15t 1 *in' and dative trans, as 'into'.

2 Best trans, of ablative gerund

3 Lit. Trans, 'cord'.
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and If the said dog takes the beast the hunter shall return quit and

free with the dog and beast without any blame from the king or lord

of that forest.

16. If any bondman's beasts be found sleeping in the forest at night

or pasturing by day with a herdsman who iias a fire and a horn

that bondman shall give one cow or 5s. or be imprisoned for

UO days. If that bondman be found felling or cutting off [wood]

in the forest he shall likewise give 1 cow or 5s. or be imprisoned

for I4O days as said above.

17. Should a beast be found wandering in the forest it ought to be

kept for three courts and in the fourth court it will be adjudged

escheat to the lord king unless its lord appear and lawfully

prove that it formerly belonged to him. Hie beast's finder

ought to publicise it at the head manor and in the neighbour¬

hood" so that anyone wishing to claim or pursue an animal so

2
found can learn of it.

18. Should a freeman commit an offence in the free forest of any

baron to whom the lord king has granted"*" a free forest by a

charter which forbids anyone to commit an offence in the same

under forfeiture of £10 any free man committing [such] an

offence [and] lawfully convicted of such an offence in tine

king's court at the suit of the baron shall forfeit £10
2

to the king. For that offence the lord of the forest or his

A17» 1 lit. trans, in 'places' or 'steads'.
2 lit. trans, 'so that it can be known by anyone wishing to claim.

18. 1 Best translation of future perfect tense.
2 New sentence begun for clarity.
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forester shall always keep for himself the horse and everything

found with the offender. If the lord of the forest does not

make such a suit or for a favour pretends that he does not know

of such an offence the king shall have the lord's suit to seek

£10 as forfeiture against the prohibition which he made. If

that lord receives money or anything else from that offender

and conceals the [offence for which aJ forfeit [is due] and

does not, therefore, prosecute the king shall have his suit

for £10 against the same lord who thus refrains and who will

be held to make satisfaction to the king of £10.

19. If any forester finds anyone attachable for vert in the forest

he firstly ought to attach him by 2 pledges if they are to be

found in the place. But if not, he ought to take him to the

first town and there put him under pledges. If he is found

there again with vert he ought to attach him by it pledges.

If [he is fcund] a third time in vert he ought to be presented

to the verderer [or] head keeper of the forest and be placed

under 8 pledges and after the third attachment his person ought

then to be attached and retained. So that it is remembered what

vert is it is to be known as all trees not carrying fruit and
W ■

those which carry fruit throughout the year, outside the demesne
mapL& trees

whether formerly in the forest and [now] arable [or not], because

the lord king is seised of them.

18. 3. Since no prosecution has been made it must be the offence
and not the forfeiture which is concealed.
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20. If any foraster finds anyone cutting oak outside demesne wood

in the regard without view or delivery of the forester or

verderer he ought to attach him with k pledges."1' The oak ought

to be evaluated by view of forester and recorded in the roll

of the forester or verderer and It ought to be placed under 6

sure pledges. If he is found again his pledge ought to be

doubled and If a third time let his person be detained.

21. If a greyhound is found damaging"3* the forest it ought to be

retained and presented to the forester or verderer who will

send it to the lord king or chief Justiciar of the forest.

If any mastiff is found in any forest and the mastiff is chained

the mastiff's owner will be quit of that deed. But if it is

not chained the mastiff's owner will be culpable as for raain-
2

past and ought to be placed under 6 pledges whose names ought

to be recorded and [he should record] what the dog was like^.
should pay the king fully in forfeiture depending on whether

he is freeman or bondman.

22. If any1 earl, bishop or baron who comes at the lord king's

command passes through the lord king's forest he may take one

or two beasts by view of the forester if he is present. But

if not let him blow his horn lest he seem to do these things

201 1 New sentence begun for clarity.

21* 1 lit. Trans, 'running to the damage of.

2-3 The trans, of N's version of this passage follows ^.
22* 1 lit. Trans, 'whichever'.

X
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secretly. He may do as aforesaid when returning home.

23. If anyone takes any beast In the forest without warrant he must

be arrested wherever he is found within the bounds of the forest.

When he is taken the forester may not deliver him without the

lord king's or the justiciar's special order. If anyone sees

any evil-doers within the bounds of the forest taking or carrying

off any wild animal he ought to [try to] take them to the best

of his ability and should he be unable [to do so] he ought to

raise the hue and cry.1" If he does not do this he will be

amerced^" {in the towns nearest to the forest and to go and

tell the king's forester but if he does not he will be heavily

2k* Should any wild beast be found dead or wounded and the offender

be not found at the next court an inquisition ought to be made

and the finder, meanwhile, ought to be attached by sure pledges

until cognisance has been taken of the offence. The flesh

ought to be sent to the lepers' house if there is any nearby in

the district. But if there is no such house nearby the flesh

ought to be given to the poor and infim and the head, skin and

arrow if any be found shall be presented to the justiciar when

he comes on ayre.

23x 1-2 The trans, of N's version of this passage follows 2.

2 Lit. trans, 'will remain in the king's heavy mercy'.
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Commentary

Clause It

line 2t For discussion of enclosure of woods see pp.336-337 and

the discussion of the date of the laws below.

Line 4-5t '15 days before the feast of John the Baptist to 15 days

after the said feast' is from 9th June to 9th July. See p. 118.

Line 7-8: Fire horn and dog called warset are discussed on pp. 118-

119. The full etymology of 'warset' suggested to me by Mr.

Aitken is:

Warset(h n. Twatchdog, one who sits on guard. 0 Anglian -a-weardseta

(Olfab. probably -*ward-) (seta froia e/ae grade of slttan to sit,

Cf. prat. pi. nWS seton, WS. saatcsn).

Cf. borhseta oppidanus, town-dweliar (Wright-WtCLcker 110/40).

weardsetl, place where guard is kept, those who keep guard.

Should the 's' of 'warset1 be a mistranscription of 'f* this

word nay be derived from 1cum warda facta' or 'wardefet'

meaning with watch set.

See Turner, Select Fleas of the Forests 162-3.

Clause 2:

line lit Neighbours of forests would be the worst offenders.

'JUvbualis' or beast is used in the sense of cattle and/or all

animals, e.g., Pais. Reg,, 5> 17 cf 92, and see above p. 123.

Line 121 This specification of penalties for four offences also

occurs in aaglish forest laws, e.g., Statutes of Realm, i, 243-5.

line 13: Witnesses in the forest laws are described either as

lawful or trusty and see p. 171.

line 15t A cross would have no special significance but would singly

be a convenient mark. See p. 171.
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Line 16: 'Menetum' or »men§e' is a blast on the horn. Originally
from the Latin 'minare', 'minatum' was corrupted by the French
•menie' to 'manetum'. See Tilander, Cynegetica, i, 69. See
appendix C for use of the menfee.

Line 17: 'Castrum' incites the proximity of a royal castle and

so most royal forests must have been near royal castles.

Clause 3

Line 21: 'Nativi' or neyfs were unfree and very like serfs.

line 23: The kind's prison would presuiaably be in a royal castle

or perhaps a burgh tolbooth.

Clause U

Line 26: The importance of the herdsman's presence or absence is

again stressed.

Line 27: A bondman probably had more freedom than a natlvus.

Clause £

Line 30: Hanging up a goat by the horns would in effect kill it

unless its owner reclaimed it. The forester, however, must have

had some fun getting the goat up there I (It is assumed there

will be trees in toe forest)

Line 32: In this case the goats entrails, not a cross, mark the

spot.

Clause 6

line 33: Parish churches were used to publicise royal orders.

See p. 90.

Clause 7

line 38: According to M. L. Andersen years when there is an abundance

of acorns are rare in Scotland. See Anderson, History of Scottish

Forestry, i, 133.
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Clause 8

Line ifL: Pannage is discussed above pp. 121-123.

A sounder applied to a group of 10 pigs and in the Scots of N

is given as 'sundir'. It could also apply to a herd of pigs.

Line U2: A hog was a two or three-year old pig. See York,

'fester of Gamej (Grohraan), 20^-6. Two year-old sheep were also

called 'hoggis'. See above p. 311.

Line Uitr An old pig is presumably 4 years or over in age. These

terras for animals of different ages are essential for stock

farming.

Clause 9

line 1*9-50* These reveal that foals were aged 1 and 2 years and

became horses when 3 years old. Information concerning royal

studs is given in Appendix C and above p. 311.

Clause 10

line 5U: 'Carris et bigis' is translated by N as 'wanys and eartis'.

Line 56 s Quit is used in a technical sense meaning free of blame

and accusation.

Clause 11

Line 57: 'Srasitata' must be translated by forbidden, i.e., 'unused'

in the sense of 'not to be used'. Right of way is discussed

above p. 133.

line 58 s Swearing on a cross would give added conviction to the

oath. A cross could easily mean a sword as N'a translation of

cross by 'wapin' iiiplies.

Line 59 s 'Defensam' is used in the technical sense of forbidden.

line 60s The common road would be the highway or right of way through

the forest. Named roads in the forests of Ettrick and Gala

and Leader probably represent these rights of way as Professor
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Barrow has suggested, e.g., Minchxaoor Road, Girthgait and Malcolm's

Road.

line 61: However 'notusf Is translated it implies that the subject

knew the correct routes and was, therefore, more culpable

than if he were ignorant of them.

Line 62; Offenders in the forest of Gala and Leader were to be

tried at the gate of Melrose in 1180. See above p. 186 and Dickinson,

Sheriff Ct Book, xi-xii.

Line 63: The offenders outermost layer of clothing can be variously

interpreted! presumably it was his cloak or jacket and hose

if not his trousers.

tine 61*i The offender's purse would no doubt be interpreted as

his belongings generally.

Line 65: The porter would take custody of the offender since the

trial took place at the gate of the castle.

Clause 12

Line 67: Herbage and foggage have been fully discussed above pp.

12U-128.

Clause 13

Line 71-2: ?ert and venison are discussed above pp. 103-105; 115-116.

Clause ll*

Line 76: Hunting rights of those living beside the forest are dis¬

cussed above p. 281, p. 289.

: Free power to hunt may imply a free forest charter (see

above p. 221*) or hunting pertinents (see above p. 277 and 211).

Line 78: This concerns a greyhound which hunted by sight and

not by scent.

Line 80: 'To cast his horn and leash' must presumably be interpreted
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in tonus of controlling the greyhound. He could hunt in the

forest as long as his hound was on a leash or could be controlled

by his hunting horn. For use of horns see Appendix C.

Clause 15

line 86-88: 'Canis currens' could imply a running or scenting hound,

line 89: The bow and arrows were removed so that they could not

be used. Although the use of 'corda' for the bow-string suggests

a crossbow the use of 'sagittas' definitely implies a short

bow or long bow.

Clause 16

line 91;: This gives all the conditions of c 1 apart from the

'warset' dog.

line 98: 1;0 days imprisonment is specified in this clause and in

c 3.

Clause I?

line 101: The passing of k courts may cover one year; (Dickinson,

Sheriff Ct Book, xiv.)

Line 101;: 'Ad capitals maneriurn', translated in N as 'cheff

maner place' means the 'caput' of the holding where the head

courts were held.

'Locis» could be translated as steads but would apply to holdings

other than in Ettrick forest.

Clause 18

Line 116: It is calmly assumed that the king will hear of the

offence which, if the baron did not report it, would be unlikely.

The provisions of this clause are discussed above p. 238.

line lll;-117i This sentence concentrates more on the suit prosecuting

the offender while the following sentence concentrates on the

forfeiture which the king should collect.
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Clause 19

Line 123s To attach by pledges means that the pledges will swear to

produce the offender when the trial is held,

line 127: The verderer was an Qaglish forest official, usually a

knight or landowner with property in the forest. He was elected

in the county court and had to attend the forest courts which

examined various matters including vert. See Petit

Dutaillis, Stubbs, 160. There was no Scots equivalent.
For the bransLai ion of

Line 129-133? Vert is defined as all trees. The significance of
'arabi ies* US maple trees see Turner, Select Fleas of the Forest, /33 aneb
the last two lines is that even treoo no longer within the
Tudlei) Stamp L j Man and the Land) (tendon, /PfsJ, / 7s>. Euen trees no ionyer out Itto
forest but in cultivated ground which had bcon cleared or
the fore it'
aooartod were still part of the vert and so reserved and in the

king's 'seisin' or possession.

Clause 20

Line 135: The 'regard' was the name given to the visit or court

held by the English itinerant justices once every three years

in Lnglish forests. Ragarders presented cases to the court.

The offender in this clause would presumably be tried in the

'regard'. See Petit Dutaillis,Stubbs, 161.

Line 137* The view of the forester, a phrase used in Scotland, is

described above p. 163.

line 139: Recording the value of the oak and having it confirmed

would be important when the question of compensation arose.

Clause 21

Line 11*21 Hie verb 'to present' occurs frequently in those English

clauses and is related to the jury of presentment which would

bring cases before a court. Da a forest regarders presented

cases to the itinerant justices.
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Line litut A mastiff was a large dog capable of defending its master

and hie goods and powerful enough to attack a predatory wolf

or boar. See App. C.

Line lk$t If the mastiff was chained it would be muzzled or cm a

lead.

Line lk7: 'Manupasto' is literally translated in N by 'hand fed'

It is translated as •household' in the Medieval Latin Word-List. See Pollock

F, Maitland, F.W., The History of Bagllah Law, (Cambridge 1898), 1*19, 568.

Line 1h9: The mastiff was a mongrel and therefore it was sensible

to record the size and appearance of the dog.

Clause 22

Line 15>Jj: If a hunter was blowing his horn he was obviously operating

openly whereas stalking silently he might be suspected of

poaching. See App. C*

Clause 23

Line 158: To deliver the offender would be to try him or to fine

him and release him.

Line 162: Raising the hue and cry was the traditional way of

catching a thief and failure to take part was always punished.

Line 163i To be in the king's mercy is perhaps best understood as

being at his mercy until a fine or amercement was paid.

Line 163-U* It is of note that N considers all towns to be around

the forest and not within it, a stipulation not made in the

English mss in this clause or in clause 19.

Clause 2k•

Line 167* The inquest would record the crime to be presented to

the court held later, and it may have tried to determine who



the culprit was*

Lias 1691 While Friars might administer to lepers in Scotland

some leper-houses had boon founded before 1296. See

Nicholson, The Later Middle Ages, 13.
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The Date of the Laws and Analysis

It is possible to date the laws by studying their content, by

noting contradictions within them and by comparing the laws with

external evidence of the forest system. It has been assumed that

where one law contradicts another law the laws are probably of differ¬

ing date. Similarly if a charter reference exactly matches one of the

laws then it is assumed that the law was current when the charter was

Issued although the law need not have been issued at the same time.

It has already been explained that a written set of rules was essential

for the establishment of a forest system in Scotland and so the forest

laws can be expected to belong to the 1130s and later. It is, none¬

theless, conceivable that some earlier customs may have been embodied

in the forest law and it is also conceivable that the first laws

issued on forest matters would have subsequently to be altered to fit

changing circumstances.

Evidence of such adaptation is seen in the fact that several

forest laws are contradictory and that the laws are not one homo-
\

geneous body of law as the table of clauses showed. The laws

will, therefore, be examined in the same groups as in the collation,

clauses 1-U, clauses 12-18 and the Siglish clauses 19-21*. The

dates to which these laws may be allocated are often broad and un¬

certain and never precise and definite.

1. 1-11

a) Glausa 1:

Clause 1 comprises 3 parts which deal in turn with pannage,

^ \
time of fence and pasture generally. It has been suggested by

Professor Barrow uhat the first section deals not with 'pannaoio'

but with 'fannacio', or 'fence'. This would seem reasonable since
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the first clause does read as though pannage oocured between

9th June and 9th July which was the tine of fence. The earliest

ms.y B, does, however, provide a break between the section an

pannage and the section cm fence and no ms. gives the reading
'fannacionis' in line 3* Moreover, if 'fannacionis • were the

correct reading it is most unlikely that it would have been

changed to 'pannacionis' since pannage died out in the fourteenth

century. After pannage died out it would be more reasonable to

find 'pannacionis' replaced by 'fannacionis'. Finally, the third

part of this clause begins with the phrase 'post lapsum vera

temporis vol laensis' which separates 'time' and 'month' by the use
of 'vel», which means 'and'^ 'Time' refers to the time of pannage

and 'month' to the month of fence. The compiler of clause 1,

therefore, considered that it was divided into three parts.

The first part states that no beasts may enter any

enclosure of woods in time of pannage. While beasts included

most farm animals, it may not have included pigs especially
2

where pannage was concerned since 'animalia' and 'porci' are

treated separately in a charter of Walter the first Steward

to Paisley in 1165 x 1173.^ This part of clause 1 applies not to

forests but only to enclosures of woods which suggests that it

belongs either to the period before forests existed or to the

1. See Translation above, clause 1, n 5.

2. See above p.

3* Pais. Peg., 5.
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fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The existence of enclosed

and 'hanyt' woods in the fifteenth century*" may have been the

reason for the continued copying of this law in the fifteenth

centuzy but since pannage died out towards the end of the thir-
2

teenth century this law cannot have bean composed after that

date. Pannage was probably collected in Scotland before David
3

I established forests as the existence of the name 'Swinewood'

suggests. This law may, therefore, reflect Anglo-Saxon influence,

although it is not couched in the same terms as any Anglo-Saxon

pannage law, or it may reflect Norman influence in that Robert

I, Duke of Normandy, had collected pannage 'in onmibus silvis'

in 1032^ and Normans in Scotland before the 1130s would have boea ou/am

of this custom. Whether this law reflects Norman custom and

was enacted by David I or Alexander I before forests were established

or whether it embodied earlier custom it appears to have pre¬

ceded the arrival of forests in Scotland.

The second part of clause 1 which states the time of

fence and the penalty for entering the forest at that time with-
K

out permission does apply to forests and was a ruling essential

to any hunting reserve and so the law may have been compiled in

the 1130s.

1. See above Chapt. 10,p. 29k; Chapt. 12, pp. 336, 337.
2. See above Chapt. 1±, p. 123.
3. See above Chapt. 1, p. 6.
U. Fauroux, Actes des Dues de Normandie, 6ii.
5. See above Chapt. h> p. 118.
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The third section of clause I states that beasts could be

grazed freely in a forest provided they were well herded,

provided the herdsman did not have a horn or a fire or a 'warset1

dog, and provided they were not found in the forest at night.

This ruling succinctly and straightforwardly regulates pasture

in the forest all year round and as such may be an early

forest law. As will be shown it is earlier than the more com¬

plex arrangements of clauses 2-9. The use of 'warset' to des¬

cribe a dog also suggests that this law is fairly early. Clause

16 which is an adapted version of this law omits 'warset' pre¬

sumably because the term was not understood. It is possible

that this part of clause 1 embodies a pre-forest custom perhaps

of Anglo-Saxon origin since 'warset' may be an Old Anglian word.1
This part of clause 1 can be attributed to the 1130s because

of its basic simplicity and because of its use of "warset'.

Clause 1, therefore, represents three laws probably

dating from the reign of David I and earlier. If they were

issued or re-issued together and not combined at a later date

by the compiler of a legal treatise they may well have been

the subject of a forest assize of David I. The text of clause

1 as it survives today may not be the original text. It seems

likely that after the end of pannage collection the compilers

of legal treatises did not fully understand the law and so

condensed it till it read as though pannage occurred in time

of fence.

1. Ibid.

I
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b) Clauses 2-9 s

These clauses must all be of a different and probably

later date or dates than clause 1 since apart from clauses 7

and 8, they .all assume that pasture in forests is forbidden

under pain of fine whereas in the third part of clause 1 pasture

was free. Clauses 6, 7 and 8 amplify the first part of clause 1

and provide more complex pannage arrangements. That clauses

2 to 9 are later and more complex than clause 1 can be clearly

seen from the fact that in clause 1 the regulation of pasture

took 10 lines whereas in clauses 2 to 9 the same regulation

takes h3 lines. In clauses 2, 3* 5>» 6, and 9 the imposition of

penalties is more refined than in clause 1 since the maximum penalty

i3 not reached till the fourth offence.

While it is possible to distinguish clause 2 and 3 which

concern beasts in general from clauses U to 9 which deal with

specific animals this distinction does not facilitate dating.

Clauses 2 to 3 on account of their more general nature may be

prior to clauses 4 to 9 but all are subsequent to clause 1.

The departure from the free pasture situation of clause l's

third part and the initiation of year-round pasture restrictions

may well reflect the clash of hunting and pastoral interests

towards the end of the twelfth century. Clauses 2 to 9 may

have been issued by William I to contend with the growing

difficulty of maintaining hunting reserves in the face of

economic exploitation.^ If they were issued as one group they

1. See above Chapt. 12, p. 322.
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may have been the subject of an assize in the early thirteenth

century. Glauses 7 and 8 on pannage which are obviously linked

to clause 6 on pigs are primarily concerned with pannage as a

toll and with collecting as much pannage as possible. This

attitude towards pannage appears to have developed in the late

twelfth or early thirteenth century and so clauses 6, 7» and 8
1

may belong to that time.

c) Glauses 10 and 11t

These clauses both concern the imposition of rights

of way through forests a practice essential in any reserve

and first recorded in 111+7 x 1153 in the baronial reserve of

2
Annandale. Clause 10 could be considered to be a specific

application of clause 11 although neither gives the impression

of being the original prohibition of travel through forests which

must have been issued by David I.

2. 12-18

Clause 12 which discusses herbage and foggage probably belongs

to the thirteenth century. Herbage and foggage are first recorded

in the later thirteenth century and provided a system of tolls

whereby animals could be grazed in the forests. Clause 12 could, there¬

fore, be later than the total ban on pasture of clauses 2 to 9 and

may be associated with the relaxation of forest rights to permit
3

economic activity in the mid-tairteenth century.

1. See above Chapt. a, p. 122.

2. See above Chapt. 5# p. 207j see Table 26j see above Chapt. 1+,
P. 133.

3. See above Chapt. 12, pp. 322, 323.
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Clause 13 deals with the basic reservation of vert and venison

within reserves and in substance must belong to David I's reign.

The second sentence which grades the penalties for vert over four

offences is a development of the first section which states that the

penalty for an offence against the vert is 8 cows and against the

venison £10. This first sentence may represent a law of David I.

Only clauses 1, 2, and 3 mention the penalty of 8 cows which has an

early ring to it since the laws of Malcolm McKenneth stipulate that

the penalty of 8 cows north of the Forth equalled the fine of £10

south of the Forth.1 The second part of clause 13 may be later in

origin because, like clauses 2 to 9, it does not impose the maximum

penalty till the fourth offence.

Clauses lit and V~> both concern the rights of people living

around a forest to hunt in that forest and as such are associated

2
with the purlieu and with the concept of res nulllus. These clauses

are complementary. Clause lit states that a man with free power to

hunt, presumably as a result of a free forest charter or hunting

pertinents may follow his greyhound into a forest provided he can

control it by horn or leash. In clause 15 a man who holds lands

with or without hunting pertinents can follow his scenting hound

into a forest. Since this hound would probably be kept on a leash

the law only stipulated that the hunter remove his bow and arrows.

Both laws most likely belong to the thirteenth century for it is

then that the purlieu first appears, it is then that res n"THus

1. See above Chapt. kt PP« lib, 116.

2. See above Chapt. k, pp. 112-lliij Chapt. 9, p. 275.
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receives a clear Scottish statement and in 129h a charter of James

Steward requires the removal of bow and arrows in a reserved
1

forest. That a law allowing for the penetration of res nulllus into

a forest is probably later than the straight penalty for offences against

the venison given in clause 13 also argues that these clauses belong

to the thirteenth century.

Clause 16 must be later than clause 1 because it is a specific

application of the third part of clause one omitting any reference

to a 'warset' dog. The second part of clause 16 applies the

regulations of clause 13 on vert solely to a bondman. In both parts

of clause 16 the bondman receives reduced penalties and it is the

penalty of 1 cow or 5s. or 1*0 days in prison which gives some guide

as to the date since the price of a cow is given as 6s. in Reglara

Hajestatem bk 1*, o 5k. The later thirteenth century and early four¬

teenth century are therefore possible dates for this law.

Clause 17 which concerns an animal lost in the forest resembles

Ouoniam Attachianenta, c 32 which states that a stray animal found

in a lard's lands must be publicised in markets, churches and in the

neighbourhood. It cannot be escnaated by the lord for a year and

a day which may, in effect, be the same length as the four courts
2

of clause 17. Clause 17, is, therefore, a more detailed application

of Quoniam'a clause and as such can be ascribed to the later

thirteenth century.

1. pals. Reg., 92.

2. See Commentary above, clause 17, 1 101.
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Clause 18 which discusses the trial of offences in baronial

forests mentions the free forest grant, a form which was not intro-
■jand

duced till the 1230s, ^'r.iust belong to the mid-thirteenth century or
thereafter.

While clauses 12 to 18 have been attributed to varying dates there

is an essential unity to them since they occur in only a few mss,

a fact presumably occasioned by some circumstance in the origin of

these laws. The most appropriate circumstance would be if all the

laws had been promulgated at one time, perhaps the later thirteenth

century, and if only a few copies had survived. It is also possible

that these laws were of special relevance to baronial forests: Clauses

15>, 18, and possible clause lU mention baronial forests or free forest

charters; in clause 16 'bondi regis* of clause 1; has been altered to

'bondi alicuius*; and the forester is mentioned only in clause 18, which

would be in accord with the barons* use of other servants to administer

2
their reserves. If these laws were a code of baronial law clause 13

may have been repeated because of its important content and clause 12

included out of interest. Whether or not clauses 12 to 18 do form a

group of laws for baronial forests they do appear to have been issued

at one time in the later thirteenth century.

3. 19-21*

the collation of these laws and the examination of Etaglish mss

has already suggested that these laws were introduced to Scotland by

Bdward I. Clause 22 supports this view since outside the period of

1. See above Chapt. 5, pp. 210-211.

2. See above Chapt. 5, P- 22?.
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Sdward I'a influence there is no external evidence to suggest that

clause 22 was enforced or even of practical value, iidward, however,

granted numerous Scottish barons the right to take deer in Scottish

forests1 and clause 22 which permits bi3nops, earls and barons-

archbishops have bean excluded—to hunt when passing through a royal

forest whilst obeying a royal command is consistent with such a

practice.

When these clauses were adopted by Scots lawyers they were

altered to fit Scottish conditionsi the introduction of 'capitals

custode forests' in clause 19 j 'per visum forestarii' and not

'viridarii' in clause 20j and the insertion of 'forestarii seu' in

clause 21. The greatest alterations are those made, probably in the

late fourteenth century, in the clauses included in N. N did not

include clauses 19, 20 and 22 because they were presumably inappli¬

cable to Scotland and because the procedural or administrative arrange¬

ments, to a certain extent, duplicate and contradict clauses 13 and

16 both included by N.

It is in clauses 21, 23 and 2k that the alterations made by N's

tradition in the fourteenth century can be seen. Clause 21 which was

in many ways complementary to clauses lit and 1$ since it concerned a

mastiff in the forest which belonged to anyone and not just a neigh¬

bour of the forest would be of value to lawyers. N, considering that

clauses lU and 15> applied to landholders, added to clause 21 that the

penalty should vary depending on whether the culprit was a freeman or

a bondman. To clause 23 detailing procedure when poachers were seen

1. See above Chapt. 3, pp. k2-kk*
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and could or could not be caught N adds that it was to the nearest

towns that the hue and cry had to be taken and that the forester must

be informed. Such a law would be of value in fittrick in the fifteenth

century and in other forests where forester-tenants had to preserve

the vert and venison.1 It would be after the execution of these regu¬

lations that the writ 'Contraji transgredientes forestall» might be
2

required. Clause 2k requires the holding of an inquest when a dead

beast is found in the forest and the culprit is unknown, a procedure

closely related to the inquest ordered by the above-mentioned writ. N

by substituting 'justice on ayre' for 'verderer' has adapted this clause
3

to Scottish circumstances.

While these clauses were never enacted by a Scots parliament they

all contained administrative provisions which would be of use to Scots

lawyers and forest officials. The alterations made in them most

likely belong to the fourteenth century but the laws so altered would

have continued to be of value in the fifteenth century when N was

compiled.

• i . -

1. See above Chapt. k, p. 150-151, 158-9, 166-167

2. See above Chapt. k, pp. 89, 173* 175.

3. See above Chapt. k, p. 12l±.
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Select collation

Clause 1

lines"1' B

1 Bohibita

3 licenciati
fuerint

1* forestariis

5 idea feature

5> suamitent

7

8 warset

9 nocte cubancia

9 adduotis

10 perduntur

M

1 Inhibitum

3 licenciati
fuerint

1* forestariie

£ i dem fas turn

£ daropnantur

7

8 warseate

9

9 adductis

10 perdantur

Inhibitura

licenciam
habuerint

forestariis

idem festum

perdent

ad forisfactum

warset vel berset

nocte cubancia

adductis

perduntur

S

Inhibitum

licenciati
fuerint

forestariis

idem festum

damantur

E

Inhibita

licenciati
fuerint

forestariis

idem festum

amittent

warseth

nocte cubancia

adductis

producuntur

A

Bahibitum

licenciati
fuerint

forestariis

idem festum

darapnsntur

H

Inhibitum

licenciati
fuerint

forestariis

idemfestura

damantur

ilia aniraalia

warsatte

adductis

perduntur

forbodyn

/

the forstar

the said feat

aw

to the forfait

varset

adductis

perdantur

warsete

abductis

perduntur

warset

be nycht lyand

to brocht

thar sal be tynt

1. Line nos. in the present edition.
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I Inhibitum

3 licenciati
fuerint

II forestariis

5> idem f63turn

5 daanantur

?

8 warsete

9

9 abductis

10 perduntur

J

1 Inhibitum

3 licenci&ti
fuerint

U forestariis

5 idem festum

5> daxanantur

7 ilia animalia

8 warsett

9

9 abductis

10 perdantur

85

M Co

Inhibitum Bihibandum

licenciati licenciati
fureint fuerit

fore3tariis forestario

idem festum

damnantur perdurt

ilia animalia

warsaite warset

nocte in foresta
cubancia

adductis

perduntur

adductis

perdent

Ca

Inhibitum

licenciati
fuerint

forestariis

dictum festum

damnantur

warseate

adductis

perdent

*1
Inhibitum

licenciati
fuerint

forestariis

idem festuiu

perduntur

warset

adductis

perduntur

h
Ihhibitum

liconciati
fuerint

forestariis

idem festum

dampnantur

versate

adductis

perduntur

T-

Ihhititum

licenciati
fuerint

forestariis

idem festua

warsette

Ma

Thhibitua

licenciati
fuerint

forest-
arius

festua
diem

dampnantur damnantur

varsette

adductis abductis

perdantur perdantur
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Lines El

1

3

k

5

5

7

forbiddin

they...hare licence

the forrester

same feist

under the pain of tinsale

8 warsett

9 lyand all the nycht

9 in presens of

10 may be escheitit

Clause 2

B

16 corauare

mlnatim

16 cornuare

menetum

cornare yb!
coralzare
menetum

H

cornare

menetura

cornuare

minutim

cornare

maneturn

eoroae

jumentura

2d

coronare in
muantum

Clause 3

B

19 animal ibus
burgensis

23 personal.! tar

Co

19 animalibus
burgensium

aniraalia

burgensium

E

animalibus
burgensium

aniaalia animalia
burgensium burgens ium

personaliter personaliter

I
animalia
burgensium

N H Ed

of the bestis aniaalia animalis
of burges burgensium burgensium

23 personaliter personaliter bodilik

Ez

19 cattel pertaining
to burgessis

23
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Clause U

Lines S Ed

25 adductis adductis abdnctis adductis

26 forestardus forestarius forestarius forestarius

27 vsro bondorum.. vero husbandorun.. vero husbandorum.

28 1 deaarium tantum 1 d. bantun 1 d.
Sv. S'

28 capiat de grege de grege

A D M

25 abductis abduetie adductis

26 forestarius forestarius forestarius

27 vero husbandorum.. vero husbandorura.. vero husbandorum..

28 id tantum Id tantum 1 d tantum

28 de grege

Co Ca h
25 adductis adductis adductis

26 forestarius

27 non husbandorum.. vero husbandorura.. vero husbandorum-

28 unum denarium tantum Id tanturn de grege

28 capiet de tota grege 1 d.

*2 T Ma

25 adductis adductis adctuctis
■j''

26 forestarius forestarius forestarius

27 husbandorum.. vero husbandorum.. vero husbandorum..

28 denarium tantura Id tantum 1 denarium

28

Clause 5

B C E H 3d S A N Co

30 arboribus arbore arboribus arbore arbors arbore arbore treis arbore

El

30 one trie
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Clause 8

Lines B

ii.1 St hie est

41 pannagii (ponagii)

Ul videlicet da decern

42 porcis

42 Hex

42 raeliorem

42 forestarius

42 urn® hog

43 set forestarius
habebit

44 veteri

44 Si aliqui ibi
fuerint

45 unuia hog de decern

46 Et ai fuerint
pauciores

47 j oboliua

H

41 Iste est modus

41 pannagii videlicet

J*1 id est decern

42 porcls

42 Hex

42 melioren porcura

42 forestarium

42

42 unum hoggaatrum

43 nisi

C

St iste est

parmag-! •?

videlicet de decern

porcis

Hex

raeliorem porcua

forestarius
habebit

unum hog

set forestarius
Pabebit

veteri

unum hog de sundra

St si pauciores
fuerint

obolum

Ed

Iste est modus

pannagium oporet

videlicet decern

porcorum

Rex

meliorea porcum

forestarius

habebit

unum hoggastrum

set forestarius
hsbebit (twice)

E

Et hie enlm

pannagii

videlicet de decern

porcis
- x. A

Rex

aeliorem

forestarius

unum hog

set forestarius
habebit

veteri

Si aliqui ibi
fuerint

unum hog de decern

Et si fuerint
pauciGras

J obolum

S

Iste est modus

pannagii oportet

id est decern

porcorum

Rex

mellorem porcum

forestarius

habebit

ram hoggutrra

nisi
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Lines

hk reteri retell

hk si aliqui ibidem
fuerint

si aliqui ibidem
fuerint

hS unum hoggastrum unum hoggastrum

k6 si pauciores fuerint
hoggastri

si pauciores sint
hoggastri

hi nisi obolua nisi obolum

A H

hi Iste est modus this is the maner

hi pannagii oportet pannage

hi id est decern that is to say of x

ii2 porcorum svyn

h2 Rex king

h2 melioram porcum the best awyn

h2 forestarius
habebit

the forster

h2 unum hoggastrun a hog

h3 set forestarius
habebit

hh reteri aid

hh si aliqui ibidem
fuerint

gif any be thar

hS unum hoggastrum i hog

h6 si pauciores sint
hoggastri

and thar be
fewer

hi nisi obolum j obol

vice

si aliqui Ibidem
fuerint

unum hoggastrum

si pauciores fuerint
hoggastri

nisi obolum

D

Iste est modus

pannagii

id est decern

porecrura

lex

meliorem porcum

forestarius
habebit

unum hoggastrum

set forestallus

habebit

retail

si aliqui ibidem
fuerint

unua hoggastrum

si pauciores sint
hoggastri

nisi obolum

\
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Lines M Co Ca

U Iste est modus Iste est modus Iste est modus

ia pannagii videlicet pannagii videlicet pannagii oport©

la id est decern id est de decern St in decern

1*2 porcis porcis poreorum

h2 Hex rex rex

1*2 raeliorem porcum meliorem porcum meliorem porcum

1*2 forestarlus fores tarius forestarius
habebit

1*2 unum hoggastrum unuffi hoggastrum unum hoggastrum

1*3 nisi nisi

1*1* veteri veteri vetori

1*1* si aliqui ibidem
fuerint

si aliqui ibidem
fuerint

si aliqui ibidem
fuerint

1*5 unum hoggastrum nisi (from above) unum hoggastrum

1*6 si pauciores fuerint
hoggastri

unum hoggastrusi
si pauciores fuerint

si pauciores sint
nisi obolum

1*7 nisi oboluia hoggastri
nisi unum obolum

J h h
ia Item est modus item est modus Iste est modus

ia pannagii videlicet pannagii videlicet pannagii oportet

la id est decern X id est x

1*2 porcis poreorum porcorum

1*2 Rax Rex Rax

1*2 raeliorem porcum raeliore® poroum raeliorem porcum

1*2 forestarius forestarius forestarius

1*2 unum hoggastrum

1*3 nisi

1*1* veteri

unum hoggastrum

nisi

veteri

habebit

hoggastrum

vies



Lines

1*4 si aliqui ibidem
fuerlnt

si aliqui ibidem
fuerint

1*5 unma hoggastrura unurn hoggastrum

46 si pauciores fuarint
hoggastri

Si pauciores fuerini
hoggastri

47 nisi obolum nisi obolum

T Ma

41 Iste est modus Item iste est modus

41 pannagii oportet pannagii oportet

41 etest decern id est decern

42 porcorum porcis

42 Rex rex

42 meliorem porcum aeliorem porcum

42 forestarius
habablt

forestarius
habebit

42 unum hoggastrum unura hoggastrum

43 nisi nisi

44 voter! veteri

44 et aliqui ibi
fuerint

si aliqui ibidem
fuerint

45 unum hoggastrum unum hoggastrum

46 si pauciores sint si pauciores sjjnt

47 nisi obolum unum obolum

91

si aliqui ibidem
fuerint

unuia hoggastrum

Si pauciores fuerint

nisi oboluEi

Ez

This is the manar

of pannage viz
z'

that is ten

swyn

king

best 3wyn

the forester

ana hogling

but the forester shall
have

aid

that sal happ.in to
be thair

ana hogling of ten

gif thay be fewar

no thing bot ane half pannie
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Clause 11

Lines B

57 aliquis
extraneus

aliquis
axtraneus

E

aliquis
extraneus

57 infra forestarn infra forestana infra forests®

57 inusitata

58 crucesa

60 ad commune®

via®

6k quod ad opus
eius sit

Ed

57

57

57 habltabile

53 arsis

60 In iriaa recta®
et cosiaauneH

6u quod ad forestan
pertinet

inusitata

arms

ad eosnuBtt®

via®

quod ad opus
eorum Sit

S

aliquis

intraverit per
foreatari

inchiblta

araa

in recta® via®
et ccnraunem

inusitata

erucen

ad commune®

via®

quod ad opus
aius sit

habitabile

ansa

in via® recta®
corantme®

H

aliquis
extraneus

intraverit in
forestan

inhabita

arsa

in recta® via®
et corassune®

quod ad forestarlua
pertinent

quod ad forestarimn quod ad forestasa
pertinet pertinet

Co

57 onj stranger

57 within the forest

57 forbidden

58 wapin

60 to the common way

6k that is for his
behuf

Ca

.iabitabile

soma

in via® recta®
et comunoa

quod ad fores taxn
pertinet

MA.

aliquia extraneus

intraverit in forestall

inhibits

arma

in recta® via® et commune®

quod ad forestarium
pertinet
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Lines N

57 aliquis

57 Intraverit forsstam

57 inhabitata

58 ansa

60 in rectara viain
•t coramnea

6k qd. forestario
pertinet

Clause li|

M

77 and lattis

79 that free man may

79 follow the rach in
the king's forest

80

81 his lasch

82 that man sal frely
tak

83 with chalance

Clause 17

If

105 to quhansoevsr

105

105 that sic a best

106 is fundin

Sa

any unknavdn personis

enter within the forest

forbiddin

solemnitlie

to the ryt and common passage

Sa

lettis

Hie liber potest It is lesume to hia
to follow his hundia

sequi leporariua suua
In foresta regis within the kingis forest

his doggis lesch

idem liber
reportavit

that man incontinent
sal tak

sine eaiuiapnia without challenge

C

cuicunque

▼endicare volenti
ad prosequendum
si voluerit

Sa

to all and sundrie

that will challenge
and follow

the beist that

is sa fun'iin
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Clause 1?

Lines H Kd S A D

122 invenerit invenerit invenerit inveaiet invenit

123 attaohiare attachiare attachiare attachiare attachiari

3.29 retineri retineri retineri retineri

129 in tneaoria in i ieaoria in raeraoria in laemoria in taemoriam

132 extra
dondnicuia

extra
doiainicua

extra
dominicuai

extra
doaiaicuja

extra
doai.rti.cutP,

KA

lnvener.it

attachiare

redineri

tiieiaoria

fraxinus

SL

invonarit

attachiare

retineri

in aemorla

extra domiaicum

Clause 21

11*2 aittet

H M

aittet

1ipse cuius mastivus
fuerit

lit? erit quietus de

lit6 illo facto to

quietus erit do

illo facto to

II46 ipse cuius nastivus ipse cuius mastivus
fuerit fuerit

mittet

ipse cuius mastivas
fuerit

quietus erit de

illo facto to

ipse cuius mastivus
fuerit

lit? casus canis casus



Lines

A

Hi2 natet

l4S> ipsa eifc&a aastivus
fuarit

IIS quietus erit da

lJU6 illo facto to

lii.6 ipsa cuius mastlvus

llf? canis

Go

11^ nocet

IIS ipse coastinus
fuerlt

1hS

li*6

U6

Ui9 csnis

T

li|2 raittet

1\S Ipse cuius a&atiTus
fuerit

11*5

lii6

1U6

lit? casus

95

S

send

he that audit that
rsastice

sal be of the

deed quyt to

lie that aw that
mastice

Ga

aittet

ipse cuius mastivus
fuerit

D

natet

ipse cuius mastivus
fuerit

quietus erit de

illo facto to

ipse cuius raastivu®
fuerit

canis

h
mittst

ipse cuius mastivus
fuerit

quietus est de

illo facto

eanus

Ha

mittet sent

casus

Ez

the owner of the
said dog

sal be quit and free

thairanent

to

his maister or

awiier

U

raittere

ipse cuius erat

quietus de illo

facto

to

ipse cuius fuerit
imstiTus

casus dog canis
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11*2 aittere

lh$ 5.11© cuius mastivus
fuerit

11+5 erit de illo facto
quietus

to

Ut6 ipse cuius fuerit
mastivus

11*9 eanis

Clause 23

Lines H

1^6 corpus suua

157 arestetur

158 non liceat forestario
deliberare

162 levare nil et cry

A

156 corpus suum

157 arrestandum est

158 non liceat forestario
deliberare

162 levare hw et cry

Ex

156 his body may be
arestit

157 it is nocht lesum to the
forester to relief him

162 raise ane hoy and cry to
the narrest tounis...

3d

corpus suuia

arrestandum est

non liceat forestario
deliberare

levare hii et cry

N

his body is to

be arestyt

it is nocht lefull to
the forester to deliver

to rays hoy and cry to
the nsrrest tounys....

EA

corpus suum
arestetur

non deliberetur

levare hutes et crie

carpus sum

arrestandura, est

nan liceat .forestario
delibsrare

levare hy et cry

Co

corpus suiun

arrestandum est

non liceat et
forestario deliberana

levare how et cry

corpus surai
resistendun est

non liceat forestario
ipsuw deliberare

levare hu et cri
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Clause 2k

Lines If

169 the flesh forsuth

169 aw to be sent

170 gif thar be any
sic ner by

170 in the centre

69

169

170

170

SA

caro mittatur

si quis
prope fuerit

EL

Caro autea

debet mitti

si qua prope fuerit

in partibus illis

Ez

the flesch of that beist
fundin

sal be sent

if tbair be ony
thair about

in the curttrey
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B The Tenants and Tenancy of Ettrick Forest

When iittrick forest returned to the crown in 1455 it was divided

into holdings which were either whole locl» half loci or quarter
lasl

loci whichy/could also be hamlets or 'lesus' which meant pastures.
Obviously the number of complete loci differed from the number of ^

ft hoidtncj could be cc/llec/ a ^stede era 'forester stede^
individual holdings. 'Stede' was used to desoribe either a holding
U/h/le a r* Loc us, could atso be called c/ sdecde*. z ^

■or a loous and a holding might be oallod a 'forestor-stede'.

foldings and Loci in Ettrick in 1455

Ettrick Tweed Yarrow

Holdings U7 IP 26

hooi 45-1/2 17 23-3/4

1. DOST, sub •lesu*.

2. RMS, ii, 39.

3. Ibid., 3439.
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Each locus paid a rent of £6 and most also paid 1 bowcow, 1 fogmart,

1 fularaart and 10 or 20 lambs.^ Marts, lambs and half the money

rent were paid at All Saints and bowcows and the other half of the
2

money rait at Lammas. The leases lasted from three to five years

but were renewable and grassuras and entries were charged as usual.

Tenants could hold more than one stead and when a stead was held

jointly the tenants were usually related.

Several steads in Ettrick were held in stelebow which was

in many ways a substitute for specific royal demesne. Whereas previously

the king's natlvi would have kept his flocks on his desmene the

flocks were now kept by tenants on land which was let to them.

In 1455 several steads were held by the king and queen but since
3

the king had sheep in Ettrick in 1434 it is possible that he had

held these stecWs before 1455. In 1466 x 1467 Bowhill, one of

these holdings which were still held by the king and queen in 1460-1461^
was probably held in stelebow since it was stated to be occupied by

the king's goods and the usual ferities were lost. In 1468 the first

definite example of stelebow tenure in Sttrick was recorded, when

.raster and Wester Mountbenger, Catslak and Blackgrane were held by

David Crichton with the king's goods for which he paid 40 merks (per¬

haps a mistake for 400 marks, see below) and the usual fermes were dis¬

charged. ^ These steads had been in Queen Mary's hands in 1460-1461 and

1. ER, vii, 521 ff.

2. Ibid., ad., 99-100, 200.

3. Ibid., vi, 576.

4. Ibid., vii, 24.

5. Ibid., 478.

6. Ibid., 530.
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were probably let In stelebow cm her death In U*63 and similarly

in U*86 x 11*87 Caddonlee was placed in stelebow on the death of

Queen Margaret who had held it previously.1 Patrick Crichton, sen of

David Crichton received a Privy Seal letter authorising him to hold

the same four steads in stelebow for five years at 1*00 merks per annum

cm condition that he kept them forestlike. In ll*99 John Murray of

Falshill and David Pringle of lynnes received four steads in stele-
3

bow for nine years for £300 per annum. By 1501, twenty-one steads

were let in stelebow probably for nine years at 100 marks each.^
¥hen Sttrick was set in feu ferae these steads were 330 longer let

in stelebow but for a feu which was usually higher than the feu for

other steads.

In 15>01 in an assedacio held by the king and lords of council the

rents of all steads except those held in stelebow were increased,

the length of tenure was extended to nine years .and all tenants were

required to keep the statutes of 11*99 and revenues in kind were no

longer paid or charged. The rent of five steads was increased from

£6 to £30 or over, of twenty-four steads to anything between £20

and £25 and the majority of the remaining rents were increased to

anything between £12 <4nd £20. Tenants were allowed to complete the
x

terms of their previous lease before transferring to the new rental.

1. ER, ix, 1*68

2. Ibid., 1*70.

3. RSS, i, 1*35.
1*. SR, xi, 1*57; xii, 31 ff.

5. Ibid., xi, 320, 1*60.

6. Ibid., xii, 36 ff.
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3h I50u~l505, however, certain ateada - were still not paying the new

rental1 and although it stated that leases were to be for nine years,

when a commission was appointed to hold an assedacio in 1506 they were

2
instructed as previously to make leases of three to five years. Never¬

theless, from 1500 onwards several Privy Seal letters of tack provided

for leases of nine years.1
Subletting which was permitted by a special grant first appeared

in lif79 x m804 and from 1U98 onwards several Privy Seal letters per-

5
mitted subletting as part of the lease.

The process of feuing Ettrick forest commenced in the assedacio

of February 1505/6 when the tenants of Fttrick were ordered to present

their letters of tack to an open court of the forest in Edinburgh on

17 April 1506.^ On 18 April in the court the tenants were ordered

to go before the treasurer, comptroller and commissioners between

18 April and Whitsunday in order to have their steads set in feu ferme.

7
This was to be done according to the 'bill' produced by the treasurer

in this court or as the tenants could agree with the lords. After

'Whitsunday the king was to set any remaining steads in feu to whomso¬

ever he wished. This was to be done despite the conjoint infeftment

1. m, xii, 316 ff.

2. ESS, i, 1228.

3. Ibid., I468, U69, 671, 688, 809, 838, 839.

k. EE, ix, 30.

5. RSS, i, 219, 235, 1858.

6. EE, xii, 658.

7. DOST, sub 'bill', a formal or written document.
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of Sttrick to the queen, and previous leases were to be unaffected,
fre?' OOwwrds

This last point is important since many leases -eiseejl^Ol^were for
nine years and in 1509 and 1510 leases on the old pattern were still

being granted for nine years."*"
The first extant feu charters for Ettrick date front 5 December

1507 when three were Issued. Twelve survive fro® 1510, three fro®
o

1511 and three fro® 1512. In 1510 the ieus of all the steads were

listed in the royal rental book and probably most of the steads entered

into feu feme tenure in that year. At the 1510 assedaclo in Edinburgh

the commissioners ordered the tenants and foresters to come and raise

their 'signatouris' pay their grassums and ahow their 'certificatioun'
3

or title to their stead within the next twenty days. The feulng

of Sttrick was considered by the commissioners in May, June, July and

August 1510 at Stirling, Peebles and Edinburgh. Since fermes of

Ettricfc up to and including 1509 - 1510 had been charged at the same
1L

rate as in 1502 it appears the exchequer did not consider Ettrick

to be set in feu feme till 1510 although in fact some feu ferme

charters were granted earlier and some stede/s were not held in feu

ferme till later.

The amount of the feu ferae appears to have been settled indivi¬

dually with each tenant. While the feu was always more than the 1501

rent the increases which varied from £2 to £16 were not proportionately

so large as in 1501. Such matters as the quality and size of the

stead and the ability of the tenant to pay as well as his power to

1. RSS, i, 1859, 1872, 2037.

2. MS, ii, 3154-3156$ 3441-3443, 3436, 3439, 3473, 3475-3477, 3502,
35?05, 3507$ 3591, 3596, 3617$ 3737, 3758, 3775.

z,

3. ER, xiii, 649.

4. Ibid., 351.
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arrange a good rent for himself probably Influenced the amount of the

feu. Those steads which were let in stelebow received more standardised

feus for all but four were feued for £E>0. The two Mountbengers

were feued for £70 10s and Catslack and Blakgrane for £70 3s lid. In

other words an all but four of the stelebow steads the return was

reduced by £16 13s l*d. In 1501 the gross revenue, minus arrears,

charged for Ettrick rose from £1007 approximately to £2670. The

sura of £1007 is obtained by adding the money rents to the money value

of the rents in kind at 11*73 prices t 1 bowwow for £1, 1 mart for

12s, 1 lamb for 12d,J"which were current in 11*95 - 11*96^. In l£l2,

however, the gross revenue charged minus the arrears was only £2672

approximately. In other words the fsuing of Ettrick forest brought

no lasting increase of crown revenue. In 1510 when most of the

steads appear to have been let the entry fee which equalled the feu

would of course have brought a large increase in the revenue.

Unfortunately the account of 1510 - 1511 which should have shown this

increase is not extant and in the account of 1511 - 1512 one finds

that £500 worth of entries had been remitted by the king under the

Signet."^ The financial benefit therefore even of the entries was

diminished.

In view of the conditions under which Ettrick's tenants lived,

subject to forest restrictions, changes in rent and administrative

changes the frequency wit?: which the steads changed hands is important.

Although the rentals of Ettrlck provide considerable information one

1.

2.

3.

ER, viii, 11*1.

Ibid., x 603.

Ibid., xiii, 1*12 ff.
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can never make a complete comparison of the tenants of all steads in

two different years since the rentals do not mention the tenants of

every steady and even where a comparison of tenants is possible the

composition of the holding may have altered. Before the rentals begin

in 11*81* the accounts of Ettrick furnish some information. In the

ensuing table a holding is any unit whether a group of loci, a single

locus or any part of a locus held by an Individual tenant or by joint

tenants, (see Table on following page).

The most striking fact to emerge from this table 1s the very

high turnover of tenants between 11*86 and 11*90, when a total of 56

steads changed hands. This may be connected with the change of govern¬

ment in 11*88 and if so it suggests that most of the tenants In Ettrick

forest had sided with James HI despite the fact that the Marse and

Teviotdale sided with the future James 17.1 There could be several

reasons for this. It is possible that the tenants would side with

their landlord since they did after all lease their lands from the

king ami if they had no strong feelings for one side or the other

it would be better to side with James HI rather than against him.

On the same argument the officials of the forest may have been more

inclined to support James HI. John Murray of Touchadam, the

eurrour of Yarrow, had been a commissioner for crown lands till

11*86 and lost his office in 11*88. As currour he probably could secure

the following of his ward for James IH with the result that of 19

comparable holdings in Yarrow 19 changed hands between 11*86 and 11*90.

The bailie of the forest, John Cranston of that ilk, was replaced in

11*88 by lord Home, a supporter of James IV which again suggests that

Cranston had favoured James HI. Some tenants may have supported

1. Nicholson, The Later Middle Ages, 529.
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No.
of

Years

£R

comparable
holdings

1456-1468
vi,
223
ff

19

vii,
521
ff

1468-1479
riil,
583
ff

8

1479-1435
ix,
609
ff,

20

and
i486

614
ff

1486-1438
x,

650
ff

62

11*86-1490
x,

675
ff

82

1488-1490

57

1490-1499
xi,
396
ff

74

1499-1501
xi,

457
ff

59

1501-1510
xiii,

649
ff

73

No,

which
change

tenant

Comment

1

Of

these
8,
4

were

transferred

from
the

king
to
a

tenant
who

held
in

stelebow.

5

The

rentals
of

1485
and
i486

are

examined
together.
The

rental
of

1484

differs
only

slightly
from
those

of

1485

and

i486.

444225

Of

these
25,
7

returned
to

tenants,

removed
in

1488
but

who
held

steads
in

i486.

36

18
of

these
steads
returned
to

tenants,
removed
in

1488
and

1490

who
held

steads
in

i486.

1823

12

steads
returned
to

tenants,

removed
in

1501
who
held

steads
in

1499.
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Jama HI as a result of local rivalries. Si the sixteenth century-

after Hodden there was a traditional rivalry between the men of the

Forest and the men of the Morse as a popular ballad bears witness.1
This rivalry may date from the fifteenth century and the tenants of

the Forest nay have sided with James III in opposition to Lord Home,

and perhaps to other Homes who dwelt nearer to the Forest. There nay

have of course been other family rivalries. Thirdly the king may well

have bean more able to raise military support from his own lands.

In the rental of 1490 the tenant of Hid-Fauside had to provide one

2
lance and two archers for the king in time of war.' In 1499 the

ninth statute of Ettrick required that each stead be able to provide

two bows and a spear with horse and gear. Both these examples

suggest that there was provision for a customary levy of soldiers in

Sttriek in the fifteenth century and Jaaes III may have tried to raise

that levy in 1488. The fact remains that the large changeover of

tenants in 1488 and 1490, for whatever reason it occurred, was

exceptionally high.

There was, however, a tendency despite the changes between 1488

and 1490, in 1501 whan the rents increased and in l£lO when feuing was

officially established for holdings to revert to families who had

held the same or other holdings and thus for steads to stay in the

hands of certain families and their branches.

1. Scott. W. Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border. (Henderson. T.).
(LondSn, 1S>31). h?&. '

2. ER, x, 67$; see above Chapt. 3, 84, 8J».

\
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When one looks at the period i486 - 1510 one can see the effect

of this gradual change of tenants. Of 80 comparable holdings 44 were

held by different families in 1510 from those who held in 1486. There-

fore#probably half of the holdings in the forest changed hands in 24

years: averaged out over the approximate total of 96 holdings that

is two per year. At first sight one might suspect that tenants were

leaving the forest as a result of forest restrictions and increased

rent3 but this was not the case. Firstly, the restrictions were being

reduced and secondly, although half the holdings had new owners this

does not mean that the tenant families had altered drastically. Ms-

regarding for the present the total number of steads held by each

family, the families who were best represented in i486 were still top

of the list in 1510: in i486 ten Kerrs, nine Scotts, n^ne Hurrays and

six Pringles held lands in the forest while in 1510 the families with

most tenants in the forest were the Kerrs with eight, the Hurrays

with seven, the Sootts with five, the Crichtons with five, the

Pringles with three or five and the Homes with three. Other families

such as the Turnbulls, Elphinstones, Idddels and Taits who held 3teads

in i486 still held lands in 1510. Although the same families still
ofheld steads the balance of the number/steads held by each family had

altered. In lf>10 Lord Home held ten steads and the other Homes four

steads whereas in i486 they had held none.

The tenancy of the forest was not static and despite the con¬

stant changing of steads, the reasons for which remain obscure, there was

an overall continuity since the tenants were still largely members of

the same families. The position regarding the tenancy of the forest is

therefore^best described as one of changing continuity rather than one

of continuous change.
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When examining the tenants in Bttrick it is noticeable that

certain families predominated in certain wards and also that the

currour was usually of the same family as several of the tenants in his

ward. Of 17 holdings in Yarrow in 11*85 and li*B6 when the currour was

a Murray four were held by Kerrs and three by Hurrays 1*3 holdings

in Ettrick when the currour was a Scott nine were held by Scotts and

in iVeed six out of seventeen tenants were Priagles including the

currour. Moreover, when tenants required pledges they usually found

them within the forest and the master currour might stand as a pledge."*"
To a certain extent, therefore, the residents of the forest formed a

community with tighter social groupings in each ward.

1. JR, xi, 606, 608; SRQ, Justice Ayre Journal Books, M 2/]/>, 109.
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G Hunting and Hawking

1* Hunting

In medieval Europe there were basically two ways of hunting

game* the huntsman might either wait for the game to be driven

towards him) or he might chase after the game. Ih Scotland the drive

was probably more important than the chase.

The drive, as a method of hunting, must have been current in

Scotland long before the arrival of the Normans since drives are

described in several Gaelic poems. Of the many poems of the

Finn cycle which describe hunts one ml d-twelfth-century poem, 'The

Magic Pig* is especially interesting since it describes a hunt round

Cruachan. The hunt involved, large numbers of men all of whom seem

to have driven deer towards the standing Flan. Although the numbers

given in these poems are exaggerated it is clear that a large number

of animals might be killed. An early twelfth-century poem, 'The

1. Dunnaire Finn, ii, 185, no 5k.
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1
Enchanted Stag', which states that 120 of the Fian with 1,000 hounds,

100 women and 1,000 man in attendance killed 100 deer and 100 stags

must be describing a drive.

The use of Gaelic words to describe aspects of the drive also

points to its existence in pre-Norroan Scotland. The drive could be

assisted by a barrier or elrick, a word which has survived in ito as

2
Old Iri3h form, 'elerc' in the Book of Deer. The beaters would, no

doubt, drive the game along this wall or into a glen at the other

end of which the hunters awaited. The elrick which was current, in

Scotland till the eighteenth century could also mean the spot where

3
ohe hunters awaited the game. In Gaelic, also, the beaters were called

as 'iinched '
the 'timchioll', a word which was adopted into Scots^'and used in the
sixteenth century by Pitscottie.4

The drive was .still" current among the magnates in the late

eleventh and early twelfth century because Aelred records a story

which he heard from David I about a drive held by Malcolm III. Malcolm

and his nobles were ready with their dogs at dawn and they proceeded

to a broad clearing in the middle of a tliick wood. The king and nobles

then took up their individual trusts or hunting positions with their

1. Dunnaire Finn, i, 130.

2. See above chapt. 1, p. 7.

3. Watson, W.J., 'Aoibhinn an Obair on t-sealg', Celtic Review. IX,
(1913-1911;), 156-169.

1*. Watson, ibid, j Pitscottie, Historie, i, 56.

5. Aelred, Genealogla, 735j see above Chapt. 1, p. 3.
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dogs so that the game 'when driven to them could not escape. This

writes Aelred, was done, 'secundum legem venandi quam vulgus tristam

vocat'. At this time the king and his magnates wore not in sight

of each other because a traitor, so the story goes, planned to kill

Malcolm at this stage of the hunt. At this time also there is

evidence that common people and landholders had to provide beaters

for a royal drive.1
The best description of a drive, however, is found in the

foundation story of Holyrood Abbey which is recorded in the early

fifteenth-century Ritual Book of that abbey and which associates a

drive with the twelfth-century foundation of the abbey. The author

of the foundation story was no doubt describing a method of hunting
2

which he had seen in use in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

The hunt was described as a 'cursura ferarura cum canibus'. After

the hunters, 'venatores', had entered the forest with their dogs they

drove the game from the shelter of the woods with the assistance

of the 'exploratores' and the barking of the dogs. The barking of

the dogs and the cries of the trackers, 'indagantes', according

to the author seemed to fill the air with a certain melody. The king,

on horseback, waited for the hunt under the shade of a leafy tree,

while his nobles were hidden round about with the dogs according to

the custom of hunters,'more venatorum'. The hunters must have been

out of sight of each other, since the stoiy gives no reason as to

why no one came to the king's assistance when he was attacked by a

1. See above Chapt. 1, pp. U-6.

2. The Holyrood Ordinale, ed. F.C. Seles,
in The Book of the Old Sdinburgh dub, vii, (19l2j.), 6U-66.
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stag. In the sixteenth century Bellenden repeated the story in

Scots."" The hunters driving through the wood were called the stable,

'staill', and the noise and din of their scenting hounds, •raches',

and horns, 'bugillis', stirred the game from their lairs. At the

foot of Salisbury Crags the nobles separated rom the king at differ¬

ent places to await the hunt.

From these accounts of a drive it is clear that the stable which

2
was on occasions called a •course', with as much noise as possible

drove the game towards the king and the nobles who waited hidden

and on horseback with their dogs. A3 the game approached them they

would no doubt unleash their hounds, fire arrows or throw spears.

It is possible that the nobles may have tried to drive some of the

game to the king since in neither version of the Holyrood drive

does he appear to have dogs. This secondary drive by the waiting
3

hunters is in accord with continental practice but one must beware

of reading too much into these descriptions of the Holyrood drive.

It may simply have been inconvenient to the story to let the king

have dogs with him regardless of whether or not a king in practice

would be accompanied by his hounds. According to Aelred, Malcolm

III had dogs with him and ^yntoun writing in the fifteenth century

states that King Duncan went to take part in a drive with a bow and

a brachet.^ The predominant features of this type of drive were

1. Bellenden, Chronicles, bk 12, c 6.

2. Wyntoun, Chronicle, bk 7, c 1, Wemyss Ms.

3. See below p. 3.

4. Wyntoun, Chronicle, bk 6, 1 1038, Cott Ms.
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that a large number of hunters were involved and that the object

was to kill more than one animal.

In England and the Continent the drive was described in the

hunting treatises of Twici, Gaston Phoebus and Edward, Duke of York

whose descriptions have been summarised by Gunner Tilander.

One group of hunters was set round a wood in a semi-circle at regu¬

lar intervals within sight of each other. They were known in French

as the 'defenses* or 'ftstablie'.^ They had two functionsi to prevent

game leaving the wood; and to drive It to the places where there

were hunters with greyhounds. The hunters who held the greyhounds

hid behind trees and bushes. They unleashed the hounds as soon as

the beast had passed and forced the game towards the archers or

towards nets in the openings of a hay or fence. Although this type

of hunt and that described in the Holyrood Ritual Book are obviously

drives, there are variations in the two accounts. In the continental

drive, known as 'chasse royale* or 'chasse I la haie*, the hunters

with their greyhounds drove the game towards archers or nets whereas

in Scotland it is uncertain whether waiters were to drive the game

farther or not. Both in Scotland and in i&igland hunters awaited
3

the drive as a 'tryst* but in Scotland the spot where the hunters

waited was also known as a 'set*. Wyntoun's Chronicle records events

which occurred during hunts after 'the stable and the setis* had

1. Tilander, G, Gynegetlca, i, 81.

2. Twici, La Venerie. (Tilander), 36.

3. York, Master of Game, (Grohman), 108, c 36.
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been 'set'.* When describing Malcolm Canraore's adventure, already

referred to, he writes that the king took the traitor 'by huia to syt
2

at that huntynge'. In the fifteenth century Wyntoun was therefore

quite familiar with the idea of the king and his companions sitting

and waiting at their sets or trysts for the stable or course to

appear. The hunting station may also have been called a 'wenelacia*

for the 'wenelacia Ricardi Cumin' was used to define the bounds of

3
Ashkirk pasture beside 3ttrick forest in 1179. Wanlace, however,

also applied to the action of dogs driving game towards a hunter.^
The drive might be assisted by the use of a hay or artificial

barrier similar to the elrick: the hay had been common in both
5

Normandy and Anglo-Saxon Englandj and it continued to be used in the
g

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries on the Continent. In parks also

nets and barriers were used but a park drive could be executed by
7

only a few men, as in Falkland park in the sixteenth century. At

Lintrathen and Kincardine parks there were extensions wnich probably

facilitated the capture of deer and may have enabled deer to be

driven through a narrow gap in the pale of the main park into the

extension while the huntsmen waited at the gap to kill the deer. In

Kincardine the exit is at the foot of a small steep sided valley in

1. Wyntoun, Chronicle, bk 6, 1 1038, Cott Ms.
2. Ibid., bk 7, c 1, Cott Ms.
3. RES, ii, 215.
U. York, Master of Game, (Grohman), 20ij.
5. See above p. 270 n 2; Whitelocke D, Anglo-Saxon Wills, (Cam¬

bridge, 1930), 79, 195.
6. York, Master of Game, (Grohman), 192, sub snares.

7. 2R, xii, 205? see above 270, 271.
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an ideal position for shooting arrows and throwing spears down on

the driven game."1"
In James IV *s reign the sedentary aspect of the waiting hunters

assumed greater importance. Where the king waited was no longer a

•sat* in the sense of a trap but it was his 'seat* where he s t and

waited: James had a hunting 'sete' on Ben More north of Balquhidder
2

in 1501. In l£06 when the king 'lay at the sete* probably in Glen
3

Artney a woman brought him butter and cheese and in accordance with

later practice^ there may have been a tent nearby for rest and refresh¬

ment. 3h 1508 in Glen Artney 306 men were at the hunting, presumably

as part of the stable," while farther west the Macgregors may have

provided the stable.0 This type of hunt required some preparation

since the stable had to be set out over a wide area and in 15>0ii a

boy was sent to the forester of the Torwood telling him 'to set the

7
hunting* in the Torwood for the Oueen.

The drive as a type of hunt popular amongst king and nobility

from the twelfth century onwards is referred to in literature other

than chronicles. The Book of Alexander perhaps written by Barbour

in the late fourteenth century includes a reference to 'settis' which
Q

its French antecedent *Le Soman de Alexandre* does not. The most

numerous references, however, to this type of hunting occur in Gaelic

1. See App. D. p. ?•
2. TA, ii, 119.
3. Ibid., iii, 336.
ii. Piiscottie, Historie, ii, 33bk 21, chapts. 20,'21.
£. TA, iv, 137.
6. Ibid., iii, 338, 339.
7. Ibid., ii, khh.
8. Hay, Book of Alexander, 176, bk 2, 1 2709.
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poems some of which have already been mentioned. Since James IV

hunted in the west he would obviously have bean in touch with Gaelic

traditions and it is interesting to note that a hunt of the Plan

described in an early sixteenth-century Gaelic poem resembled the

Scots drive more closely than descriptions in twelfth-century Gaelic

poems.3,GOO men of the Fian, each with two hounds were involved.

Finn arranged the hounds an east and west and the dogs' barking raised

boar and deer from the hill. Finn and his dog Bran waited seated on

the mountain and every man was in his hunting position waiting for

the deer. 3,000 hounds were unleashed and 6,000 deer were killed.

A late fifteenth-century version of this poem is given in the book
2

of the Dean of .Lismore compiled in the mid-sixteenth century. It

is quite clear in this poem that the hunters sit and wait for the

drive and are not chasing the deer. 'Hie best description of this

method of hunting in the sixteenth century is given by Bishop Lesley
3

in his history of Scotland, where he states that the stable might

include 500 to 1,000 men and would drive the deer in from a radius

of from 10 to 20 miles to a narrow valley where the lords and noble*

men waited.

The drive was suited only for the king and the more important

nobility since only they could muster the necessary man power even

though in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries it was probably

not pursued on the scale described by Lesley, assuring that the

1. Dunnalre Finn, 218.

2. Lismore, Dean of, Ieroic Poetry, (Ross), 13, no. 5.

3. Lesley, Historic, i, 19 ff.
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numbers in the Gaelic peoms are somewhat mythical. On the continent

with the development of absolutism in Europe in the sixteenth century

this type of hunting became more popular^" and in Scotland the size

of the drive which the king could raise may have been seen in the

sixteenth century as a measure of his power, While this attitude

may have existed in James IV's reign, his drives did not reach the
2

opulence of those of James V and Mary.

That Gaelic hunting customs were continued and adopted by the

Normans can be clearly seen from the history of the drive, its currency

before and after 1125, and the continuing use of elrick and tinchell

throughout the medieval period. The importance or popularity of

the drive can not, however, be assessed till other methods of hunting

in Scotland have been examined.

The methods of hunting by chasing deer included coursing, stalk¬

ing and par force hunting. Not only did they require fewer people than

the drive but they all were based on hunting a single animal. Coursing

and stalking were practised by commoners as well as nobles. Ih a

Scottish connection coursing is first mentioned in 1261/2 when Jolin

Comyn received permission to hunt in Shglish royal forests north of
3

the Trent. Coursing, the most straightforward of all methods of

hunting, usually occurred in open country where the deer had been

chased or where it was found. Greyhounds were sent after the game In

a straight chase with the huntsman following on horseback. On the

1. Tilander, Cynegetica, i, 81 ffj York, Master of Game, (Grohman),
201.

2. Lesley, Historic, 1, 19, Pitacottie, Hiatorle, bk 21, co 20. 21j
Hume Brown P, Early Travellers in Scotland, Edinburgh 1891),
I2ff j Barclay, W, Contra Monarchomachos, in Fittis, Sports and
Pastimes of Scotland, 55.

3. CDS, i, 2291.
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Continent this was known as hunting by force of greyhounds as opposed

to hunting by force of running or scenting hounds.^" The greyhounds

present at the raising of the game were the only hounds involved in a

course.

It is into this category that many Gaelic descriptions of

hunts dating to the eighth and ninth centuries belong, although in

these tales the hunters oftan followed their hounds on foot sni not

2
on horseback. The hunting scenes depicted on Pictish stones also

suggest coursing since the hounds in these portrayals are unleashed

and biting at the stag and the hunter following on horseback often

holds a spear to t irow at the game.'^ Several of the fourteenth, fif¬

teenth and sixteenth-century Highland carved stones depict hunts

very similar to those of the Pictish stones with one, two or three

unleashed hounds attacking deer.4 These greyhounds could supposedly

pull down a stag by running close to its flank and shooting up at its

throat keeping close to avoid a blow from the antlers."' 3h 1503 when

Princess Margaret was travelling between Dalkeith and Edinburgh a deer

course was arranged for her since en unnamed gentleman sent a great

tame hart to the Princess for a course. Half a mile from Edinburgh

the hart was released and a greyhound set after it, *bot the said hert

1. York, Master of Game, (Grohman), xlvii.

2. Cross and Slover, Ancient Irish Tales, i^O, 21*2.

3. Romilly Allen, Early Christian Monuments, 135, 155. 201, 211;, 237#
255, 31*7, 61.

U. Brummond, Sculptured Monuments, plates 25, 51# 56, 78, 80, 81;$
Loder, Colonsay, plate xxiv.

5. York, Master of Game, (Grohman), ll;2.
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wanne the tome and went to hys repayre'. ^ Coursing hares also was a

2
popular pastime in which James 17 indulged in 1502 and 150U. Boece

and Bellenden both stressed that certain criteria^ of fair play had

to be observed! no one was to chase hares unless by coursing and if
3

the hare ran clean away it was not to be attacked thereafter. Although

they are both here describing the mythical past, one suspects that

they were talking of customs with which they were familiar or which
Wished

they would -liked to have seen in use.

Stalking, like coursing and par force hunting was concerned

with chasing one animal but unlike them was a silent pursuit with a

scenting hound, not a greyhound, and would most often be carried out

by only one hunter. Undoubtedly the earliest depiction of stalking

in Scotland is on the Pictish stones which portray a man disguised,

crouching, waiting to kill the game with what resembles a crossbow

rather than a short bow."1 A hunter could stalk either by following

game silently with a scenting hound and then shooting it with a bow

or at a later date with a gun, or else by waiting silently with

dog and bow beside a known deer path, say between a lair and water.

In the thirteenth century stalking was mentioned in clauses lit and

15 of the forest laws when they discuss one man following one animal

with a dog^ and in the fourteenth century Barbour described how Bruce

1. Leland, Collecteana, iv, 286.

2. TA, ii, 15>4, h27.

3. Boece, Historlae, fxxxv, bk 5, c 11, 1 23; Bellenden, Chronicles,
i, 205, bk 5, c 10.

h. Romilly Allen, Early Christian Monuments, 68, 115; Cruden, Early
Christian and Pictish Monuments, plate hi-

5. See App. A, laws Ik, 15.
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in Galloway want to hunt and sat alone beside a wood with two hounds,

presumably stalking.^" Because this method of hunting was ideally
2

suited to poaching James I banned it in li*2iu Nevertheless,both

types of stalling were practised by the king's subjects in Menteith

in l£08.^ James II and III had a stalker in the Menteith area,^
and at the end of this period there is the first recorded use of a gun

5
in a stalk when James IV stalked in Falkland park.* A third method

of stalking was to employ some sort of disguise or mobile cover.

Bellenden describes hunters disguising themselves with branches and

leaves of trees like stalkers."

While considering those methods of hunting which could be employed

by the common people the use of snares must not be forgotten. Although

hunting by snares was a fairly frequent occurrence it was regarded as

an inferior method of hunting not suitable for the king and the nobility.
7

It was very much the common man's method or else a means of hunting

solely to fill the larder. One can detect this attitude in Boece's

and Bellenden's comparisons of the hunting methods of the Picts and

the Scots. The Picts hunted by stretching nets across meadows and

drove harts onto the nets and when they escaped the Picts dressed with

branches and leaves of trees like stalkers slew the deer with arrows

1. Barbour, Bruce (Skeat), bk 7, 1 k0%.

2. See above chapt. U, 108, 109.

3. RMS, ii, 3193; RS3, i, 1637.

1*. HR, vi, 639; vii, 60, 172, 6li»; viii, 56.

5. TA, iv, 115.

6. Bellenden, Chronicles, 229, bk 6, 6 5.

7. York, Master of Game, 19k*
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whan they were lying weary. The Scots*however, who hunted with

hounds alone, despised this means of hunting. Boece and so Bellen-

den, although describing a mythical past, are probably reflecting an

attitude towards the use of nets and artificial aids common in the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries." This attitude is also reflected

in Bellenden's statements that hares were not to be killed by nets
2

or traps and were only to be hunted by chase of hounds. Nets were v

3
used in parks and as in the examples from Boece they were also

used in the open, 'fenryson In his fable 'The Lion and the Mouse'

describes a net trap, presumably of a type with which he was familiar.^
In all these cases the game was driven into the nets but traps and

snares onto which the game passed of its own volition must have been

used throughout the Middle Ages especially against wolves."'

The final method of chasing deer to be examined is hunting par

force of running or scenting hound3. In view of the European import¬

ance of par force hunting— the classic of medieval hunting—it

must be examined and an attempt made to discern some traces of

its existence in Scotland. Hunting by force of hounds was described

by Gaston Phoebus, Comte de Foix, in the mid-fourteenth century. Hia

work was translated by Edward, second Duke of York, in the early

fifteenth century with some additional material and alterations in

1. Boece, Ilistoriae, f 96, bk 6, c 6, 1 59; Bellanden, Ciiroaaicles,
229, bk 6, 1 5.

2. Boece, Historiae, f 35, bk 5, c 11, 1 23; Bellenden, Chronicles,
205, bk 5, c 10.

3. See above p. 270.

h» Henryson, Fables, 5U, 'The Lion and the louse', 1 l5lU.

5. Melr. lib., 198.
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accord with English hunting practice. His book, The Master of Game

describes par force hunting as follows.1 Early in the morning before the

hunt started, a huntsman, known as the harbourer, set off with a

scenting hour d, trained not to bark, to locate a suitable deer to

hunt. He thai returned to the main body of hunters and explained why

he thought the deer he had harboured was not a hind or a young hart

but a good deer. The Master Huntsman after separating the hounds

into three or four relays with perhaps two to three couples in each

relay told the men in each relay where to take their stand. This

required good knowledge of toe countryside since an attempt, was made

to foresee toe path toe deer was likely to follow. Che relay was kept

back to be uncoupled whenever the deer was unharboured. The harbourer

then raised toe stag from his lair and blew three notes on his horn.

The first relay was uncoupled and the hunt commenced with the hunts¬

men following usually an horseback. Henceforth the same stag had to

be followed regardless of its companions or whatever tricks it might

adopt to confuse the trail. When toe hunt reached toe various relays

of hounds toe relay was supposed to be slipped after toe stag and the

hounds already chasing it had passed. If toe hounds were slipped too

soon this was called a 'vauntlay'. 'Vauntlay • was only permissible by

toe last relay or when the stag was nearly finished since a 'vauntlay1

could cause the stag to be driven from toe line on which the other

relays were stationed.

Since par force hunting, which came to Britain from the Contin-
2

ant was praotised in Hhgland by the Normans in the Middle Ages it is

1. York, Master of Game (Grohraan), p. 9ht o 3k•

2. Ibid., xlvi.
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likely that it was practised in Scotland after 112U. That it was

currant in Scotland is suggested firstly by the possibility that James

VI and I tried to re-establish par force hunting in Qigland after his

accession to the Ehglish throne. In 1603 he wrote to Henry IV of

France asking for a huntsman to teach his English huntsmen how to

hunt par force.1 Henry replied at the end of August 1603 and sent

James one of his best hunters, Seigneur de Vitry. He was ordered to

demonstrate the French method of hunting and to learn the method in
2

which James hunted. De Vitry probably,therefore ,had to explain the
3

par force method of hunting which was common in France at this time,

and learn about the drive. Such conclusions, however, are fraught with

difficulties since Seigneur de Vitry is not explicitly ordered to

demonstrate par force hunting but simply the French method of hunting

which most probably was par force and secondly if James had practiced

this type of hunting in Scotland he could surely have sent for a Scots

hunter to train the Ehglish in this method. It is also conceivable that

if par force hunting had died out in Ehgland it had also died out in

Scotland and that James only knew of it by memory or from the visit

of the Due de Sully as E. Jullion has suggested.4 Secondly, James may

refer to this hunting method in the Basllikon Doron, in the third part

of which he advises the Prince to hunt 'with running hounds' since that

is the most honourable and noble sort of hunting and is more martial than

1. Brander, limiting and Shooting, 66j Jullien, La Chasse, 199}
York, Master of Game, xlvi ff.

2. Henri IV, Lettree, vi, 160.

3. Jullien, La Chaase. 199.

li. Ibid.
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greyhound hunting.1 Since running hounds were all hounds which hunted
2

by scent and in packsj since greyhounds were used for coursing and since

James stresses the nobility of the former method he seems to be advoca¬

ting par force hunting which was accepted throughout Europe as the most

noble form of hunting. Confusion follows whan James, so that he 'would

not be thought a partial praiser of this sport* recommended a study of

Xenephon. Xanephcm recommended coursing and stalking hares, coursing
3

young deer, laying traps for deer, driving hares into nets but nothing

similar to par force hunting with relays of dogs. Xenephon's instructions

for handling hounds during a hare course and for keeping them on the

right track despite the hare*8 attempts to throw them off are similar

to the instructions given in the Master of Game to control hounds

during a par force hunt.^ A knowledge of Xenephon, therefore, would not

be amiss when hunting par force even though his Kunegetlkon contained

no description of a par force hunt.

Returning to the period before 1513 there is no unequivocal

reference to this method of hunting. Bellenden 's translation of Boece

in a passage already mentioned discusses the hunting methods of the Plots

and loots. In describing the Scots* method of hunting, Bellenden,

:nd Boece, says that they took their game 'with swift houndls alanerly*.

This sounds very similar to *by force of hounds' and could refer to par

force hunting but it is also possible that it relates to coursing. 3h

1. James VI, Basilikon Doron, iiQ, part iii.

2. York, Master of Game, 185.

3. Xenqphon, Kunegetikos, cc 5-9.

U. York, Master of Game, 97, 98.

5. Bellenden, Chronicles, 229, bk 6, c 5; Boece, Hisboriae, fxxxv, bk 5,
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11*94 x 1495 James IV may have hunted par force in Ettrick since Thomas

Thomson was payed 40 s 'laboranti circa invencionam ferarum in

forests de mandato domini regis p" Which suggests that Thomson may have

been a harbourer. On the other hand it was customary before a

2
drive to find out what animals were in the area, but since most of

Ettrick was inhabited or grazed it is unlikely that a drive could

have been held there. Nevertheless, this does not rule out the possibility

of stalking or merely filling the larder with venison.

The only definite conclusion which can be reached about par

force hunting in Scotland is that there is no direct reference to it

in medieval Scottish sources. Consequently, coursing and stalking

must have been more frequently practised than par force hunting but

the most important of all types of hunting was the drive which is

referred to more frequently and described more fully than any of toe

other forms of hunting. This raises an important problem for else¬

where in medieval Europe par force hunting was the most important

method of hunting. Indeed,as has been said, if the Normans hunted

par force in England it is highly likely that they hunted par force

in Scotland. The reason why par force hunting never became so popular

in Scotland is, therefore, of the greatest importance. The history

of hunting methods in Scotland before 1124 and the popularity of the

drive point to the influence of Gaelic custom in hunting methods as

the reason for this phenomenon. It has already been shown that

1. ER, x, 505.

2. York, Master of Game, (Grohman), 172.
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gaelic hunting customs continued throughout the medieval period and

it follows that they were adopted by the Normans. The adoption of

the drive was a two way process for the drive, to judge by references

in gaelic literature of the sixteenth century and by the change in

the nature of the drive In the sixteenth century, both of whioh have

already been discussed, did alter in form and character throughout the

medieval period.

The prominence of the drive over the par force hunt may also

reflect native influence in another way. In the middle ages each

type of hunting was not always practised in isolation. A stable

could be set around a par force hunt to prevent deer escaping and

if they did they might be coursed by a greyhound. The preliminary

stages of a drive or a par force hunt were fairly similar to stalking
1

with a scenting hound. Whether or not such combinations occurred in

Scotland is a matter for conjecture but it is reasonable to suppose

that an animal might first be hunted by stalking and instead of

killing it, it could then be coursed or hunted par force. Consequently,

it would have been a relatively simple development for par force

hunting to have been replaced by coursing. Both types of hunting

were very similar. The main differences lay in the exclusion of

scenting hounds and of relays in a course but scenting hounds could

still be used to raise the game for a course. Coursing also had

been common in pre-Norman Scotland and if coursing did influence the

decline of the mor8 conplex and sophisticated par force hunt then

this also could bo a sign of the influence of native Custom on hunting

methods in Scotland.

1. York, Master of Game, (Qrohraan), 107, 197} Tilander, Qynegetica,
i, 90, 92.
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Finally, it la noticeable that the drive and the course both

depended heavily, If not entirely, on the greyhound whereas par force

hunting required the constant use of scenting hounds. Since Scotland,

as will be shown, was renowned throughout Europe for its greyhounds

or Scots deerhounda as they are called, it would have been natural

for the Normans and their successors to favour hunting methods which

exploited those hounds to the full, to favour, in other words, the

drive and the course.

2. Aspects of Hunting

To organise a successful royal hunting expedition provisions and

accommodation were frequently provided for the huntsmen. Huntsmen

usually provided their own gear Including weapons, horns, hounds

and horses. Several officials could bs concerned with the collection

of equipment and with the hunt Itself and afterwards the kill or

quarry might be formally conducted. Hunting, of course, was limited

by the hunting seasons. Sach of these aspects will be examined in

turn. Once the king had notified local officials of his Intention

to hunt In their bailiwick1 the main requisite was a supply of good

food for the king and his hunting companions. James II on a six*

day hunting visit to Strathbraan was supplied with bread, wine, marts
2

mutton, capons and fish. 3b I467 James III made the port of Mmteith

a burgh of barony in order to improve the supply of victuals during

the hunting season1 mod in 1501 victuals were carried to James IV

1. EE, vi, 656.

2. Ibid., 21(5.

3. Ibid., xii, 27.
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while he was hunting in StrathfilLan.'1" The expanses thus incurred were

paid by local officials and an allowance made to them thereafter. Robert

II's numerous visits to Kindroohit were paid for by the sheriff of

Aberdeen,^ the baillies of Aberdeen,^ the custumars of Perth^ and most

frequently by the custumars of Aberdeen. On several occasions these

looal officials paid the clerk of livery who no doubt arranged the

supply of provender. In the fifteenth century the balllvus ad extra
6 7

who on occasion was the forester of the area bore the expense.

Q
Such expenses were usually recorded in the 'librl domicilii' or the

9
'libri dietarum'. The people of Mentalth often presented James IV

with gifts of food of which the most common was butter and cheese^
but nobles also donated delicacies: Lord Drumaond sent James IV cherries

when he was hunting in Glen Artnay in 15G8.1""

1. ER, ii, 364.

2. Ibid., 5u3.

3. Ibid., ill, 68.

4. Eraser, Menteith, ii, 297 no 5>9.

5. m, iii, k$, 69, 90, 113, 11*7, 177.

6. Ibid., vi, 243, vii, 181.

7. Ibid., x, 429, 187j xiii, 192.

8. Ibid., vi, ?43j x, 429.

9. Ibid., vi, 242.

10. TA, i, 274.
11. Ibid., iv, 137.
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Not only did food hare to be supplied but the accommodation for

the royal party had to be prepared. This might involve the building or

repair of hunting lodges, such as the Huathall in Glenfinglas and the

hunting seats in Strathbraan at Loch Fraruchy and at 'Halymill7.^
2

There were also lodges at Duchray in Manteith and the castles of

Kindrochit in the fourteenth century and Newark in the fifteenth

century must have frequently sheltered hunting parties. Other buildings

might shelter the king: when hunting in Balquhidder and Strathflllan
3

James IV stayed at the local church or found a bed where he could.

During a royal hunting expedition tents were used no doubt to increase

accommodation at lodges or to give the king shelter while he waited for

a drive or to provide accommodation where there was no lodge.^ This

type of tent made of canvas, buckram and iron was called either a canopy

or a pavlllion."' In James IV'a reign John Hertished, the tailor and
6

pavilllon man, was responsible for their maintenance and transportation.

While little is known about huntsmen's clothing more information

has survived about their weapons and horns. James IV had special hunting
7

coats one of which was white lined in black. The hunting coat like

the hawking and riding coat was longer and fuller than the doublet and

was about the length of a modern jacket. They required 3 to 3-1/2
Q

ells of velvet or other narrow cloth and were lined in broad cloth or fur.

1. See App. D. o 3.
2. BR, vii, 6lU.
3. TA, ii, 119.
1*. Ibid., Ill, 333.
5. ER, vii, 502| TA, iv, 530.
6. TA, iii, 156, 33U.
7. Ibid., i, 227.
8. Ibid., i, clxxi
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Although not specifically recorded in Scottish sources all hunters must

hare been equipped with a hunting knife and with a broad hunting sword

tapered to a point."1" The bows most commonly used for hunting were the

short bow and the crossbow since both could be fired from horseback

2
tinlike the long bow. Broad arrows, frequently mentioned in Scotland

3
as a blenchs ferme, were fired from the short bow aid had a swallow

tail or broad head with two large barbs sloping backwards towards
h

the shaft. The cross bow which was a useful hunting weapon since it

had a longer effective range than the longbow and yet required less

strength and less space to fire is portrayed in three Pictish stones,

St. Yigeans no. 1, Glemferness and Shandwiek,*' and is distinguishable

from portrayals of the short bow as on the tenth-century Sueno's stone
£

or toe seventh/eighth-century Ruthwell Gross. On the Pictish stones the

hunter in a crouched position has both hands close to his body in the

customary position for firing a crossbow and does not have one arm

stretched forward to hold the bow. It is, however, conceivable that

instead of a crossbow these huntsmen were simply using a piece of

wood to hold the wooden part of the bow forward thus enabling both

arms to be kept bent and close to the body. Before 1066 the Normans
7

certainly were acquainted with the crossbow, which continued to be

1. Blackmore, Bunting Weapons, 2-lIt, £2«61ij Dromond, J, Ancient
Soots Weapons. (Minburgh. 1881 ), plate xri, no. 6.

2. York, Master of Game, (Grohaan), 120, 122.

3. St, xi, 333} RMS, i, 279.

U. Blackmore, Hunting Weapons. li±8.

5. Rorailly Allen, Barly Christian Monuments. 68, US, plate 76;
Crudan, Sariy Christian and Pictish Monuments, plate kl-

6. Romilly Allen, ibid., ISO; Stuart, Sculptured Monuments, 1, plates
3djc, 30c; ii, plates scvili, 3dx. —

7. York, Master of Game. (Orohman), 119*
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used In Scotland throughout the Middle Ages and James III and I?

bought new crossbows and bolts before going on hunting executions.1
2

Spears and clubs were also used when hunting and the sword or spear

used when hunting boar had a cross piece placed 10" to 12" from the

point to prevent the weapon sinking too far into the boar, thus
3

endangering the huntsman . The first firearms appeared only at the

start of the sixteenth century^ and it was not till 1551 that their use

for hunting was forbidden in Scotland"* because game was, according to

parliament, becoming scarce.

Most huntsmen required a horn for it oould be used in a drive

to scare the game or it could be used to signal the hunter's position

or the stage which the hunt had reached since certain notes were

used at certain stages in the hunt.*"* The use of the horn as a signal

In the Middle Ages was universal and no doubt slight Individual differ¬

ences let the hearer identify the blowert according to Barbour, Bruce's
7

call was Instantly recognisable to his men. The blow and cry of the
8

hunt, on occasion described as 'melodic' was not always thought to be

so and according to Froissart, the sound produced at Otterburn by the

1. TA, i, U5, U8} iii, 337.

2. Lesley, llstorle, i, 19) Boece, Historiae, f 35, bk 5, c 11, 1 23.

3. York, Master of Game, (Grohman), 123.

U. See above chapt. 8, 272.

5. APSj ii, 1)83, c 3.

6. York, Master of Game, (Grohman), 123.

7. Barbour, Bruce, (Skeat), bk 7# 1 kOO ff.

8. See above, p. 3.
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Scots blowing on their horns terrified their enemies1^" While this type

of maximum noise would be of value in a drive the horn could be

used more subtly* 3h Scotland individual blasts on the horn probably
2

heralded the start of the hunt and the second clause of the forest laws

mentions the signal known as the 'manfie' which was originally the signal

given when the game in a par force hunt was in full flight. Consequently,

it came to mean any signal an the horn used in hunting and on other
3

occasions generally a single long blast. There are no other references

to notes used when hunting but notes common in Eiigland and Europe may

have been known or have had equivalents in Scotland.

Nearly all hunts centred on the hounds which were of two main

types, those which hunted by sight and those which hunted by scent.
5/5/7 £

Hounds which hunted by scent are described by the generic tern, grey¬

hound, and those which hunted by scent were called brachets or rauchs

or berselets.k Scenting hounds were also often called running hounds

and the word 'hound' on its own often signified a scenting hound.. The

beat description of the hounds used in Scottish hunting is given by

Lesley in the introduction to his History of Scotland.^ The first kind

of dog mentioned which was larger than a year old calf and was used

to hunt hart and wolf was a greyhound like the Scots deerhound and Irish

wolfhound. This animal, depicted on Pictish stones and carved Highland

1. Froissart, Chronicles, (Joliffe), bk 3, o 130.

2. RM3X ii, 3173, 3568j TA, ii, ii#t.
3. York, 'lastar of Same, (Grohman), 176, 177J Tilander, Gynegetioa,

i, 69| see App. A, law 2.

k. CDS, i, 3W, k00.

5. York, Master of Qame, (Grohman), 185.

6. Lesley, Historic, i, 119*
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tombstones, was renowned In the Roman Empire'*' and throughout medieval

Europe. In the fourteenth century Froissart took a white greyhound,
2

probably a large deerhound, from Scotland to France and In the seven¬

teenth chapter of the Master of Game Edward, Duke of York, wrote that the

best greyhounds came from Scotland. It was also presumably this type
i

of hunting dog which James offered to Ferdinand of Aragon in c 1510.

Greyhounds, often made the reddendo of a grant of land,*1 were highly

valued animals, and made suitable royal gifts. The theft of a grey-

hound might be tried before the lords of council.

Lesley's History next mentions a dog smaller than the first

but more courageous and more noble which was very fast and would

attack both men and wild animals. It is difficult to identify this

dog but in view of the stress on its speed it was probably a grey¬

hound for there were greyhounds smaller than deerhounds which were

used for coursing although in the sources both are simply described

as 'leporarii'. Many large dogs, usually mastiffs which were scenting

hounds, were capable of defending their master and his goods4* but there

is evidence that greyhounds could attack men. According to Barbour,

Bruce want stalking with hounds which were probably greyhounds since

1. Jess ;, The British Dog, i, 3lt7 -

2. York, The Master of Game, (Grohman), 11*3.

3. James IV, Letters, no 228$ Brodie, Letters and Papers of Henry VIII.
98 no 54. ~ - - • ~

1*. RMS, ii, I6i*5.

5. ADC, 36a, 342b.

6. York, The Master of Game, (Grohman), 175.
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he sat and waited for the game. When strangers sent to kill Bruce

approached he released his hounds and they attacked the strangers.^
Lesley's second type of dog was, therefore, probably a greyhound

rather than a mastiff.

Lesley began his discussion of scenting hounds by describing

hairy dogs frou Germany, probably a German boarhound or perhaps a
2

type of alaunt similar to the great dane or the German boarhound.

Secondly, there was a smaller scenting hound which hunted both on

land and in water, no doubt the same type of dog as the water dog
3

obtained for James IV in l50f> which may have been a water spaniel

since James IV did keep spaniels. ^ The third type of scenting

hound which was different from the preceding two was red with black

spots or vice versa. Clever and cruel it could follow thieves and

rievers but lost the scent in water. Since it was difficult to train,

the best were dear to buy. This was the sleuthhound or brachet,

the best known of the scenting hounds and frequently called a running

hound. The use of 'running' in connection with scenting hounds

can be seen in the mention of running ranches in Menteith in 1503.^
The fourteenth-century stories of Bruce and Wallace being hunted by

sleuthhounds or 'strscours 'as they were sometimes MUM f which lost

1. Barbour, Bruce. (Skeat), bk 7, 1 UOOff.

2. York, Master of Game. (Grohiaan), li±2.

3. TA, ii, kl$»
U. Ibid., iii, 1$6.

5. RSSj i, 1637.
6. Barbour, Bruce, (Skeat), bk 6, 1 i|68 ff.
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the trail in burns are well known.1 The final variety of scenting

hound mentioned by Lesley was low, broad and able to enter rabbit

burrows and drive foxes, badgers, martens and wild eats from their

lairs. If necessary it could widen a burrow and was obviously some

sort of ferreting hound like a terrier. This may have been some

sort of ksnnet which was a small scenting hound often used like the
2

harrier to harry game. In Scotland, instead of calling scenting
3

hounds, which were on a leash and tracking silently, limers they

were simply called stalking rauches. The rauch when stalking would

be kept on the leash and would be trained not to baric.^
Since the king hunted in various parts of the kingdom, he kept

dogs at various royal palaces and castles^ and settled hounds on his

subjects in those areas where they would be most needed. In the

Balquhidder area in 11*71 and 11*77 James 17 had greyhounds at Aber-
£

lednoch near Comrie and In 11*88 Lord Drummond kept 1*0 scenting hounds

at the Mill of Mi1.1nab in Strathearn and William Stewart, 6 at the

Mill of Ardbeth in Balquhidder.^ Sir William Murray of Tullibardine

1. Harry, Wallace, (MaoDairraid), bk 5, 1 25.

2. Henryson, Fables, The Lion and the Mouse, 1 1517.

3. Yoric, Master of Game, (Grohraan), 172.

1*. RSS, i, 1637.

5. ER, vii, 69, 76.

6. Ibid., vlii, 56, 1*25.

7. Ibid., x, 61*2, 638.



may also hare kept royal hounds^ while the bailie of Menteith was

2
responsible for collecting these dogs when the king wished to hunt.

In Sttrick John Hurray of Hangandshaw kept dogs for the king and
3

usually someone was sent to collect them. The maintenance, training

and provision of hunting dogs of the right type in the right place

at the right time was, therefore, a fairly complex matter and involved

not only the king's own hunting establishment but also, at least

in James IV's reign, the services of several of his subjects.

The king, of course, had his own kennelmen responsible for

keeping and training his hounds. In 1373 and throughout Robert

II's reign the clerk of livery paid the wages of the greyhound

keepers and other dogs and paid for their food.4 In 1379# he had

stone kennels built in Edinburgh Castle and in 1334 he also had

greyhounds In keeping at Methven. In the latter part of James TV's

reign Jacob Edmonstone appears to have been the head kennelman since

he was responsible for the king's dogs on the royal pilgrimages

and expeditions. The dogs did not always travel with the king and
7

might go on ahead or wait or stay behind till the king returned.

In that reign Beg, Black Harry and John Kinloch were also concerned
Q

with dogs but they were not full-time kennelman or 'doggers'.

James also had an English 'dogger' who kept rauches and who travelled

1. TA, lii, 157.
2. ER, xi, l64j xii, 323, xiii, 59.

3. TA, ii, 119, 117j iv, 123.

4. ER, ii, 448j iii, 139.

5. Ibid., iii, 2.

6. Ibid., 109.

7. TA, ill, 164, 344.
8. Ibid., ii, 97, 110, 127, 168, 311.
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to Shgland presumably to collect or exchange dogs."*" Although all

dogs had to be trained to hunt properly, little Is said of this

training process but a certain Robert Douglas was paid Ilia to this

end and there are references to iron dog collars, leashes, and
2 3

chains. The dogs were fed mainly on oat meal and meat.

In the medieval hunt since horses were never so important as

the dogs they are mentioned less frequently in the sources. What

was called an ambling horse, •gradarius*, was deemed suitable for

coursing, •cursus', and hunting, 'venatu'^ and this was probably

the same type of horse as the courser on which James IV had ridden

when he met Princess Margaret near Dalkeith. James was also keen

to acquire French and Spanish horses.^ There were of course royal

studs throughout Scotland as has already been mentioned^ and in

James II *s reign the most important hill runs were in Mar where wild

unbroken horses were collected and bred. They were broken in in

Strathavon and horses were sent from Mar to Dundee and Edinburgh and
7

from Strathavon to Ihvernochty. There were stables at all the more

important royal residences including Doune and Newark and James

IV deputed Raploch near Stirling waste for the pasture of the horses
|

of his household. Such arrangements were essential in the Middle Ages

for transport let alone for hunting.

1. TA, ii, ltl9, Wx9, k75.
2. Ibid., iii, 355; ii, 32.
3. ER, vii, 1691 TA, ii, 372.
U. James IV, Letters, 13$ no 219.
5. Ibid., nos. 121*, 219, 338, 31*0, 398.
6. See above Chapt 12, part 1,
7. ER, v, passim, see index
8. Ibid., xLl, 73.
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The earliest records of officials concerned with hunting in

Scotland are the mentions of 'Willelmus venator' in 1122 in Cumbria"*"
and of David I's fewterers or greyhound keepers 'Teltrarii' in southern

2
Scotland in lllU x 1121+. The king continued to employ trained hunters

throughout the medieval period as in Cardross park in 1329 x 1330
I

and at Gairloch in 1330. Stalkers were also used to assist royal hunts

and, as already mentioned, 'axploratores' and 'indagatoras» were

used In drives. The chief hunting official, however, was the

'raagister vanaeionum', the master of the hunts, a post held by Archi¬

bald Buchan in 11+89 x 11+90. Although he is the only holder of the

office to be recorded this office could well have existed long before

this date.'*

At the end of a well organised hunt there could be a curie,

the ceremonial cutting iq? of the stag. The curie was only held

when a single animal was being chased and by it the huntsman paid

his last respects to the game as well as personally rewarding the

hounds. There was no need to follow any set ceremony although the

game would usually be gutted before being transported. Salt was

used to preserve the venison^ and the haunch was the most popular
•7

portion. On occasion a formal curie may have been held for Boece

1. See above Chapt .1, 18.
2. Ibid.} York Master of Game, (Grohman), 138.
3. ER, i, 130, 359, h0$, 250; Black, Surnames, sub 'Stalker'
1+. See above p.

5. ER, x, 185.
6. TA, iii, 209.
7. Ibid., 338, 339.
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when describing a curie which he attributes to the Scots states

that the man whose dog bit the deer first received the hide of the

animal while the head and antlers went to the owner of the second

dog. The carcass as Bellenden says was to be •curit' at the master

of the hunts* pleasure and the remainder was to be left to the

hourds,1 Whether or not this form of curie was current in the fifteenth

century this account suggests that some form of ceremony could be

held. It is perhaps a reflection of this ceremony which appears in

the ballad of Johnnie Cock when he cut 'the liver, bot and the tongue*
2

from a deer which he had killed.

Hunting seasons, though seldom mentioned, were kept in medieval

Scotland. The close season for stags, *forraeisun', was mentioned

by Walter Steward in the twelfth century but as Professor Barrow has

pointed out it was subsequently mistranscribed and gave rise to the
3

place name Fereneze. The hind and the doe could be hunted in

the close season during the Winter and the hart and buck in the

Summer in the open season, which was also called the time of grease.^
r

The open season for stags appears to have begun as early as March

and to have continued till the end of September"* but the most popular

months were July, August and September.^ The close season started,

therefore, in October and continued till the spring and so James

1, Boece, Hlstoriae, f 16, bk 2, c 1*, 1 35i Bellenden, Chronicles,
58, bk 1. —

2. Child, Scottish Ballads, ill, 1, no 111*.

Pais, Reg., 5} Barrow, The Kingdom of the Scots. 3I4Q.

li. Cooper, Register of Brieves. 52, o 8l.

5. RKE, ii, 1939j Ej 2h3.
6. TA, iv, 136 etcj iii, 156 etc* ii, 119 etc.
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IV when hunting in Glen Artney and Glenfinglas in December 11$1; can¬

not have been hunting stags."1" These seasons were supplemented by a

general prohibition of hunting in snow or storms t in litfii parliament

enacted that no one was to kill any deer, whether doe, roe or red deer,
2

in such weather. Their kids were similarly protected by justice ayres

3
under pain of a £10 fine. That this virtually amounted to an enact¬

ment of a close season is illustrated by Boece who has an early Scots s

king enact that there be no hunting in winter and spring because at

that time the ground was covered with snow which forced tae deer to

come down from mountains.4 There can be little doubt that Boece had

fifteenth century practice in mind as one suspects he had on numerous

other occasions. It was likewise forbidden to hunt hares when there

was snow on ths ground."' Although these are the only hunting seasons

mentioned in Scotland, seasons for other animals common elsewhere in

Europe may also have applied in Scotland' since the purpose of the

season was to kill the animal when it was in the best condition and

to give it freedom when reeding.

3 Hawking

Hawking, as well as hunting, was a popular royal sport in the

Middle Ages. The two most common types of birds used in this sport

1. RMS, ii, 2185) JR, 1429.
2. APS, 11, 107, o 16.

3. Ibid., 51, c 16.

1*. Boece, Historlae, bk 5, c 11) Bellanden,Chronicles, 205, hk 5.

5. APS, i, 576) ii, 52, c 36) SRO, Justice Ayro Journal Books, RH
271/5, 7.

6. York, Master of Game, (Grohman), 188 ffi Turner, Select Fleas of
the Forest, 1£2. lU.
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wore firstly the long-winged hawks which were the true falcons such as

the peregrine falcon, the falcon gentle, the kestrel and the merlin and

secondly the short-winged hawks such as the goshawk, the sparrowhawk

and the buzzard. The female of any hawk is called a falcon3" and the

male a tercel since it is one third of the size of the female. Most

of these hawks and falcons wore known in Scotland since the sources

contain references to goshawks,^ sparrowhawks,^ falcons,^ goshawk tercel**
and a tercel of a falcon,^ while James IV carries a peregrine falcon

7
in his portrait by J^ytans. Hawks and falcons had quite different styles

of flying, hunting and killing. Long-winged falcons flew in open spaces

and often flew down their quarry by endurance. They could fly at a

great height and their 'stoop1 from well above the quarry was a dramatic

sight. Short-winged hawks ware flown in wooded country since they

hunted by stealth overtaking their quarry in a short sprint. They

killed not by a glancing blow as with the falcon's stoop but by

driving their talons into their victim's body.

In the medieval period there appears to have been a reasonable

supply of hawks and falcons to be foind in Scotland. In 1165 x 1169

1. Woodford, Manual of Falconry, 33. All general information on
falconry is taken from this work.

2. Stevenson, Documents, il, 137J TA, i, 304, 320, see index.

3. Hie, i, 172.

4. JR, 1, 499.

5. TA, lii, 167.
6. Ibid., 333.

7* TA, iv, Ixxxvi. This portrait is hung in the Scottish National
Portrait Gallery, Queen Street, Edinburgh.
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the Avenels reserved hawks and sparrow hawks nesting in their woods in
1

Eskdala presumably because these birds could be caught and trained*

the first signs of a royal hawking establishment occur in the Mearns

where In 1209 x 1211 lands were granted by William I to Ranulf, the

falconer. By 1264 William Hamilton was In charge of the king's hawks

in Angus and royal news had also been established In the north at Forres
3

and £Lgin. In the fourteenth century Adam, a royal falconer, probably

operated in Angus since he was paid by the sheriff of Forfar.^
lb the late Middle Ages Scots kings continued to obtain hawks

and falcons from various parts of Scotland. Firstly, In the

reigns of James HI and James 17 the royal falconers conducted an

annual trip to Orkney and Shetland to collect hawks and falcons and

the fact that In 1342 'a certain* royal falconer was called John

•da insults' may be an earlier reflection of this practice.^ Secondly,

hawks were also obtained at various places throughout north, east, south

and south-west mainland Scotland, namely, Caithness, Atholl, Angus,
7

Abbot's Craig near Stirling, Fife, Craigalloway, Whithorn and Carrick.
8

Thirdly, James 17 received numerous gifts of hawks from his barons

1. Heir. Lib.. 39.

2. SR. i, 7, 8.

3. Ibid., l5j Are, I, 100.

4. Ibid, i, 591.

5. ER, viii, 276, 364, 483} x, 90, 262, 329, 510.
6. Ibid., i, 499.

7. TA, 1, 184} ii, 368, 435, 464, 155} Hi, passim see Index.

8. Ibid., iv, 78, 79, 81, 126, 135, 322, etc.
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while in 11*88 he paid the earl of Angus 100 rose nobles for a hmfc.1
Jamas was renowned for his hawks as a result of the tine and trouble

2
which he spent on them. He obtained hawks from Norway and England

3
and sent hawks to Henry VII of England and to France while in 11*99

and 11*90/91 the earl of Oxford sent to Scotland for hawks

A hawk could be taken from the nest before it had learnt to

5
fly in which case it was known as an eyass or a 'ranysset' hawk,

or it might be captured by nets" after it had learnt how to kill,

when it was called a passage hawk. Hawks were kept in special quarters

or news such as the hawk house at Gardross surrounded by a fence in

1329,1 or the gallery built for his hawks by James IV in 1507 probably
g

in Edinburgh. James also maintained falconries with warders where

hawks were kept and bred: Craigforth near Stirling was kept firstly
'

9
by William Adamson and them by a 'eertane wif') Inchkeith which

was kept by Dougal Hannay,' one of the king's falconers, was visited

by James in 1.502;'"' while Eamcraig, a falconry in the Pentlands,

1. m, i, 95.
2. Ibid., i, 332J iii, 131.

3. Ibid., ii, 1*65.

1*. Ibid., i, 126, 175.

5. Ibid., ii, 118.

6. Ibid., 1*1*5.

7. ER, i, 123.

8. TA, iii, 385.
9. xL, 11*2; TA, i, 280.
10. TA, iii, 202.

11. Ibid., ii, 151.
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was visited la 1505.1 Hawks were also kept at Blabo near Stirling,
2

Kembock Craig in Fife and at Linlithgow. Consequently, Janes was

never far from fresh supplies of hawks.

After capture a hawk not only required special quarters. It

had to be hooded in order to keep it calm. Later the hood"* prevented

the bird flying at prey against the wishes of the hawker. The jesses

which were attached to the hawk's legs were never taken off except for

renewal and were attached to the leash with which the falconer held

the hawk.4 The hawk, in European fashion was, as In James IV's

portrait, held on the left liand which had to be gloved, unlike James*
£

hand in that portrait. The bells which were attached to the hawk's

legs were probably a semi-tone apart so that the discordant note enabled

the hawk to be located while some distance away.° The lure to recover

a hawk was a mock up of a bird with a piece of meat attached. It

could be swung on the end of a lure line three to four yards long
7

or simply left cn the ground. If a hawk broke a feather it could

be xaanded or imped. In 1507 the stalks or piths of colawort or cabbage
g

were used to isp broken feathers. Many live fowl were taken alive
9 10 U 12

and sent to the king since docks, herons, geese, hens, and

1. TA, iii, Ui7.
2. Ibid., 120} ii, 368, 38U.
3. Ibid., i, 182, 365.
it. Ibid., 366.
5. M, iii, 269} TA, i, 30U.
6. TA, ii, 153, 156} i, 360.
7. Ibid., 1*1*6.
8. Ibid., iii, 79.
9. Ibid., 361.
10. Ibid., i, 287.
11. Ibid., 360.
12. Ibid., ii, 3h8.
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1 2
cranes ware all employed In training or 'making' a hawk. The training

period may have taken from one to two years since a two year old or

sore hawk, 'rubeus nisus', was a fairly common reddendo. The

recipient of the reddendo would obviously wish to receive a trained

hawk so that he could fly it immediately.^ Since training hawks was

difficult and alow a trained hawk was very valuable, so much so that

in 1474 Parliament made the theft of hawks and their eggs from

another man's land a point of dittay4 and in l$Ok James 17 had to hide

a hawk from 'men who would have her'.^
Since James IV was a keen hawker he not only was accompanied by

his hawks on his journeys but lie also went on special hawking expeditions.

In 1497 travelling from Fife to Coupar via Scone and Kinclevin he

hawked by the Tay and the Isla^ and in a part of Angus which had bean
a popular hawking area since the thirteenth century. In 1507 James

went on a hawking trip though East Lothian passing Whitekirk, Hailes,
7 8 9 10

Dunbar, Gransaaws. and 'Tulylum'. Biggar, Bathgate," and Lauder

wore also favoured hawking areas. Since any marshy area beside a

river or loch was suitable for this sport Falkland, Linlithgow and

Edinburgh T» ere also ideal areas for hawking. "" On a hawking trip
12

after a scout called the 'Master Spyour * had spotted the fowl the

1. TA, iii, 146.
2. Ibid., 157.
3. ffl, i, 542, 546, 551.
4. APS, ii, 107, c 15.
5. TA, ii, 1445.
6. ibid., i, 304.
7. TA, A4i, 78-80, 351
8. Ibid., ii, 158, 159.
9. Ibid., i, 93.
10. Ibid., 127.
11. Ibid., iv, I84j iii, 72, 413J ii, 466.
12. Ibid., 1, 304.
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1 2
birds sight be raised by a dog, or by beaters and a boat would often

be necessary.^ Hawk clubs were used either by the beaters to raise

the game or else to stun the fowls caught by the hawk since hawks were

seldom allowed to kill their gaae.^ When hawking there was always

the danger that these valuable birds would be lost and hawks were

regularly returned to James IV from various parts of the country.

To capture, train, and look after his hawks the king required

his own falconers several of whom are recorded in the reigns of
6

Robert I, David II and Robert Ili In the fifteenth century two of

James H's falconers are mentioned and at any one time James IV

probably employed more than ten falconers and in 1500 he retained

at least sixteen. Falconer;? were well looked aftert they had their
7

livery provided; in 1329 Mathew, a falconer, received a robe; James
g

IV provided hose, gowns and doublets; and the king met all their
9 10

expenses including travelling expenses. At the start of James XV*s

reign some falconers were of higher standing than others. Certain

falconers including Dande Doule, John Kan, John Baty and Donald

Falconer^ always held lands near Falkland, receiving remission of

all or part of their rent by way of payment. Da 11*98 Walter, Fynne,

1. TA, ii, 1*75.
2. Ibid., i, 30f>.

3. Ibid., iii, 72.

1*. Ibid., ii, 376; iii, 333.

5. Ibid., i, 98.

6. See table 21*, which lists royal falconers

7. ER, i, 216.
8. TA, i, 19U.
9. ER. i, 210; TA, i-iv, passim.

10. TA, i, 367.

11. ER, *, 203, 257, 316, 1*1*9.
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Dougal Hannay, Alexander Lav and Jotm loudon also rented lands in Fife.

These falconers ware better off or mare favoured than those who

held no recorded lands. Although there was a moderate turn over

of falconers—50 men in all were falconers during this reign—13

of James IV 'a falconers served for ten years or more which also

suggests that some falconers would be of higher or more senior standing

than others. It is not surprising that towards the end of this

reign three falconers received half yearly pensions t Hannay in 1505

and 1507 and David Qronar in l£l2 received £10. The head falconer

was called the master falconer and in 1511 this office was held by Sir

Alexander Maekulloch of Mertan, who may well have held this post since

1$00, far his services as master falconer he received a pension of

£5>0 half yearly in 1507^ and £100 annually in l£llf Hannay may have

been replaced as his second in command by David Dronar. The master

falconer would probably organise the king's hawking establishment as

well as carrying out the same duties as other falconers, travelling

to collect hawks and seeing to their keeping. James 17, therefore,

built up a large well equipped hawking establishment, based on a

nucleus of experienced, loyal and favoured officials, which was

renowned not only in Scotland.

The king's subjects also kept hawks but not of course on the

same scale as the king, although they might gift birds to the king.*"*

1. BR, xi, 155, 78.

2. TA, iii, 118, 69i iv, lila.

3. See table 21*.

it. TA, ill, 68.

5. Ibid., iv, 267.

6. Ibid., ii, 125, 127, 133, 135, 137, 31*2, 381.
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Barons had their own hawkers and fowlers1 but of their status little

is known. In 15P06 Walter Stewart was the falconer of the bishop
2

of IXmkeld and was paid It d. per day whan the bishop was hawking.

Since their hawks were every bit as valuable to then as the royal

hawks were to the king theft appears to have been a fairly common

occurrence! Dundrennan abbey had hawks stolen and their keepers

tied up in lh9hj and Oliver Saintclair of Hoslin had hawks stolen from

Barnoraig in 1506.^ Fowling with nets, for the common people, was a

rcore practical since less expensive means of killing birds. Hsnryson*s

fable, the Swallow concerns a fowler who set his nets and placed chaff

to lure birds into them and then, when the birds were in the trap,

he drew his nets over them.'' Crossbows with blunt ended bolts were

also used for fowling.** Although this was a less noble sport than

hawking James IF did indulge in it. He used firearms for fowling in

1508 when he was ferried romd the Isle of May with his culverin to
7 3

shoot at the fowls. James IF had in his service fowlers of whom

the master was probably Widderspune who was also a fisher and a

fiddler^ and in 1505 the royal fowler want to Fife to take fowl with

* 10his nets.

1. TA, ill,

2. Dunk. Kent., 65.

3. RSS, i, 28.
1*. Ibid., 121*8.

5. Hsnryson, Foams and Fables, lines 171*1, 181*3.

6. TA, iii, 168.

7. TA, lii, 161.
8. Ibid., 180, JiOli.

9. Ibid., 161*, 307, 326.

10. TA, iii, 168.
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Certain wild fowls were protected by seasons established in

the fifteenth century by- parliamenti in 11*28 partridges, plovers,

black cocks, grey hens and moor cocks and other such wild fowls

were not to be hunted between the beginning of Lent and August

under pain of 1*0 s. enforeable by the justice ayrejj" and in 11*56

no one was to slay any edible fowls at moulting time since they
2

could not fly at that time. This latter act offered protection to

partridges, plovers and wild duck as well as pheasants, cranes, herons
3

and quails but did not apply to fowls of *relf *• In 11*74 Parliament

tried further to protect wild dock and partridges by making the theft

of their eggs a point of dittay with a penalty of 1*0 a.'11 The heron

was .fhlly protected at least from 11*93 onwards'' since it was

reserved to the king. One other seasonal limitation may have beau

that certain hawks Hew better at some times of the year. Since the

dose season was fairly short hawking was virtually a year round

sport which increased its popularity.

4. Social Aspects of Hawking and Hunting.

lb medieval Scotland as in the rest of Europe hawking and

hunting were regarded as noble sports: Pitscottie when discussing

the activities of Janes Ill's brother, Alexander, Duke of Albany,

1. A^, ii,

2. Ibid., 51, c 31.

3* See above Chapt. 10, p. 289.

Are, ii, 107, c 15.
5* See above Chapt. 4, p. 107*
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called them gentlemen's pastimes or knightly gamesj1 while In li+98

Andrea Travisiano believed that most Scots nobles had great forests
2

for hunting game on their estates. Banting was a recommended activity

when training kings'^ and knightst Gilbert Hay in his translation

of 'Ls Idvre de L'Ordre de Chevalerie' In the mid-fifteenth century

advocated that knights be good'riders both on war horses and on

coursers and that they hawk and hunt for hart, hind, doe, roe,boar,

bear, wolf and lion and practice all such honourable pleasures.^
One reason why hunting was a noble sport was the association of

hunting and fighting. Not only was hunting, whether a drive or a

course or a par force hunt seen as an excellent training for war

since it gave practice in riding and the use of weapons but there

was also In hunting the danger of death. Pitscottie draws a direct

parallel when describing an ambush in Uj2i£ by saying that one side

lay in wait for the other 'as they had been settand tinchellis for

the norther of wyld belstes'.^ As in hunting there was a warlike

element in hawking where the hawk was the predator and the fowl

the prey. This ls a comparison drawn explicitly in the Book of

Alexander where attackers are compared to sparrowhawfcs and defenders
7

to quails or larks.

1. Pitscottie, Historic, 1, 163.

2. Home Brawn, P.,Early Travellers in Scotland. (Edinburgh 1891), $?.*

3. James IV, Baa11ikon Doroo, part ill, kB-k9.

h» Hay, Book of Knighthood, 11, 23.

5. Dryb. lib., 9k»

6. Pitacottie, Historic, i, 56.

7. Book of Alexander, i, 20 1 627j 13 1 366.
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Apart frcm the similarity of the techniques utilised in hunting

and In fighting both vera thought of as types of play, dust as hunting

and hawking were sports with certain rules and procedure to follow

so, at times, fighting took cm the appearance of a sport as jousts

or personal combat where there were rules to be obeyed and forms to

be observed. While this was not always true of war so people

did not always hunt for sport.

The popularity of hunting as a sport in the Kiddle Ages is

well nigh self-evident but the very existence of hunting reserves and

free forest grants gives expression to its popularity. Moreover, the

stories about kings, such as David I, stopping to hear petitions before

setting out on a hunting expedition would lose their significance
1

were not hunting a popular pursuit. Consequently, training in hunting

was received at an early age as was the case with James II and James
2

HI.

Although hunting was considered a warlike pastime, women did
3

take part both in chases and drives throughout the medieval period.

More dubious, however, was the suitability of hunting as a pastime for

churchmen. It has already been shown that in the early thirteenth

century Walter the third Steward did not regard hunting as a fitting

activity for monks^ and yet In 1261 the abbot of LLndores possessed

hounds.^ There seems to have been an opinion in the thirteenth century

1. Aelred, Qenealogia. bk 5, o 9.

2. See above Chapt. 3, 69, 73.

3. See above pp. 25. 73s Jesse, The British Dog. ii, 52t Chron. Fordun,
Annals IX, 299; TA, ii, Wi.

iu See above Chopt. 12, part 1.

5. CBS, i, 2267.
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that if monks did hunt as their receipt of forest grants in part

argues, they had to pursue such not altogether becoming activities

circumspectly, since they were not countenanced by the church.3"
The cartulary of Dunfermline, for Instance, includes a decree from

a Lateran Council that deans cm visitations were to travel without

2
dogs, hunters and birds.

Hunting was a noble sport not only because nobles among others

practised it but also because a sense of fair play was required.

It was not the killing but the sport which mattered. 2h the par

force hunt the attempt to keep the dogs on the right line, the

efforts of the stag to escape and the hunters' attempts to foil

suoh escapes were all as important as the kill. The same was true of

coursing and certain types of drive where the hunters waited hidden

from the game and from each other on horseback ready to chase the

game. Those Gaelic poems, common In medieval Scotland which stressed

the feats of valour performed when hunting also argue that hunting
3

was a sport. The purpose of hunting seasens embodied a sense of

fair play as did the existence of the fence month when hinds were not

to be disturbed. In l£03 when a hart was coursed by a greyhound

outside Edinburgh Tonge considered the greyhound made a 'fayr course*

even although the hart was not caught.^

1. Gregory 12, Decretals, bk 5, tit. 2k, co 1, 2.

2« Dunf. Rep^., 312.

3. Cross and Slover, Ancient Irish Tales, i, 2k2, k08; Duranaire
Finn, 1,195.

it. See above part 1, p. 10, 11.



Tha clearest statement of tha desirability of fair play in the

hunt can be found in Boece who, whan describing the society of tha

early Scots, creates a serai-mythical hunter's paradise.1 His account

of tha hunting laws and hunting practices which he attributes to the

Soots conveys the impression that he was looking back to a golden

hunting age whose customs he would like to have seen current through¬

out fifteenth-century Scotland. As the expression of the ideal

hunting arrangements which cue man would like to have seen in use

Boece's account of the Soots' hunting practices is of considerable

interest.

The Scots, said Boece, had no wars or troubles and therefore

they concentrated on hunting which kept them healthy and lively.

The Scots found the hunting methods of the Plots alien to them on

account of the use of nets, missiles and clubs. Instead the Scots

concentrated on their dogs which were fast, keen, courageous and

beautiful. Clergymen, however, should not keep horses or dogs

'volqptatis causa'. According to Boece one king stressed the

importance of slaying hares only by chase of hounds and of allowing

the hare to go free if it escaped for a certain length of time.

He also had another Scots king enact that no one kill fawns nor a

hind with fawns. Such laws, Boeoe states, were passed so that hunt¬

ing, a sport for nobles, be not destroyed by sharp practice. Since

fair play and love of sport were inherent in the chivalrie ideal it

Is not surprising to find that they were present in the medieval

Scottish attitude towards hunting.

1. Boeoe, Historlae, bfc 2, c i*j bk e 11j bk 6, c 6.
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Hunting and hawking never became so formalised in Scotland

in the Middle Ages as they did in Western airope i there was a

roaster of the hunts; there was a master falconer; and there was a

master 'spyour'; but the men who kept the dogs were simply doggers;

the dogs were most often known straightforwardly as greyhounds,

ranches or scenting hounds; hawks were usually referred to as hawks

or falcons; the seasons were not the subject of precise legislation;

and the official responsible for the tents was simply the pavillion

man. There was not that proliferation of technical vocabulary so

characteristic of the hunting treatises of Efagland and Europe. There

was perhaps a larger amount of specialised language introduced in

connection withhawking than with hunting but generally the terminology

of huntsman and falconers appears to have been decided by practical

considerations and was not cultivated artificially as it was in

iiigland and France.3'
Nevertheless, a certain amount of social distinction entered into

hawking and hunting. Scottish kings did not stint their provision

for the chase or for hawking since facilities for the chase and fal¬

conry were the mark of a rich and hospitable court. George von

Ehingen records that much honour was shown /him/ In hunting, dancing
2

and feasting at the court of James II, while James 17 was well

known for his hawking establishment.

1. Dalby, lexicon of Medieval German Hunt, xlff.

2. Dunlop, Bishop Kennedy. 36)4.
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That this social distinction never was so pronounced in Scotland

as in England and France can be attributed to the less formal nature

of hunting methods in Scotland. The par force hunt in Ihgland and

France was governed by numerous rules on blowing of horns, on slipping

of hounds and on killing the quarry. 3h Scotland this formal type of

hunt never was so important as the drive, in which a far larger number

of oommon people were involved than in a par force hunt where no one

outside the hunter's household need have participated. Itfhile there

was obviously a distinction in a drive between the king and his nobles

who waited for the hunt and the stable who merely had to drive the

game towards them the fact that commoners shared in the hunt may

have prevented the excessive degree of social distinction which

appeared in medieval French hunting.1 Towards the end of the medieval

period, however, the distinction of stable and hunters may have begun

to harden for the king at his seat was no longer alone or with just

one coupanion* James IV probably had a tent in which to take

refreshments while he waited for the drive. One can see here the

beginning of the process common throughout airteenth-century Europe

by which the drive became a spectacle and ceased to be a sport, where

the success of the drive was measured not by the quality of the hunt

but by the number of kills.

Hawking which was probably introduced to Scotland by the Normans,

developed a more detailed social hierarchy. In most countries hawks
2

and falcons were placed in a variety of social scales which although

1. Balby, Lexicon of Medieval German Hunt, xlft.

2, Berners, The Book of St. Albans, f 26 v.
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seldom adhered to are of Interest In that they were drawn up in

the first place. That the idea of such a classification was current

in Scotland is shown by the fifteenth century poem, 'The Book of the

Hewlett'.1 3b this poem certain birds are personified as different

people i the eagle was personified as the emperorj the erne as the

king? gerfalcons as dukesj falcons as earl aarisehall to the emperor}

goshawks as chieftains of war} and sparrowhawks as knights. In

practice the peregrine falcon was the most highly valued bird and it

is this bird which James 17 holds ©n his hand in I'tytens' painting.

The goshawk was the most efficient bird for filling the larder and
2

was used by the lower classes as well as by the nobility. 3b

Scotland, the king hawked with all types of hawks and falcons^
but one can perhaps see some reflection of the classification of birds

not only in James 17's portrait but also in the fact that ballads

mention the goshawk more frequently than any other hawk since the

ballads, which embodied folk tradition, probably reflect the customs

of the common folkJ*
As pursuits of lords and ladies at court, hunting and hawking

entered into the courtly literature of Gavin Douglas and William
<

Dunbar but only 'King Hart' by Gavin Douglas contains more than

a passing reference to these sports, lb an extended allegory of life

•Dame Pleasance' goes out hunting and captures 'King Hart' which points

1. The Bannatyne Ms., 17, STS, 138.

2. Dally, Lexicon of the Medieval German Hunt, xxvli.

3. See above p. 33.

i*. Child, Scottish Ballads, i, 390f no. 1*3} ii# 355# no. 96,

5. Douglas, Shorter Poems; The Poems of William Dunbar, ed. W. Mackay
Mackenzie, (London 1932).
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to an obvious allegory In 'King Hart's' name.'' The only other extended

reference to hunting so far encountered is in 'Sir H&er, Sir Giym and

Sir Graysteel' where the hunt is used as an accepted literary conven-

2
tion for removing one of the heroes from the scene. The reason

for the scarcity of references to hunting in the considerable

amount of Scots literature which has survived from this period

probably lies in the numerous Gaelic poems which celebrate the

hunt. It is noticeable that when James IV was hunting in Gleafinglas,

Balquhldder or Strathfillan his evening *s entertainment usually

included a clarsach player.^ Many of the Gaelic poems including the

tales of Finn which were known in Scotland could be sung to the

clarsach and it was no doubt Gaelic hunting tales which James IV
if

and his predecessors listened to. and whioh obviated the need for

Scots equivalents.

It is not surprising to find traces of such an all pervasive

pursuit as hunting in matters spiritual as well as temporal. Hunting

semes are depicted on several fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth

century west Highland tombstones in a maimer strikingly similar to

the hunting scenes an the Plctlsh stones. Undoubtedly the best known

link of hunting and religion in Scotland is the foundation story of

Holyrood abbey. It is already known that the early fifteenth-century

foundation story is based on the legend of St. Eustace and not of St.

1. Douglas, Poms. 90, 1 129j 93, 1 21.

2. Caldwell, Sir Sger, 1 21*69 HLj

3. TA, ii, H9J ill, 339.

1*. Lismore, Dean of, Heroic Poetry. (Ross), 16, 18.
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Hubert whose cult did not develop till the fifteenth century."1' This

type of story was by no means uncommon In medieval Europe and hunting

Incidents are given elsewhere as the reason for the foundation of an

2
abbey as at St. Gilles in Provence.

Hunting and hawking in Scotland, while clearly a part of general

European developments contained features which were peculiarly

Scottish. Two such features, the prominence of the drive and literary

references to hunting can be attributed to Gaelic influence while a

third, the lesser degree of formalisation of hunting and the resultant

social balance, may also be attributable to Gaelic influence through

the drive. In other words, the native culture of Scotland In the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries had managed to influence the Norman

incomers at least as far as hunting was concerned to the extent that

in the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries Scottish hunting

and hawking practices can be distinguished from their European counter¬

parts.

1. RGAM, Edinburgh, lii3; Reau, Iconographie de l'Art Chretien,
iiipi68, 659.

2. Reau, Ioonographie de l'Art Chrltlen, lii, 593.
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D Fieldwork

1. Hunting Lodges
up I i,i 111 ,

Hunting lodges used by the king fall into two categories:

those which were permanent stone castles serving purposes other than

the provision of accommodation during a royal huntj and those which

were less permanent structures built primarily to provide shelter for

hunting parties. Newark, Kindrochit and Kincardine Castles, which

fall into the former category, illustrate the type of castles which

might be used as hunting lodges. Kincardine castle probably built

beside the royal park in the reign of Alexander II, was like Kinclevin

castle, which may also have lodged hunting partj.es, a rectangular

enclosure castle of a relatively simple type with buildings ranged

round a courtyard surround by a wall which had no projecting towers.5"

1. Duncan A A M, Dunbar J G, 'Tarbert Castle1, 311ft, 50, (1971),
7-H.
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Kindrochit castle, frequented by Robert II, vas based on a hall or

'palatlum * and not on a tower, a plan obviously suited to a hunting

seat.'1' Newark, on the other hand, built in the early fifteenth century,
2

was a straightforward tower-house. Of these three types of castle

that which could most suitably have been adapted to the less permanent

hunting lodges was the simple rectangular plan with buildings

ranged round a courtyard.

Temporary hunting lodges are recorded in Glenfinglas and

Strathbraan. Robert II is the most likely originator of the hunting

seat in Glenfinglas which he visited in 1382. It seems to have fallen

into disrepair since in 11*58 x 11*3>9 James Balfour was paid £5 6s
3

to build one hall and two chambers there. At this cost the building

was most probably of wood. A similar structure may have existed at

Newark for at the same time James II had one hall and two chamber's

built and repaired there along with the repair of sane other rooms to

provide shelter for himself, the chancellor and the comptroller who

were no doubt attending a forest court.^ To complete his building

programme in that year James II ordered the constimetion of more sub-
f 5

stantial lodge at loch Freuchie in Strathbraan at a cost/£21*. It com¬

prised e hall, a chamber, a kitchen and four other offices or outbuildings.

1. Simpson W, Douglas, 'The dxcavation of Kindrochit Castle',
Antiquaries Journal, vii, (1928), 69-75j see above Chapt. 3, p.59.

2. r.GAI-1 Galkirk. 61-1*.

3. 2R, vi, 576.

1*. Ibid., 51*3.

5. Ibid., 579.
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Since these lodges were probably built of wood and only occupied for

short spells they frequently fell into disrepair. The lodge at

Loch Freuchie fell into disuse after James II *s reign but chairs,

doors and locks were replaced in the Hunthall of (Hanfinglas in

1k$9 x 11*60 and farther repairs were made in li*88. This Hunthall

remained In use throughout James IV's reign.

From documentary evidence it is impossible to determine the

plan of the3© lodges. It is clear from the name 'Hunthall' given

to the Glenfinglas lodge and from the construction of halls at

Newark and loch Freuchie that the hall was the basic element of the

lodge, a fact which recalls the 'palatium' of Kindrochit. In early

medieval fiigland royal hunting lodges were similar in size to the

'Hunthall* of Glenfinglas and one of John's lodges included a hall
2

and other buildings laid out around a courtyard. Whether these

less permanent lodges were built around a courtyard, as the plan

of Kincardine and English practice would argue, or whether the hall

was a central feature on the model of Kindrochit castle could now

be determined only by excavation.

The sites of the lodges in Strathbraan can not be located
3

from fieldwork alone. The lodge at Halyiaill may be connected

either with Millton marked on General Roy's map of c 175>0^ on the

left bank of the Braan below Amulree or with the castle at Trochrie

1. ER, vi, 637; TA, i, 93.

2. Colin, History of the King's Works, i, 81-87J Rahtz, Excavations
at King John's Hunting Lodge, 21, 2f>.

3. KR, vi, 2U3.

U. Roy, Nap of Scotland, Sheet 17/3.
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held by William Stewart in 1606.1 There are three possible sites

for the lodge situated near Loch Freuchie. Hie first site, at

Saster Garra, at the head of Strathbraan, which was marked on the

first edition of the Ordnance Survey 6" nap of 1862 as the site
2

of a castle, today resembles a farm settlement with a sheep

fank rather than a hunting lodge and it also lies some distance

from Loch Freuchie. The second possible site is that of the modern

hunting lodge on the south side of the loch which lias recently
3

been demolished. This, however, is a low site and Roy's map places

the road and, therefore, the most common route along the valley on

the north side of the Loch.^ The third, and most likely site for

this lodge is at Wester Shian^ where Stobie's map of Perthshire

made in 1783 marks a castle in ruins.^ The Ordnance Survey name

book, compiled in 1864, states that, according to local tradition

these ruins were removed for building purposes in 1820. The site

of this castle, possibly the successor of James II's lodge, is a

flat topped projection from the hillside which overlooks the valley

and is sufficiently near to Loch Freuchie to have been named after it.

1. RMS, vi, 1778.

2. OS 6" Map, 1st. Bdition, NN 80} OS ln map, Sheet 48, NN 822403.

3. OS 1" Map, Sheet 48, NN 864373.

4. Roy, Map of Scotland, Sheet 17/3.

5. OS 1" Map, Sheet 48, NN 842400.

6. Stoble, Map of Perthshire.

7. OS Name Book, 35, no. 23.
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This site is in many ways similar to the site of the Hunthall in

Glenfingla3.

In Glonfinglas the modern farms all occupy sites inhabited

in the fifteenth century when they were recorded in the Exchequer
1 2

Rolls as ordinary settlements and not as lodges. Air photographs,

taken before the flooding of the glen in 1956, repealed a possible

site on the west side of the valley above the settlement of Grodich.

This site, accessible on foot when the reservoir is low, is an

island when the reservoir is full and is marked as such on the OS

map. This mound which is less than 50f above the valley floor

stands an a flattish terrace on the west side of the valley. The

mound shows distinct signs of having been flattened for occupation

and the approach from the North is clearly visible. This site,

like that at Loch Freuchie was strategically placed and would have

served as an ideal base for hunting. Only archaeological excava¬

tion, however, could determine whether or not this mound is the

site of the *Hunthall' of Glenfinglas.

2. Parks

A park male can be recognised as a bank several feet high and

several feet wide enclosing an area of ground and accompanied by

an internal ditch.^ Park pales differ from defensive earthworks

1. See Key 6 and Map D.

2. Air Photograph RS CPE SCOTt UK: 19l*« 11 OCT WU316-7.

3. OS 1" Map, Sheet 51|, NN 523088.

U. Crawford, OGS, Archaeology in the Field,
188-191.
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which have an external ditch whereas field dykes seldom have a

pronounced ditch associated with them at all. Parks can be located

both by the remains of park pales and by documentary evidence.

It is documentary evidence which reveals that Stirling Old

Park which lay to the west of the castle was built by William T"

but archaeological evidence must also be used to locate the bounds
2

of the park. This Old Park fell out of use but was renovated by

James IV in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. James

IV'8 park, however, had extended to 3 librates and U raerklands

returning £3 13 s ii d."^ to the crown whereas the earlier park had

returned £6 13 s. UdJ4 The park of James IVwas, therefore, smaller
than that of William I and some trace of this can perhaps be detected

on the ground. The bounds of William I's park may have followed

the line of the parish boundary marked today by a fence and a

ditch, since it forms a much more natural line for the park pale to

5
the north of the present park. The bounds of the present park

would then belong to James IV's renovation and it is probably

traces of this pale which were once visible on the north east

boundary of the Kingte Park and which are still visible to the south

east of the King's Knot.^ The boundaries of the new park of Stirling

1. See above Chapt. 8, p. 259.

2. See Plan 3.

3. m, xii, 73.

U. Ibid., vi, 65.

5. See Plan 3.

6. ROAM Stirling, / 22 0.
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built by Alexander III*' and repaired In 1289 x 1290^ have been traced
3

as part of the study of the site of the Battle of Bannockburn although

no remains of this pale survive.

Undoubtedly the most outstanding remains of a park pale to be

found in Scotland are those of Kincardine Park which may also have

been constructed by William 1,^ The boundary of this park falls

into two parts, the main pale and a northerly extension not previously
£

mapped. The traces of the main pale are clearly visible to the

south of Glatterin 'Brig where a dyke has been built on top of the

pale bank.^ To the west of Clatterin'Brig the distance from the

bottom of the Internal ditch to the top of the bank varies from

4' to 5' and the whole earthwork is approximately 15' wide.

Moving westwards a gap has been left where the main pale crosses

a narrow steep sided valley or cleft in the ridge which the pale
0

follows. Where the pale crosses the north tributary of the Garrol
9

Burn it changes direction to run straight across the valley floor

with a break only at the burn which may have been closed off by a

1. HR, 1, 2kf see above Chapt. 8, p. 259.

2. Ibid., 38.
T. Miller, 'The Site of the New Park in the Relation to the Battle of

3 * Bannockburn *, Transactions of the Stirling Natural History & Archaeolo¬
gical Society, (1921-2'J), 92-137. ~~~

4. See Chapt. 8, 259, above.

5. See Plan 4.

6. OS 1" Map, Sheet 43, NJ 663780.

7. Ibid., NJ 658783.

8. Ibid., NJ 61*3784.

9. Ibid., NJ 633781.
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wooden fence* Ob the west side of the park the pale turns southwards

and runs into Hon Duff wood where it is crossed by several field
1

dykes. No surface traces survive of the southern boundary of the

park but the road between Clatterin1 Brig and Fettercaira does

provide a convenient east aid south boundary. Although there are

traces of early roads within the park a medieval predecessor of the

Clatterin' Brig road may have gone round the outside of the park.

Alternatively the pale may have adjoined Kincardine castle in a

manner common in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, a possibility

supported by the survival of the name King's Park immediately to
2

the north of the castle. The northern extension to this park which

may represent the work of Alexander III leaves the main pale close
3

to the break in the north side of the park. This additional pale

runs northwest across one tributary of the Back Burn of Arabarrow

but at another tributary of that burn a gap has been left in the

pale.^ The ends of the pale have been neatly rounded off leaving

a break several hundred yards wide across a steep-sided valley.

After turning south the pale appears to have been used as a field

dyke before crossing the Cairn o' Mount road. The park pale then

continues southwards between the present road and the old road

probably rejoining the main pale near Clatterin' Brig.

1. Ibid., NJ 63U770.

2. Ibid., NJ 670753.

3. OS 1» map, Sheet k3, NJ 61*3 U85.

U. Ibid., NJ 65U 788.

R



Park at Li n trathen.

44 O

yards

'Key.
8 00 ft contour.

— Park bound, d efinit e.

Park bound, indefinite

A. P. Park bound from air

photograph.

+ Site of castle.

*••• •„ Bound of bailey.
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The leasing of the park1 in the fourteenth century is reflected

in the various field banks, plough marks and ruined settlements to

be seen within the park on the east bank of the Garrol Burn. The
2

park appears to have been split in two, an east and a west park,

in the fourteenth century and while no traces of such a division

can be seen on the ground the Garrol Burn splits the park into a

smaller west and a larger east section.

Lintrathen park, unlike the preceding examples, is known
3

only from archaeological evidence. Hie park, whose pale is now

partly submerged in Lintrathen reservoir, is believed to have belonged

to Alan Durward in the thirteenth century as a stone set up in 1881

records but this, as yet, is unverified.4 The clearest section of

the pale with its internal ditch lies on the eastern slope of the

Knock of Formal. The northern boundary of the park is ofInterest

because the main pale i3 broken by a northerly addition which

has bean used as the boundary of a young plantation, which at present

prohibits examination of the more southerly and earlier pale.

These banks have obviously been repaired since the thirteenth century,

if that is when they were first constructed, but what remains was

probably usee for a drive or for the capture of deer as at Kincardine.

1. ER, i, 585| RMS, i, app. 1, 120.

2. Ibid., IjR, i, 585j MB, i, 175} ii, 620, 1712.

3. See Plan 5.

h' OS 1" Map, Sheet h9, NO 268f>UOj taj knowledge of this park
comes from the Archaeological Division of the Ordnance S urvey,
Rose Street, Edinburgh.

5. See above Ghapt. 8, p. 270.
ft
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Although doer were supposed to be able to outer and leave a

park of their own free will'1', park owners do appear to have driven

deer into their parks and constructed special extensions to facili¬

tate this method of restocking their parks. Moreover, toe purpose

of toe internal ditch was to present a major obstacle to toe deer

inside the park and so prevent them leaving freely. If the park

pale was employed to aid a drive the deer could be driven towards

a break in the pale where the hunters could wait for them as at an

elrick.

These three examples show that parks were usually situated

close to, if not actually adjoining, the castle or residence of

the owner and that the bounds of a park might be altered or

extended to assist restocking or hunting. Fieldwork can tell no

more about the nature of park pales and only archaeology could

reveal the methods used in constructing these pales and the nature

of the palisade, if any, placed on top of the pale bank.

1. See above Chapt. 8, p. 260.



 



laRoyalForests Kama

Ettrick- (Selkirk,Traquair,Tijsn) Pantland (Crladhouse,Moori'oot) Stirling (Torwood,Rmdaffand Strathcarron) Glucfcriannan (Dollar,Tillicoultry) GalaandLeader Clunie(Perthshire) Aberdeen. Birse

Date" 1136 a1162 01163 o1143

Source gsc,na ESC,11*6 ESC,153 ESC,153

1150x523SC,193 1161RES,1,226 HR-S,1,238, pT$3

c1163 1180X1186RRS,11,251

laterhistory
Tinalost1236(Heir.lab,,264)1landslost1320 (HKS,5.,app.2,""532)Jannexed1655(APS,ii,62,ol) Gladhouaelost1236(Newb.leg.,23);Moorfoot lost1239(Sewb.Reg.,22);Moorlost1315x21 (RKS,1,67V DundaffandStrathcarronlost1235(Mart*Reg.,

i#app.3). Dollarlost1237(Duxvf.Bag.,75,76)jTillicoultry lost1262,SRD,'TarandKelliePapers,GD126/1/513• Lost1359x1398*"T"R.i,573;3R0,iterandKellte gapers,GD126/1/525;|statusstillconfusedTJIT (StirlingsofKeir,201). Lost1236(.fair,lab.,i,258). PartofearlionofFifsin16thcentury(SP,iv,16)| forfaited1625(ER,vi,lxxrii)and1stbyhJQ (EE,v,680) lost1313(Abdn.(Sirs.,p.10,no.6). Lost1180x1186(RRS,ii,251).

1.Datewhenfirstrecordedorwhanfirstinroyalhands.
2.Cnlythelossoftheforestfromorthereturnoftheforesttoroyaliiandsisgivenaere.Thiscoverage, therefore,isnotexhaustive.

3*PartoforlaternanesofforestsareplacedInbrackets.



Naae

Date

Source

BriisaiQ

1161

RR5,1,226

Banchory Elgin,ForresandInverness"3
&)Darnaway b)Pluscarden) c)Auchtertyre) d)QruDiine e)Sanquhar) f)Tulloch) g)Sluipool ^.atildslle Irrvaroullen ■iaryculter

11?1x3174RR3,ii,128
e1150XlnloasRace.,1 Anderson, Sources,ii,^10 RES,ii,362.

1226 1230 3236 c1341 1507 1214 1226 1235x

■forayReg.,29. Fluscardaaa,69#W.

MorayBeg.,31.
x2RMS,i,app.2,f&T El,xiii,590 Dryb.lib.,218

36

MorayReg.,29 Abdn.Reg.,269

1.Alistoflatersub-divisionsfollows

laterhistory
ProbablygrantedtoOouparbefore1224. (GAChart.,31). PerhapsinOarlcksaofMarby1362(SMS,1,124). bandclostin1230.Theforestwouldbein earldomofMorayin1312(MorayRe:;.264,Barrow, Brace,381).Partsreturnedto"crownin1368 (3P,vi,298)mdin15thcentmy(M»iv,109# li,2319)andwerealienatedthereafter vi,376,RMS,ii,2586).

Lost1288x1321(J&,i,39JRMS,i,76) Lostby1382?(SMS,i,698).

to



Naae\v
Lonnoch1236 Leithen?122*1 Banff122(2 Brum122*7

(1203xU*)

Jedburgh1258 duny(Fife)1266 Cowle1266 a)Maunth1375 Spay1291 Susie1292 Buchan1292 Burrls1292 Plater1292 Klltyre1296
SourceLaterhistory Pluacardan,202*InearldomofbrayIn1312(MorayReg.,Barrow, Bruce,381)

N<swb.Reg.,120lost122a(Newb.Reg.,120), ABAntiq3.,11,109 ABAntlqs.,11,Ioet1323(ABAntlqa.,292jBurnettofLeys,152*). 298jArb.lib,,1, 65 Cliron,Melrose,Lost1320(RMS,1,app.1,no,36) IS53I ER,1,19Lostc1315(RMS,1,app.2,635)inearldomofFife JR»1,21lost1327}(RMS,1,app.1,73) RMS,i,2*99Loat1375 Rot.Scot.,1,5a.31*earldcsnof:-5oray(SeeElginabove), Rot,Scot.,i,9alost1327(RMS,i,app.1,65) Rot.Scot.,i,9aIoet1322*x132*6(APS,1,2*82}RMS,1,app.2,1020) Rot.Scot.,1,Lost12*7U(RMS,11,1191) lOa APS,1,115Lostli*7i*(RMS,11,1191.) Stevenson, Docuaanta,no.386



Maine

Langsiorgaa Ktntofrs (Glasgoforest) Sllgarie Carluke ♦Glenabaukan' KlUanel Kinross Kslwood Glenken BoyneandEnzia

Date 1303 1304
o1345 1319 1304 ©1319x 21 o1320 ©1323 ©3323x 24 1306x1329 3326

SourceLateriolstory Stevenson,laearldomof/toray.(seeaboveElgin) Documents,no. SFT" GPS,li,15C6lostc1316x1321(RMS,i,app.2,46) 1,app.2,
m. Fraser,Southesk,ii 482,no."31lost1500(RMS,li,2&9S2530) CDS,11,1626 RHs,1,app.2,m

RMS,1,app.2,Letby1348(ER,1,542) RMS,1,app.2,m

RMS,1,app.2,m

SHS,Misc.,V,23Lostby1358(SHSv,23no.14) no.14 RMS,i,app.1,Landslostby132?(IMS,1,app.1,65)ZT



Hame

Date

Source

Laterhistory

Mar a) b) «)

KildruEucy Gariooh Strathdee
d)Gambuakisi. Cardanden Loohizidorb Cabrauch Bothwell Dalton Dye Mentalth

132*2 1452 1454 li*6l cadd 14thcen¬ tury 01312 [3368jl 1374 12*25 12*2*0 [12*26 3431*1 [12*51 1426 [1454

Ej RMS,ii,592 m,vi,?0|
▼,657) St,Til,86 RMS,i,aPr'»2,nso RMS,1,2791 sr>1,510 BMS,1,471* RMS,11,19 ER,vl,p.evil RM3,11,71] ER,vi,p.cv ffi,r,2*373

ER,vi,3xxx Eft,v,676]!

1.MarIndowergrant11*52(RMS,ii,592). 2.DicountesshandsIn12*76(SMS,11,1239). 3.33afreeforestgrant12*82/3(MIS,ii,152*1). 2*.Royalagainby1503(RMS,11,2755). Tost1369(RMS,i,279) Lost1374 Letby1479(ER,ix,6).3kfreeforestgrant 1488(RMS,11,1784). lost11*52(RMS,11,546;St,v,669) lost12*50x1510 (EE,▼,4875HM3,11,2106,3413)
vn

1.Datewhanfirstrecorded.Theprecedingdateisw.ienthelandsenteredroyalhandsandwhoathe forestmx/havebeeninexistence.



Garvock GlanShervie Gorryrauckloch
GlenArtnay Cluanie Strathdeam Duchinloch Buehan(GaDaway) Kaalorne OrmoBcI BenMore

ll*5lKR,ix,66l li+37SP,i,1*88; JBR,Ti,p. xxxiii.
[H*51*ER,Ti,282] 11*37SP,1,i*88j ER,vi,p.IxaxLll

[U*51*Eg,Ti,282] 1372?EE,Ti,p.exxxiv ER,vi,655]
11+55er,Ti,213 11*37SP,i,1*38j KR,Ti,366,

[11*56Eg,vi,21*2]'" lll56EE,Ti,193 11*56EE,Ti,366 11*55SR,Ti,cxl, [ll*57JR,vl,1*68] 11*37SP,1,1*38.-j[11*70EE,Tiii,60]
Lost1510(ER,xii,61*7) Let11*55(ER,Ti,213) Letby11*56(ER,Ti,192) Lostll*8l(SP,1,21*5)*ForesthaddiedoutIn11*708(m,Tin,353)

1.

Datewhenfirstrecorded.Theprecedingdateiswhenthelandsenteredroyalhandsandwhentheforestmayhavebeeninexistence.

o



Name

Corsearie Rannoch(Ross) Cumbernauld ArrantandCumraa Culface Glenalnond denShee Abernethy StrathbraanandBirnaa Oordyce Lochaber

Data lii37
[11*76 U*75 [11*76 11*80 11*87 U*25,[11*92 11*37 [11*96 11*95 11*98 [1389 11*99 11*99 1372? [1500

Source

laterhistory

SP,i,1*38jSI,Lost11*81(EH,xii,p.xxxiijSP,i,21*5). vi,p.xe., B.viii,1*1*1]
SP,v,1*6,1*7 j®,viii,5951 RMS,II,11*53 ER,x,5 ER,vi,plxxvii ER,x,761*] SP»i,1*38, ER,x,566] ER,x,566

Temporaryresignationtocrown Landsletby11*87(ER,x,5)« Letby11*92(J®,729)
RSS,i,268Letby11*98(RSS,1,268)ER,vi,plxxxvii] Eraser,Grandtully,

i,p.lii1lost11*99(Eraser,Qrandtully,i,li) RMS,ii,21*75 ER,vi,exxiv RMS,ii,2559]
Lost11*99(RMS,ii,21*75) Lost1500(RMS,ii,2559)

Bute

1501

SR,xii,65

1.Datewhenfirstreoorded.TheprecedingdateiswhenthelandsenteredroyalhandsandwhentheforestmayhavebeenInexistence.



Naae

Woodeockair Rannoch CorgarfandBaddynyon Drumseloh/ancientforest
DateSource 1503RSS,1,912 1502RMS,11,2664 1^07RMS,11,3159 1507/8RMS,11,3173

Laterhistory
Laudsletsince1452(ER,7,669) Lost1502(RMS,11,2664) Lost1507(RMS,11,3159) Perhapsaforestin12thcentury(BarrowG.W.S, •Treverlen,DuddtngstonandArthur'sSeat*, OldEdinburghdub,aooc,(1959)JH&lyroodOrdinals, eCU)



?

1 b Royal Hunting Areas

4L

Gairloch

Kindrochit

Glenl'inglas

Cockburnspath

Strathbraan

Ditohray1
Balquhidder

Strathfillan

1 c Non-Aligned Forests

Name Date

Culblane 1334

Balswintcsi 133k

Strone 1511

Glen&an 1511

Date Souroe

1330 m, i, 250

1371-1388 Wj 11, 364} SZ, ill, 177

1382-1454 Abdn. Reg., pp. 155-6j table 1
gab Mantelth

1454 m, 646
1456 Wj rl, 242, 243, 679, 637
146? ms vUL, 614

1467 m, Til, 488
1502 TA, 11, 119

Comment Source

Vegetational?

Royal?

Vegetational?

Royal?

Ghran* Fordmi, i, 34?.

CDS, ill, 1166

3R0, Justice Ayre Journal
Book, RH, 27T/7, 237

Abdn. lias.» 371

1. Perhaps in Menteith Forest.



2aLandswtateforforestorhunting KamaDataFormeslost
Baniaore1470x147140s 1472x14734Cs 1479x148040s continuedtilll£l3

Carabuskist/Strathdee1461x1462£315s Continuedtill146?
Cocklurnnpath1453x1454£-813s4d 1454x1455£256s8d 1455x1456£256s3d 1456x1457£257s8d 1457x1458£813s4d

WordingSourceEE
•proptervastitatemterrarujadeviii,60 Bjnaore...^aputatrujavastarum proferis* •daputatovastoprofarisnufcricm* dis»viii,168 •Deputatarumvastarumproforests*viii,338

viii-xiii

•Daputateproforestsdemandatovii,86 doainiregisetadhucnonassedato'
vii

♦Quiavasteprovanacianeregis*v,646 •allocateprovasta*vi,60 ♦nonassedatarumsedrelictaruavi,261 axordinaoion©dominiregipro ferisnutriendis' •nonassedatarum...sedrelictarunvi,338 ferisnutriendia• 'proptervastitataraearundaraeovi,432 quodassedabantur*

o



NameDateFemeslost
Corrymucklochandl£LO Glenshervie Corscarie11*76x11*77 Barnaway11*61*x11*6553sl*d 11*67x11*7853s2*d 11*75x11*7653sl*d 1506x150753s2*d

Wording

SourceER

'quepriusdeputatefuerintxiii,61*7 vasteproforestaetferis pascendisnuncassedanturin feodifiraa'
nochargeforfermesofforestviii,1*1*1 becauseitwasnotletandthe Chamberlainhadnoorderstolet. ('superquoconsulendusestrex') *exeoquoddominideconsiliovii,358 feceruntclauderedietamforestam 'exeoquoddominusrexmandavitvii,5U0 vastam' 'pervastitatemforestsdeDernway quiadeputabaturvastaetadhucvii,367 monassedatur' 'etnuncdeputaturvastadeprecepto dominiregis'xil,



Date

11*55*I1*56 U66x1167

Fsrnsslost haltd•

Wording

Source38

26a6d

continuedtill11*62 Forthelandsinvolvedseetable2b 11*53*li*SU£1113sltd
'dsputafcarujiperdoalnuare&mvl,21*2 proforestsadferasoiusde»»

'daputataru»perdoainusregenpro forestsadferaspascenda*vl,366
vlaiidvli

'queinforestaaperdaainuarege;s rediguatur*v,676
11*51*x11*56 Repeatedtill11*60 11*61x11*62

£1710s
(2ternsonly)

•assignstan*;perdoninun regenproforestsde Glenfjngnak'
£18

11*61x11*62 11*62x11*63

£l*13si*d £710s

MeforestsdeGlaniynglask deputaUperdcinuaregsn bone-.snarl*preforests.,, sednuncsseediinturtresdeciaj n&reatsdioteforests.• •daputataruaperdocainmragan proforestsdeGlenfinglask' •deputataru®perdosinuarage® proforestsd«Glcsifinglaak'
vi4282

vl vii,68 vii,62 rU,183



Name

Glenfinglas (continued) Knock/Tjocnindorb

Date

11*67x11*68 11*70x11*71

Fermeslost £12

Wording

SourceEH

£12

'deputafcaruravastarumprofareata doainlregisdespecial!vii,>71* aandatoajusdematdoninorumde concilio* 'deputatarumvastarumexspecial! mandateajusdemproforesta*▼ill,70
continuedtill11*79 Forlandswasteafterthisdateseetable2b £10

riii

11*56x11*57 11*58x11*59 11*59x11*60 11*60x11*60/61

£76s8d £813sl*d

'quederaandatodoainiregisvl,1*80 proelaiaatevasteprovanacionibus• •quiaproclaim*teerantvastepro ferisdemandatedominiregis,vi,518 exceptisquatuormarcatis... assedatisadfirman' •deputataruavastarumpervi,653 dorainumregemproferis pascsedisexceptisduabus marcatis,que...assadsntur'
£l*6s8d'daputatarum...vastarumparvii,18

ftdorainumregeaproferis^ pascandisexceptisduabus marcatis,que...assedanturs@d nuncmandaturassedaredictas terras*



Name

Mamlorae

Date

11*56x11*57 1167x11*58 1U61xli*62

Fermeslost

Wording

11*61*x11*65 11*66x11*67 11*67x11*68 11*78x11*79

13®l*d'deputatisperdominumreg€ (1ternonly)adferaspasosadas' 26s8d l*Os 53sl*d 26s8d 26s8d 53sl*d
(Dlsher&Glen- lyon)

♦deputatisperdominumregsm adferaspascendas' 'aliasdeputataruiiproforesta perdominumregeadaremeaorie etposteanonasaedatorum,licet nandabaturoompot&ntiasaedare easternquasassedarenescivit aasdem* 'vastarumproforestaetnan aasedatortus* 'deputatisvastisproferis pascendis.*.sednuncdicte terraassedantur* 'deputatisvastisperregen Insuisvenaeionibus..*licet eontineaturinrotulis...quod eliteterre...assedabanturquia proclaiaaviteasessevastas' bothDisherandGlenlyon,
•similiterdeputatarua vastarum*

SourceER vi,366 vi,4IO vii,113 vii,31*2 vii,1*71* vii,533 viii,608

continuedtill1513

viii-xiii

£
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3GrantsoftheofficeofForester Forest LennoxB Stocket Stocket Kilgarie

Date
1270x2303 1313 1319 1319

Killaaelandihroraartein

Grantee
PatrickLyndesay BurghofAberdeen BurghofAberdeen PeterSpalding Patrick*deMonte Alto'

LandsaccompanyingRightsaccompanying'
Ufiune hrliaRie,B. Glenken Plater

1320s c131*1x131*2JohnUrwell c131*3x13W*JohnCrawfordof Cumock

grant

forestofStocket 'Ballourthy* 'Petiaethy* landsofforest

grant 1Toschederach' j,easeaeats J»Pa»P» building f.

Soiree

o13U5

RastennethPriory?

Leon.Cart.j1*9 Abdn.Chrs.,p.10,6 RMS,1,app•1,1*. Eraser,Seuthesk,ii, 1*32 RMS,i,app.2,1*20 RMS,i,app.2,781* RMS,i,app.2,910 RMS,i,app.2,958

1.B-Baronialforestandbaronialgrant.Allotherentriesareroyalgrants. 2.pa-pasture,p.-ploughing,j-Judicialrightsforforestcases,f-foggage,h-herbage,w-wood cutting,hu-huntingpertinents.



3grantscontinued Barest1 Alyth DarnawayB Cardendan BoyneandPJnzie Darnaway Clackmannanand Torwood Darnaway FLater CluniesadAlyth Clackmannan

Grantea
WilliamMenzies JohnGrant

1350Williamand/or AdamSpans WilliamVaus RichardCorayn RobertSrskine ThomasGrant AlexanderIyndesay JohnRoss Williamlenteith
Date

cl$6 13h6 o132*0x 1361 1369 1371 1371 1375 1376/7 1382

Plater

1332*x1385
DavidIyndesay

2

LandsaccompanyingRightsaccompanying grantgrantSource
Dowally Dowally Dowally, 'Dollynduff' •Fothnevyn* Wester*Xers»,Alva Ochiltree, •Perdavenyne1

libertiesof office justiciar, 3 hinpark h,f justiciar,j
RMS,i,app.2,979 Eraser,Grant,iii,8 RMS,i,app.2,1120 RMS,i,app.2,1362* RMS,i,285 SRO,MarandKellle PapersOP12U/6/1 MorayReg.,2*73,no. SMS,i,618

hu,jfreeforest andwarrenAPS,i,562*
*Futhanevin•

RMS,i,762



3Grantscontinued Forest Torwood Clackmannan Glunie Strathearn Torwood Drimine Drimina GLenfinglas Strathearn Torwood Torwood

Date
1398 iyn 11*30 lt*73/U 11*76 11*78 11*78 [o11*78/9] 11*82/3 11*33 11*97

Gramtee
WilliamMoreto DavidFleming WilliamMeateith JohnofAirth JohnBrummond ofCargill DavidForester JamesUrwell ThomasComyn WilliamSdacnstone WilliamMurrayof Tullibrandine DuncanForesterof Gunnarschaw WalterFbraster

LandsaccompanyingRightsaccompanying grantgrantSource
landsofforest
pa,f

SRO,Transcriptsof RoyalCharters,RH 1/1/2,1*Aug1398

Wester*Kars♦Alva,freeforestandStirlingsofKelr,201 Ochiltree,'Pardovyne'warren landsinCarrick LandsofSanquhar leaseoftheforest byPrivySeal TorwoodandTor- woodhead Torwood,Tc~wood- head,Garden, fklpinchetc.

stewardand coroner

RMS,ii,172 RMS,ii,1160
withtheprofits

oftheofficeRMS,ii,121*9 RMS,ii,1398 RMS,ii,1399 ADA,71b(PSgrantlost) RMS,ii,151*0
stewardandcoroner

RMS,ii,1802 RMS,ii,2381*



3Grantscontinued Forest Rarmoch Woodcockair Garioch Woodcoekair Daraaway Woodcoekair StrathdearaB Cluanie Brlamle Damaway

Date 1502 1502/3 1503 1503/U 1507/8 1508/9 1509 1509 1510/11 1512A3

Grantee
RobertMeasles SimonCarruthers WilliamBlackball

LandsaccompanyingRightsaccompanying grantgrantSource
landsofRannoch •Parcarhi.il* 'Folablakwatir•, Blackball

JohnMurrayof Falahill Andrew,Bishop ofMoray RobertLauderof Bass HughRossof Kilravock JohnGrantof Freuchy RobertUrwellof Sanquhar AndrewBishopof MorayandWilliam OgilvyofStrathearn
mainsofDarna- way sheillngoffoi-est landsofforestetc.

9yr.lease

RMS,ii,266k RSS,i,912 RMS,ii,2755
f.pa,inwardRSS,i,1029 RSS,i,1628

fRSS,i,1799
3RoseofKilravock, RMS,ii,3390 RMS,ii,3552 RSS,i,2i|82
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Foresters

Date

a libit

1151 x 1198

1182 x 1213

e 1190

1198

1219

a 1232

1279

1289/90

e 1306

1322

a 1323

1321*

1326

1327

a 1375

a 1382

1388

Forest Name" Source

Lesraahagow B Archebald forester Kelso Lib., 18?

Coldingham C Richard forester and
William forester

Stenton ? B

Mow B

Edwin forester

William forester

Oo'Jdingham G Richard forester

Selkirk/Leithen?
Nigel de Heris

Duns? Hugh forester

Tynedale William de
Belliaghaa

Tynedale Thomas de Forester

Plater Philip forester?

Plater Ftalay forester

Drum Alexander Burnett

Ettrick James Douglas

CTun ie Hugh of Airth

Bojrne and Enzie Gilbert Hay-

Plater

Drum

David *de
Anandia

Marjory Stirling
and John Stirling?

Alexander Irvine

Ralne, ND, app., 1*6 no. 201

Melr. Lib., 51*, 63

Kelso. Lib., 11*7

Raine, ND, 1*2, no. 177

Mewb. lib.. 121

Cold. Cart.,30

CDS, ii, 168

CDS, ii, 1*07

Barbour, Brace, (Skeat),
bk 9, 1 353

RMS, i, app. 1, 29

Baxnett of Leys, 151*

RMS, 1, app. 1, 38

CA Chart., 108

RMS, i, app. 1, 65

RMS, i, 618

APS, i, 561*

AB Antlqa, iii, 29k

1. a - ante or before.

2. B - baronial, C • church.

3* This list is not exhaustive. It gives foresters not Mentioned
In Tables 3 and 5 and on pp. 135 and 136 above. w * concerned
with preserving wood.
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i* Forestera continued

Date Forest Names Source

1398 Stocket Matthew Pynches Abdn. Counc., 3.

1399 Stocket Matthew Pynches
William Spalding

Abdn. Hec. 167*

11*07 Burgh of ,

Edinburgh
William Currour
forester

RMS, i, 913

c 11*30 Trostach C William Middleton Arb. Ub., 61*

11*1*8 Stocket John Spans
Alexander Anderson

Abdn, Counc., 18

11*1*9-11*50 Burgh of .

Edinburgh
William Currour
forester

RMS, ii, 359
m, ▼, 385

11*52 Coldingham C John FOrester RMS, ii, 560

11*57-11*58 Haralorne Patrick McGileallura ER, ri, 1*11

11*61-11*63 Mamlorne Patrick Malcolmson ER, vii, 111, 201*

ll*62-a 11*76 Torwood Malcolm Forester ER, vli, 275* RMS,

11*70 Porter^ C ♦Makychol* Duncanson
John Duncanson CA Rent, i, 157

11*72 Campsie C (Andrew Hughson,
forester general)
Andrew Bell w

Hugh of Caapsie w
David Anderson W
Laurence Watson w

CA Rent, i, 220

11*73 Drlmmie C Gilchrist of
•Mallas* w

•Tazour of Candow' w

William Raid w

CA Rent, i, 197

11*73 Strathardle (P Neil McKeden w CA Rent, i, 198

11*73 Murthly C Alexander Gibbunson
w

CA Rent, i, 169

1. He presumably worked in woods belonging to the burgh.

2. Once part of Glenisla free forest.

3. Once part of Drimmie forest
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I* Foresters

Date

11*73

a 11*73/1*

1U76

11*77

a 11*78

11*79

11*83

11*83

li*81*.li*85

11*86-11*87

a 11*88

11*88

11*95

11*97

11*97/8

1501-1502

1502

continued

Forest

1
Persia

Strathearn

Innerwic k C

Torwood

Drumine

Cassia C

Campsie C

2
Easter Persie

Daraaway

Darnaway

Torwood

Brimmie C

Strathearn

Gulface

Boyn© & Fazio

Bute

Glen Artney

Names

Alan 'Roeoch' w

John 'Malyoch♦ v

Maurice Brumaomd of
Cargill

Duncan Patrickson w

Alexander Forester

Andrew Urwell

Alexander Dawson w

Patrick Bell w

John Bell w

Andrew Hughson w

John Cragow w
Andrew Hughsan v
Patrick Bell w

John Bell w

David Annand w

Alexander Dunbar?

James Douglas of
Pittendriech

Henry Forester

Henry Neilson v

Lord Home

William Famy

George,Earl of
Huntly

William Raid
John Raid

John Murray of
Strowan

Sources

Arb»Lib.| 21*5

RMS, ii, 1160

GA Rent, i, 225

er, tx, 678
RMS, ii, 1398

GA Rent, i, 227

CA Rent, i, 237

Arb, Lib., 229

ER, ix, 310

ER, ix, 500

RMS, ii, 1802

GA Rent, i, 21*6

ADC, i, 385 a

ER, x, 761*

RMS, ii, 2389

ER, xii, 65

ER, xii, 625

1. Once part of Kingoldruia forest.

2. Ibid.
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U Foresters continued

Date Forest Naaes Sources

1506-1508 Bute Alexander Reid 2R, xii, 5llj xiii, 79

1508-1509 Bute John Reid JEg, xiii, 138
1511 Birse C Andrew ELphinstone

of »Selmys» Abdn. Reg., 371
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5 English Foresters

Forest Forester

Aberdeen )
Cowie ) John Comyn
Durris )

Darnaway )
Langmorgan) Robert Bruce
Kintore )

Date Source

12 July 1292 Rot. Scot., i, 10 a

1304-5
26 Oct. 1305
26 Oct. 1305

CDS, ii, 1736
CDS, ii, 1708
CDS, ii, 1708

Buchan

Ettrick

Selkirk &

Duncan de Ferendragh 12 April 1304 CDS, ii, 1708

Traquair Simon Fraser 18 Aug. 1291 Rot. Scot., i, 4 b

n William Comyn 15 Jan. 1291/2 Rot. Scot., i, 7 a

R William Coayn 6 July 1292 Rot. Scot., i, 7 a

Selkirk Thomas de Burnham 16 May 1296 CDS, ii, 853.
■ Robert Keith 20 Aug. 1299 CDS, ii, 1879
N Simon Eraser 20 Aug. 1299 CDS. ii, 1879
n Simon Fraser 30 Oct. 1300 CDS, ii, 1165
« Hugh de Audely 23 Sept 1301 CDS, ii, 1226, 1227

Xugh de Audely 13 Aug. 1302 CDS, ii, 1317

Selkirk,
part of Robert de Bastings

Selkirk Alexander de Balliol

" Alexander de Balliol

Tweed Ward John de Moffat

Traquair

)
)
I

Ward Roger de Aylmer )

Selkirk
Ward

Selkirk

CDS, ii, 1317

CDS, ii, 1321, 1324

CDS, ii, 1693

CDS, ii, 1646

Walter le Corour )

Aymer de Valance

Selkirk
& Sttrick Robert de Menars

" Geoffrey de Mowbray
(claimant)

13 Aug. 1302

Sept. 1305

1304-1305

4 Oct 1306 CK>, ii, 1839

15 Jane 1334 Rot. Scot, i, 271 b

15 Sept. 1334 Rot. Scot, i, 278 b
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5 English Forestsrg continued

Forest Forester Date Source

Selkirk
& Sttrick

William de Montague
(holder of lands) 10 Oct. 1335 Rot. Scot.i i. 380 a

B William de Montague ante 131*3 CDS, iii, U*25

Ettrick Henry Percy
(holder of lands)

2 March ll*Q2 Rot. Scot., ii, 163 b

Jedburgh
fl

Thomas de Burham
A

*nt* 5 <**■ ^Bot. Soot., 1.36 a

Hugh de Eyiand

Constable of Jedburgh

5 Oct 1296

ante 1298

Rot. Scot., i. 36 a
CDS, ii, 853
Stevenson. Documents,
ii, 261*

Tre de Aldeburge )
Abbot of Jedburgh ) 1298 Stevenson, Documents,

ii, 265

William of Presfen 15 July 1331* Rot. Scot., i. 271 b

Henry Percy 23 Feb 131*1/1*2 CDS, iii, 1377



6EdwardI*sGrantsofDeerandTimber Date

Grantee

Gift

Forest

Source

10Aug.
1291

WalterRoutbury

2bucks,hdoes
Tynedale

CDS,

ii,510

15Aug.
1291

BrianJay,preceptor
ofHeightsTemplar

Uoaks

rnMfamaMB

Rot.

Soot.,
ii1)a

18Aug.1291

William,BishopofSt.Andrews
30deer

Ettrick1

Rot.

Scot.,i,kb

18Aug.
1291

Robert,BishopofGlasgow
20deer,60oaks

Rot.

Scot.,
i,Ub

18Aug.
1291

BishopofCaithness

10deer

Rot.

Soot.)
i,kb

18Aug.
1291

JamasSteward

20deer

[Jedburgh?]2

Rot.

Scot.)
i,kb

18Aug.
1291

PatrickDunbar,earlofMarch
10deer

Rot.

Soot.)
i,4b

18Aug.
1291

WilliamSt.Clair

6deer

Rot.

Scot.j
i,kb

18Aug.
1291

Brian,PreceptorofBlights Templar

2deer,1*oaks
[Clackmannan?]2

Rot.

Soot*)
i,kb

18Aug.
1291

WilliamSoulis

10deer

Rot,

Scot.,
i,lib

18Aug.
1291

JohnSoulis

6deer

Rot.

Scot.)
i,lib

18Aug.
1291

WilliamHay

iideer

Rot.

Scot.,
i,kb

18Aug.
1291

PatrickGraham

6deer

Rot.

Scot.)
1,1*b

18Aug.
1291

AlexanderBalliol

10deer

Rot.

Scot.)
i,kb

18Aug.
1291

SimonFTaser

10deer

Ettrick

Rot.

Scot.)
1,lib

1.Theforestinmanyofthesegrantsin1291isnotclearlystatedbutcouldhawsbeenEttrick. 2.ThisisprobablytheforestconcernedsinceanothergrantwasmadebyEdwardfromthisforesttothesame grantee.



6EdwardI*sGrantsofDeerandTimbercontinued Date

18Aug.1291
23Aug.1291 23Aug.1291 16June1292 6July1292 6July1292 6JUly1292 6July1292 6July1292 12July1292 30Aug.1296 3Sept.1296 14Sept.1296 20Sept.1296

Grantee

Thomasdanhull ReginaldCheneJr ReginaldCheneSr WilliamCamyn,'propositus'of
StAndrews AlexanderCorayn JohnComyn AbbotofJedburgh ThomasRandolph AdamBotindon,vicechancellor William,BishopofSt.Andrews AbbotofArbroath MasterofTorphichsn JamesSteward JohnStirling

Gift

4deer 6deer 10deer 6deer 6deer
10deer 6deer 6deer 4deer 30deer 50oaks 3oaks

10deer 10deer

Forest
Ettrick Spay(Boyne& Susie?) m

Plater CowieandBuehan Spey Ettrick Ettrick Ettrick Durris,Cowie& Aberdeen Plater Kiltyre Jedburgh Alyth

Source
Rot,Scot.,i,4b Rot.Seot.,i,5a Rot.Soot.,i,5a Rot.Scot,i,8a Rot.Soot.,i,9a Sot.Scot.,i,9a hot.Scot.,i,9a Hot.Soot.,i,9a Rot.Scot.,i,9a Rot.Scot.,10a Rot.Soot.,i,24a Stevenson,Documents, il,98,no.155 Rot.Scot,i,33b Rot.Scot.,i,33bro



6ll&wardPaGrantaofDewandTimbercontinued Date

1303 1303 5April1301* 12April1304 12April1304 it

1304 1304x5 18Oct.1305 19Oct.1305
26Oct.1305 26Oct.1305 26Oct.1305 1300x1307

Grantee

AbbotofJedburgh DeanofElgin BishopofBrechin BishopofAberdeen BishopofAberdeen tt

BishopofGlasgow RalphChene PriorofSt.Andrews AbbotofJedburgh JohnCorayn,earlofBuehan JohnCanyn,earlofBuohan JohnSpsliding,canonofElgin AbbotofMelrose

GiftForestSource
20Oaks

Plater

CDS.

ii,

1428

20oaks

Iongmorgan

Stevenson,Doc ii,450,no6S

12oaks

Plater

CDS.

ii,

1496

40oaks

Drum

CSS.

ii,

1506

30oaks

Kintore

n

30oaks

Buchan

ft

50oaks

Sttrick&auldslloCDS,
ii,

1626

200oaks

DarnawayStLang- morgan

CDS,

ii,

1736

20oaks

CDS,

ii,

1704

20oaks

Plater

CDS,

ii.

1704

6hinds25oaks
Buchan

CDS,

ii,

1708

6hinds25oaks
Kintore

CDS,

ii,

1708

20oaks

Langmorgan

CDS,

ii,

1708

40oaks

Bttrick

CDS,

ii,

1982

ro
vo
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7 Tfre Officials of Ettrick Forest
(From SR)

A Balliaa

Date

11*55 - 11*71 x 2

11*71 x 2 - 11*88

ll*88 - 1502

1502 -

Name

Thomas Granstan of that ilk

John Cranston of that ilk

Alexander, Lord Ifoiae

Alexander, Lord Heme, son of
above and joint bailie since
11*89/90

Source

vi, 225j viil, 1*3

viii, 11*1

x, 651* sub Kirkhopej
RMS. ii7"7?21
7X1*89/90)

RSS. i, 839

B Master Currours

1 Treed Ward

Date

11*55-60

11*60-11*69 x 70

11*69 x 70-11*71*

11*71* - 11*81*

11*81* - 11*99

2 Ettrick Ward

11*55 - 11*69

11*69 - 11*75

11*75 - 11*82 x 81*

11*82 x 81*-ll*99

Name

George Pringle

Robert Pringle

First Recorded aat Recorded

vi, 225

vii, 21*

William Douglas of Cluny viii, 1*7

David Crichton

Patrick Crichton

viii, 269

ix, 318

Walter Scott of Kirkurde vi, 225

Alexander Scott of
Kirkurde

David Scott of Kirkurda

11*69} vii, 623

xi, 201

vii, 619

viii, 356 11*82} ix, 185

Walter Scott of Howpaslot ix, 607 sub
'Aldishope' ix, 98, 205



7 The Officials of Sttrick Forest continued

3 Yarrow Ward

Date

11*55-11*60 x 67

11*60 x 67-11*88

11*88 - 11*99

C Currours

1 Tweed Ward

Date

11*55 - 11*66

11*66-11*92 x 93

11*92 x 93-11*99

2 Bttrick Ward

11*55 - 11*67

11*67 - 11*78

11*78-11*87 x 88

11*88-11*92 x 93

11*92 x 93-11*99

3 Yarrow Ward

11*55-11*69 x 70

11*69 x 70 -

11*82 x 83

11*82 x 83-11*88

11*88 - 11*99

Name First Recorded Last Recorded

William Middlemast vi, 225 U*60j vi, 620

Thomas Middlemast vii, 530 11*87; ix, 1*73

Alexander, Lord Home x, 650, sub xi, 202
'Whitehope1

Name First Recorded Last Recorded

David Pringle vi, 225

James Pringle of
Smailholm vii, 1*75 x, 31*3

David Pringle of
Smailholm x, 1*29 xi, 201

Aitken/Adam Scott

David Scott

William Scott

Adam Scott

Walter Scott

vi, 225

vii, 1*77

viii, 587 ix, 1*73

x, 100 x, 31*7

x, 1*31 xi, 205

Robert Liddel of Balmure vi, 225 vii, 620

James Liddel of Halkerstan
viii, 100 ix, 187

John Murray of Touchadam ix, 271 x, 95

Alexander, Lord Home x, 97 xi, 203



7TheOfficialsofEttrickForestcontinued DVisitingCoiaaissioneraforcrownlands Date

11*55AllSaints 11*55Beltane? 11*56AllSaints 11*57Beltane 11*58AllSaints 11*59Beltane 11*66AllSaints 11*67Beltane 11*68Beltane 11*70x11*71 11*78x11*79

Personnel

LordofHamilton LordNinianofSpot AbbotofHolyrood Treasurer AlexanderNapier,comptroller Lordsofcouncil Chancellor Chancellor Comptroller Chancellor Comptroller Commissioner Lordsofoounoil Comptroller ThomasCranstonofthatilk MasterJamesIyndesay Lordsofcouncil Commissioners Commissioners

Source *1,227
JR,Ti,227

Comment

Source

BR,Ti,372 JR,vi,372 BR,Ti,51*5 M,*1*51*5
St,Tii,1*78 BR,rii,1*78 ER,Tii,527 ER,Till,1*5 JR,Tiii,1*1*,1*8,101 ER,Tili,585



7TheOfficials
of

EttrickForestcontinued
Dcontinued Date

12*83x12*82* 17Sept.liiSU1 10June12*85 12June12*86

Personnel

Commissioners Archibald,EarlofAngus Alex.LeslieofWardis,comptroller JohnMurrayofTouchadam MasterAlexanderMurray,parsonofForest DavidLuthirdale,parsonofArbuthnott LordHailes AlexanderLunsden,parsonofKLlak Controller JohnRossofMontgrenan Colin,EarlofArgyll,chancellor GeorgeRobison,controller JohnMurrayofTouehadaa

Source
SR.lx,271 ER,ix,605 ER,ix,609 SR.ix,612*

Coianent
Lordofarticles 12*81/2 Lordofcouncil, 12*85 Lordofcouncil, 12*85 Lordofcouncil, 12*85 Lordofcouncil, 12*82*and12*85? Lordofcouncil, 12*85

Source
APS,ii,137 ADC,i,116X ADC,i,*115 ADC,i,*115 ADC,i,*87 ADC,i,116X

1,Henceforth,commissionsonlytabulatedwhendetailsofpersonnelarerecorded.Commissionersinli*90s alsoattendedsemecourtslistedinTable8.

y

u>



7Officialsoflifttrickcontinued Dcontinued DatePersonnel
12June11*86continued

SirAlexanderScott,parsonofWigton, clerkregister SirJanesAllardlce,provostofCollege RoyalofStAndrews MasterRiohardLaweon,clericof justiciary SirHenryAlan,directorofchancellary
7June1490Colin,EarlofArgyll,Chancellor Alex.,LordHone,chaatplain William,LordofSt.JohnofJerusalem, masterofhousehold MasterAlex.Inglis,archdeacon ofSt.Andrews ThomasForest,comptroller

18April11*99William,BishopofAberdeen George,AbbotofDunfermline James,AbbotofScone PatrickHomeofPolworth,comptroller RobertLundyofBalgawnle,treasurer SirHanryAlan,archdeaconofEAmblane
SourceCommentSource MP,11*81* Lordofcouncil, 11*85 Lordofarticles 11*82,11*87

APS,ii,167 ADC,i,^115 APS,ii,11*2,175

Kg,x,675

Lordofcouncil,ADC,1,li*2 11*90 Lordofcouncil, andarticles11*90ABC,i,11*2 Lordofcouncil, 11*90ADC,i,11*1
BR,xi,396Lordofcouncil,ADC,ii,321 U*99 Lordofcouncil,ADC,ii,320 11*99 Lordofcouncil,ADC,il,31*6 11*99

w



7Officialsofgttrickcontinued
Personnel

Comptroller HenryAlan,archdeaconofDunblane DavidBeaten

22Feb.1505/6 2May1511

Willjam,BishopofAberdeen Janes,AbbotofDunfer&line,treasurer Henry,AbbotofJedburgh Archibald,EarlofArgyll Janes'Redeach',comptroller MasterSavinDunbar,archdeaconof St.Andrews MasterRichardLavsonof•Hieriggis' BishopofCaithness,treasurer HenryAbbotofJedburgh Archibald,EarlofArgyll MasterJanesHsnryson

Source

Comment

Source

ER,xLi,658 RSS,i,1228
MP

ftros/£

APS,

ii,

262

MP

1505/6

APS,

ii,

262

MP

1505/6

APS,

ii,

262

MP

1505/6

APS,

ii,

262

ER,xiii,651

u

VA



Table8CourtsandAsaedaclonesingttrick (AllreferencesaretotheExchequerRella)
DateCourt3'1EttrickForest 11*55ASri,227 11*56?BandA?ri,227 12*56ASri,372 11*57Brl,372 11*58ASri,51*5 11*59BandAri,5U5 11*60 DateCourtSttrickForest 11*61 11*62 11*63 11*65 11*66B

ASTil,1*78
11*67BandArtl,1*78 ASTil,527

11*63BandAvii,527 ASYii,619

TweedWardYarrowWard Tii,

1*76

▼ii,

525

▼ii,529

vii,

525

andA,529

▼ii,

622

▼ii,620

1.B-Beltanecourt,AS-Allsaints*court,A-assedaclo,n•noextractofcourtsreturnedwhenaccount presentedthereforeproceedsofcourtnotcollectedtilllaterifatall.



8CourtsandAsaedactonesInBttrickcontinued DateCourtEttrickForeat 11*69

B

▼ii,619

AS

11*70

B
AS

▼iii,1*3

11*71

BandA?

▼Hi,1*3,1*1*
AS

11*72

B AS

▼iii,11*1

11*73

B

▼iii,11*1

AS

11*71*

B AS

11*75

B
AS

▼iii,356n

U*76

B

▼iii,356n

AS

▼iii,1*37

11*77

B

▼iii,1*37

AS

▼iii,1*82

TweedWard vii,622

YarrowWard ▼it,620

▼lit,1*7Till,100 andA?vlii,hi,1*8andA,Till,100,101 ▼til,mo vlii,mo ?mi,211 viii,268 ▼ill,268 viii,353n ▼iii,353n ▼iii,1*32 ▼iii,U32 ▼iii,hid

▼iii,11*3 ▼iii,11*3 ▼iii,267 ▼iii,267 ▼iii,355n ▼iii,355n ▼iii,1*35 ▼iii,1*35 ▼iii,1*77

w

-n3



3CourtsandAssedacionesinEttrickcontinued DateCourtEttriekForestTweedWardYarrowWard 11*78Bviii,1*82riii,1*78*iii,1*77 ASviii,588Till,586Till,581*
11*79Bvili,589Till,586riii,581* ASix,31ix,29ix,33

11*80Bix,31ix,29ix,33 ASix,138ix,131*ix,136
11*81Bix,138ix,131*ix,136 AS

11*82B
AS

11*83B
AS

11*81*B
ASix,1*21nix,318nix,321n A1ix,605

11*85Bix,1*21nix,318nix,321n ASix,1*21nlx,1*11*nix,1*18n Aix,609
1.Henceforthassedacionesalthoughplacedinthefirstcolumn,applytoallwards.

CO



8CourtsandAasedacloneaIn£ttrickcontinued DateCourtSttriokWard 1U86Bix,1*21n ASx,169n Aix,6U*
11*87Bx,169n ASx,16?n

11*88Bx,169n ASx,169n3 Ax,650
11*89B

AS

11*90B
AS Ax,675

11*91B
AS

2.Severalcourtsheldforthiswardao19thJuly. 3*Noreturnsfromseveralcourts.
1*.Returnsofseveralcourtstogether.

TweedWard

YarrowWard

ix,1*11*n x,162n ix,1*67}x,162 x,12,162n
x,12,162n x,162n*

ix,i*l8n x,165 ix,1*67?x,165 x,165
x,165

fx,163,291 X,291
X,291

vo



8CourtsandAssedacionesInEttrickcontinued Date 11*92 11*93 11*92/3 11*91* 11*95 11*96 11*97 11*98 11*99

Court B AS
B AS* A B AS

B
AS

B AS B AS B AS
B

AS

EttrickWard

TweedWard

YarrowWard

x,1*31 x,735
x,i*31d ?x,599 7x,599 xi,1009 xi,20710 xi,20710 xi,1*02subTorwoodlee

x,1*30 x,1*30 xi,7'

x,1*33 x,1*33 x,601
8

5.Thedateswhanthecourtsof11*93and11*91*wereheldareoncertain, 6.TheaccountmerelystatesthatcertaincourtswereheldinFebruary11*95/6. 7.ThecourtsofYarrowforll*9l*and11*95appeartohavebeenheldinFebruary11*95/6, 3.Fivecourts,presumablythoseof11*96-11*98wereheldInJuly* 9*Thiscourtmayhaveconcernedthewholeforest. 10*Afterthe11*99reorganisationonlyassedacionesarerecordedintheexchequerrecords.



8CourtsandAssedacionasInSttrickcontinued Date 1k99continued 1500 1501 1503 1505/6 1510 1511

Court A A A A A

10

SttrickWard xi,396 3d,1(032leases 3d,1(57 jdi,658,2leases 3dl,658-9afullcourt xiil,61*9 3dli,651

BoundCourts 11*72x11*73 11*77x11*78

viii,lla Till,1*82

TweedWardYarrowWard rill,11*0rill,11*3 Till,1*78viii,1*77



9FinesImposedInEttrlck(batnotcollected1) ATweedWard Date

Offence

Fine

Offender

2

Source

11*61*

1stagetc.

£16

WilliamDouglas,warden
viii,1*76

o11*66x11*67
1*oaks

£l*0

AbbotofNewbattle

vii,1*76,623

11*67

woodcutting?

50s

asmiteinGalashiels

vii,1*76

shieling&sub-letting
£8

inhabitantsofGalashiels, MossileeandB1Indies

vii,1*76

£6

5men,named

vii,1*77

50s

2men,named

vii,1*77

11*67x11*68

3oaks

£30

AbbotofMelrose

vii,525

20oaks

£200

WilliamDouglas,warden
vii,525

10s

WilliamHarvy

vii,526

11*69

2shielings

£6

WilliamDouglas

viii,1*79

11*69x11*70

2shielings

£6

WilliamDouglas

viii,1*8

11*70

2stags,3hinds

£35

WilliamDouglas

viii,1*79

11*73

1stag,1*stags?

£15

WilliamDouglas

viii,1*79

1stag

£10

DavidPringle

viii,U79

non-campearance

£10

RobertRutherford

viii,1*79-80

ncn-ccompearance

£10

James,LordHamilton

viii,211,587

1,Fineswareusuallymentionedinthedischargeofthecurrours'accountsand,therefore,werenotcollected. Thisisnotacompletelistoffinesimposed.
2.AllreferencesaretoBroheqnarRolls



9FinesImposedinSttrlekcontinued Acontinued DateOffonceFine
1473x1474inboundcourt£10 1474x1475£73s4d

10s

1477x14782shielings£? sheep20lambs,4sf>d sheep20lambs,8slOd sheep40lambs,20s vertinboundcourt50s
l6s

inboundcourt$0s inboundcourt55s Inboundcourt31s stags£20 sleep26s8d sheep31s
1478x147918oaks£180 stags£30 inboundcourt£62

1479x1480sub-letting20s 1480x1481sub-letting44s
Offender

Source

LordofHorsbruk WilliamVaich AndrewHervy inhabitantsofCaddonlee& Galashiels(Queen) DavidCrichtcn DavidPringle.Sr. inhabitantsofMoasileeand Galashiels
3men,named 4men,named 5man 6men 4nan 3TaitsandWalterKerr DavidCrichton DavidPringleJr. AbbotofMelrose EarlofBuchan Peebles TenantofFarnlee ThomasKerr

viii,211 viii,269 viii,26? viii,480 viii,480 viii,480 viii,480 viii,480 viii,480 viii,481 viii,481 viii,481 viii,481 viii,481 viii,481 viii,587 viii,587 viii,587 ix,30
H\v

ix,135



9Finosisipoa
odinSttrickcontinued

Aocntinned Date

Offence

Fine

Offender

Source

1U96

sowing

TenantofGalashiels

ix,7

11+95x11+97

1stagandvert

£226s8d

George,MasterofAngus
3d.,9

11+99

ditchingandsowing
ft*»

}

hrn nnn nnn plowingandsowing MHIf

20sheepinHolilee 20shoopinWestWindydurris 20sheepinThomilee 20sheepinEastWindydurris 10sheepinCragleech
20sheepinGorslee forfeitureofsteadTorwoodlee,Toftnese composition,20sheep

ad,1+01 2±,401 xi,2+01 xi,1+01-2 xi,1+02 xi,i+02 xi,1+02

1^01x1502

payingoldrents?

forfeitureofstead
MidWindydurris

xii,37

BYarrowWard 11+70x11+71

stagandhind

£15

lit73xH+7U

1stag

£10 £10

11+77x11+78

sheep

£32s

wcodenfence

l+Os

11+78x11+79

inboundcourt

£5

1stag,6hinds

£70

sheep

17s9d

WilliamCockbum

viii,

101

JohnGoranofGardronno
viii,

210

JamesLordHamilton

viii,

210

PatrickMurray

viii,

2*77

PatrickMurray

viii,

1+77-8

ThomasDickson

viii,

581+-5

viii,

581+

TenantofLerinshope& Hangandshaw

viii,

585



9FinesimposedinBttrickcontinued Bcontinued DateOffenceFine
11*78x11*79sheep53«i»d continued2ashtrees13sl*d 11*79x11*80sheep13si*d 11*86x11*878beech/birch53sl*d (•lentisci*)

1*0beach/birch£L36s8d
11*99sowing£20 ditching&sowing20sheep ditching&sowing20sheep

1501x1502paymentofoldrents?forfeitureofstead CEttrickWard 11*68x11*69£3 11*70x11*71enclosurel*0s 1stag£10 1stagandhind£15
11*73x11*71*1*stags£l*0

£l*0

6men,named EarlofBuchan TenantsofLevinahqpe& Haagandahaw RebelsInAshiesteel AbbotofKelso infair inAshiesteel inGlenpoit 2Glenpoit
Offender

ofbailie

Source viii,585 ▼ili,585 ix,31* ix,1*71 ix,1*72 xi,1*00 xi,1*00-1 xi,1*01 xii,37 vil,620 vli,1*1* viii,1*5 viii,1*5 viii,208 viii,209

GeorgeCranstonsor AbbotofKelso FergusGraham James,EarlofBuchan James,lordHamilton,John RossofHawkhead&JanesRuther¬ fordofthatilk



9FinesimposedlaSttrickcontinued Gcontinued

Offence

Date *

Xli76xHi77 lk79x1U80 Ht95x12*96 11*99 1501x1502

sheepandshieling sheep sowing kbeech/birch 5oaks ploughing&sowing w» sowing paymentofoldrents? n A n

« n «

Fine £6 8slOd 10s £260s8d £50
10sheep 12sheep forfeitureofJ stead noforfeitureof ŝtead

AH
it

e

n «

1502X1503

paymentofoldrents?
noforfeiture

DBttrickForest 1502x15032hindskids
£10

Offender

Source

JamsScott

Till,U39

TenantofHarehead

ix,32

a•colthird*
inFaulishope InBroadmeadow lordBothwell,LordHone

x,599 x,599
x,600 x,600

inHarehead
inHidHartwood

xl,397 xi,397

Sundhope

xi,399

Sundhope

xii,37

Karshope Faulishope Hartwood

xii,37 xii,37 xii,37

Hountcoamon

xii,113

AlexVauohofBawick&xii,115 AlexHorsbruck



10ArrearsofEttrick Date'*"

SttrickForest
Source2

ll*?6

£3183s
6d

vi,370

11*57

£7U8s
6d

vi,1*1*2

li*?8

£12317s
?d

vi,?2*3

ll*?9

£21012s
9d

vi,619

11*60

£279Os
2d

vii,21*

11*61

£?933s
lid

vii,2?

Date

EttrickWard

Source

11*60 ll*6l 11*62 11*63 11*61* 11*6? 11*66 11*67 11*68"

TweedWard
(£89Os10d)3 &

Source vii,13?

YarrowWard

Source

(£

126

17s

10$d)

vii,

1*77

(£507ll*s)
vii,

1*7?

£

11*3

Os

10£d

vii,

1*78

£1*6310s

vii,

1*77

£

328

8s

9§d

vii,

?29

£30?9s8d
vii,

?26

£1008s2d

vii,?31

1.Thedategivenistheandoftheyearofaccount. 2.AllreferencesaretotheScchequerRolls. 3.BracJoTissignifythatnoaccountisextantforthatyear.Thefiguresaretakenfromthefollowing account'sstatementofarrearsfortheprecedingyear.Otherwisewherenoaccountisextantablankis leftInthislist.
1*.Seep.1*8.



10ArrearsofSttrickcontinued Date

JJttrickWard

Source

TweedWard

Source

YarrowWard

Source

11*69

£369

5s

lid

vii,620

£

130

15s

8d

vii,623

£52

13s

vii,622

11*70

(£21*9
15s

oid)

viii,1*2

(£

197

17s

0d)

viii,1*6

(£57

19a

7d)

viii,100

11*71

£131

13s10%&

viii,1*6

£

210

Os

8d

viii,1*9

£60

5s

lid

viii,102

11*72

(£78
lis

6id)

viii,11*1

U

181*

12s

8d)

viii,139

(£16

16s

2d)

viii,11*2

Ht73

£261*

15s

3|d

viii,11*2

£

260

Its

5d

viii,11*1

£52

12s

viii,11*3

11*71*

£231

8s

9d

viii,209

£

29

17s

viii,210

£262

lis

5d

viii,212

11*75

£261*

2s

9d

vii,271

Z

263

17s

6d

viii,270

£26

Os

Id

viii,268

11*76

£331

15s

9d

vii,357

£

271

3s

lOd

viii,351*

£26

19s

Id

viii,356

11*77

£519

6s

lOd

vii,1*39

£

293

Os

6d

viii,1*33

£27

10s

7d

viii,1*36

11*78

£561

15s

9d

viii,1*83

£

21*7

19s

9d

viii,1*81

£52

7s

lOd

viii,1*78

11*79

£598

3s

6d

viii,590

£

11*7

3s

lid

viii,587

£1*2

10s

9d

viii,585

11*80

£567

16s

8d

ix,33

e

88

19s

6d

ix,31

£1*2

10s

9d

ix,35

11*81

£71*2

Os

2d

ix,139

£

88

19s

6d

lx,136

£51

15s

ix,137

11*82

£662

lis

2d

ix,186

£

102

17s

6d

ix,187

£62

5s

ix,188

11*83

/

(£81*5
lis

2d)

ix,1*21

(£62

5s

)

ix,271

11*81*

ET

£

15

13s

3d

ix,271

£1*20

Is

ix,273

It.N-accountreturnedbutnoarrearsdetailed. 5.Henceforthtillli*71rentsInkindarerealisedatthefollowingrate*bowcow*22s,mart-12s,lamb-12d,[EE,Til,622(11*9#]
6.ReturnsInkindfrom11*83to1500arerealisedatthefollowingratestbowcow-20s,mart-12s,lamb-12d,[ER,viii,11*1,(11*73)SR.x,603,(U*96)].Returnsofgrainareexcluded.



10ArrearsofEttrickcontinued
Date

Ettrick
Ward

Source

TweedWard

1U85

N

23s

Ud

1U86

£1812

lis

2d

ix,U22

£U9

5s

8d

1U87

£2111;
lis

6d

ix,U75

N

1U88

N

£62

5s

Id

1U89

N

£236

15s

5d

1U90

£3168

15s

6d

x,173

£179

Is

3d

1U91

N

N

1U92

£896

lis

x,3U8

£U06

2s

lid

1U93

(£11143

Us

6d)

x,U31

(£108

13s

5d)

1U9U

£12148

10s

lid

x,U32

£232

Os

6d

1U95

£111

3s

5d

x,507

£65

3s

3d

1U96

£k2h

6s

5d

x,600

H

1U97

£1;82

10s

3d

xi,10

£205

12s

9d

UU98

N

£165

Os

9d

1U99

N

N

Ettrick
Pbrest

1500

£312s

xi,207

1501

£23810s
5d

xi,323

1502

££6819slid

xii,38

1503

Equal

xii,116

150U

£736

7s

Ud

xii,205

Source

yarrowWard

Source

ix,320

£U55

16s

8d

ix,322

ix,U17

£317

Us

6d

ix,U21

£116

12s

2d

ix,U73

x,13

£68

15s

lOd

x,97

x,100

£211

2s

8d

x,99

x,16U

£93

Is

5id

x,167

£33U

18s

9^d

x,293

x,3U5

£U32

7s

9%d

x,3U7

x,U29

(£602

3s

)

x,U32

x,U30

Equal

x,U35

x,509

Equal

x,505

£33

15s

8d

X,603

xi,9 xi,102

N



10ArrearsofEttrickcontinued Date

EttrickForest
Source

1505

£9613a
lid

xii,318

1506

£58U10s
6d

xii,392

1507

Equal

xii,538

1508

Equal

xiii,35

1509

Equal

xiii,181

1510

Equal

xiii,351i

1511

(£10723s
9d)

xiii,loo

1512

£63215s
Sd

xiii,105

1513

£10816a
Id

xiii,529

vn.
o



51

11 The Tenants of Ettrick Forest

A 1485-6 (M, ix, 60?, 614)

If the tenant changed between 1485 and i486 the 1485 tenant has been placed
in brackets.

Ettrick Ward

John Bass of Hawkhead,
Janes Scott

Patrick Murray-

Robert Scott

Archibald, Earl of Angus
Jases Rutherford

William Turabull-Gargunnock
Robert Rutherford

Ninian Rutherford, nephew of above
John Turnbull-Fauliahope
Alexander Murray
John Scott of Todahawhauch

George Roblson, comptroller
John Cranston of that ilk

Ralph Kerr
David Scott-Edschaw

David Scott of Buccleuch

William Scott

Walter Scott

Yarrow Ward

William Cockburn of Hanryland

George Robison, comptroller
Jaraes Achilmer

Alexander Dalmahoy
Alexander Dalmahoy son of above
Lord William Borthwick

John Murray of Touchadam
Patrick Murray
John l&irray, son of above
William Kerr

Joan Douglas, mother of above Walter
James Achilmer

Roger Achilmer, son of above

Stephen Lockhart
Walter Turnbull of Gargunnock
Peter Murray
James Kerr

Thomas Kerr, son of above
Ninian Murray
Thomas Murray
William Murray

Archibald Scott-Branxhoin

Alexander Dalmahoy
John Achilmer son of James

Walter Kerr of Cessford

Robert Kerr son of above

Patrick Cockburn (William Cockburn
of Henryland)

Patrick Crichton

Sir-
lord James ChishOlm

Andrew Amiston

Hararet Kerr
Andrew Kerr son of above

Walter Kerr (John Ltddel)
Thomas Middlesaast

'Thomas Lawls of Maiuur

Thomas Dickson of Ormiston

William Inglis of Murthawston
Patrick Elphinstona



52

11 Ettriek Forest Tenants 11*85-6 continued

Tweed Ward

Darid Tait-Pyrne

George Tait-Pyrne

Margaret Schaw
Patrick Crichton-Cranston

lord Borthwick

Alexander Pringle

Roger Pringlo, son of above
Roger Rutherford of Ghetto

George Rutherford, son of above
Walter Kerr of Ceasford

Roger Kerr, son of above
William Pringle
Alexander Pringle, son of above

William Vaich of Davick

John Vaich, son of above
David Pringle-Siaailholn
Jastes Pringle
George Kerr

B 1510 (ER, xiii, 6k9)
gttrick Ward

Patrick Murray

Margaret Scott
John Murray

Alexander, lord Home
Thomas Kerr

Elisabeth Stewart

John Borne, son of above
John Murray
Walter Scott

William Cranston

Thomas Cranston

Peter Tumbull

Elizabeth Kerr

Walter Scott of Buccleuch, sen of above
Adam Scott of Tuschelaw

Stephen Scott
James Stewart

Patrick Cranston

Andrew Kerr

Gavin Murray
James Murray-Falahill
Andrew Kerr of Cessford

Andrew Memo, brother of Alexander
Peter Murray
Thomas Murray
Robert Turnbull

Yarrow Ward

George Hepburn-Bo thwell
Jaraes Stewart of Traquair
David Pringle of lynnes

John Murray of Falahill
Robert Crichton of Grans ton-Riddel

Nichola Kerr

William Kerr

Christian Kerr, mother of above
Andrew Kerr of Mersingto"
John liddel



53

11 Sttrlck Forest Tenants 1510 continued

Yarrow Ward continued

James Grichton ) Andrew Kerr of Fernihurst

William Crichton j c>ons °x a*DOTe Jolm SLphinstane
David Crichton ) David YLphinstone
Alexander Lord Hoiae

Tweed Hard

Alexander Tait of Pyroe

Andrew Stewart bishop of Caithness
Patrick Crichton of Cranston-Riddel

David } lome-Wedderbum

Andrew Kerr of Cessford

William Pringle
Robert Pringle
John Wauche

David Pringle



12RoyalOrantaofforestlands Forest

GalaandLeader GalaandLeader GalaandLeader Birse GalaandLeader GalaandLeader Plusoardeaa/Auchtertyre PentlandandMoorfoot Ettrick Clackmannan GalaandLeader Leithen?

Grantee BryburghAbbey MelroseAbbey MelroseAbbey CathedralChurchof Aberdeen MelroseAbbey MelroseAbbey MelroseAbbey PluscardenPriory NeWbattleAbbey MelroseAbbey DunfermlineAbbey MelroseAbbey NewbattleAbbey

Details Kedalie^ Whitelee Buckholm Blainslie Blainslie Milsieside Gladhouse Tiraa Dollar

Date
1150x1152 1174x1189 1174x1189 1180x1184 1180x1193

(1174x1189 (1189x1190 1189x1196 1230 12362 1235/62 12363 12362 1241

1.LandsinGalaandLeadermayhavebeendeforestedwhenalienated. 2.Followedbyafreeforestgrant. 3.FollowedbyafreeforestgrantIn1237.

Source
ESC,CC<*XVi</. Dryb.Lib.,109 Melr.Lib..106 Melr.lab.,107 RRS,ii,251 RRS,ii,265 Melr.lib..94 RRS.ii,301 RRS,ii,307 Pluscarden,69,199 Newb.Hb.,23 Melr.Lib.,264 Dunf.Rag.,75 Melr.lib.,257 Newb.lib.,120



12RoyalGrantsofforestlandscontinued Forest

Banff Stocket 'Glanaheuckin' Moray Kintore Kttrick Esrura Kintore& Itaverfeffer Bizie Boyne

Qrantea
WalrandeNormanville BurghofAberdeen RichardEdgar ThomasRandolph RobertKeith JanesLordDouglas AlexBurnett RobertKeith RobertKeith,sonofabove PhilipMeldrun AndrewButtirgask

Details variouslands Forestof Stocketexcept thewood 1dland 'cursilviset forestis* theforest exceptthepark 'Kellianach- oleraoh'

Date

1242 131^ c1319x1321 1311x1324 c1312 1316x1321 c1320 1323 1324 1346 c1342 c1342 repeated
c1J45

Source
AB.Antiqa.,ii,109 RMS;i,api.~1,4. RMS,i,app.2,299 MorayReg.,264 RMS,1,app,1,46 RMS,i,app.2,232 Burnettofleys,154 EMS,1,app.1,47 RMS,i,app.2,761 RMS,i,app.2,851 RMS,i,app.2,791 1 _ann0_Qft7

4,

TheburghofAberdeenwasmadekeeperin1313.SeeTable3*



12RoyalGrantsofforestlandscontinued ForestGrantee
Glasgoforest Kintoreand•Qardenauche• Glenken Torwood

RobertGlen EdwardKeith WilliamGordon Willia:More

Glasgoforest Glenken Clackmannan

RobertGlen WalterLesleyandwife RobertErskineandwife
Glenken Cabrauch Glenken Torwood Clackmannan

Jameslyndesay William,SarlofDouglas JohnMaxwell WilliamMore ThomasErskine

5.

SrskinealreadyheldClackmannaninfreeforest
DetailsDate c131*5 o131*6 ante1358

foggageperhapspossiblyante withlands135?
c1358x135? 1366

herbageperhaps1368 withlands

1373 1373/1* 1376 1387 1398*

Source
RMS,1,app,2,960 miS,1,app.2,1020 SfB,Mlso,v,23,no. JK,i,576 RMS,i,app.2,1320 RMS,i,258 APS,1,531 RMS,1,l*i*6 RMS,i,1*71* RMS,i,576 RMS,i,697 SRO,MarandKellie Papers,GD12^/1/5^5

SeeTable13.



12RoyalGrantsofforest Forest

BoyneandEnsie Clackmannan Doverlands Ettrick Glengarry Garvoek Dye

landscontinued Grantee AlexanderSetonofGordon andEgidiafiay ThomasEreklne QueenMary William,EarlofDouglas RobertDuncansonofStravan Williaa,LordKeith PatrickCockburn

Clunie(Perth)JohnStewartofCardany BoyneanddisieGeorge,LordGordon 5.Ibid.

Details

Date

Source

11*6/7KKS,ii,73 1448''SRO,MarandKelliePapers. GDUk/1/1

Landsvbichincluded Clunie(Ferth) Glenfinglaa11*1*9APS,ii,61a Maalome Strathbraan Strathearn

11*1*9/50RMS,U,308 11*1RHS,ii,1*1 11*51kr,ix,661
femesofthe11*1x11*3ER,▼,581 landsofthe forest femesofthe11*58x11*59S8,Ti,561 landsofthe forest

11*70RHS,ii,991
$



12RoyalGrantsofforestlandscontinued ForestGrantee
DowerlandsQueenMargaret Cumbernauld Buchan Clackmannan Ens.le Dye Bothwell Abernethy Cordice

DavidFleming QuintanitWilliamShaw^ AlexanderyJrskina George,LordGordon Archibald,EarlofAngus BeatriceEtrumraond
7

JohnGrantofFreuchy AlexanderJohnstonofthatilk andwife

6.Tenantpayingaferine* 7.Meldona9yearlease.

Details

Date

Source

landsIncluding forestsof Ettrick Torwood Strathearn Glenfinglas •Kettilschele•
11*73 repeated11*78
APS,ii,188b APS,ii,117b

ikdo

RMS,ii,11*53
U*8o/i

m,ix,586

11*89

RMS,ii,1890
11*90

RMS,ii,1976
11*92

RMS,ii,2106
11*96

RMS,ii,2311
11*98

RSS,i,268

11*98/9

HMS,ii,21*75

w

CD



12RoyalGrantsofforest Forest

Alyth Blrnam Bachan Lochabsr Boyne Clackmannan •Kynnavel' Dowergrant •Glentioh»

landscontinued Grantee
PatrickGrayandJanet LadyLindeaay GeorgeBishopofunkeld 7

JanetKennedy Alexander,lordGordon Alexander,LordGordon Alexander,LordIrskine GeorgeMeldruza QueenMargaret ColinCampbell

6.Tenantpayingaferine. 7.Heldona9yearlease.

Details

Date
Uj98/9

Source
BBS,i,33k

landincluding forestsof Ettrick Torwood Glenfinglas

11*99 1500 1500 1501 1502 1502/2 1503/1*

RMS,ii,2502 ER,xi,U5k RMS,ii,2599 SR0,GordonJastie itolments,QDkkiTi06 RMS,ii,261*3 RMS,ii,2690 APS,ii,271

1506/7

RMS,ii,3075

vn. vo



12RoyalGrantsofforeat Forest

Birnam Cluanie •Glenhaitnyth' Ccrrymuckloch 8.Heldinfeuferine.
landscontinued Grantee

0

George,BishopofDunkeld JohnGrantofFreuchy WilliamScotofBalwery WilliamMurray^

DetailsDate 1507 1509 1510 1510

Source
3R,adii,53 RMS,ii,3390 RMS,ii,3U72 RMS,ii,3U61*



13ForestGrants Name

Date

DetailsofGrant

Annandale111*7x1153F.S. Pttttlnain111*7x1153'firmaaforestall• Sof1*0s

Renfrew(?)ll6l(or1162)'inforesto,in tristris»

Dunlapple1153x1165 Annandale(?)
possibly1172

'inforestiset
1165x1173tristriis'

Strathearn1172xU73'inforestiset (t)tristriis' Campsie1173x1178FF.S Hownara118?x1195F.S.

Grantee
RobertBruce Nicholas,royalclerk WalterSteward RobertBruce MalisesonofFerteth, earlofStrathearn CouparAngusAbbey WilliamsonofJohn

Tenure

asfreelyashisother forest
5kta. 10kts. 1kt freealms

Source
ESC,199 ESC,205 RRS,i,181* SeeDunlappie1223 ERS,ii,80 RRS,ii,136 RRS,ii,151* RES,ii,3U

1.F•inforest.FF-infreeforest.S-sanctionclause.FW-freewarren.HHF-hawkings,huntingsand fishings.FB•freebarony.FR-freeregality,w-grantappliedtowoods.
ON



13ForestGrantscontinued SameDateDetailsofGrant Cargill118?x1195F.S. Strachan1189x1195F.S. Kinkell1189x1195F.S. Outh1195x1210F.S. Dunlappie1165x121U Kingoldrura121Ux1225F.S. Maioh,Calder andMonalbrock
1219x1230F.S.

Dunlappie1223FF Dumbarrowand Conan1223F,S Rothieiaurohus
1226F,S

Nigg1233FF,S Gleniala1233(l!*5l)FF,S Trostach1233FF,S,w
GranteeTenure

RichardMontfiquet WilliamGiffard Humphrey[deBerkley] RobertdeLondon ArbroathAbbey PaisleyAbbey LaurencesonofGrra ArbroathAbbey Andrew,Bishopoftforay ArbroathAbbeyfreealms CouparAngusAbbeyfreealms ArbroathAbbey

Source
BRS,ii,33k RRS,ii,3ii0 RRS,ii,346 RRS,ii,U63 SeeDunlappie1223 Arb.lib.,105 Pais.Reg.,253 NIS,Collectionsof WalterMofarlane, Adv.Ms.35.4.12a,3. Arb.lib.,103 MorayReg.,29 Arb.Lib.,101 C.A.Chrs.iiL Arb.Lib.129

&



13ForestGrantscontinued(pre1286) Name

Date

DetailsofGrant

Grantee

Tenure

Source

Balmerino andBarry

1234

F,S

BalmerinoAbbey

Balm.Lib.,8

Tarves

1234

FF,S

ArbroathAbbey

freealms

Arb.Lib.,102

Lesmahagow
1235

FF,S

KelsoAbbey

Kelso.Lib.,10

Dundaffand Strathcarran
1235

FF,S

Patrick,SariofDunbar
1/3kt.

Mort*Beg.,i,app.

1237

FF,S

DaviddeGraham

1/3kt.

Anderson,Diplomats facsimileno.30

Galaand Leader

1236

FF,S

MelroseAbbey

freealms

Melr.lib.,258

Mow

1236

FF,S

MelroseAbbey

Melr.Lib.299

Dollar

1237

FF,S

DunfermlineAbbey

Dunf.Reg.,75

Kilsythetc.
1239

FF,FW(?)

MalcolmeonofDuncan

Nisbet,RadianBoll p.19

Moorfoot

1239

FF,S

Newbattleabbey

Nev?b.Reg.,22

'Kelcamsy'
1240x12421

(x1249)

F,S,w

SconePriory

SceneLib.,76

1.WalterBissetawitness,exiled1242(CougarChrs.,p.Ill)



13ForestGrantscontinued NameDate Mewbattle Dtrumpellier12U0/UL Drumsled1236 'Glerageyth» etc.12U1

(pre1286) DetailsofGrant FF,S FF,S FF|S

Birseand Fette&ear

12U2

FF,

S

Glasgow

121*2

FF,

S

Leslie

121*8

FF,

s

Crawford

c121*9

FF,

3

Fintray

1251

FF,

s,

Tillicoultry
1262

FF,

s

Lindores

126V65

FF,

s

Mauohline

126)4

FF,

s

Grantee

Tenure

Source

NewbattleAbbey ArbroathAbbey PatricksonofW— senofOrra Ralph,BishopofAberdeen William,BishopofGlasgow Alforrao,sonofNorman NewbattleAbbey LindoresAbbey William,SariofMar1kt. LindoresAbbey MelroseAbbey

Newb.Reg.,157 Arb.Lib.,312 liiC,Report7, TheAtholeCharters 70I4.,no6. Abdn.Reg. Glas.Reg.,180 A.B.Goll.p.5U8 Nawb.Reg.,1U5 Lind.Cart.,28?,no.6 SRO,Mar&Kellis Papers,GD135717513 Lind.Cart.,291no.l5 Melr.Lib.,321*
£



13ForestGrantscontin NameDate
Lennox1272 Ooldingham1276 Kinmuck)

)a1282
Kilravock) Stapllgordon1285 andWauchope

ilartschaw1315x21 Liddesdala1315x21 Rossc1315x21 Staplegordonc1319 Jedburgh1320 Westerker1321 Lennox1321

(pre1286) DetailsofGrant, FF,S FF,FW FForFW FF,S,FB FF,FB FF FF,FB FF,FB FF,S 'cumliberaforests'
Seten

1322

FF,FW,S

GranteeTenure Malcolm,SariofLennox ColdinghamPriory Johndolyndesay RobertBoyd RobertBruce Hugh,EarlofRoes James,lordoj.Douglas JamesDouglas MelroseAbbey- Malcolm,EarlofLennox AlexanderSeton

1kts.service accustomedservice suitofcourt 1kt.ser.100s Freealms

Source
Lenn.Cart.,p.2 Raine,ND^App.

16no.Ixxvi APS,i,llOj Lostcharters '-Ort.Reg♦,li|12 RMS,i,k6 RMS,i,53 RMS,app.2,383no. T"'U1*
MS,i,app.1,36 RMS,i,app.1,Hi Fraser,Lennox,ii

19no.lB~ Seton,ii,118



13Forestgrantscontinued(pre1286) Name

Drum Drum Boyneand Ehzie Cowie Polbutliy Drum Laithen Leithan DaUciath Boyne& Enzie

Date

1322/3 1323 1327 1327 1306x291 1359 1367 1367/8

Lochindorb1368
1369 1329x71J

Detailsofgrant FF,S FF FF FF FF FF FF,S FF,S FF FF,FB FF

GranteeTenure
WilliamIrvineBlancheferae AlexanderBurnettBlancheferae gilbertHayofIocher- wood AlexanderandJohnFraser James,LordofDouglasBlancheferae WalterMoigneBlancheferae NewbattleAbbey NewbattleAbbey SimonHeed,constable ofEdinburghCastle3broadarrows JamesDouglas Alexander,SariofHuntly

Source ABAntigua,iii,292 Burnettofleys,151* BHS,i,app.1,65 RMS,i,app.1,73 RMS,i,app.2,526 ABAntigua,iii,293 RMS,i,269 RMS,i,275 MS,i,279 RMS,i,335 RMS,ii,2958



13ForestGrantscontinued NameDate Tillicoultry1372 Cowie& Mounth

1375

WesterKars andAlva1382 Clackmannan1386/7 Bolton,1391/2 Carridenand Langton Manor Spjnie Garioch Callencar

1395 11452 lii52 11458

'GlenM»kem;1U58/9 PlaterU4.7I4

DetailsofGrant FF,S FF FF,FW,FB FF FF,FW,S FF,FW,FB

Grantee
WilliamEarlofDouglas RobertKeith

Tenure

AlexanderCockbum WilliamInglis

♦cumliberaforestaBishopofMoray etvarenna',FR FF,FW,FRQueenMary ♦cumliberaforesta

acc.service

WilliamofMentalthacc.service ThomasErskineacc.service
et"wareana',FB FF FF,FR

JamesDoraLivingstone JohnofColquhoun AlexanderLindsay
railitaiyservice, doorwards& blancheferae blanchefeme forlife

Source
RMS,i,501+ RMS,i,h99 APS,i,$6h SRO,MarkKellie Papers,GD APS,i,580 Peebles,See.,207, no.3 MorayReg.,19k RMS,1.1,592 RMS,ii,606 RMS,ii,679 RMS,ii,1191

CTN



13ForestGrantscontinued HaneDate
Clunie(Forth)1480/1 Gariochand Mar Kilgarie Kilgarie Bothwell Birse

1432/3 im 1488 1488 1489

Liddeedale1491/2
DetailsofGrant ff ff,m FF FF FF,fb

FRcumlibera FF,FR

P.edgortonl4?4

ff

Bruraacmd Bothwell

1495/6 1498

ff,FB FF,FL,FB

GranteeTenure
Urtiijmi.ofItWllBlancheferae

Source
MR,xii,42

Alexander,Dukeof Albany ThomasCulface Thomas*Soayr*of 'Balsardy* Patrick,LordHail.es
Blanchefarse blenchefeme prayers

William£lpbinstone, bishopofAberdeen Patrick,earlofBothwell lordHallos MasterAn&revLiell, ^r^bandary?mdpensionary ofBrechinprayers John,lordDruwaond Patrick,lordHailes
feufeme blancheferae

im,ii,1541 RMS,ii,2529 RMS,ii,2530 imsiii,i?84 Has,ii,1911 Frasccr,Douglas, Hi,13olio.127 KM5,ii,2206 RMS,ii,2299 RMS,ii,2452



13ForestGrantscontinued NameDateDetailsofGrant Darnaway1501FF,FW,FC Miltonof Earlsruthvan
150UFF,FW,FB

Glencarviel$Ok/$w,FF &Glenconrie Glunie1505FF Cullerlis1^06/7FF,FB Drumpark1506/7FF Invernoehty1507sc,FF,FB Haldane1508/9v,FF,FB ♦Corylundy*1508/9FF,FW &*Mewyf Cabrauch1508FF,FB Glenturret1509FF,FB
Grantee

JamesStewart

Tenure

Source
RMS,ii,2586

AdamCrichtanofRuthven- daryblanchefermeRMS,ii,2802 John&WilliamForbesRMS,ii,2812 AndrewStewartsonofblench©fermeRMS,ii,2853 EarlofAtholl Alexander,EarlofblanchefermeRHS,ii,3071 Huntly AlexanderIrvineofRHS,ii,3070 Drum AndrewSLphinotonaandRMS,ii,3155 spouse131,xiii,70 JohnHaldaneof»Glen~MS,ii,3286 negas* John,Lordxu*uamondRMS,ii,3306 Alexander,EarlofRMS,ii,3218 Huntly AndrewToschachofRMS,ii,33U3 Monzievaird



13ForestGraivtscontinued NameDateDetailsofGrant Gartness

1509

FF

'Herys'

1510

FF,

FB

Garioch

1511

FF,

,FB

'Aldnafeist& Lochory•

1511

w,

FF

Glonesk

1511

W,

FF,

FB

Bothwell

i5n

W,

FF,

FB

Strathglass
1513

FF

GranteeTenureSource ArchibaldNapierofRMS,ii,33U7 Merchlston Andrew,LordHerysR2£>,ii,5hb6 JohnLesleyofWarderisfeufermeBM3,ii,3556 WilliamStrathachinRMS,ii,3589 John,earlofCrawfordRMS,ii,3627 AdamHepburn,earlof BothwellRMS,ii,3635 WilliamChisholnvofRMS,ii,3831 •Gorayr*



13BaronialGrants NameDateDetailsGrantor
Mow1279F,S.JohndeVesci PontlandMoor1410FFHenrySinclair,

BarlofOrkney

WesterKara&U4IIFF,FW,Robert,Dukeof AlvaFBAlbany Approximateforestgrantsbybarons Stratheara(?)1172x1173•ferestiaEarlGilbert ettristriis'

Trostach1232x33FAlanDurward Rothieraurchus1383asfreelyBishopofMoray asbishop heldinFF

Boyne1492withpowerEarlofduntly ofFF

1495royalconfirm¬ ation

GranteeTenure
WilliamdeSprouston, chaplain JohnSinclair WilliamofMenteithaco.serviceStirlingsofKeir,2CQ.

Source
Heir.lib.f346 RMS,i,931

MalisesonofFerteth ArbroathAbbey EarlofBuchan WalterGgilvy

RRS,ii,136 Arb.lib..128 MorayReg.,162 DRQ,GordonCastleMuni¬ ments,GD44»106



13bBaronialForests-nograntextant Name Renfrew Eskdale(?) Ayr Strathaarn Lauderdale Crawford Dalbeattie Cunninghams Sanquhar Renfrew(?) Ochtirlony Outh

Date
1161(or1162) 1165x1169 (1121*x1153) 1165x1173(117U) 1172x1173 1189x1196 1185x1200 1211*x121*9 (1153x1165) 1190x1196 1208x1211* 1123x1233 ante1226x1239(?) 1231

Holder

WalterSteward RobertArenel WalterSteward MalisesonofFerteth,earlof Strathearn WilliamdeMorrille WilliamdeIyndesay RolandsonofUchtredofGalloway WilliamdeMorrille WalterSteward PaisleyAbbey1 WaltersonofTurpin DunfermlineAbbey

Source

RRS,i,181* RRS,i,60;Melr.Lib.,39 RRS,ii,78;Melr.Lib,,66 RRS,il,136 Hay,GenealogicalCollections,21*5 Newb.Reg.135 Holy.Lib.,73;23 NMS,ii,2 PaifiLi^Re^.,18 Pals.Reg.,19 Arb.lib.,232,306 Dunf.Reg.,192

1.Roger,priorofPaisley,retainedfromWalterSteward'toturniusquodhabuimusinforestameadeRenfrudedono Walteriavisui•[i.e.Walter1stSteward.]Theonlyrecordedgiftsofthe1stStewardareofrightstouse Steward'sforest.(Pais,Reg.,5.)'Mea'althoughwrittenclearlymaybeamistranscriptioninthecartulary.
->jro



13bBaronialForests-nograntextantcontinued Name •Lpffedih' Inverpoffer Blrnam Bennachie 'Rylandis* Falkland Daltoun Tomaknock 'Craggilee' GlenProsen Kilface1 Lauder Glanrinnes Irongray

Date
1272 1321; 1345/6 1358 1359 1371 110.9 1)4.62 1466 1482/3 1492 1493 1511 1511

Holder

GilbertdeUrafrarille,earl
ofAngus RobertKeith EarlofFife Thomas,EarlofMar Thomas,EarlofMar CountessofFife(?) Archibald,EarlofAngus Queen WilliamMurray Archibald,EarlofAngustoRobert GrahamofFintry WilliamofFarny

Source

BishopofAberdeen Bishop

Eraser,Southesk,ii,479no.28 APS,i,482
c/

Fraser,Qranftully,i,2 APS,i,524 SRO,MarandKelliePapers,GD124/1/112 Fraser,Menteith,ii,25>1 RMS,ii,71 ER,Tii,62 er,ix,671 RMS,ii,1559,1560 ER.x,764 SRO,JusticeAyreJournalBook,RH 2/I/57^"~-—— Abdn.Reg.,369 SRO,JusticeAyreJournalBook,RH 2/1/7TWI

1.PerhapspreviouslyroyalorconnectedtoFalkland



lUaGrantsofLandsofNon-RoyalForests Name

Sate

Grantor

Annandale

U9kx121k

WilliamBruce
01218

RobertBruce
post1271

1 .:JRobertBruce,earlofCarrlck
Ayr

116x̂
1177

WalterSteward
1177x

120U

AlanSteward
120kx
321U

WalterSteward
120kx
121k

WalterSteward
120kx

121k

i

WalterSteward
120kx
121k

WalterSteward
120kx
Ik'Ik

WalterSteward
12klx

1283

AlexanderSteward
1266

AlexanderSteward

Cargill

c1220

WilliamdeMontfiquet

Crawford

1165x
1200

Williamdelyndesay
(c1185x1200) 1200x

121U

Daviddelyndeaay

GranteeSource
AdamofCarlisle

Eraser,Johnstones,i,1no.2
RogerCrispin

op.ext.,1,5no.7
William
LordofCarlisle
op.cit.,i,7no.11

Melrose
Abbey

Melr,Lib.,66

Melrose
Abbey

ibid.,67

Melrose
Abbey

ibid.,72

Melrose
Abbey

ibid.,73

Melrose
Abbey

ibid.,*72

Melrose
Abbey

ibid.,*73

Melrose
Abbey

ibid.,7k

Melrose
>

1

ibid.,322

Melrose
Abbey

ibid.,325

CouparAbbey

CAChart.,30

NewbattleAbbey

Newb.Reg.,135

NewbattleAbbey

Newb.Reg.,136

-u



IkaGrantsofLandsofNon-RoyalForestscontinued Name

Date

Grantor

Crawfordcontinued
1211)x121)1

Cunnlngharae Dalbeattie Dalqiiiairn Drumsled Dundaff& Strathearron gskdale

Daviddalyndeasy
1211)x1222/1)1DaviddoIyadesay GerrariddeIyndesay

1

Garandde.Vyndesay
\

Williamdeiorville UchtredofGalloway
j

RolandofGalloway IsabelladeValognes ArbroathAbbey PatrickEarlofDunbar
c1215x121)2 12li2x121)9 1190x1196 1161x117h 1185x1186 ante1250 1265 1235x1237 1165x1369 1178x1185 1185x1192 12U)x1218 1218x1221

RobertAveuel RobertAvenel GervaseAvenel GervaseAvenel RogerAvenel

Grantee

Source

NewbattleAbbey

Newb..Reg.,1.8

NewbattleAbbey

Newb, _Reg_.,139

NewbattleAbbey

Newb.Reg.,H)3

NewbattleAbbey

Newb.Reg.II4J4

JanesLaudon

Nig,i,2no.2

HolmCultraraAbbey
HolmGultraraChrs.,

HolmGultramAbbey
{foliaCultraiaGars.,

BishopofGlasgow

Glas.Reg.,199

AlexanderCcsayn

Arb.Lib.,311

DaviddeGraham

Andersn,Diploiata,
MelroseAbbey

Malr.Lib.,39

MelroseAbbey

Melr.lib.,1)0

MelroseAbbey

Melr.Lib.,1)1

MelroseAbbey

Melr.lib.,196

MelroseAbbey

Melr.lib.,197



111aGrantsof
LandsofNon-RoyalForestscontinued

Name

Date

Grantor

Hownam

1195x1198

WilliamsonofJohn
1185x1199

WilliamsonofJohn

Kingoldruia

1226x1239

ArbroathAbbey

Kinkell

1199x1205

HumphreydeBerkley

Lauderdale

1189x1196

WilliamdeMorville
1273

Malcolm,EarlofLennox
c1270
x1333

Malcolm,EarlofLennox
c1270

x1333

Malcolm,EarlofLennox
c1270

x1333

Malcolm,EarlofLennox
c1270

x1333

Maicolm,EarlofLennox
c1211

(1208x
11)RobertdeLondon

1

Thefollowinggrantsmaybewithintheforest
Grantee

Source

MelroseAbbey

RRS,ii,382

MelroseAbbey

Molr-,Lib.,130

WaltersonofTurpin
Arb.lib.,306

ArbroathAbbey

Arb.lib.,89 RRSj1,103

HenrySt.Clair

Hay,Genealogical Collections,

PaisleyAbbey

Pais,Reg.,215

PatrickdeGraham

Lenn.Cart.,38

ArthurGalbraith

Lenn.Cart.,29

PatrickdeLindsay
Lenn.Cart.,50

PatrickGalbraith

Lenn,Cart.31

DunfermlineAbbey

Dunf.Reg.,167 RRS,ii,U95



lUaQr-mtsofLandsofNon-»RoyalForestscontinued Haiae

Renfrew Stratheam

Date

1165x1172 1202 1208x12I4 1208x1214

Grantor
WalterSteward AlanSteward WalterSteward WalterSteward

ante1244x1258Hallse,SariofStratheam
i

c1284MurieldaughterofConewall
Grantee

PaialeyAbbey PaisleyAbbey PaisleyAbbey PaisleyAbbey BschaffrayAbbey WilliamdeMoray

-o

Source
Pals.Reg.,5 Pais.Reg.,13 Pals.Reg.,17 Pal3,Rag.,23 Bicnaff.Ghrs.j12 Bachaii'.0:irs.j16



78

ll*b Grants of lands of nan-Royal Formats

Sate Forest Source

1203 x 1328 Sskdale Heir. Lib., 377

1327 Crawford Kewb. Reg ♦, lit?

1358 Bennachie APS, i, 521*
1358 Glenkon SBS, Misc, v, 23 no. lit

1375 • Culpressache' RMS, i, 500

1383 Rothiaaurchus' Moray Reg., 162

1398 Torwood SRO, Transcript of Royal Charters,
RH lA/2. k Aug. lW

lit06 Kintore RMS, i, 88it

UtlO Pentland1 Ibid., 93

lit26 Dalton Ibid., ii, 71

11*26 Buchan Ibid., 57 and SRO, C/2/3

11*26 Sttrick RMS, ii, 59

11*38 Boyne and Shzie SRO, Gordon Castle Hur.. Laents,
OD 1*1*, p. 102

11*52 Dalton RMS, ii, 51*6

11*52 'Garnetulach* Ibid., 590

11*71 Plater Ibid., 1028

11*77 Glen Prosan Ibid., 1559

11*91 Glen Fiddich Ibid., 1997

11*92 Boyne and aisle SRO, Gordon Castle Muniments,
GD 1*1*, 106j m, xii, 711

11*95 Boyne and Eazie RMS, ii, 2289

11*96 Boyne and &*zie SRO, Gordon Castle Moniiaants,
GD l*l*7lCQ*

11*99 Alyth RSS, i, 331*

1505 Boyne and Enzie SRO, Gordon Castle jtunlmants,
GD 1*1*, 105, 93

1510 Dye RMS, ii, 31*13

1. See Table 13 sub Baronial Grants.



15WarrenGrants Date

Name

Detail1

GranteeTenure

Source

1153x1162
Coldingh&m

garermia,
S

ColdinghaiaPriory

RRS,i,189

1165x1171
Coldinghaa

garennia,
s

ColdinghamPriory

RES,ii,1*6

1173x1178
Bolton,Carriden& Langton

w,s.

WilliamdeVipont

RRS,ii,182

1211*x1224
Coldingham

garennia,
s

ColdinghamPriory

Raine,ND,Appendixp.13no

1230

•dein'

W,S

SconePriory

SconeLib.,69

121Ux121*9 (probably 1222x121*9)
Blair

W,S

SconePriory

SconeLib.,61*

121*8/9

Musselburgh

FW,S

DunfermlineAbbey

Dunf.Reg.,77

121*8/9

Moncrieffe

FW,S

MathevdeMoncrieffe

itoncrieffs.,ii,635

12h9

Grail

FW,S

GalfridusdeFerseley

BM,Add.Cart.66570

Ante1282

»Caldouircler*
F(?)W

RobertdeBruce(?)

APS,i,110

1291*

Keith

FW,S(?)

RobertofKeithMarschall
Dalrymple.Collections,86

1.W-inwarennam,S-Sanctionclauseincluded,FW-/reewarren,FF-freeforest,EB-freebarony.



15WarrenGrantscontinued DateName
1295 1305 1305 1322 1335 1345 1353/4

Enrol Sweetheart Dundrennan Dunbarrow& Conan

1319 1315x1321Loudon 1315x1321Pentlandmoor 1321Torthorwald Barlanark »Dachate' Rothiemay Ettrick/Douglas lands

Detail
5W,S

Grantee
NicholasHay

WarrengrantSweetheartAbbey ofEdwardI WarrengrantDundrennanAbbey
ofEdwardI FW,S FW,FB,S FW,S FW,S FW,S

ArbroathAbbey DuncanCampbell andwife HenrySinclair HumphreyKirk- patrlck JohnWishart, canon

WarrengrantJohndeMolyrs
ofEdwardIII I*,S FW,FR

WilliamAbernethy WilliamDouglas

Tenure
1kt 1/10kt

Source

Spalding,ii,313 CDS,ii,1703 CDS,ii,1702 Arb,lib,,286 RHS,i,38 RMS,1,67 leaser,Johnstapes,,p.8no13 GIas«Reg.,i,272 CDS,iii,1178
blencheferraeFraseraofPhilor^i,ii,54 BBS,i,app.i,123

§



15WarrenGrantscontinued DateNameDetail
1366/7KinnoulFW,FB,S 1357'Wamphrayand Druacreth*FW

Grantee

Tenure

NicholasSrskine
accustomed service

RogerofKirkpatrick
byRobert,Steward ofScotland

Source

RMS,i,2U6 Fraser,Johnstones,i,11no.17
CO

H
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16 Rabbit Warrens

kite

1261* x 1266

1288-1290

1325

1398

11*31

11*55 x 1166

11*73

1503/1*

1505

1511

Name

Grail

Cramand

'SpedalTield'

Leith

Wiok

Dunbar

Keithick

Cockbumspath

Dirleton

'Balcoiay*

1510 x 1511 Saat Lothian 1

Dirleton
Skougall
North Berwick
Tantatlon
Qldhaiastock
West Craigs

Owner

Royal

Royal

Arbroath Abbey

Robert Iogan of Restalrig

Non-Royal

Royal

Coupar Abbey

Queen

Royal

John Lesley of Warderls/
Royal

Source

MR, i, 1*

SR, i, 1*3
Arb. Lib., 352

iSdinb. Chrsj 1*8,
5ST§0

536-7

W, ri, 257-8
GA Rent, i, 18?,
no. §31

APS, ii, 271

m, xii, 693
RMS, ii, 3556

3R0, Justice
Ayre Journal
Books, RH
WW, 369

1511 Kirkandrews John Ramsay SRD, ibid.,
RH 2/5777 251

1. This list is not exhaustive.
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1? Royal Parks (Date of first appearance)

Date Name Source

1165 x 117U Stirling Old Park RRS, ii, 130
1266 Kincardine ER, i, 21
1261* Stirling New Park SR, i, 21*
1288 Jedburgh BR, i, 1*3
1315 Duns RMS, i, 5
1316 x 1321 Kintore RMS, 1, app. 2, 2*6
1323 Drum Burnett of Leys, 151*
1325 Pyvie Arb. Lib., 353

1326 Cardross SI, i, 56
1327 Boyne RMS, i, app. 1, 65
1327 Cowie RMS, i, app. 1, 73
1329 Plater3 JR, i, 11*7
1329 Tarbert BR, i, 239
1359 Mauldslie JSR, i, 582
1359 Clackmannan m, i, 572
1371 Damaway Moray, Reg., p. 1*73
11*26/11*33 x 1* Linlithgow SR, iv, 1*15 - 556 (11*33—1*)
11*26 Dundonald BR, ir, 1*01
11*31* Tranent2 BR, iv, 598
11*39 Kelly M, v, 69
11*51 Falkland RMS, ii, 1*62
11*56 Doune ER, vi, 285
11*56 Park3 m, vi, 192
11*73 Bothwell3 sr, viii, 175
11*96 Methven JR, X, 556

1* Reference to a park keeper.

2. Perhaps not a hunting park.

3. No longer a hunting park by 11*73.
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17b Reduction of Royal Parks in Fourteenth Century

Date

1320

c 1326

c 131a

13U5 X 13U6

ante 1359

1359

1361

1368

1370

Name

Jedburgh ?

Stirling Old
and New Parks

Galchill

Kincardine

Maldisley

Drum

Galchill

Clackmannan
(part)

Stirling New
Park

Recipient

James Douglas

Source

RMS, i, app. 1, 36

Adam Barbetonsor RMS, i, app. 2, 251

Adam Buttirgask

Earl of Suther¬
land

y

Walter Moigne

Aberdeen
Chapter

RMS, i, app. 2, 782

RMS, i, app, 1, 120

Eg, i, 582
AB Antigs. 293

RMS, i, 115

Robert Srskine APS, i, 531

Alexander Porter RMS, i, 317



17bBaronialParks 2~

Date
ante12,!^ post12k6 1250x126? 1262/3 1287 1292/3 1319 1315x1321 132U ante132? 1329/30

Name

Stapleton fflwnlrhul1 Tester 'Irsehyn* 'Kelling» Thverar:!y Dunbarrov&Conan Baliferne 'Kindoles• Newlands Kinmount

Details'
permissiontoempark KG KG BG permissiontoeasqpark BG permissiontoampark

Holder
RobertdeCrosby } AlexanderSteward HughGiffard WalterSteward,earl

ofMenteith! AlexanderComyn,earl
ofBuchan AlexanderAbernethy ArbroathAbbey JohnsonofLoohlan ArchibaldDouglas WilliamCarlisle John'Carlisle

Source
Eraser,Jo,.113tones,i,5,no.8 Pais.Reg.,88,92 TesterWrits,16 Eraser,.fonteibh,ii,216,no9 Arb.lib.,319 APS,i,hh7 CAChrs.,i,mlxv Arb.lib.,286 RMS,i,31 RMS,i,app.1,66 Eraser,Johnstones,p.9no.lii Ibia.,p.10no.15

1.ThisTableiscompiledfromthewrittenandnotfromthearchaeologicalevidence. 2.Datewhenfirstrecorded. 3.Thiscolumnshowswhichparkswerethesubjectofagrantoraleasebythekingorsbaron. B«baronial,0-grant,L-lease,EE■»freeforest,G•confirmation.
CO

VA

R-royal,



17BaronialParkscontinued DateName
1335x1336Stanton c13JLpOalchill 1335Ditton&»Dachete» 1361'Rossamorys' 1362'Dursclune* 1367/8Leithen 1373x137U'Clounqwarn' c1376Ifortaa c1376Gaatletcn^ c1376Hermitage 1380DrLmie(Ross) li.Possiblynotahuntingpark.

Details
KL permissiontoerapark fromEdwardIII Royalconfirmation

ofBG KO

Licencetoempark
inFFgrantj RCofBG BL BL BL

Holder
ElizabethLauder AdamButtergask JohndeMolyns WalterFosselane DavidFleming NewbattleAbbey JohnSympill GilbertsonofDuncan WalterLesley

Source
CDS,iii,338 RMS,i,app.2,782 CDS,iii,1179 Eraser.,Lennox,p.29,no25 RMS,i,175 RMS,i,275 Rig,i,k90 Mort.Reg.,i,p.lvi Mort.Reg.,i,p.lxxiii Mart.Reg.,i,p.jxxlli SRO,HunroofFoulia Papers,GD93,no.Ii2box1



17BaronialParkacontinued DateNameDetails
1381x1381*'Invermorsyn'RG

(

11*0$CarnyleBG 11*26BlantyreR̂CofBG 11*28TarboltonRG 11*31LochloyRCofBG 11*1*1*Boardland4,RCofBG 11*51Colleseie 11*62Parfchill^
i

11*63HoustonRG 11*73Newbigging^ 11*71*KltmellRG 1*.Ibid. 5.Possiblynolongerahuntingpark.

Bolder
Alexander,EarlofBuchan JohnStrachan \ PatrickofDunbar JohnStewartof •Dernle' WillianHay- JohnScrlmgour BishopofSt.Andrews AbbotofIindores JohnHoustonofthatilk CouparAngusAbbeyj Janes,LordHamilton andwife

Source
RMS,i,789 RMS,i,app.2,191*1 RMS,ii,66 RMS,ii,108 RMS,ii,193 RMS,11,281 S,▼,1*73 m,vii,73 RMS,ii,969 CARent.,nos222,230 RMS,ii,1178

00



17BaronialParkscontinued DateNameDetails
11*76BosllnBO 11*75/6Rossie"*BQ 11*80'Largwey'r*•-RL 11*83/1*Crlchton^ 11*81*Park'' 11*88Balmaclellan4KG ll*88GarrutheraKQ ll*9l*Presraannan 11*98LongcastleRCofBG ti

1505ApplagarthBG 1510Gorrie**RG
1*.Possiblynotahuntingpark. 5.Possiblynolongerahuntingpark 6.Pendingregressof51*0merles.

HolderSource
OliverSinclairRMS,ii,1270 Elizabeth,CountessofRMS,ii,1227 Ross

ER,ix,18,585 RMS,ii,1833(11*88)
William,lordGrichton6BMS,ii,1575 Parksofthatilk(?)RMS,ii,181*8,1571* AlexanderGordonRMS,ii,1722 Patrick,EarlofBoth-RMS,ii,21*52 well RobertLauderoftheADA,196a Bass PatrickVausandRMS,ii,21*61* MargaretKennedy AlexanderJardineRMS,ii,281*1* RobertMaxwellRMS,ii,3522

CD CO



17BaronialParkscontinued DateNameDetails
1511Partem"' 1511Balhalvy"'RG 1512LittleParkR̂G 1512SundrumRG 5.Possiblynolongerahuntingpark.

*

Holder
I

f ■ JamesKincagiedean
ofAberdeen DuncanHackeeof 'Caialodane' John,LordCathcart

Source
SRO.JusticeAyreJournal RH2/1/7,P.W RMS,il,3672 RMS,ii,3801 RMS,ii,3720
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18 Royal Park Keepers

Wark

1286-1287

Stirling

1288-12902
1288-1290

1507/8

Cardross

ante 1328

1328-1329

1328-1331

Tarbert

1329-1330

Daxnaway

1371

Pundonald

li425-li|26

Golleasle

Hi50-lU5l

Dons

11452

Two Keepers

Richard Rasmer

Stevenson, Documents, 16

PR, i, 38

ER, i, 38

Alexander ELphinatcne RSS, 1, 1590
of Ihvemochty

William

Gilfolan

Gilchrist

Plater

1328-1328/9 John Iyall

William Soot

Thomas Grant

S, U 130

JR, i, 130

ER, i, 130, 359

JR, 1, Hi7

m, i, 239, 287

Moray Reg., 22

Fergus Kennedy ? ER, iv, UD1

Bishop of St. Andrews ER, v, U73j RMS, 11, 385, (See
Table 17)

Thomas Hume RMS, 11, 51il

1. The dates given are the dates of the source references and not neces¬
sarily the dates when appointments were made or ended.
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18 Royal Park Keepers continued

Falkland

Ui50-lU53

1U5>1U80 x
11*87/8

11*87/8

William Bowman

George Bannatyne

Nicholas Ramsay

S, V, 1*72, 538
ffli v, 689i ix, 52j x, 209
W9)

RMS, ii, 1721

Doune

11*59-60

11*91-11*92

One Keeper

Archibald

BR, ▼!, 639

ER, x, 312

Linlithgow

11*88

11*90/91

11*98

1502/3

George Parklee

William,lord St,
John

Abbot of Lindores

John Ramsay of
'Trarlnzeano •

RMS, ii, 1735

RMS, ii, 2003

RSS, i, 296

BSS, i, 909



19aEconomicConcessionsandDisputes OwnerofReserveNameofReserve
KinganddeMorvillesGalaandleader KingLeithen1 StewardsRenfrew

Ayr Sanquhar

1.possiblyaforest.

Dateof1stConcessionsEvidenceofDisputesFartherConcessions 1162x1165(RRS,1,235)1180(RRS,ii,236)1236(Melr.lib.,
258)

11814.(Chron.Melrose, UiA) 1208(Melr.Lib.,101) 1219(NeWb.Reg.121)121a(Newb.Reg.,120)
1165x1173(PaisReg.,1208xlU(PaisReg.1208xHi(Pais^tog. 5)rx7)17lii71^5

*30(fig!Ill*

provisionsperhaps resultingfromdispute
253)

1165x117U(Melr.lib.120li(ConciliaSootiae, 66;RRS,ii,WT23li)1201;x1k(NMS»53j (SeeaboveCLapt.5,Melr.Lib.,73,*73) P'21i°*126k(M^Lr.lib., 32li) 1266(ibid.,325)

1208xlli(Pals.Reg. 18)

S3

fO



19aEconomicConcessionsandDisputescontinued OwnerofReserve Kuschamps

NameofReserveDateof1stConcessionsEvidenceofDisputesFartherConcessions Trolhope1182/1211;x1232(Melr. (Northumberland)Lib.,305)

H82/I2II4.x1232(Heir, lib.,305,307) Detailedarrangements perhapssettlinga dispute

WaltersonofTurpinOchtirlony Averels Idndseys

Eskdale Crawford

1165x1169(Melr. Lib.j39) 1185x1200(Newb. Reg.,135)

1226x39(Arb.lib., 306,232) 1235(Melr.lib.,198)
c12li9(Newb.Reg. l43-U*5)

VO

w
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19b Judicial Arrangements for Disputes

A Major disputes

1. Settled in a royal court

Date Disputants Source

1180 Melrose Abbey v De Morville BBS, ii, 236

1184 Melrose Abbey v Wedale Chron. Melrose, 44

1208 Melrose Abbey v Earl Patrick Melr. lib., 101

1219 NeWbattle Abbey v Innerleithen Newb. Reg., 121

1235 Melrose Abbey v Avenel Melr. lib., 198

2. Settled In a church court

1208 Steward v Melrose Abbey Concilia Scotiae, 234

B Minor matters

Bate Forest

1180 Gala and Leader

1182/ TrolJ&pe
1212 x 32

1165 x Eskdale
1169

1206 Mearns

1235 Eskdale

1266 Ayr

Offender

Monks * servants

Other offenders

Baron's men

Monk's men

All offenders

Bishop's men

Monks* servants

Monks' men on

baron's land
Baron's men on

monks' land

Competent Court Source

Abbey court Heir* Lib., Ill

Baron court

Abbey St Morville
share fine

Barcn court Melr. Lib., 307

Abbey court
with baron's
licence

Baron court Mslr. Lib., 39

Bishop of
St. Andrews'
court

Abbey court

Abbey court

Baron court

Scalding Misc.
■ wxu

v, 205

Melr. lib., 198

Melr. Lib. , 325



20TradeinRabbitSkinsIntheEarlyFifteenthCentury 1

Date 11*25 11*28 11*28 1130 11*31 11*31 11*31 11*31* 11*35 11*28

Fort

NorthBerwick Haddington Aberdeen Aberdeen Aberdeen Inverness NorthBerwick NorthBerwick Haddington Edinburgh

Ho.ofSkins
720 woolandrabbitskins ! 720 wolfandrabbitskins

30fromWick,customedatInverness andshippedfromAberdeen 21*0 1*20

\

1692andonepot *

1.Dategivenisthedateoftheendofyearofaccount. 2.Allpagereferencesareto3SR,iv.

2

CustomSource 6s2d366 3l*s1*1*2 6s1*1*2 23^d509 6s535
536-7

1*8

525

3s6d

559

11*8Id

608

9d

1*35



21EconomicActivityinSttrick Thistableliststhesteadsinwhichcertaineconomicactivitieswerepermitted.Onlytheearliestreference
foreachactivityisgivenforanyonestead.Whereroyalflocksorherdswerekeptonastead,theword'stelebow'

isentered. EttrickWard Stead

Date

Activity

Source

Mid-Fauside

U*77

Sheepandshielings

vlii,1*39

Harehead

11*73

sheep

vlii,11*2

1502

stelebow

xii,33

Haining

11*73

sheep

viii,11*2

EastGlldhouse

11*99

passageandpasture

xi,398

Fawoodshiel

1502

stelebow

xii,31*

Catcarmauch

H*68

royalstud

vii,528

Eldanehqpe

1500

stelebow

xi,206

ELtreif

1502

stelebow

xii,31*

Bowhlll

11*67

stelebow

vii,1*78

2.

Dategivenistheyearoftheendoftheaccount AllreferencesaretotheExchequerRolls.

VO

On



21EconomicActivityinBttrickcontinued YarrowWard Stead Fairmanhope

Date 1^02

Activity
stelebow

Garlacheuchor

1502

stelebow

Blackhouse

1502

stelebow

DouglasCraig

1500

stelebow

EastandWestMount- banger

1U57

stelebow

Catslask

Hi68

stelebow

Blackgrane

1U68

stelebow

Ducher

1502

stelebow

Tlnnls

1502

stelebow

LevenshopeandHang- andshaw

H471 1502

sheep stelebow

lair

1U69

stelebow

Williamhope

1U79

sheep

Glangabir

1502

stelebow

Source
xii,32 xii,32 Ibid. xi,20i; ▼1,373 vii,530 Ibid. xii,3k xli,32 viii,101 xii,32 ▼11,621 ▼111,585 xii,32

-J



21EconomicActivity
InSttrickcontinued

TweedWard
Stead

Gaithope Gaithqpe/Seithope Holliesand Thornliea Caddomlee GallasHielsand Mosslleeand B1indiee Galashiels Familee

Date

Activity

Source

1502

stelebow

xii,32

1500

stelebow

xL,206

1U71

shielings

viii,1*8

11*73

sheep

viii,11*0

11*78

shielings

viii,1*80

11*66x11*67 11*70 1502

shielingsandsubletting sheep stelebow

vii,1*76 viii,1*8 xii,33

11*78

shielings

viii,1*80

11*80

subletting

ix,30

OO

vo

CO
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22 Pannage and Assarts

A Pannage1
Royal Forests

Date

c 1136

c 1142

c 1143

1161 x 1162

1165 x 1170

1189 x 1195

1264 x 1266

Forest

Kttrick, Gala and Leader

Fentland

Stirling and Clackmannan

Brlmmie and GLunie

Stirling ?/Airth demesne woods

Elgin Forres and Inverness

Ettrick

Baronial Forests

1161 x 1174

1186 x 1186

1214 x 1249

c 1218

B Assarts

Royal Forests

c 1155

1174 x 1189

1189 x 1190

1235/6

Dalbeattie

Dalbeattie

Dalbeattie

Annandale

Gala and Leader

Gala and Leader

Gala and Leader

Banchory/Durris

Lion-Royal Forests

1130 x 1203 Lesraahagow

1194 x 1214 Annandale

Source

ESC, 141

ESC, 146

ESC, 153

RftS, i, 226

RRS, ii, 39

RRS, ii, 362

m, i, 30

Holm Cultram Chrs., 120,
i33

Ibid., 121

Holy.Lib., 73

Fraser, Johnstones, i,
5, no. 6

Dryb. lib., 110

Melr. Lib., 94

RRS, ii, 301

Abdn. Reg., 269

Kelso Lib., 110

Fraser, Johxistones, i,
1, no. 2

1. Confirmations of grants which mention pannage are not listed.
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22 Peonage and Assarts continued

Son-Royal Forests continued (B Assarts)

Date Forest

1206 x 1208 Lasmahagow

1208 x 121k Renfrew

e 1218 Aimandale

Source

Kelso Lib., 113

Pals. Reg.» 17# 23

Fraser, Johnstones,i,
5 no» 7



23WoodsmentionedinJusticeAyreJournalBooks DatePlaceofAyre li*93Lauder 11*93w 11*93M 1502Jedburgh 1502» 1501*Dumfries 1507Kircudbright 1507" 1507n 1507" 1507" 1507 1.LocatedinSRQ.

Source

WoodRH2/1/3'1
Cranahaws7 •Caudsohel©'7 •Bourne»and'Blith'18 •Woddoun*255 •Iymekilvood•257 ParkandLoctuaaben317

RH2A/6

WoodofforestofBuchan29 •Garrolerg'30 'Ard*33 WoodofNevforest3l* •Holme'36 •Toungland'43



23WoodsmentionedlaJusticeAyreJournalBookscontinued

Source

DatePlaceofAyreWoodRH2/1/7 ' -Pf'r'i" 'i::■
l£08Kircudbright'Corsluth*87 1^08»'Killogoune'87

BH2/1/6

1508A^rCumnock63 1^08M'Qlendowische»63 1508"Cralkstan109 1^08"'Aneane«123 1^08"•Birbeth•123 1^08w'Clongil'and'Cragintalze»123 1508»'CasBilis'123 1508nHakillveynston123 1510Jedburgh'Gaitschaw122ii 1510»'Hoddane'228 1510"«NewPark'237 lf>10"Caphope239 1^10"WoodofJedforest2j?7



23WoodsmentionedInJusticeAyreJournalBookscontinued

Source

Date

PlaceofAyre

Wood

SH2/1/6

1510

Jedburgh

WoodnearJedburgh

266

1510

Selkirk

WoodsofEttrickForest

280ff

1510

Peebles

'Kingildurris»

311

1510

n

Klschawis

311

1510

it

♦Petcorso'

311

1510

w

Kirkurd

311

1510

it

•Wodhous'

311

i5io

H

Dawiok

330

1510

It

Hanksoha*is

330

i,5io

n

'Hopraw'

332

1510/11

Edinburgh

'Barbaehlo»

350

15W11

n

Roslln

360

1510A1

n

Hawthorndan

360

1510/11

ii

'Dridan*

360

1510A1

n

•Torton•

361



23WoodsmentionedinJusticeAyreJournalBookscontinued Date 1510/11 1510/11 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511

PlaceofAyre Edinburgh Edinburgh Ayr Kircudbright

Wood

Clerklnton Keith

i \

Dalryapls •Terrizearn' 'Blackcrag' 'Eklie» 'Sraethatoun' Cumnock 'Dalquhatis* Loudon 'Kinhilt* 'Garchlon' 'Knokglas* 'Mochrum'

Source
RH"2A/6 361 379 SH2A/7

23
28 28 31 31 56 56 56 122 122 122 12U



23WoodsmentionedinJusticeAyreJournalBookscontinued Date 1511 15L1 1511 15U 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511

PlaceofAyre
i

Kircudbright Kircudbright w

it

N

It

Wood

•Pleuland* 'Logane' •Etoun* •Parton1
I

'Dowlark» *Bowtanebroig*inBishopforest 'Garmagacha' 'Amernos' •Kers• 'Clachan' •Gileaton' Monigaff Southek Geoken Barclay

Source
RH2/1/7 12U 131 156 206 216 223 22U 226 230 230 237 237 21*1 21*1 250



23WoodsmentionedInJusticeAyreJournalBookscontinued

Source

Date

FLaeeofAyre

Wood

RH2/1/7

1511

I

Kircudbright

Glenken

251

1511

t»

1

WoodofNewForest

252

1511

{

tf

I

'Drurabrek'

25?

1511

n

fGlasohilze•

25?

1511

w

♦Garrulee•

262

1511

tf

fCamloden>

262

1511

«

•Kirkeuaan'

26h

1511

tf

♦Cardines•

268

1511

tf

•Brumcali'

268

1511

If

'Tonglana'

271

1511

Tf

'Iengwood'

271

1511

M

'Wodhed*

271

1511

n

1Cowgarthschaw*

271

1511

'Douchrsy'

274

1511

it

'KersofClauchan*

274



23WoodsmentionedinJusticeAyr©JournalBookacontinued

Source

Date

PlaceofAyr©

Wood

RH2/1/7

1511

1•

Kircudbright

e~naw

275

1511

w

♦Drungech'

275

1511

n

'Krleatan'

275

1511

Wigtown

'Barrinrauer'

352

1511

H

'(Hesioh'

352

1511

n

'Garthlon'

352

1511

n

'Croschre'

353

1511

«

'Moohrum'

371

1511

R

'(Haseach*

371

1511

R

•Bogessech'

371
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21* Royal Falconers

Bates Name

1209 x 1211 Ranulf

1261* William Hamilton

1329 Matthew

1329 Adam

1329-1330 Simon 'da Cathania*

131*2 John. *de Insulis ''L
1359 Adam

1362 x 1361* John Fauccaier )
William Laly )

1385 - 1388 John Barclay

11*1*9 x 11*50 ,Farnle,

11*73 - 11*75 John 'Cultis»

11*76 x 11*77 Thomas Craaoad

11*88 Darid

11*88 - 1503 John Callendar

11*88 - 1513 Donald (Old)

11*89 - 1502 John the Mm*

11*91 - 1501* Downy (Old)

11*91 - 11*92 Lang Toe: Reid, Downy'a man

11*90 - 1507 Dande (Andrew) Boole

11*91 - 1500
(1501)

John lyndesay

11*91 Pringlo

11*91 Caryic

11*91 Dotajmlco

11*91 Sob Kyttock

Source

RRSi ii, 1*97

U 1$ 8

m, i, 216

Ibid., I, 210

Ibid., 1, 239, 29k

Ibid., 1, 1*99

Ibid., i, 591

Ibid., 11, 132
Ibid.,

Ibid., ill, 672, 677,
693, 686

Ibid., v, kl9 (Strathearn)

Ibid., rili, 231, 291

Ibid., viii, 1*1*1

TA, i, 92

Ibid., 1, 89* ii, 375

SR, x, 203; xiii, 503

TA, i, 106; mj_ xii, 9

TA, i, 19ki ii, 1*62

TA, i, 191*; Si, x 321

SR, x, 257? TA, iii, 1*11*

m, x, 31*2; ad, 189, 333

TA, i, 191*

TA, i, 191*
Ibid.

Ibid.

1. Described as •cuidaa falcouario».
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21* Royal Falconers continued

Dates Name Source

11*91 • 1913 John Baty (Old) ER, X, 316J xiii, 503
11*91 - 1913 John Knox TA, i, 177J iv, 1*11*

11*99 Alexander Falconer ER, x, 510

H*99 - 1909 Hannay*" TA, i, 235; iv, 119

11*99 - 11*99 Fyana Ibid., i, 235i is, XL, 155
11*96 - 1909 Alexander Law IA, i, 306; ii, 1*71*
11*96 Maltsone

11*97 Robert Hale TA, i, 363

11*97 Cowtree TA> 1* 352
11*97 Nely Ibid., 375

11*97 1903 John Loudon ER, xL3 78
11*98 • 1906 Walter Falconer (Old) m, xi, 1555 TA, iii, 333
11*91 i9oi John lyndesay Eg, x, 31*25 xi, 333

1900 mm 1513 Sir Alexander MacKulloch of
Myretcn

HJ, xi, 31*85 TA, iv, 1*1*3

1901 mm 1912 Dougal Hannay (Young) TA, ii, 515 It, 31*2
1901 - 1509 William Strang Ibid., 6o5 iii, 137

1901 - 1901* Robert Kerton Ibid., ii, 106, 327

1901 m 1503 (Hugh) Wallace Ibid., ii, 51, 368, 1*09

1901 mm 1901* Ramsay Ibid., ii, 117, 1*51

i9oi mm 1906 Witherspoon Ibid., ii, 127,* iii, 206

1902 Dick Iowdoun Ibid., ii, 157

1902 - 1508 Ersh Downy Ibid., ii, 301; iv, 66

1903 'Mafcwillin* Ibid., ii, 1*11

1903 Alexander Wardlaw Ibid., ii, 395

1909 «e 1912
2

David Broaar alias lyndsay EE, xii, 1*1*1; xiii, 503;
TA, It, 31*2, 1*1*1

1* There were two falconers called Banna and It Is very difficult to
distinguish them. Que appears to have been called simply Bannay
and the other Young Hannay or Dougal Hannay.
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21* Royal Falconers continued

Dates Name Source

1503 - 1513
2

David Falconer SR, xii, 189; TAj iv,

1505 - 1506 John MacKulloch BR, xii, ia?

1506 - 1507 Simon MacKulloch Ibid., 5U6

1505 - 1507 Adam Oocfcbum TAj ill, 107, 385
1505 - 1507 Robert Ibid., 136, 387

1505 Hobbe Ibid., iii, 130

1506 Wille Ibid., 180

1507 John Law Ibid., 377

1508 Simscxi Ibid., 032*5

1508 John Makcowlik^ Ibid., 13?

1508
(1507 - 1513)

Alexander MacKulloch, son^ Ibid., iv, 126

1512 - 1513 Hector Stewart Ibid, iv, 1j31, JU18

1513 Simon Eraser Ibid., iv, 1*07

2. David Dronar and David Falconer may be xe same person.

3. Perhaps the same as John MacKulloch 1505-6.

1*. It is hard to separate Sir Alexander from Alexander. They may¬
be Identical but Alexander and Sir Alexander are both mentioned

« in 1508. «
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29 James TV's Hunting and ffewking Trips

Date

li*38

11*89 x 11*90

11*89/90

11*92

11*93

11*96
* •

11*96

11*9?

11*98 x 11*99

1901

1909

1909

1906
*- *

1907

1907

1907

1907

1907/8

1908

1908

Month

August

January

July

December
*■

April/May

0c tober/Noreuber
*

September

September

August

September

Augus t/Saptember
*■

August

September

September

October
«5

January

June

July

Glenfinglas ?

Bathgate ? 1
Glemfinglas

Lauder1

Qleiaflnglas

Glen Artney &
GlenfSnglnw

« *

Glenfinglas

Coupar Angus1
Blggar1
Glenfinglas

Balquhldder &
Strathfillan

Strathearn &

Glerfinglas
1

Stratbeam,
BalquhLdder
Glenfinglas &
North

Biggar1
Hestalrig"

Gleafinglas

East Lothl iii1

lachaffray x>ch~

Isle of Kay

Glen Artney &
Ulanfinglas

Source

TA, i, 92, 83

Wj x, 187
TA, i, 127

Ibid., 198, 200

RMS, 11, 2189, x, 1*29

TA, 1, 27U

Ibid., i, 301*

ER, xi, 16; TA, 1, 399, 360
Ell, xi, 161*

E£, .xii, 27; TA, 11

TA, ill, 196, 197

TA, ill, 198, 199

TA, ill, 33lfr-3i*U

TA, ill, 1*09

Ibid., It, 72

Ibid., ir, 79J ER*
xiii, 99

TA, !▼, 78-80

Ibid., 96

Ibid., 130

Ibid., 137j SR, xii
192

1, A hawking trip.
2* This table excludes must pilgrimages to Tain and Whithorn.
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26 Activities controlled in non-Royal Forests

A Venison

Hunting* Melr. lib., 39 (1165 * 116?)j Eraser, Johnstones, i, 1, no. 2
Tusk x 1211*) Ralne, N.D. app., 556 (1332)
Forest grants, Table 13

Hawking* , Newb. Lib., 135 (1185 x 1200)j Pais. Reg., 92 (1291*)
RMS, i, app. 1, ll* (1321) .■

Fishing* Table 13 sub Gala and Leader (1236),Westerker (1321),
Seton (1322), Drum (1322/3)J Pais. Reg., 92 (1291*)

B Vert

Wood cutting* Pais. Reg., 17 (1208 x 1211*)j Ralne, N.D., 1*18 (post
1276 x1382) OB, 11, 1786, (1688)
Fbrest grants, Table 13

Pasture*

Assart*

Pais, Reg., 17 (1208 x 1211*)} CA Rent, 1, 220, no. 290
Pannage* See Table 22

Parcage: Pais. Reg., 92 (1291*)} Newb. lib., 275 (1368)
* . * *

Herbage/foggage: Inchaff Chrs., 39 (1219)} Arb. lib., 19
(131*0)} Moray Reg., 151, <1369)} Abdn. Recs., 83;
Abdn. Rag., i*>371, sub fWestirclune* etc., (15H).

<=-

See Table 22

Building/Ploughing: Fraser, Johnstones, i, 1, no. 2 (1191* x 1211*)
Melr. Lib., 73, (1201* x 1211*)} Eraser, Johnstones,
7, no. 11 (post 1271)} Abdn. Reg., 371, sub, 'Quhitstane',
(1511). ♦

Industry* Pais, Reg., 92, (129k)

Travel* ESC, 199, (111*7 x H53)l Fraser, Johnstones, i, 1 no. 2,
71191* x 1211*)} CA Chart. 31, (c 322UT.
Abdn. Reg., 371, sub 'Quhitstane*, *14111 of dune1, (1511)
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Key i Map A Normandy Hunting Reserves

This map shows the area Where there were hunting reserves in

Normandy and not the exact extent of these reserves. The sources

for this map are M. Fauroux, Recuetl des Actes des Dues de Normandie
* *

(F) and L. Delisle, La Class Agrlcole en Noraandie, 334-417 (Delisle),

Key to Reserves

No. on

Map

3
&■

4

5
tr

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

fype

D

D

D

B

B

B

B

B

D

D

Name
»

Cotentin

Cerisy
♦

Saultcherreuil

Mortain

Domfront

Clnglais

*

Llsieux

Vimoutlers
■#>

Bellftae

Fficarap

Etalan

Vievre &
Brionne

Bernay

Source and Comment

F 99m 1042. Ducal sllvae of Monte-
bourg, Brlx, Rabey, Cherbourg, Valdacie,
latumlore

F 64. 1032. Sllvae and nomas of
Maupertuls, Le Molay and around
Gerisy

F 140. 1049 x 1058. Silva
<

F 214. 1056 x 1066. Sllvae of
Mortain

F 214. 1056 x 1066. Silvae of
Domfront castle

F 234. 1082 x 1087. Rarest of Robert
son of Srneya

F 140. 1049 x 1058. Silva of
Assement belonging to Countess Eceline.
Forester mentioned.

F 36. 1025. Silva. No mention of
hunting.

Delisle.

Delisle

Count of Perche

F 197. 1050 x 1066 - tithe of nanus of
Stelan

F 229, 1066, 16. Forests

F 35. 1025, with silva. Foresters as
witnesses

1. D - Ducal. B - Baronial

5



Key to Resarras continued

No. on

Hap typo Name Source and Comment

lit D Haye de Theil F 90. 1035. Haia in a reserve

15 B Vattevilla F 234. 1082 x 1087. Silva.

16 D Forfct Verte Delisle, F 94. 1035 x 40. Silva

17 B Brotonne
»

F 234. 1082 x 1087. Silva

18 D Roumare
0

Deliale. F 27 1042. Forest

19 D Rouvrai Delisle.

20 D Bourg Achard F 197. 1050 x 1066. Neraus

ftortt de la Lands Delisle.

21 D Bord F 15. 1014. Silva

22 B Svreux F 208. 1055 x 66. Forest

23
♦

T. •, -• ForSt d'Aliher-
mcsnt

Delisle

24 ForSt d'Savy Delisle

25 D Ssclavelles F 27. late 11th cent. Forest

26 ForSt de Lyons Delisle. F64. 1032

27 Su Delisle

28 B B&aecourt F 120. 1050. Silva

29 B? Conches Delisle. Forest
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Key 2 Map A

Key to hones of Scots/ Norman families

For the sources of the Information given in this key see above

Chapter 1, p. 15, n ?• For clarity the number of the nearest reserve

has been attached to certain places.

Map

Letter Place Family Name Source

LH La Hague Haig NF 32b1
G Gonneville Grundeville NF 32lt

B Brix Bruce NF 322

A Amfreville Umfraville (See
A le C)

Hitchie,
Normans, 1iJi

V
*

Valognes Valognes NF 335

M Morville Morville NF 323

C Carantilly Quarantilly NF 335

S Soulles Soulles NF 325

HB Haye Bellefonds Hay NF 325

A (k) Avranche Avenel NF 325

St ML
*

St Martin de Landelles Landelles NF 327

M (2) Montfiquet Montfiquet (Muenet) NF 332

St CsE St Clair sur l'ELle St Clair (Sinclair) NF 317-8

L Loucelles Lascelles NF 332

Be Benouville Burneville NF 321*

L(l6) Lanquetot Langetoft NF 331

C(16) Clerds Clerds NF 330

AleC Amfreville la Caopagne Umfraville

M(24) Ma3nifires MesniSres (Mezies) NF 332

B(27) Bailleul en ViJUeu Balliol NF 328

1. NF - Barrow, * Scotland's Norman Families' in The Kingdom of the
Scots. "*" "" '



Key 2 Map A continued

Other places

C Cherbourg

D Del

Le M st M Le Mont St. Michel

St L St. L8

0(6) Caen

L Lisieux

F Ffccanp

L(ll) LLllebcnaa

St W St. Wandrille

R Rouen
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Key 3 Hap B English Royal Forests. Tkintlngdon and Northampton.

This map shows English royal forests in the earldoms of North¬

hampton and Huntingdon. This key lists lands held by barons with

lands in Scotland.

Forest
Map

Letter Name Family Source"1"

Rutland W Whissendine Morville LS 31 13th c.

E Bxton Bruce IS 31 13th c.

W Whitwell Morville LS 31 12th c.
*

Rockingham W
«

Wittering Riddel NS 55 12th c.

F Fotheringay Balliol KF 396 13tii c

D Draughton
(Drayton)

Corbet KF 386 12th c

D Great Doddington Soulles KF 325 12th c

Salcey B

TH

Bozeat

Yardley Hastings

Morville IS 31 12th c.

Huntingdon C Caldecote Bruce KF 37k 13th c

H Haraerton St. Clair NF 318 13th c

G Conningtcm Bruce KF 374 13th c

GS Great Stukely Kernelle KF 360 12th c,

H Huntingdon

SM Southoe Weston Quincy IS 31 12th c.

OD
<»

Offord Darcy HorvUle IS 31 12th c.

E Eynesbury
*

Quincy IB 31} KF 370
12th c.

1. ,NF - Barrow, 'Scotland's Norman Families, in Kingdom of the Scotsj
LS - Moore, Lands of Scots Kingdr in England ; \
KF - Farrer, iaiights' Fees,
NS - Ritchie, Normans in Scotland?
c. - century
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Key 3 continued

Forest

Others

Map
Litter

A

L

LB

K

Mama

Abbotsley

IAfford

Long Buctby

Kenpstan

Fanily

Balliol

Olifard

Qulncy

Bruce/Ballioi

Source

IS, 35 13th c*

KF 354 12th e.

NF 318 12th c.

KF 374 13th e«|
396 13th c.

Houghton Morrille IS 31 12th c.
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Key 1 Map C Hunting Reserves. Thirteenth Century

Two keys are provided for this map of Scots hunting reserves.

The first gives the forests in numerical order and the second,

Key $, in alphabetical order. The forest® are numbered from 1 in the

north to 82 in the south with certain late additions.

The boundaries of these forests are based on 1) the sources

given in Tables 1 and 13 and on 2) sketch maps of land-holdings

in thirteenth-century Scotland prepared by D.W. Hunter Marshall
■> »• *

now in Glasgow University Library, Hunter Marshall Papers MS

General 1052. Where no information is available no boundary is

given. Although this map is based on sources for the period 1121 -

1286 it is called Uniting Reserves, Thirteenth Century because it

shows forests as they would have been towards the and of that

century.
H

o|SSI Forest
2

Type

1 Inverness R

2 Kilravock B

3 Darnaway R

1 Darnaway/Drumine R

5 Fluscarden/Auchtertyre C

6" Elgin and Forres R

7 Ihvercullen F

8 Banff R

9 Lennoch R

10 Tarves C

11 Leslie B

12 Fetternear C

13 Kinmuck B

1.

2. R - royal, B - baronial, C - church



Key 1+ continued

No. Forest H2S.

11+ Fintray a to

15 Aberdeen R

16 Rothlenurchua c

17 RLrse a to

18 Strachea B

15 Troataeh c

20 Bsnchory a

21 Dm R

22 Higg G

23 Durrla a

21+ Harjrculter a

25 Cowie R

26 Klnkell B

27 Brunsled c

28 Dunlappie B

29 Atholl B

30 dunle B

31 Alyth a

32 Drlsnie R

33 Qlenlsla a

31+ Kingoldrum c

35 •Lyffedin' B

36 Ochtlrlony B

37 Dumbarrow and Conan C

38 Cargill B

35 Caqwie C

1+0 Balmerlno and Barry C

ui Strathearn B

1+2 Lindores B

1+3 Balmerino and Barry C

1+1+ Lennox B

1+5 Dundaff and Strathoarron R to

1+6 Kilsyth B

1+7 Stirling R



Key h continued

Mo. Forest 3ZE®
1*8 Clackmannan R

k9 Tillicoultry B

50 Dollar R to C

51 Outh R to B

52 duny R

53 Renfrew B

5U Malch and Calder (Monaibrock) B to C

55 Glasgow C

56 Drurapellier C

57 Pentland and Moorfoot R

58 Newbattle C

55 Mauldslle R

60 Gladhouse R to C

61 Leithen G

62 Gala and Leader R to B

63 Gala and Leader R to C

6k Coldlnghaa C

65 Mauchline C

66 Ayr B

67 Iesmahagow C

68 Pettinaln B

69 Dalquhaira B

70 Sanquhar B

71 Crawford B

72 Sttrlck/Tima B

73 Ettrick R to C

7k Jedburgh R

75 Hownam B

76 Mow C

77 Mow B

78 Annandale B

79 Eskdale B

80 Llddesdale B

81 Dalbeattie B

82 Staplegordon and Wauchope B

83 Cunningham© B
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Key- 3 Hunting Reserves. Thirteenth Century

No. on No. on

Map Forest Map Forest

Aberdeen 63 Dundaff and Strathcarron

31 Alyth 28 Dunlappie

78 Annandale 20 Durris

39*; Atholl 6 Elgin and Forres

66 Ayr 79 Eskdale

60 and 63 Blamerino and Barry 73 Ettrick

20 Banchory 72 Ettrick/Tima

8 Banff 12 Fettermear

17 Birse 16 Fintray

38 Cargill 62 ) Gala and Leader R-B

39 Campsie 63 ) Gala and Leader R-C

68 Clackmannan 60 Gladhouse

32 duny (Fife) 33 Glasgow

30 Clunie (Perthshire) 33 Glenisla

66 Coldingham 73 Hownaia

23 Cowie 7 Invercullen

83 Cunninghame 1 Inverness

81 Dalbeattie/Dumfries 76 Jedburgh

69 Dalquhairn 66 Kilsyth

3 Darnaway 36 Kingoldrum

6 Darnaway/Drumine 26 Kinkell

3o Dollar 13 Kinmuck

32 Drimrcie (Perthshire) 2 Kilravock

21 Drum 61 Leithen

27 Drumsled 66 Lennox

37 Dumbarrow and Conan 9 Lennocfe



Key 5 continued

No, on
Map Forest

II Leslie

67 Lesmahagow

80 Liddesdale

U-2 Idndores

35 'Iyffedin'

2h Maryculter

5k Maich and Gaidar

65 Mauchline

77 Mow B

76 Mow C

58 Newbattle

22 Nigg

36 Ochtirlony

51 Outh

57 Pentland and Moorfoot

68 Pettinain

5 Pluscarden/Auchtertyre

53 Renfrew

16 Rothiemurchus

70 Sanquhar

82 Staplegordon and Wauchope

k7 Stirling

18 Strachew.

III Strathearn

10 Tarves

k9 Tillicoultry

19 Trostach
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Key 6 Map D Hunting Reserves. Balquhidder Area
«

This map shows lands recorded In the royal rentals of this area.

By discovertag which lands were waste for forest and which were

controlled because they were close to the forest in a purlieu it was

possible to mark approximately the boundary of the hunting reserves

in this area.

12 3
Map No. Settlement. Hunting Details Source

Strathgartney

1 Stank controlled RMS, ii, 3193

2 u Kernach n Ibid.

3 Corquhromy

k Colyedoglen

5 Miltoun » Ibid.
*

6 u Mill of Milton

7 Blairgarry

8 Estir Lanerky controlled Ibid.

9 Caschdrapane "
(Kathdrapane) Ibid.

10 Goscheaamy M
(Coschambeis) Ibid.

11 Offerens de Lanerky
" Ibid.

*

12 u Itidderbrigende

13 u Oruraquharagan controlled Ibid.

Ik Arcanknokenes waste till 1M99 2R, xi, kl7
(Ardycharknokkan)

1. u if located#? unknown, d if located? doubtful

2. From Rental of 1U80, M, ix, 562 ff.

3- The information is collected from source for period 1U53-1513»
Waste - waste for forestj control - controlled as part of a
purlieu.



Key 6 continued

Mp No. Settlement Hunting Details Source

15 u Lang with Island

16 EJddirallekack

17 Branoquhalye

18 Strongarvald

19 Ardraacmonan

20 Auchinhard waste See Table 2 B

21 Qrodich
*

n Ibid.

22 Dowart n Ibid.

23 d
*

Glengalye of Lettir "
(Glengyle)

Ibid.

2U Westirbirgend n Ibid.

25 u

«•

Bountehagarty n

(Downtagarty)
Ibid.

26 u Dousse
*

It

(Duffois)
Ibid.

27 Lagaae n Ibid.

28
-i

Glenmane ft Ibid.

29 d Strononich »

(Stronewnef)
Ibid.

30 u Auchandnoquhane^ controlled RMS, ii, 3193

31 Gleofinglas^
Mentalth Lordship

• • *

waste
»

See Table 2 B

32 Drummond and Mill Free forest RMS, ii, 2299

33 d Easter Duchra
*

waste
{Dachray)

See Table 2 B

3k Blairvaich

35 Westir Duchra

u. Not given in rental.



Key 6 continued

Map Ho. Settlement

Manteith Lordship continued

Banting Detalla Source

36

37

38

39

40 u

u

42

43

44 d

45

46

47

48

49 d

50

51

52 u

53 u

54 d

55

56 d

57

58

59 d

Rednach

Mill of Rednach

Buchquhoppill

Dullatir

Portbank

Monastell

Bochople

Torre Estir

Collach

Garogabir

Lb Frew

Warda de Gudy

controlled
(Coldoch Wester)

RMS, ii, 3193

waste for kings'
horses

ER, viii, 70

Ernbeg

Schirgartane

Bnawys

Kippane

Ernynlaw

Le Kip

Offarens de Kippane

Ernbeg and mill

Doune barony of waste

Brokclen

Achlesse

Cammisbarcle controlled

See Table 2 B

RMS, li, 3193



Key 6 continued

Hap No. Settlement Hunting Details Source
> *

60 Mill of Achlessy

61 Caramisbeg

62 u Ballermorik

63 u 5&lisdisdane

6k Balnegregane

65 u Estir Gammis

66 u Caraislittil

6^ u Gaimisedward Mill

68 Bra de Caamis

69 Cailyebuchqohailye

70 Lundy Skeach

711 Lundy Arthur

72 Lundy M'Cane

73 u IhrLrgady

7k u Lundylug

75 Westir Argady

76 Argady Corntoun

77 Estir Argady

78 Kers de Cammis

79 u Drujacaapsy

80 u Balkeroch

81 Brasina of Doune

82 Newtoun of Doune

83 Mill of Doune

1* Off the map.



Key 6 continued

Map No. Settlement Hunting Details Source

%

85

86

87

88 u

89 u

90

91
*

92

93 u

9k

96 u

97

98

99

100 u

101

102

103

10U u

105 u

106 u

107 u

108 u

109

Parkland of Doun

Westir Row

Estir Row

Bankis de Row

Cobilland de Doune

Fishing of Doune

Sessintully

Mill of Sessintuly

Balquhldder

Dmerlcchlain

trmereoch

Monocheldischarroch

Cragaw

Laidereich

Invernenty

Monoohilltarock

Moriligain

Stronvalr

Dalnalagane

Leanach

Innertewin

Dalquhappagach

Craggintuley

Gragintoar

Qarochre

Qartnafolr

waste -

not for

waste —

not for

waste -

not for

perhaps
forest

perhaps
forest

perhaps
forest

KRt Till, 70

Ibid.

Ibid.



Key 6 continued

Map No. Settlement Hunting Details Source

Balquhidder continued

110 Strcaiislnay

111 d Ardbeith

112 Olencgle and Achra

113 " Inneramble

Hit u Fasflair

115 Vidanazable

116 u Gersplace

117 u Pali,amble

118 u Quarterton

119 Lalir

120 u Auchany and Mills

121 u Kemage and Ardbeith
*

Additional

122 d Dovy waste See Table 2 B

123 d Kstir Dow N Ibid.

12it d Westir Dow tt Ibid.

125 d Mergyngerach M Ibid.

126 u Drumhagarty n Ibid.

127 u Dunsyre » Ibid.

128 Husky Free forest of
Haldane

RMSa ii, 3288

129 u Lanerkynnis H Ibid.

130 u Cowloch It Ibid.

131 u Lanuck W Ibid.

132 u Fond of Goody » Ibid.

133
♦

Over and Nethir Auchrig
« Ibid.

13U
*

lake of Ruaky n Ibid.
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a. NORMANDY;

jf

anzcs with hunting reserves

eserves, see kcy.

4&5 & 22 Baronial Reserves, see key.

ICS
Place of origin of family represented
In Scotland, see key.



English Royal Forests

in the earldoms of Huntingdon & Northampton

LEGEND

•W Held by baron with lands in

Scotland • See key.

Modern county boundary.
Rutland Forest.

O 5 ^ 20 Rockingham Forest.
nniles ^\\\\ Whittlewood Forest.

Huntingdon Forest.

Salcey Forest.



C. Hunting Reserves, Thirteenth Century.
u

Key.

Royal forests, boundary certain.
uncertain.

^ y Church
■ ***x

ce rtal n .

uncertain.

Baronial forests, bounda ry certain.
- " " " uncertain

BOO' contour .

For numbers see key.

10 20
—I *—-

30
j

40

m il es



D. Royal Hunting Reserves in the Balquhidder Area
in the Reign of James IV-

K E Y

^ ' *n Approximate bounds
of hunting reserve.

22 "f* Lands waste for forest,
certain .

29 J. Lands waste for forest,
uncertain .

I X Controlled lands, certain.

44 y " " uncertain.

22

o

III

□
133

Royal lands leaded, certain.

"

uncertain.

Baronial forests.

For numbers, see key.

,0 OO'cont our.

O
L

2
1

Miles

4

N

A b e rle d noch

»Balquhidde r
Chape I

' '

-31 +

\Jbe Hunthal'lg
21+'

J) V .

CL* , X+ :

'134 & 12 8

Doune Park

oune Castle
Po r t of Ment e it h

® Duchray


